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ABSTRACT
The primary object of the present investigation was 
to test the inverted ‘U ’ model developed by investigators 
of 'arousal' in the West and of the 'strength of the 
excitatory process' in the Soviet Union to explain the 
relationship between a variety of factors and measures 
of behavioural, subjective and physiological response.
In the present project adult human subjects took part in 
four experiments. The following factors were investigated 
in one or more of them:introversion, neuroticism, 'strength 
of the excitatory process', stimulus intensity, stimulus 
duration, signal frequency, signal probability, accessory 
stimulation, time on task, task repetition and time of day. 
Measures of p-sychoticism were also taken. The response 
indices included: gustatory measures, reaction time, 
signal detection theory measures, vigilance scores, 
autonomie indices and measures of subjective state.
Support for the model emerged most strongly in 
the form of certain lower order interactions between the 
factors, for example between introversion and neuroticism 
for simple auditory reaction time, and between neuroticism 
and time of day for the speed of response to signals 
in a vigilance task. Support from higher order interactions 
was less forthcoming.
Compared to low N subjects,high N subject? scored relatively low 
oa the 'strength of the excitatory process' as measured 
by Xebylitsyn's index of the slope of the simple visual 
reaction time / stimulus intensity function. It was 
suggested, furthermore, that previously discrepant findings 
with respect.to introversion using this measure nay have 
been due to response bias effects, though experimental • 
test of this idea yielded non-significant results.
Though only partial support for the model was 
obtained it was considered to remain a useful conceptual 
tool, and possible practical implications were discus^ed.
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PART ONE
THEORETICAL AND
METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES 
%
h i
CHAPTER ONE - THE INVERTED 'U' HYPOTHESIS
1. THE ORIGINS OF THE CONCEPT
It has been proposed by Gray (196 4) that there is a 
great deal of concordance between the hypothetical con- 
structs of 'excitatory process* end 'arousal* studied in 
the Sbviet Union and the West, respectively. In both 
cases an inverted * U ' relationship has been observed 
between certain experimental factors and certain response 
indices and the above two constructs have been postulated 
in order to explain this relationship. The experimental 
factors art assur.ed to be déterminantes arid the response 
indices the determinates of the appropriate hypothetical 
construct. One difference is that in the West a positive, 
monotonie relationship is usually proposed to exist between 
'arousal* end its determinants a.nd, a curvilinear one 
between 'arousal* and its determinates. The converse is 
thought in the Soviet .Union to apply to the 'excitatory 
process's* relationship with its determinants and 
determinates. These relationships are depicted in figures 
1-3.
Figure 1 shows the errpirical relationship which 
cs tkcvoKt to exist between the level of a given deteminani 
amd the determinate in question. As the level of the 
determinant rises, the level of the cete nuin ate also 
rises until the peak of the curve is reached, after which 
further increases in the date rn inent produce a fall in 
the level of the drterrunate.
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is only sometimes revealed in its entirety through the 
action of a single determinant. Instead the above 
function is sometimes inferred from the conjoint action 
of more t h ^  one determinant. This is a point to which 
we will return below. For the present the thing to note 
is that even when the relationship is shown separately 
for several different determinants, the tendency has been 
to try to explain the results by reference to a single 
intervening variable or construct, such as the 'excitatory 
process' or 'arousal'.
Such intervening variables are unpopular with certain 
schools of thought within psychology. .The behaviourist 
tradition in its purest form (as exemplified by Skinner 
and his followers) prefers to simply investigate the 
relationship between 'input' (in this case the 
'determinant') and 'output' (in this case the ' oe t erndr. ate ' ) 
and not to speculate about the actual mechanism mediating 
between the two. This is the celebrated 'black box' 
approach, in which the organism which receives the input 
arid which produces the output is regarded as an Inscrutable 
entity, the nature of which can only be inferred, but not 
investigated directly. Since such inferences are 
unacceptable to strict behaviourists, they choose not to 
em-.pIpy them at all.
However, Skinner and his associates are nevertheless 
keen to establish cenerad laws governing the relationship 
between input and output. To have one law describing the 
way determinate A varies as a function of determinant A , 
and a separate law describing'the way determirate 3 varies
as a function of determinant B (not to mention the vay 
determinate A varies as a function of determinant B etc.) 
would be most cumbersome. One of the principle criteria 
for a good theory is thought to be parsimony - i.e. 
that it embodies the minimum number of postulates necessary 
to explain the empirical findings. So,in the interests 
of parsimony the behaviourists have tried to establish 
fairly general lavs to embrace the action of the numerous 
determinants and determinates and their various 
permutations.
Soviet and Western workers who have described the 
kind of relationship depicted in figure 1 have also been 
concerned, to produce parsimonious theories, but they have 
been willing to go one stage further than the beheviour- 
ists by developing vhat Hebb (1955) has celled a 
'conceptual nervous system* - i.e. a schematic, abstract 
model of the way the nervous system behaves to try to 
explain the observed relationships between ‘input* and
‘output‘ - i.e. V- ,— 4- * ' -n cete r — inants a.ric caterr.ina%es•
Figures 2a and 2b depict part of the Russion theorists*
conceptual nervous syste
part of the Western th^v
a and 3b depict
T us cor.sioer each ircre closely
2, IAN AND THE WESTERN Mbi COMPARED
As Figure 2a shews, the Russian workers have prcpc
c 5 the level of a given d 
evel of their const ruei
c-- -3
leterminant is incr
sat 1 : notonic fashion.u
certain point: the threshold of trar.sr.arcinal inhibition
(T.T.I.), This relationship is known as the 'law of 
strength*. However, once the T.T.I, has been reached, 
further increases in the level of the determinant produce 
a fell in the level of the 'excitatory process'. To be 
precise, the Russian theorists state that transmarginal
• I
inhibition reel ace s the excitatory process at the T.T.I.
It is the present author's opinion that if one wishes 
to invoke the concept of inhibition, one could alternatively 
suggest that the level of inhibition in fact may be non­
zero even before the T.T.I. is reached, but that this 
threshold simply represents the point at which the rates 
of increase of the 'excitatory' and 'inhibitory' processes 
become equal to each other. After it has been passed,
the latter becomes greater than the former. On this 
view the 'Y' axis in Figure 2a would be equal to the sutt:
of excitation and inhibition (with excitation having a
positive sign and inhibition a negative sign). Whether
such an interpretation is more intuitively reasonable than
the Russian theorists' view that the inhibition mechanism
is suddenly triggered at the T.T.I,, is debatable. Cray
(personal communication) has certainly agreed that it is
a plausible alternative.
In fact, at the level of the conceptual nervous 
system at least, it is not necessary to invoke the concept 
of inhibition at ell. One need only ass'U-me that the level
, I
of the excitatory process falls at the T.T.I. (as shown 
in Figure 2a) end we will work on this'basis-
, 4 7.
The other postulate of the Russian model is depicted 
in Figure 2b - i.e. that an essentially positive and 
monotonie relationship exists between the level of the 
’excitatory process and the level of the determinate 
(i.e. the response index in question). The two diagrams 
(Figures 2a and 2b), which are both hypothetical, together 
predict the function depicted in Figure 1, which is 
basically empirical.
The Western model is, in fact, the obverse of the 
Russian one and is depicted in Figures 3a and 3b. As 
.Figure 3a shows, an essentially positive monotonie 
relationship is thought to exist between the level of the 
determinant and the level of the Western intervening 
construct - i.e. 'arousal*. Figure 3b shows that an 
inverted 'U ' relationship exists between the level of
I t
arousal and the level of the determinate. The peak of 
the curve is known as the point of 'optimal arousal*. 
Again, Figures 3a and 3b, which are both hypothetical, 
predict the relationship depicted in Figure 1.
Thus,in terms of their ability to explain the 
empirical data, there is nothing to choose between the 
two models (so far at least). The differences between 
them at the level of the 'conceptual nervous system* are 
largely academic, and rest mainly on the fact that (as 
Gray (1964) has pointed out) in the Russian model the 
intervening construct ('excitatory process') is thought 
to be related in a positive, monotonie; function to the 
determinate, whereas in the West the intervening construct 
('arousal') is thought to be related in a positive.
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monotonie fashion to the determinant. We shall see below 
that when one tries to match the conceptual nervous 
system onto the 'real* nervous system,the differences 
between the two models become more than just semantic 
and academic. Before we do this, however, let us consider 
another factor which is common to the two formulations.
3. THE CRITERION OF PARSIMONY
Both models represent two alternative , but equally 
parsimonious explanations of the function depicted in 
Figure 1. Furthermore, assuming that we are going to 
introduce an intervening construct at all, they are not 
only equally parsimonious, but they are also maximally 
parsimonious. They are the most simple form of 
explanation,in terms of an intervening variable,that is 
possible. If one wanted to, of course, one could invent 
an infinite number of possible hypothetical solutions to 
the problem posed by Figure 1. Furthermore, each of these 
could consist of as many diagrams as one wished, each one 
having as its X axis the Y axis variable from the 
previous one, and an additional construct for its own 
y axis (finally ending up with 'determinate *).
Furthermore, each of these diagrams on its own could be 
as complex as wished. Clearly though our parsimony
criterion would go out of the window in such a madcap 
'cascade' process.
There is another way in which the models are 
parsimonious. It is one which has been referred to 
already, but it is not obvious from the diagrams as sho’w n .
We pointed out earlier that we do not have just one 
determinant and one determinate, but several. One could 
simply state that wherever we have a determinate varying 
as a function of a determinant, in a manner described by 
Figure 1, an explanation in terms of the Russian or 
Western model would apply. This would be parsimonious 
in one sense;since we would have only one set of laws.
But would it not on its own imply the existence of several 
different 'excitatory process' constructs or several 
different 'arousal' constructs, one for each of the possible 
permutations between the determinates and the determinants? 
Could we not introduce an even greater degree of. 
parsimony if we assumed that in each case the same 
intervening construct is involved, whether we call it the 
'excitatory process' or 'arousal, and whether we adopt the 
Russian or the Western model? '
This is precisely what the earliest formulations of 
the Russian and the Western theorists have assumed. As 
Gray (1964, gg. Cit.) has described, the Russian workers 
do talk in terms of the excitatory process' within different 
'analysers' ( e.g. a visual 'analyser* for visual 
determinates and an auditory 'analyser' for auditory 
determinates). To this extent, then, they could be 
considered to have different intervening constructs.
However, as we shall see below, when we consider individual 
differences, it was assumed in the early stages of the 
formulation of the 'theory of strength' (which is embodied 
in Figures 2a and 2b) that the level of the excitatory 
process, under standard conditions, in these different
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analysers correlates very highly across individuals. In 
the West this has been taken further, for instance, by 
Duffy (1962) who proposes the existence of a single 
'arousal* or 'activation* continuum.
The great virtue of such an approach is, of course, 
that, if it works, it brings together a whole mass of 
disparate data involving different stimulus and response 
measures into a single framework. However, we shall argue 
that its greatest strength is also in some ways its greatest 
weakness, since this particular aspect of the model(s) 
has proved to be something of an Achilles heel.
Let us first consider in more detail though, what the 
attempts to achieve such a high degree of parsimony imply. 
We have seen already that in the West, at least, the 
assumption has been made by some workers that the levels 
of different determinates can be predicted (in accordance 
with Figure 3b) from the position the subject occupies 
on a single arousal* continuum, and that this position is 
itself predictable from a function such as the one depicted 
in Figure 3(a). We will discuss this again below. But 
what of the other assumption - namely that for a given 
determinate , the level can be predicted from the value 
of a single construct ('arousal* or the 'excitatory* 
process) which is itself dependent on the levels of several 
different determinants? We will consider this now.
 THE PREDICTIONS OF THE HYPOTHESIS «
i ) The conjoint action of the determinants
The way in which several determinants are thought 
to act together is most cT^aily illustrated by reference
SI
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Fig.4 The Russian explanation of the conjoint effects of 
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Fig. 5. The Western explanation of the conjoint effcts of 
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to G r a y ’s comparison of the Russian and Western models 
(1964). We have attempted to represent these in Figures 
4 and 5.
The similarities a.nd differences between the Russian
and Western list of determinants (an d also determinates -
we have not listed them in the figures, in fact) will be 
considered later. For the present, the important point 
to notice is that in each case, the various determinants 
are thought to feed into a single box -i.e. to jointly 
determine the actual level of the ’excitatory p r ocess’ 
or ’arousal'.* What this means is that instead of the 
single curve shown in Figure 2a and in Figure 3a (page )
we in fact have a family of curves. Let us illustrate 
this by using the Russian model and considering two 
determinants, which we will call A and B.
Excitatory process .Excitatory process
High
Level of
Low
Level of
LI X2
X2__
Lit— ' 
L2
XI —
XI
X L w
Level of determin­
ant A
Fig..6 _ /T.h e_conj olnt_act iorL_of_
determinants A and B.
Levels of 
determinants A and B
.An, aliiernaiilve. 
 ___ _____j:eore^ejndLa-LiarL
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Consider Figure 6 (ignoring Figure 7 for the 
present) . This shows a hypothetical relationship between 
the level of the determinant A and the level of the 
'excitatory process*, for two different levels of the 
determinant B. We see that the curve for the low level 
of determinant B is shifted to the right relative to that 
for the high level of determinant B. Consider the 
situation when the level of determinant A is equal to the 
value X. If the level of determinant B is relatively low, 
the value of the excitatory process will be X l . More 
importantly, if the level of determinant A is increased 
by a small amount, the level of the 'excitatory process' 
will increase,since we are operating on the left-hand side 
of the appropriate curve. If, on the other hand, the level 
of determinant A is X, but the level of determinant B is 
h i g h , the value of the excitatory process will be X2.
Moreover, this time if the level of the determinant A is
I
increased by a small amount,the value of the excitatory 
process will fal1 , since we are operating on the right-hand 
portion of the appropriate curve. Since Figure 2b (page hh ) 
shows that an essentially positive and monotonie relation­
ship is presumed to exist in the Russian m o d e l ,between
• I
the level of the excitatory process and the level of the 
determinate, what is true of the former will also be true 
of the latter. In other words, the relationships depicted 
in Figure 6 would predict an interact ion between 
determinants A and B, when the levelsiof these two 
determinants are manipulated in a single experiment, and 
the level of a determinate is measured. So when the level
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of determinant B is relatively low, a small increase in
the level of determinant A  will produce an increase in
the level of the determinate,' However, if the level of
determinant B is relatively h i g h , a corresponding increase
in the level of determinant A will produce a decrease in
the level of the determinate.
We have used the term a * small increase* because if
it had been a large one, the effect of such an increase
1
might have produced a fall in the level of the excitatory
f
process ( and the determinate ) even when the level of B 
was relatively low (as illustrated by point W) . $:/wiUrl^ , 
we have used the terms * relatively low* and 'relatively 
hi g h * , but if the difference between these two values 
was not sufficiently great, then an interaction of this kind 
might not appear.
This is since the two curves would be closer together 
and we might be operating on the left-hand side of both
curves, as shown in Figure 8 belowi^^rgef' ycale /or cfarî-t^).
Fig.8 .An interaction based on thn sizm n f .
 ________ differences..
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Level of
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process^ , 2
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Figure 8 shows that a small increase in determinant 
A from X to X' will produce an increase in the level of
I I
the excitatory process (and a corresponding increase in 
the determinate) from XI to x'l , if the level of 
determinant B is relatively low. If the level of determinant 
B is relatively h i g h , an increase in A from X to X* will
t I
also produce an increase in the excitatory process •from 
X2 to X 2, However, it should be clear that the difference 
between XI and X*l , on the one hand, is much greater than 
the difference between X2 and X^ 2, on the other. Therefore, 
we might still get an interaction between A and B, but it 
would be of a different kind from the earlier interaction, 
since it would be based on a difference in the size of 
the change rather than a difference in the direction of ^
I I
change of the excitatory process, (and determinate). 
Nevertheless, it is equally predictable from our functions, 
so long as we assume that as we move to the right along 
the *X' axis of figure 8 the gradient of the curves 
decreases, which it. does as we have drawn it. Clearly it . 
is necessarily the case that on the left of the curve 
(i.e. to the left of its peak) the gradient at some point 
decreases as we move from left to right , since the law
I f
of strength (see Figure 2a, page 44 . ) predicts that the
function rises, but also that it flattens off completely
at the peak ( the T.T.I.),
We could incorporate both these assumptions and yet
reject the assumption that the gradient decreases in a
«
smooth fashion if we assume that the peak is a sharp one, 
as in Figure 9.
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Fig.9 .An alternative representation
of the T.T.I.
This is, however, not only counterintuitive, but, 
more importantly, it is not in line with empirical findings 
Data in this area, based either on the effect of 
manipulation of a single determinant, or on the ]oint 
manipulation of several of them, suggest that the curve 
is a smooth one (though there are grounds for suggesting 
a different modification to the curve and we will discuss 
this below). As we will see, interactions based on the 
size of the change in the level of the determinate do occur 
as well as interactions based on the direction of the 
change,
Nevertheless, the above analysis illustrates that 
factors such as the size of the increase in determinant 
A and the size of the difference between the two levels 
of determinant B , do affect the kind of interaction that 
we will get. Furthermore, the absolute values also matter. 
In Figure 8, if we had considered points Y and Y *, instead 
of X and X ' , we would have got an interaction based on
I * \
the direction of change of the excitatory process, despite 
the fact that the difference between the two levels of B 
is meant to be less than in Figure 6 (page 5 3  ).
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il) The Problem of falsiflability
We seem, therefore, to have a difficulty. All these 
various scenarios are explicable on the basis of the 
hypothetical model, but it is difficult to know beforehand 
which one will occur, since tenris such as a * small 
increase and 'relatively greater* are difficult to tie 
down in operational terms. The curves shown are 
hypothetical ones - we have inferred them from empirical 
data, but since we cannot observe them directly it is not 
easy to say what particular operational values of the 
determinants would lead to which particular kind of 
interaction. The theory seems better able to explain than 
to predict.
On this basis,it might seem that the reluctance of 
the strict behaviourist school to indulge in such theoris­
ing is justified. However, let us see how serious the 
flaws in the theory's predictive powers really are.
Popper (196 9) has argued that one criterion of a good 
theory is the degree to which it is *falsifiable*. In 
other words, the degree to which a given empirical result , 
can be unambiguously interpreted, either as supportive or 
as inimical to the theory. It could be argued that, the 
larger the proportion of the total possible experimental 
outcomes which a theory is capable of accommodating, the 
less 'falsifiable* it is. In the extreme we would have 
a theory which w’as capable of accommodating all possible 
outcomes and which, therefore, would be unfalsifiable. 
Popper would argue that such a theory is scientifically 
useless,( although it should be pointed out that a theory
which could account for, say,99% of all possible outcomes - 
i.e. virtually all the possible outcomes - is still in 
principle falsifiable).
However, falsiflability is only one criterion of a 
good theory. The other main criterion is that it should 
be able to explain the facts. Clearly there is something 
of a trade off between the falsiflability of a theory and 
its ability to account for experimental data. The greater 
the proportion of all possible outcomes that a theory can 
account for, the less likely it is to be falsified and 
vice v e rsa. Furthermore, since parsimony was one of the 
main reasons for the construction of the model in its 
present form, the clash between these two aspects of 
scientific value would seem to be even more apparent.
This is one of the reasons why we said that the theory's
greatest strength could also be regarded as one of its 
greatest weaknesses.
Obviously, it we accept this argument, we must try to 
strike some sort of a balance between the need to have 
a theory which is empirically testable or 'falsifiable* 
and the need to have a theory which can account for as 
wide a range of facts as possible. We have shown, and will 
show further, that the theory performs the latter function 
fairly adequately. But what of its degree of falsifiability? 
Above we stated that this could be defined as being 
inversely related to the proportion of possible outcomes
which it can account for. «
By corollary, it is directly related to the proportion 
of experimental outcomes which it cannot account for. So
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far we have considered two interactions which the theory 
can account for. For each of these, though, there is a 
corresponding interaction which it is unable to explain.
If the effect of an increase in A was to produce an 
increase in the determinate when the level of B was 
relatively h i g h , but a decrease when the level of B was 
relatively l o w , this would clearly be quite contrary to 
the theory. It would be consistent with the view that the 
functions in Figure 6 (page 5^ 5 ) and Figure 8 (page S5 ) 
were *13' shaped rather than inverted *U's . Alternatively, 
we could suppose that the functions were inverted *U's, 
but that the effect of an increase in the level o£- B was 
to shift the curve to the right rather than to the left.
Similarly, if the effect of an increase in A was to 
produce a greater increase in the determinate when the 
level of B was relatively high rather than relatively low, 
again this would contradict the theory , but would be 
conson&nt with the view that the curve corresponding to 
the high level of B was to the right of the curve, 
corresponding to the low level of B.
iii) Different forms of interaction.
It should also be pointed out that if in Figure 8 (page 
55" ) we had chosen the points N and N ' to represent our 
increase in A, we would have got an interaction due to 
differences in size of the change in the determinate (not 
its direction), but this time the change would have been 
in the dowTiward direction. Again though, there would 
be a corresponding interaction which would be inimical to 
our theory. , g g
, Also, in the situation depicted in Figure 6, the
interaction works both ways. For convenience we will 
reproduce Figure 6 below.
Fig. 6. The conjoint action of determinants A and B
Excitatory process
High
Level of
Low
level of
X2
LI
L2
XI
X L
Level of determinant A
So far we have considered the effect of an increase
in A at two levels of B . Let us now consider the effect
of an increase in B at two levels of A. At point X, an
increase in B is equivalent to a shift from the right hand
to the left hand curve, resulting in an increase in the 
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level of the excitatory process from ÿ.1 to X 2 , since the
height of the left hand curve (high B) is greater than the
height of the right hand curve (low B) at point X. At
point L,however,(i.e. at a higher value of A), the reverse
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is true. The height of the high B curve is less than the 
height of the low B curve, so an increase in the level 
of B would result in a decrease in the level of the 
excitatory process at point L. We will call this kind of 
interaction, which works in both directions, a * double 
interaction',. We have seen already that if it had turned 
out in the opposite sense for the first direction, it 
would have contradicted our theory. If so, then it would 
also have turned out in the opposite sense for the second 
direction (i.e. there would have been a decrease in the 
excitatory process when B was increased at a low level 
of A, but an increase in the excitatory process when B 
was increased at a high level of A) . Consider now Figure 
10.
Fig.10 .A 'partial' interaction.
Excitatory
process
High
Level’ of
Low
Level of
X X'
Level of determinant A
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direction, in which case it would have contradicted the 
theory.
At this point it is worth considering a slight change 
to the formulation of the theory, which does not alter 
its substance, but makes it easier to explain. Consider 
again Figure . 6 (page 53). We have used this diagram to 
show how the effect of one determinant may depend on the ■ 
level of another determinant. We have done this by 
drawing two curves for the two levels of determinant B.
We could actually have drawn it the other way round and 
put determinant B on the X axis and used two curves to 
represent the two levels of determinant A. The two 
representations would have been equally valid , since A 
and B are in this context equivalent (and that is why we 
used letters to represent them and not concrete examples).
However, this equivalence is masked by the use of 
the X axis to represent the level of one determinant 
and separate curves to represent the level of the other. 
Also, if we were considering more than two levels of one 
or both determinants and/or the conjoint effect of three 
or more determinants, the use.of this sort of 
representation would prove very cumbersome. It would be 
very difficult to get all the curves on one diagram without 
causing confusion, and separate diagrams would make 
comparison difficult.
There is, fortunately, an alternative way of 
representing the situation, and this is depicted in Fig'ure 
7. For convenience we will reproduce both figures below.
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Excitatory process Excitatory process
High
Level of B.
Low
Level of B .
X2
LI
L2
XI
X L
LI X2
L%
XI
Levels of determina-
Level of determinant A nts A  and B
Fig.6. The conjoint action of 
determinants A and B,
Fig.7. An alternative 
representation.
Instead of using the X axis to represent the level 
of one determinant and separate curves to represent the 
levels of the other determinants, it uses a single curve 
and uses the same, X axis to represent the levels of all 
the determinants under consideration. This may seem an 
arbitrary p r o c e d u r e , b u t  if we look back to Figures 4 
and 5 (page SZ ), we see that they imply exactly this.
In other words, the level of the'excitatory process' (or 
'arousal') depends on some composite measure of the levels 
of the determinants. It is this composite measure that 
would be represented along the X axis, of Figure 7. As 
an example of how this model would i/ork, consider the 
effect of an increase in the level of A from X to L. We 
have already seen that this will produce an interaction.
G5
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It will be a 'double* interaction, since the excitatory 
I
p r o c e s s ■increases from XI to LI when the level of B is 
low, but. decreases from X2 to L2 when the level of B is
high. Also, if the level of B increases from low to
I r
high, the excitatory process will increase from XI to X 2 ,
if the level of A is X, whereas if the level of A is L, 
the 'excitatory process will decrease from LI to L2, if the 
level of B increases.
The horizontal dotted lines show the effect of
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projecting these values of the excitatory process onto 
the curve in Figure 7. The first thing to notice is that 
each of the lines cuts the curve at two points. It should 
be made clear that when deciding which of these two 
points is the 'correct* o n e ,we are at perfect liberty to 
choose either one,depending on which one conforms to 
the situation depicted in Figure 6 more closely. This is 
because at present our concern is to show that there is 
an alternative way of representing this situation. We 
are constructing a model, we are not as yet testing a 
hypothesis.
The symbols X l X 2 , LI, L2 on Figure 7 represent our 
choice on this basis. XI and Ll lie on the left hand side 
of the curve, since they lie on the left hand side of 
their respective curve in Figure 6 . Similarly, X2 and 
L2 lie on the right hand side of the curve, since they 
lie on the right hand side of their respective curve in 
Figure 6 . This correspondence is necessary since an 
alteration in the level of A (e.g. a small increase 
either from an initial level of X or L) would have
differential effects depending on whether the points were 
on the left or right hand side of the curve and we wish 
figures 6 and 7 to predict the same thing, and we see that 
we have achieved this aim. One difficulty remains, 
ho w e v e r ,
(iv) The problem of intermediate groups
We have seen that using our alternative representation 
in Figure 7, we have our *double* interaction. However, 
we argued earlier that the form of the interaction 
depended very much on the way we draw Figure 6 and that 
all of the different effects this would produce would bm 
interactions, but of different k i n d s . Let us use our new 
technique embodied in Figure 7 to show another example of 
this. Consider Figure 11 below.
Fig.11 .An alternative representation of the positions 
of the intermediate groups.
Excitatory process
Ll
L2
Levels of determinants A and B
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This is identical to Figure 7 except that the 
relative positions of the points Ll and X2 on the X axis 
have been swapped round. The positions of Xl and L2 on 
the X axis and the positions of all the points on the *Y* 
axis (i.e. the excitatory process) are the same. It 
should be clear that we still have our double interaction 
and it is exactly the same empirically as the one depicted 
in Figure 6 and Figure 7. The author could use exactly 
the same words to describe it ( as on page ) and it 
would correspond to the description in every respect.
The reason is that the description was of the empirical 
results that would be obtained if such a hypothetical 
situation were to be reflected in the data of an experiment 
It should also be noted that the new positions of X2 
and Ll are the points of intersection of the corresponding 
horizontal lines with the curve in Fidure 7, which were 
rejected earlier. The reason that they were rejected was 
because they would not have led to an accurate represent­
ation of Figure 6 . If, however, we move the low B level 
curve in Figure 6 to the left and the high B level curve 
in Figure 6 to the right,by appropriate distances, we 
could get a situation in which the picture in Figure 11 
was a more accurate representation. Such movements would 
bring the two curves closer together, and the sort of 
interaction depicted in Figure 11 is what one would get if 
one compared points X and N in Figure 8 (page ST ) (which, 
it will be remembered,was an attempt^’ to show what would 
happen if the curves were closer together).
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The important point is that, as we have already 
stated, how we draw Figure 6 on an a priori basis is a 
matter of choice. But it can lead to different forms of 
empirical interaction. Here we have the opposite 
situation where the same empirical interaction could be 
predicted equally well by two alternative hypothetical 
models.
Another reason why the kind of representation in 
Figure 7 is preferable.to that in Figure 6 (which is the 
more commonly used one) is that it makes this indeter­
minate nature of the model easier to see. The type of 
diagram shown in Figure 6 is more likely to give us the 
false impression that we know exactly where all the 
various pieces in the jigsaw lie.
However, this indeterminacy only applies to the two 
intermediate groups. It is easy to see why this should 
be so. The X axis in Figure 7 is meant to be a composite 
sum of the levels of the determinants A and B. But 
these are measured in totally different units - for 
instance A might be stimulus intensity measured in terms 
of dB , whilst B might be the dosage of a stimulant drug 
measured in units of mg./lOO mils.* of bloodl
How can it possibly be valid to try to combine the
two?
Consider what would happen if we do try to combine 
A and B , when both have two levels. This leads to 4 
combinations :
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Low A 
High B
Low A High A
Low B High B
High A
Low B
What we can say for sure is that if there was a 
basis for combining them, the low A , low B combination 
would produce the lowest level of the composite measure 
and the high A, high B combination would produce the . 
highest level. We cannot say which of the two inter­
mediate groups would be higher,(i.e. further to the right 
along the X axis of Figure 7) since each one is high 
on one determinant, but low on the other. However, the 
fact that these two determinants interact at all - i.e.
(to use the behaviourist tenrdnolpgy) the fact that they 
both go into the organism as different forms of 'input', 
but come out as the same form of 'output* (i.e. as the 
determinate in question) indicates that the organism- is 
capable of combining them in some way. The question is 
how? Is there some way we can determine the equation 
which the organism's nervous system uses to establish what 
value the composite measure has for given values of 
A and B? If we knew this equation, we could predict the 
relative positions of the intermediate groups, as well 
as the extreme groups, on the X axfs of figure 7 (page S’S )
But we have already stated that the positions of the 
points in Figure 7 were chosen because if they had been
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different the effect of a small increase in the level of 
A,from an initial value of X or L, would be different to 
that predicted by Figure 6 . One way, therefore, to test 
whether the formulation in Figures 6 and 7, or the 
formulation in Figure 11 (page 67 ) was correct, would be 
to use more than two levels of determinant A. If 
Figured 6 and 7 are correct, a small increase in A  would
I I
produce a decrease in the excitatory process in the group 
corresponding to X2 (low A, high B ) , but an increase in 
the group corresponding to Ll (high A, low B ) .
If Figure 11 was correct, on the other hand, a small 
increase in the level of A would produce the reverse effect.
Another way of distinguishing the intermediate groups 
would be to include a third factor (*C'). Since an 
increase in its level would add to the value of the composite 
measure, it would move one to the right along the *X* axis 
of Figures 7 and 11. It would, therefore, produce an
\- t
increase in the excitatory process in the group which 
was operating on the left hand side of the curve, but a 
decrease in the group which was operating on the right 
hand side of the curve.
We cannot, however, eliminate the element of 
indeterminacy in position of intermediate groups altogether:
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Low A 
Low B 
Low C
Low A
High B
Low C
High A
Low B 
Low C
High A
Low B
Low A High C
Low B
High C
Low A 
High B 
High C
High A 
High B 
 ^ Low C
High A
High B 
High C
The combinations shown in the boxes can be considered 
to be equivalent to our previous 2 intermediate groups. We 
now have other groups to compare themwith and in each case 
we know which group must be further along the X axis than the 
other (as indicated by the symbol since they differ
only in the level of one factor or determinant. We have, 
however, created another intermediate group as indicated by 
the arrow . For this group (low A, "low B, high C) we do 
have appropriate comparison groups, i.e. the High A, low B, 
high C group and the low A, high B, high C group. But 
we do not know whether the low A, low B, high C group is 
greater than the two boxed groups, which also have a high 
level of only one factor. Also, we can compare the high A, 
high B, low C group with the high A, high B, high C group, 
but we cannot compare it with the two groups which are also
7t
high on two determinants.
We could introduce a fourth factor, but' by a similar 
argument we could not eliminate the element of 
indeterminacy completely and the same applies for the 
technique of including more than two levels of the same 
factor.
(v) Multifactorial experiments
We have gone into this in some.detail to show that 
even a posteriori we cannot be absolutely sure what 
particular picture to draw to depict our results. There' 
will always be alternatives. However, each of these 
alternatives will be consistent with the overall-theory, 
and we have seen that where more than two levels of a 
factor are involved , or where there are more than two 
factors, we can make deductions about the positions of some 
of the intermediate groups. This is one reason why 
multi factor i‘al experiments are preferable to ones in which 
only two (or even one factor) are used. Clearly, when 
only one factor is used we do have.a situation in which 
the theory is able to account.for all possible alternatives 
and is, therefore, unfalsifiable.
1= Low level of factor
2= High level of factor
Excitatory process
Level of factor
Fia., 1 2 _The..J.iiv:e.rt&cL.lll.b_aiid_ the^
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As figure 12 shows, the results of an experiment which 
employs two levels of just one determinant can be 
explained by the inverted 'U* , whether they show a 
positive, insignificant or negative effect of the 
determinant . For this reason, even in an analysis of 
variance involving many determinants, main effects are not 
particularly informative on their own.
As Corcoran (1955) has pointed out, the use of two 
determinants can overcome this problem , since the inverted 
'U* would predict certain specific kinds of interaction 
between them, as we have seen.
have now suggested that there are grounds for 
including more than two determinants. However, as we 
shall see, there are reasons for doing this . other than 
simply to elucidate the positions of the intermediate groups 
(which we have seen it cannot do completely anyway).
At the beginning of our analysis we pointed out that 
the inverted *U* function, shown in Figure 1, was not only 
produced by altering the level of a single determinant 
over a wide range, but also by looking at the joint effect 
of more thain one determinant. We have considered at some 
length the possible joint effects of two determinants, and 
we will summarise these below,using our alternative method 
of representation - i.e. using the *X* axis to represent 
a composite sum of the determinants involved.
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Fiçures'133 ?jnd 13b show interact ions based on 
differences in the ^iz^ of the chance -in the ceterrdnate.
Ficcres 3 3c to show interactions based on 
differences in the direction of the chance in the determinate
Fimare 13c shows a 'double* interaction (i.e. one 
which works both ways).
Picores 13d to g show 'partial' interactions (i.e. 
c-r.a5 which work in only one way) .
See  paces 40-^1 per r îs .r t /h 'it  <w. a
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Let us return now to the ç'uestion^whether our theory 
is sufficiently felsifieble to F.eet Popper’s criterion.
We have depicted seven possible out comes which might lead 
to a significant interaction between deterrrûnants A and B 
and which, therefore, we would regard as supportive of the 
theory. However, we have also argued that in each case 
there is a corresponding interaction in the opposite 
direction, which' could have occurred and which would have 
directly contradicted the theory. For example , consider 
Ficure 14 below.
Fig. 14. An interaction opposite to the empirical result 
corresponding to Figure 13a.
xcitatory process
levels of d nda
Erp-r i c'^al ly such a relationship would produce an 
interaction exactly opposite to that predicted by 
Figure 13a, so we would have to reject the theory and 
propose an alternative such,as the ’Ü' relationship 
depicted above.
Let us now consider the more usual situation one 
encounters when, for instance, conducting an experiment to 
test the effect of a single factor on a given response
index. Two possible outcomes could give a significant 
result. One in which an increase in the level of the 
factor produced an increase in the value of the response 
index, and the other in which the increase in the level 
of the factor produced a decrease in the value of th^ 
response index. On an a priori basis these would be 
equally likely to occur by chance.
If we had a hypothesis that the increase in the 
level of the factor would produce a change in the response 
index in a certain specified direction, then one outcome 
would support the hypothesis , and the other would negate 
it . (Furthermore, we would be entitled to use a one-tailed 
test, since we had predicted the direction of the outcome).
The inverted *U' hypothesis produces an equivalent 
situation. It is not the total number of outcomes that 
would support the hypothesis that is important, but the 
proportion of outcomes that would so so, since this would 
determine the probability of obtaining an outcome which 
supports the hypothesis purely by chance. In both 
situations, the proportion of significant outcomes which 
would support the hypothesis is one half, so although the 
total number of such supportive outcomes is greater, the 
probability of obtaining a spurious supportive outcome is 
no greater.
Let us now consider the situation where we have 
three factors involved. The inverted *U* is essentially 
a second order function - i.e. a quadratic with a negative 
value for the quadratic coefficient. It should be clear 
that it can only accommodate the kind of interaction
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which is based on differences in the directions of changes 
(and which works for more than one factor) when no more 
than two factors are involved.
The diagrams in Figures 13c *- g are examples of 
such interactions in which the effect of at least one 
factor on the determinate is opposite in direction at the 
two levels of the other factor. It might be thought that 
the same applied to interactions which depend on differences 
in the size of the change in the determinate (rather than 
its direction) such as the ones portrayed in Figure 13a 
and 13b, and as the inverted *U* stands this is true. We 
will see later that with a modification the inverted *U’ 
can accommodate interactions of this nature (i.e. based 
on s i z e , but not direction) which involve 3 factors. Also 
we will see that when we are considering determinates 
which depend on the gradient of the inverted *U* , and not 
its absolute height, the inverted *U' can even account 
for the interaction of three factors where the interaction 
is based on the direction of changes, rather than the size.
However, these exceptions do not alter to any 
substantial extent the argument that is being developed . 
here. If we have three factors (ignoring the above 
exceptions) , or if we have more than three factors (whether 
we ignore them or n o t ) , there are no crossovers which work 
for more than one factor that the inverted *U* can explain. 
To show what we mean by this, consider Figure 15 overleaf. 
(It should be noted that we are usi^hg the term ’factor' , 
here, essentially synonymously with the term 'determinant')
7 A
Excitatory
Process
Al,52
Levels of deter ts
High level of C
,cw level of C
This sLcxs a triple interaction between th
factors (A -d C) in which th tion worhs for
nore than ore factor. If we consider the joint effort of 
A and 5 for each of the two levels of C, we find that 
we have an interaction of the ’double' hind in each one* 
Also, the nature of this interaction is opposite et the 
two levels of C - hence the triple interaction. Clearly 
the inverted ’ U ' car; not explain this. We could also 
have drawn sever al alternatives involving partial crossover 
at one or both levels of the factor C ,and the inverted 
'U* would have been equally unable to account for these.
Tie only fc-ivTi of triple interaction which (in its present
forn) it can accorn.o te, is the hind in which the e ffect
of a fa ctor re veI ses in sign, dec èncin g on the level s of
the Vt er fact ors, but where ther G c Z G no othe r re ve rsals
when t hese le\-els ar e ce ns i ce red separ ately. An e X ar pie
is sh ■n in Fi c u- re 16 overle a f .
Excitatory process
T. 7. X.
High A, High B, High C
Low A,Low B,Low C
Levels of determinants A,B and C
Fie. 16 Atriple interaction which the inverted *U* can 
accomodate
Furthermore, even with this sort of interaction the 
inverted 'tJ' is very specific about the sort of 
interaction it will allow. For instance, the interaction 
must indicate that the group which is expected to be 
farthest to the right along the *X* axis (i.e. the group 
with the highest levels of all three factors) has passed 
the T.T.I. (as in Figure 16).
It should be clear, though, that where we have 
three factors (and especially where we have m e r e ) , there 
are a great many possible interactions that would not 
conform in this way to the inverted *U' hypothesis. So 
we see that multifactorial experiments provide a very 
stringent test of the hypothesis and certainly meet Popper's 
criterion of falsiflability.
(vi) A  proposed modification
Above , we mentioned a modification to the theory.
Let us now consider this in detail.
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Figure 17, below, simply reproduces Figure 1 shown 
earlier.
Determinate
Determinant
Fig. 1 7 . The empirical relationship between a determinant 
and. a determinate -
In such a curve, the gradient progressively decreases 
as one moves along the X axis until the threshold of 
transmarginal inhibition (T.T.I.) is reached after which 
it becomes progressively more and more negative. However, 
as Gray (1964) points out, this is just an idealised 
representation and it is very difficult to know the exact 
form of the curve,since no definitive study has been 
carried out which varied a single determinant over a 
sufficiently wide range and measure<t the determinate 
directly. The curve as shown is to a large extent an 
inference from more indirect data. It should be pointed 
out, therefore, that there is evidence to support an 
alternative representation (at least over the portion of 
the curve to the left of the T.T.I.)„ as follows:
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Determinate
Determinant
liiJi A modified inverted *U' curve
The difference is that at both extreme ends of the 
curve the gradient flattens off instead of s t e e p e n i n g .
This representation embodies two concepts very familiar 
to psychologists - namely 'floor* and 'ceiling* effects.
The 'floor* effect would operate in portions A and D of 
the curve and the ceiling effect in portions B and C.
The earlier representation would only incorporate the 
'ceiling' effect, not the 'floor* effect. (That the forrrier 
may well be relevant to our present considerations will be 
illustrated later (for instance,when we come to consider 
the relationship between the salivary response and level 
of introversion. See page : 89 ) i.
The left hand portion of the revised model is also 
the sort of 'sigmoid* curve that is used to describe 
the psychophysical function relating subjective and objective 
intensity in experiments on the 'just-noticeable- 
difference*. It, therefore, corresponds closely to the 
Weber-Fechner law c i oa )
The right hand portion of the curve is more 
indeterminate, since there are less data relevant to it.
_________________a a ________________________________
However, the flattening off that occurs at both ends is 
TT.ore intuitively plausible than the earlier formulation. 
Figure 18 would imply that the level of the determinate 
suddenly jumps from a zero to a non-zero value, since its 
slope is steepest at the point at which it cuts the 'X' 
axis. Equally,at the o-ii-.tr d , it implies that it suddenly 
alters from a non-zero to a zero value. In fact, these 
extremes are difficult to imagine anyway. We have amongst 
our lists of determinants factors such as individual 
differences a-nd drive, a.nd it is difficult to envisage a 
situation where their value is so low that it results in
, 1  I
a zero of the excitatory process, which is, itself,
thought to be positively and monctonically related to the 
level of the determinate. If the,determinate assum,es a 
zero value, we could also ass ume that the 'excitatory process 
had become zero. This is, in fact, not locically 
necessary. We could suppose that in Figure 2b (page U i f ) 
the function intersects the 'X' axis at a non-zero value o f  
the 'excitatory process'. If we did this we could also 
suppose that the curve in Figure 1^ did not intersect 
the ’X ’ axis, but suddenly cam.e to a stop at a point 
slightly above it, despite the fact that it is steepest 
(either positively or negatively) at this point. B u t  tt •. s 
intuitively more plausible to adopt the revised model in 
Figure JE (page 83 ). This also would have to 'float*
above the * X* axis, somewhat, but the flattening off at 
both ends would make the overall picture a more realistic 
one. This is not unimportant,since we shall see that 
attempts have been m.ede to miap the conceptual nervous
'______________  8 4 __________'_____________ '•
system onto the real nervous system.
Finally, the curve shown in Figure 18 conforms more 
closed to the analysis presented by Heilizer (1975), in 
which he attempts to show how the Pavlovian concepts of 
'excitation' and 'inhibition' and the Western concept of 
introversion are related to the 'law of initial values' 
(which, itself, was formulated to explain 'ceiling' and 
'floor' effects). The reader is referred to Heilizer*s 
paper for a more detailed account. , For our present 
purposes, the upshot of his analysis is that we should 
adopt the representation in Figure iSrather than the one 
in Figure 17 (page SI ).
It is worth pointing out at this juncture that such 
a modification does not violate the sanctity of the 
inverted 'U ' in any way. The curves shown in Figures 
1-3 (page kh ) and subsequently , are only idealised 
representations, in any case. Some of them are based on 
representations proved by other workers - for instance 
Figure 2a is based on a similar curve drawn by Gray 
(1964 , page 162),though its right hand half has been 
extended downwards. Some of the others are less often 
depicted explicitly in pictorial fashion. They are 
logical constructs based on empirical data or on theoretical 
formulations, and the author acknowledges his debt in 
this area to other researchers, such as Gray (1964, 
cit.) . Corcoran (1965, o p. C it_. ) and Eysenck (1967).
Another modification that one cCuld suggest is that 
in Figure 3a,-which shows the relationship between the 
level of a determinant and the construct'arousal', the 
function might be better depicted as flattening off at
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both ends. Again this would be more realistic for 
reasons we have already stated, but it would not alter the 
model to any substantial extent, particularly over the 
middle range , where most of the data are likely to be
collected.
A final point that should be made is that we have 
employed the Russian model so far in our analysis largely 
as a matter of convenience. We could easily have provided 
a formulation in terms of the Western model, since the 
two are conceptually equivalent.
To summarise, the proposed modification to the 
hypothesis (depicted in Figure 10, page S3 ) is 
intuitively more reasonable than the original formulation 
(depicted in Figure 17, page &1 )i It also receives 
theoretical support from the 'law of initial values' and 
empirical support from a number of experimental outcomes, 
a. point which will become clearer later .
Let us now see what implications the modification has. 
Portions B and C of the revised curve - i.e. the intermediate 
portions - are essentially the same as in the original 
formulation. We can, therefore, retain our previous list 
of possible outcomes (see Figures 13 and 16, pages 75«*ia 91 ). 
To these we must add, however, the outcomes which would be 
predicted if we were operating on portions A and D of the 
new curve - i.e. the appended, flattened extremities.
Consider Figures 13a and 13b (page 75 )• Here we 
depicted* two possible interactions based on the size of 
the change in the determinate for portion B and portion C,
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r e s p e c t i v e l y .  Kcw c o n s i d e r  F i g u r e s  I a  arid  i b b e l o w .
interaction bas^d on the size of differences 
for oo.rt:cn .'A'.------------------------------------------- - --
E x c i t a t o r y  p r o c e s s
B 1
1 s o f t s A a T;iij.
Fig ]9b.An interaction based on th
f o r  jJOTbpon_J_D__'_.^
E X c i t  Ÿ L G r  y p r  o c e s s
e 5:ze of ciiferences
Al
B 1
A2
Is deterofLe rts A
These represent interactions baser on the size of 
the chance in the cete rr'.i n at e , but this tir.e for portion 
A and D , respactivrly.
It. c o u j d be a i cued that the s% are the opp : - it -s of 
t;e interactions for p-OT t b'-.s 5 end C, r:
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instance, in Figure 13a, the increase in the value of 
the determinate is greater in the group placed 
relatively to the left than in the group placed relatively 
to the right. The exact reverse would appear to be 
true of Figure 20a. In this situation, the increase in 
the value of the determinate is less in the group placed 
relatively to the left,than in the group placed relatively 
to the right. This reversal stems from the fact that the 
curve in portion A  is concave upwards*, whereas the curve 
in portion B is convex upwards &
At first glance this would appear to have very serious 
consequences. Here we seem to have two interactions, both 
based on the size of the change in the determinate (in 
both the direction of change is upwards), but which are 
exactly opposite. Yet both seem to be equally possible 
on the basis of our revised theory! The latter would 
now indeed seem to be capable of accommodating all possible 
outcomes (since a similar argument applies to a comparison 
between Figures 13b and 20b - i.e. portionsC and D) and 
would , therefore, be derided by Popper as being 
'unfalsifiable'. However, we have ignored one vital factor 
- namely the absolute heights of the curves. The particn 6 
curve is higher than the curve in portion A. This means 
that in Figure 13a the group on the right hot only shows 
less of an increase than the group on the left, but also 
is higher than the latter. We could have an alternative 
interaction in which the relative differences in the size 
of the increase was the sairie, but the relative heights were 
reversed.
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Excitatory process
Increasing level of A ■>
•Increasing level of B
F i g . 20. An interaction between two factors that 
the model cannot adequately explain
Figure 20 shows an example of such an interaction.
In Figure H a ,  though the relative sizes of the
differences are reversed compared to Figure 13a, the 
rel cif * ve het'ghrs net , For this interaction, there is
also a corresponding Interaction in which the relative 
sizes of the differences are the same, but the heights 
are reversed. We, therefore, have not violated the 
criterion of falsifiability any more than we did before 
(and as we saw, then, the degree of falsifiability was 
equivalent to that of a more usual psychological 
experiment , in which only one factor is employed).
We do have one problem though. When we considered 
the earlier formulation of the model we suggested that the
interaction depicted in Figure 14 (page 7 7  ) was the obverse
of that in Figure 13a. We now see that it is identical 
to that in Figure Ha. So although only half of the total 
number of possible Interactions which we could draw 
(involving two factors) are consistent with the theory, our 
revised model shows that some of these are also consistent
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with other models. This is not surprising , since with 
any model (even our earlier formulation of the present 
model) one could draw alternatives. The important thing 
is that in this case the alternative (Figure 14) is 
equally parsimonious. What this shows is that our revised 
model makes the use of more than two factors even more 
imperative than before. Consider Figure 2 1 below:
Fig. 21. An interaction between three factors for the 
modified inverted 'U ' curve
• Excitatory process
A2,B2
Al ,B2
High level of CA2,B1Al ,B1
A2,B2 A1,B2
Low level of C
A2,B1
Al ,B1
Levels of determinants A,B and C
This shows what would happen if we had three factors 
and both portion A and portion B were involved. We could 
get a triple interaction based on the size of the change 
in the determinate. (A similar triple interaction would 
exist for portions C and D considered together on the otl«r 
side of the curve). However, if we extended Figure 14 
suitably, we could still explain the above triple 
interaction equally parsimoniously , since the right hand
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half of Figure 14 would be identical to the left hand 
half of our revised model and vice versa. In order to 
distinguish the two, we need to have an interaction based 
not on the sizes pf differences , but on the direction of 
differences since the inverted 'U' and the *U* function 
in Figure 14 cannot both accommodate these. The former 
would predict that the group operating on the right would 
show a decrease, whilst the group operating on the left 
would show an increase. The latter would predict the 
reverse. Such an interaction based on the direction of 
the differences can be obtained, as we have seen, by 
using only two factors. But it is more likely to occur the 
more factors we have, since if we ensure that the 
difference between the two levels of each factor is fairly 
wide, the effective separation of the highest combination 
and lowest combination group on the X axis is greater when 
a large number of factors is involved. Therefore, there 
will be a greater likelihood that, as a whole, the experiment 
will straddle both sides of the peak of the curve (or the 
trough in the case of Figure 14) and that an interaction 
based on the direction of differences will occur.
(vii) Summary
To summarise, we have argued that the Russian and 
Western models predict certain types of interaction between 
various factors and determinates, and we have tried to 
show what form such interactions would thke (and also what 
form such interactions which would not be consonant with 
the theories would take). We have suggested a modification 
to the IT:-dels involving the addition of two relatively flat
II
portions at either end of the inverted 'U' , and we have 
argued that this effective prolongation of the parts 
of the curve, which do not encompass its peak, both 
increases the number of possible outcomes which the 
theory could predict (without lowering its degree of 
falsifiability), and also increases the need to employ 
several factors so that alternative, and equally 
parsimonious, models can be excluded.
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5. THE HYPOTHESIS UNDER ATTACK
We have stated before .that there are several 
considerations, not just one, which make multifactorial 
experiments desirable. Let us consider some more of these
In their most general form the Russian and Western 
models predict that one can explain the effects of 
various determinants on various determinates by reference 
to a single intervening construct (though in the case of 
the Russian model, this is slightly qualified by the 
postulate of separate * a n a l y s e r s s e e  page 50 ). This
has the great virtue of parsimony. But it is also the 
point at which the theories have , in recent years, come 
under the greatest assault. Let us consider first the 
view that different determinates can be explained by a 
single intervening construct.
(i ) Discrepancies between the determinates
(a) Dual-system theories
We have discussed already Duffy's (1962 , p^ pL. S. it.. ) 
concept of a single continuum of 'activation'. Eysenck 
(1967, pp. pit.), in a major reformulation of ideas in 
this area, criticised this concept and suggested an 
alternative bimodal theory based on the cortex /ascending 
reticular activating system and the autonomic nervous 
system. These two systems are not totally independent 
and are thought by Eysenck to interact under certain
circumstances. For instance, under conditions of 'strong 
emotion', Eysenck suggests that activity in the autonomic 
nervous system may 'spill over' into the cortical system, 
so that in these circumstances there may be a high degree of 
concordance between the level of activity in each. 
Nevertheless, Eysenck does regard.the two systems as being 
essentially distinct and even suggests that they provide 
the physiological bases of two independent personality 
dimensions: introversion (cortical system) and
neuroticism (autonomic system). Other workers have also 
put forward dual-system theories, for instance Claridge 
(1967) and Routtenberg (1968). We shall consider some 
of these in more detail later.
For the present, the point to note is that they all
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reject the notion of a single arousal or activation 
continuum. We have seen that the two systems which they 
postulate as an alternative, may, at times, work in the 
same direction, as in the case of Eysenck's theory.
There is evidence, though, that in certain circumstances, 
the level of activity in the cortex and autonomic nervous 
system may actually go in opposite directions
({.nd loicej , 11 T 3 ) . Even if we consider the two
systems separately, we have further evidence of dissociation 
or 'fractionation' of different indices within each one.
Let us consider the autonomic nervous system first.
(b) The autonomic nervous system
for instance, has found evidence for fractionation 
effects using different autonomic indices. Sternbach (1966) 
has also described two phenomena in this area which are
also inimical to the concept of a general factor of 
autonomic activation.
The first of these is 'individual response stereo- 
tapy' (I.R.S.) , which refers to the fact that the pattern 
of activity in the autonomic nervous system in response 
to a given stimulus configuration depends on the individual 
subject being tested. Some subjects, for example, show 
their maximum response in heart rate measure?, others in 
skin conductance measures, etc. We will see that both 
the Russian and the Western models do incorporate 
individual differences, but the degree of specificity and 
idiosyncracy embodied in the concept of I.R.S. , is far 
greater than such models can accommodate , since they are 
based on broad dimensions of individual differences, not 
patterns specific to given individuals. The phenomenon, 
of course, has the unfortunate consequence, therefore, that 
attempts to test such theories using only one or two 
physiological measures may produce widely differing results, 
depending on both the measures and the subjects chosen. 
Fowles - g I - (1977) have, for example, reviewed
the highly conflicting findings relating introversion to 
skin conductance measures. This is .one reason why, by and 
large, we have not attempted to use physiological measures 
in the present project and where we have used them our 
interpretation of the results has been tempered by our 
awareness of the above phenomenon.
This caution is further enhanced by a consideration 
of the second feature described by Sternbach - namely 
'stimulvs-response specificity' (S.R.S.). This means that
the pattern of response shown by an individual is not 
only dependent on the I.R.S. factor, but also on the 
particular stimulus configuration to which he is subjected. 
This at first glance seems fairly plausible, intuitively, 
and not necessarily inimical to our models. It is not 
always appreciated fully that models which incorporate 
an inverted ’U ’ function do,by their very nature, involve 
a certain element of situation specificity , since the 
effect of any one factor (such as an individual difference 
parameter r e.g. introversion: see later) will depend on 
which part of the inverted *U' one is operating on.
This follows from our idea that the various determinants 
can all be represented along the X axis of a single 
inverted 'U ' curve - i.e. that the position on this axis 
depends on some composite measure of the levels of the 
various determinants. So the effect of any one determinant 
will depend on the levels of the^determinants.
However, the sort of situational specificity that is 
embodied in the concept of autonomic stimulus-response 
specificity (and also in the theories of men like 
Mischel, 1968 ) is far greater than the models, in their
present form, can handle.
(c) The cortical system and the phenomenon of
'partial properties*. ______ ______________
If we now consider the cortical system, we find 
effects. Evidence for this has come partly from 
Western work on personality.
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We will see when we come to discuss studies relating 
personality to sensory threshold, for instance, that the 
picture is a very mixed one, with the correlations with 
personality measures varying in size (and sign often) 
from one study to another. It could be argued that this 
is due to the large number of factors which also vary 
from study to study e.g. modality, method used to measure 
threshold, method used to assess personality, sex, plus 
other unknown factors. Certainly, as we have seen, the 
inverted 'U ' does predict that the effect of a given 
variable (such as introversion) will depend on which 
portion of the curve one is operating on and this in turn 
will depend on the levels of other determinants.
it is not impossible that some of the variables 
mentioned above (e.g. modality) may indeed be determin­
ants of the level of 'arousal* or the 'excitatory process* 
But if so it would^ave important implications, since it 
contradicts the view that a given individual can be said 
to have a single level of the 'excitatory process' or 
'arousal' if other factors ( e.g. stimulus intensity) are 
kept constant. Certainly this is what the ideas of 
'arousal' theorists who postulate a single central 
'arousal* mechanism such as the A.R.A.S., would imply. 
Also, Russian theorists do recognise that there are 
separate cortical sensory 'analysers' , but until recently 
the degree of 'strength* of one was thought to correlate 
with that of another. However, increasingly the
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phenomenon of 'partial properties* - i.e. the failure of 
a given index of strength to correlate significantly 
between sensory modalities - is being recognised. For 
instance, Nebylitsyn (1957) found that there was an 
insignificant correlation between the sensory threshold 
in vision and audition (see Gray,1964,for a complete 
review). Nebylitsyn argues that the phenomenon only 
appears in a minority of subjects and Gray (1964) has 
suggested that it may be an artefact due to the chance 
distribution of successes and failure on response measures, 
exhibited by individuals of intermediate degree of 
'strength *. However, -Strelau (1972) is of the opinion 
that the-phenomenon of partial properties is a real one 
which cannot be ignored. He does, however, propose that 
it is not necessarily incompatible with the idea of a 
general level of 'strength* - i.e. the notion that we 
can ascribe to each individual a single number which will 
represent the level of the individual differences 
determinant, though we may also have to postulate the 
existence of more specific 'strength* factors. His 
model is in many way analogous to the hierarchical 
models of intelligence (see Butcher 1963^) derived in the 
West from factor analytic methods and involving a 
general ability factor as well as individual ability 
factors which load on it. Perhaps factor analytic 
studies of the sensory threshold could help resolve the 
issue.
Certainly the results could be explained if one 
assumed that there mi ay be a central level of cortical
n
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by the input from the individual -peripheral sensory organs 
whose sensitivity may vary independently and .not -correlate 
with each other. Individual differences in"sensitivity 
nay arise at a central level also, although it is worth 
mentioning at this stage a study carried out by Ffaffman
(1971). This showed, firstly that the fall off 
in subjective sensation due to a taste stimulus , 
paralleled the fall off in the discharge in the peripheral 
chorda tyrrpar i nerve. But it also showed that the exponent 
of the function relating the concentration of the stimulus
to the 'magnitude estimate' (see pp. ni-Z ) was the same 
as the e>p:nent of the function relating stimulus
concentration to the neural peripheral response a,nd that
this resp-onse varied linearly with the amplitude of the
post synaptic potential evoked in the cerebral cortex.
rfaffm.an concluded that there was no need to ass-^me that
central me oh an i sm.s seriously alter the input.
All of these findings, taken together, m.a:<e essential
a serious reappraisal of the view that the effect of a
given set of cetermdnants or several different
determiinai Î s can be predicted’by assumdng the existence
of a single intervening construct.
(ii) Discrepancies between the determinants
Let us now consider, the other side of the coin - 
namtely, the view that one can predict the level of a . 
given determinate by assuming that it is dependent on the 
conjoint action, of several cetermdnants in accordance with
the functions depicted earlier. In other voies, that the 
level of a given determinate depends on the position one 
occopie E on the X axis of a single inverted 'U* curve, 
'vhich itself depends on some composite sum of the levels 
of several determinants. Up to now we have presented 
and ma-nipul ated- this idea and tried to shew what it would 
imply. Eut we have not criticised it seriously,except 
insofar as it some tiroes m. am e s it difficult to know^ 
exactly what picture to craw-to represent a given set of 
results (for instance, cue to the indeterm.inancy of the 
position of some intermediate groups). This, however, 
did not frcve that the theory was w r on g , s i mp 1 y that
several interpretations of it, all of which were
equally consistent with the empirical-findings.
We also were at pains to point cut that there were 
several alternative empirical outcomes which woold be at 
cods with the theory. At that time we took this as an 
arg umient in favour of the theory , since it m.ace it 
falsificble. However, it is, of course, a two-edged sword 
and,as we shall see,there are m,any examples of cases in 
which a given set of determinants have failed to produce 
the r^^cicted interaction effect on a given determinate, 
either because the results were non-significant, or , 
mere seriously, because the interaction was in the opposite 
direction to that predicted.
(Ob
( ill) A statement of Intent
Cur r.ain purpose in the present project will be 
to take somve of these recalcitrant indices,which have 
pcsed -such problems for the mrocel s in their general form, 
a.nd in each case to suggest possible reasons why this 
miight be so, and to conduct experiments to test these 
ideas. Our basic plan is to test the theory at the 
points where it seems to be weakest. The rationale for 
this is that,to the extent that it is possible to provide 
popporb for a theory, one would serve this cause best by 
showing that the evidence which seems mrost damaging to 
it is perhaps amenable to an alternative interpretation 
which is still consonant with the theory, if not in' its 
exact original form, in a revised forhn. 'On the other hand, 
one could look at it from: the standpoint of scmieone who 
wishes to disprove the theory. If Popper is right and 
theories can never be verified, only falsified, then 
this would be perhaps the only position to take. Again, 
though, to concentrate on the weakest p>oints of the theory 
would be the best epproaan.
However, one qualification should be added. Although 
the theory in its original form is a general one, it has 
no pretensions to being able to encompass the entire 
'un.'iverse of facts. Su.oh a claim would be ab^surd. It is 
css'umed to operate within a certain circ'umscribed area 
(which we will attempt to define when we come to consider 
the list of determinates and det eirminan.t s ) . The fact 
that this area is nevertheless a large one is the basis 
for the statement that the theory is a ger.eral one,
■ .
Hcvever, ve have not tried to test it in areas where its 
co"petence to deal with the facts has never been clained, 
or where the evidence is cverwhelndngly against it. We 
wot id regard stch an exercice as both perverse an.'d a waste 
of 1 in.ited tine and resources. Equally, we would regard 
it as inefficient an-d lunprocuctive to test the theory in 
areas where its conpetence to deal with the facts has 
never been questioned. This is not to decry the need 
for such replication under other circonstances. However, 
as we have tried to shew already (and will show further), 
the theory is in urgent need of re-assessn^nt a.nd we 
regard this need as rrtore pressing than the need to 
consolidate its hold on undisputed territory or exrt.end 
its doninion ever , as yet, unexplored terrain.
v.'e have, therefore, chosen neasures for which the 
existing data are encouraging enough to suggest that the 
theory n,ay be salvagable, but which are also sufficiently 
at odds with the theory to race this by no rears a 
foregone conclusion.
The 5an/ie argurents have dictated our decision to 
look at the asgu-ct of the theory which predicts the
conic'int influence of sev'eral det errinart s on n c j. V _
ceterrdnates . The other aspect which predicts that the 
influence of a given set of det err.in ants, will be sirilar 
using different ceterrdnates, is oneywhich we hope to be . 
able to address ourselves at various points along the way. 
But we have not designed the project with the aim of 
providing a rigorous testiof it. Incirectly, of course, 
we will inevitably touch on it, since we are going to
that hew the r: a:
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fares in each , individually, will give some indication 
of the tenability of this aspect of it. However, we have 
not attempted to, for instance, lock at the inter- 
ccrrejaticns between several autonomic indices. This is 
because we regard the case against the theory in areas 
-such as this as largely proven already. In its original 
'pure fC'rm' , at least, it is unlikely to be able to 
accommodate the associated findings. However,* such 
failure has not led to a total abandonment of all the • 
principles on which the theory is based. Instead we have 
had 5 regrouping of the determinates. We described earlie: 
how some theorists separated them into cortical and 
autc-nomic canrp-s, though as we have seen further 
categorisation within each of these may be necessary.
It is likely that if the theory. , in its original 
foim, fails to account adequately for the conjoint effects 
of several determinants on individual determinates, a 
similar regrouping process may be necessary. This is 
perhaps the main reason why mult i factor el experiments 
are so necessary - i.e. to show which particular sets 
of determinants (if anmO act together in predictable ways. 
Furthermore, as with the legrcuping of the determinates, 
the pattern of 'clustering' ray give us clues as to the 
w'ay in which the nervous system functions.
(i V ) Physiologicsl^ measures
It is at this point that we should, perhaps, consider 
the relationship between the conceptual and the actual 
nervous system. So far ’we have been concerned mainly
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with the former, end as-Gray (1972) has pointed out, it 
is not 1 og i c a 11 y necessary that 'we should try to relate 
the two together. It is, however, desirable. Firstly, 
because there is a large body of results which.relates 
specifically to physiological data , so that if we could 
ccnb'ine it with other more behavioural data into a single 
framework, -we would have a more parsimonious overall 
theory.
Secondly, we may wish not only to 'explain', but 
also to'exploit'. We will, in the conclusion to this 
thesis, consider the implications it has for applied 
areas,such as clinical and occupational psychology.
Clearly in such areas, particularly the fcin.er, one would
like to know what the underlying physiological 
mechanisms are,since this will have implications for 
our attempts to control or modify them.
In some ways, however, the relationship between the 
conceptual und the physiological nervous system in this 
area is un uneasy one. Gray (19 64) has pointed C'Ut that 
workers in the West have often tuken autonomic indices 
(such as heart rate, skin conductance etc.) to be direct 
measures of 'arousal'. If w'e look back to Figures 1-3
(page k 4 ) we see that both ' arousal' auid. the
'excitatory process' are hypothetical intervening variables
ncwever, as? c O' arg'red, since the 'excitatory pro-cess
is presumed to be essentially positively and mono- 
tonically related to the level of the determinate, we can 
infer ch an ces in its level directly from the letter.
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'Arcus al' is thought in the West to have an 
essentially positive an.d monotonie relationship with the 
levels C'f the determinants. However, the situation is not 
■ant ‘entirely synetrical one. This is because, in a_ny one
L/.Jc u£terminate to infer the
t
instan ce, we will h av e only
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lev'el of the excitatory process from;, but we are likely 
to have several determinants from which the level of
I J
arousal must be inferred. We have seen already that these 
cet eimina.nt s can be represented as some composite measure 
on the X axis of Figure 2a (page 4 4 ) . We also ar m_ed
that a corresponding arguunent could apply to the Western 
micdel, so that we could also represent this composite 
measure on the 'X' axis of Figure 3a. However, we have 
seen that the exact value of this composite measure for 
different combinations of these determinants is,to some 
extent, indeterminate.
It is , perhaps, not surprising, therefore, that 
workers in the West have locked for direct indices of the
I \
level of arousal, and we have seen that they have 
generally turned to autcnomme measures. But we also 
armoed at seme length that these measures do not always 
correlate with each other, and that the results which 
one gets, depends to a large extent on our choice of 
measures and our choice of subjects. The problem that 
has in fact bedevilled the whole area of'arousal' is 
that there has been no agreement as to its definition 
an.d so much of the controversy in this field is 
essentially a semantic one. Becovse of the plethora of 
definitions, the 'arousal* area is also a vast one and
we have made no attempt to provide a comprehensive review 
of it. (See Gray , 1964, pages 290-296, for an analysis 
of the different uses to which the word 'arousal' has 
been put) . Instead we have attempted to circumvent the 
problem raised by the arrJbig'uity of the terra, by returning 
to the basic motive which led to its being coined - i.e. 
the need to explain a large body of disparate data with 
reference to a relatively parsimonious model, embodying a 
minimum of postulates. We have tried to show the way in 
which both the Russian and Western models have attempted 
to meet this need,and our purpose here is to try to assess 
how successful they have been in one area in particular - 
i.e. in explaining the conjoint effect of various 
determinants on individual determinates.
The important thing is that nearly all the determinates 
we will be considering belong to the cortical 'camp' 
rather than the autonomic one (with a few exceptions).
That is not to say that the autonomic nervous system 
cannot influence them, but since they are nearly all based 
on the subject's voluntary report of his perceptions 
(either through a verbal or behavioural response), one would 
expect their primary seat to be the cortex. If so, then 
the use of autonomic indices to provide a direct measure 
of 'arousal' is not really valid. Not only do these 
indices fail to correlate with each other, but they also 
often do not correlate with cortical measures, whether the 
latter are physiological ( L a  f t )  a t% é CC 5 . np.. X 1.L. )
or behavioural. One very good example of the latter kind 
is a study by Kishimoto (1978),which we will discuss in
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detail in the section on vigilance. This found that the 
variables introversion and signal frequency interacted in 
a way that was predictable from the inverted 'U* , but that 
physiological measures of skin conductance did not correlate 
with performance. If one had on an a priori (and
f
abitrary) basis decided that skin conductance measures 
provided a definitive measure of 'arousal' , we might have 
been forced to reject the 'arousal' theory.
It could be argued that in this situation the best 
policy would be to use cortical physiological measures 
(for example E.E.G. and evoked potentials) rather than 
autonomic ones. This would certainly be a most useful 
exercise, for reasons we have already stated (i.e. the 
need to relate the conceptual and the physiological nervous 
systems to each other), However, there is another reason 
why such indices would be valuable. Subjective report 
depends not only on sensory factors, but also on certain 
response - related factors such as the subject's'criterion' 
(Green and Swets,1974). We shall devote considerable 
attention to this point and attempt to use non- 
physiological metXol%of getting round the problem. However, 
the use of E.E.G. or evoked potentials would certainly be
pro.tt'cat
another form of approach. Unfortunately ,^ problems prevented 
the present author from employing them.
These problems aside, there is an important 
theoretical point to be made. To use such measures along­
side our behavioural ones would have been interesting and 
important, but just as with the autonomic measures, if 
the model was confirmed at the behavioural level, but the 
measure failed to show predicted relationships with the
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E-m. We vculd have to revise our notions of 
onship between the latter and the physiological 
Em, but the fact that the various determinants 
in a predictable way would be an important 
vn right. Equally, if the model failed at
would still have to revise it at the conceptual level.
To conclude then, we regard the conceptual and 
phvsi ol O'Ui cal nervous systems as being logically distinct. 
It- is highly desirable, nevertheless, to try to-relate 
then and, wherever possible, we will do so.
However, cue to practical problems which made the 
actual use of physiological measures, for the most part, 
i moossible, su ch a n e n de a v ou r will in evi tably be on 1y
indirect.
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c h a p t e r  t w o  - THE DETERMINANTS AND DETERMINATES
Let us now consider the list of determinants and 
determinates in more detail.
1. THE DETERMINANTS
Table 1. The determinants of 'arousal* and the
I . ^   ^ »____________ excitatory process
Arousal
Stimulus Intensity 
Drugs
Accessory stimulation of a 
non-relevant sensory modality.
Drive
Novelty
Fatigue
Individual differences
Excitatory Process
Stimulus intensity/duration/ 
frequency
Stimulant drugs
Accessory stimulation of 
a non-relevant sensory 
modality
Drive, hunger
Fatigue
Individual' di
The above table is based on Gray (1964) , though 
similar lists have been provided by other workers - 
e.g. Kaslam (1972). 'Accessory Stimulation of a non- 
relevant sensory modality' is a factor, which was not 
included in Figures 4 and 5 earlier (page 52. ) , but
Gray has argued that it produces predictable effects (and 
we >*ill see more evidence for this later), so it has been
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included.
i) Stimulus intensity and associated factors
There are some differences' between the list of the 
determinants of 'arousal' and the list of the determinants 
of the 'excitatory process'. For instance, stimulus 
duration and frequency are regarded within the Russian 
model as being functionally equivalent to stimulus 
intensity. The assumption is that the excitation produced 
by a prolonged stimulus is greater (initially at least - 
i.e. before the threshold of transmarginal inhibition, 
has been passed) than that produced by a shorter duration 
stimulus. This is thought to be analagous to the fact 
that the excitation produced by a high intensity stimulus 
is greater, initially, than that produced by a low intensity 
stimulus. Also, assuming that the inter-stimulus interval 
is short enough for the excitation from a stimulus to 
surair.ate with the excitation from the preceding stimulus, 
before the latter has faded away (Gray 1964, page 165), 
stimulus frequency is also thought to act in an analagous 
way to stimulus intensity. The greater the stimulus 
frequency, the shorter the inter-stimulus interval and the 
more likely it is that such summations will occur. Also, 
if it does occur, the shorter the inter-stimulus interval 
the higher the level of excitation of the preceding 
stimulus when the next stimulus arrives (assuming that 
such excitation does indeed rise and then fall gradually 
with time) and, therefore, the greater the total 
excitation. However, when the stimulus is very prolonged
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or stimulus frequency is very high, the threshold of trans­
marginal inhibition is passed and a decrement in response 
occurs.(as with high levels of stimulus intensity). In 
fact, due to the problems associated with the use of very 
strong stimuli , particularly in huiTians, many of the 
classical indices or 'strength' have employed stimulus 
duration or frequency, instead of stimulus intensity, to 
take the subject beyond the threshold of transmarginal 
inhibition (an example of this is the method of 
extinction with reinforcement of the photochemical reflex 
se@ pages fSW-f ).
In the West, stimulus duration and frequency have not 
been related to stimulus intensity in such an explicit 
theoretical way, but we shall see that they have been 
used experimentally and the results have often been similar 
to those of studies which used stimulus intensity.
It should be pointed out that a certain ambiguity 
does exist in the terms 'stimulus duration' and 'stimulus 
frequency' . In the case of the latter, the phrase is 
sometimes used to refer to the pitch of an auditory 
stimulus and sometimes (as we have seen) to the number of 
stimuli presented per unit time. (It could also refer to 
the wavelength of a light stimulus , since this is inversely 
related to its frequency. Subjectively, of course, such 
differences m.anifest themselves as differences in colour - 
within the visual range at least. This factor has only 
rarely been studied in this context). Studies of the 
pitch of auditory stimuli have shown that it acts in an 
analagous fashion to stimulus intensity (see Stelme'.'k and 
Cam.pb.e] 1 1974). As we shall see when we discuss 'vigilance',
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the other meaning of the term 'stimulus frequency' carries 
more problems with it. Firstly, in vigilance-type 
experiments there are often two types of stimuli : ones 
to which the subject has to respond ('signals') and ones 
to which the subject is instructed not to respond ('non­
signals') . Independent manipulation of the frequencies 
of these two is not easy because both are related to 
another factor; i.e. the probability that a given stimulus 
will be a signal (see later). But, even where attempts to 
look at their separate effects have been made, often very 
differing results are found. This is possibly due in 
part to the fact that both signal and non-signal frequency 
.(particularly the latter) are related to another 
determinant - i.e. novelty. The greater the frequency, 
the more quickly this factor decreases and, therefore, 
the faster the habituation rate. We will discuss this 
point in greater detail later.
A similar problem applies to the term 'stimulus 
duration*. Again this has two possible interpretations.
It can refer to the duration of a single stimulus, and as 
with stimulus frequency, when used in this sense it has 
often produced analagous results to the stimulus intensity 
factor (e.g. Sanford 197%). However, it could also be 
construed as referring to 'time on task' - i.e. the 
length of time that has elapsed since the beginning of 
the task. Of course, there are many stimuli impinging on 
a subject in a psychological experiment, not just one, 
but there are miany aspects of the total stimulus 
configuration which will remain relatively constant, so 
again stimulus duration, per se is confounded with the
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novelty factor. This is not the only problem associated 
with this particular interpretation of 'stimulus duration", 
but we' will consider it again in more detail under the 
heading of 'vigilance'.
ii) D r ugs.
In the Soviet Union, stimulant drugs, such as caffeine, 
are the main ones that have been used. The results have 
often been interesting and we will refer to them as the 
occasion arises (e.g. in connection with reaction time). 
However, Gray has pointed out that there are certain 
theoretical difficulties associated with the use of 
caffeine in Russian studies —  the reader is referred to his 
account for more details (Gray, 1964).
In the West, caffeine is less widely used than in the 
Soviet Union , though there are exceptions (e.g. Revelle 
) .
Other stimulant drugs, such as amphetamine, are 
more commonly used in the West. In addition, depressant 
drugs such as barbituates have figured in a number of 
studies, and their effects have been interpreted as 
evidence that they move the subject in the opposite direction, 
(compared to the stimulant drugs) along the 'X* axis of 
the inverted 'U ' . Stimulant drugs are presumed to move
subjects to the right, whilst depressant drugs are presumed 
to move them to the left (see Eysenck 1967 for a review of 
some of the studies).
For our present purposes, drugs, unfortunately, are 
not a practically viable proposition as their use is
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governed by strict codes of practice requiring the 
attendance of suitably qualified practitioners and 
adequate recovery facilities for the subject. Neither 
of these were available to the present author and so our 
treatment of this particular determinant has had to be 
limited to the theoretical level.
iii) Accessory stimulation of a non-relevant 
sensory modality.___________________________
We have already considered accessory stimulation 
briefly. Its use, like that of certain other factors we 
have considered, is influenced by a certain degree of 
ambiguity . In addition to its 'arousing* effects, it 
is often considered to be a potentially distracting 
factor for the subject. In some cases authors have 
attempted to assess what the joint effects of these two 
aspects might be (e.g. Claridge 1967 in relation to the 
'Stroop* task). Others have treated the performance 
decrement that can occur, due to the effect of accessory 
stimulation if it takes the subject beyond his T.T.I.  ^
as equivalent to 'distraction' (e.g. Siddle and Mangan 
1971). In this case they are effectively trying-to treat 
the two aspects ('arousal' and 'distraction') within the 
same framework (i.e. the inverted 'U'). Whether this is 
in fact possible is a point to which we will address 
ourselves later.
For the present, we would simply like to state that 
despite the possible ambiguity associated with the use of 
accessory stimulation, in this particular instance we 
regard its virtues as being sufficiently great as to warrant
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its use. Such virtues arise partly out of its practic­
ability (it is fairly simple to use requiring very little 
complicated equipment) and partly out of the fairly 
impressive body of experimental work associated with it.
This has often (though not always) shown that it has 
effects which are predictable on the basis of the inverted 
'Ü' and,in addition, it has a clear relevance to 
occupational settings in which subjects often perform in 
the presence of extraneous stimulation.
iv) Drive
Drive is a more problematic determinant. This is 
because the term has been used in many different contexts 
so that even if at the physiological level these all can 
be represented in terms of a unitary factor, one would 
expect the level of this factor to depend on a very 
large number of influences, some of wK.'ch. would be extrinsic 
to the organism and others intrinsic. Yet others would 
depend on the interaction of the two. Extrinsic factors 
would include any manipulation which might be expected to 
influence the level of 'motivation* jf for 
example,the presence of feedback (Mackworth 1970), or 
performance - contingent rewards (Evans 1975) ) .
However, feedback might be expected to have direct effects 
on performance,due to its informational aspect as well 
as effects mediated via. an incentive mechanism (though in 
the field of vigilance, at least it appears that the 
latter may be the primary factor).
Also the effect of rewards would be expected to depend
IIG
on the nature of the reward and this might itself interac± 
with organismic factors. Furthermore, performance in a 
task may be intrinsically rewarding and it would be very 
difficult to assess the importance of such an effect in 
different subjects , and also in relation to overt rewards 
that the experimenter might supply.
In addition. Gray (1971) has argued that susceptibility 
to reward (and also punishment) is a psychological 
dimension in its own right, and one which may be related 
to personality factors, such as introversion and 
neuroticism. We will see below that these are factors 
which can themselves be included in the list of 
determinants under the heading of 'individual differences'. 
So the'drive* factor is inevitably confounded with the 
individual differences factor.
Another respect in which drive could be expected to 
depend on the interaction of extrinsic and intrinsic 
factors, is in relation to hunger. This might be expected 
to contribute to drive by providing internal stimuli 
(Miller 1959) , and it is,in fact, included with drive in
I I
the list of determinants of the excitatory process.
However, the level Of hunger would be expected to depend 
not only on the recent feeding history of the subject, 
but also on his prior physiological state (e.g. the 
level of glycogen stores etc.).
We see then that the level of drive would be 
expected to depend on a multiplicity of factors, and 
since some of these would come under the heading of 
'individual differences' , it is not - in some of its 
aspects, at least - distinct from other determinants.
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As we have already seen, the atie-pt to combine several 
determinants on a single 'X* axis (nt ro * uces a certain 
level of indeterminancy. We cznsider that attempts to 
manipulate drive using extrinsic factors such as feedback 
would add to this"uncertainty, rcth because these would 
not be the only factors contributing to its level, but 
also because their effect mighc interact (in ways which 
would not be predictable from the inverted 'U ' model) with 
intrinsic factors which would net be ur.der the experimenter's 
control. For these reasons we decided against its use in 
the present project.
That is not to say that it does not influence the
results, and. its susceptibility to a wide variety of
influences makes it a source of variance in a study such
as this. The author has tried :: minimise such variance
by, for instance, not using per:crm.ance - contingent re- 
i n f c r c è m e n t .
v) Novelty
Novelty is a factor which has been included under
the list of determinants of 'arousal', but not the
'excitatory process'. This is because the above table
is based on Cray's account and in the latter such a
disparity exists. However, Gray himself argues that the
novelty factor is implicit in the Soviet
experimental work (Gray 1964, page 297). This is because
the technique involved in testing for the appearance of
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transmarginal inhibition in Russian studies involves not 
only an increase in stimulus intensity, but also a change 
in stimulus intensity.
However, even if the stimulus intensifies are 
randomised, novelty is still, as we have seen, a factor 
which is confounded with stimulus duration and stimulus 
frequency, when these are interpreted as meaning 'time on 
task* a n d 'number of stimuli per unit time' , respectively 
It is also confounded with another factor which is not 
included in the list of determinants, but which might be 
expected to be important in some of the tasks which we 
will be considering. As time on task increases, novelty 
would decrease, but the time during which learning 
effects could have taken place would also increase.
In view of these problems, it might be thought that 
novelty would not be a good factor to employ. Actually 
in the present project it has been possible to look at 
the effect of novelty in many cases without introducing 
any extra manipulations, simply because the experimental 
design was amenable to this (for instance in some cases 
where more than one experimental session was employed).
In other cases, we have considered its influence 
precisely because we felt that its relationship to some 
of the other determinants was partly at the root of the 
discrepancies that existed in the literature. An example 
of this is the area of vigilance.
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vi) Fatigue
This is another determinant whose nature is difficult 
to assess. The reason for this is that the term could be 
I ncluded in the stimulus or the response category. If, 
for instance, we look at the effect of a factor such as 
sleep deprivation, we could assume that,all other things 
being equal, a high level of sleep deprivation is 
equivalent to a high level of 'fatigue*. This would 
involve including the term in the stimulus category and 
regarding it as a determinant.
On the other hand, we could interpret the decrement 
in the level of a determinate, which is consequent upon 
a high level of sleep deprivation,as an example of 
fatigue. If so, we would be including it in the response 
category and regarding it as a determina t e .
Welford (1972) has also argued that it is a debatable 
question whether 'fatigue' effects are manifested at the 
left hand extreme or at the right hand extreme of the 
inverted 'U ' X axis. Above we have assumed the former. 
However, we could regard transmarginal inhibition as 
involving fatigue. Again we could treat it as a determinant 
in which case it would not be a factor in its own right, 
but simply a label for one or more of the other factors 
operating àt a sufficiently high level to produce trans­
marginal inhibition. Alternatively, we could include it 
in the response category (i.e. treat it as a determinate) 
and regard the phenomenon of transmarginal inhibition 
itself as an example of fatigue.
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We thus have a very confused picture. Much of the 
confusion is due to semantics pure and simple; it is a 
question of definition. However, if we do wish to afford 
'fatigue* a place in the list of determinants as a 
separate factor in its own right, the best approach would 
perhaps be to regard it as synonymous with the level of 
a factor such as sleep deprivation. It is this convention 
that will be adopted here, though we acknowledge that it 
is somewhat arbitrary. We have chosen it because it does 
avoid ambiguity and because sleep deprivation is a factor 
which is often employed in this area. Other possible 
candidates, such as the effect of preceding activity, are 
much less commonly employed - though, of course, as time 
on task increases the amount of preceding activity also 
increases.
However, this choice does not solve all our problems 
As many workers (e.g. Hebb 1955; Kjellberg 1977) have 
pointed out, the effects of sleep deprivation cannot be 
incorporated into the inverted 'U ' framework in a simple 
way - i.e. by assuming that it moves the subject to the 
left along the X axis. There is evidence, for instance, 
that sleep deprivation interacts with other factors (e.g. 
task complexity) in a way which is not predictable on this 
basis alone. For this reason, we have not attempted to 
manipulate it in the present experiment (it would have 
been difficult to do so on practical grounds as well).
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vii) Individual differences
In Table 1, above, (page /lo ) this factor was common 
to the lists of the determinants of 'arousal' and the 
'excitatory process'. However, the methods used to 
define these differences are not the same. Let us consider 
first the Russian work.
a) Individual differences as a determinant of the
 'excitatory process'.
In the Soviet Union it is proposed that even if the
levels of all other determinants are kept the same (e.g.
I <
stimulus intensity), the level of the excitatory process 
(and therefore the level of the determinate which is 
positively and monotonically related to it) will differ.
As a result of this, if one of these determinants is varied, 
the threshold of transmarginal inhibition (T.T.I.) will 
be reached sooner in some individuals than in others.
This means that it is possible for certain individuals 
(defined as 'weak') to show larger response magnitudes 
than other individuals (defined as'strong') when the 
levels of the determinants are relatively low. But also, 
as the levels of the determinants are increased, it is 
possible for the 'weak*, individuals to pass the T.T.I. 
earlier than the 'strong' ones and thus exhibit lower 
response magnitudes than the latter. Such differences 
thus define a dimension of 'strength' of the nervous 
system.
A response index (e.g. the 'extinction with rein­
forcement of the photochemical reflex') which exhibits 
the characteristics of the curve described above is
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then often used to divide individuals into a 'strong* 
and a 'weak' group and these individuals are then tested 
using a different response index (e.g. ’the induction 
method’) to see if they will show similar behaviour 
relative to each other as they did on the first index.
This has frequently been fcuod to be the case an.d
7
PchcestvensKkw&(1560) conducted a factor analysis on 
a r.ujrber of such indices and fc’jnd good evidence for a 
unitary factor of ’strength* upon which the individual 
indices had loadings. This factor analysis has been 
criticised by Cattell (19 72) on a rr-unber of grounds '
(e.g. because of the small number of subjects used) , but 
its findings have been confirmed by a number of other 
workers (Neblitsvn 1963; Nebylitsyn et al. lb65;A ------
T ur o V s < a y a 19 6 3 ) .
One of the indices used in the factc-r analysis w<^ s 
the absolute sensory threshold measured by the method of 
limits. This has been interpreted as indicating that 
’weak* individuals are more sensitive than ’strong’ ones 
to weak intensity stimuli. Owing to the particular method 
used this interpretation will be questioned later, but 
for the present it is mentioned as an empirical discovery.
Finally, it should be noted that although most of 
the indices used in Russia an.d Eastern Europe have been 
experimental, a questionnaire measure of strength has 
recently been developed (Strelau 1972). Its use, however, 
up to n c w has not be en widespread.
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b) Individual differences as a deteminant of 
 ' arousal'.
In the West, unlike the Soviet Union, questionnaire 
measures are widely used, and a nurriber of the resulting 
dimensions have been linked to 'arousal'. Principal 
amongst these is 'introversion/extreversion' {I ), and 
Eysenck (1967) has presented a case for saying that at 
given levels of the deterrrânants introverts are more 
highly aroused.than extraverts. In view of this Gray 
(1967 ) has proposed that introverts have 'weak' nervous 
systems and that extraverts have 'strong' ones . The 
rationale for this is that if introverts have a higher
I \
level of arousal (i.e. are more ' arousable ' ) they will be 
operating further to the right along the 'X ' axis of 
Figure 3a (page 44 ), and this is regarded as functionally 
equivalent to the X axis of Figure 2a. If so then the 
T.T.I. of introverts will be lower than that of extraverts, 
and on the basis of our above definition, this would me an 
that introverts have ' weaJ<er ' nervous systems than 
ext r averts.
There are a number of other personality dimensions 
which have also been proposed as determinants of arousal. 
Principal amongst these is 'neuroticism-stability' (N ), 
and compared to introversion-extraversion this has been 
largely ignored. There is, however, a growing body of 
evidence to suggest that it is involved. For instance,
# cr*. rnV •
Woodhead (1969) has shown that the performance decrement^ 
at very high levels of accessory sensory stimulation 
characteristic of 'weak* and 'overaroused' individuals
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(by definition)pis exhibited by both introverts and 
high N subjects. Also, Gracz (1977) has shown that there 
is an inverted 'U ' relationship between skin resistance 
before a race and performance during that race, and that 
skin resistance is related to neuroticism. In addition, 
Satinder(197é) has related 'strength' to emtionality in 
rats and emotionality has itself frequently been linked 
to neuroticism (e.g. Eysenck, 1967).
It is possible that a certain amount of situation 
specificity may operate here. Keuss and Orlebeke (1977) 
have pointed out that a number of studies which have 
demonstrated 'overarousal* in the West (Malmo 1959; 
Standish and Chamtpion 1960; Berry 1962) have involved an 
element of 'threat* and it may be in these situations 
that high N subjects behave like 'weak* individuals, 
who otherwise miay be identified with introverts.
Eysenck (1972) has also suggested that simple tests of 
sensory thresholds may correlate with introversion, 
whereas tests of distraction or tests involving 'over­
loading' of nerve cells miay relate to neuroticism.
However, in a number of situations both introversion 
and neuroticism seem to be acting together and may often 
interact with each other and with other experimental 
variables. For instance, Broadbent and Gregory ((/apukLf;he&) 
have shown that the direction of the correlation of 
performance with introversion under 'noise* conditions 
may reverse depending on the value of neuroticism (N ) . 
Also Wbjite et a l . (19 69) showed that 'weakness' of the
nervous system was related to both introversion and
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neuroticism. Their analysis was mainly correlational but 
an analysis of variance might have revealed an interaction. 
In a later study (White arvlMa'-c.aa 1972) the authors review 
a number of experiments showing that N is related to the 
level of the 'excitatory process',and they put forward 
a number of suggestions as to its relationship to 
'strength'. For instance, the latter may be oblique to 
introversion and neuroticism.
This suggestion would fit in most elegantly with 
Gray (1970) 's hypothesis that a dimension of 'arousability* 
and 'anxiety' lies oblique to I and N, Spence and Spence
(1966) have indeed shown that anxiety is related 
positively to the level of introversion and neuroticism 
(particularly the latter). Furthermore, at the 
physiological level anxiety is thought to be represented 
by the 'behavioural inhibition system' (Gray, 1976), part 
of which includes the ascending reticular activating 
system (A.R.A.S.) which a number of workers have related 
to cortical 'arousal' (see Eysenck 1967 for a review).
In terms of physiology there are alternatives. Eysenck
(1967) relates N to the level of activity in the 
autonomic nervous system (A.N.S.), and I to the level of 
activity in the A.R.A.S. However, he points out that both 
systems influence cortical arousal under conditions of 
emotional arousal, (see page 44 ) . Whiite andwantjaft (1972)
in fact suggest that in the latter instance it may be N 
which is responsible for determining the level of the 
'excitatory process', (this fits in with som.e of the points 
made earlier) , whereas at lower levels of emotional
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arousal both I and N may play a part (although the 
authors confess that there is no evidence in their data 
to support this). ‘ Finally, they raise the possibility 
that the space relating 'strength* to introversion and 
neuroticism may be three dimensional and the relation­
ships curvilinear.
In addition to the studies mentioned above there 
have been many others showing an interaction between I 
and N (e.g. Eysenck 1955; Costello 1957; Claridge 1960; 
Franks 1963; Rechtschatfta et a l . 1960) and a number of 
authors who have suggested mechanisms for such an 
interaction (e.g. Claridge 1967).
Gray (1967 .) did in fact mention the possibility that 
N might be related to 'strength' and though, since then, 
a number of studies have supported tKe. hypothesis that 
' introversion ' = 'weakness ' (e.g. Shigehisa n. ,'^3;
Frigon 1976) the above review shows that N is a variable 
which can no longer be ignored,
c) The relationship between personality and 'strength' 
 of the nervous system: a theoretical appraisal
We therefore have the hypothesis that introverts 
have 'weaker' nervous systems than extraverts and also the 
hypothesis that high N subjects have 'weaker' nervous 
systems than low N subjects.
In addition we have the possibility that both 
hypotheses may be true and we have a number of theories 
which can provide mechanisms to explain such relationships
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The evidence for the hypotheses comes mainly from 
the fact that both introversion and neuroticism have been
I
found in m.ahy cases to interact with the other proposed 
determinants in a manner that is predictable from the 
inverted 'U ' model (s). We must, however, note that there 
is an ambiguity in the Russian concept of ’strength* of 
the nervous system,just as we saw there was ambiguity 
in the Western concept of 'arousal* (see pages /C5-é ).
There are basically two ways to show that a given 
factor based on individual differences is related to the 
dimension of 'strength' of the nervous system. One way 
is to show that it interacts with the proposed determinants 
of the 'excitatory process' in a way that is predictable 
from the Russian model embodied in Figures 2a and 2b 
(page 4 4  ).
The other way is to show that the level of the factor 
correlates with certain classical indices of 'strength* 
such as 'extinction with reinforcement of the 
photochemical reflex*. Since the Russian model (ie. the 
'theory of strength') was partly developed in order to 
explain the results obtained using such classical indices, 
the two methods are related^ but they are not identical.
Firstly, even if there was only one classical index, 
an individual differences factor might produce the 
expected interactions with a given set of determinants 
using some other index, but it might fail to correlate 
in the predicted way with the classical index, or vice 
versa. One reasons for this might be that the general 
model is wrong in its assumption that all of the 
determinants can be represented along the 'X' axis of the
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inverted 'U ' curve. It is possible that some of the 
determinants may not show the predicted effects (and it 
is the purpose of the present project to investigate 
indices where just such failures have been'found). If 
this were true and if different sets of determinants 
were used in the two different investigations, this could 
help explain the discrepancy.
Another possible reason would be that the general 
model is wrong in its assumption that a given set of 
determinants produces its effects on different determinates 
by affecting the value of a single intervening construct. 
The phenomenon of 'partial properties' shows that the 
'theory of strength' may be obeyed for each of two 
determinates considered separately, but yet these two 
determinates may fail to correlate with each other. If 
the general model is wrong on both counts , then it is 
possible that a factor such as introversion may interact 
in a predictable way with another proposed determinant, 
such as stimulus intensity , when one particular 
determinate is being considered, but it may fail to do so 
when considering another determinate such as a classical .
t
index of 'strengh'.-A
W  e have argued that even if the general model is 
faulty, it is important to determine exactly in what way 
it is deficient so that the necessary revisions can be 
made. It is the author's opinion, therefore, that it is 
better to separate the two methods of determining whether 
or not a factor, such as introversion, is related to 
'strength' of the nervous system, since it may pass the 
test using one method, but fail using another. If so, 
this would be important since the results of the two
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methods have different implications.
The hypothesis which the first method tests can be
formulated as follows (using introversion as an example).
1»
The proposed determinants of the 'excitatory process' 
and 'arousal' (including introversion) can be 
represented on the X axis of a single inverted 'U ' curve. 
Furthermore, increasing the levels of these determinants 
results in movement along the X axis in the same direction, 
as evidenced by interactions of a specified kind.
This presents the hypothesis in its most general
form. It should be noticed that we have not stated
that the increase in the levels of the determinants produces
movement to the right or to the left along the X axis.
Up to now we have talked in terms of movements to the
right as the levels of the determinants are increased.
Rut this has been simply for convenience. Since the
m
inverted ' U ' , as we have drawn it, is syn^trical,
exactly the same interactions would have been produced if 
we had suggested that an increase in the levels of the 
determinants produced a movement to the left along the 'X' 
axis. The important thing is that they should produce 
movement in the same direction, since this will produce 
the sort of interactions which we described earlier# (see p.«75) 
If they produced movement in different directions ,quite 
different interactions would be produced (in some cases 
these would be equally explicable if we assumed that they 
moved one in the same direction, but that the function 
was a 'U ' and not an inverted 'U').
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For irsiance, consider what would happen if 
ceterminajit A resulted in novenent to the right along 
the *X’ axis, but determinant B resulted in movement to 
the left as in Ficuré 21 below ;
Determinate
Increasing level of A  -----------
<-------- Increasing level of B
Fig 22. An interaction cue to the effect of two
wnicn rove sutrects in cncosite direc
amis of the-inverted 'U
_________ aCt GTS
;S clone the ' X '
curve
Vh;en the level of 3 is low, a small increase in A 
w i n  result in a decrease in' the level of the determinate.
whereas when, the level of 3 is hjch a s...all increase in 
the level of A will result in an increase in the level of 
the determinate. The interaction will also be apparent 
if one considered the effect of an increase in 3 
separately at the two levels of A. The important point
hat this 'double' interaction is exactly oT pposite
to the one which would have been obtained if A an.d B had
P  r 'OC u ce d movement along the X axis in the saune direction -
e.g. to the right (see Figure 13c, page 7S ).
In ^bsolu*e terms, therefore, the direction we c-»ovse 
imFimply a convention. wt is t..e relctive uiirct^c^s of
1
ricve.-ent (as evidenced, by the direction of the inter­
actions) produced by an increase in the levels of the 
various cetenr.inarjt s that is important.
At this point, we shculd rake clear that from now on 
when we state that such-and-such a factor 'is a 
cetermir.ant ' this will mean that it interacts with other 
factors from the list of proposed determinants in a manner 
that is consistent with the ab-cve hypothesis. Which ether 
factors ere concerned will be clear from the context.' 
Similarly, if we say that two or mere factors 'are 
determinants' , again it means that they interact with 
each other in a m-anner that is consistent with the amove 
hg^pothesis. This may sound circular, but in fact it is
i.mp 1 y a ccnvendent form, of' shorthand which will save us
having to write out the ah-eve hypothesis in full each time 
V.h-at we are doing h^ere is in some ways similar to the 
technique of factor analysis. In the latter, we are 
generally testing how particular response indices (i.e.
determinates) 'cluster' together. ;e are te stare
how particular proposed determinants 'cluster' together.
In factor an.alysis the label we give to the factors that 
enerce is scnewhat arbitrary, a.nd their relationship to 
other indices (e.g. physiological ones) that were not 
included in the factor analysis can only be inferred 
indirectly. Similarly, here we are not really testing
fc.'AtrS
whether the varicus^fstim'ulus intensity, accessor j 
stimulation etc.) are determinants of 'arousal' cr the 
'excitatory process'. h'e are simply trying to assess tneir 
relationship to each other. It is helpful to exrplain this
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relationship by reference to an intervening construct, 
but the 1 c-be 1 ve give to this construct is unimportant.
We have used the terms 'arousal' end the 'excitatory 
process', but we could call the construct 'X' if we wished 
to. It would not affect the validity of our hypothesis.
As we have argued, already, testing of such a hypothesis 
is worthwhile in its own right because its fate will, to 
a large extent, determine the shape of cur 'conceptual 
nervous system'.
When we come to consider our second hypothesis,- 
however, the definition of terms such as 'arousal', 
'excitatory process', 'strength' etc., becomes more 
Important. The second hypothesis can be formulated as 
follows (again using introversion as an exairple; r.eurot-
II •
icism could also have been used): The level of
introversion is negatively related to 'strength' of the
nervous system..
We succest that vay to test this hypothesis is by
looking at the relationship of introversion to a classical 
index of 'strength' - i.e. one 'which is widely accepted 
in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe as being a valid 
index of this dimension.
c) C l a s s i c a l  ir.dices
There are a n mrbe r of such indices available, but 
perhaps the two most widely cited (Cray 1564; Frigon 1^'6) 
are the methods of 'extinction with reinforcement of the 
photcchem.ica 1 reflex' ar;d the 'induction method'. rhese 
have been described and discussed in detail by Gray (1564)
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and ve will not repeat his account here. To surrm-.arise, 
briefly, the former involves measuring the conditioned 
decrease in sensitivity of the visual system as the 
conditional stimulus (a light flash) .  ^ repeated several 
times over a short period. The greater the fall in the 
magnitude of the conditcned response'between testings 
positioned before and after this repetition series, the ' 
lower the subject's threshold of transmarglnal inhibition ■ 
is presumed to be. The rationale behind this assumption 
is that the excitations produced by successive stimuli 
are thought to s'umm-ate with each other in a m a^n.ner ■ 
described earlier (see page III ) and result in the subject 
being taken beyond his threshold of t ran. smnrginal 
inhibition, as evidenced by the fall in the conditioned 
response. The lower the threshold, the greater the fall. 
Teplov (see Gray 15 64, pp. 135-5) has pointed cut that there
are era' racks.to the use of this method. rcr ins
in order to test the magnitude of the conditioned response, 
it is necessary to present the conditioned stimulus 
without the unconditioned stimulus, but in doing so one 
interferes with the integrity of the conditioned reflex 
itself. Also it is extremely time consuming, requiring 
se'ceral months of work. Finally, in some incivicuals it 
is impossible to establish the conditioned response in the 
first place. For this reason, even in the Soviet Union 
its use is not widespread (Strolsv , personal 
c omc:! unication).
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In the West it has herdly h>een used at all, though 
Frigon (1576) did employ am E.E.G. variant of It ar^d found 
evidence that introverts <3o_ have relatively 'weak* 
nervous systen-.s (though he found no relationship between 
(strength', defined in this way, a_nd neuroticism). Hcwever, 
we have already pointed out the difficulties associated 
with the use of measures such as E.E.G. (see also Gale^tfh !^‘7) 
The second technique we have mentioned is the 'induction 
method'. This is based on the finding that the 
sensitivity of the dark adapted eye to a point of light in
oer i ral vision is raised by the presence of an
additional weak peint of light,and lowered by the presence 
of an additional strong point of light. In the Soviet 
Union this has been explained largely in terms of two 
concepts, which we have not encountered so far - i.e. 
'irradiation' and 'concentration ’of excitation'. Ke 
will not allow these to detain us here,because Gray (1564) 
has argued that these have not been satisfactorily 
integrated into the main body of the theory of 'strength', 
though the s am.e writer has provided an alternative 
hypothesis accounting for them in terms of the orienting
response (see Grey 1 564, for a detailed account
a can also be exrlainea in terms ct
. The
effect cf
accessory stimulation, but as Gray has pointed out, there 
are certain discrepancies here tco . Finally, Strelev 
(personal communication) has informed the author that there 
are a number of practical problems associated with the 
use of this method.
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These erne not the only methods used to measure 
'strength'; the reader is referred to Gray 0964) and 
Cray (1 567 ) for a detailed accoujit of the others, ar-d 
we shall consider some of these, briefly,below. But bhey 
are mentioned because Frigon (1576) has argued that they 
are the two 'classical' methods, and the important point, 
here, is that they are considered to be valid indices of 
'strength' .
They are not , however, the most widely used indices 
in practice, due to the problems associated with them.
;e of the curve 
relating simple reaction time to stimulus intensity 
(Strelcu - personal co-mumication). Nebylitsyn (1560) 
measured this slope by rn.ea.ns of the Tt/tmin. index, 
defined as rhe surni of the ratios of the mean reaction 
time for each individual intensity, to the mean reaction 
time for the highest intensity. ..Am.other method is to 
calculate the coefficient of the line of best fit to the 
curve (e.g. Zhorov a_nd Yermod. aye va-Tcm.ina 137 2). h’ot 
only is the slope measure the most widely employed, but
The most commonly
it has also been 'validated' or 'call 6 0 acainst the
Classical indices of 'strength' For instance, Nebylitsyn
(1563) looked at the relationship between hisTt/tmin.
measure and 'strength' of the nervous system, as cefi: 
by the method cf extinction with reinforcement of the
photochemical reflex. He used two statistical techniques 
one based on am analysis of variance, and the other based 
on a correlation coefficient between the^t/tmun incex 
and the classical index of 'strength'. Frigon (1576) h^s
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pointed out that the analysis of variance was inappropriate 
to the design used. However, the same criticism does not 
apply to the correlation coefficient which was positive 
(0.6*) and highly significant (1% level - see Gray 1964, 
page 236) and larger than any other correlation between 
this classical method and other indices in a factor 
analysis conducted by Rozhdestvenskaya et a l . (1960),
except for the correlation with one modified version of 
the classical index itself.
e) Simple reaction time and the synthesis of the Western 
and Russian approaches to individual differences.
We therefore propose to use the reaction time 
slope measure as an operational definition of 'strength* 
to test our second hypothesis, namely that individual 
difference parameters, such as introversion, are related 
negatively to 'strength*.
In fact, we do not need to limit ourselves to such 
parameters. It should already be apparent that to include 
individual differences amongst our list of determinants 
is a little strange, b e c ause,unlike the other determinants, 
they are to a large extent outside the control of the 
experimenter. However, even if we cannot for the most part 
control them, we can measure thsm and treat them as if 
they were experimental factors (or 'determinants'). This 
is less satisfactory than manipulating them directly, since 
it is basically a correlational approach.' We cannot say 
that a particular difference in the level of a 
determinate which is associated, for instance, with a 
high level of introversion, was 'due' to the high level
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introversion. Nevertheless , the relationship between 
the level of the ceterminate an:d introversion may cive 
us clues to the mechanisms underlying both.
. Ke can, of course,- also treat the individual differences 
parameter as a determinate, for instance the attempt to 
test whether drugs make a subject’s behaviour more 
'introverted' or 'extroverted' (see Eysenck 1967, for 
example). This approach, however, is relatively rare.
The important point is that individual differences 
cam be included in both the stimulus arid response 
categories, as a determinant or as a déterminât e . Just 
as introversion can be treated as a stimulus or a response 
factor, so 'strength' can be treated as a stimulus oi a 
response factor; as a determinant or as a determinate.
So far w-e have considered classical indices of 'strength'
(cr indices 'calibrated' against them, such as the reaction 
time slope) as determinates. Ke could also use them, 
like introversion, to divide subjects into two groups 
(a 'strong' and a 'weak' croup) and use this 'strength' 
factor in an analysis cf variance along with some of the 
other determinants, such as accessory stimulation.
For example, we could look at possible interactions between 
'strength' and accessory stimulation in a study on 
vigilance performance. . It should be nctec tnat in sc corng 
we would be testing the relationship between the 
determinate , which is the object of the analysis of 
variance (e.g. vigilance store) and the index of 'strength'. 
Ke could CO this by a straightforward correlation, but 
as with the other factors, the relationship mty be a
3S
non-linear one and it is possible t h a t 'strength' defined 
in this manner interacts with the other determinants in 
a way that is predictable from the inverted .’U ’
hypothesis.
a
So by using the reaction time slope, we are actually 
killing two birds with one stone. Firstly, we are 
adding ao;other factor - i.e. 'strength' - to the list 
embraced by the ^umbrella term 'individual differences'
(the others being introversion ar.d neuroticism) . In 
doing this, we are still working within the framework of 
our first hypothesis (page 130) i.e. looking at the 
relationship between various proposed determinants (and 
we are, at the same time, looking at the relationship 
between various determinates and 'strength' of the 
nervous system) . Secondly, we have pointed out 
W e s t e r n  individual difference parameters can be treated 
as determinates as well as determinant s ,_ but we can look 
at their relationship to 'strength' miore simply by 
investigating their effect (in conjunction with other 
p r c p o s e d  determinants) on the reaction time slope measure. 
In other words, in this case w-e will treat the Western 
individual difference parameters (e.g. introversion) as 
determinants , and the Russian measure of 'strength'
(i.e. the reaction time slope) as a determ.in ate. In so 
doing, we would be testing our second hypothesis (page I33 ) 
that the individual difference parameter is negatively 
related to 'strength'.
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To summarise, we have distinguished two definitions 
of 'strength*. The first defines the dimension in terms 
of the'theory of strength'. The second defines it in 
terms of operational definitions based on indices such as 
the reaction-time slope measure. By separating these two 
definitions we hope to avoid confusion and ambiguity 
which might arise if we treated them as identical 
(which they are not) .
In the subsequent account we have not followed a 
totally consistent policy of using the terms 'strong* 
and * weak * only when the second definition of 'strength* 
(i.e. in terms of the reaction time slope) is being referred 
to. This is partly because , on occasion, the two aspects 
do coincide. But more importantly, it is because other 
workers have not opted to make the separation, and in 
discussing their ideas and research the amount of 
circumlocution that would have been required to avoid 
using the terms would have been undesirable. It is hoped, 
though, that wherever the author has used them, he has 
made it clear which particular aspect of 'strength* is 
being considered.
As far as the second aspect is concerned - i.e. the 
operational definition in termis of the reaction time slope - 
a word or two more needs to be said. The reason why 
it is important to consider this measure is that one of 
the most interesting and exciting developments in recent 
years has been the possibility that the researchers in 
the West and in the East may have been investigating the 
same dimension(s) of 'personality' , for want of a better
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term, and this^reflected in reviews provided by a number 
of Western and Russian workers (e.g. Gray 1964, 1967 ; 
Eysenck 1967; Nebylitsyn 1972; Nebylitsyn and Gray 1972; 
O'Connor 1961, 1966). Furthermore, this rapprochement 
has occurred despite the fact that they have carried out 
their research largely independently of each other and 
also from a somewhat different standpoint. Eysenck
(1967) has suggested that an individual's 'personality 
phenotype* is reflected at a number of different levels.
It is closest to the 'genotype' at the most basic 
physiological level, and this stratum is usually described 
in terms of a theoretical construct, such as 'excitatiop - 
inhibition* , 'arousal', the ' excitatory process' etc. 
Eysenck, in fact, regards personality dimensions such as 
introversion and neuroticism as being basically anchored 
at this level - i.e. he sees them as predispositions 
(determined by the genotype) which are reflected in 
particular characteristics of the nervous system (e.g. 
the ease of generation or dissipation of inhibition). .
At the next level up, we encounter laboratory phenomena, 
such as vigilance , conditioning, sensory thresholds etc. 
These are thought to be closely related to the 
individuals predispositions, but; they are also thought to 
depend on the past history of the individual and on factors 
specific to the experimental paradigm employed.
Such differences in the laboratory are, further, 
thought-to be mirrored in everyday life, and by inter­
acting with environmental influences they result in 
differences at the final level of the phenotype model -
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i.e. behaviour in * real-life' situations. This is 
usually measured by questionnaires and yields
dimensions such as introversion and neuroticism* in the
case of theorists such as Eysenck who employ orthogonal
factor, analysis, or 'traits', in the case of theorists
such as Cattell who employ oblique factor analysis.
The general approach in the West has been to start 
at this level and then to work backwards towards the level 
of the theoretical construct (such as 'arousal') via the 
mediating link of laboratory phenomena . For instance, 
Eysenck has suggested that differences in the level of 
introversion are associated with differences in 
conditionability which can be measured in the laboratory 
(e.g. Eysenck and Levey 1972), and which indicate that at 
•Üie physiological level introverts are more 'aroused' 
than extraverts. We are not concerned here with the 
correctness or otherwise of such hypotheses, but rather 
with the general approach.
In the Soviet Union workers initially concentrated 
upon differences in the laboratory and have used indices 
which they regarded as fairly closely tied to the under­
lying nervous system characteristics or 'properties'
(such as 'strength'). It is mainly in recent years, 
particularly in the work of Strelau (e.g. )
that we have seen a serious and concerted attempt to 
relate such differences to everyday behaviour through the 
use of-observer ratings and questionnaires. Earlier 
theorists were more interested in 'temperament' than in 
'character' - i.e. they were more concerned with the 
constellation of basic nervous system properties rather
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than the way in which they manifested themselves in every­
day life. Character* was thought to depend partly on 
'temperament* , but also on the influence of the environ­
ment. As Teplov puts it (see Gray 1964), the basic 
temperament of an individual is _'overgrown’ during his 
lifetime by conditioned connections, and it is the 
amalgam of the two that is reflected in 'character'.
Nevertheless, despite this difference in approach the 
two sets of theorists may have been looking at the same 
dimension(s) of individual differences. The rapprochement 
has been most evident at the middle level of the personality 
phenotype model - i.e. in the area of laboratory phenomena. 
Though the indices used in the West and the East do 
differ in some respects, the determinants employed have 
often been very similar, as we have seen, and in many 
cases (as we will see below) the determinates have also 
been common to both groups. Simple reaction time measures 
are an example of this - they are used widely both in the 
West and in the East, and we have seen that the reaction 
time slope measure is accepted as <xn index of 'strength* 
in the latter.
This brings us back to our operational definition of 
the 'strength' dimension. If we can show that many 
indices which are commonly used in the West do show lawful 
relationships with an index that is widely used in the 
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, and which has been 
invested with considerable theoretical significance, it 
would contribute to this rapprochement between the two 
separate bodies of research. This is a. point which has 
also been made by Gray (1964 , page 298), who argues that, 
in order to test the proposed equation of the Western and
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2. THE DETERMINATES
Let us now consider our list of determinates in more 
detail.
Arousal
Magnitude of Response 
Alertness
Efficiency of Learning 
Efficiency of Performance
Excitatory Process
Magnitude of Response
i) General Considerations
At first glance these two lists would seem to differ 
markedly , with the exception of 'magnitude of response' 
which is common to both. However, Gray (1964 pp. 298-9) 
has argued that,with the exception of 'efficiency of 
learning*, the remaining determinates could be listed 
under the heading of 'excitatory process', as well as 
'arousal'.
We will discuss the discrepancy with respect to 
'efficiency of learning* later. All the remaining 
determinates will also be considered at some point during 
the course of the present project. For instance, 
*magnitude of response' in connection with salivation, 
'alertness* in connection with vigilance, and 'efficiency 
of performance' in connection with measures of 
discriminability.
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These are only examples, and any one determinate is 
often involved in more than one response index or set of 
response indices. We have already discussed the 
phenomenon of 'partial properties', which indicates that 
for a given response index, insignificant correlations may 
be found when different sensory modalities are used. We 
will also come across instances in which treating a given 
response index as if it represented one particular 
determinate leads to quite different predictions than 
if it is treated as representing another. One. example of 
this is the 'false alarm rate* in reaction time, signal 
detection and vigilance tasks. This could be included 
under the heading of 'magnitude of response' or 
'efficiency of performance'. We will see that such an 
ambiguity is by no means academic.
ii) The choice of determinates
We have anticipated our later account by referring to 
some of the indices that were used in the present project.
We must , however, say a little more about why they were 
chosen.
Two criteria have already been mentioned. Firstly, 
the index should be one which has provided enough 
evidence in favour of the inverted 'U ' hypothesis to 
suggest that the latter is relevant to it, but enough 
discrepancies to make it worthwhile investigating it 
further. This^especially so in cases where the author 
has felt that there is an explanation çf these discrepancies 
which is compatible with the hypothesis.
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The second criterion is practicability. However 
fruitful the investigation of a given index might be, if 
it posed intractable practical problems it was rejected. 
Fortunately, this particular criterion has necessitated 
the exclusion of very few indices, and nearly all of 
these belong to the physiological category. We have 
argued already that this is unfortunate, but not 
catastrophic;for an attempt to test the hypothesis at the 
conceptual level.
Gray (1967 ) has provided a comprehensive account of 
the broad areas within which Western work on 'arousal* 
and Russian work on 'strength' has come together. The 
reader is referred to his paper for more details, but the 
main headings are :
1) Sensory thresholds
2) The effects of distraction
3) Stimulus intensity and transmarginal inhibition
4) Flicker phenomena
5) Drug effects
6 ) Susceptibility to fatigue
7) Reactive inhibition
8 ) E.E.G. measures
and 9) Speed of conditioning
Using the two criteria defined above, the present 
author isolated three main areas which he considered 
would be worthy of investigation.
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A) The Gustatory modality - specifically 4 indices:
i) The salivary response to an unconditioned 
stimulus
ii) Subjective intensity ('magnitude estimation')
iii) The level of 'hedonic tone*
■ iv) The sensory threshold
B) Simple reaction time and signal detection theory.
C) Vigilance.
All of these will, of course, be discussed in great 
detail in the ensuing pages and it is hoped that the 
reasons for their choice will become apparent at that time.
The above classification does not map directly onto 
the list provided by Gray, but this stems largely from 
the fact that the various terms used are different. We 
will not provide a lengthy account of how the two lists 
are related, but one or two examples will be helpful. For 
instance, the salivation measure was mentioned by Gray 
under his heading of 'stimulus intensity and transmarginal 
inhibition '. Also, when we come to discuss 'vigilance* 
we will need to consider the concepts of 'fatigue' and 
'reactive inhibition', both of which figure in Gray's 
list. Reaction time indices were not mentioned to any 
significant extent by Gray, largely because the most 
salient studies were carried out later. However, he does 
mention the 'tapping task* and we will discuss similarities 
and dissimilarities between this index and reaction time 
measures.
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We would also like to point out the areas which Gray 
has mentioned, but which we have not studied.
The first of these is 'Flicker phenomena'. Gray 
has argued that the ' Cr, c, ca L frequency of flashing 
phosphene* (C.F.P.) is higher in 'weak' individuals than 
in 'strong' individuals, defined either in terms of the 
'theory of strength' or in terms of a classical index 
(see pages *34-6 ). Firstly, C.F.P. varies positively
with stimulus intensity , which we have seen is a 
determinant in the 'theory of strength'. Secondly, it 
correlates with established measures of 'strength'. If, 
therefore, it could be shown that introverts , for example, 
have a higher C.F.P. than extraverts , it would support 
the view that introversion and stimulus intensity are 
both determinants, and also the view that introverts have 
relatively 'weak' nervous systems. However, the C.F.P. 
method requires the experimenter to pass an electric current 
through the eye of the subject.
This is a procedure which would be unacceptable 
to many people and it was rejected on these grounds.
The other related phenomenon in this area is the 
critical frequency of flicker fusion (C.F.F.) . This
is easier to arrange experimentally , but there is 
already fairly good evidence in favour of the hypothesis 
that stimulus intensity and introversion are both 
determinants (e.g. Simonson and Brozek 1952; Frith 19 d 7), 
though, there is evidence that neuroticism may also be a 
relevant factor to C.F.F. measures (e.g. Ginsburg 1969).
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We could have followed Gray's suggestion to test the 
hypothesis that introverts have 'weaker' nervous systems 
than extraverts by showing that the C.F.F. is related to 
our operational definition of 'strength' (the reaction 
time slope measure). However, we can test the hypothesis 
more directly by simply looking at the effect of introversion 
on simple reaction time.
The second of Gray's categories that we have omitted, 
is related to the use of drugs. We have already mentioned 
other more recent work in this area (e.g. Revelle SI ^  '^ 76 ) . 
However, for practical reasons which have already been 
stated (page //4 ) , we do not intend to study the effects
of drugs ourselves.
The same problem applies to the use of E.E.G. measures, 
but we will make one or two theoretical points here.
Gray points out that although introverts have lower indices 
of 'alpha' activity than extraverts (e.g. Savage 1964), 
such indices are unrelated to established measures.of 
'strength' (Nebylitsyn 1963b, 1965). He suggests that this 
poses serious problems for the view that introverts have 
'weak'nervous systems. The example illustrates very well 
the value of separating the two definitions of 'strength' .
We will argue later that the study by Savage (pp.cit.) and 
similar findings by other workers (e.g. Winter et al 1976) 
can be quite easily accommodated within the 'theory of 
strength', if we take into account the dimension of 
neuroticism. However, it is still possible (as the 
studies mentioned above would suggest) that E.E.G. indices 
may not show the expected relationships with classical 
indices of 'strength'.
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The last area that we have chosen to omit is that 
of 'conditioning'. Aside from any practical considera­
tions,there were theoretical reasons why it was excluded. 
The best way to introduce these, however, is to first
a At
discuss, briefly^that we have also chosen to ignore - 
i.e. 'strength of inhibition'.
t
iii) 'Strengh of inhibition'
Gray (1967 ) has pointed out that Eysenck's and 
Nebylitsyn's formulations differ in that the former regards 
the speed of generation, magnitude and speed of 
dissipation of excitation, on the one hand, and inhibition, 
on the other, as inversely related to each other. The 
latter sees them as independent. Eysenck maintains that 
at the cortical level there is a single dimension 
represented by strong excitation, weak inhibition and 
introversion at one end, and weak excitation , strong 
inhibition and extraversion at the other. The more recent 
Russian formulation suggests that excitation and inhibition 
can vary independently, so that not only may the absolute 
amounts vary from individual to individual, but also the 
relative amounts. The ratio between them determines 
the 'equilibrium' of the nervous, system, with respect 
to the nervous system 'property' in question (e.g. 
'strength') . In contrast, as Strel<lU ( 1970) has indicated, 
Pavlov believed excitation and inhibition to be 
positively related. These various formulations are 
summarised in Figure 23.
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'strength'of
excitation * ^  ^
^^Gxtr&vert /'Strong' nervous
system
— Strength ^  ^  Pavlov's interpretation
of excitation and ^ ^ ----------
' Strength'of 
inhibition.
Eysenck's interpretation
Introvert
'Weak' ^
nervous 'Strength' of inhibition
system ■
The dotted lines 
show Nebylltsyn's interpretation
Gray (1964) has drawn attention to the ambiguity 
that exists in the Russian literature regarding the use 
of the terms 'strong' and 'weak'. These terms may refer 
to a basic typological characteristic of the nervous 
system. In this case the relative strength (i.e. the 
magnitude or level) of a given process, such as 
excitation, in different individuals, will depend on the
levels of certain factors. We have seen already that the 
level of the 'excitatory process' is relatively greater 
in individuals who are 'strong' with respect to excitation 
when the levels of the determinants are relatively high , 
whereas tljie reverse is true when the levels of the 
determinants are relatively low. In other words, the 
relationship between 'strength! as a measure of a 
typological characteristic of the nervous system and the 
strength or level of a particular process (such as 
excitation) within the nervous system at a given moment 
in time, is a complex one. To avoid.any ambiguity, we 
have used (and will continue to use) the terms 'strength'
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of the nervous system and 'level' of a process. The 
terms used in Figure 23 , therefore, refer to typological 
properties of the nervous system.
Strelau (op.cit.) has argued that the attempts to 
equate the dimension of extraversion-introversion with 
Pavlov's original -conceptualisation of the dimension 
'strengh-weakness' is problematic. We can see why this
A
is so by looking at Figure 23, itself. First of all, 
as the diagram is drawn, the two dimensions appear to
be independent of each other, so that it cannot be stated
that they are identical. Fortherry,cr€j as Eysenck has pointed 
out (1966), similarity does not imply identity. The' 
diagram shows that with respect to 'strength of excitation', 
the extr vert and the 'strong' nervous type do appear
to be similar, as are the introvert and the 'weak'
nervous system type. On the other hand, with respect to 
'strength' of the inhibitory process, the reverse would 
appear to be true, the extravert is similar to the 'weak' 
type and the introvert to the 'strong' type.
Thus Strelav (o p .cit.) concludes that there are 
grounds for equating the extrovert with the 'strong' type 
and the introvert with the 'weak' type, if one considers 
'strength' with respect to excitation, but not if one 
considers strength with respect to inhibition. He then 
goes on to discuss two sets of studies which have been 
used by Eysenck to develop his theory of introversion - 
extraversion; experiments on the'speed of acquisition 
and extinction of the eyeblink conditional response and 
experiments on 'reminiscence'.
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Subjects in both types of study are thought to be 
susceptible to forms of inhibition, and Strelau maintains 
that Eysenck's view that the same kind of inhibition is 
involved is fallacious. In the case of the eyeblink 
response , he argues that the extinction of the response 
can be regarded as due to Pavlovian 'conditioned inhibition*. 
He states that this form of inhibition is, in Pavlovian 
theory, "more efficient (quicker, more accurate)' in 'strong'
II
than in 'weak' types, and we could take this as meaning 
that conditioned inhibition is generated more readily in 
the 'strong* type. But if this is what he means there is
a risk of confusing the use of the word 'strength' as a
designation of nervous system type and its use to describe 
the state of the nervous system at a given moment in time 
(see p. JSl ). Pavlovian theory, as described by^Strelau 
earlier in his paper, regards 'strength* with respect to 
excitation and 'strength* with respect to inhibition as 
positively related to one another. We have seen that a 
high degree of 'strength' with respect to excitation means 
that the actual level of excitation (compared to subjects 
with a low degree of 'strength' with respect to excitation) 
is relatively high when the determinants are relatively high, 
but relatively low when the determinants are relatively low.
By analogy, if we assume that a corresponding set of 
determinants exists for 'strength' with respect to inhibition,
this would imply that the 'strong' type would have a higher
level of inhibition only when the levels of these 
determinants were relatively h i g h . Therefore, it follows, 
that Strelav's interpretation of Pavlovian theory, according 
to which conditioned inhibition would be relatively high
in the 'strong* type, would only apply if the levels of 
the determinants of the inhibitory process were relatively 
high.
Nebylitsyn (1973) has recognised the implications of 
treating the concept of 'strength' of inhibition in the 
same way as the concept of 'strength* of excitation. One 
of these implications is that a threshold of transmarginal
f I
excitation exists for the inhibitory process in the same
way as a threshold of transmarginal inhibition exists for
» r
the excitatory process. He points out that the theoretical
underpinnings of the concept of 'strength* of inhibition 
and the operational measures of it are both relatively 
undeveloped compared to 'strength of excitation*.
For this reason it is unclear whether in the
extinction phase of a conditioned eyeblink experiment, the
» »
levels of the determinants of the inhibitory process are
relatively low or relatively high. If they are relatively 
low, then one would expect greater conditioned inhibition 
in individuals who are 'weak' with respect to inhibition.
If this is the case then the finding (e.g. Franks 1956,
1957) that extraverts extinguish faster than introverts, 
would indicate a similarity between extraverts and the 'weak' 
nervous system type. On the other hand, if the levels of 
the determinants are relatively high, one would expect 
greater conditioned inhibition in the 'strong' nervous 
system type. If so, then this would indicate a similarity 
between the extravert and the 'strong' type.
Strelau seems to assume that the latter is true and 
argues as a result that the experiments on eyeblink
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conditioning support the equation of the extravert with the 
'strong' type. This, of course, conflicts with the diagram 
presented earlier. The reason for this contradiction is 
that Eysenck's formulation of the difference between 
introverts and extraverts is not sufficiently precise. 
Eysenck maintains that extraverts generate inhibition more 
easily than introverts, but he does not qualify this with 
reference to the prevailing experimental conditions. It 
is a fundamental tenet of the 'theory of strength' (and 
one which is implicit in the Western inverted 'U ' model) 
that the relative behaviour of different groups of 
individuals depends on the levels of certain experimental- 
factors and these must be specified before any predictions 
can be made. As Strelau rightly points out, Eysenck assumes 
that the postulated greater level of inhibition generated 
in extroverts,due to the non-reinforcement of a conditioned 
response, is a result of a general characteristic of the 
extravert's nervous system. Furthermore, he also assumes 
that this characteristic manifests itself in a similar way 
in other situations where the experimental conditions are 
totally different.
One such manifestation is the phenomenon ' reminiscence' 
which we will consider later. However, before leaving 
the question of the extinction of conditioned responses, 
it should be pointed out that later Russian work has 
explained differences in the rate of extinction by reference 
to the nervous system property of 'dynamism' rather than 
'strength of inhibition'. We have apgued that the letter's 
role in determining the rate of extinction of conditioned
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responses is not satisfactorily defined due to uncertainties 
inherent in the concept of 'strength of inhibition' itself. 
We see, now, that Soviet workers are possibly abandoning 
the idea that a relationship exists at all. Thus, a 
rather wide theoretical gap seems to have opened up at 
the Russian end between the concept of 'strength of 
excitation' (which is our primary concern) and the empirical 
data related to classical conditioning.
In the West, also, there has been a move away from 
attempting to explain individual differences in 
conditionability solely on the basis of the inverted 'U', 
especially since Gray (1970 ) pointed out that this function 
could not adequately explain differences in condition­
ability between introverts and extraverts. His later 
formulations have concentrated instead on the concepts of 
'reward' and 'punishment' rather than the concept of 
'arousal'. It is partly for these reasons that no attempt 
has been made to provide a comprehensive review of the 
literature on conditionability and the determinants of
• I
arousal (e.g. introversion) , and also why we have not 
included measures of conditioning in the present project.
iv) Other 'properties' of the nervous system
We have discussed'strength of inhibition' at some 
length because it raised à number of theoretical issues 
which are relevant to a project primarily concerned with 
'strength of excitation', as the present one is. There 
are other nervous system 'properties' which are part of 
the overall Russian model, but which we will not discuss 
in any detail (just as there are Western personality 
dimensions which we have not considered). Some of
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these 'properties' should , however, be mentioned.
'Dynamism' is one which has already been discussed 
briefly and which has been proposed as a possible rival to 
'strength of excitation' as the Russian equivalent of 
'introversion'. Gray (1967 ) has reviewed a number of 
experiments which have indicated that introversion me y 
be related to 'dynamism of excitation'(for example,
E.E.G. studies; Savage (1964); Merton and Urban 1966).
Mangan (1978a and b) has suggested that it may also be 
related to 'dynamism of inhibition', as evidenced by the 
speed of extinction of appetitive conditioned responses 
and the speed of habituation of orienting responses, for 
example.
Mangan (1978b) also suggests that introversion may 
be negatively,related to 'mobility' - i.e. the speed with 
which excitation is replaced by inhibition and vice versa, 
as evidenced by the speed with which subjects adapt to a 
change in the nature of the imperative stimuli in a 
choice reaction time task 6 -^' ^
We have already seen evidence that the critical 
frequency of flicker fusion (C.F.F.) is positively related 
to introversion (see p. f4? ) . Furthermore, C.F.F. is taken 
to be a measure of the nervous system property of 'lability', 
so it is possible that introversion may be related to 
this dimension also.
No attempt has been made to give an exhaustive account 
here. We simply wish to make the point that although 
our main interest is the relationship of personality to 
'strength of excitation', the possibility exists that the 
personality dimensions we consider are also connected
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with other nervous system 'properties'. However, these ray 
tntrr.sel'-es not all be independent of each oth;er. The 
discussion of C.F.P. and C.F.F. indicates that 'lability* 
and 'strength' nay re related to each other, for example, 
as Gray (1267) has pointed out.
1
other Western dimensions of personality:
Although introversion and neuroticism will be our main 
interest in the present project, it is salutary to consider 
certain other personality dimensions which may be worthy of 
investigation, though we do not propose to give an exhaustive 
account. We have already discussed Gray's suggestion that 
anxiety may underly an 'arousal' mechanism which itself may 
underpin the inverted 'U'.
The latter as we have seen is an integral part of the 
Russian 'theory of strength' and Cattell (1972) has suggested 
that this dimension may be related to one or more of the 
higher order factors derived from his 16P.F. questionnaire, 
such as 'cortertia'.
. Finally, there is some evidence that the inverted 'U ' 
relationship between the determinants and the determinates 
may be replaced by a 'U ' shaped relationship in schizophrenics 
(Claridge 1972) , and Claridge and Chappa (1973) and Claridge 
and Birchall'(1978) have shown that the same may be true of 
non-psychiatric subjects scoring relatively highly on the dim­
ension of 'psychoticism'. We will later discuss the theory 
that the inverted 'U ' is partly a homeostatic mechanism, and 
Claridge (1972) has argued that the 'U ' function found in 
schizophrenics is a derangement of this mechanism and may be 
related to their psychiatric disorders. If so, then it is 
possible that the psychoticism scale may be useful in iden­
tifying groups of 'normal' subjects who are at high risk of 
developing such disorders. This scale has been the subject 
of some controversy, (for example, Eysenck and Eysenck 1976; 
Bishop 1977; Block 1977; Eysenck 1977; Claridge and Birchall 
1978) , but the above results do suggest that it may be worthy
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of investigation
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r-wTÆPTER t h r e e  - g e n e r a l  METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
In the first two chapters we have developed a number 
zt ideas and hypotheses. We must now consider how to put
t o  the test.
1 . ISSUES IN THE OVERALL DESIGN OF THE PROJECT
It will be remembered that we have decided to 
investigate three main groups of indices;
1. Gustatory measures
2. Reaction time and signal detection measures
3. Vigilance measures
1 ) Implications of the use of the simple reaction
time index- _________________________________________
The second group has a particular significance since 
not only does it provide the opportunity to investigate 
simple reaction time in its own right, but also to derive 
cur measure of the slope of the reaction time intensity 
curve (see p. f37 ). We could obtain values for this 
measure by employing separate groups of subjects for each 
cf the three sets of indices listed above and by then 
giving each group a simple reaction time task in addition 
to the main task (in the case of (1) and (3) ) , 
Alternatively, we could use the same group of subjects 
throughout. We could derive the slope measure on one 
occasion and then use it as an individual difference?factor 
in other experiments, in the manner described earlier
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(see p p . 137-/4 0 ) .
There are problems with this latter approach. One 
such problem would be that since the project inevitably 
would stretch over a considerable period of time it would 
be more difficult to recruit subjects, since people would
be less likely to commit themselves to remaining partici­
pant for such a long period. However, though the total 
length of time for which the project would run would be 
a long one, the actual length of time for which any 
individual subject would actually be in the experimental 
room would be negligible in comparison, and if split up 
into three separate occasions, less likely to prove a 
burden to the subject than if he was asked to spend a great 
deal of time in the experimental room over a more limited 
period. This would have been inevitable if the reaction 
time task had been included in each of the three sets of 
experiments.
We could still use this method if we reduced the amount
of time spent in obtaining measures of any given index
(for instance by reducing the number of reaction time 
trials) , but this would have severely prejudiced the 
reliability of such an index. One could have reduced the 
number of indices actually investigated, but this would 
have emasculated the project and compromised its ability 
to test the hypotheses we.have presented in any meaningful 
way.
For these reasons it was decided to use the same 
group of subjects throughout.
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Ü )  The question of sample
University students are particularly suitable as 
subjects for a project like the present one, since they 
tend to be available over the period of their degree 
course. However, unforeseen circumstances can prevent a 
given subject from completing the whole series - e.g. 
expulsion from the University or a voluntary decision to 
leave. This may be more likely to occur in the case of 
certain types of subject. If so then such 'differential 
dropout* might result in a change in the overall 
composition of the sample with time. There are several 
reasons, however, why it was considered that this would 
not be serious.
Firstly, the present experiment is not a 'longtitudinal' 
one in the usual sense of the word. We are not proposing 
to measure the same index several times over a prolonged 
period, comparing the results from each measurement to give 
an indication of change with time. Under such circumstances, 
differential drop out would be a very difficult problem, 
since changes in the composition of the group would be 
confounded with the effect of the passage of time. In our 
present project the aim is to investigate separate sets 
of indices. The only link between them is the fact that 
the reaction time index derived from the second set is to 
be used when analysing the results of the other sets 
(retroactively in the case of the first s e t ) .
Secondly, even if certain 'types' of subject did drop 
out, our concern is with particular dimensions of 
individual differences - i.e. introversion, neuroticism 
and 'strength' - not with the whole constellation
U S
of possible differences between individuals. The 
hypothesised relationships between these dimensions and the 
various determinates in question is not dependent on the 
nature of the sample. The inverted *U* hypothesis in its 
most general form does not include any qualifications which 
restrict its domain to any particular population.
That is not to say that such qualifications may not 
turn out to be necessary. The basic tenet of the 
individual differences approach to psychology (as described 
by Eysenck 196 7) is that general laws may not in fact be 
as general as had been first imagined. It may be necessary 
to specifiy much more precisely the conditions under which 
a particular relationship is found. We have seen already 
that the general inverted 'U' model is threatened in just 
this sort of way. (See pp. ^ 3-/00 ) . It may turn out 
that the nature of the sample which is under test will be 
a significant factor in determining whether the model is 
confirmed or not. However, it is not our present intention 
to provide a rigorous test of this. Our aim is to test 
the model within a particular sample, and to leave it to 
future investigation to show whether or not similar 
findings are obtained in other samples, should it be 
considered worthwhile. Of course, this is not to say that 
sampling effects are not important. The nature of the 
sample chosen is certainly very relevant since it 
determines the nature of the population to which the results 
may be generalised with validity, and we intend to de/ine 
very clearly the nature of the sample we employ. But 
precision is the important thing, not the actual composition
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of the sample itself.
This is a point which has also been made forcefully 
by Eysenck (1975) in his critique of workers, such as 
Cochran^ and Duffy (1974) who have argued that a failure to 
use 'random samples' has prejudiced the results of many 
psychological experiments - for instance those which have 
used college students. They maintain that such a 
population is special in many respects. Examples of 
this include its level of intelligence, its social class 
composition, etc. (the reader is referred to the original 
paper for a fuller account). However, Eysenck has pointed 
out that this does not in any way compromise the use of 
such a population to test a general theory which makes no 
reference to specific samples in any of its postulates.
It is certainly true that the more narrowly defined a sample 
is, the less broad the population to which the results can 
be generalised to. However, if the individual differences 
philosophy, as propounded by Eysenck (1967), has any 
validity, then such generalisation must in any case be 
conducted with great caution. It is an interesting irony 
that this caveat has come from a theorist who has,himself, 
proposed one of the broadest and most general theories of 
personality. It should be noted , though, that the 
individual differences school is a very broad church, 
providing shelter for theorists, like Cattell , who define 
personality in terms of a very large number of traits, 
and Eysenck himself whose system is almost a typology in 
the tradition of Galen and Hippocrates.
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We have gone into this question of the nature of the 
sample at some length, because it is an important one from 
a theoretical point of view. We see though that, at this 
level at least, it poses no serious problem for a project 
which attempts to follow one particular group of subjects 
over a long period of time. The 'dropout' that might be 
expected in such a situation may cause some practical 
problems, however, and we will describe later the attempts 
that were made to minimise these or to deal with them 
when they could not be circumvented.
To conclude, the decision to use the same group of 
subjects throughout is a defensible one. It has certain 
advantages which have been described, and its possible 
disadvantages are not considered to be serious ones. 
Furthermore, apart from the practical reasons already 
stated, there are serious theoretical objections to the use 
of the reaction time slope index separately in separate 
groups of subjects. These will be described later (see 
pp. tfS4 - 5 ) 9 when we have considered,in more detail,the 
nature of simple reaction time itself.
iii) Temperament as a fixed characteristic of the 
individual________
We have decided, then, that the reaction time slope 
index is to be derived from one set of experiments, but 
Used in two other sets to analyse the results for indices 
derived .from the latter. As a result, though, the 
separation in time of the measurement of the slope index 
and these other indices is likely to be considerable. It
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could be argued, therefore, that this will reduce the 
likelihood of finding significant relationships between 
them. However, we pointed out earlier that the Russian 
theorists distinguish between 'temperament', which depends 
on basic, largely innate nervous system properties, and 
'character* , which is an amalgam of temperairient and 
'conditioned connections' acquired during the course of 
the individual's lifetime (see p. ) . Furthermore, we 
stated that the Russian workers had devised their 
laboratory indices with the aim of measuring 'temperament' 
rather than 'character*.
Simple reaction time is one of these indices. To the 
extent that the Russian theorists have been successful in 
developing 'pure* indices of temperament, and to the extent 
that this temperament is an essentially fixed, unchanging 
characteristic of an individual, one would still expect the 
simple reaction time slope index to be related to indices 
separated from it by a period of several months, (which 
is the order of magnitude of time relevant h e r e ) .
In one sense, then, the proposed design provides a 
means of testing the above assumptions made by the 
Russian workers. It does not provide a rigorous test of 
them: to do this one would have to vary the separation
in time as an experimental factor in itself. Also, there 
are other possible explanations for a failure to find a 
relationship between the reaction time slope and other 
measures: the phenomenon of partial properties may
reduce the likelihood of obtaining significant results, 
since the reaction time and gustatory treasures, for
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instance, are to be conducted in different sensory 
modalities.
For this reason, we have sandwiched the reaction time 
experiment in between the other two sets to keep the 
maximum separation in time down. If there are factors 
militating against the discovery of a significant relation­
ship, it is hoped that this procedure will help to reduce 
their influence. .
2. THE DESIGN OF INDIVIDUAL STUDIES
We must now consider the design of the individual 
sets of experiments.
i) Multifactorial experiments and multilevel factors
A case has already been made for the use of several 
factors in studies in this area, and also for the 
desirability of having at least one factor which has 
several levels. In fact, ideally> one would like to have 
several levels of all the factors, since this would 
provide a much more detailed investigation of their 
interaction (Gray - personal communication - has criticised 
studies which have attempted to test the inverted *U' 
hypothesis using only two levels of the factors). 
Unfortunately, on the practical level this would be 
inimical to the multi-factorial requirement. Whether one 
uses an independent groups design or a repeated-measures 
design ,the greater the number of 'cells’ the greater the 
practical problems. In the former case, one would require 
many more subjects. Or, for any given number of subjects, 
the greater the number of cells the smaller the numoer of
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subjects per cell. This would be undesirable for a number 
of reasons - for instance, it would decrease the likelihood 
that random differences between subjects, in different 
cells, on non-relevant characteristics (age etc.) would 
cancel themselves out. Equally, in a repeated-measures 
design it would increase the total number of measurements 
and thus the total experimental time.
These problems would be apparent even if only two 
factors were multi-level. One advantage of employing 
several levels of a factor is that it provides the 
opportunity to look at trends - e.g. linear and quadratic 
trends. The latter are particularly relevant in the 
context of an inverted *U* hypothesis. However, one can 
only investigate such trends in any meaningful way if one 
has four or five levels at least. If one had two 
factors which had four levels each, for example, this 
would by itself produce sixteen cells. With' the addition 
of each extra factor this number would increase at a 
geometric rate. Clearly this would be an impossible 
situation on practical grounds.
For this reason, we have compromised between the need 
to have many factors and the need to have multi-level 
factors . Wherever possible we have tried to include 
at least one factor which has several levels. The choice 
of which one has been dictated by practical considerations 
and by the circumstances of the particular experiment. 
Generally speaking, stimulus intensity is a particularly 
easy factor to manipulate in this way. However, it is 
not always appropriate to use it, and other factors 
sometimes seem more suitable. For instance, in the
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vigilsmce experiment, 'time on task' was the multi-level 
factor.
Between and within-subject designs.
^We come now to the choice between an independent 
measures and a repeated measures design. Some of the 
determinants are, by their very nature, between-subject 
factors - i.e. the individual difference factors; 
introversion, neuroticism and 'strength*. Also, 
repeated-measures designs do have certain disadvantages: 
for instance, the need to assume that sequential effects 
in a counterbalanced design are the same for subjects who 
perform the conditions in different orders. For this 
reason, it could be argued that it would be best to make 
all the other determinants between-subject factors also.
However, independent group designs have their 
disadvantages too. Unless large numbers of subjects are 
used, they are very susceptible to chance differences 
between subjects in different conditions on non-relevant 
variables (see above). Moreover, in the present instance 
there are also relevant between-subject variables (such 
as introversion and neuroticism) on which the different 
groups would have to be matched. Again this would have 
posed a problem unless large numbers of subjects were 
used. In the present project, this was not possible due 
to limitations of time and also the fact that recruitment 
of such large numbers of subjects would have been difficult 
This is particularly the case when some of the experiments 
(e.g. vigilance) are by their very nature long ones.
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It was, therefore, decided, again, to compromise and 
to employ mixed independent and repeated measures 
designs. Apart from the individual differences factors, 
it was decided to use one or the other method for a given 
factor on the basis of the merits of the particular case.
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p^ T  II: EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE
We will now consider in turn the three sets of indices 
mentioned before;
1) Gustatory indices
2) Reaction tiirie and signal detection indices
3) Vigilance indices.
In each case we will first present an account of 
previous work relating the determinants to the measure 
in question, before considering any plans for our own experi­
ments. With the exception of the factor of personality, 
for which a fairly comprehensive review will be provided^ 
unless otherwise stated , we do not intend to give an 
exhaustive description of the literature, but rather an indi­
cation of the kinds of findings that have emerged. Also, 
where a study has investigated the joint effect of a deter­
minant and personality, it will sometimes be considered 
under the heading of 'individual differences' only and not 
under the heading of the determinant (e.g. stimulus intensity)
It should also be mentioned that although we are 
essentially concerned with whether or not two or more deter­
minants move subjects in the same direction along the 'X ' 
axis of the inverted 'U ' (see page 130), for convenience 
we will adopt the hypothesis that an increase in the levels 
of the determinants moves the subjects to the right along 
the 'X ' axis. The choice of directions is simply a conven­
tion, though.
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chapter four - GUSTATORY INDICES; REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
1 . SALIVATION
The use of the salivary response to stiirtuli as an 
experimental index has a hallowed tradition dating back to 
Pavlov’s studies of conditioning in dogs. It has, however, 
been used relatively little recently even amongst Russian 
workers in the ’strength of the nervous system' field.
This is surprising since Teplov (1972) pointed out that 
involuntary measures (such as those involving the autonomic 
nervous system) were sorely needed because of the possibility 
that a subject might consciously or unconsciously distort 
his perceptions where voluntary indices were use d .
Also, as Gray (1954) has noted, although it is response 
magnitude that is ostensibly under investigation in studies 
of 'strength', usually what is actually measured is a _ 
threshold (e.g. the absolute sensory threshold or the thres­
hold of transmarginal inhibition) at which the relationship 
between stimulus intensity and response magnitude is pre­
sumed to alter. It is relatively rare for response magni­
tude per se to be measured directly over a wide range of 
stimulus intensities. The use of the salivary response, how­
ever, provides a good opportunity to,do this. 
i) Stimulus intensity
As previously stated the relationship between stimulus 
intensity and response magnitude is expected on the basis of 
both the theory of 'arousal' and the theory of 'strength' to 
be positively monotonie at low stimulus intensities, but also
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curvilinear throughout its range to the extent that a point 
is actually reached (the threshold of transmarginal inhibi­
tion- T.T.I. ), after which the relationship becomes negative 
and monotonie.
As far as the first half of the prediction (i.e. before 
the T.T.I.) is concerned, there is certainly supportive evi­
dence available. Kerr (1961) and Davenport (1956) both 
report that thé magnitude of the salivary response is propor­
tional to the logarithm of the stimulus strength. Since such 
a relationship (known as a semi-log plot) is positive, mono­
tonie and curvilinear^the picture conforms to the character­
istics described by the first prediction and corresponds to 
portion B of the inverted 'U ' curve (see page S 3 ) .  Also 
Shannon and Feller (19 70) have shown that the magnitude of 
the salivary response is proportional to the logarithm of 
the rate of application of the stimulus. It will be remem­
bered that in the Russian theory of 'strength' stimulus 
frequency is considered to be analogous to stimulus inten­
sity since it is assumed that the excitations produced by 
two stimuli separated by a sufficiently short interval will 
summate with each other.
A number of studies have also been carried out which 
have manipulated both stimulus intensity and personality 
factors, including one (Wardell 197 4) which demonstrated 
what may have been transmarginal inhibition. Discussion of 
these studies will be deferred until the section on indi­
vidual differences. 
li) Drugs
Frith (1968) showed that the difference between the 
resting level of salivary secretion and the response to a
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stimulus of ’J i f ’ (lemon juice + sulphur dioxide preser­
vative) was significantly greater when the drug nicotine 
was administered, as compared to a placebo condition.
Nicotine is normally classified as a stimulant in the West 
b*j
e.g. y^Goodman and Gilman (19i5T),and would therefore be 
expected to move the subjects to the right along the ’X ’ 
axis of the inverted 'U '.
iii) Accessory Sensory Stimulation
Corcoran and Houston (1977) have demonstrated that an 
accessory white noise stimulus significantly increases the 
salivary response to a lemon juice stimulus. Accessory 
stimulation is one of our determinants and the authors them­
selves review a number of studies supporting this view with 
respect to 'white noise' specifically.
iv) Drive
An unpublished study by Nicholson and Gupta has shown 
that the increase in the salivary response to lemon juice 
following a cognitive task involving grammatical trans­
formation is significantly greater than the increase fol­
lowing a monotonous task involving the sequential filling in 
of squares on a sheet of graph paper.
It should also be pointed out. that in a study by 
Baddeley (1958) using the same grammatical transformation 
task, a significant interaction was found between noise and 
introversion. Introverts' performance was worsened by noise, 
extraverts were improved. This fits in neatly with the 
curvilinear functions described earlier. Thus performance 
on the task used would seem to be a determinate of 'arousal 
level. It is not unreasonable to suppose that participation
I i
in such a task might also be a determinan_t of arousal level -
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i.e. one might expect participation to raise the level
I I
of arousal if the subject was motivated to perform well.
v) Fatigue
Corcoran (1964) has found that sleep deprivation has 
no effect on the salivary response to citric acid solution.
vi) Novelty
Ramsay (1969) found no evidence of a significant 
'order' effect in the salivary response to repeated acidic 
stimulation. It is possible that this is because a fairly 
long interstimulus interval was employed (3 minutes), thus 
preventing summation of excitation from successive stimuli. 
Equally the reduction in the novelty of the stimuli does 
not seem to have reduced the response. We will argue later 
that a long interstimulus interval will tend to counteract 
not only s’ummation of excitation, but also any decrease in 
novelty (see page 721). However, in the present instance 
there may be another reason why novelty effects are not 
apparent. Although the stimuli were all acidic, they were 
derived from different fruits and were presented in a 
counterbalanced order. For any individual subject, there­
fore, successive stimuli would still retain a measure of 
novelty.
Frith (1968) found that the response to the second 
of two successive stimulations was greater than to the 
first. A relatively short interstimulus interval was em­
ployed, so it is likely that the reduction, in novelty was 
more than outweighed by summation of the excitations.
Corcoran (1964), Eysenck and Eysenck (1967a)and 
Corcoran and Houston (1977) all looked at test-retest coef­
ficients for successive testing. All found large significant
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correlations ranging from 0.50 to 0.96. It would seem 
then that the reduction in the novelty of the stimulus 
has not, in these studies, produced any dramatic reversals 
in the relative positions of the various subjects, though 
Eysenck and Eysenck (who found the lower correlation 
values) do suggest that repetition may introduce new vari­
ables. They also argue that because of this, low reliability 
does not necessarily prejudice the validity of the salivation 
test.
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vii) Individual Differences 
a) Western measures
A nur.ber of studies have been carried out to investi­
gate the relationship of Western personality dimensions 
(especially introversion) to the salivary response.
Corc:ran (1964) found a significant positive relation 
between introversion and the salivary response to'a lemon 
juice stimulus placed on the tongue. However, this rela­
tion disappeared when citric acid was used, which is sur­
prising since citric acid is the main non-acueous constituent 
of lemon juice.
Eysenck and Eysenck (19 67a) have replicated Corcoran’s 
finding for lemon juice using larger numbers of subjects 
with correlations of the same order of magnitude as the - 
letter's (C.62 and 0.70 in two separate groups). They also 
found a very sm a 11, negative and completely insignificant 
correlation with neuroticism.
Eysenck, H.J. and Eysenck, S.B.0.(196?) have also found tl
correlations of individual itemis on the introversion scale 
of the E.P.I. with the salivary response to lem.on juice 
were positively related to the size of the loadings of 
these item.s on the introversion factor. No such correspon­
dence existed for the neuroticism scale. .
In addition both Corcoran (op. Ci td and Eysenck and 
Eysenck (1967a) failed to find a significant correlation 
with introversion when Jif (lem.cn juice plus sulphur diox­
ide.) was u s e d .
. Casey et al (1971) used Jemon juice swabbed onto the 
sides and dorsum of the tongue and found a significant/ 
correlation between salivation and introversion in girls,
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but not in boys. Medeiros and McManis (1974) failed to 
replicate this. In neither sex was there a significant 
difference between introverts and extroverts. Nor can 
such discrepancies be explained by the fact that children 
were employed rather than adults, since Eysenck and Eysenck 
(1969) have shown that the introversion trait stabilises 
by the age of seven, and the subjects in these studies 
were older than this.
Let us now consider studies which have manipulated 
introversion and one or more of the other determinants 
jointly, since cross study comparisons are less satisfac­
tory than within-study comparisons.
Stimulus intensity: Eysenck and Eysenck (1967b) found that 
if the subjects were asked to swallow the lemon juice 
(which was accompanied by a much stronger subjective sen­
sation than if it was simply placed on the tongue as before) 
the relationship with introversion was reversed with extro­
verts salivating significantly more. The authors suggest 
that this might be due to transmarginal inhibition in the 
introverts due to the stronger effective stimulus inten­
sity. However, since no precise measure of the num.ber of 
receptors stimulated was available, this interpretation 
was an interesting possibility and one which required 
further empirical investigation.
In an attempt to settle the matter, Wardell (1974) 
conducted an experiment in which he used a commercial 
analogue of lemon juice known as "Reallem.on" (personal 
communication) at various levels of intensity (manipulated 
by the addition of acids and alkalis) and measured the 
salivary r e s p o n s e  in introverts, ambiverts and extroverts.
\î\
The author presented his results in the form of a graph, 
and a photocopy of this is attached.
The differences between conditions B and D for extra- 
verts and between B and C for introverts are significant.
The difference between C and D approaches significance for 
introverts (p < 0.10). Introverts salivate significantly 
more than extraverts only in condition C, where the pH 
level of the stimulus was lower than that of the stimuli 
used in previous studies showing such a difference. PH is, 
of course, an inverse measure of the acidity of a stimulus, 
and hence in this instance of its intensity.
If one assumed that progressing from the extravert 
end of the introversion/extraversion dimension through the 
ambivert to the introvert represented movement to the right 
along the 'X ' axis of the inverted 'U', one might expect 
that if an appropriate range of stimulus intensities was 
chosen, extraverts would show an approximately monotonie, 
positive relation between stimulus intensity and response 
magnitude since they would be operating on the left hand 
limb of the inverted 'U'. Ambiverts might be expected to 
show a somewhat quadratic or at least slightly flatter rela­
tionship. Introverts might be expected to show at least 
the beginning of a negative monotonie relationship at the 
high stimulus intensities.
The results of Wardell's study show reasonable similari­
ties to these predictions. However, there are certain, 
discrepancies. Firstly,the very steep increase between B 
and C in introverts. Secondly, the rather high values in 
condition A (although the author attributed this to the 
incomplete counterbalanced design). Thirdly, the fact that
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an analysis of variance revealed no significant main 
effects for either introversion or stimulus intensity and 
more importantly, no significant effect for their inter­
action. Linear and quadratic trends were also non signifi­
cant. The author concluded that the study provided only 
partial support for the equation of introversion with 
'weakness' of the nervous system (defined in terms of the 
'theory of strength') and for the identification of the 
decrement in salivation between C and D in introverts with 
transmarginal inhibition.
The above study did not report any measures of neurot­
icism. A study which did investigate the latter, however, 
as well as introversion was conducted by Ramsay (1969 , o p . 
cit.). In this the lemon juice stimulus was applied to 
the tongue of the subject using a standard sized gauze pad 
instead of a dropper which was used in the previous studies 
mentioned. There was no significant correlation between 
salivation and personality.
In the second part of the experiment, the original 
dropper method was used and a number of other acidic stimuli 
(e.g. apple juice, vinegar etc.) were also employed.
Once again there were no main effects for personality. 
However, the various substances used had different pH 
values (i.e differing . levels of acidity) and although no 
evidence of transmarginal inhibition at the high intensities 
was demonstrated (the upper limit of intensity was less than 
in Wardell '3 study); a significant interaction between neuroti­
cism and stimulus intensity was found. This was due to the 
fact that the response magnitude of the high N subjects
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remained almost level at strong levels of stimulation while 
the response magnitude of low N subjects continued to rise. 
This would fit quite well with the hypothesis that neuroti­
cism is a determinant.
Oryd 5 k f nntc
Howarth 19 ^ ) used the dropper technique and pure 
lemon juice and investigated the correlations between sali­
vation and personality amongst a group of high and low N 
subjects combined (full matrix) and the group of low N 
subjects alone (reduced matrix). The correlations are 
presented below:
Full matrix Reduced matrix
Introversion +0.34* +0.46**
Neuroticism -0.24 -0.14
* sig. at 5% level
* * sig. at 1 % level
The correlations with introversion are much lower
than those reported by Eysenck and Eysenck (19 67a) and 
Corcoran (1964) .
If one supposed that both introversion and neuroticism 
are determinants, the lower correlation with the full matrix
as compared to the reduced matrix would be explicable, since
if one is operating on portion B of the inverted 'U ' (see 
page S 3 ) one would predict that the effect of variation 
in the level of any one determinant (e.g. introversion) will 
be greater if the levels of other determinants (e.g. neuroti­
cism) are relatively low (as in the reduced matrix above). 
The relationship between stimulus intensity and salivation 
described earlier (see page /75* ) indicates that in some 
studies at least, subjects are operating on portion B .
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The negative (though non-significant) relationship 
between neuroticism and salivation would seem to argue 
against the view that neuroticism is a determinant. How­
ever, it is possible that the various determinants of the 
level of 'arousal* and/or 'excitatory process' affect 
the levels of other intervening variables also. If so, 
and if one or more of these variables also affect a given 
response index which is assumed to be a determinate of 
'arousal' and the 'excitatory process' alone, then the 
effect of such a determinant on the response index will 
be complex and may not conform to the predicted pattern.
This suggestion applies to the present case in the follow­
ing way. Corcoran (1964) assumed that the salivary 
response to lemon juice was a measure of cortical'arousal'. 
If, as Eysenck (1967) suggests, neuroticism influences the 
level of activity in the autonomic nervous system in a 
positive, monotonie fashion, and if the latter can also 
influence the level of. cortical'arousal' in a similar fashion, 
then one would predict - following Corcoran - that increas­
ing neuroticism would increase the salivary response by 
virtue of its effect on cortical'arousal'. However, it 
must be remembered that the salivary response is itself an 
autonomic measure. Increases in the level of sympathetic 
activity will tend to decrease salivation. If increasing 
levels of neuroticism increase the level of sympathetic 
activity (and there is evidence for this - e.g. Rubin, 1962)^ 
then increasing levels of neuroticism would tend to decrease 
salivation by virtue of its direct effect on the autonomic 
nervous system.
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These two opposing effects of neuroticism on saliva­
tion could explain the insignificant correlations between 
the two variables that have often been reported. In 
support of this interpretation it should be pointed out 
that the mean levels of salivation reported in the Howarth
an A SKtWrver
study are lower than those reported in the Eysenck 
and Eysenck (1967a) and the Corcoran (1964) studies despite 
virtually identical methodologies. The authors suggested 
that this might be because in the/r study subjects were stu­
dents rather than members of experimental panels (as in the 
other studies) and might have been more anxious. Anxiety 
is known to be positively related to neuroticism (Spence 
and Spence 1966), so this idea may fit in with our suggestion.
The above interpretation is speculative, but the ques­
tion of the possible effect of the determinants of ’arousal' 
and 'excitatory process' on more than one variable will 
arise again.
Drugs : We have already mentioned the study by Frith (1968, 
o p . c i t .) which looked at the effect of nicotine on saliva­
tion to lemon juice.' He also locked at the effect of 
introversion. The method employed involved squirting 'Jif 
(i.e. lemon juice plus sulphur dioxide) into the mouth of 
the subject, and measuring the salivary response from the 
parotid gland alone by means of a 'Lashley disc' (unlike 
the sublingual swab method used in all previous studies) 
which draws off the saliva by suction and measures it by 
volume rather than weight. Frith makes no report of any 
interaction between the effect of nicotine and personality.
However, there are other features of his results that 
are worthy of mention. Though there was no relationship
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between personality and the rate of increase in the response 
or the rate of decay of responses when measured on a moment 
to moment basis, like Eysenck and Eysenck (1957a) hedid find that 
extroverts had a significantly lower resting level of secre­
tion. For each subject two stimulus injections separated 
by 60 seconds were made. The difference between the response 
to the second of these and the resting level was signifi­
cantly greater in extroverts, but the author points out that 
this was because all subjects had similar upper limits of 
response so that those with a lower resting level showed 
the greatest change. This is interesting since the inverted 
*U' would predict such a relationship, if we assum.e that the 
subjects were operating on portion B. Eysenck and Eysenck 
(1957a)'s findings that the difference between the salivary 
response at rest and under stimulation from lemon juice is 
greater in introverts ^ as is the absolute level of response 
under both conditions,contradicts Frith's findings. It 
would be possible to accommodate both Eysenck and Eysenck's 
and Frith's results if one assuiried that the former were 
operating on portion 'A' of the curve and the latter were 
operating on portion 'B'. Since different groups of sub­
jects tested using non-identical stimuli and different 
methods are involved, it is difficult to substantiate such 
an assumption. Frith did use a larger volume of stimulus 
solution than Eysenck and Eysenck, but since the composition 
of the two solutions was not the same it is difficult to 
know whether this constitutes a greater effective stimulus 
intensity. A comparison of the absolute levels of salivary 
secretion would be helpful here, but unfortunately Frith 
dees not quote any values.
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He explains the fact that there was no significant 
correlation between introversion and the response to the 
first injection of lemon juice in terms of the unsatisfac­
tory method of stimulus delivery employed. An alternative 
possibility is that the effect of a decrease in novelty 
and/or the summation of the two excitations was responsible. 
The fact that the response to the second injection was 
greater than to the first in absolute terms, suggests a 
summation effect. It is possible that this may have moved 
subjects from the border between portions A and B cf the 
inverted 'U ' where the curve is fairly linear (and inter­
actions less likely) onto portion B. But this is very 
speculative.
No relation between salivation and N was found in 
Frith's study.
Accessory sensory stimulation: Although Corcoran and 
Houston (op. cit.) did look at the effect of white noise 
on the salivary response to lemon juice, they did not look 
at the effect of personality as well (personal communication). 
Drive : Nicholson and Gupta (jQpi. cit,. ) found no significant 
interaction between the effect of drive and introversion 
or neuroticism.
Fatigue : Corcoran (1964, _op^ ni_L. ) reports no evidence of 
any interaction between the effect of sleep deprivation 
and introversion on the salivary response to lemon juice. 
Novelty : The findings of Frith (1958, j]p_. cd-t* ) regarding 
the correlations between introversion and salivary response 
to two successive stimuli have already ^ e e n  discussed above.
One variable which we have not considered in its 
own right so far, since it is not included in the list of
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determinants, is time of d a y . Horne and Ostberg (1975) 
have found, using a synthetic analogue of lemon juice, 
that there is a positive significant correlation between 
introversion and salivation (though again lower than in the 
earlier studies) in the morning, but that this correlation 
disappears in the afternoon. This would fit in with 
Blake's (19 71) finding that introverts are advanced in 
phase compared to extroverts in respect of body temperature, 
showing a higher value in the morning, but not in the after­
noon. Bent (personal communication to Corcoran and 
Houston, 1977 op. cit.) found that in absolute terms sali­
vary output was greater in the afternoon than in the 
morning. Like Blake's temperature findings, this would be 
consistent with the view that tiirie of day may be a deter­
minant itself. However, Corcoran (1964, op. cit.) found 
no difference in the salivary response between morning 
and afternoon testing, nor does he report any interaction 
between personality and time of day. 
b) Russian measures
there Are
To the present author's knowledge,^no studies of the 
relationship between unconditioned salivation and established 
measures of 'strength'. , Medeiros and McManis (1971), 
however, found no relation in children between salivation 
to leiTion juice and performance on a vigilance task (the 
latter has been shown by some workers to be related to 
'strength' (e.g. Pushkin 1972)).
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2. MAGNITUDE ESTIMATION
The technique of magnitude estimation involves asking 
to rdte subjective level of intensity by assigning num­
bers to 5t-muU^and has been increasingly used recently to 
investigate the psychophysical function (i.e. the function 
relating objective and subjective stimulus intensity).
Unlike the salivary response, it is not involuntary, and a 
number of workers (e.g. Ekman ejt _ab. 1967) have suggested 
that the results from it may depend not only on the true
on
psychophysical function,but^independent factors relating to 
the way in which subjects handle numbers. However, it has 
the advantage of being relatively simple, requiring no 
elaborate equipment and providing a measure which is already
I
quantified. In addition, like the salivary response, it has 
the advantage of providing a direct measure of response m a g ­
nitude. Furthermore, it has a high test-retest reliability |
in both experienced Stevens 1955) and naive subjects (Stevens 
and Poulton 195().
There are also aspects of the quantitative nature of 
magnitude estimation which make it particularly attractive, 
and these are discussed below under the heading of stimulus |
intensity.
i) Stimulus intensity
Stevens (1956) has shown that the relationship between 
subjective stimulus intensity (as measured by the method of 
magnitude estimation) and objective stimulus intensity is 
best described by a power function of the form:
Subjective intensity (S) = constant (k) x objective
intensity (0 )
i
. * . log S = n log 0 + log k
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He and other workers have also shown that there are 
considerable individual differences in the value of *n''t‘ie 
ontAt^the slope of the function relating log S and log O. 
Furthermore, it has been found (Jones and Marc#1961; Rule 
1966; Ekman gb §1, 1967; Reason 1968a) that the value of 
'n' displays significant correlations between different 
sensory modalities.
The fact that the correlations are, however, not 
equal to one may represent different ways in which the ner­
vous system transforms sensory inputs in these modalities.
It is possible that differences in the value oS *n' bet­
ween i n d 1Vidua 1s may represent differences in the way 
these individuals transform incoming stimulation. Stephens 
(1970) has, in fact, suggested that 'n' may reflect one or 
more aspects of the personality of the subject. We will 
consider the findings of his study in the section on 
'individual differences'. For the present let us see what 
relevance these ideas have for our general inverted 'U'.
The 'X ' axis of the latter can be used to represent 
objective intensity and the 'Y ' axis to represent subjective 
intensity (if the appropriate response index, e.g. magnitude 
estimation is used). As can be seen, the relationship bet­
ween objective and subjective intensity is different in 
portions A, B, C and D of the curve.
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The relationships are as follows
B
Positively monotonie 
and positively accelerated 
(i.e. increasingly steep)
Negatively monotonie and 
positively accelerated
Positively monotonie
and negatively accelerated
(i.e. decreasingly steep)
D
Negatively monotonie and 
negatively accelerated
The nature of the relationship between subjective inten­
sity and objective intensity in a magnitude estimation study 
is reflected in the value of *n'. If the relationship 
alters the value of 'n* will alter as follows:-
range of *n*
nature of 
relationship
n > + 1
Positively 
monotonie 
and positively 
accelerated
0 > n > - 1
Negatively 
monotonie 
and positively 
acce 1erated
+ 1 > n > 0
Positively 
monotonie 
and negatively 
acce 1erated
- 1 > n
Negatively 
monotonie 
and negatively 
accelerated
It is tempting therefore to postulate that diff, 
in the value of 'n' would result if one were operating on 
different parts of the inverted 'U'. .
In fact it is not necessary to actually calculate the 
value of 'n', since the relationship between subjective and 
objective intensity can be deduced from the results of an
i
analysis of variance, for instance, whi&h includes stimulus 
intensity as a factor. The above analysis does indicate
though,that magnituae estimation could be used to test our
inverted *U' model. Let us see what other evidence there
is relating stimulus intensity to magnitude estimation. 
at&t
VeriIlo 1969) havtshown that in the auditory modality, 
the slope of the magnitude estimation function is steeper 
closer to the threshold of the subject than at higher inten­
sity levels. There was no evidence that at any point sub­
jective magnitude decreased as objective stimulus intensity 
increased, therefore one is safe in assuming that one is 
not operating beyond the threshold of transmarginal inhibi­
tion but on portion 'B ' of the curve (i.e. where a decrease 
in the range of stimulus intensities would result in a 
steepening of the curve). Whether a further decrease in 
the range of intensities used would bring one onto portion 
'A* is questionable, since, of course, if one reaches sub­
threshold stimulus intensities the method of magnitude 
estimation cannot be used, although the salivary index might 
still be usable. Pfaffman (1971) has shown that if the 
tongue is adapted to the stimulus solution there is both a 
decrease in subjective stimulus intensity and a steepening 
of the magnitude estimation slope. It is tem.pting to sug­
gest that adaptation leads to the development of transmarginal 
inhibition, but once again there is no evidence that stronger 
stimulus intensities are rated as being less subjectively 
strong than weaker ones. Also, transmarginal inhibition 
is conceived of as a central phenomenon by Russian theorists, 
and Pfaffman states that the loss of subjective sensation 
with adaptation was directly parallelec by the loss of 
n e r a  1 discharge in the peripheral chorda tympani nerve.
Once agiin therefore one is safest to conclude that adaptation
U l i
represents a decrease in stimulus input to the central 
nervous system and that we are again operating on portion 
'B' of the curve.
One more study should be mentioned and that is one 
which has already been considered in connection with sali­
vation. Wardell (1974) asked his subjects to rate the 
stimuli for strength in subjective terms. He found that 
the subjective sensation followed the salivary response 
very closely (see pages 181-*#), One significant point is 
that the decrease in salivary response in introverts bet­
ween the second-strongest and the strongest stimulus was 
also accompanied by a decrease in subjective magnitude 
which possibly counts as evidence for transmarginal inhi­
bition in the latter.
11) Drugs: no studies known to the author.
igi) Accessory sensory stimulation: no studies known to
the author.
iV) D r i v e : no studies known to the author.
v) Fatigue: the author knows of no studies which have looked 
at the effect of sleep deprivation itself on magnitude esti­
mation. However, an interesting study by Le Vere a_l.
(1974) should be mentioned here. This showed that three 
auditory stimuli which differed in pitch, but which had been 
adjusted by the subjects in the waking state to produce 
equal subjective loudness, also produced equal degrees of 
cortical desynchronisation when presented during sleep char­
acterised by NR5.M fast-wave E.E.G. activity. However, they 
produced different degrees of desynchronisation when pres­
ented during sleep c h a r a c t e r i s e d  by slow-wave E . E . G .  activity. 
In this case, the effect on the E.E.G. seemed to be moie
ID;)
related to objective sound pressure level than to subjec­
tive loudness.
vi) N o v e l t y ; Muller and Mauerraann (19 75) have found that
repeated testing results in a reduction in the average group
n
value of 'n* - i.e. the exponent of the function relating 
subjective to objective loudness (see page Ml ) . The sam.e 
effect appeared for individual subjects to a greater or 
lesser degree.
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measures, to give some indication of whereabouts on the 
curve one is operating, interpretation of results is very 
difficult.
One more study should be mentioned in this connection. 
Reason (1967) found a significant correlation between the 
loudness slope and the spiral after effect which he defines 
as a measure of 'receptivity'. In his work, he equates 
receptivity wi th cs^ ctf^ of introversion. However, due to 
the very indirect nature of the measurement of the latter, 
his results cannot be considered an adequate test of our 
hypotheses.
b) Ru ssian me as u re_s
As we have seen, the slope of the curve relating reac­
tion time to stimulus intensity has been taken to be a 
measure of 'strength* of the nervous system in the Soviet 
Union and Eastern Europe (see pages f3(-7) . Those subjects 
with steep slopes are deemed to have 'stronger' nervous 
systems than those with shallower slopes. Reason (1968)
0 m I*
and Sales^(1972) have both shown that there is a positive 
correlation between the slope of the reaction time/intensity 
function and the slope of the magnitude estimation function 
in the relevant modality. Furthermore, (197 4) has
shown that the ratio of the two slopes is almost exactly 
equal to one, indicating that the two functions are not only 
correlated but virtually identical. On the basis of these 
studies the correlation between 'n ' and anxiety in Stephens 
(1970) seems to run counter to the suggestion that increas­
ing anxiety is equivalent to increasing «'weakness' of the 
nervous system although the author himself seem.s to feel that
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the correlation was due to the number-handling strategies 
of the anxious subjects rather than a reflection of their 
perceptual processes. Reason (1968) has argued that the 
relationship between the slope of the magnitude estimation 
function and the slope of the reaction tim.e intensity curve 
indicates that the former is not dependent on such strate­
gies, but a reflection of sensory-perceptual factors. 
This may well be so, but reaction time studies can only be 
taken as p roof of this if we ass'um.e that simple reaction 
time itself is not affected by such strategies or response 
biases. Later in this thesis we will attempt to show that 
this assumption is unfounded.
Another measure which has shown similar correlations 
with classical measures of the 'strength' of the nervous 
system is the absolute sensory threshold, measured using
Aw A
the 'method of limits' (see later). Sales ,^( 1972) hav? found 
that the slope of the magnitude estimation function in the 
auditory modality is positively correlated with this 
threshold. Like the reaction time studies this supports 
the validity of the magnitude estimation slope as an index 
of nervous system 'strength'. However, Stephens (19 70) 
failed to find such a relationship in subjects with normal 
hearing. One possible reason for this is that Sales used 
the 'method of limits' to measure sensory threshold which, 
like magnitude estimation, is influenced by response biases, 
whilst Stephens used a measure of the threshold which is 
indpendent of such effects (personal communication).
IDO
3^ HT. DON I C TONE
Hedonic tore refers to the degree of pleasantness 
experienced by the subject and it may, of course, have a 
negative value if the subject is in discomfort or exper­
iences unpleasant sensations. Eysenck (1967) has suggested 
that the relationship between the ce tem.inants of 'arousal* 
and the degree of 'hecenic tone' is described by an 
inverted 'U '. If so, it ought to be possible to use this 
index to test the general model which is the subject of 
this thesis.
There are essentially two ways to measure hedonic 
tore. One is a direct measure - i.e. you expose a subject 
to a given stimulus situation which he cannot control or 
change and you ask him to rate his feelings of pleasant­
ness or unpleasantness. This has the advantage that it is 
relatively easy to do, requiring little in the way of 
equipment to measure the subject's response. It has the 
disadvantage that it employs subjective ratings (e.g. 
'pleasant', 'unpleasant') which' may have different meanings 
to different subjects. In this respect it is similar to 
magnitude estimation. However, assuming that the ratings 
have a fairly stable meaning for a given subject (at least 
within a single experimental session) it can be used to 
investigate the effects of other determinants (e.g. stimulus 
intensity) and their interactions with individual differences
The second, mere indirect method, is based on the 
assumption that given the opportunity a sucject will attempt 
to maximise his level of hedonic tone. This maximum level 
is assumed to o oo u r st a certain 'optimal' level of 'arousai'
<hi I oh is the s.:o f:r all sibjeots, but si'oe, px__hypo t:p- si
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the actual level of 'arousal* will differ from subject to 
subject in a given stimulus situation, the difference bet­
ween the actual and the optimal level of 'arousal' will 
also differ. As a result the arriount of extra stimulation 
the subject will need to acquire (or, if the subject is 
beyond the level of optimal 'arousal', the amount by which 
the stimulation will have to be reduced) in order to achieve 
an optimal level will vary in proportion. In turn the 
amount of effort a subject is willing to exert is assumed 
to be proportional to the degree of change in stimulation 
that the subject requires. Thus, by a somewhat tortuous 
path, this amount of effort is a measure of the subject's 
orignal level of hedonic tone before he was permitted to 
attempt any changes. Apart from its more indirect nature 
this method has the disadvantage that it often requires 
complex equipment to provide variable stimulation and to 
measure the subjects' responses. It has the advantage that 
it provides more objective measures and ones with perhaps 
'lower visibility* - i.e. the subject is less likely to be 
aware of what the experimenter is actually trying to measure 
than using the rating method. However, since the subject 
will no doubt formulate his own hypotheses about this, it 
is still subject to experimenter effects.
Both methods have been very extensively used, especially 
in relation to personality. That hedonic tone (like magni­
tude estimation) may reflect a fairly stable characteristic 
of the subject (which may be related to personality) is 
suggested by McGuiness (19 76), who showed that the comfor­
table intensity level (i.e. the intensity level which the 
subject described as 'comfortable') was positively and
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significantly correlated between the auditory and visual
modalities even though the experimental sessions were
widely separated in time.
Let us now consider the relationship of the various
determinants to hedonic tone.
i ) Stimu lus intensity 
ft * i
P a n g b o r n 1970) asked subjects to rate different con­
centrations of salt solution for their degree of pleasant­
ness. Tkj found that the relationship between stimulus 
intensity and hedonic tone took one of three forms depend­
ing on the subject:
a) A positive monotonie relationship
b) A quadratic relationship with both high and low inten­
sities producing lower levels of hedonic tone than 
intermediate intensities
c) A negative monotonie relationship.
It is very tempting to suggest that these three groups 
of subjects were operating on the left hand portion, inter­
mediate portion and right hand portion of the inverted 'U', 
respectively. Unfortunately no other variables such as 
accessory stimulation or personality were employed.
1i) Drug 3
We will consider the effects of drugs on hedonic tone 
in the section on individual differences since there are 
studies that have looked at the joint effect of these factors 
iii) Accessory sensory stimulation
We will consider this factor in the section on individ­
ual differences.
Jg/) Drive
Berlyne (19C0) has suggested that 'arousal' is a drive
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like any other and is subject to the same homeostatic 
principles as other drives. The notion of an optimal
I I
level of arousal which subjects will exert effort to 
achieve is in line with this view, although in one sense 
this is treating drive as if it were the determinate and 
hedonic tone as if it were the de terminant since the 
level and direction of the drive would depend on the level 
of hedonic tone and its sign (i.e. plus or minus). This 
difficulty stems essentially from the ambiguous nature of 
the term drive since it can be thought to depend on both 
intrinsic and extrinsic factors (see p a g e s P e r h a p s  
the best way to think of it is to assume that drive in 
this context is an intervening variable which is influenced 
by factors such as the level of external stimulation•and 
which covaries with hedonic tone in the manner described 
on page
v) Fatigue
No studies known to the author.
vi) Novelty
Gray (1971) has proposed that moderate degrees of 
uncertainty as a result of novelty are pleasing and will 
encourage 'approach' behaviour, whereas high levels are 
aversive and will evoke 'avoidance' behaviour.
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vil) Individual differences
a) Western measures
There are a great many studies which have looked at 
the relation between hedonic tone and personality. Only 
a few will be mentioned here - the reader is referred to
and
reviews by Eysenck (1967), Ludvigh ^ ( 1974) and Bartol (1975) 
amongst others for a fuller account.
Introversion/extraversion is the most widely studied 
dimension, and Farces (1965) has shown that extroverts 
report mere boredom than introverts in a monotonous task. 
Eowsher (1966) has found that introverts are significantly 
more annoyed than extraverts by noise (although Broadbent 
and Gregory - in an unpublished study - failed to find 
such a difference). These two studies thus represent 
differential behaviour at the different ends of the axis 
of the inverted 'U '.
McGuiness (1976) discovered that in women (but not 
men) there is a significant negative correlation between 
introversion and comfortable brightness level, and a sig­
nificant negative correlation between the latter and neuro- 
ticism in men (but not women).
Stephens (1970) found a significant negative correla­
tion between the uncomfortable loudness level and anxiety. . 
This was replicated by Stephens and Anderson (1971) who 
also found a weak negative correlation with introversion 
(see Stephens* ^72 cvcccunt for a more comprehensive 
review of personality and hedonic tone in the auditory 
modality).
A number of studies have also been carried out using 
Zuoke [man's 'Sensatic-n Seeking Scale', which is a
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questionnaire designed to assess the degree to which sub­
jects attempt to gain stimulation in everyday life.
Zuckernan and Link (1965) failed to find a significant neg­
ative correlation between sensation seeking and introversion, 
but a number of other workers have dene so (Farley and Farley 
1967; Bone and Montgomery 1970; Eysenck and Zuckerman 1978). 
These workers report no correlation with N.
Ir. nhis ::rne::_:n it is worth r-eti:nir.g that Hare 
(1970) identifies psychopathy with pathological stirulaticn- 
see-'ing. Also, unlike Eysenck (1 967 ), he regards psychopaths 
as s a : 1 e extra.erts rather than neurctic extraverts since 
ne reiirts that they have u'der-reactive a-tcncn.ic nervc-s 
s . s *. en s . If Hare is right this would sunn or t the h'.’oc thesis
— W  " I w   ^ ft » —» . . « a . . . * M. • A  "V ^  . » L." » V  V  ^
2, — . ,n ^  ^  ^  c  q x . - -  — • •» ^  ^  ^  ^  ^
-s.-g o't se::-‘.d -eoh:d described earlier - i.e. allowing 
I'e s-b;ect tc rescind in order to achieve an optimal level 
: f ar:_sal, : t this ti.-e in the lab or at cry. X any of these 
' a %' e s-peer ted t ' e idea t!-.at e/. cr ' verts seek ncre stimulacic;
c. o «i *v'. t rf t*
t ■- a n i ' t r : V e r t s (e.g. Gale 19 6 9; ? h i 1 i p p ^  1 9 7 C ; Hill 1 9 7 5 ; 
at low levels of stimulation.
It is wcrth at this peint considering seme studies 
which have lacked at the point effect of personality and 
one of the other determinants.
br.gs: cartel (1975 has investigated the effect of drugs and 
stimulus complexity on hedonic tone in introverts and extro­
verts.
V<'e have already seen that drugs are a determinant, bv.t 
it is possible that stimulus complexity may be one also.
The Western inverted 'U' m*d$l w-as in fact largely cerived
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from the Yerkes-Dodson law (1908) which states that the
I %
optimal level of arousal is lower for complex tasks than 
for simple tasks. This would mean that the inverted 'U ' 
curve was placed further to the left for a high level 
of complexity than for a low level and, as we saw, this is 
also the effect of an increase in the level of a determi­
nant (see Fig C , page 53 ).
Bartol presented subjects with polygons of varying 
complexity and measured the resulting hedonic tone by both 
of the methods described earlier.
Method 1 - measured the pleasantness ratings ascribed to 
the polygons by the subjects ('divergent' paradigm)
Method 2 - measured the number of times the subjects 
allowed the polygons to be flashed on the screen. These 
methods were found to differentiate between introverts and 
extraverts in predictable ways in an earlier study (Bartol 
1973) .
The purpose of the later study (Bartol 1975) was to 
investigate the effects of a stimulant drug on extraverts 
and a depressant drug on introverts, the hypothesis being 
that in the drug condition subjects would display behaviour 
characteristic of the other personality group in the pla­
cebo condition.
Method 2 was found to reveal no such reversals of 
behaviour due to the drugs but the author points out that 
the method is relatively insensitive and inconsistent.
Method 1 showed that in the placebo condition extra- 
verts rated all the polygons as equally«pleasing whereas in 
introverts there was a negative monotonie relationship
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between pleasantness and complexity. The interaction of 
extraversion and complexity was thus significant.
Furthermore introverts behaved like extroverts under . 
the placebo condition when administered the depressant, 
but the behaviour of the extroverts was unaffected by the 
stimulant, (though the authors present a number of possible 
explanations for.this).
The results of this study do, therefore, lend a certain 
limited amount of support to the hypotheses under considera­
tion. It should be pointed out that only stable subjects 
were used.
Accessory stimulation: Weisen (1965) has shown that extra- 
verts are more likely than introverts to respond in order 
to increase eim.bient sound and light intensity and less
likely to respond in order to decrease it.
Ha
Also Ludvigh  ^ ( 1974) found that the level of sound and 
light intensity required to produce an optiimum level of 
hedonic tone was not significantly correlated with intro­
version, but the level required to produce a 'just uncom­
fortable' level of hedonic tone was significantly negatively 
correlated with introversion.
Time of d a y : Davies ct al. (1959) have shown that extraverts 
preferred a higher level of auditory input than introverts 
at all times of the day.
b ) Ru s s 1 an m e a aures
A number of studies on the relation between the sensory 
threshold and hedonic tone have been carried out wnich pose 
problems for the hypotheses under consideration. For 
instance, Hood (1963) found a signbicant negajtiye correlation 
between threshrdi and the uncomfortable loudness level. One
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would have predicted a positive relationship. Also 
McGuiness (1976) has shown that there is no simple rela­
tion between threshold and the loudness level designated
ti
as 'too loud*. Finally Sales^(1974) havtdemonstrated 
that subjects classified as 'strong* on the grounds that 
they had relatively high sensory thresholds responded 
less frequently than 'weak' subjects in order to obtain 
a view of simple sensory stimuli. However, they also 
rated the experimental situation as more boring than 'weak' 
subjects. This latter finding is in line with expectation 
and it illustrates that the assumptions underlying the use 
of the second method to investigate hedonic tone may not 
always be valid. In this case the lower hedonic tone exper­
ienced by the strong* subjects made them less rather than 
mere likely to respond in order to improve it. It is 
possible that they did net feel it was worth the effort. In 
a second experiment, however, where social rather than 
simple sensory stimuli were used, they did indicate that 
their need for stimulation was greater. Thus the particular 
kinds of stimuli employed may be an important factor.
A group of studies must now be reported which used 
Strelau's (1972^) questionnaire to measure 'strength' of 
the nervous systemi. Eliasz (1972 ; 197 3) and Strelau (1974) 
have shown that 'strong' subjects are willing to expend 
more effort to gain stimulation than 'weak' ones. Also, 
Kozlowski (1977) has found that 'strong' subjects prefer 
high risk situations to low risk situations,whereas the 
reverse is true for 'weak' subjects. Thtis is also in line 
with predictions if we assirie that a high risk situation 
involves more emotional stimu]ation than a low risk situation.
2 Ü 8
It is also interesting to note that in all of these 
questionnaire studies the EPI was also used and a signifi­
cant negative relation was found in each case between 
stimulation-seeking and neuroticism. No mention of intro­
version is made.
2 Ü :•
4 . THE SENSORY THRESHOLD
The sensory threshold has been used widely as a 
laboratory index both in the West and the Soviet Union.
The reason for this is that it is generaly assumed that 
it provides a measure of the perceptual 'sensitivity' of 
the subject to external stimuli. In fact, in the Soviet 
Union the discovery (e.g. Nebylitsyn 1956; 1959) that 
subjects with relatively'weak'nervous system.s (as defined 
by a classical index of 'strength') have lower sensory 
thresholds than 'strong' subjects,had an important effect 
on the theory of 'strength'. Prior to this discovery, 
'strength' of the nervous system was defined mainly in 
terms of the threshold of transmarginal inhibition: 'weak' 
subjects were defined as those which had lower relative 
response magnitudes at very high stimulus intensities.
But the above finding showed that 'weak' individuals had 
greater relative response magnitudes at very low stimulus 
intensities. Both of these findings were incorporated 
in the inverted 'U ' and in the theory that 'weak' indivi­
duals are in general more 'reactive'. The basis for the 
latter statement is the assumption that physiological 
changes in nerve cells are responsible for the behavioural 
changes observed when either the sensory threshold or the 
threshold of transmarginal inhibition (see Nebylitsyn 1972) 
are passed, and that these changes occur more readily in 
'weak' individuals.
However, for the sensory threshold to provide useful 
information in this way it is essential that the processes 
involved in determining this kind of threshold are properly 
understood. In the case of th.e R'ussian work, the method
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used to measure the sensory threshold was that of 'limits'
- i.e. stimulus intensity is gradually increased until the 
subject reports its presence (ascending method) or gradu­
ally decreased until the subject reports its absence 
(descending method). The point of transition is taken to 
be the subject's threshold. However, many workers (e.g. 
Green and Swets 1974) have pointed out that such methods 
are highly dependent on the subject's 'criterion' - i.e. 
the subject's response strategy. Some subjects may be 
more inclined to report the presence of a signal (i.e. 
may have a lower criterion) than others and may therefore 
appear to have lower thresholds in the absence of a gen­
uinely higher perceptual sensitivity. A pure measure of 
the latter can be obtained, however, using a 'forced 
choice' method or a 'signal detection' method (which also 
gives a measure of the subject's criterion). Details of 
these methods are given by Green and Swets (1974).
This possibility that a given response index may be 
dependent on more than one factor (in the above case the 
criterion and the perceptual sensitivity of the subject) 
has already been considered in relation to the effect of 
neuroticism on salivation (in the latter case both auto­
nomic and cortical activity may have effects) and has impor­
tant implications. The method used to measure the sensory 
threshold will therefore be taken into account wnen con­
sidering the use of the latter as a response index.
i) S timulus intensity
Clearly, if one is using the'methoji of limits' the 
threshold of the subject in a particular modality cannot
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stimulus may seem to disappear after a certain length of 
time (e.g. Gregory 1966), although whether one can call 
this 'transmarginal inhibition* is questionable, since 
the phenomenon is often attributed to peripheral retinal 
processes.
In the 'forced choice method ' , the subject is presented 
with a stimulus on every trial but he must decide within 
which observation interval it occurred or in which of a 
numiber of spatial positions. The subject's threshold can 
be measured either in terms of the stimulus intensity 
required to produce errorless performance or the number of 
errors made at a given stimulus intensity. In the former 
case the sume considerations apply as to the method of 
limits. In the case of the latter, a rise in intensity 
is found to cause a decrease in errors (i.e. a fall in 
threshold) when the range of intensities is low (Green 
and Swets 1974). The author knows of no study which has 
shown an increase in errors with an increase in stimulus 
intensity when the range of intensities is high.
In the method of 'signal detection* , the subject is 
randomly presented with a stimulus on some trials but not
on others and is required to state on each trial whether
or not a stimulus occurred. From an analysis of his 
responses, measures of his perceptual sensitivity (d') and 
of his criterion (S) are computed. As with the forced 
choice method (which yields a measure of perceptual sen­
sitivity which is equivalent to d'), an increase in stimulus 
intensity over a low range leads to a rise in d * (Green
and Swets 19 74), and once again the author knows of no
studies which have shown a fall in d ' with a rise in stimulus
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intensity over a high range (although an analogous effect 
using stimulus frequency and its interaction with personal­
ity has been demonstrated, and will be discussed under the 
heading of 'individual differences’).
The author knows of no studies which show that stimulus 
intensity produces an inverted 'U ' relationship with 6 .
In the account of the remaining determinants of 'arousal' 
and the 'excitatory process' and their effect on the sensory 
threshold that follows, the method of limits, the forced 
choice method, d ' and 3 will all be considered. However, 
the forced choice method and the theory of signal detection 
are relatively recent developments and their use, especially 
in this area of research, is only just beginning, so there 
will be gaps in the account of the effect on them of certain 
var i a b les.
ii) Drugs
Russian workers, and also Haslam (1972)and Diamond (1970) 
in the West have shown that sensory thresholds are lower 
under the stimulant drug caffeine than under placebo (see 
Gray 1964). However, American workers (Mandellbaum 1941; 
Granger 1960) have failed to confirm this. Both groups of 
workers used the method of limits'.
Fischer £t al. (1969) found' that the taste threshold, 
measured by the forced choice method, is lowered by the 
stimulant drug Psilocybin. Furthermore, it has been demon­
strated that the depressant drug Phenothiazine raises the 
taste threshold (Fischer al. 1965; Fischer and Kaelbling 
1967). It should be pointed out that these groups of wor­
kers did not use the absolute sensory threshold (i.e 
signal present v . no signal present), but the 'j.n.d.'
2 1 \
threshold (i.e. 'just noticeable difference* threshold).
It could be argued that the j.n.d. threshold is inversely 
proportional to the slope of the curve relating the'exci­
tatory process' (or response magnitude) to stimulus 
intensity, since a high slope would mean a greater differ­
ence in subjective intensity between the two stimiuli and 
therefore a lower threshold. (The absolute sensory thres­
hold is an indirect measure of the actual height of the 
curve for a given stimulus intensity. If the absolute 
threshold is passed when the 'excitatory process' reaches the 
level of the dotted line in Fig XS (page 0,12 ) then an indi­
vidual who reaches this level at a low stimulus intensity 
will, for a given stimulus intensity,have a greater height 
of curve than an individual who needs a higher stimulus 
intensity to reach this level, provided the T.T.I. has not 
been passed). If the just-noticeable-difference threshold 
is indeed a measure of the slope of the curve, the implica­
tion is that in the studies mentioned above, we are operating 
on portion 'A' of the inverted 'U ' i.e. the portion over 
which an increase in 'arousal' leads to a steepening of the 
curve. However, Smith (1968) failed to find an effect of 
the stimulant drug nicotine on the absolute sensory thres­
hold in the auditory modality using a forced choice method.
iii) Accessory stimulus intensity
Using the method of limits, Shigehisa and Symions 
(1973a) found a significant interaction between introversion 
and intensity of accessory visual stimulation on the auditory 
threshold. All intensities of accessory! stimulation lowered 
the threshold in extroverts. However, in introverts the
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threshold was lowered by weak and medium intensity acces­
sory stimulation but raised by strong accessory stimulation. 
It will be readily apparent that these results could be 
explained by the inverted 'U ' (though because of the method 
used the exact mechanism may not be as simple as it might 
at first seen; see page hC\ ). Similar results using the 
effect of accessory auditory stimulation on the visual thres-
, P . M .
hold were found by Shigehisa^_e^ _al. (1975). Shigehisa and 
Syr^ons (1973b) also found that in introverts only, the 
effects of accessory stimulation would persist for between 
thirty seconds and eight minutes,indicating that the exci­
tation from such stimulation may take longer to 'fade away' 
in introverts than extraverts.
In none of these studies was neuroticism found to be 
a relevant variable. However, Siddle and Mangan (1971) 
found that subjects whose visual threshold was lowered by 
accessory auditory stimulation had lower N scores than 
subjects whose threshold was raised.
Ozbayday (1961) found that the auditory threshold is 
lower in light than in darkness, and both Gregg and Brogden 
(1952) and Thompson e_t al. (1958) found that visual stimula­
tion lowered the auditory threshold provided the subject 
was instructed to attend to the auditory stimulus. An 
analogous effect was found by Semenovskaya (1947),using the 
visual threshold and accessory auditory stimulation. All 
these studies used the method of limits.
Using the forced choice method, a lowering of the sen­
sory threshold due to accessory stimulation has been found 
in the auditory modality (Watkins 1966) and in the visual
«.«id
modality (Watkins and Fuehrer 1965). However, S e l f ^(1975)
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argue that these effects could be explained by special 
features of the design used, and in thur own study of the 
auditory threshold tAty found that there was no consistent 
effect of absolute level of visual accessory stimulation. 
Although the discrimination index (d') was a positive func­
tion of change in level at this stimulation, this was not 
significant in Seif's study. However, a decrease in 
level of visual stimulation caused a significant increase 
in the subject's criterion. Zwosta and Zenhausern(1969) 
have found that lew intensity auditory stimulation raises
f* tl. C « i a r
the value of d '. Kuechler 19 63 ) has also shown that elec­
tric shock increases d* in the auditory modality in normal 
subjects, but decreases it in neurotics and schizophrenics 
(who he argues are more highly 'aroused'). The shock also 
raised the criterion in all three groups, but the effect 
was not significant. Kuechler's neurotic subjects do, 
however, appear to have passed the T.T.I. with respect to 
d '. This in fact ties in with the finding that neurotics 
have higher visual thresholds than normals (Granger 1957). 
The method used was a forced-choice one which yields an 
index which is equivalent to d '. This finding was taken 
by Gray (1967 ) as evidence against the view that neuroti­
cism is negatively related to 'strength'. However, Russian 
workers in this area have used the method of limits whicn 
is criterion-dependent and which we have already argued is 
also related to the absolute height of the inverted 'U ' 
curve (see page ). However, we will argue in the next 
section ('Drive') that d' is not only criterion-independent 
but also related to the slope of the inverted 'U'. Further­
more, we will su.igest that apparent transmarginal effects
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may be demonstrated for d ' even though the true T.T.I. 
has not been passed. Kuechler's and Granger's results, 
therefore, are consistent with the view that neurotics 
are operating further to the right along the inverted 'U' 
than norm.als, and we do not even have to assume that they 
have surpassed their T.T.I.
However, we would also like to point out that studies 
employing hospitalised, psychiatric subjects must be treated 
with caution since such subjects differ from normals in many 
different ways (for instance,their performance may be influ­
enced by long-term institutionalisation, the administration 
of drugs , etc.).
iv) Drive
Using the method of limits, Gershuni ejt a 1. (1960) 
and Sokolov (1963) have shown that reinforcement lowers the 
sensory threshold. Fischer (1967) has demonstrated that 
the forced choice taste threshold is raised by experimen­
tally-induced anxiety. It is possible to incorporate this 
finding if one takes into account the fact that the measure 
d ' in a forced choice or signal detection task is in fact 
analogous to a j.n.d, measurement. The reason for this is 
as follows. In the forced choice or signal detection task 
the subject must discriminate between the subjective sensa­
tion produced by a signal's presence and that produced by 
its absence, (Before the actual measurement takes place 
the subject is usually given a preview of the signal-present 
and signal-absent situations so that he will develop an idea 
of the nature of the two concomitant sensations and the dif­
ference between them). But the theory of signal detection 
postulates that in fact the background neural noise in the
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subject's nervous system varies around a mean level, as does 
also the subjective sensation produced by a signal. • The 
subject thus is really comparing two overlapping distribu­
tions of noise and signal plus noise. His ability to dis­
criminate between them (and therefore his value of d ') will 
be greater if the degree of overlap between them is low.
The degree of overlap depends on two factors. Firstly 
the difference between the means, and secondly the variance 
of the two distributions. The larger the difference bet­
ween the means and the lower the variance, the less the over­
lap and the greater the value of d '. The difference between 
the means is proportional to the slope of the curve relating 
stimulus intensity to the level of the "excitatory process'. 
Also, Green and Swets (1974) have suggested that the variance 
of the distributions increases as the absolute values of 
their means increase . Both these factors therefore predict 
that at least over the part of the inverted 'U ' where the 
slope of the curve gets flatter as one moves along the 'X' 
axis to the right, the value of d ' will decrease as one moves 
to the right.
Excitatory process
A B C D  Levels of the determinants
Fjo 26. The qradlerit of the inverted "U* and the
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Thus in the above graph the difference in the mean 
• »
excitatory process between C and D is less than between 
A and B, and the variance of the distributions will be 
greater. So, paradoxically, it is not even necessary to 
postulate that one had passed the threshold of transmargi­
nal inhibition to explain Fischer's finding that the forced 
choice taste threshold is raised by an increase in experi­
mentally-induced anxiety.
However, it should be equally clear that if one had 
been operating on the extreme left hand portion of the 
curve, the difference between the means, at least,of C and
D, would have been greater than that between A and B, since 
over this part of the curve the slope increases as the 
level of a determinant (e.g. anxiety) increases. Since in 
a threshold measurement stimulus intensities are very low, 
it is perhaps more likely that this would be the case. If
so, Fischer's results cannot be explained in the above 
fashion.
v) Fatigue
The author knows of no studies which have looked at 
the relationship between sleep deprivation itself and the 
sensory threshold. However, if it is possible to regard 
sleep deprivation as a continuum' ranging from the normal 
waking state at one end to actual sleep at the other, then 
it is worth recording the comcrion finding that sensory thes- 
holds are raised during sleep (e.g. Oswald 1962).
vi) Novelty
Steklova (1958; 1959) and Sokolov (1963) have shown 
that the orienting reflex elicited by accessory auditory 
stimulation causes a lowering of the visual threshold as
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measured by the method of limits. On Sokolov's model, 
the orienting reflex occurs in response to a novel stimu' 
lus which fails to match the neural models of past, 
familiar stimuli.
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vil) Individual Differences
a) Western Measures
Method of limits: In the auditory modality, Shigehisa
(1973) found no relation between introversion and 
the sensory threshold under control conditions (i.e. in the 
absence of accessory stimulation). This lack of correlation 
was also found by McGuiness (1973) and by Stephens (1959) , 
although the former used Cattell's 'exvia' and the latter 
the Heron inventory rather than the E.P.I, In the Stephens 
study, moreover, correlations were tested for a wide range 
of frequencies (250 - 2000 Hz).
In the visual modality, Shigehisa a_l_. (1975) found
no correlation between the sensory threshold and extraver­
sion in the absence of auditory accessory stimulation (see 
the section on'accessory stimulation'for an account of the 
effects of this determinant on subjects differing in level 
of introversion; page 1/5*).
However, Siddle ^t  a l . (19 59) found that if high
neuroticism scorers were excluded, there was a significant 
negative correlation between introversion and the absolute 
visual threshold (r = -0.52 and -0.57 in two separate groups) 
If the high N scores were included, the correlations were 
reduced and no longer significant (r = -0.15 and -0.33).
This fits in with the prediction m a d e  earlier that where 
the slope of the curve steepens ^ we move to the left (portion 
B * ) , the effect of any one determinant (e.g. introversion) 
will be greater if the level of any other determinant (e.g. 
neuroticism) is lew. However, as beforp, it is perhaps 
more likely that one is operating on portion 'A '. Also the 
criterion-dependent method used makes the exact nature of
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the underlying processes difficult to elucidate.
The area of pain perception has also been studied.
This cannot really be done using the forced choice or sig­
nal detection methods since they rely on being able to 
score the subject's responses as correct or incorrect on 
the basis of whether he was or was not presented with a 
signal. Clearly the question of whether a signal îs 
painful or not is a purely subjective matter and the sub­
ject cannot be scored as right or wrong. The method of 
limits, therefore, has to be used. For this reason only 
a brief account will be given. Haslam (1972) has shown 
that introverts have lower thermal pain thresholds, but 
a study by Leon (1974) does not support this. Whalen (1966) 
found that amongst males, introverts had a significantly 
greater threshold than extraverts, but the reverse was 
true amongst fern,ales. Shiom.i (1977) found that anxious 
and neurotic subjects had significantly lower pain thres­
holds for electric shock than normals. Introverts had a 
lower threshold than extroverts, but the difference was not
significant. On the other hand, Hare (1970) found that
* •
psychopaths,who are thought to be neurotic extroverts by
Eysenck (1967) and stable extroverts by Hare, did not dif­
fer from normal subjects in their pain threshold for elec­
tric shock, nor in their electrodermal response - a more 
objective measure - to it.
The forced choice m e t h o d : Stephens (1969; 1971) has
found that, using the Heron inventory, there are no signi­
ficant differences between the auditory thresholds of 
introverts and extraverts or high N and low N subjects over 
a wide range of frequencies. There was also no interaction
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between personality and the effect of repeated testing. 
Extraverts did, however, demonstrate a greater fluctuation 
in sensitivity, and the author suggested that this might 
be due to a greater fluctuation in the efferent tonus to 
the peripheral auditory sense organs. Similar, though non­
significant findings have been made in other studies (Reed 
1961; Reed and Francis 1969; Farley and Kumar 19 69).
Stephens (1971 ), however, has pointed out that the methods 
used by these workers were rather crude and confounded the 
sensitivity of the subject with his criterion. Shigehisa 
and Symons (1973b) have also found that introverts show 
greater reliability in their thresholds than extroverts 
(although ambiverts showed the least reliability). Further­
more, this difference was true under varying levels of 
accessory stimulation. There is no mention of any role for 
neuroticism in this study as in the other studies by 
Shigehisa and his coworkers (see page Z /6 ), though again it 
should be noted that a criterion-dependent measure was employed 
It is interesting in this connection to note that Stephens 
(1969 pp. cit..) has reported indirect evidence that the fluc­
tuation in the criterion may be greater in high N subjects 
than in low X subjects.
As already stated, in none of these studies was a 
significant relationship found between personality and the 
forced-choice auditory threshold. Similarly, in the visual 
modality McGuiness (1976) found no correlation between person­
ality and threshold. Smith (1968) , however, found that the 
correlation between introversion and aud^itory sensitivity • 
was positive and significant at the 5% level if an adjusted 
method of limits procedure was used (the adjustment involving
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a correction for the subject's criterion), and at the 1 0 % 
level if a forced-choice method was used. In the taste 
modality, Fischer et al, (1965) discovered that introverts 
(as defined by the concept of 'internalisation-externalisa­
tion') had lower taste thresholds for quinine than extra- 
verts. Also Cor lis ( 1 967) found that introverts (this time 
using a Jungian definition of the latter rather than an 
Eysenckian one) once again had lower taste thresholds than 
extraverts.
Finally, Fischer et al. (1969) found that schizophrenics 
had lower taste thresholds than normals and the authors 
stated that this was in line with prediction if one assumed 
that the former were more 'aroused' than the latter.
Koelega (1970) used a forced choice method to look at 
the relationship between olfactory sensitivity and person­
ality. There was a significant positive correlation between 
introversion and threshold in males (0.23 with high N scorers 
included, 0.27 with them excluded). The correlations in fe­
males were insignificant. There was no significant correlation 
between N score and threshold in either extraverts or intro­
verts. The author suggested that the direction of the 
correlation with introversion might have been due to the fact 
that testing was carried cut in a noisy, sociable environment 
which might have favoured the extraverts (see Eysenck 1967). 
However, when tested in isolation it was found that although 
extraverts were no longer significantly more sensitive than 
introverts amongst males, they were amongst females. Unlike 
the Siddle p b  a^ L. studies, Koelega found that inclusion of 
high N scores did not make a substantial difference to the 
correlation between olfactory sensitivity and introversion.
Signal detection m e t h o d ; In the auditory modality, 
Stelmack and Campbell (1974) have shown that using a 500 Kz 
st imulus , introver ts have a signif ican tly higher value of 
d* than extraverts (with ambiverts in between), However, 
if the frequency of the stimulus is raised to 6000 Hz, intro­
verts show a reduction in d' (as do ambiverts) while extra- 
verts shew an increase,so that the difference between them 
is now in the reverse direction though non-significant. The 
fact that frequency may be analagous to stimulus intensity 
has been mentioned already, and receives experimental sup­
port, e.g. frcm Guildford (1954). It is therefore easy to 
incorporate these findings into our framework, since we 
have seen that d ' depends on the slope of the inverted *U' 
curve and that movement to the right (e.g. due to an in­
crease in frequency) would increase the value of d ' if one 
were operating on portion 'A', but decrease it if we were 
operating on portion *B'. It is not unreasonable to suggest 
that this may describe the positions of extroverts and intro­
verts, respectively, since portion B lies to the right of 
portion A (see page ) and introversion is, ex hypothesi, 
thought to produce movement to the right.
Stelmack and Campbell used a variation of the normal 
signal detection procedure known as the 'rating’ method 
(McNicol 1973) in which subjects are asked to express their 
degree of confidence in their responses. No values of the 
criterion were calculated since this method does not yield 
reliable measures of the latter (Stelmack - personal commtuni- 
cation). •
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Mi 1 ner ^(1 9 7 1 ) found that obsessionals (often classified 
as 'neurotic introverts’) did not differ from normals in their
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values of d* or the criterion in the auditory modality.
In the visual modality, Harkins and Geen (1975) 
have shown that introverts have higher values of d* and 
the criterion measure than extroverts.
One last Western measure should be mentioned, and it 
is one which has not often been used in this context - 
the sedation threshold. It has been argued that subjects 
with a high level of 'arousal' will require a larger dose 
of a sedative drug to produce sleep than subjects with a 
low level of 'arousal' (e.g. Claridge 1967). On this 
basis the finding by Byrne (1976) that there is a signifi­
cant curvilinear relationship between the sedation thres­
hold and the nurriber of correct detections in a signal 
detection task (with subjects with both a very low or a 
very high sedation threshold showing poor performance) and 
a significant linear positive relationship between sedation 
threshold and the numiber of false alarms, is interesting. 
Unfortunately, values for d ' and the criterion were not 
calculated.
b) Russian measures
til*
The fact that^sensory threshold (measured by the 
'method of limits') correlates significantly and positively 
with established indices of 'strength' of the nervous system 
has already been pointed out. Gray (1964) has reviewed the 
earlier work, and this has been confirmed by later research 
using the slope of the reaction time/intensity curve as a 
measure of 'strength' (e.g. Siddle e_t al^ . 1969 ; Sales ^ 1972).
It should also be pointed out that;' Yermolayeva-Tomina 
and other workers (see Gray 1964) have shown that accessory 
sensory stimulation lowers the sensory threshold in 'strong'
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subjects, but raises it in 'weak' subjects. This could be 
considered analogous to Shigehisa et a% 's findings (1975; 
1975) in relation to extraverts and introverts. Siddle 
and Mangan (1971), however, found a relatively poor confir­
mation of Yer'claye.'â-Tomi na ' s result if 'strength' was de­
fined in terms of the threshold index itself, measured in 
the absence of accessory stimulation.
Gray (196 4) has also reviewed a number of studies 
which have locked at the effect of caffeine on sensory 
thresholds in 'strong* and 'weak' subjects. 'Strong' sub­
jects tend to show very little change in threshold, whereas 
'weak' subjects show a large increase in sensitivity or a 
fall. dray points out that these findings have not been 
satisfactorily integrated into the 'theory of strength'.
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CHAPTER FIVE - GUSTATORY INDICES; THE DESIGN AND EXECUTION 
OF A STUDY
The review of the literature provided in Chapter 4 
shows that for all four indices we appear to have a very 
mixed picture. Many studies provide confirmation of the 
inverted 'U' hypothesis, but many others have failed to 
do so. In most cases, however, this was because the res­
ults were non-significant rather than because they were 
significant but in the opposite direction to that predicted 
Non-significant results can, of course, occur for many 
reasons (e.g. too few subjects, etc.) and this is a point 
which we will develop at greater length elsewhere. Also, 
where the results have seemed actually contradictory to the 
inverted 'U ' hypothesis, we have often tried to suggest 
reasons why this might have been so in the individual study 
in question (particularly where measures of personality 
were involved). There is, of course, also considerable 
conflict apparent when we make comparisons across studies 
(as well as failures to confirm predictions within a given 
study) . Such comparisons are, however, hazardous since 
studies differ in so many respects, and in an area such as 
the inverted ’U' hypothesis one would expect the results 
of a study to depend on a large number of factors. In 
connection with this point, perhaps the most general thing 
that can be said is that there seems to be a great dearth
of studies which have looked at more than one proposed
«
determinant conjointly. We have argued many times that 
such m a l tifactorial studies are really the only way to test
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whether the inverted 'U* model in its most general form 
has any validity or not.
We therefore propose to try to make good this omission 
by employing several factors in a single set of experiments 
combining all four indices. Clearly the gustatory modality 
(taste) provides an opportunity to do just this.
I) The choice of factors
The choice of proposed determinants is governed partly 
by the general points made when each of the individual 
determinants w&t_ discussed earlier (see p a g e s  , it
will be remembered that at that time somt of the determi­
nants were locked upon in a less favourable light than 
others either because there was some form of theoretical 
ambiguity associated with them (e.g. drive) or because of 
practical problems (e.g. drugs). Also we must take into 
account more specific considerations arising out of the 
review which has just been provided.
Taken together, the following factors have been chosen: 
Stimulus intensity: this is a factor which is easy to
manipulate in taste research and which is an obvious candi­
date to fill the role of a multi-level factor which we 
argued was desirable. Furthermore, many of the previous 
findings in this area relating to stimulus intensity suggest
that it would be promising. Examples include the study by
e.r ft I
Wardeil (1974) on salivation and the study by Pangborn^(1970) 
on hedonic tone (see pages  ^ and 20% respectively). Also 
our theoretical analysis of the magnitude estimation measure 
indicated that stimulus intensity wouldibe a worthwhile 
measure to use.
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Accessory stimulation in the form of white noise is 
another factor which has been chosen, partly because of its 
practicability and partly because it has often shown predic­
table effects (e.g. Corcoran and Houston 1977: see page /77 ).
Introve r s ion and neuroticlsm are of obvious theoret­
ical interest here, so these were also included.
Of the others, novelty (in the form of a comparison 
between two sessions) is one which will also be given some 
consideration.
) P redictions
As far as predictions are concerned, we have already 
gone into the kinds of results that would be expected on 
the basis of our model and these are applicable in general 
to experiments in this area. We will not repeat the argu­
ments which led up to the predictions, but the various kinds 
of outcomes are summarised in Fig. 27.
We must, however, consider a little more closely pre­
dictions relating to the sensory threshold which we have 
already argued is related to the gradient of the inverted *U' 
and not its absolute height.
F,'g. k 5 , below, shows the way in which the gradient 
of the inverted 'U' changes as one moves to the right along 
the 'X' axis. We can, therefore, use this as'a basis for . 
prediction, but with the qualification that because we will 
be looking at very weak stimuli, we are most likely to be 
operating on the left hand portion of the curve (though it 
is not impossible that we will be operating further to the 
right with certain combinations of factors). This situation 
may change though if stimuli which are further above the 
absolute threshold are used. We will investigate such a
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possibility in the section on reaction time and signal 
detection theory, and we will discuss the curves depicted 
below and the relationship between them in greater detail 
at that time.
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inverted .
Inverted 'U '
Levels of the 
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Fig.28. Predictions for the forced choice disrimination 
threshold.
.3 ) Additional measures
As wfll as the four main indices described above (i.e. 
salivation, magnitude estimation, hedonic tone and sensory 
theshold) there are two other groups of measures we are 
going to em.plcy. 
f) Physiological indices
It will be remembered that in the Western model of the 
inverted 'U', the hypothesised intervening construct is 
known as 'arousal'. Furthermore we described how Western 
workers have often assumed that autonomic indices are direct
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measures of this construct. We criticised this view on a 
number of grounds, though we did point out that there were 
other reasons why physiological measures in general were a 
worthwhile inclusion in experiments in this area, particu­
larly cortical indices such as E.E.G., but also to a lesser 
extent autonomic indices. One of our main indices - i.e. 
salivation - is itself an autonomic measure, so it is pos­
sible that it may show similar relationships with the
ctKer
determinants as^autonomic indices which we might include.
For these reasons it was decided to employ four other auto­
nomic measures - heart rate, body temperature,blood pressure 
and pupil diameter. The choice of them, rather than of other 
physiological measures (both autonomic and cortical), was 
made very largely on practical grounds since they were the 
only ones which required relatively little equipment and 
technical expertise. Even with these, the author acknow­
ledges that the techniques used to measure them were some­
what crude (particularly in the case of the cardiovascular 
measures) , especially in view of the great sophistication 
that has been achieved in the psychophysiological area 
(e.g. Venables and Christie isiy ) .
We also have some other reservations about them. For 
example, cardiovascular measures are known to be dependent 
(both in terms of tonic and phasic levels) on the degree 
of physical fitness of the subject. This is, therefore, 
likely to be a complicating factor, especially since there 
is some evidence that degree of physical fitness may be 
related to personality dimensions such ac introversion and 
neuroficism (e.g. Christie, personal communication).
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However, we have decided to include them since it is 
possible that they may help elucidate certain theoretical 
issues. One of these is whether or not autonomic indices 
can indeed be considered to be direct indices of 'arousal*. 
One could test this by looking at the effects of the 
determinants on the one hand upon our main indices and upon 
our autonomic measures on the other, and comparing the two 
sets of relationships. As Gray has pointed out (1964, o p . 
citm. ) if the Western model is correct and if Western workers 
are correct in assuming that autonomic measures do reflect 
'arosal', one would expect a positive, monotonie relationship 
between the determinants and the autonomic measures (exclud­
ing salivation for which we have argued there is some 
evidence of a curvilinear relationship), but an inverted 'U ' 
relationship between the determinants and our main indices 
(which we regard as proposed determinants).
On the other hand, if the Russian model is correct, 
and if autonomic measures reflect the Russian intervening 
construct ('excitatory process'), we would expect an inverted 
'U ' relationship between the determinants and both the main 
and autonomic indices. There is some evidence bearing on 
this point, already. For instance, Malmo (1966) and 
Malmo and Belanger (1967) have used heart rate and found evi­
dence to support the Western view in rats. On the other 
hand, Fowles it. . (1977) found evidence to support
the Russian view in humans using skin conductance. Other 
studies using E.E.G. have also supported the Russian view 
in humans — e.g. Savage 19 64 ; Winter gt; 1976.
These autonomic measures also provide the opportunity 
 ^Q test two other hypotheses. The f i r is tnat n e u r o 11 c i sm
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is related to the level of activity in the autonomic nervous 
system (Eysenck 1967), and the second is that introversion 
is related to the balance between the sympathetic and para­
sympathetic halves of the autonomic nervous system (Gellhorn 
1968 , 1970; Wenger , Lester (1979-) has suggested that
in introverts the parasympathetic nervous system may be 
dominant, whereas in extroverts the sympathetic nervous sys­
tem may be dominant. The evidence for this is somewhat 
oblique, but if correct, it is the present author's conten­
tion that it could account for the findings relating a high 
level of introversion to a high level of salivary response, 
since the latter is increased by increased activity in the 
parasympathetic nervous system and decreased by increased 
activity in the sympathetic nervous system (IvrJgA^,
1964). However, Small (1973) failed to find any relationship 
between introversion and sympathetic dominance using a heart 
rate measure, so the issue is unresolved.
Finally Orlebeke (1973) has shown that extroverts and 
high N subjects shew phasic heart rate deceleration to a 
neutral non-signal stimulus, whereas introverts showed 
phasic acceleration (stables hardly responded at all). Earlier 
work (Lacey and Lacey 116 \ ; G rah. am and Clifton 1966) has 
suggested that heart rate deceleration in response to a stim­
ulus may represent attention or 'intake', since it would 
result in de-inhibition of cortical activity via a reduction 
in the output of baroreceotors. On the other hand, heart 
rate acceleration may represent a 'defence reflex' or 
'rejection' when the stimuli are very strong or painful. If 
so, then Orlcbeke’s findings with respect to introversion at 
least might make sense since the inverted 'U' model would
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predict that introverts are likely to perceive a stimulus 
as painful at a lower intensity than extroverts. One 
might also have predicted the same, however, when comparing 
high N subjects to low N subjects, so Orlebeke’s findings 
are much more equivocal with respect to this dimension.
The inclusion of heart rate measures may provide an oppor­
tunity to clarify this issue.
I i ) St ate measu re_s
In connection with the search for direct indices of 
'arousal* it should be pointed out that a possible rival 
to autonomic measures is a group of 'state' measures based 
on subjective report, and this is the second group of 
additional indices that we will employ.
Thayer (1967) has developed a checklist to measure 
the state of 'activation', which he equates with 'arousal'. 
This has been shown to vary in a predictable way with a 
number of the determinants of 'arousal' (e.g. drive as 
induced by an impending exam), and it has also been shown 
to correlate highly with physiological measures. Frequently, 
in fact, such correlations are higher than the correlations 
between the physiological measures their, se Ives, possibly 
because of the phenomenon of 'individual response stereotopy' 
(Sternbach 1966) , according to which the internal central 
changes induced by a given variable may manifest themselves 
more markedly in some physiological indices than in others, 
the pattern of response varying from individual to indivi­
dual (see page 15" ). According to Thayer, this fact goes 
some way to meeting the objection that ^'state' measures are 
too subjective in cciupa r i s on with physiological measures.
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At the time the present experiment was carried out, 
Thayer's checklist was not available to the author, but 
a similar checklist developed by Kowlis (1965) was avail­
able which includes an activation scale and which provided 
many of the adjectives for Thayer's own checklist.
In addition, a state measure of anxiety developed by 
ft. si.
Spielberger ,^(1970) was used. As has already been seen, 
trait anxiety is related to both neuroticlsm and introver­
sion (Spence and Spence 1966), both of which have been
I I
postulated to be determinants of arousal. Also trait anx­
iety has in its cwn right been postulated as a determinant 
of 'arousal' (e.g. Gray 1977), and Spielberger has shown 
that 'state* measures of anxiety and 'trait' measures are 
closely correlated, in addition to the fact that state
t I
measures are responsive to other determinants of arousal 
(e.g. drive - ond OiEStnXaus, 1944)
4 ) M e thod
0 Factors governing the choice of method
We need first to discuss certain methodological issues 
connected with seme of our main indices, and to explain why 
a particular procedure was adopted in preference to another.
Salivation was measured using standard sized cotton 
wool rolls and swabs (details of which are given in Appen­
dix A ) , The size of these was chosen so that they were as 
large as possible (to ensure maj<imum absorption of saliva) 
without being uncomfortable for the subjects and without 
making insertion and removal difficult. These factors were 
established during pilot experiments. There are two large 
pairs of salivary glands: parotids and the submandibular 
glands. The right and left parotids each open into the mouth
by a duct whose orifice is located on the inner cheek oppo­
site the second molar upper tooth. The submandibular glands 
open into the mouth by orifices beneath the tongue as does 
a third, smaller gland - the sublingual gland (diagrams in 
Appendix A). In all of the studies investigating the rela­
tion of salivation to personality, except one, a single 
sublingual swab has been used to collect the saliva. Such 
a swab would be expected to absorb virtually all the saliva 
secreted by the submandibular and sublingual glands, but 
the degree to which it also absorbed the saliva secreted by 
the parotids would depend on the drainage of this saliva 
down from the parotid duct orifices and this in turn would 
be expected to be affected by factors such as the position 
of the head and tongue and mouth movements.
The one exception mentioned above is the study carried 
cut by Frith (1963) , in which a modified Lashley disc was 
used. This consists essentially of a double circular disc 
with an inner compartment from which leads a tube to drain 
off the saliva and an outer compartment from which leads 
a tube to provide suction. The capsule is positioned so 
that the opening of the parotid duct leads into the inner 
compartment. The capsule is held in place by the suction. 
The saliva is drawn off from the 'inner compartment and its 
volume is measured, usually by counting the number of drops 
that are obtained in a given length of time (i.e. by volume)
These are two of the three main methods to measure 
salivation discussed by White (1977) in an exhaustive review 
of such techniques to which the reader is referred. The 
third method is one which was adopted in the present experi­
ment and involves the use of a sublingual swab positioned
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beneath the tongue, but also a cotton wool roll placed 
over the opening of the parotid duct on each side.
The first method - i.e. the single sublingual swab - 
is not a very accurate way of collecting the secretion of 
the parotid gland. Conversely the second method (the 
Lashley capsule) does not measure the sublingual and sub­
mandibular secretions at all^ and unless two capsules are 
used it only measures the secretions from one of the 
parotid glands. This is a disadvantage since, as White 
(1977) has pointed out, there is evidence that some sub­
jects may show gland dominance - i.e. that the secretion 
from the gland on one side is more copious than the sec­
retion from the gland on the other side. Even when two 
capsules are used the correlation between the left and 
right gland secretions is lower than if two cotton wool 
rolls are used (the correlations are 0,69 and 0.90 res­
pectively^ under conditions of acid stimulation» under 
basal conditions - i.e. with no overt stimulus present - 
the correlations are 0.21 and 0.92 respectively). In 
addition, the method has the disadvantage that it requires 
complex equipment to collect and measure the quantity 
of saliva and it has also been found (M.J. Christie - 
Personal Communnication) that the suction used to hold 
the capsule in place can sometimes cause mild tissue 
damage if its intensity is not very carefully controlled. 
Furthermore, it has been pointed out to the experimenter 
by Professor J. Garrett (Professor of oral physiology 
at King's College Hospital - whose help'the author acknow­
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ledges) that owing to the nature of the capsule it is more 
likely to cause discomfort and alarm in subjects (which 
of course, could affect subjects with different personality 
profiles in different ways) than a small cotton wool roll.
Thus the single sublingual swab method and the 
Lashley capsule method both have major disadvantages. 
Principal amongst these is that neither accurately measures 
the total salivary secretion. This is particularly im­
portant since Kerr (1951) has shown that the relative 
contribution of the different glands to the total salivary 
secretion changes as stimulus intensity is changed.
Furthermore, White (1977) in his review argues that 
the method of the two cotton wool rolls plus the sublingual 
swab (known as the 'S.H.P.* test in honour of the experi­
menters - Strongin, Hinsie and Peck - who first developed 
it) has been shown to be more reliable than the single 
sublingual swab method. The reliability for the SHP test 
is in the region of 0.85 over a period ranging from 
twenty-four hours to a year. The reliability of the 
single sublingual swab method ranges from 0.78 to 0,50 
for a period of twenty-four hours. The Lashley capsule 
does give reliable results - the correlation is 0.95 for 
a period of one week, but as has been seen it has other 
disadvantages and is in fact only required where precise 
second to second changes in salivation rate must be 
measured (for instance in studies on conditioning of the 
salivary response).
In view of all these factors it was decided to use 
the SHP test in the present study. Exact details of the
procedure are given later.
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MAGNITUDE ESTIM ATIO N
This index is less of a problem since it requires 
virtually no equipment. It is^ however^ desirable to 
give the subjects some training in its use and later we 
will describe how this was done.
j lE DONIC TONE
Hedonic tone can be measured in either of two ways, 
as already stated. The first - the direct method - is 
to get subjects to rate the degree of pleasantness or 
unpleasantness associated with particular stimuli or with 
the general experimental situation. The second - the 
indirect method - is to assess the responses which the 
subject emits, presumably in order to alter his level of 
hedonic tone. We have already discussed the relative 
merits of these two methods, and we will not repeat the 
account here. Suffice it to say that we chose to use 
the first method because it is more practicable (requiring 
no complex equipment), because it is more direct, and 
because the theory underlying its use is simpler^ requiring 
fewer interv tiing steps.
One point that should be mentioned here is that a 
category scale (see Appendix A) rather than a numerical 
ratio scale was chosen since pilot experiments showed 
that subjects often get confused between the latter and 
the numerical ratio scale that was used for the magnitude 
estimation judgements.
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T HE SENSORY THRESHOLD
The method used to measure the sensory threshold 
needs to be considered in some detail. We have stated 
that there are three main groups of methods:
The m e thod of limits; This may be 'ascending' 
'descending* or both. In the ascending method the inten­
sity of the stimulus is increased until the subject re­
ports its presence. In the descending method the inten­
sity of the stimulation is decreased (from an initially 
higher level than in the ascending method) until the sub­
ject reports its absence. In the ascending/descending 
method the two procedures are used alternately and an 
average measure is taken (since the ascending and descend­
ing methods do not always give the same results) .
We have argued, however, that the subject's per­
ceptual sensitivity and his criterion level are inextricably 
confounded in this method and it was^ therefore, rejected 
for the present project.
F o rced choice method , In this technique the subject 
is presented with a ^imulus on every occasion. For in­
stance, it may be presented in one of a number of different 
observation intervals and the subject's job is to state 
in which one the stimulus occurred. Alternatively it may 
be presented in one of a number of spatial positions and 
again the subject must select one of these as his response. 
Finally there may be several categories of stimulus and 
the subject must state which category a given stimulus on 
a given trial belongs to.
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In the latter case the stimuli in the various cate­
gories may differ from each other in a number of ways and 
stimulus intensity may be one of these. The threshold 
can be measured either in terms of the number of mistakes 
made at a given difference in intensity between the cate­
gories or in terms of the difference in intensity that 
is required before the subject makes no mistakes.
As Hake and Rodwan (19 61) have pointed out^ this 
forced choice technique does not measure the criterion 
but it controls for it^ ensuring that the final threshold 
value obtained reflects the perceptual sensitivity of the 
subject and not his tendency to respond (since he., of course^ 
makes a response on every trial).
Also, as Hake and Rodwan (op. c i t . ), Green and Swets 
(1974) and others have pointed out^ it provides a measure 
which is equivalent to that of the discrimination index 
(d') derived from signal detection methods.
S ignal detection procedures> This is the last cate­
gory of techniques that we will consider. In this method, 
the subject has to decide on any one trial whether a sig­
nal occurred or did not occur. From the proportion of 
hits (i.e. the proportion of trials on which a signal was 
presented and the subject stated that a signal had occurred) 
and the proportion of false alarms (i.e. the proportion of 
trials on which a signal was not presented but the subject 
nevertheless reported that a signal had occurred), separate
measures of his discrimination index (d'X and his criterion
:
(the reciprocal of his positive response bias or 'tendency 
to respond') are obtained.
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Fergenscn ( 1 9 7 0 ^Green and Swets (op. cit.), have 
pointed out the impracticabilities of using signal detec­
tion methods in taste research. For this reason it was 
decided to use a forced choice technique in which the 
subject would have to discriminate between distilled 
water and a very dilute lemon juice solution (which the 
subjects were told was called 'fluid x').
This is^ of course, a just-noticeable difference 
measurement and not an 'absolute' sensory threshold measure­
ment. However  ^  the basic thrust of signal detection 
theory is that the very concept of an absolute sensory 
threshold (as measured by the method of limits^ for in­
stance) is an invalid one. All thresholds involve dis­
crimination. In the case of most signal detection and 
forced choice techniques it is discrimination between 
'stimulus-present* ('signal') and 'stimulus absent' 
('noise'). In the present instance to have used this 
method in the context of a forced choice procedure would 
have required the experimenter to present a taste sti­
mulus either within one of a series of observation inter­
vals or in one of a series of spatial positions on the 
subject's tongue. Neither of these seemed practicable. 
Instead therefore’* the subject would be required to dis- 
criminate between two stimuli which were both suprathreshold 
in the tactile sense but which differed in their adidity. 
The discrimination task was therefore a gustatory one.
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b) Subjects
Since several indices were being investigated 
together, the duration of the experiment was fairly pro­
longed and therefore the n'amber of subjects that could 
be tested reduced owing both to limitations of time and 
to seme extent also to the unwillingness of subjects to 
commit themselves to lengthy experiments.
For this reason it was necessary to select subjects 
carefully to try to control for unwanted variables. It 
was therefore decided;
i) To use only male subjects to control for possible 
effects of the menstrual cycle on the indices used 
(e.g. biarrcnl JLÜ / "i T 1 )
ii) To use only Caucasian subjects because of the 
differences between Caucasian and Negro subjects 
that have been demonstrated in some of the indices 
(e.g. .Peck 1959 in relation to salivation)
iii) To eliminate any subjects who admitted to taking 
drugs for hallucinogenic or medical reasons (other 
than ordinary aspirin)
iv) To only use subjects who were either in the first 
or second year of their academic course since it 
was anticipated (correctly as it turned out) that 
the whole series of experiments could span up to two 
years and it was therefore essential that subjects 
should not leave the university in the meantime. 
(Reasons why the same subjects were used through­
out have been given earlier. See pp./^3-H)
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Also, prospective subjects were told that they would 
be asked to take part in more experiments at a later 
date and that they must commit themselves to this 
and not drop out half-way through.
Subjects who were acceptable on the basis of the 
above factors were told that the experimenter was not 
sure whether or not he would be calling on them to parti­
cipate since he was not sure how much time he had avail­
able (which was true). Ke was also given a brief outline 
of the details of the experiment as follows
"The experiment will essentially involve placing a 
series of sterile gauzes soaked in harmless fluids on the 
tip of your tongue. During the course of the experiment 
I will be asking you at various times to make certain 
judgements about the taste of these fluids. I will also 
be measuring your salivation rate by placing sterile cotton 
swabs at various points inside your mouth. You will 
also be played noise at times through earphones but it 
will not be painful. Measurements will also be made of 
your heart rate, your blood pressure, your pupil diameter 
and your body temperature. I will also occasionally 
give you questionnaires to fill in. The entire 
experiment will take about two hours and will begin at 
9.00am. There will be two sessions separated by exactly 
one week and these will be almost identical to each other 
except for the fact that I will not be measuring your 
salivation rate in the second session. You must not eat, 
drink, smoke, or brush your teeth on the morning before
i
the experiment takes place."
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The question of whether or not to tell the subjects 
about the purpose of the experiment was given long and 
careful consideration. In the end it was decided not to, 
since studies have shown that subjects are capable of 
consciously modifying even apparently involuntary indices 
such as salivation (Power and Thompson 1970). It was, 
of course, realised that subjects would formulate their 
own hypotheses about the purpose of the experiment but it 
was considered that this danger was a lesser one. For 
the same reasons it was decided not to use psychology 
students as subjects since they would be more likely to 
have prior knowledge of the hypotheses associated with 
experiments of this sort. It is possible that non­
psychology students m.ay have read about such hypotheses 
in popular books on psychology, but this factor was out 
of the author's control. The only thing he could limit 
was the information he himself provided.
Subjects were, therefore, simply told that it was an 
experiment to investigate the relationship of personality 
and perception since they would have certainly been able 
to deduce this anyway from the procedures which were 
adopted. They were, however, promised that they would 
be eventually fully briefed about- the purpose of the 
research once the whole series of experiments was com­
pleted. They were also told that the results were
confidential.
The subject was then given the Eysenck Personality
Inventory (for this the subject was taken to a quiet
«
portion of the library and he filled in the questionnaire
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with the experimenter present - to ensure that the 
subject did not receive any distraction from other people 
but the experimenter did not look over the subject's 
shoulder, but instead read a bock).
It was explained to him that this was in order to
find out a bit more about him and that he had nothing to
lose by telling the truth since the results of the ques­
tionnaire, like the results of the experiment, were 
absolutely confidential.
The author then took details about dates on which
the subject would be available to take part in the experi­
ment and how he could be recontacted.
The subject's questionnaire was scored privately and 
any subjects with a lie score exceeding three were elimi­
nated (as this is the cut-off point recommended by 
Eysenck).
Subjects with acceptable lie scores were recontacted 
one or two days prior to the experiment. Since pilot 
studies had shown that the method of magnitude estimation 
can sometimes cause a little confusion it was decided to 
train the subjects before the experiment using a pro­
cedure recommended by Stevens (19Ô1).
The subject was told the following: "During the
actual experiment I will at some stage be placing a
series of gauzes on the tip of your tongue soaked in
fluids of differing intensity. What I will ask you to
do is to give the fluid on the first gauze any number you
like between twenty and fifty. That is up to you. I
«
then want you to give the fluid on the second gauze a
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number by comparing its intensity to that of the first.
So that if/ for instance/ the fluid on the second gauze 
tastes twice as intense as the fluid on the first gauze/ 
give it a nunber twice as large as you gave the first one 
If it tastes / for instance, half as intense as the first 
gauze, give it a number half as large as you gave the 
first. The restriction of twenty to fifty only applies 
to the first gauze, after that you can use any numibers 
you like, however small or large. You can use fractions 
or decimals, but not minus numbers please. I then want 
you to give the third gauze a number by comparing it to 
the stccnc?. it:. In other words each time (except, of 
course, for the first gauze) give the gauze a number by 
comparing it to the previous one. Anything is possible. 
A gauze can taste the same, more intense or less intense 
than the one that went before. Just as a piece of 
training, I have here a series of cards and on each card 
is a line. I want you to give these lines numbers by 
comparing how long they seem to you relative to the one 
that went before. Give the first one any number you 
like between twenty and fifty. There is no right answer 
I am interested in the length of the lines as they seem 
to you."
The subject was then shown a series of cards on each 
of which was a line of length 2 c m s , 4 c m s , 8 cms, 16 cma 
or 32 cms. For each length there were two cards and all 
the cards were presented in a random order. As the sub­
ject assigned the card a number the experimenter wrote it 
down on a slip of paper. The subject was allowed to see
the answer he had given to the preceding card but not any 
answers prior to that (this was to prevent subjects from 
trying to maxe comparisons with long-preceding stimuli 
which would have brought in the complicating factor of 
differential forgetting rates - although of course to a 
much smaller extent this might operate even in a compari­
son with the immediately preceding stimulus).
At the end he was told: "That was just to train you
regarding the general method. The lengths of these 
lines do not necessarily bear any relation to the intensi­
ties of the gauzes I will give you during the actual 
experiment."
There was, of course, the danger that subjects might 
ignore the above statement but it was considered that 
dangers inherent in providing no training were greater.
Subjects were asked to compare the stimuli to the 
preceding one since in the method of magnitude estimation 
it is the slope of the function that is of interest: 
log subjective magnitude =
(n X log objective magnitude) + constant 
The effect of experimental factors such as personal­
ity on the value of this slope (i.e. the value of 'n’) 
would be reflected in the interaction between these 
factors and stimulus intensity.
For reasons stated earlier, the absolute values of 
the magnitude estimates are not readily interpretable 
across subjects. The absolute values ^re dependent on 
the value of the constant in the above equation which is
itself dependent on the scale 'modulus* used - i.e. the 
nurrer assigned to the first stimulus. Since absolute 
values were not of interest it was possible to allow 
subjects a certain amount of latitude in choosing the 
n'umber they assigned to the first stimulus. However 
complete fr-:ec:m of choice was not given since pilot 
experiments showed that if subjects chose very small or 
very large nu-^bers for the first stimulus they frequently 
got into difficulties when assigning n'umbers to later 
stimuli since of course the manipulation of such extreme 
numbers (e.g. .COCOl) is cumbersome. The range of 
twenty to fifty was chosen because pilot experiments showed 
that it yielded a scale range which subjects found to be 
manageable.
The ab
training procedures that took place prior to the experi­
ment. Cray (196 4) has criticised the Russian experimenters 
for their failure to control variable such as sex, age, 
intake of drugs (such as caffeine), I.Q. etc. The first 
variable (sex), as has been seen, was controlled in the 
present experiment. An attecipt was also made to match 
the various personality groups on age as far as possible 
(see Appendix A). Intake of hallucinogenic (including 
cannabis) and redicant drugs was controlled. Aui attem:pt 
was made initially to control for intake of coffee, tea, 
alcohol and nicotine (through cigarette smoking). How­
ever, it was found impossible to take into account the 
different caffeine, tannin, ethanol and qicotine contents 
of the various preparations consumed by the subjects.
In addition, many subjects stated that their intake of 
these substances was not regular but varied widely from 
day to day and week to week. As an alternative there­
fore it was decided to control for these factors by asking 
subjects to desist from consuming any food or drink for at
least & ' X hours prior to the experiment: a standard
technique used, for instance, by Rev die eç (197^).
This procedure was made automatically possible by the 
attempt to control for another relevant variable: i.e.
the time of day. Experiments were conducted between 
9 .0 0 am and 12 noon with subjects in a complete fasting 
condition (i.e. they were asked not to eat, drink or 
smoke anything on the morning of the experiment). This 
particular time of day was chosen partly for this reason 
and partly because Horne and Ostberg (1975) found that a 
relationship between introversion and salivation was most 
likely to reveal itself at this time. It could be
argued that time of day could actually have been investi­
gated in the present experiment by conducting tests later 
on in the day as well as in the morning. It was decided 
not to do this principally because this would have made 
it almost impossible to control for the intake of nutri­
ents prior to the experiment. This may be a relevant 
variable even where apparently unrelated indices are used 
(Colquhoun 1971), but in an experiment on taste its 
effects could be extrerely important. This fact taxen 
in conjunction with the limited number of subjects avail­
able made the experimenter decide not to risk confounding 
the results of the experiment by this variable.
^^helligence quotient is another factor which the 
experimenter wisned to control for. However, a large 
number of subjects refused to participate if I.Q. tests 
were administered (though they did not object to having 
their personalities assessed). However, as has been 
already seen, the experimenter did make strenuous 
attempts to train subjects in the one index used which 
could be described as complex - i.e. magnitude estimation. 
Furthermore, none of the results from the latter using 
the lines on the cards procedure indicated that subjects 
did not understand what was required of them (there are 
in fact no occasions when the relative size of the num­
bers assigned by subjects to two adjacent lines was the 
reverse of the actual objective relative length of the 
two lines) . In addition, nearly all of the other indices 
were either simple (e.g. hedonic tone) or involuntary 
(e.g. salivation - although the results of the Power and 
Thompson (1970) experiment indicate that this may not be 
so in non-naive subjects).- Assuming, therefore, that 
subjects complied with instructions, differences in intel­
ligence between the groups are unlikely to have exerted 
any major distorting effect on the results.
Subjects were tested as they becam:e available 
though an attempt was made to ensure that there was no 
relation be tween personality and the order of testing.
As will be seen, some subjects received the no noise 
condition first in session 1 (Group 1) and some subjects 
received the no noise condition second (^roup 2). To 
ensure that the design was balanced it was necessary
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that in each of the four personality groups (stable 
, , 'st.afc6e exrra ve r tf '
introverts, neurotic introverts ,^ neurotic extruverts) 
there should, be an equal number of subjects receiving the 
noise condition first as the number of subjects receiv­
ing the noise condition second. It was therefore essen­
tial that the total number of subjects tested be a multi­
ple of the nurber eight. Taking this fact and the time 
available it was decided to aim at a final figure of 32 
subjects (i.e. eight in each personality group). An 
attempt was made to isolate a pool of 32 subjects before 
any experiments at all were conducted, but this was not 
possible and so the experiments were initiated and an at­
tempt made to recruit new subjects concurrently. There­
fore, subjects were randomly allocated to Group 1 (no 
noise first in session 1) and Group 2 (no noise second in 
session 1 ) as they were tested until a total of eight 
subjects had been tested. At this point the personality 
scores (introversion and neuroticism) of these subjects 
were plotted on a sheet of graph paper and the subjects 
divided into four personality quadrants by means of two 
bimodal splits. In other words the dividing line between 
introverts and extraverts was chosen so that there were 
four introverts and four extraverts. Similarly the 
dividing line between 'neurotic* and stable was chosen so 
that there were four 'neurotics and four stable subjects.
It was desirable that any two adjacent personality 
quadrants should differ on only one personality dimens ion 
(e.g. stable extraverts’ and stable introverts should 
differ only in their mean extraversion scores and not 
their mean n e u r o t i c i s m  scores). For thi^ reason the
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mean personality scores for each quadrant were calculated 
at this point. Also the number of subjects in each of 
the two groups (Group 1 and 2) in each quadrant were cal­
culated. In recruiting and testing further subjects 
(i.e. after the first eight) an additional factor was 
taken into account. It was determined firstly which 
quadrant the subject would fall into based on the divi­
ding lines drawn up using the bimodal splits. It was 
then determined whether the inclusion of a subject would 
result in increasing the difference between the mean 
scores of two adjacent personality quadrants on the non- 
relevant dimension. For instance, if stable extraverts' 
had a higher mean neuroticism score than 'stable intro­
verts it was determined whether the inclusion of a parti­
cular subject would increase this difference. If this 
was the case the subject was not tested immediately but 
the experiment was delayed until such a time as his inclu­
sion would not have such an effect (i.e. if in the mean 
time the inclusion of other subjects resulted in the 
elimination of or the reversal of the sign of the original 
difference in mean scores on the non-relevant dimension). 
In practice it had very little effect since very few 
subjects had to have their testing postponed for this 
reason.
Also, following the completion of eight subjects 
the allocation of subjects to Group 1 and Group 2 was 
random only if in the quadrant in question neither 
Group 1 nor Group 2 already contained four subjects (the 
maximum number permissible if 32 subjects were to be
tested and if a balanced design was to be achieved). If
either of the two groups did contain four subjects^any 
subsequent subjects who fell in that quadrant were auto­
matically assigned to the other group. This procedure 
was adopted following the completion of eight subjects 
sir.re it was theoretically possible that following the 
two bimodal splits there would be four subjects in one 
quadrant and four subjects in the quadrant diagonally 
opposite (which could happen by chance or if the two 
personality dimensions were not in fact orthogonal to each 
other) and no subjects in the other two quadrants. This 
did not in fact happen, but it was possible. It would 
also have been possible in such a situation that all of 
the four subjects in one or both of the two quadrants 
which were not empty had been assigned to one of the two 
groups (Group 1 and 2) and none to the other. This too 
did not in fact happen, but if it had done it would still 
have been possible to achieve a balanced design by the 
appropriate allocation of subsequent subjects.
Cnee 32 subjects had been tested it was decided to 
test a further four subjects (one in each quadrant) in 
case some subjects were lost before the reaction time 
experiment (which was due to be carried out later) had 
been conducted. These four subjects were assigned 
randomly to group 1 and group 2. The effect of this was 
that in each of the four quadrants there were five subjects 
in one group and four subjects in another. One subject 
out of the group of five was ranacmly chosen and eli.ij-na- 
ted. The results that are to be presented are there­
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fore from the remaining 32 subjects. The mean introver­
sion and neuroticism scores of the subjects in the four 
personality groups (each containing eight subjects) are 
given in Appendix A.
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frt) Materials
The experiment was carried out in a test room measur­
ing approximately 10' x 10' x 10*. The room was not 
sound-proofed but it was located in a relatively quiet 
part of the building and during experiments signs reques­
ting quiet were placed on the outside of the door and on 
the door controlling entry to the corridor which gave 
access to the room.
The temperature of the room was maintained at approx­
imately 20^C. (This temperature was chosen because it 
was found to be reasonably comfortable for subjects in 
pilot work.) It was maintained by a convection heater 
controlled by a thermostat. This could, of course, only 
raise the temperature |it could not lower it. No cooling 
system was available to the experimenter. Because of 
this and because the room contained a water bath which was 
maintained at a temperature of 2 2^C (see below) the temper­
ature of the room did tend to rise very slightly between 
the beginning and end of the experiment. This was, how­
ever, the same for all subjects.
Subjects were seated facing a table on which was 
placed a deep core body thermometer and a tape recorder 
containing a white noise tape and to which a pair of ear­
phones was attached.
The subject had his back to the experimenter and to 
another table on which was placed a constant temperature 
water bath. The fluids used in the experiment were kept 
in jars which were placed in the water b^th on a shelf 
whose height was adjusted so that the jars would not be
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visible if the subject turned, round. The température of 
the bath was maintained at (which is the temperature
recommended for taste research by Fischer, fill).
Since this temperature was higher than the room temper­
ature,no cooling system was necessary and it was maint­
ained with a high degree of accuracy. Behind the 
subject's chair was also another small chair upon which a 
pulse meter was placed as well as a burette, the purpose 
of which will be explained below.
The stimuli used in the experiment were based on 
pure lemon juice. It was decided to use this as some 
experiments have shown that the relationship between 
personality and salivation does not appear if synthetic 
analogues are used (e.g. Corcoran 1954). This of course 
raised the problem of how to standardise the stimuli since 
the content of lemon juice varies widely from lemon to 
lemon. It was decided therefore to extract a large 
volume of lemon juice prior to conducting any experiments 
and to homogenise this and then store it in sealed con­
tainers which could be opened just prior to the start of 
the experiment.
To do this the experimenter purchased 200 lemons, and 
during the course of a single day he extracted the juice 
from all of these and homogenised it and then divided it 
between a large number of sterile containers ensuring 
that no air gap was present once the juice had been placed 
in the container (to prevent oxidation of lemon juice con­
stituents) . The containers were sealed^and stored in the 
ice compartment of the experimenter's home fridge. This
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was a procedure recorrjnended by Beecham's Company who stated 
that under these conditions no significant changes in the 
content of the lemon juice would take place even over a 
period of many months. It was nevertheless decided to 
check on this and so every month two of the containers 
were randomly chosen and the chloride concentration of the 
lemon juice was determined by the Biochemistry department 
of the experimenter's college. The choice of chloride 
was made on the advice of the chief technician of the 
Biochemistry department whose opinion it was that though 
any changes were extremely unlikely, if they occurred at 
all they were most likely to show up as changes in the 
chloride ion concentration. The results are given in 
^pendix A and they show that although the monthly values 
are not identical to each other (probably because of minor 
inaccuracies in the homogenisation procedure - details of 
which are also given in Appendix A) there is no overall 
trend with time.
Salivation was measured using the S.H.P. technique 
described in outline earlier (see p. 2*t-/ ) . The heart 
rate of the subject was measured using a standard pulse 
meter (details in Appendix A ) . Equipment to measure and 
record the heart rate automatically was not available.
Blood pressure was measured using a standard sphygnoma- 
nometer. Pupil diameter was measured using a special 
card in which are punched a series of pairs of holes ar­
ranged vertically (see Appendix A for diagram). The use 
of the card is described in the 'procedure' section below. 
Both the card and the sphygnomanometer were supplied by
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the Physiology Department of St. Thomas' Hospital Medical 
School.
Body temperature was measured using a deep core 
body temperature thermometer consisting of a pad which 
is attached by tape to the trunk of the subject. It 
has the advantage over a clinical thermometer that it 
can be left in place to provide a continuous measure 
which can be recorded at appropriate intervals, at will. 
In addition it has been pointed out to the author (M.J. 
Christie - personal communication) that clinical therm­
ometer readings are much more likely to be subject to 
local effects such as changes in oral blood flow 
(especially in an experiment involving taste stimuli) 
than a deep core body thermometer.
Udiite noise was administered using a standard 
broad band white noise tape (details in Appendix A) 
whose noise level was set to 70 d3. This value was 
chosen on the basis of pilot experiments which showed 
that this was a level described by a majority of subjects 
as 'just uncomfortable* and very uncomfortable by none. 
Corcoran and Houston (1977) showed that a 'just uncom­
fortable* level of white noise significantly increased 
salivation to lemon juice although they allowed subjects 
to adjust the white noise level till it reached this 
subjective level of discomfort rather than equating the 
noise level for different subjects in objective terms. 
This point will be reconsidered in the discussion of the 
present experiment's results. <
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iv) General Design
The experiment consisted of two sessions each 
lasting approximately two hours and separated by exactly 
one week. Each subject participated in both sessions.
Each session began with a measurement of the 
subject's taste threshold. This was conducted under 
conditions of quiet.
Fcl:cuing the reas-rerent cf the taste threshold, 
five stimuli were presented in each of the noise condi­
tions. These five stimuli consisted of pure lemon, pure 
diluted X 2, pure diluted x 4, pure diluted x 8 and pure 
diluted X 16. On the evening prior to each
session two cf the sealed containers were defrosted for 
: 1 f an ho_r and fron the :C mis cf pure lem.cn 
: obtained a series of dilutions of p-re lemon 
j-ice was obtained up tc a dilution cf x 1024. The - 
details of the procedure are described in the Appendix 
A. Th_s each dilution was half the concentration cf 
tne preceding one. The scale wes therefore a Icgari- 
tf_-ic one, and this was chosen because for both magni­
tude esti-ation studies and the forced choice measure 
of taste threshold used by Fischer et al. (1566), Icga- 
rithuTiic intervals were employed.
Pure lemon juice and the first four dilutions (x 2,
X  4, X  8 , X  16) were used in the measurement of saliva­
tion, subjective magnitude and hedonic tone whilst the 
higher order dilutions were used to measure the taste 
threshold (see later).
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In session 1 each noise condition was presented 
once (i.e. quiet (50 dB) and noise (70 dB)). Which 
condition came first was determined as described earlier 
in the 'Subjects* section. In session 2 each noise 
condition was presented twice and the two noise condi­
tions were alternated. Whichever noise condition was 
presented first in session 1 was presented second in 
session 2 .
The overall design can be represented as shown in 
fig. 29.
The order of the five stimuli within each noise 
condition was determined randomly.
Each subject was asked to rate each stimulus for 
subjective magnitude and hedonic tone in both session 
1 and session 2. Salivation, however, was measured 
only in session 1. The reason for this is that studies 
have shown that a relatively long interstimulus inter­
val is required in order to allow salivation to return 
to basal levels between stimuli. Ramsay (1969) found, 
for instance, that this would occur if an interstimulus 
interval of three minutes was used. It was decided, 
therefore, to use an interval of approximately this 
length in session 1. However, since the magnitude 
estimation and hedonic tone measurements both involved 
making comparisons with the preceding stimulus it was 
considered desirable to use a short interstimulus inter­
val in session 2 to minimise the possibility that dif­
ferential forgetting rates between subjects might affect 
the results. The use of this shorter interval had the
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additional advantage that each noise condition could be 
presented twice in session 2, Thus each stimulus was 
presented twice under no noise' conditions and twice under 
noise conditions. The results that are given later for 
session 2 are based on the means of these two values.
This ensures greater reliability and Stevens (1961) in 
fact recommends that each stimulus should be presented 
twice under each condition employed (according to him 
presenting the stimuli more than twice does not yield a 
significantly greater amount of information).
Apart from the fact that the short interstimulus 
interval employed in session 2 would probably not allow 
sufficient time for a return to basal salivation levels, 
it would also not have been possible on practical grounds 
to prepare and insert the cotton wool rolls and the swab 
in the time available (an attempt was made to do this in 
pilot experiments but it was not found to be feasible). 
For this reason, salivation was not measured in session 
2 .
Results for magnitude estimation and hedonic tone 
in session 1 will be presented later but it is possible 
that these may not be as reliable as the results for 
session 2 since they are based on only one value for 
each stimulus intensity under each noise condition.
The Nowlis Mood Adjective Checklist,followed im­
mediately by the Spielberger inventory of state anxiety, 
were administered just prior to the presentation of the 
first noise condition (i.e. after the#sensory threshold 
measurement) and also just after the presentation of the
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last noise condition. The condition under which they 
were administered (i.e. noise or no noise) was the same 
as that of the adjacent noise condition (e.g. they were 
given under conditions of 70 dB white noise if the con­
dition that had just preceded them or that was to follow 
them was the 70 g 3 condition). They were administered 
in both session 1 and session 2. Just prior to their first 
administration a body temperature reading was taken. 
Approximately fifteen minutes were required for the body 
temperature thermometer to equilibrate with the subject's 
body. Since the first reading was taken following the 
sensory threshold measurement, which invariably took a . 
minimum of fifteen minutes to conduct, it was considered 
that sufficient time had been allowed for equilibration 
to take place.
Heart rate was measured during the actual presen­
tation of the stimuli (though not during the sensory 
threshold measurement). Blood pressure and pupil 
diameter were measured after the second set of question­
naires had been administered.
v) Procedure
QL) Preliminaries
Experiments were scheduled to begin at 9.00am and 
subjects were asked to avoid being late.
The experimenter arrived at approximately 8.45am 
and the following preparatory procedures were carried 
out :
i) The thermostatically controlled room heater was 
switched on.
ii) The jars containing the stimulus solution which had 
been kept overnight in the experimenter's fridge 
(though not in the ice compartment since defros­
ting time would have been considerably lengthened 
if they had) were placed in the water bath and the 
latter switched on. It was found that it took 
approximately ten minutes for the water bath to 
reach the required temperature (2 %^C), depending
on the temperature of the room.
I
iii) The deep core body temperature thermometer was 
switched on and placed on 'standby' which has the 
effect of keeping the thermometer pad at a steady 
temperature slightly below normal body temperature 
and this reduces the equilibration time when the 
thermometer pad is attached to the subject and 
switched to 'Read'.
On arrival the subject was asked to visit the 
lavatory (since the experiment was a long o n e ) .
He was also asked whether or not Vie had complied 
with the instructions not to eat, drink, smoke or brush
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his teeth beforehand. All subjects stated that they 
had complied, though, of course, the experimenter had 
no way of checking on this.
If the subject did not arrive by 10.00am, (and 
this happened on a number of occasions, and in some 
cases the subject did not arrive at all) the experiment 
was abandoned for that day. If the session was the 
first for that subject, a fresh appointment was arran­
ged. If it was the second session no new appointment 
was arranged and the subject was eliminated. This 
happened less frequently than the failure of subjects 
to arrive for the first session, probably because the 
experimenter emphasized on the previous session the 
importance of punctual arrival at the second session.
Ke also said that failure to do so would result in the 
subject being eliminated and the forfeiture of the fee 
for participation which was not paid until both sessions 
had been completed. The reason why subjects who did 
not turn up for the appointed session 2 time were elim­
inated is that in order to standardise the experiment 
for all subjects, it was essential that the two sessions 
be separated by exactly the same interval of time.
If the subject arrived later than the appointed 
time 9 .0 0 am and if (as often happened) the subject had 
an appointment to keep at 1 1 .0 0 am (for instance a 
lecture) , he was asked if he would be prepared to miss 
that appointment or arrive late should the experiment 
continue beyond 11.00am. If the subjpct agreed (as 
usually happened) the experiment was conducted, if not 
the experiment was postponed (if it was the first session).
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It should be noted at this point that the experi­
menter at one time had considered giving the subjects 
water to drink prior to the start of the experiment to 
prevent them from suffering discomfort due to thirst. 
However, it was decided not to do this since a standard 
volume of water might nevertheless lead to different 
degrees of hydration of different subjects due, for 
instance, to differences in the volume of body fluids.
In view of the findings relating body mass to personality 
(see Eysenck ,19iO,for a review) and the argument presen­
ted by White (1977) that the degree of hydration of a 
subject can significantly affect his salivation rate, it 
was decided that this factor could confound the present 
study's results. It would, of course, have been pos­
sible to relate the volume of fluid given to the subject 
to his body weight, but the relation of the latter to 
the volume of the body fluid is not a perfect one and 
one might expect other factors (e.g. the rate of assorp- 
tion of fluid from the gut) to affect the level of 
hydration also.
Once it was decided to conduct the experiment the 
subject was seated in his chair (which was situated as 
described earlier in the 'Materials' section). He was 
then asked to lift up his shirt on the right hand side, 
and the deep core body temperature pad was attached to 
the side of his trunk, with adhesive tape, just above 
the waist. Its position was thus standard for all 
subjects though the accompanying manua'l states that it 
can in fact be placed anywhere on the trunk. The
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thermometer was then switched to the 'Read* position and 
left to equilibrate with the subject.
The experimenter then said:
"Please put these earphones on. The earphones were on 
the table in front of the subject. " You can adjust 
them until they are comfortable for you. Please keep 
them on at all times. Can you hear mte clearly?" In 
all cases the subject stated that he could. The sub­
ject kept the earphones on throughout the experiment.
The experimenter then said :
"Later on at various times I will be playing you some 
noise which will sound like this." The white noise 
was then played to the subject for five seconds. "If 
at any time when I turn it on you can't hear it, let 
me know."
The lead from the pulse meter was then attached 
to the smallest finger of the subject's non-preferred 
hand and he was told;
"This is to measure your pulse rate."
The pulse meter itself was behind the subject so 
that he could not see the reading and the volume control 
was turned right down so that he could not hear it.
A paper cup was now placed on the table in front 
of the subject. This had a mark on the outside.
40 mis of fluid when poured into the cup just reached 
the level of this mark and this was visible from the out­
side since the cup was semi-transparent. A bottle con- 
tainlng approximately 1 0 0 0  mis of distilled water was 
also placed on the table in front of the subject.
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b) Measurement
The sensory threshold
ihe subject vcs then given the following instruc­
tions ;
"The bottle on the table in front of you contains 
distilled water. Please cculd you pour some of the 
fluid into the cup until it reaches the level of the 
mark." Tme subject then did this and the experimenter 
checked the level of the fluid,
"Please new take all of the fluid in the cup into your 
mouth and swill it around thoroughly till I tell you to 
spit it out into the bucket." The bucket was pieced 
beside the s.bject's chair. It was realised that this 
m - r r. t re c: n —nr_e —sant prccec.re fcr the s _b j e c % out 
nc means cf draining the waste fluid away cut cf sight 
was available. At the minent the s-bject tock the 
fluid into his mouth the experimenter noted the time 
on the step clock placed cn the experimenter's table 
(i.e. the m e  cn which the water bath was placed) and 
he tele the subject to spit when 15 seconds had elapsed.
This procedure was then carried cut two further 
times. Thus the s-bject rinsed three times in all.
The reason for this was to ensure that the subject's 
mouth w'£s clean, especially his tongue. This organ, 
in particular, is often coated with mucus in the early 
morning. Such a coating is heavier during illness, and 
for this reason subjects were not tested if they were 
suffering from any illness including a mild cold. This 
rarely happened during the early experiments which were 
carried out in the sommier term, but it was a cause of
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delays and cancellations during the following Michael­
mas terra. It will be remembered that subjects had 
been asked not to brush their teeth on the morning of 
the experiment. This was because not only do such 
brushing procedures vary considerably from one person 
to another, but because many people do not brush their 
teeth at all. For this reason if was decided that it 
was better that the experimenter himself should stan­
dardise and supervise a cleaning procedure (as descri­
bed above) immediately prior to the presentation of 
any stimuli.
The subject was then told the following;
"In a moment I'm going to ask you to stick out your 
tongue like this." The experimenter demonstrated by 
sticking out his tongue so that approximately 1  ^ inches 
protruded from his mouth. The tongue was held as 
horizontal, still, and as flat as possible. "Could 
you try that." The experimenter then instructed the 
subject if the subject did not do it properly. All 
subjects managed to produce the desired shape of tongue 
reasonably well after a few tries, though the amount of 
practice did differ somewhat from subject to subject.
"In a minute I will ask you to rinse and then 
stick out your tongue exactly like that and then to 
shut your eyes till I tell you to open them. This is 
to help you concentrate. I'm going to then put a 
sterile cotton gauze on the tip of your tongue for five 
seconds. While the gauze is on your tongue please do
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not withdraw the tongue back into the mouth and try to 
keep it as still as possible. The gauze will be 
soaked in a harmless fluid. I will then remove the 
gauze and you may then open your eyes, and then I will 
ask you to rinse your mouth with the distilled water 
until I tell you to spit. I will then place another 
gauze on the tip of your tongue for five seconds and 
then I will ask you to rinse again. The fluid on one 
of those two gauzes will be the same as the fluid you 
rinsed with - i.e. distilled water - the fluid on the 
other gauze will be something else, we'll call the fluid 
x'. I am not going to tell you which gauze is which 
till after the second rinse, but I want you to compare 
the taste of the fluid on each gauze with the taste of 
the following rinse because afterwards I will give you 
a series of gauzes each one followed by a rinse and 
I'll want you to tell me whether the fluid was distilled 
water or fluid X. So it will be important that you 
remember how the taste of these two gauzes compared with 
the taste of the distilled water rinse since I'm giving 
them to you so that you have some basis for comparison. 
When I come to ask you to make the judgements after­
wards I want you to remember to keep your tongue still 
while the gauze is on your tongue, to rinse your mouth 
immediately I remove the gauze and then immediately to 
tell me whether it was distilled'water (i.e. the same
as the rinse) or fluid X (i.e. different, from the rinse),
«
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I also would like to emphasize that the chances of the 
fluid on the gauze being fluid X are exactly equal to 
the chances of the fluid on the gauze being distilled 
water. The probability is exactly the same. I want 
you to keep facing forwards at all times and I assure 
you that I have taken every possible precaution to make 
sure that you can't predict which fluid you are going to 
get before the gauze is actually placed on your tongue. 
Also, some of my subjects think that if they have had 
several gauzes of one fluid in a row that it is likely 
that there will be a change soon and so they make sure 
they do not give the same reply too many times in a 
row. But I assure you that they are mistaken, and 
'that you will perform best if you just rely entirely on 
the taste of the fluid as it seems to you and that you 
ignore everything else. I will not be telling you 
whether you are right or wrong.
I will now summarise what is going to happen. I 
will first of all give you two gauzes in a row and I 
want you to shut your eyes while the gauze is on your 
tongue. Then rinse immediately after each gauze and 
compare the taste of the fluid on the gauze with the 
following rinse because the fluid on one of the two 
gauzes will be the sam.e as the rinse while the other 
one will be fluid X and I will tell you which was which 
after the second rinse.
I will then give you a series of gauzes in exactly 
the same way and after each one I will'ask you imme­
diately to rinse and then immediately to tell me
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whether it was distilled water or fluid X, relying 
entirely on the taste of the fluid and of the rinse.
Do you understand?”
Any queries the subject had were then answered.
The subject was then told to pour distilled water into 
the cup up to the level of the mark (the experimenter 
checked that this was done accurately) and asked to take 
it into his mouth and rinse. Five seconds after the 
fluid had been taken into the subject's mouth he was 
told to spit and then to replenish the cup and then 
shut his eyes. The experimenter then picked up a 
sterile cotton gauze measuring exactly 2.5 cms x 2.5 cms 
(see Appendix A) from a plate on the experimenter's 
table using two forceps, one gripping each of two 
adjacent corners. The gauze was then dipped for exactly 
five seconds into either the jar in the water bath con­
taining the pure lemon juice diluted x 256 (i.e. which 
was one two hundred and fifty sixth of the concentration 
of lemon juice) or a jar containing distilled water (Of 
exactly the sam.e volume). This distilled water had 
been poured into the jar on the previous night from the 
bottle which contained the subject's rinse water. Both 
the bottle and the distilled water jar were kept in the 
experimenter's fridge along with the other jars contain­
ing the stimulus fluids. The bottle containing the 
distilled water was kept in the water bath along with 
the jars until the start of the experiment.
Which jar (i.e. pure lemon juice diluted x 1/256 
or distilled water) the experimenter dipped the gauze in
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was determined randomly. After five seconds the gauze 
was lifted out of the jar and held over it for a further 
five seconds (pilot experiments showed that exactly two 
drops of excess fluid fell off it in this space of time) . 
The subject was then asked to stick out his tongue keep­
ing his eyes closed and the gauze placed on it (while 
the gauze was being prepared the experimenter checked 
that the subject did not turn round to look at what he 
was doing) for exactly five seconds. The gauze was 
then removed with a pair of forceps and thrown in a bin 
placed under the experimenter's table. In placing the 
gauzes on the subject's tongue it was arranged that two 
adjacent corners were exactly touching the edges of the 
tongue (see Appendix A for diagram) , In removing it, 
the experimenter took care that he lifted it cleaoly 
off the subject's tongue and did not drag it over areas 
of the tongue not previously touched by it.
After removing the gauze the experimenter asked the 
subject to take the fluid from the cup into his mouth' 
and rinse, reminding him to compare its taste with the 
taste of the fluid on the gauze. Ke was told to spit 
after five seconds and then to replenish the cup. The 
experimenter then prepared the second of the two gauzes 
(i.e. the distilled water if the first gauze had been 
lemon juice x 1/256 and the latter if the first gauze 
had been distilled water).
The subject was then asked to shut .his eyes and to 
stick out his tongue again, the gauze Was placed on it, 
removed after five seconds and the subject told to rinse
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He was told to spit after five seconds and then to re­
plenish the cup.
He was then told which gauze had the distilled 
water on it, and which had fluid X (i.e. pure lemon 
juice X 1/256). He was then told:
"That was to show you the difference between the distilled 
water and fluid X and to allow you to compare each with 
the distilled water rinse. I will now give you a 
series of gauzes and each time after it is removed, 
rinse till I tell you to spit, compare its taste with 
the rinse and then immediately tell me if it was dis­
tilled water or fluid X, remembering that there will be 
an equal chance of it being either,"
The experimenter then presented the subject with 
eight gauzes in a row. Four of these were distilled 
water, four of these were pure lemon juice x 1/256. The 
order of these was determined randomly. Each time the 
gauze was placed on the subject's tongue for five seconds, 
the subject was then asked to rinse, told to spit after 
five seconds, asked to make a judgement immediately (if 
he was unsure he was asked to guess) and then to replenish 
the cup. The experimenter did not tell the subject if 
he was correct or incorrect.
The experimenter then checked if the subject had 
made any mistakes - i.e. if he had for any of the gauzes 
stated that the fluid was distilled water when it was in 
fact fluid X or vice versa. If he had not, the aim was 
to try the next most dilute stimulus «(i.e. pure lemon 
juice diluted x 1/512) to see if the subject would make
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any mistakes when randomly presented with four gauzes 
of this stimulus and four gauzes of distilled water.
If he did make one or more mistakes the aim was to 
try the next most concentrated stimulus (i.e. pure lemon 
juice diluted x 1/128).
The experimenter therefore told the subject:
"We are now going to repeat the entire procedure. Once 
again I will give you two gauzes in succession, each 
followed oy a rinse. Again the fluid on one of the two 
gauzes will be distilled water, the other one will be some­
thing different and again we will call it fluid X although 
it may not taste the same as the fluid X you have just had.
I want you to forget the series of gauzes you have just had 
and concentrate on the new series. After the initial two 
I will tell you which was distilled water and which one 
was fluid X and then I will give you a series of gauzes like 
I did before and I want you each time to tell me whether it 
was the fluid X y o u ’d just had or distilled water after 
rinsing once. As before rely entirely on the taste since 
there is an equal chance of it being fluid X and distilled 
w a t e r ."
The above procedure was then repeated exactly as 
before using Pure x 1/128 as fluid X if the subject had 
made a mistake on the previous series, and Pure x 1/512 if 
he had not. In the fornter case the procedure was repeated, 
each time ascending in concentration steps separated by a 
factor of two (i.e. Pure x 1/128, Pure x 1/64, Pure x 1/32 
etc.) until a concentration was reached at which the subject 
n»ade no mistakes - i.e., at which he perfectly discriminated
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between four gauzes of fluid X, and four gauzes of disti­
lled w^ter presented randomly to him. At each step a gauze 
of fluid X and of distilled water was first presented to 
the subject (which one was presented first was determined 
randomly) and after the second the subject was told which 
was which. In each case the same instructions were repea­
ted. In the latter case (i.e. if the subject made no 
mistaketat Pure x 1/256) the procedure was repeated, each 
time descending in concentration steps separated by a 
factor of two (i.e. Pure x 1/512, Pure % 1/1024, etc.) until 
a concentration was reached at which the subject did make 
one or more mistakes.
In either case, a rough measure of the subject's 
threshold had now been obtained. However, in order to 
improve the resolution of the technique, the author decided 
to test the subject using a fluid X which was 0.75 as con­
centrated as the lowest concentration at which the subject 
made no mistakes — i.e. using a fluid X whose concentration 
lay exactly between the latter and the highest concentra­
tion at which the subject did make a mistake.
For instance if it was found that initially the sub­
ject made one or more mistakes at (Pure x 1/256) and 
following the ascending method that the lowest concentration 
at which he made no mistakes was (Pure x 1/64), the aim 
was to try him also at a concentration exactly midway 
between (Pure x 1/64) and (Pure x 1/128) - i.e. (Pure x
1/85). '
Similarly if it was found that initially the subject
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made no mistakes at (Pure x 1/256) and following the des­
cending method the lowest concentration that he made no 
mistakes at was (Pure x 1/512) , the aim was to try him at 
a concentration exactly between (Pure xl/1024) and (Pure 
X  1/512) - i.e. (Pure x 1/683).
The experimenter, therefore, then told the subject: 
"You will have to bear with mie for a few moments. Please 
sit quietly while you are waiting".
The experimenter then prepared the intermediate con­
centration using as a dilutant distilled water from a 
bottle which was placed in the water bath at the start of 
the experiment and was the same as the distilled water in 
the distilled water jar and the subject's rinse bottle. 
Between each series of gauzes, the distilled water jar was 
replenished from this bottle to ensure that it had the 
same quantity of fluid as the jar containing fluid X. (If 
at any stage the subject ran out of rinse fluid during the 
course of the threshold measurement, he was given a second 
rinse bottle. All the containers with distilled water in 
them were filled from a single larger bottle obtained 
the previous day from the Chemistry Department whose help 
the author would like to acknowledge.)
The details of the preparation of the intermediate 
concentration are given in Appendix A.
If the subject made no mistakes at this intermediate 
concentration, the latter was taken to be his taste thres­
hold. If he Hiude one or more mistakes, the threshold was 
taken as the next most conccntratea step (e.g. Pure x 1/64
if the subject made a mistake at Pure x 1/85) - i.e. the 
step which was the lowest concentration at which perfect 
performance was obtained.
A few words should be said at this point about one 
or two of the procedures employed in the experiment.
At the very low concentrations of the fluid X gene­
rally used, there was no difference in the colour of this 
fluid and the colour of the distilled water, that was 
perceptible to the experimenter. But just in case, the 
experimenter asked the subject to close his eyes before 
the gauze was put on and to keep them closed until after 
it was removed (the experimenter checked that the subject 
complied). This ensured that different subjects did not 
obtain different amounts of information from any visual 
cues that might have been present.
The reason that a standard size gauze was used to 
administer the stimuli is that it has been shown (e.g.
Smith 1971) that responses to taste depend on the area of 
the tongue stimulated. Many workers in this field (e.g. 
those who have looked at the relationship of salivation 
to personality (see pp. f90-10)) have used a standard volume 
of fluid administered by a dropper. However, in the absence 
of proper control of the area stimulated this does not 
constitute standardisation.
THE MEASUREMENT OF THE REMAINING INDICES 
The experimenter then said:
"Okay that's fine. Now in the next part of the experiment, 
at regular intervals, I am going to put swabs and two 
cotton wool rolls,in voup mouth. For convenience. I'm
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going to'call them all 'swabs'. Each time I'll ask you 
to rinse, spit and then swallow, and then when I tell you, 
to lift up your tongue like this (the experimenter 
demonstrated) so that I can put one swab underneath it. 
I'll then put one swab on either side between your upper 
teeth and cheek. Then please face for^-ards again. I'll 
then ask you to stick out your tongue like you did before 
and I'll put a wet gauze on the end of it. Please close 
your eyes after sticking out your tongue.
I ’ll leave the swabs in for a while and then I'll 
take off the gauze and take out the swabs.
Please, whilst the swabs are in your mouth, keep 
your whole body as still as possible.
So let's just put the swabs in once to show you what 
it's like."
The experimenter then asked the subject to rinse, 
to spit after five seconds, to swallow and then to face 
him and lift up his tongue. He then placed the swabs in 
position (the swabs were kept in sealed containers on the 
expeririienter ' s table) and asked the subject to stick out 
his tongue.
"Okay, that's fine. Now lift up your tongue." The 
experimenter thv-n removed the swabs and threw them away.
"That was just a trial run. When we do it for real 
later the swabs will bo left in for longer and there 11 
also bo a gauze on the tip of your tongue.
I'll also be asking you to jucuje how intense the
of the' fluid on t]io çaiîzcSWcs by giving tb'-.i. n U ' r s
v g r
proportional to their intensity exactly like you gave 
those lines numbers proportional to their length. I'll 
also be asking you to tell me how pleasant or unpleasant 
the taste of the fluid on the gauze was by giving each one 
a letter from this preference scale . I'll give you more 
detailed instructions later."
The subject was then shown the preference scale. A 
copy is given in Appendix A.
"First I'd like you to fill in two questionnaires 
for me. They are both to test how you are feeling right 
at this moment. There are no right or wrong answers.
Please do them in the order in which I give them to you." 
The subject was then given a pencil and the Nowlis Mood 
Adjective Checklist followed by the Spielberger Inventory 
of State Anxiety. If the subject was to receive the noise 
condition first, the white noise tape was turned on while 
the subject was completing the questionnaires.
Once the questionnaires had been completed the sub­
ject was told the following:
"Now I'm going to put those swabs in at regular intervals, 
and each time after putting them in I'll put a gauze on 
the end of your tongue. The gauze will be soaked in a
harmless fluid.
What I want you to do is to give each gauze a number 
proportional to the average intensity of the taste you feel 
while it is on your tongue.
Porget everything else, just concentrate on the 
taste and if the solution has more than one type of taste
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judge the total intensity.
I want you to do this by giving the fluid on the first 
gauze any nunber you like between 20 and 50 and then give 
the fluid on the second gauze a number by comparing it with 
the first/though you no longer have to stick to numbers 
between 20 and 50. So that if, for instance, the fluid 
on the second gauze tastes twice as intense as the fluid 
on the first gauze give it a number twice as large as you 
gave to the first. If, say, one-third as intense, give it 
a number one-third as large as you gave the first gauze.
These are just hypothetical examples. Anything is possi­
ble, a gauze can taste the same, more intense or less 
intense than the preceding one. There are no right or 
wrong answers. I'm interested purely in the taste as it 
seems to you. After the first gauze you can use numbers 
as large or as small as you like (except minus numbers)."
The subject was then given a pile of slips of paper.
"Rem.ember to judge each gauze - except of course the 
first one - by comparing it to the preceding one. Please 
write the number you give the first gauze at the top of 
the first slip of paper, the number you give the second 
gauze at the top of the second slip, etc. You are allowed 
to look at the answer you gave to the previous gauze but 
I will take away the slips prior to that one. There will 
be ten gauzes in all."
The subject was told this because it was thought 
that some subjects might guess that following five stimuli 
under the first noise condition there would also be five 
stinnlj UT,dvr the scccwid noise cor.oition. It was, therefore,
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considered wise^in this instance^to give all the sub­
jects the relevant information.
"I also want you to judge how much you like or dis­
like the taste of the fluid on the gauze. Do that by 
selecting the most appropriate letter from this scale 
running from 'a - as unpleasant as it is possible to be' 
to 'y — as pleasant as it is possible to b e ' . As you can 
see there are various other statements at intervals to act 
as landmarks, but you don't have to stick to letters which 
have got statements by them."
"Again I want you to assign the gauzes letters by 
comparing each one to the preceding one. So that if a 
gauze tastes more unpleasant, for instance, than the pre­
ceding one, make sure that you give it a letter closer to 
'a' than the preceding one. But I would like you also to 
relate your judgements to the landmark statements if you 
can. Please write the letter you give a gauze underneath 
the number you give it for its intensity. Do you under­
stand?" A.ny queries were then answered.
The subject was then presented with five stimuli:
Pure, Pure x , Pure x ^ , Pure x 1/8, and Pure x 1/16, in
a random order under each noise condition. The stimuli
were presented in exactly the same fashion as the taste
threshold stimuli had been. The swabs were placed in the
subject's mouth as described above. After each stimulus
the gauze and the swabs were renioved and the subject was
asked to rinse before writing down his answers. This was
«
bt'cause different subjects toe k different lengths of time 
to write down thet r answers and any stimulus fluid left
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in their mouths would, therefore, have differential 
effects on the adaptation state of the tongue receptors.
The stimuli were presented in four minute cycles. In each 
cycle the subject was asked to rinse three times. Firstly 
at the beginning of each cycle (i.e. about one mfavee 
before the swabs were placed in his mouth). Secondly, secs, 
before the swabs were placed in his mouth (to remove saliva 
whose acidity and, therefore, whose effect on the adapta­
tion state of the tongue can vary from subject to subject). 
Thirdly, after the stimulus was presented. The exact 
sequence of events and the detailed time relations are 
given in Appendix A.
The experimenter noted (as far as possible without 
revealing this to the subject) the subject's heart rate 
immediately after the stimulus gauze was placed on the 
subject's tongue, 15 seconds after the gauze had been placed 
on his tongue, and just prior to the removal of the gauze.
The swabs, after removal from the subject's mouth, 
were replaced in their sealed containers. These contain­
ers had been weighed with the swabs in them prior to the 
experiment, and they were reweighed after the experiment, 
again with the swabs in t h em.• The difference in the two 
weighings represents the weight of saliva secreted.
After the ten stimuli had been presented the subject 
was given the Nowlis Checklist and the Spielberger Inven­
tory again under 'noise' or 'no noise' conditions depending 
on the preceding condition (e.g. under 'noise' if the 
previous five stimuli had been presented under noise ).
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The suDject was told: "Once again I want you to answer
according to how you feel right at this moment".
The blood pressure cuff was placed in position and 
the subject was then asked to sit quietly for a ftvj moments 
The subject's blood pressure was then measured (see Appen­
dix A for details).
The subject then had the use of the pupil card 
explained to him (see Appendix A for details) and his pupil 
diameter was measured. The experimenter then noted the 
subject's temperature.
The procedures described above relate to session 1. 
The procedures were identical in session 2 except that no 
salivary measurements were made - i.e. no swabs were placed 
in the subject's mouth. He was informed of the differ­
ence after the threshold measurement and also told that 
there would be twenty stimuli separated by a shorter in­
terval than in the previous session (see Appendix A for 
detailed time sequence), but that his instructions were 
the same. (See section entitled 'General Design' for 
further clarification of the difference between session 
1 and session 2 ).
After both sessions had been completed, the subject 
was thanked and paid at the rate of 60p per hour. He was 
asked at the end of both sessions not to reveal the details 
of the experiment to anyone else.
it should also be noted that at the end of the first 
session, subjects were given Cattell's 16PF, Eysenck's 
Personality Questionnaire and Spielberger's Inventory of 
Trait Anxiety to take away and complete in their own time.
29U
They were asked to return them to the experimenter on 
the occasion of the second session, but very few complied 
and very few of the remainder sent the questionnaires on 
to the experimenter afterwards despite repeated entreaties 
For this reason the results that will now be presented 
relate only to the E.P.I. Questionnaire obtained prior to 
the experiment at initial recruitment.
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CHAPTER SIX
GUSTATORY INDICES': . RESUUTS
ana
DISCUSSION
793
I. Results of taste experiment
The following results are based on an analysis of 
variance carried out using a standard Constat conputer 
package. As already stated the results for hedonic tone 
at: nr.gnirude esrinaricn are based on one value per 
intensity, per ncise condition for session 1, but on the 
ne an of 2 values for session 2. Salivation measures were 
only taken in session 1.
All of the other indices were measured under identical 
conditions in session 1 and session 2 and so session is 
included as a factor in the analysis of variance. In the 
case of the 'state* measures, the 'noise* factor is also 
included. In the case of the body temperature meas'ure a 
'time' factor is included: i.e. 'before* or 'sifter' the 
measurement of che other indices (magnitude estimation etc.).
The values for magnitude estimation were skewed and 
a lorariihnic transformation (base 10) was, therefore, 
carried cu' prior to the analysis of variance (Mecdis,i^7 3 ). 
The values for the K:v;lis hood Adjective Checklist were also 
skewed end s: a scuare root transformation was employed (the 
logarithmic transformai ion could not be used since the values 
included zeros, and the logarithm of zero is indeterminate).
In the case of the taste threshold, the results were 
analysed-not only using the concentration of the dilutest 
lemon juice solution at which the subject'mace no mistakes,
i
but also using the pH of tnis solution whicn was measured 
ahieiwords. Tnis was in case of slight inaccuracies in 
eliht: thr c.r-rg'T mise Lion ;:cce:ure or in the preiaratiom
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i) Main indices 
Results for Sgiivstirn
a) -..a mair. effect for intensiiy is
0.1Â* level (2 tad). The linear ar.c 
are also significant at the 0.1% arc 2.=% levels (2 tail),
s i g m i c a n t  at the ■ 
cuacratic ccnrcnents
= s:c:ti . iL-cr eases
2s: increases. . The rate cf increase increases slightly
as s t i m u l u s  i n t e n s i t y  i n c r e a s e s  at T h e  l;v.er r a n g e , but is
fairly.crnstant afterwards.
ky . ^  ^  iv
Jr.* II£ i w
i.;;, i.ass 2.43; 2.89e
Tctle A". The main effect f:c stimulus intensity (SAl)
“ J " t” ê O'"*'* * . % - — V -r f ^
ct ti e 3% level (2 t a d). In lew 11 subjects, the curve 
is initcdl; crmrave upwards (i.e. at the Icwer intensities) 
a:.i Ic.e: c n . en ut \.a: : s. In higi 1: subjects, the curve 
is fairly linear for r.ost of its range.
Inter sit
L: V.' 1\
1 1.291 < % c % J .
2 1.342 1.710
3 1 .800 1.993
4 2.341 2.326
3 2.91/ 2.673
*=de A2. The interaction cf stimulus intensity 
neurcticisn (EAL).
Resultg for magnitude estimation (session 1)
a) The main effect for stim'jlus intensity is significant 
at the 0.1;<7 level (2 tail). Tice linear and quadratic 
components are also significant at the 0.1% level (2 tail)
0.3% level (2 tail), resiecvivel'.
Stimulus . ,
•  — ► '• V.' k.
LIZ 1 (.1233 (.3383 1.3392 7.7492 )'.8509
Tahle A3* The main effect for stimulus intensity (LIZ I).
As stimulus intensity increases the^logarithm of the 
magnitude estimate increases but the rate of increase 
decreases as stimulus intensity increases at the higher 
range (though it is fairly constant over the lower range).
b) The interaction of noise and introversion is significani 
at the 3% level (cne tail). Amongst introverts subjects 
made larger estimates under no noise' than under noise', 
whereas the reverse was true amongst extroverts.
Introverts Extraverts
ho Noise (.4666 /-3243
Noise f.473S /.6121
Tahle A4. The interaction of noise and introversion (LIZ I)
Results fo- magnitude estimation (session 2)
a) The main effect for stimulus intercity is significant
a: the 0.1% level (2 tail). The linear component is also
significant at the 0.1% level (2 tail).
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As stimulus intensity increases the logarithm of 
the magnitude estimate increases in a fairly linear 
fashion.
Stimulus 
In ey.eih
IfZ 2 1.0166 1.1756 1.5724 1.6010 1.7555
Tahle Ay. The main effect for stimulus intensity (LIZ 2).
b) The quadratic component associated with the interaction 
between noise, stimulus intensity and introversion is 
significant at the 2.3% level (2 tail). See discussion.
Stimulus
Intensity 1 2 5 4 5
No Introverts 0.9145 1.1507 1.5549 1.5644 I .7166
Extraverts 1.1010 I .2516 1 .4450 1.6414 1.8241
Introverts 0.9616 1.1165 1.2271 1.5621 1.7024
Extroverts 1.0692 1.2220 1.4645 1.6559 1 .770s
Table A6. The interaction of noise, stim'ulus intensity and
introversion (LIZ 2).
Results fc r he ionic tone (session l)
a) The ma in effect for stimulus inten sicy is signifleant
a z t:.e 0.1/V level (4 tail). The linear compo nent is also
significam t at rhe 0.1% level (2 tail) As stimulus
intensity increases, hedonic tone deer eases.
Stimulus  ^ p 
Intensity 5 « 4 5
BED 1 12.61 11 .67 10.59 8 .0 5 7 .54
Table A7. The main effect fo r stimulus inten sity (rZ j 1 ).
b) The linear component associated with the interaction 
of stimulus intensity, introversion and neuroticism is 
significant at the 0.p% level (2 tail). See discussion.
Stimulus
— c, : 1 2 5 4 c
Intro- Lew N 15 .19 15.58 10.51 7 .56 7 .00
High N 12 .13 10.50 10.06 8 .56 7 .25
Extra- Lew N 11.68 11.05 10.25 7.67 7.94
High N 1A. 05 11.75 10.94 8 .1 5 7 .19
Table A3. The interaction of stimulus inten.sity, intro-
version and neuroticism (EED I).
c) The cubic c :np;rent associ ated wit h the interaction of
stimulus inters ne'uroticism is significant at the
3% level (2 tai 1). See discus sicn.
St inulus 
Int ensity 1
2 5 4 cV
Lev; 12 .55 12.22 10.25 7 .7 2 7 .47
r.igh N 15.G9 11.15 10.50 6.54 7 .22
Table A9. The interact ion cf stimulus int en.sity and
ne'uroticism (HER 1) .
Results for hed onic tone (sess icn 2)■
a) The main effect for stir;ulus intensity is significant 
at the 0.1% level (2 tail). The linear and quadratic 
comp-non Is are also significant at the«0.1% level (2 tail)
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Stimulus 
I  r. t e n s i t y 5'
%
. 5 1 5 11.90: c. cor.. y.b
.e A/C.
| _  — — - C‘
^  w  ■> ^  W  ^  ^  ^   ^^  ^  ^  • • V ^ W a » w ^ ^ ^
bvc -he r i t e  :f ■
hefcnic tine decreases,
;u l:\el (:ne c a l l ) .  See
c - -' —.. *., _ 
>*-
.rise 2 =: 1 1 ':'
"0 063 7'>-y
9 75-  7.701
(Hz: 2 ).
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Results fer the sensory threshild
Tre following results are tesec cn an analysis of 
variance in ^olvir-g introversion (2 levels), neuroticism 
(2 levels) and session (2 levels).
l.-.e nain effect for neuroticism was significant at 
the 2 .3,0 level (2 tail). Overall, high N subjects showed 
a :tir,.e: level of discrimination ability than lew N subjects
L: w I: High N
5 .C/6 3.266
Table X U .  The main effect for neuroticism (taste 
die criminalility).
Tie figvres s’ :wn in the table me the mean values of 
the cf the lemon juice solution at which the subjects 
made no errors. A relatively high value, of course, 
irrica-.es that this s. lu" ion was relatively dilute and the 
le ol :f iisoriiinatilioy vos relatively- high. As alrea:^ 
s.o £'*, *hc results obtained using a measure of the ciluti 
of the le; :n juice wore identical.
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Il) Results for Ply-siolo-jcsl Measures
i) Heart Hate
. esul^s fcr Heart rate are Hasef on an 
analysis of variance involving introversion (two levels), 
nvu;:riots.. (2 le .els), ac:ess:ry soinularion'- noise 
(2 levels), stinulus intensity (5 levels), and stimulus 
duration (3 levels).
The stimulus duration factor is based on the three 
mess'urements of heart rate: immediately following stimulus 
onset (ze'O seconds after stimulus onset),-.fifteen seconds 
after si it ulus onset and immediately before stimulus removal 
(thirty seconds after stimulus onset).
Results for heart rate in session 1 (HH1):
a) Tne linear concernent associated with the main effect 
for stimulus intensity is significant at the yA level (2  
tail). The overall trend is for heart rate to increase as 
stimulus intensity increases.
St
In
imulus
tensity 1 2 5 4 y
he
Leon 
0 r t Hate of . 27 61.cy .65.51 56.96 69.76
Table A13. Tne main effect for soimulus intensity (EH1)
b) The main effect for stimulus duration is significant 
at the 3%.level (2 tail). Hollowing stimulus onset, hea: 
e first rises slightly and then falls.
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Stimulus
Duration 0 15 30
(secs.)
E a ? r  69.32 69.42 67.93
.aile Al 4. - o noir effect fer stimulus d'urericm (h--xl)
c) The quadratic component associated with the interaction 
between noise, stimulus intensity, stimulus duration and 
introversion is significant at the 1% level (2 tail).
See discussion.
Results for heart rate in session 2 (HH2): 
a) The main effect for noise is significant at the 0.3% 
level (2 tail). Heart rate is higher under 'noise
under 'no noise'.
Ko Koise Noise
68.01 69.20
! All. T.'.e main effect for noise (HR2).
:in effect for stimulus du""ation is significant
level (2 tail). As time prcceecs following
nset, heart rate steadily falls.
Stimulus 
Duration 0 15 50
(secs.)
Z^srt 59.40 
aate
68.35 67.87
A1(. The main effect for
3 0 :
stimulus duration (HR2).
c) The interaction of stimulus duration, introversion 
and neuroticisn is sigrhficant at the y/o level (2 tail). 
See discussion.
Introverts Extroa-erts
U ^  '«I ^  " Hi^h Lev; High Dow
Duration (secs) N IT K N
0 63.83 75.54 67.22 66.21
15 68.36 75.68 63.26 66.63
50 67.76 72.46 64.81 66.43
Table A17. The interaction of stimulus duration, introversion 
an: neuroticisn (?32).
There were four other significant effects (see dis­
cussion) .
c) The cubic crnpsnent associated with the interaction 
between stimulus intensity, stinulus duration and neuroticisn 
(1% 2 tail).
e) The cubic component associâtec wit.: t :e interaction 
between stimulus intensity, stimulus duration and introversion 
(2.3ti 2 tail).
f) The linear component associated witn tne interaction 
between stimulus intensity, stimulus duration, inu-rovers^o_i 
and neuroticisn (3% 2 tail).
g) The interaction between noise, stiioulus inuensity, 
sti:.,ulus deration e^d ceuroticisn (5vô 2 ..tail) ar:d its cutic 
conpineit (3:'.' 2 tail).
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ii) Results for deep core body temperature (TEI'IP)
The following results are based on an analvcpg of 
variance involving introversion (2 levels), neuroticisn]
(2 levels), time (2 levels) and session (2 levels).
a) The main effect for time is significant at the 0.1% 
level (2 tail). Subjects overall had a higher body tempera­
ture later in the task compared to earlier.
Before After
36.143 36.405
Table A/5, The main effect for time (TEI-IP).
The terms 'before* and 'after' refer to the position 
of the temperature measurement in time relative to the 
other indices such as magnitude estimation.
b) The interaction of time and introversion is significant 
at the 2.3% level (2 tail). The pverall level of body 
temperature is greater in extraverts than in introverts, 
but the former shew a less steep rise thian the latter as 
time proceeds.
Introverts Extroverts
Before 36.009 36.281
After 36.381 36.428
Table A/1. The interaction of time and introversion (TELP).
c) The main effect for session is sigr^ficant at the 3% 
level (2 tail). Subjects overall have a lower body tempera­
ture in session 2 than in session 1.
3 0 5
Session 1 Session 2
3 6  3 7 % 3 6  n - g
Table A2C. Tne nain effect for session (THip).
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i:i) R e s u l t s  f o r  b l o o d  p r e s s u r e
The following results are based or ar analysis of 
variance involving introversion (2 levels), reuroticis: 
(2 levels) and session (2 levels).
S . s t lie bl o o r r r e ^ s u r e
Ko significant effects.
Diastolic blood pressure
Ko significant effects.
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iv) R e s u l t s  for- p u p i l  oiamet er
The following results are for mean pupil diameter 
(MrPUP) neas'urea in millimetres amo based on tie average 
of. the values for tie left an: the right pupil.
The analysis of variance involved introversion (2 
levels), neuroticisn (2 levels) and session (2 levels).
The interaction of session and introversion is
ngst introvertssignifie ant at the 5% level (one tail). Amo:
n e an j u; 11 diameter is greater in session 2
session 1, whereas the reverse is true among
Introverts Introverts
Session 1 ■ 5-528
f : s s i s n 2 5.78E 5.C"6
a: le A 21. The interaction of 
(i:3h?).
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îiO.Hesults for state measures
The foll-wimg results are based on am amalysis of 
variance invrlvirg inrrcversicm (2 levels), neuroticis: 
(2 levels), accessory stimulation - noise (2 levels) 
an: (2 levels).
Results for t’r.e Srielberrer state armrietv measurer
arm meuroticism is significamt
at the ^% level (cne tail). Amongst lew IÎ subjects, 'state
f
a.mxietj is higher under 'noise' than under 'no noise', 
whereas the reverse is true amongst high N  subjects.
Low K High N
No N'rise 55.75 41.66
N Oise 53.50 40.69
:cle A22. The inreraciion of noise and neuroticis: 
(state anxiety).
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Results for the Kowlis Mood Adjective Checklist
This has 15 scales: * aggression*, * concentration*, 
•deactivation*, 'affiliation*, 'anxiety*, 'depression*, 
•egotism*, 'pleasantness*, 'activation*, 'nonchalance*, 
•scepticism*, 'startle' an: 'worthlessness'.
The ones that seem most relevant here are 'concentration*, 
'deactivation*, 'anxiety', 'activation* and 'pleasantness*. 
Inspection of the results shows that despite a square root 
transformation, some measure of skewedness remains. Keddis 
(1975)» however, has argued that one can circumvent this 
problem by adopting a more stringent significance level.
■ The qualification should, therefore, be made that some, of 
the results presented below which are significant at the 
5% or 10% level may be suspect due to the residual skewedness.
Q-) Corcertrat i on (COh’C)
The main effect for introversion is significant at the 
0 .5% level (2 tail). Overall introverts report a higher
level of 'conce miration* th an extroverts.
Introverts Extraverts
2.596' 2 .25s
Table A23 . The main effect for introvers:
b) Reset ivatio n (EEAOî)
The main effect for neuroticisn is significant at the 
0.5% level (2 tail). Overall, high N subjects report a 
higher degree of deactivation than low I! subjects.
: n o
Low i; Eigh N
1.415 2.196
Table ^24, The maim effect for meuroticism (Rluri'»
M  I_e maim effect for sessicm is sigmificamt a -he 
0.5% level (2 tail). Overall, a higher degree :: 
va-ccm ia :e;:rtei im aesaicm 2 than im sesaiim
c ) Activa tier. (ACT )
Session 1 Session 2
1.606 2.006
 ^ maim effect fcr session (:ZA::)
)
No sicnificant effects
d) A_>:et. (A2Œ)
Ice maim effect for seasicm is sigmificam: a"
C.'% level (2 tail). D  erail, subjects reporte: 0 rig: 
le vel of 'amo ie:_ ' im session 1 than im session 2.
'able A2( .
Session 1 Session 2
1.195 0.721
: maim effect for session
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u.^.e.cCij.cn of session At5 me'j p otic ip" ig 
s..k-Oiifican. «=.t the 6/v le»el (two tail). This vas due 
to the fact that in session 1, high N subjects reported 
a higher level of anxiety* than low N subjects, whereas 
the reverse was true in session 2.
Low i; Eigh I:
Session 1 0.956 1.455
Session 2 0.754 0.669
Tarle A 2 7 .  T m e  i n t e r a c t i o n  of s e s s i o n  anc ne'jncticisn ( A NI ) .  
: ) Hi e e ? e: • 5 s (RIZ.- £) :
 ^ . — --  ^^  ^  ^ f V. » w.  ^ wL w ^  w tt n^ » •.0 neuroti
ijc Level (2 tail). Amongst
 ^ of pleasantness* is report
se', wneoeas the reverse i
noise' a
r ceportei by lev N subject
teas the reverse is true u
Low K High N
No Noise 1.544 1.056
Noise 1.151 1.255
lleasantness' is : ;:: ow :: s than by thgh
y y- ~  c  a  I
T&^le a :?. T.-e interactioE of iioise ejic se-arcticis= (ELSAS)
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e) Other significant effects:
The only other significant effects derived from the 
Nowlis Checklist are:
1) A significant main effect for noise on the 'aggression* 
scale* Subjects report a higher level of 'aggression under 
'noise* than under 'no noise*.
2) A significant interaction between noise and neuroticisn 
on the *nonchalanc^ scale. Amongst low N subjects a higher 
level of nonchalance is reported under *no noise* than under 
.'noise*, whereas the reverse is true amongst high N subjects. 
Also under 'no noise* a higher level of nonchalance* is 
reported amongst low N subjects than amongst high K subjects, 
whereas the reverse is true under 'noise*.
3) A significant main effect for session on the 'scepticism' 
scale. Subjects report a higher level of scepticism' in 
session 1 than in session 2.
No specific predictions were made for any of these 
scales so no attempt will be mace to discuss these results.
31:
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2.  DISCTSSIOK
i) Main indices 
g g 1 ivct1 en
/-.s A h £..cws, the curve relating sclivation
to £tir-jius intensity for lew N sJbiects is initially 
concave upwards and later fairly linear (with slight 
evidence cf c:nvex:ty upwards at the higher intensities). 
Cn the ether ha.'d the c-rve fcr high K subjects is fairly
linear through nost of its range (salivation increasing as 
S t i-ulus intensity increases) though its slope is less 
stceo t-an the li'ear portion cf the lew N curve, and 
there is evidence of concavity upwards at the higher 
intensities. These differences are reflected in the
c-bic c 0 - 0 :' ent r e s : r: at e c wit h t he inter-
— ^ « — — A-" t*  ■ — ' 'C \ * g  - c - * ' ' i"''' y c. ■ T n  ' c.
The ciifeic'oes in c_rvat_re between the two groups 
are cert ai' 1y - ot far cut cf line with prediction.
7 : r t : c n  A o f  t h e  i n v e r t e d  ’ U'  i s  c o n c a v e  upwar ds  and we
be core li-elv to show uc in the lew NV  0 u 2 d e y p  e c t 1 1
gro. ? t an in th
ex hÙT- the s i , c
axi E  C f the
port i on Of t^ .e c
•B* is fai rly li
'* e hi gh N grc-p / since the ferrer are,
K curve overall and the low K curve ever the higher range
of intensities are fairly linear.
The convexity cf the lew N curve at high intensities
is I perhaps, mne >gected, but it is only slicht. Also, the
lever slcpe of the high K curve, cc.npared to -*the lew K 
curve over the lower range, is not unexpected assuming that
/ t
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the high N subjects are operating further to the right, 
though one might have expected some evidence of 
convexity upwards at higher intensities, and it to some 
extent also runs counter to the view that they are 
operating between portions *A' and 'B*.
The most surprising finding, though, on the basis of 
the inverted *U* model alone is the fact that in absolute 
terms the high N subjects salivate more at low intensities 
(compared to the low N subjects), but the reverse is true 
at the high intensities. Though it is only the cubic 
component and not the interaction itself which is signifi­
cant at the 5% level, this relationship deserves comment 
since it cannot be explained by transmarginal inhibition, 
since in both groups salivation continues to increase as 
stimulus intensity increases; it never falls. This is 
also reflected in the curve for all the subjects combined 
shown in Graph A 2 .
This failure to find transmarginal inhibition is not 
surprising since the highest intensity employed in the 
present study was that of pure lemon juice as subjects 
would not tolerate anything stronger. Furthermore, the 
failure to find any transmarginal inhibition due to 
accessary stimulation may be due to the fact that the 
difference between the noise levels was deliberately 
chosen to be fairly low to avoid spurious transmarginal 
inhibition effects due to direct action on the autonomic
nervous system.
But, of course, this may be the explanation for the 
interaction between stimulus intensity and neuroticism.
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The rslâtive heights of the curves for the two groups may 
not conform strictly to the inverted 'U', but they are 
in line with what we suggestëd might happen when salivation 
was the measure in question (see p. 1%^ ). At the low 
intensities the high N subjects salivate more than the low 
N subjects,the inverted 'U' might predict. But at high 
intensities the direct inhibitory action on the autonomic 
nervous system may come into its own. Furthermore, we 
would expect high N subjects to be more susceptible to 
this following Eysenck (1967) , who suggests that high N 
subjects have more * Lab>i‘(e. * autonomic nervous systems 
than low N subjects.
It is possible that if the balance between the 
parasympathetic and sympathetic nervous systems shifts in 
favour of the latter as stimulus intensity rises and the 
stimuli become more unpleasant (as they did - see later) , 
neuroticism may have a general 'boosting* effect so that 
it accentuates this process. This is very much the kind 
of role Eysenck conceives of for this personality 
dimension.
We see, then, that if we take into account the fact 
that salivation is an autonomic index we can explain the 
results. The role of the autonomic nervous system is 
hardly surprising since we are considering unconditioned 
salivation. Early Pavlovian work on salivation was 
concerned mainly with condit ioned salivation, in which 
the role of the cortex would be expected to be greater.
The original prediction that higher levels of cortical 
'arousal* would be a s s o c i a t e d  with greater un con d i  t i  on_e d 
salivation (Corcoran 196 0 ) is dependent on the effect of
31%
the cortex upon the synapses involved in the salivary 
reflex arc (Christie, personal communication). Clearly, 
though, even if such cortical effects occur they may be 
counteracted under certain circumstances by more direct 
effects on the salivary response mediated via the 
autonomic nervous system. The present findings are in 
line with those of Ramsay (1969) who also found an 
interaction between stimulus intensity and neuroticism, 
due to the fact that salivation tended to level off as 
stimulus intensity increased in high N subjects, but 
continued to rise steeply in low N subjects. In our 
results the slope of the curve is less in the high N 
subjects than in the low N subjects (over the high range 
of intensities) and are, therefore, consonant with 
Ramsay's findings.
Another similarity between the present study and 
that of Ramsay is the failure to find any significant 
effects involving introversion. This applies both to the 
main effect and interactions^ In the case of the former 
this is not surprising since we have already stated that 
the inverted *U* model can accommodate positive, negative 
and non-significant results for the main effect associated 
with a given factor. This is reflected in the conflicting 
findings for introversion and salivation described in the 
introduction.
Furthermore, since the present experiment was 
completed, McManis et a_l (1978) have failed to show a 
relatively low salivary response in hyperactive children 
(whom Eysenck a n d  Eysenck (19 67) have shovsnn to be 
relatively ext T ' - . v e r t e d )  , w h e r e a s  R o d r i g u e z ^  (1977) have
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found that extraverts have a greater salivary response 
than introverts (there was no significant effect for
. . j , ^  . . . .  cmel fii'KuSi'nsK!
neuroticism or manifest anxiety). Rodriguez^explain this 
on the basis of ethnic differences between samples, since 
tht'T subjects were Spanish, whereas the subjects in most
of the other studies on salivation and personality have
been British. This is a possibility, but the inverted *U* 
model can accommodate such apparently surprising findings 
without resort to such an explanation. The problem with 
main effects is that they produce results which may be 
consistent with the inverted * U ' , but which do not really
And Mi'kVf.afK,'
provide an adequate test of it, and Rodriguez^(Like most 
of the other workers in this area) failed to look at 
interactions between several factors.
Wardell (1974) did vary stimulus intensity as well
as introversion with reasonably predictable results 
(see introduction), as did Eysenck and Eysenck (1967c). 
However, Wardell used a synthetic substitute for lemon 
juice and both studies provided very poor control over 
the nunber of receptors in the mouth that were stimulated 
by the lemon juice (particularly the study by Eysenck and 
Eysenck in which subjects had to swallow the lemon juice 
in order to raise the stimulus intensity)- Even in the 
study by Ramsay, the significant interaction between 
stimulus intensity and neuroticism was obtained using a 
dropper method which provides poor control over stimulus 
delivery.
The failure of introversion to interact with the 
other variables in the present study does require some 
mention. It is again, not out of line with other findings
32(1
(e.g« those of Ramsay) and in the case of some factors — 
e.g. noise - may be simply a consequence of the 
relatively small difference between the two levels 
employed (see below). Nevertheless, the failure of 
introversion to interact with other proposed determinants 
such as neuroticism and stimulus intensity is difficult 
to explain , especially since such great care was taken 
in the present experiment to optimise the conditions for 
the appearance of such effects if they exist.
For instance, pure lemon juice was used as opposed 
to citric acid ( which produces a negative result - 
Corcoran 1954) , a highly reliable method was used to
collect the saliva (vrhite 1977) and to measure it. Also, 
in view of the fact that subjects can voluntarily alter 
the salivary response (Power and Thompson 1970), subjects 
were not told about the hypothesis that was under test in 
case they tried through their own efforts to confirm or 
refute it.
Time of day was another variable which was controlled, 
the experiments being carried out in the morning which 
has been shown by Herne and Ostberg (1975) to be the-most 
propitious time for a relation with introversion to 
reveal itself.
Finally, a wide range of scores on both the 
introversion and neuroticism axes (in view of Howarth $K,nn@r 
(1970) *s findings - see introduction) was ensured.
Thus,in terms of design and procedure no real 
explanation for the lack of a significant result emerges.
It is possible, simply, that the measure itself is not
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sufficiently reliable or sensitive (as has been suggested 
by Claridge 1967) to adequately reflect the processes 
under consideration here. The wide variability of 
autonomic measures has often been noted (e.g. Power and 
Thompson 1970) .
Let us now consider the failure of noise to produce 
any significant effects for the salivation measure.
'Noise' did increase salivation, but it failed to reach 
an accepted level of statistical reliability, possibly 
due to the rather low level (70 dB) chosen. The reasons 
for this choice were explained earlier . Corcoran and 
Houston (1977) did find a significant effect of noise on 
salivation, but since they were not interested in between- 
subjects comparisons they allowed the subject to adjust ■ 
the level of noise till it was 'just uncomfortable'.
They therefore equated the noise levels for all subjects 
in subjective terms, though in objective terms the levels 
were different. The problem that a fixed level of a 
given factor (e.g. white noise) may have different subjective 
or physiological effects in different subjects (e.g. due 
to different sensitivities of the auditory system) also 
arises in the area of drug research (e.g. Gray 1964;
Eysenck 1967). It is possible that in the present study 
the noise level ftsel- may have been too low overall and 
that the same objective level of noise may have had 
differential effects on different subjects (i.e. the same 
level of noise may have moved different subjects different 
distances along the 'X ' axis of the inverted 'U') . If 
such differences were related to the level of one of the 
other factors (e.g. neuroticism, introversion, taste
^ 2 Z
sensitivity etc.) then under some circumstances this could 
explain the lack of significant interactions between 
noise and these factors. This is very speculative, but 
the question of whether to equate accessory stimulation 
intensity in objective or subjective terms should be borne 
in mind. Labels such as 'just uncomfortable' may have 
different subjective meanings for different subjects, but 
it is worth noting that Guski (1975) found in a reaction 
time task that the subjective experience of noise was a 
better predictor of performance than its objective level.
3 4, O
t)Magnitude estimation
The most important finding using this measure is the 
significant interaction between noise and introversion in 
session 1. Amongst introverts subjects made larger 
estimates under 'no noise* than under 'noise', whereas the 
reverse was true amongst extr&verts. This is in line with 
prediction,since one could suggest that introverts under 
•noise' had passed their threshold of transmarginal 
inhibition and as a result produced lower magnitude 
estimates than under 'no noise'.
Furthermore, since the comparisons involved are all 
withIn-subject ones (since noise is a within-subject 
factor) they are more safely interpretable as due to actual, 
differences in subjective magnitude than if the comparisons 
had been between-subject ones. It will be remembered that 
we suggested that between-subject comparisons were relative­
ly suspect, since one could not be sure that a given number 
represented the same subjective intensity for different 
subjects, or even for the same subject when the estimates 
were obtained on two occasions widely separated in time.
This was one reason why both stimulus intensity and noise 
were designed not only to be within-subject factors, but 
also to be presented at their various levels within the 
same experimental session.
However, the interaction raises a number of interest­
ing theoretical issues. Firstly, Graph A3 shows that in 
session 1 magnitude estimates rise as stimulus intensity 
increases (the same applies to session 2 as shown in graph 
A4), Furthermore, it can be shown by inspection of the 
iTioans that the sane applies to the 'no noise' and noise
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conditions when considered separately for introverts and 
extra.verts. Even if we only consider the introverts under 
•noise*,whom we suggested above might have passed their 
we find no evidence of a fall in magnitude 
estimate due to a rise in stimulus intensity.
Thus we have the first indication arising out of 
experiments which we ourselves have conducted that 
stimulus intensity may not interact with the other proposed 
determinants in a manner that the model in its most general 
form would predict. If the introverts under "noise* have 
indeed passed their T.T.I. we would expect that at the 
highest intensity at least, subjective magnitude estimates 
would fall. They do not. As we will see later, when we 
consider simple reaction time, there is some evidence 
already in the literature for similar discrepancies,though 
at present it is slight and has not been remarked upon to 
the author's knowledge. We will also later provide more 
evidence to suggest that the discrepancy is a real one 
and not just due to a few solitary findings.
The second point of interest is that even though the 
interaction is consistent with the view that subjective 
intensity is a determinate, it is still possible that 
magnitude estimates may reflect the .number-handling 
tendencies of the subjects, rather than their actual 
perception. But why the interaction, and why should it 
conform to our inverted *U * model? There is nothing so 
far to suggest that number-handling tendencies or 
strategies should behave in this way. #However, it will be 
remembered that the slope of the magnitude estimation/ 
stimulus intensity curve is known to be related both to the
3 2 7
slops of the reaction time/stiinulus intensity curve and to 
the absolute sensory threshold (as measured by the method 
of limits) , and that these two measures are also related 
to each other (e.g. Sales^l972; see p. %% y ) .
What these latter two measures have in common is that 
they are both dependent on the subject's 'criterion', which 
is itself an inverse measure of the subject's positive 
response bias or 'tendency to respond'. We will discuss 
this in great detail under the heading of 'simple reaction 
time and signal detection theory', but it is worth 
anticipating at this point a hypothesis that we will 
develop and test in that section. The hypothesis states 
that there is an inverted 'U ' relationship between the 
subject's 'tendency to respond* (i.e. the reciprocal of the 
criterion) and the levels of the determinants.
What the 'tendency to respond ' and the number 
handling tendencies of the subject (which may be reflected 
in magnitude estimation) have in common is that they are 
both forms of response bias. So, although the relation­
ships between magnitude estimation , simple reaction time 
and the absolute sensory threshold could be due to 
sensory-perceptual factors, they could also be due to the
fact that all three measures are influenced by response
tk&t
bias. The crucial point is^the levels of the determinants 
may affect such response biases instead of, or in 
addition to, their effect on pure sensory mechanisms, as 
the above hypothesis would suggest.
If this hypothesis is correct, arfd there is an 
inverted 'U ' relationship between the levels of the
3 2 8
determinants and the 'tendency to respond', then we can 
look at the interaction between noise and introversion 
in a somewhat different light. If the 'tendency to 
respond' is related positively to the tendency to assign 
large numbers to stimuli in magnitude estimation tasks, 
then the interaction could be explicable in these terms 
rather than in terms of actual differences in perceived 
subjective intensity. The introverts under 'noise' may not 
actually be perceiving the stimuli as less intense than 
under the 'no noise' condition. They may simply have 
suffered a reduction in their 'tendency to respond', • 
reflected in this case in reduction in the size of the 
numbers which they assign to the stimuli.
This does not mean that the interaction is any less 
in line with the inverted 'U' hypothesis at the level of 
the conceptual nervous system. But it does mean that it 
may be manifesting itself through response biases rather 
than through sensory-perceptual mechanisms.
This view perhaps gains greater credibility from the 
fact that the present interaction is one of the few 
arising out of the present set of results which involves 
introversion and also one of the few that involves 'noise*. 
In most of the other measures employed, especially ones 
in which response biases either cannot have an effect 
(e.g. salivation) or in which their effect has been 
controlled for (e.g. the forced-choice sensory threshold 
measurement), introversion has rarely emerged as a 
relevant factor, whereas neuroticism hag. The same applies 
to noise and it is not unreasonable to suggest that low 
level noise may be more likely to affect response biases
than sensory perceptual mechanisms. There is, furthermore, 
evidence that introverts and extrciverts do differ in 
response bias (Harkins and Geen 1975, op.rjt. ).
This is not to say that introverts and extroverts may 
not also differ in sensory-perceptual terms. The same 
study showed that they do. Furthermore, we will ourselves 
provide evidence later that under certain circumstances 
low and high N subjects may differ in response bias as well 
as sensory factors. The point we will develop is that 
which of these two factors emerges as the most relevant 
may depend very much on the conditions of the individual 
study. In the present study it is possible that differences 
between low and high N subjects are emerging mainly on 
measures which are free of response bias influences, where­
as the reverse m.ay be true for introverts and extroverts.
It should be noted that there was no interaction 
between noise and introversion in session 2. A possible 
reason for this is that due to the reduction in the 
novelty of the stimuli, subjects were operating further to 
the left along the *X* axis of the inverted 'U* and so 
even the introverts under 'noise* may have failed to 
pass their T.T.I. •
The only other significant effect for magnitude 
estimation is the quadratic component associated with the 
interaction between noise, stimulus intensity and 
introversion in session 2. . This is depicted in Graph A5.
The change in magnitude estimates is fairly similar for all 
groups between the two highest intensities. Over the 
lower range of intensities, all groups show an essentially
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linear trend except for the introverts under 'noise' who 
show evidence of concavity upwards. This is not'in 
keeping with the predictions of the inverted 'u ' model, 
and the author has no explanation for this effect.
3 3 %
At this point a word or two must be said about the 
choice of a logarithmic scale for stimulus intensity. The 
hypotheses that we are attempting to test in the present pro­
ject have, of course, been postulated to explain the findings 
of researchers in the West and in the Soviet Union. Both 
groups of workers have tended to use logarithmic intervals 
to separate the different stimulus intensities which, they 
have employed. To quote a specific example in the context of 
taste: Fischer e t al (1965) used logarithmic steps in their 
measurement of taste threshold (upon which our own method 
was based) - see p.
There is in fact experimental evidence to support such
a policy. The bulk of the data seems to suggest that the
nervous system 'transforms' or 'transduces' the sensory
input so that the relationship between objective intensity
and the nervous systems response is a logarithmic one.
Furthermore, there is evidence that this transduction takes
place at a peripheral level. For instance, salivation has
been shown to have a roughly logarithmic relationship with
stimulus intensity and frequency (see p . 175). The salivary
response is, of course, essentially a peripheral reflex.
This does not mean that it cannot be influenced by central
factors, so that it may well reflect central differences
between individual's differing on personality type (and this
is why it w*as included) . Nevertheless, the pyera 11, basic
relationship between salivation and stimulus— intensity can
be expected to depend on relatively peripheral factors.
«
Also Kochcr (1969) has suggested that peripheral 
n.echani sms may initially 'transform' stimulus intensity whilst 
the role of central mechanisms is to govern the relationship
333
between stimulus intensity and factors such as hedonic tone.
Nissen (1977) has reviewed evidence suggesting that 
in the visual modality (which will be the main one used in 
the rest of our project), the relationship between stimulus 
intensity and peripheral neural responses is an essentially 
non-linear, logarithmic one. We will return to the question 
of the location of neural responses to visual stimiuli in the 
section on reaction time.
The important point to note here is that all this 
suggests that a logarithmic scale may provide a more accurate 
representation of the nature of the input to central struc­
tures in the nervous system than an ordinary scale. It is, 
of course, central mechanisms which have been thought tc5 
underly the inverted 'U' mechanism, both in the West and the 
East, particularly where the factor of personality is con­
cerned.
In actual fact, the choice of such a logarithmic scale 
makes very little difference to our present hypotheses. We 
have argued already, that overall main effects for a factor 
such as stimulus intensity are not particularly important.
It is the di ffer en ces between the effects of the factor o.t 
different levels of other factors which is important - 
especially where such differences involve a reversal of the 
sign of the effect of the factor. It is such interactions 
that provide the most conclusive tests of our inverted 'U 
model and they would be unaffected by the choice of the scale 
used to define the stimulus intensity f^actor.
The same arqun>ent applies to the use of a transforma­
tion to correct the skewcdr.ess in the values of a re.-3po.;i.v
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index, (o.g. the magnitude estimates in the present study)
As in the case of the use of a logarithmic scale for stimulus
s
intensity, such transformation^ do not invalidate our attempt 
to test the inverted 'U' model since such attempts are based 
on the analysis of interactions not on absolute values.
Transformations and logarithmic scales may not even 
affect the function for a ^nG_le_Xectpx,considered on its 
own (let alone interactions) . An example of this is shown in 
Graph A 6 which depicts the effect of stimulus intensity, drawn 
on an ordinary, non-logarithmic scale, upon the raw, untrans­
formed magnitude estimates for Session 1. We can see that 
the overall shape of the function is essentially the same 
as that in Graph /A 3.
There is, nowever, one point which arises out of what 
has been said above. We made the tentative suggestion earlier 
(see p. f13) that the relationship between subjective and 
objective intensity (raw and untransformed in any way) in a 
magnitude estimation experiment could be explained by the 
operation of pent ra 1_ rather than peripheral mechanisms - i.e. 
by the inverted 'U'. Unfortunately there are no interactions 
involving stimulus intensity which provide evidence for this. 
The interaction between noise, stimulus intensity and intro­
version would not have supported this view even if redrawn 
using raw magnitude estimates and an ordinary scale for 
stimulus intensity. For example, it contains crp.ssevers 
between the functions for different conditions which are in­
explicable on the basis of the inverted /U'.
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f) Hedonic Tone
As both Graphs A 7 and A7 show (for session 1 and 
session 2 respectively), subjects found nearly all the 
stimuli to be unpleasant, since the figure of 13 on the 
hedonic tone *Y* axis represents neutrality - i.e. the 
value at which subjects stated that they found lUue 
stimulus neither pleasant nor unpleasant. Furthermore, 
as stimulus intensity increases the level of hedonic tone 
steadily falls, which is in line with prediction, if 
we assume that they are operating beyond the T.T.I..
Also, the curve for session 1 is somewhat lower than 
that for session 2 and shows a less steep fall with 
evidence of initial convexity upwards and later concavity 
upwards (though the cubic component is not significant). 
This is also in line with prediction, although the session 
factor was not actually included in the analysis of 
variance In session 1 the stimuli and the
experimental situation as a whole are more novel than in 
session 2 , and one would therefore expect subjects to be 
operating further to the right along the 'X' axis of the 
inverted 'U* in the initial session, than in the second 
session. Therefore, they are more likely to be operating 
on portion 'D' of the curve at the higher intensities at 
least - hence the portion of the curve which is concave 
upwards in session 1 over the higher intensity range.
Some caution must be exercised here since the scale
employed is inevitably an arbitrary ong, and one cannot
«
be sure that successive points along it are really 
equally spaced in terms of some 'internal* subjective 
hedonic tone scale, if such a thing exists. What the 
scale provides is an operational measure of h^dvnlc tone
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and using it w© can at least say that the results are 
consistent with the view that hedonic tone is a determinate/ 
and that stimulus intensity and novelty are determinants 
of the intervening construct ('arousal* or the 
'excitatory process').
Furtherncu^^ if væ accept this view then the results 
are Interesting because they provide a glimpse of -U# 
right-hand half of the inverted 'U' which is relatively 
unexplored territory. For instance, they are consistent 
with our suggestion that the inverted 'U* curve has a 
flattened portion at both its extreme ends and we have 
some evidence of portion D in the session 1 curve.
Another Interesting point to note is that we appear 
to be operating beyond the threshold of transmarginal 
inhibition for hedonic tone, whereas the corresponding 
curves for salivation and magnitude estimation (i.e. the 
curves showing the effect of stimulus intensity) indicated 
that for these measures the T.T.I. had not been passed, 
at least in so far as stimulus intensity was concerned.
This brings us to another area in which the inverted 'U * 
model in its most general form may require revision, 
since it would appear that the T.T.I. may be different 
for different determinates (assuming that the unconditioned 
salivary response,magnitude estimation and hedonic tone 
all fall into this category). If we look back to our list 
of determinates (see p. /V5’ ), we see that salivation and 
magnitude estimation could be included under the heading 
of magnitude or intensity of response.^ It is not clear, 
though, under which category hedonic tone should be placed. 
However, from a utilitarian or evolutionary point of view
34 U
it would r.cke sense if the point of optimal hedonic tone 
coincided with the point of optimal efficiency of 
learning and performance. We have argjed that under 
circumstances which permit, the individual rr.ay actually 
try to alter his level of hedonic tone to bring it closer 
to its optimal level, and if this did coincide with the 
point of optimal cognitive efficiency, he would also, in 
the process, r:ve clcser to the latter. Furthermore, we 
will suggest later that the fact that response m.amnitude , 
as indexed by magnitude estimates, for instance, continues 
to increase as stimulus intensity increases, despite the 
fact that hedonic tone shows a decline, m.ay also have 
utility value for the organism.
It s : Id he p :1m ted cut that although War ce 11 
■19T4) f:_ d s :-e evidence of transmarginal inhibition,
cue to a rise in stimulus intensity, using measures 
which could be included in the category of magnitude of 
response (i.e. salivation and magnitude estimation), this 
was achieved at stimulus intensities which were far beyond 
those w^ich subjects in the present study fc'û.nc either 
pleasurable or tolerable.
Another interaction that we must consider is that 
between stimulus intensity, introversion and neuroticism 
in session for which the linear component is significant. 
This is depicted in Graph A9. Amongst introverts, low N 
subjects show a steeper fall in hedonic tone overall than 
high N subjects, whereas the reverse is true amongst extra- 
verts. Also, amonast low N subjects, introverts show
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a steeper fall than extraverts, whereas the reverse is 
true amongst high N subjects.
In some ways the results might seem explicable on
the basis of the inverted 'U*. Amongst introverts the 
low N subjects show some evidence of the peak of the
curve at the lowest intensities, and the relatively
shallow slope of the high N subjects would be explicable 
if we assumed that they were operating on portion *D*'ot 
the inverted *U*. However, the fact that the high N 
subjects show higher levels of hedonic tone than the low 
N subjects at the higher intensities is puzzling.
We remarked earlier, though, that as with magnitude 
estimation cross-subject comparisons are somewhat suspect 
with hedonic tone, since one cannot be sure that a given 
label (e.g. 'unpleasant') means the same thing in 
subjective terms to different subjects (though the 
problem is perhaps less serious than one is considering 
pure numbers as in magnitude estimation), Differences 
between subjects in the labels they ascribe to stimuli 
which are equivalent to all of the subjects in terms of 
'true* hedonic tone do represent, of course, differences 
in response bias, which we have already suggested may be 
operating here. If so, then it is possible that a 
difference in response bias between low and high N 
subjects may have resulted in an upward shift in the 
curve of the high N subjects relative to that of the low 
N subjects, leaving the overall shape of the curve 
largely unchanged (and it will be rer^enbered that it was 
the linear component of the interaction which was 
significant rather than the interaction itself). Wc- have 
suggested that there is an inverted 'U ' relationship
between the levels of the determinants and the degree of
positive response bias, which in the present instance
would be equivalent to a tendency to ascribe higher levels
of hedonic tone to stimuli. The fact that high N
subjects seem to show greater positive response bias than
low N subjects (both in the introverts and in the extra/erts)
is not inconsistent with this view, but it also provides
no real support for it, since we have repeatedly argued
in sCcvoit'OAl
that main effects do not tell us much^where an inverted 
*U* may be operating.
However, we have already seen some evidence for 
curvilinearity in the interaction between noise and 
neuroticism, and later when we come to consider signal 
detection theory we will encounter further evidence that 
under certain conditions at least high N subjects show 
more positive response bias overall than low N subjects.
However, the suggestion that high N subjects show a 
high degree of positive response bias is a little sur­
prising in view of what we have said about the relative 
susceptibility to punishment of low and high N subjects, 
since the stimuli in the present experiment were regarded 
as being mainly unpleasant. Furthermore we still have not 
considered the extrcverts in Graph A4. These pose more 
of a problem since it is not simply the overall heights of 
the curves, but also their shapes,that do not conform to 
prediction, A greater overall fall in the high N group 
would be understandable if the groups were operating on 
portion 'C* of the inverted 'U' or o m t h e  borderline 
between portions 'C* and 'D', and there is some indication 
of this (i.e. the fairly linear fall in the high N group
:h 7
and the initial convexity upwards in the low N group) ,
A very shallow section of the curve between the two 
highest intensities might be expected also. But the fact 
that it occurs in the low N group and not the high N group 
is a mystery. It is possible that since it is the linear 
component of the interaction which is significant (which 
takes into account all the points not just individual 
ones) this may be just a chance effect, but we cannot regard 
the present interaction as more than partially supportive 
of the model.
The interaction between noise and stimulus intensity 
for session 2 is depicted in Graph AlO. The curve for 
'noise* falls more steeply initially than that for 'no 
noise*, but the reverse is true later on. This would be 
expected if we assume that under 'no noise* the subjects 
are operating on portion 'C ' of the inverted 'U', but that 
under 'noise* we begin to move onto portion D. However, 
there is no evidence for actual concavity upwards in the 
'noise* condition. Also the higher level of hedonic tone 
in this condition at the highest intensity (compared to 
the 'no noise* condition) is unexpected, though it may 
be due to some form of response bias altering the relative 
heights of the two curves.
The final interaction that we must consider is that 
between stimulus intensity and neuroticism for session 1 , 
for which the cubic component is significant (see Graph 
All) . This is due to the fact that the curve for the high 
N subjects is reasonably i.’nca-r throughout its range, 
whilst that for the low N subjects is initially convex and 
later concave. This is what we would predict, though
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again an explanation of the overall heights of the curves 
may require recourse to a response bias interpretation, 
and the very shallow portion of the low N curve at the 
highest intensities is unexpected.
Before we leave hedonic tone we must consider the 
fact that for this index most of the effects which involve 
personality relate to neuroticism rather than to Introver- 
sion. One possible reason may be related to the fact that 
the origins of the word 'emotion* lie in the field of 
evaluation of stimuli as 'good' or 'bad', 'pleasant* or 
'unpleasant'. Cray, Eysenck and others all see the degree 
of emotionality as being reflected in the personality 
dimension of neuroticism. Nevertheless, introversion is 
also considered to be relevant here. Gray considers 
introverts to be more susceptible to punishment than 
extrciverts, and since the stimuli were unpleasant in the 
present experiment, we might have expected to find more 
effects involving Introversion than we actually did, 
though wc noted in the introduction that non-significant 
results have been obtained in other studies.
It could be argued that the limited range of inten-_ 
sities employed (encompassing only the region beyond the 
T.T.I., by and large) may have reduced the likelihood of 
obtaining significant interactions involving introversion. 
However, Ludvigh and Happ (19 74) have shown that the 
differences between introverts and extroverts are in 
fact enhanced over this range. They do suggest, though, 
that 'internal arousal* - i.e. differences between groups 
on the numVer of fantas experience e t c . - may mitigate 
expected differences in hedonic tone. Even if this is
3 5 1
true, however, it would he very difficult to control for 
this factor, and it is not clear why a similar argument
should not apply equally to high N and low N groups.
It is possible that the concept of hedonic tone 
itself may not be a unitary one. This is supported by the
finding of Sales ^ (1974) that the level of hedonic tone
seems to be influenced by several features of the stimulus 
complex that the subject experiences. We have concentrated 
on the stimulus intensity aspect/^since the stimuli 
employed were very strong, differences in susceptibility 
to punishment (reflected more in neuroticism than 
introversion) may be more relevant than other factors.
However, though the stimuli were intense and there­
fore corresponded to a high level on one of the determin­
ants, they were also simple and unchanging on parameters 
other than stimulus intensity. We have already seen that 
novelty is a determinant, and stimulus complexity may be 
one also. Bartol (1975) has provided evidence in 
favour of the view that introverts and extruverts differ 
in their response to stimulus complexity. Furthermore,
Gale (1969) has shown that the introversion/hedonic tone 
relationship is linked more to changes in stimulation 
than to the absolute level of the latter.
It is possible that these factors may explain the 
relative paucity of findings with respect to introversion.
3 5 ?
i) Sensory threshold
The results show that taste discriminability is
positively related to neuroticism not introversion. This
may seem out of line with the findings of Fischer et al
i t
(1966) and Corlis^(1967) who showed a relationship to the 
latter. However, Fischer used a concept known as 
•internalisation - externalisation' and he describes it 
as a dimension related to sociability. But, as Eysenck
(1967) has pointed out, sociability is related negatively 
to both introversion and neuroticism. Corlis used 
introversion defined in a Jungian sense. Thus the dis­
crepancy TT.ay be due to different definitions and measure­
ments of introversion.
The result with respect to neuroticism is in line 
with predictions if we assume that we are operating on 
portion A of the curve, since taste sensitivity is a 
measure of the slope of the curve and over portion A a 
movement towards the right - e.g. due to a rise in neur­
oticism - results in an increase in slope. It is 
difficult to substantiate this in the absence of a signif­
icant interaction between neuroticism and another factor 
such as session or introversion, but since very weak 
stimuli were employed, it is not unreasonable to suggest 
that this may have been the case.
The failure to find any significant effect involving 
introversion is in line with similar failures in some 
other studies which have used the forced-choice technique 
- i.e. ones which have controlled for the effect of the 
subject's criterion (e.g. McGuiness 1976).It should also
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be nicntionc'd that subsequent to the completion of the 
»
present e>.pcrink--nt the results of a study by Edman et al 
(1979) were published reporting a similar failure to find 
a main effect of introversion on sensory threshold. The 
authors used electrocutaneous stimulation and employed 
both a forced choice technique and the method of limits.
The method used to measure threshold and the dimensions 
of introversion and neuroticism were included in a three 
way analysis of variance. As for introversion, there was 
no main effect for neuroticism|Unlike the present study. 
However, since the results forthe two methods were not 
analysed separately the two studies are not quite 
comparable.
Furthermore, the main effect for method was signif­
icant due to the fact that the thresholds using the 
method of limits were higher than those using the forced 
choice technique. Also,the difference between the two 
methods was greater for the high N subjects than for the 
low N subjects. These two facts taken together indicate 
that subjects tended to adopt high criteria and that this 
effect was most marked in high N subjects. Later we will 
discuss this fact in relation to Gray's theory of reward 
and punishment (e.g. 1971). For the present it may 
explain why there w^as no main effect for neuroticism, 
since if high N subjects adopt high criteria and the 
results for the two methods are lumped together, one might 
expect any superiority of high N subjects in sensory
sensitivity to be masked.
Edman et al did also find an interaction between
354
introversion and neuroticism due to the fact that thres­
holds were lowest in neurotic introverts* and highest in 
•neurotic extroverts*. However, again the failure to 
separate the two n»ethods makes this result difficult to 
interpret and it was in any case only marginally signifi­
cant (1 0 % level).
Some studies, though, which have adequately separated 
criterial and sensory factors and which also used the 
E.P.I. (e.g. Harkins and Gee ft 1975) have found evidence 
of greater discrimination ability in introverts compared 
to extroverts, so the failure to do so in the present 
study is somewhat surprising. It is, though, consonant 
with the findings from the present experiment using the 
other indices. These have also revealed more significant 
and predictable effects involving neuroticism than 
involving introversion. One possible reason for this is 
that in an anxiety-provoking situation one would expect 
neuroticism to play a pre-eminent role, since it is more 
closely related to anxiety than is introversion (Spence 
and Spence 1966). Furthermore, as already stated, Gray*s 
proposed physiological substrate for anxiety (the 
•behavioural inhibition system*) contains an *arousal* 
system which could underpin many of the effects we have 
considered. Other workers (e.g. Keuss and Orlebeke 1977 
and hbite <■><'V m.^nj'^1972) have also suggested that neuroticism 
may be the important factor where some element of threat 
is involved. Every attempt was made to reassure the 
subjects beforehand, though it is possible that they 
nevertheless foimd the experimental situation threatening. 
It will b^ interesting to see if in later experiments the
3 5 5
relative importance of neuroticism diminishes as the 
subjects become more familiar with the experimenter 
(though the experimental situation itself will be different
each t i m e ) .
3 5 G
Re a r_LJl3 t_e :
The first finding we should consider is the highly sig­
nificant main effect for noise in Session 2, with subjects 
demonstrating a higher level of heart rate under 'noise' 
than under no noise' . in the absence of any other inter­
actions indicating an inverted 'U' relationship between heart 
rate and the levels of the determinants, this result might 
seem to support the Western model of the inverted 'U'.
It will be remembered that this postulates an essentia­
lly positive,monotonic relationship between the levels of 
the determinants and the level of the intervening constri'cc 
'arousal'. The Russian model on the other hand postulates 
an inverted 'U ' relationship between the levels of the deter­
minants and the level of the corresponding intervening con- 
str*»ct; 'excitatory process' (see figs. 2 and 3, p. ) .
Western workers have often used autonomic measures as direct 
indices of 'arousal', but Gray ( 1964, op. cit.) has suggested 
that the difference between the Russian and Western models 
should be put to experimental test using physiological mea­
sures in general. To recap what has already been said earlier, 
support for the Russian model has come from E.E.G. (Savage 
1964; Winter c_t_al 1976) and skin conductance measures 
(Fowles cjt_^l 197 7 ) in human subjects, whereas support for 
the Western model has come from heart rate measures in rats
(e.g. Maimo 1966).
The present study used human subjects so, from one point 
of view, one niig'nt have expected the Russian model to have 
been confined. Fur t fi.'--i t , we will al-o a r g i: e later thf *:
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the Soviet theory has certain features which make it more 
plausible than the Western one (see pp. 4 7 3 - 5  ). For these 
reasons, the most parsimonious explanation of the findings 
overall is that it is the Russian model which is the correct 
one and that where discrepancies occur this has been due to 
the usc of heart rate measures. Christie (personal commu­
nication ) has argued that the cardiovascular system's vital 
role in maintaining the physiological integrity of the 
organism may undermine whatever validity it may have as an 
index of emotional states or intervening constructs. (This 
applies less to other measures such as skin conductance) .
It is not unreasonable to suggest that when the levels of 
the determinants are very high (e.g. when the level of stimu­
lation to which the organism is subjected is very high), it 
would be maladaptive and inappropriate for a reduction in 
cardiovascular activity to take place. These are 
the conditions under which 'fight or flight' measures may 
be necessary and the cardiovascular system would play a vital 
part in any such emergency action.
There is also a significant linear component associated 
with the main effect for stimulus intensity in Session 1 
(see Graph ) , due to the fact that as stimulus intensity
increases, heart rate increases overall. The irregularity 
in this increase over the low range of intensities is puzzl­
ing, but this may be a chance factor since it is only the 
linear component that is significant.
The fact that a similar effect if not found in Session 
2 is, pcr'fjaps, e x p l i c a b l e  in terms of the fact that the 
novelty of the stimuli and the experimental situation as a
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whole is le^s in Sesiiion 2 than in Session 1 . It is possi­
ble, therefore, th.it the effect of an increase in stimulus 
intensity (v.liich as we have seen produced a considerable' 
reduction in hedonic tone and which subjects frequently 
reported a.j being vc-ry painful) no longer produces an adap­
tive car(_]ioVuncu 1 ar response since the effects are no longer 
unexpected. •
On the other hond, it is extremely puzzling that while 
the effect of an increase in the noise level was to produce 
a highly significant increase in heart rate in Session 2, 
it produced no significant effect in SessionIwhen the sub­
jects experienced the noise for the first time. Such dis­
crepancies between main effects under different’conditicns 
can be ac'co; ..‘T cxlat ed within an inverted ' U ' “framework, but 
we have already argued that this may be inappropriate where 
heart rate measures are concerned. It is conceivable that in 
Session 1 subjects responded in a similar way to both levels 
of 'noise' since both were novel and fairly similar in inten­
sity. By the time of the second session, however, the sub­
jects may have habituated to the less intense stimulus ('no 
noise') but not the more intense stimulus ('noise'). This 
is a possibility, but it is very speculative and the author 
has no really satisfactory explanation for the discrepancy. 
As graphs ^/3 and show, heart rate declines following the
onset of the t^istc stimulus in both Session 1 and Session 2. 
However," in Session 1 there is evidence of a slight initial
increase. Soi 'C care must be exercised ..in interpreting these
«
results sinc' for prac'Lic-:il reasons the measuring i ns 11 uieei. u 
W e r e  ,,r. v.h'd crude a n d  I h.e t i ire interval between successive
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readings was a relatively long one (i.e. 15 seconds).
Graham and Clifton (19G6) have suggested that the changes ' 
in heart rate following stimulus onset are often complex ' 
and ideally reguire continuous monitoring.
however, there cire certain interesting similarities - 
between their analysis and the present results. They suogest 
that a diphasic response (i.e. an initial acceleration follo­
wed by a deceleration) is characteristic of studies which 
have used intense, ncer-painful stimuli. Our present study 
clearly falls into this category. Furthermore, they suggest 
that the diphasic response may reflect an initial phasic 
aspect of the orienting response followed by a tonic compo­
nent of the latter (they also argue that this distinction 
may map onto the one b<_d.ween 'local* and 'generalised' 
orienting reflexes). Alternatively, the initial acceleration 
may be a 'defense' rcfl('x, whereas the orienting response 
may be reflected in the subsequent deceleration.
This latter suggestion would gain support if there were 
an interaction between stimulus intensity and time since 
stimulus onset (i.e. 'stimulation duration'), showing a 
greater acceleration to high intensity stimuli than to low 
intensity stimuli. Such an interaction w^as absent in the 
present study. This may be because the long interval between 
readings (15 seconds) made the experiment insensitive to 
such nuances. A.nol her possibility is that the initial acce­
leration-is a 'startle' reflex - again in line with a sugge­
stion by Graham and C U f t o n . If so this may explain why it
$
appears in Session 1 but not in Session 2, although one might 
s t i 1 1 h.ive r x;,,-rted a gt-.ibr d-gr.M: of storPlc to hign
intensity stimuli than to low intensity stimuli. A 'defense 
reflex' interpretation would also be able to accommodate a 
difference between sessions since one might expect a certain 
degree of habituation to have taken place by the occasion 
of the second test.
Ke see then that the results may be explicable in terms 
of Grahai.i and Ctijtons analysis, They are, however, inconsis­
tent with the view which treats time since stimulus onset 
(i.e. 'stimulus duration') as if it were a determinant. .If 
the decline in heart rate in Session 2 (see Graph/) /V ) is 
due to transmarginal inhibition, it does not explain why the 
peak of the curve seems to appear in Session 1 when the level 
of novelty is higher in the latter and the subjects are pre­
sumably operating further to the right along the 'X' axis 
of the inverted ' U ' (i.e. further from the T.T.I.).
It could be argued that stimulus duration must in fact 
be moving the subjects to the left along the 'X' axis (see 
pp. (1 3 -^ . ) due to habituation to an unchanging stimulus.
However, the interactions involving the other proposed deter­
minants do not support an inverted 'U ' interpretation. For 
instance, consider the interaction between stimulus duration, 
introversion and neuroticism for Session 2 (depicted in 
Graph A/f ) . One might explain the relative positions of 
the low and high N subjects amongst introverts by assuming 
that both were operating beyond the T.T.I. and that stimulus 
duration moved them to the right. However, this does not 
explain why both extravert groups shcjw an even lower absolute 
heart rale. If on the other hand we assume that stimulus 
duration nuevei subjects to the left, he cannot explain wh;^
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the ’neurotic introverts’ have a lower heart rate level than 
the Stable introverts'.
Nor are these findings in line with the earlier sugge­
stion that both introverts and high N subjects are more 
likely to show heart rate acceleration due to 'rejection' of 
a noxious stimulus, than extroverts and low N subjects respe­
ctively. We pointed out in any case that the evidence for 
this was equivocal. Again it is possible that the crudity 
of our measuring equipment has masked nuances that exist 
between different groups. Also, we argued that physical 
fitness may complicate betwccn-subiect comparisons (although 
the 'neurotic introverts' would be expected to have the 
highest heart rate on this basis (Christie, personal commu- 
nica t ion)).
For these reasons we have not attempted to explain the 
other significant interactions found for heart rate - mostly 
involving personality - since these are not amenable to 
adequate explanation either. (It is possible that some of 
these may have occurred due to chance anyway. In a large 
analysis of variance one can expect some false positives.)
Our earlier analysis of the effect of stimulus duration 
by itself is, however, more sturdy since stimulus duration 
is a within-subjert-s factor, and we saw that the results tied 
in with one theoretical approach - though not the inverted 
'U ' model. The failure of the inverted 'U ' here is not 
actually all that surprising. Gray (1964) has pointed out 
that the Pavlovian concepts of 'irradiation' and 'concentra­
tion' of excitation have not been satisfactorily integrated 
into the theory or 'strength'. Furthermore, his own explanation
3GÜ
of them is based on the orienting reflex, which as we saw 
was part of Graham and Clifton's explanation for the diphasic 
heart rate response to a stimulus. In addition, the orient­
ing re -pe»n.)e eo, ii/.i into play when the organism is confronted 
with a novel stimulus which may be threatening and which 
certainly in<iy require the organism to adapt in some way on 
a short term basis.- The present results, therefore, seem 
to belong to a more general category - i.e. results obtained 
in situations whoie quick, short-term responses may be re­
quired of the organism. Under these conditions it is 
possible that the mechanisms underlying the inverted 'U* may 
be temporarily overridden.
This may also explain the failure to find any support 
for L e s t e r ’s hypothesis that the autonomic nervous system of 
introverts is relatively dominated by the parasympathetic 
half, whereas the reverse may be true for extroverts. 
Conceived of in this way, autonomic 'balance' could be re­
garded as an essentially long term characteristic of the 
nervous system. On the other hand, in response to specific 
stimuli - particularly noxious ones - one might expect a 
shift towards sympathetic dominance in both introverts and 
extraverts, and this may obliterate differences between the 
two groups on phasic rather than tonic measures. This is all 
very speculative, but it should be remembered that Small 
(1973) also failed to find any evidence of differences in 
autonomic balance between introverts and extfaverts using 
heart rate. Furthermore his study was specifically concerned 
with llio f,r r, c t of llirrjLcniny stimuli on the two groups.
3 G
D^r^ep_Çpxe_B_ody Température
The niost significant finding in this section is that 
extraverts have a higher overall body temperature than 
i^brovurts, but show less of an increase as time proceeds. 
This is surprising, firstly, because if body temperature is 
an index of 'arousal' of the 'excitatory process', then the 
present results are at variance with the view that time of 
day may be a determinant. We have seen already that there 
is some evidence in favour of this view at the conceptual o' 
behavioural level (see p.f^O), but on this basis one would 
have predicted that the introverts would have a higher over­
all level in the morning at least.
However, it has been shown that though body temperature 
m.ay be synchronous with whatever internal construct (e.g. 
'arousal') that controls the levels of the determinates, the 
relationship is not a causal one. The 'post-lunch dip' phe­
nomenon illustrates this quite well. After a heavy meal, 
there is often a transient fall in performance, but the body 
temperature continues to rise. Such situations under which 
'arousal' and body temperature become desynchronised illust­
rate the danger of using physiological measures to index 
intervening constructs whose origins lig in behavioural data. 
In the case of body temperature, we may have a situation 
whichi is somewhat analagous to that of the heart rate measure 
Christie (personal communication) has arguea that body tem­
perature, like heart rate, is related to basic physiological 
miochanisirs which are unlikely to be accurate indicators of 
the kind, of changes that underly precise behavioural
3G3
r.ccsures. She h.cs further, ore criticised Duffy (1962) end 
workers in the applied field (e.g. Elake 1971) who have 
SwCcesteo t..ct boc^ terp-erature may provide the physiolo­
gical underpinning for the concept of 'arousal'.
::Cr e v e r , oespite her strictures, the results of Elake 
in particular -erit attention since in many ways they are 
strikingly similar to so~e of the phenomena we have already 
considered. His basic finding was that introverts seem to 
be advanced in p'nase compared to extroverts in terms of.body 
te:;erat_re. Soth g:o_ps shewed a rise in temperature during 
t'-.e cay followed by a fall in the evening. However, the 
c_rve for t^o irtr: verts was s-if ted. to the left relative to 
tmat of t‘"e exmrnverts resulting in an earlier peak ti-e, 
a " _ m ' r r "Lmp::at_rc -n the ' : r r i n g ::-pared to the extro­
verts and a lower temperature in the evening.
If we lock back to Fig. 6 (p.S3 ) we see that if we
consider two determinants A and E and if we represent the 
level of .b on the ’ ' axis of the inserted ' U ' curve, we can
represent an increase in the level of E by a second curve 
shifted relatively to the left, resulting in a lower 7.7.1., 
a higher level cf the excitatory process' or determinate 
at low values of A, but a lower level at high values 
cf A. It should be clear that if ve equated determinant A 
with time of cay, determinant E with introversion and the 
'excitatory process' or determinate with body tempcroture 
our figure would bear a striking resemblance to Blcke s 
findings. These, therefore, support the view that time of
3 6 Ü
day is a determinant. Furthermore, fairly similar results 
were obtained in a more recent study by Horne and Ostberg 
(1977).
If we now return to our interaction between introver­
sion and time of d c y , however, we find little support for 
this view. c>ince the experiments were conducted in the mor­
ning, w’o would have expecteo almost the reverse if one goes 
by Blake's temperature curve - i.e. we would have expected 
the iJit.rpvc_rt,s to show a higher overall level, but a less 
steep rise with time, especially since Blake's curve shows 
some evidence of a slight early peak at around 1 0 .0 0 -1 2 . 0 0  
h o u r s .
Furthermore, the remaining significant results for body
temperature are main effects: subjects showed an increase
in body temperature as time wore on and a decrease between
Session 1 and Session 2. The first result is consistent with
the view that body temperature rises during the morning,
and the second is perhaps explicable if we assume that anti-
*
cipation of a novel event results in a rise in metablic rate 
and hence a rise in body temperature (though a more long 
term rhythm in body temperature might also be conceivable). 
However, neither of these involve more than one factor so 
they cast little light on the relationship between time of 
day, body temperature and the inverted 'U . he are left, 
therefore, with the persisting interaction between introver­
sion and time of day.
The discrepancy between the present results and those 
of Blake could be due to some difference in the samples
370
employed, but it is difficult to see what this might be or 
how it could have influenced something as fundamental as 
body temperature. Another possibility is that the task which 
intervened between the two temperature readings in some way 
affected them and their relationship to introversion. But 
again, it is difficult to see how such an effect would be 
mediated. Finally, we have the possibility that-the use of 
deep core temperature rather than oral temperature (as in 
Blake's study) may have affected the results. The two regions 
of the body concerned are separated geographically and we 
have already suggested that oral temperature would be more 
readily affected by changes in blood flow in the region of 
the mouth and head. Because of the similarity between Blake's 
curve and fig. é , and because of the predictable relation­
ships between cortical (rather than peripheral) physiological 
measures and proposed determinants such as introversion and 
neuroticism (e.g. Winter et a l , op. c i t .), one could suggest 
that physiological changes in the region of the central 
nervous system might be more likely to show predictable re­
lationships to the determinants than changea wnich are more 
peripherally based. This is very speculative, but it is a 
possibility.
371
Blood pressure
There are no significant effects for systolic or 
diastolic blood pressure.
Mean pupil diameter
There is one significant interaction for this measure, 
namely an interaction between session and introversion. This 
is due to the fact that amongst introverts, mean pupil dia­
meter was greater in session 2 than in session 1 , whereas 
the reverse was true amongst extraverts. This is in line 
with prediction and supports the Russian model.
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5 1 r i c_ y . >: p c t_v
j h--- c'Jy j çrj f j cer. t effect vf.jch aspects for the 'state
Anxiety're as ere is the i r. teract i or, between noise and r.euro-
t3Cj5. .. -. IE IE ^ t o  ‘the fact trat amongst low N sub'iects
« ♦
E t c t «. c - -1_ o IE r. I o , c r r. c t- r 'noise' than o r. c a r ' n o noise", 
whtraan t:.c icvtrsc is true amongst high N subjects.
7nc result for the bien x" subjects may seem surprising 
at fiiit glenca, b _t it will be reccrbarec that state rea- 
E _:.:5 (5 ..n as fri\]L_rn:r's state anxiety questionnaire)
nave Lhtn sug-Arten as an alternative to physiological mea- 
Eurt s as cirecl iniiccs cf 'arousal’ or the 'excitatory 
piece:s' (stc r .2 31) . 7be interaction surucrts this view
a ’■ j t 'n._ fu?:;an ' on : 1 c: tbc in\ertec U ' . Gray {197é) has 
suggested that the tthavicural inhibition system (B.I.S.) 
is the physiological substrate for anxiety (both state enc 
tire), and the ascending reticular activating system (A.R.A.5 
is part of the F.I.S. Since the A.R.A.S. is often Cited as 
e candidate for the physiological substrate of 'arousal', 
the tie-in between 'arousal' and 'state anxiety' is complete. 
Hc'wcvt-r, to explain the above, interaction one would have to 
suppose that 'arousal' is not in fact positively and r.cnoto- 
nically related to the levels of the determinants, but inst­
ead sb.cws a curvilinear relationship. Also one would have 
to postulate a reduction in the level of activity of 
the A.R.A.S when the levels of the determinants are high.
Np^wlis_Mgqd _Adiective rhcrViic-f-
As already stated, we are primarily interested in a 
limited number of the 13 scales derived from this particular 
checklist and we shall consider these first. The choice of 
them is based on face validity and is to some extent, there — 
fore, subjective and arbitrary. We have pointed out already 
that this is one of the disadvantages of state measures. 
However, it has also been stated that we are concerned here 
to establish relationships between operational definitions 
of subjective states and the levels of the determinants. 
Whether such operational definitions will later be found by 
further investigation to correspond to the actual mechanisms 
mediating between determinants and determinates is a matter 
which cannot be decided on a^ ' a priori basis. In the case 
of the state anxiety measure we have seen that there is good 
supportive evidence both c/ a theoretical and experimental 
nature to suggest that it may well be an index of a relevant 
underlying variable. In the case of the Nowlis checklist the 
body of evidence as yet is relatively slim, but it is grow­
ing since the checklist has provided the seeds for later 
questionnaires (some of which we will consider further on).
It is hoped that the present results may contribute to this 
body of work.
However, owing to the relatively small number of adjec­
tives per scale in this particular checklist, or possibly 
because the adjectives (being largely American in origin) 
themselves are inappropriate to the cultural setting in which 
we have used them(Mackay 19 78) , many of the subjects
scored zero on many of tîic scales. This makes the résulta
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less informative than they might otherwise have been since, 
it reduces the spread of individual differences. Also the 
resulting skewedness makes it necessary to adopt a more 
stringent level of statistical significance, and we will take 
this fact into account when considering the results.
The main effect for introversion on the ' concentration' 
scale is significant at the O.sZlevel (two tail). Intro­
verts overall report a higher degree of concentration than 
extroverts, and this is in line with other studies which 
have looked at behavioural measures of attention (e.g. Mohan 
et al 1974) .
It will be remembered that 'alertness' is one of our 
list of determinates. Furthermore, Gray (1964) has suggested 
that the range of cue utilisation is the best measure of 
alertness. If this is true, and if the range of cue utili­
sation is an inverse measure of 'attention' or 'concentra­
tion* to task-relevant stimuli, this implies a 'U' shaped 
relationship between attention or concentration and the levels 
of the determinants. This is*somewhat surprising conclusion 
since it implies that attention to task relevant stimuli will 
be lowest at intermediate levels of the determinants which 
we normally associated with high performance. Ke, therefore, 
appear to have a discrepancy between predictions basea on 
the concept of attention treated as an inverse measure of 
alertness, and the concept of attention, treatea as a direct
measure of performance.
The source of the discrepancy probably lies in the fact 
that alertness refers to the subject's receptivity to all 
stimuli including those which are not relevant to the taa.%.
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This would, hov.over, impair the ability of the subject to 
attend spuei fi C'll 1 y to t aak-re 1 evant stimuli (Broadbent 
1958) . rhijj th’jre is <m an.biguity in the concept of atten­
tion itself. 111, i 11 y the two aspects would be expected to
be inversely ielated to each other. However, under certain 
conditions Loth asi'vcts of attention would be impaired — 
for example in sleep (when attention to both task-relevant 
and task-i r rcl ovuHt stimuli would be reduced). It is this 
effect of 'de-atousal' under conditions of sleep that forms 
the basis for the left hand of the proposed inverted
•U' relationship between alertness and the determinants 
(Gray, 1964) .
Because of these complexities, it is difficult to pre-
I I
diet what foim the relationship between the concentration 
scale and the levels of the determinants is likely to be.
As a result we cannot assess the significance of the finding 
that introverts report a higher degree of 'concentration' 
than extraveris, other than to say that it is in accord with 
results using behavioural measures.
The next scale that we must consider is the 'de­
activation' scale. If we regard 'de-activation' as an in­
verse measure of 'arousal' we would expect it to have a 
negative, mcnot on i c relationship with the determinants. If 
we regard it as an i nverse measure of the 'excitatory pro­
cess' we W'oiild cxp'-ct it to have ' U ' shaped relationship
with the dctenninants.
The only significant results for this scale are both 
main eff, d  s . Firstly, for neuroticism (0.5% two tail), 
inuic.dino I: t h i cl. H subj<'ct,s report a hi cner degree of
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ir.vertea 'U' are ret unitary. There are, in fac.t, no 
significant effects for the ’activation' scale.
I »
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The final state we should consider is the 'pleasantries 
s as ure. This ecu Id be regarded as s neasure of cvc-rdl
hedonic tone, but the results do not support this interpre­
tation. The interaction of noise and neuroticism (signifi­
cant at the 2.5% level) is in the opposite direction to 
prediction and the author has no explanation for this.
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Summary
Main Indices
The most interesting finding that emerges from 
the present set of results is an interaction between intro­
version end noise for magnitude estimation in session 1 , which 
is consistent with the inverted 'U ' model. However, we have 
suggested that it is possible that the interaction may have 
been due to response biases rather than sensory-perceptual 
factors, and that if so it might support the hypothesis that 
there is an inverted 'U' relationship between the determinants 
and the decree of positive response bias.
Another feature of this interaction is that even 
in subjects who appear to be operating on the right hand half 
of the inverted U', there is no evidence of a fall in magni­
tude estimates as stimulus intensity rises. This would 
suggest that the general model as presented may not be able 
to account for the effect of this factor. Furthermore, over­
all an increase in stimulus intensity produces a monotonie 
increase in unconditioned salivation and magnitude estimates, 
but a monotonie decrease in hedonic tone. This would indicate 
that the T.T.I. may be different for different determinates.
T, 83
Finally, we have argued that the salivation index is 
susceptible to influences mediated directly via the auto­
nomic nervous system and that the hedonic tone measure may 
not be unitary. In both cases this could explain apparent 
failures to confirm the inverted 'U ' model.
ii). ThvrAc: cricel end state
Although the rrsults fer the heart rate measure do not 
conform to tr.e %reôict:crs cf tt.e various hypotheses pres­
e n t e d  e e r l :
the Free: 
of the orro
&1 function this parameter has in the mobilisation 
rifm's n-so^:0{y tc mret &n enen&^ncy. 
of stimulus iuretitr to interact in
Similarly
predictable
^  :r:_rct aoantations 
nue. htne of the other
•  ^ "T r T' T V e
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CHAPTER SEVEN - REACTION TIKE: A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
1 , SOME ASSOCIATED MEASURES AND THEORETICAL ISSUES
In the taste experiment we considered indices which 
were either largely Involuntary (e.g. salivàtion) or in 
which the subject made a fairly passive response. We will 
now consider certain indices in which the subject is 
required to make a more active motor response and in w h i c h , 
therefore, he is in a better position to influence the 
total amount of stimulation he receives. First it is wOrth 
considering a model of introversion initially proposed by 
Brebner and Cooper (1974) and later developed further 
experimentally (Brebner and Flavel 1978; Brebner and 
Cooper 1978)•
i) Brebner and Cooper's model
According to Brebner and Cooper, the central nervous 
processes of a subject can be in a state either of 
excitation or inhibition, due to the demands for organising 
stimuli into percepts or constructs (S - excitation or 
inhibition) or due to the demands for organising resnonses 
to these stimuli ( R - excitation or inhibition). In 
either case, inhibition can be caused by the demands for 
stimulus or response organisation being too low or t 
high. furthermore, Brebner and Cooper suggest that for 
a given level of stimulation the resulting S - excitation 
is greater in Introverts than in extroverts, whereas the 
R ^ excitation is greater in extroverts than in introverts.
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As regards the forir,er suggestion, we can see that It 
is quite in line with our view that where the levels of 
the determinants are relatively low, at least, the level 
of the excitatory process is greater in introverts. The 
only difference is that Brebner and Cooper invoke the 
concept of inhibition to explain changes in performance 
at both extremes of the Stimulus and response continua, 
whereas we have only had reference to it at the high end 
at which * transmarginal inhibition* is presumed, on the 
Russian view, to replace excitation. In fact, at the level 
of the conceptual nervous system, at least, one needs only 
one construct - excitation or inhibition - to explain the 
findings, since a decrease in excitation is equivalent to 
an increase in Inhibition and vice versa (see p. 47).
When one considers Brebner and Cooper’s R - excitation 
postulate, however, the situation becoires a little more 
complex. The model states that the relatively greater S 
excitation of introverts is associated with a relatively 
greater tendency to 'inspect*, whilst the relatively 
greater R excitation of extroverts is associated with a 
relatively greater tendency to respond. It is not entirely 
clear whether a given state o f ,excitation is the cause or 
the effect of the associated tendency to inspect or 
respond (or both) . Brebner and Cooper (1978) have shown 
that where the subject is himself able to control both the 
stimuli to which he is subjected and the responses which 
he makes, introverts tend to inspect stimuli for longer 
than extroverts, whereas extroverts tend to emit more 
responses than introverts.
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If it Is true, as our present model would suggest, 
that at relatively low levels of the determinants stimuli 
produce a greater degree of excitation in introverts than 
in extroverts, then it could be argued that the 'profit* 
associated with stimulus inspection would be greater in 
introverts than in extroverts. By analogy, can we infer 
that the 'profit' associated with responding is greater 
in extro^verts than introverts? This may be true, but the 
exact underlying mechanism is of considerable theoretical 
importance.
There is nothing in our model to suggest that the 
amount of excitation produced by the organisation of a 
given response of a given intensity and of a given kind is 
greater in extroverts than in introverts. Brebner and 
Cooper distinguish between the excitatory effects produced 
by response organisation per se aind the excitatory effects 
produced by the stimuli generated by the response. The 
former are included in the category of response-related 
effects , the latter in the category of stimulus-related 
effects. Such a distinction would seem to be somewhat 
arbitrary, since both effects are consequent upon the 
emission of a response, but we will nevertheless allow it 
for the sake of argument, since it has certain implications 
If the stimuli generated by a response are included in the 
stimulus category, then our model would predict that the 
resulting excitation should be greater in introverts 
than in extroverts. Even if we accept that a separate 
category of effects exists which is associated with the 
organisation of the response per :^ )r a given response
3 3 3
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to produce a greater total increase in excitation in
extro-veits than in introverts, one would have to suppose 
not only that such pure response* effects were greater 
in the former, but also that the size of the difference was 
sufficiently great as to more than counteract the greater 
susceptibility of the introverts to the stimulus feedback 
associated with the response.
It is the present author's view that such a supposition 
is both unparsiiTtonious and unnecessary. The empirical 
findings are that extro.verts in a free response situation 
often emit more responses than introverts. Brebner and 
Cooper also found that there was evidence for an element 
of 'positive feedback' associated with this greater 
responsiveness , such that in an extravert the organisation 
of a response m.akes him more likely to emit a further 
response (see the original paper for the empirical data on 
which this is based).
It is certainly perfectly reasonable to suggest that 
not only does the excitation state of the nervous system
determine the subjects level of response, but also that the
}
subject's resp'Onse influences his excitation state. It Is 
not necessary, however, to assume that the size of this 
latter effect per response is greater in extroverts than
in Introverts.
We are still left though with the need to explain the 
greater responsiveness of the extroverts. We need not 
look far for an answer. If the excitation produced by a 
given level of stimulation is less in extraverts than in 
introverts, and if we also assume that an individual 
attempts to achieve a certain optimal level of excitation
(associated with raxiral hodonic tone), then it makes
sense to suggest^indlviduals should attempt to increase 
their level of excitation by responding, and that this 
tendency should be greater in extroverts than in introverts. 
In other words, we can accommodate the behaviour of 
extraverts and introverts into our general model without 
any additional postulates.
One example of such an additional postulate is the 
view that whereas introverts are 'stimulus hungry', 
extroverts are 'response hungry'. Brebner and Cooper make 
this suggestion again in the light of the differential 
tendencies of introverts and extroverts to inspect and 
respond in their experiment, which involved looking at a 
picture slide and then making a response to move onto the 
next slide. However, this ignores the fact that looking 
at a slide for a longer period (which is behaviour that was 
characteristic of introverts) does not necessarily provide 
a greater degree of stimulation. Prolonged inspection of 
an unchanging stimulus might result in a lessening of 
excitation due to habituation. This would not be out of 
line with the view that if the level of excitation is 
supra-Qptinal, the individual miay,in fact, try to reduce 
it, and that this tendency is more likely to manifest
itself in introverts.
Furthermore, although Brebner and Cooper tried to
separate stimulus and response related effects by ensuring
that a response did not always bring on the next slide, it
is nevertheless true that the production of a response was
«
a necessary (if not sufficient) condition for the next 
slide to appear, so that the subject would be correct in
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thinking that emitting a response would increase the 
likelihood of a change in the stimulus to which he was 
being subjected. Moreover, even if this were not true, 
the fact still remains that an increase in responding 
would be expected to increase the level of excitation of 
the subject, and might therefore be expected to occur more 
readily in extraverts. We need, therefore, only suppose 
that, under certain conditions at least, extraverts have 
a greater need for stimulation than introverts. The fact 
that this need manifests Itself as a greater tendency to 
respond maj simply be a reflection of the fact that a 
subject's response is under his control, whereas t]^ 
stimuli to which he is subjected may not be, and even where 
they are, a response of course must intervene. Also, one 
may suppose that excitation associated with responses might 
be less s-ubject to habituation effects than the excitation 
associated with stimuli, since in a controlled experiment 
the latter may be very regular or monotonous, due to the 
fact that they are usually produced by precision equipment. 
Responses, on the other hand, are a product of the 
subject's own body, which is less likely to be so regular 
and precise.
To suTLT.aris e . the argument so far, it is suggested that 
the greater responsiveness of extroverts in a free response 
situation can be explained by reference to their relatively 
greater need to raise their level of excitation towards 
some optimal level. Responding may be the best way of 
achieving this, since by making an acéive response to a 
stimulus the extrovert benefits not only from the 
excitation due to the stimulus Itself, but also fiom the
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excitation due to the stiinuli generated by his own 
response. Also it may be the only way of achieving his 
aim, since stimuli may not be under his control whilst 
his responses are. Thus it may indeed 'profit' the 
extro-vert mure than the introvert to respond, but this may 
be because his need for excitation of any kind if greater, 
and it is not necessary to suppose that the excitation per 
response is greater for the extravert than for the introvert 
This is a point which is of great theoretical importance, 
as we will now see.
ii) The tapping task
White i x f h a v e  drawn attention to the fact 
that not only do extroverts perform better than introverts 
on motor tasks, such as 'tapping' tasks, but also that 
ergographic measures of 'strength' (which involve motor 
activity) correlate very poorly with other measures of 
'strength'. They therefore suggest that in the motor 
analyser, extroverts are 'weaker* than introverts (where 
'weakness' is defined in terms of the 'theory of strength' 
see p. ).
Let us go back to our original definition of 'strength' 
It will be remembered that a 'strong' nervous system
performs better than a 'weak' nervous system when the 
levels of the determinants are relatively low, whereas the 
reverse is true when the levels are relatively high, due 
to the relatively low threshold of transmarginal 
Inhibition in the 'weak' subject. Thfe important point to 
notice is that these relationships hold under standard 
conditions - i.e. when the levels of the determinants 
(other than individual differences) are controlled by the
^perirnen_ter at fixed levels which are the same for the 
•strong* and the 'weak* nervous system alike. Only under 
these conditions does a fair basis for comparison exist.
In contrast, in a free operant situation, one vital 
factor is not under the experiir-enter * s control — namely^ 
the subject's own level of responding. We have also 
argued that responding can itself influence the level of 
excitation, and that the theory would predict that extraverts 
would have a greater incentive to make use of this facility, 
in order to optimise their level of hedonic tone.
At this point, it is worth reminding ourselves of the 
two basic techniques of measuring hedonic tone (which we 
have argued could be included in the list of determinates) • 
The first is to measure it directly by getting the subject 
to rate his level of hedonic tone. The second, and much 
more Indirect way, is to assess the behaviour the subject 
displays in order to optimise this level, if he is given 
the opportunity to do so.
A free oj>erant situation gives him just such a chance,
and therefore the number of responses he emits a
measure of his level of hedonic tone and therefore his
level of excitation, but it is.an inverse measure of it.
A high level of responsiveness is an indication that the
level of excitation of the subject is low, and is a
result of his attempts to compensate for this. Thus we
are not justified in concluding that this higher level of
responsiveness corresponds to the higher level of
$
performance displayed by the 'weak' nervous system when 
the levels of the determinants are relatively low.
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Equally# in a free operant situation the response level
is Itself one of the determinants (due to the stimulus
feedback), as well as a determinate. Furthermore, since
it is not under the control of the experimenter, we are
not justified in concluding that the greater decrement
in performance also found in extruverts (e.g. Wilson
et a^,1971, in a tapping task) corresponds to the
decrement found in 'weak' nervous systems under the influence
of a prolonged or frequent stimulus. This latter phenomenon
is due to the fact that at a given level of stimulation the
'weak* nervous system is operating further to the right
along the *X* axis of the inverted *U' , resulting in an
effective lowering of the threshold of transmarginal
inhibition relative to that of a 'strong* nervous system. '
However, if we arranged it so that the 'strong* nervous
system received more stimulation (measured in objective
terms) than the 'weak' nervous system, we might well find
• •
that people with strong nervous systems, despite their 
lower excitability, passed their threshold of transmarginal 
inhibition (T.T.I.) sooner than those with 'weak* nervous 
systems. This might well happen in a free operant
situation (such as a tapping task) due to the larger
number of responses emitted by the extraverts, and 
consequently the greater stimulus feedback generated by 
them. Thus we have no grounds for concluding that the 
initial, higher level of responsiveness, and subsequent 
greater decrement in responsiveness of the extravert, 
are an indication that he has a relatively 'weak' 
nervous system. In fact, both can be predicted if we 
assumo that he has a relatively 'strong' nervous system
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and hence tries to compensate for a relatively low level 
of hedonic tone under conditions where the stimulation 
provided by the experimenter is relatively low.
All the same, there is an element of paradox in the 
finding that the e>±ravert*s attempts to compensate 
actually take him beyond his threshold of transmarginal 
inhibition (as evidenced by the decrement in his 
responsiveness) . The fact that he emits more responses 
is perfectly understandable, but we would expect him to 
do so only to the extent that is necessary to enable 
him to ' catch up* with the introvert . If the level of 
hedonic tone is indeed a determinate, as we have suggested, 
then passing the T.T.I. should result in a lowering of the 
level of hedonic tone. In other words, why does the 
extra vert go on responding till he passes beyond his 
threshold of transmarginal inhibition? The explanation 
of the paradox is that in the above analysis we were 
concerned to show that even if we accepted the assumption 
that^decrerent in response in extra vert s can be 
interpreted as due to transmarginal inhibition, this 
would not prove that extra verts have relatively *wea3c*' 
nervous systems. However, we did not actually question 
the assumption itself, and there are good grounds for doing 
so.
Just as we regarded the initial greater responsiveness 
of t h e .extravert as an Inverse, rather than a direct 
measure of his level of excitation, we can regard his 
subsequent lowering of responsiveness* as due to the fact 
that as the excitation resulting from his responses builds 
Up, the dlscreoanry bctw.cn his actual anu. desired l„Vw.l
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of hedonic tone decreases, and so his level of responslve-
ness decreases. The fact that It decreases more than in 
introverts may simply be a consequence of its initial 
higher level (i.e. due to the law of initial values).
Thus the behaviour of the extrovert throughout could be 
regarded as an example of homeostatic adaptation, (although 
an alternative explanation will be advanced later). 
Furthermore, this behaviour is predictable from our 
general model.
However, as has been pointed out earlier, the connection 
between an individual's level of excitation and his 
attempts' to modify it is not a simple, direct one. There 
are a nunber of Intervening steps in the argument if one 
wishes to make inferences about the former from the latter. 
For this reason, the author wishes to suggest that indices 
such as tapping tasks are not the ideal ones to test the 
present hypotheses. Cray (1967 ) suggested the exact 
opposite - namely that there was an urgent need to 
investigate the relative performance of 'strong' and 
'weak subjects (defined in terms of some classical measure 
of 'strength') on a tapping task. However, this was in the 
light of the findings relating introversion to tapping 
task performance, which seemed at the time to suggest tha^ 
introverts might have relatively 'strong' nervous systems. 
This was contrary to the prevailing hypotheses. V»e have, 
however, advanced an alternative explanation for the find­
ings, and despite our reservations about the use of the 
tapping task we have argued that in fact these hypotheses 
are not threatened by the data.
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For tills reason, no attempt has been made by the 
author to use tapping tasks or other free operant indices 
during the course of his experimental work. However, 
there are one or two other theoretical issues arising 
out of the tapping task which should be considered.
ill) Reactive inhibition
The decrement in response that has been found on this 
measure has often been attributed to 'reactive inhibition'. 
This concept has certain apparent similarities to that of 
transmarginal inhibition, since the conditions under 
which both are thought to arise (i.e. prolonged performance) 
are similar. This is a point made by Gray (1967 ), though 
he criticises some workers for their use of the term 
'reactive inhibition' to refer to a decrement in general 
responsiveness, when it was originally used to refer to 
the decrement in a specific response. He points out that 
transmarginal inhibition is also example of a specific 
response decrement, but in an earlier formulation (Gray 
1964), he suggests a physiological mechanism for it which 
implies that,though it may be produced by specific 
stimulus conditions, the resulting effects may be more 
general.
The question as to whether transmarginal inhibition 
is ^ general phenomenon or not can be approached in two 
ways. According to the first, individuals who have a 
relatively low T.T.I. in one performance index might be 
expected to have a relatively low T.TJ. I. in other 
performance indices. Such an assumption is implicit in 
the view that 'strength' of the nervous system is a
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general nervous system property. In this respect , of 
course, trans.-.arglnal inhibition and reactive inhibition 
do not differ since susceptibility to réactive inhibition 
is also thought to be a general nervous system property 
and one which,acv^rcing to Eysenck (1957),is more marked 
in extroverts than in introverts. It is interesting that 
the p h e n :rtOnon of partial properties might suggest that, 
in fcïCt/ t - — — r^-iiial in.iioition rs not a general nervous 
system property. The phenomenon is exemplified , firstly, 
by the fact that performance on the same response index, 
for example sensory thresholds, shows imperfect correlations 
between different sensory modalities (e.g. Ippolitcy 1972). 
Secondly, by the fact that performance on different response 
indices (which are nevertheless all thought to measure 
’strength’) shew incomplete correlation with one another, 
even if measured in the same sensory modality^
Such ’partial properties’ have been less widely 
studied in the West, but it is not unreasonable to suggest 
that similar findings might be obtained if different indices 
of reactive inhibition were compared to one another. (Part 
of the problem is that, as Gray points out, satisfactory 
measures of reactive inhibition are relatively scarce, Ke 
suggests that the tapping task is one). So whether we 
regard susceptibility to reactive inhibition and 
susceptibility to transmarginal inhibition as both general 
Or both partial nervous system properties, comparisons 
of them across individuals are not necessarily inimical 
to the view that they are identical, od at least similar.
r*:-LVor, the distinction that Gray was drawing was 
hTscd on within s . j e 'Ct co.-p^ r i sons , and this brings us to
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associated with the view that reactive inhibition is a 
specific phenomenon, at least if it is measured by the 
tapping tasx method. If the hedonic tone of an 
individual is related to his total level of excitation 
then the decrement in responsiveness found in tapping 
tasks (particularly in extroverts) could be considered to 
be a general phenomenon. Clearly the problem is partly 
a question of definition of the term 'reactive inhibition*. 
If one defines it as a decrement in a specific response, 
and if our analysis of the tapping task results is correct, 
then this index may not after all be a valid measure of this 
form of inhibition.
There is also a second consideration which leads us 
to question its validity in this resp>ect. We mentioned 
earlier that there was another possible explanation for 
the greater decrement in the response of extraverts in a 
free operant situation such as a tapping task. This 
explanation would assume that the decrement was due simply 
to neuromuscular fatigue, Hogan (196 6 ) has pointed out 
that measures of reactive inhibition are only valid where 
precautions are taken to prevent neuromuscular fatigue 
from building up , since reactive inhibition is considered 
to be a central rather than a peripheral phenomenon.
This explanation like the earlier one in terms of hedonic 
tone (see p p , is presented tentatively. We do not
assume that either is necessarily the correct explanation 
of the findings, we would simply suggest that the tapping 
task has perhaps been invested with too much theoretical 
significance, since the associated data is not necessarily 
inconsistent with our theory and èince the task ooes not
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in'any case, provide the most suitable test of the latter 
(see pp. 31 J.-7 ) .
Iv) The pursuit rotor
One example of a task which might seem more promising 
is the pursuit rotor*, in which the subject is required 
to keep a metal stylus in contact with a rotating disc.
The length of time for which such contact is maintained 
is the measure of performance. This task has also been 
linked by some workers to the concept of reactive inhibition. 
The evidence for this connection comes mainly from the 
phenomenon of * reminiscence*. This is the improvement in 
performance that results from a rest pause, and it is 
thought to arise from the dissipation of the reactive 
inhibition. It is found that extraverts show greater 
reminiscence - i.e. a greater improvement in performance - 
following a rest pause than introverts, and this has been 
explained by the greater amiount of reactive inhibition 
which extraverts are presumed to accumulate prior to 
the rest pause.
Explanations of the decrement in performance of the 
extroverts in terms of homeostatic adaptations or 
neuromuscular fatigue are miore difficult than in the 
tapping t a s k , since the subject in a pursuit rotor 
situation is not really at much liberty to alter the amount 
of excitation which he receives, nor are the demands 
placed upon him for muscular effort particularly high.
However, Eysenck (1967) In a review, has pointed out 
that the extraverts do not differ from the introverts in 
terms of their p r o y r e ^  performance, but in terms of their
H - V - s t  i>.rforr,.nce. Ke. therefore, concludes that a 
reactive inhibition interpretation is untenable, and he 
proposes an alternative -consolidation* theory (the
details of which need not concern us here).
bet us now consider another index in which like the 
pursuit rotor (but unlike the tapping task) the amounts 
of stimulation which the subject receives appears to be 
more a function of the experimental conditions than of the 
subject-6 own behaviour, and which, therefore, would seem
to be a good one to use to test our hypotheses: simple
reaction tine.
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2. S I NiP LE REACTION TIME : THE DETEP.MTNAlJT.cî
Reaction tirr-.e (i.e. the interval between the onset of 
a stimulus and the subject's response tô it) has been 
widely used as a response index both in the West and in 
the Soviet Union, since it has the advantage that it 
provides a fairly easily measurable and fairly objective 
index.
Its relationship to the determinants of 'arousal' 
and the 'excitatory process' will now be considered.
i) Stimulus intensity ;
A number of studies (e.g. Teichner 1954) show that 
the speed of reaction (the reciprocal of the reaction 
time) is a positive, monotonie function of stimulus intensity 
Furthermore, Bartlett and ÎUitcd. (1954) have argued that 
the relationship is of the form :
Reaction speed = K x log. Stimulus Intensity (S)
Vaughan et al (1956) have suggested that it could 
also be de sc ribbed by :
R = K
where n = 0 . 3  (exactly the same value is obtained where 
the latency of the evoked potential is considered instead 
of the latency of the subject's behavioural response).
Both of these equations would predict a positive,
i
monotonie, negatively accelerated function which would 
correspond to portion 'B' of the inverted *U’ curve (i.e.
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the left hand portion which is convex upwards, see p. 83 ).
A similar shape is produced if one uses individual 
differences to manipulate reaction time rather than 
stimulus intensity alone, with fast reactors showing less 
of a difference between a strong and a weak stimulus 
(i.e. a less steep slope) than slow reactors j(Kohlfeld 
1969). Thrane (1960) , however, did not find this.
To date the author knows of no study which has 
demonstrated transmarginal inhibition due to a rise in 
stimulus intensity in normal subjects in simple reaction 
time. Nebylitsyn (1960) used the point at which the 
reaction tlm*e /intensity curve flattens off as a measure 
of the threshold of transmarginal inhibition. In this 
study, the reaction time to the strongest stimulus was 
longer than the reaction time to the second strongest 
stimulus in subjects with 'weak* nervous systems under 
conditions where the stimulant drug caffeine was 
administered, but no statistical analysis of this effect 
was carried out.
Vasilev (1960) argued that the failure to find 
transmarginal inhibition was due to insufficiently large 
values of stimulus intensity and duration used. The 
alternatiVC measure he developed to try to get round .this 
problem, (based on the difference between the reaction 
times to the onset and offset of the stimuli) # has only 
shown very weak correlations with established measures of 
'strength', though Mangan and his co-worxers have 
recently been working on a slightly (different measure, 
also based on the reaction time to the offset of a 
stimulus (o,g. K^ujan 1967).
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Transmarginal inhibition in simple reaction time has 
been found in schizophrenic subjects (e.g. Venables and 
Tizard 1956) , It has also been demonstrated by Keuss 
(1972) using normal subjects in a choice reaction time 
task, though both Russian (Borisova 1972) and Western 
workers (e.g. GriCa et a 1 1976) argue that the processes 
underlying choice reaction time are complex and not 
identical to those underlying simple reaction time.
ii) Drugs ;
Plotnikoff et al (1960) and Weiss and Laties (1962) 
have shown that the stimulant drug amphetamine increases 
speed of responding. Also, Nebylitsyn (1960) found that 
the stimulant drug caffeine increased the overall speed * 
of responding, decreased the slope of the curve relating 
speed to stim.ulus intensity, and that the latter effect 
was more pronounced in the 'strong* nervous system than 
in the 'weak*. All of these effects are predictable on 
the basis of portion 'B* of the inverted 'U ' , although, 
as Frigon (1976) has pointed out, Nebylits^m's analysis 
of variance was inappropriate and therefore the statistical 
validity of these effects must remain in doubt (see p . 0 4 ) .
i i i) Accessory stimulation :
A large number of studies have looked at the effect 
of accessory sensory stimulation on reaction time, often
with conflicting results.
Isaac (1960) found that reaction speed in the cat 
was significantly increased by a 71'd3 white noise in 
corbination with bright light. A number of studies on 
hum,an suljjects have also been carried out .
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Kallrr.^n and Isaac (1977) shewed that two levels of
noise (70 d3 and 40 c3) and two levels of anhient
illuTiination interacted in their effect on reaction time
in a way that is predictable frcir, the inverted 'U*
it Swi
Zen'-.ausern^(1 9 7 4 ) cerrn = tratef that a 70 c3 level of 
white noise increased the steed of reaction, whereas 
Kohlfeld and Gcedeck'e (1978) found that a 70 dB white noise 
had no effect on reaction tina unless it was unpredictable, 
in which case it slewed down reaction tir.e - an effect 
produced by a 105 c3 white noise whether unpredictable or 
not.
it
Finally, Theolocus^(1974) found that a random, 
intermittent 55 c3 noise slewed down reaction time on the 
first and sc-crnd block of trials, and Kosal (1971) found 
that a 90 cB ncise increased reaction time significantly.
There are, however, a number of studies which have 
shown no effect of white noise. Two of these - Jeffrey 
(1969) and Miezejeski (1974) - used a fairly low intensity 
(75 d 3 ), but Ahlers (1973) used a range from 40- 100 d3 and 
still fo*u.nd no effect.
iv) Drive: See section on individual differences
vp s g e  ^
(v) Fatigue:
Daftuar a-.d Sinha (1972) have sh.c-.rfn that sleep
deprivation prcdcces e lengthening cf respo..se ti.;.s, but
It affected choice reaction tine Dtre than sinole reaction
tine, and it affected auditory sinple reaction tine nore
«
than visual si^nle reaction tine.
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vi) Novelty;
B o i K o  (19&1; 1964) has reviewed evidence which 
suggests that with practice, speed of response 
(especially to a low intensity stimulus) increases.
Though this is probably due to some form of leamincr, we 
will see in the section on 'individual differences'
(page that under certain conditions, at least, changes
with time may produce effects which are more likely to be 
due to shifts along the 'X' axis of the inverted »U*, than 
to learning alone. However, we will also see later 
(see pp. 73J-V7) that in some cases learning effects may 
also be explicable in terms of such shifts.
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vil) Individual differences;
a) Western measu r e s .
The findings relating simple reaction time to 
introversion are conflicting. One study (Cheng 1968) has 
shown that introverts have a significantly faster speed of 
response than extroverts. However, Buckalew (1973) has 
shown the exact reverse - namely, that extroverts have a 
significantly faster speed of response than introverts. 
Another study has supported the latter conclusion, though 
this is based on the finding that level of extroversion 
and speed of simple motor response load positively on the 
same factor rather than on a direct statistical comparison 
of extraverts and introverts (Werre e^ al, 1975). Several 
studies have found no evidence of an overall signficant 
difference in the simple reaction time of introverts and 
extraverts e.g. Man g an and Farmer - personal communication 
regarding the overall speed of response; Taylor 1971; 
Brebner and Cooper 1974; Lolas and Andraca 1975; Calcote, 
1977 ; Brebner and Flavel 1978; Humicel amd Lester 1978 .
It is a cardinal principle of the present thesis that 
when one is considering the possibility of an inverted 'U' 
relationship, overall main effects for a factor such as 
introversion are not particularly informative, and that 
negative, positive and non-significant relationships are 
all easily predictable. We will, therefore, move on to 
consider those studies which have factorially manipulated 
one or more of the other determinant^ along with 
introversion •
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Stimulus Intensity
One study (auditory) shows that the rate of Increase 
in the speed of response as stimulus intensity increases 
is greater in extroverts than in introverts (Cheng 1968 
o n ,9 . H * ) • tnfortunately, no statistical analysis of this
difference was carried out and attempts by the author to 
obtain the raw data so that this could be done failed to 
elicit any reply.
Three studies have shown the reverse - i.e. that the 
rate of increase is greater in introverts than in 
extra verts. Two of the studies were auditory and in both 
cases the results were based on the coefficient of the line 
of best fit to the curve relating reaction time to 
stimulus intensity. But the result was only significant 
at the 10% level in one case (Zhorov an(d Yermolayeva- 
Tomina 1972) , and in the other it was based on the fact 
that the coefficient and the level of introversion both 
loaded positively on the same factor, not on a direct 
statistical comparison of introverts and extroverts 
(Loo 1979) .
The other study which (Kangan and Farmer, 1967) 
found that the slope of the curve was greater in introverts 
than in extraverts, was in the visual modality. In this 
case, the measure of slope used was Nebylitsyn*s ^ t / t m i n .
measure (see page ( ) .
Finally, two studies have failed to find any signifi­
cant relationship between the level oF introversion and 
the slope of the reaction time / intensity curve. One of 
three studies, Sid lit et al (1969) was visual, whilst
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the other, Kovac and Halmiova (1973) was auditory.
We will discuss all of these findings below.
Drugs -
The author xnows of no studies which have Igoked at 
the joint effects of introversion and drugs in a simple 
reaction tine task.
Accessory stimulation -
The author knows of no studies which have looked at 
the joint effect of accessory stimulation and introversion. 
Werre et al (1975) did include a condition ('distraction') 
in which, in addition to the simple reaction time task, the 
subjects also had to count how many times a specific number 
occurred in a sequence of digits read out over a loud­
speaker. The authors do not report any interaction between 
introversion and condition on the reaction time measure 
itself, but they do report some interesting relationships 
between personality and a physiological measure : 'the 
contingent negative variation'. These will be described 
and discussed later (see p. ).
Drive -
Calcote (1977, p p . cit.) looked at the effect of level 
of introversion and neuroticism on simple reaction time 
under three different conditions. The first ('no 
audience') was a standard reaction time situation in which 
the subject performed the task in isolation. In the 
second ('audience') the subject had tp perform the tas.< 
while watched by a group of people. In the third 
('evaluative audience*) the subject was watched and also
] l(ï
. told that the audience would be assessing his performance 
and his level of motivation. It is not unreasoncible to 
assume that the subject's actual level of motivation would 
be higher in the evaluative audience' conditon than in 
the 'audience condition, and that the latter would involve 
a higher level of motivation than the 'no audience 
condition'. There were no significant main effects for 
introversion or neuroticism , nor any significant interaction 
between the two. However, there were significant 
interactions between both (separately and combined) with 
condition. Subjects high on introversion or neuroticism 
performed worse under the 'evaluative' condition than under 
the other two conditions and also worse than subjects low 
on the respective personality dimension under any condition. 
Also, subjects high on both introversion and neuroticism 
perforriC'd worse than any other group under any condition. 
These relative decrements in performance could be regarded 
as due to transr.arginal inhibition since introversion, 
neuroticism and drive all figure in our list of determinants. 
Since introversion, neuroticism and drive are all,ex 
hypothesi, determinants, Calcote's results are in line 
with our general model. T a y l o r .(1971, q v .tit.) has also 
suggested that high anxiety is related to relatively poor 
performance, especially in subjects high on introversion 
and especially in complex tasks such as choice reaction 
time. We have seen already that anxiety is related closely 
to neuroticism and that stimulus complexity could also be 
regarded as one of the determinants so that this is also 
in line with prediction.
I 1 1
Fatigue -
The author knows of no studies which have looked at 
the joint effect of sleep deprivation and introversion on 
siinple reaction time.
Neve 1ty -
Humm.-el and Lester (197 8 ) found no evidence of an 
interaction between introversion and time on task using 
a standard simple reaction time set-up. Brebner and 
Cooper (1974) , however, investigated, the effect of time 
on task in a study in which the stimuli were presented to 
the subject without warning, but at regular intervals of 
18 seconds. It was found that although there was no 
significant difference between the reaction time of introverts 
and extraverts at the beginning of the task, by the end of 
the task (which lasted one hour) the introverts were 
responding significantly faster than the extraverts. This 
study is intermediate between standard simple reaction 
time tasks (in which a warning signal usually precedes the 
stimulus to which the subject is required to make a response), 
and standard vigilance tasks (in which the response 
stimulus usually occurs at irregular, unpredictable 
intervals). It will, therefore, be mentioned again under 
the heading of 'vigilance*.
Werre et al^  (1975, o p . F,it. ) and Lolas and Andraca 
(1977 , fit-) also looked at the effect of time on 
task and introversion in the context of a simple reaction 
tirrto task, though the dependent measure was a physiological 
one and not the simple reaction time itself. We will 
consider their findings later.
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It Is worth also considering some studies which have 
looked at the effect of introversion and certain other 
factors.
Stim ulus complexity -
This has not actually been manipulated jointly with 
introversion in simple reaction time tasks, since a 
complex, simple reaction time task is, of course, a 
contradiction in terms. We will, however, look at the 
results of studies which have investigated the effect of 
introversion in more complex reaction time tasks, though 
we do not intend to provide an exhaustive account.
On a dimension of complexity, the reaction time 
task which is perhaps closest to that of simple reaction 
time is one involving disjunctive reaction time, in which 
the subject is required to make a response to only one 
kind of stimulus, but not to other kinds. Clearly the 
degree of complexity can also be manipulated by altering 
the number of different stimuli included in the response 
and no-response categories. At the simplest level, each 
category would contain one kind of stimulus. A task 
employed by Stein (1976) is described by its author as a 
'disjunctive* reaction time task, but unfortunately there 
is sometimes terminological confusion in the reaction 
time literature. Some authors refer to what we have 
described as disjunctive reaction time tasks as choice 
reaction time tasks', whilst other authors refer to what 
we will describe below as choice reaction time tasxs, 
as disjunctive reaction time tasks, Stein gives very 
few details of his experimental procedure and an attempt
j 1
to obtain clarification from him failed to elicit a 
reply. We will nevertheless describe his results - 
namely that there was a significant interaction between 
introversion and delinquency level. Amongst non-delinquent 
subjects, s^eed of reaction was greater in introverts than 
in extroverts, whereas the reverse was true amongst 
delinquent subjects. It is unclear what particular variables 
are associated with delinquency, so such a result is 
difficult to interpret. However, since Eysenck (1957 pp.. 
Cit.) has suggested that delinquency and psychopathy are 
associated with a high level of neuroticism, Stein's 
result would not be difficult to accommodate within our 
general model.
- At the next level of complexity we have choice 
reaction tir»e tasks in which the subject is required to 
make different types of response to different types of 
stimuli. At the simplest level, there would be two 
categories of stimuli and two categories of response.
An example of a study of this kind is that of Keuss 
and Orlebcke. (1977). In this experiment the subject was 
required to make different types of response to two 
auditory stimuli which differed in their frequency 
(1000 or 3000 K%). The stimuli also differed in intensity 
at each frequency level. Significant interactions were 
found between'Jsliimulus'' frequency and introversion and also 
between stimulus frequency and stimulus intensity. At 
the low stimulus frequency, high N subjects were faster 
than low N subjects, and extroverts were faster than 
introverts. Thus, the 'neurotic extrayert' group was 
the fastest,and the largest number of errors was also
4 M
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found in this group. At the high stimulus frequency the: 
were no significant differences between the groups.
At low frequency, there was a significant, positive, 
linear relationship between stimulus intensity and response 
speed, but no evidence of a significant quadratic trend.
Such a trend did, however, appear at high frequency in all 
groups (except the extroverts) and was due to a tendency 
for response speed to decrease at the higher stimulus 
intensities. There was also some indication that the 
stimulus intensity at which this reduction (which we could 
interpret as due to transmarginal inhibition) first 
appeared, was lower in introverts than in extroverts, and 
this is in line with our hypothesis. It might also be 
possible to explain the interaction between introversion 
and stimulus frequency if one assumed that, due to the high 
level of complexity of the task, the introverts had already 
passed their threshold of transmarginal inhibition at the 
low frequency. However, if this is true, the fact that 
they did not shew any evidence of transmarginal inhibition, 
due to a rise in stimulus intensity, would indicate that 
it may not be possible to include stimulus intensity and. 
introversion on the 'X' axis of the same inverted U curve. 
We have already mentioned the possibility that stimulus 
intensity may be different from the other determinants in 
our discussion of the ca.-'-a.M results from the
taste experiment (see p. 32^) •
Kok (1975) also employed measures.of introversion 
and neuroticism (and physiological me^asures of heart rate 
and skin conductance) in a choice reaction tine task (2 
stimulus and response categories). However, he makes no 
report of any relationship between response sic:J O'-
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nuTber of errors and^ny of the variables mentioned.
Thackray ^  ^  (1973) employed a choice reaction time 
task with four stimulus and response categories. This 
study dlf.e.ed fri_m t..e previous ones in that it involved 
serial choice reaction tine - i.e. it fnvclvei 
the next stimulus being presented immediately the 
preceding response had been made. There were no signifi­
cant overall effects of introversion or neuroticism on 
speed of reaction, or number of errors, but there was a 
significant interaction between introversion and time on 
task, and this will be considered under the heading of 
vigilance.
Claridge (1961) also employed a serial choice reaction 
time task ( 5 stimulus and response categories). The 
study inv'lved 3 groups: normal subjects, dysthymies
(i.e. s-bjects suffering from psychoneurotic disorders) 
and hysterics. He found that in terms of overall response 
speed, dysthymies were the fastest with the normals second 
and the hysterics last. The differences between the 
hysteric group and the other two groups were both 
significant, but the difference between the normals and 
the dysthymies was not. There were no significant 
differences between the groups in the rate of decrease in 
speed, or in the number of errors made. Claridge found 
that both the psychiatric groups were more introverted than 
the normal grc -'p and that the dysthymies were more 
introverted than the hysterics. However, an expl^notion 
of the differences in overall response* speed in terms of 
an inverted 'U' relation between introversion level and
performance is not tenable (if anything the reverse seems 
to be true). Also, since both the psychiatric groups 
had higher N scores than the normal group, this variable 
cannot explain the findings either. We should point out, 
though, that hospitalised psychiatric groups differ from 
each other and from normals on many variables, other than 
level of introversion and neuroticism, so interpretation 
of Claridge*s findings in terms of our present model may 
be unwise from the outset.
However, Wilkinson (19 5 8 ) looked at the effect of 
introversion and sleep deprivation on perfonriance in a 5 
choice serial reaction time task, using'normal' subjects.
y
^  found evidence that sleep-deprived introverts behaved 
like extraverts under normal sleep conditions. This is 
predictable if we assume that introversion and sleep 
deprivation move subjects in opposite directions along the 
*X* axis of the inverted *U*. (See Corcoran 1972 for a 
fuller analysis of this stud^J.
Finally, before leaving this section, we will just
recall Taylor's suggestion (1971, ç p .cit.) that introversion
level, anxiety level (which is closely related to both
Introversion and neuroticism, particularly the latter) and
task complexity may interact in such a way that an
increase in anxiety produces a greater decrement in
performance at high levels of introversion and at high
levels .of task complexity, such as are characteristic
cf cho.-ce reaction time tasks. This clearly fits in with
<
our model.
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Stimulus probability -
A study by Brebner and Flavel (1978) lias looked at 
the effect of the inclusion of 'blank* trials (i.e. 
trials on which no response stimulus was presented) on 
reaction time in introverts and extroverts. The propor­
tion of such trials was varied from zero to 0 . 7 and the 
probability of the occurrence of the response stimulus on 
a given trial, therefore, varied in a corresponding, but 
inverse, fashion.
It was found that in the condition in which there 
were no blank trials (and in which, therefore, the task 
was Identical to a standard simple reaction time set-up) 
there was no significant difference in the speed of 
response of the introverts and the extroverts. The over­
all main effect of introversion was also non-significant. 
However, the interaction of condition and introversion 
was significant, due to the fact that speed of response 
decreased as the proportion of blank trials was increased, 
but moreso in the extraverts than in the introverts.
Also the number of false alarms (i.e. the number of 
occasions on which the subject made a response on a blank 
trial) was significantly greater in extroverts than in 
introverts, and the number of anticipating responses 
(i.e. the number of occasions on which the subject 
responded before the stimulus was presented on non-blank 
trials) was also greater in extr&verts than in introverts,
Manipulation of the proportion of blank trials 
actually a f f e c t  s^pcssibly relevant parameters. The first 
as wo have seen is 'stimulus probability'. The second is
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the freqyuency of the response, stimulus (which we will call 
the 'signal* in anticipation of the account of vigilance) 
- i.e. the average number of signals per unit time.
In fact, it is possible to think of both these two para­
meters as probabilities, since the signal frequency is 
the probability that a signal will occur per unit time. 
However, to avoid confusion we will use the terms signal 
frequency and signal probability.
Brebner and Flavel's study could have been included 
with the studies which looked at the joint effect of 
introversion and stimulus intensity, since the latter is 
thought to act in an analagous fashion to stimulus 
frequency. It could also have been included in our 
discussion of disjunctive reaction time tasks since it 
has certain similarities to tasks in which the subject is 
asked to respond to one kind of stimulus, but not to 
another (a point to which we will return later) . We 
have considered it fit to mention it here, since it 
provides a suitable entree to our analysis of the nature 
of simple reaction time as a whole. We will postpone 
any further discussion of its results very briefly till 
we have completed our account of the relationship of the 
determinants to simple reaction time.
Keurot ici sm -
As before, the personality dimension of neuroticism 
has been largely ignored in studies of simple reaction 
tirr>e. However, some findings have e m e r g e d ,
Lolas and A n d r a c a  (1977, on.cit.) found that high 
N subjects wore significantly slower than low N subjects.
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Werre et al. (1975, , however, found that the loading
of neuroticism on the speed factor was negligible. Kovac 
and Halmiova (1973, o p .tit . ) also failed to find any 
significant re 1 ationship between neuroticism (or anxiety) 
and the slope of the reaction time/intensity curve.
However, we have seen that neuroticism does interact 
with drive and introversion , together, in predictable 
ways (Calcote 1977, Qp_^çli..) and with introversion (Taylor, 
1971, op.clt, ) , if one accepts the use of anxiety scores 
as a valid measure of neuroticism.
In this context it is worth mentioning two other 
studies which also looked at the relationship of anxiety 
to simple reaction time. Wenar (1954) found that low- 
anxiety subjects were slower than high-anxiety subjects 
overall, though there was no interaction between stimulus 
intensity and anxiety level.
Castaneda (1956) discovered that the amplitude of 
response was greater in high-anxiety subjects than in low— 
anxiety subjects. The slope of the reaction time/intensity 
curve was also greater in the high anxiety subjects than 
in the low-anxiety subjects amongst girls, but the reverse 
was true amongst boys. There was a slight, but non­
significant decrease in amplitude in high-anxiety boys as
stimulus intensity was increased.
As far as the actual speed of reaction was concerned, 
this was greater in the low-anxiety subjects at low 
intensities. The slope of the reaction time/intensity 
curve was also lower in low-anxiety subjects so that at 
high intensities, the high anxiety subjects were the 
faster groo:>,
4 2 0
b) Russian measures.
Ne^ylitsyn (1960) has shown that,although the 
mean reaction time of 'strong' subjects (as defined by 
the method of 'extinction with reinforcement* of the 
photochemical reflex ) is not significantly slower than 
that of 'weak* subjects, the slope of the curve is 
significantly greater (see p . 136). The reaction time 
slope has also been validated as a measure of strength* 
subsequently by Kebylitsyn (1966) , Nebylitsyn ^  ^  (1965) , 
Olshannikova and Aleksandrova (1969) and Ravich-Scherbo 
(1969) .
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ÇHAy i £■ R EIGHT ; THr. NATURE OF SIMPLE REACTION 
1 . ERRPNZR AbD FLAVEL'S STUDY
We will now return to the findings of Brebner and 
Flavel (see* pp. • It was argued that the variables
(other than introversion) that were being manipulated 
in this study were signal frequency and signal probability 
i.e. the frequency of signals and the probability of a 
sigr.al on a given trial, where a ' signal ' is defined as 
a stimulus to which the subject has to make a response.
It will also be rcrerbered that as signal frequency and 
probability were jointly decreased (since they were 
confc -ndod) , reaction speed decreased, but significantly 
mere so in extroverts than in introverts,
i) A ho conic tone model
The first explanation that we will advance is that 
as signal frequency decreases, so the opportunity to 
respond decreases and hence the extraverts are placed 
at a disadvantage relative to the introverts. In our 
discussion of free operant situations, we suggested that 
extroverts , eyx hypothe si , ere in a state of lower 
excitation than introverts (at least wben the levels of 
the ce t e iTTi in an t s are relatively low) , and that increases 
in level of responding can help to mitigate this fact, 
due to the excitation associated with»emitting a response. 
However, in a simple reaction time situation the subject 
dc'es not l.avt the sam-' freedom to alter the frequency of
by the experimenter the extraverts performance , relative 
to that of the introvert, declines. However, the subjects 
in Brebner and Flavel's experiment did have one way of 
maintaining their level cf responding, despite the 
e >rp e r 1 mÆ.. t e r s mac-1 in at ions * namely to respond on the 
blank trials. This idea Is, however, not in line with 
the finding that , thojg.i the nurrJber of false alarms was 
greater overall in extroverts than in introverts, the 
number decreased as signal frequency was reduced, and by 
a significantly greater am-.ount in the extraverts. We, 
therefore, must provide an alternative explanation.
Such an explanation is that, under certain conditions, 
extraverts adopt a lower response criterion than introverts 
We have m#et the concept of a response criterion already 
in our discussion of sensory thresholds, but to see how it 
relates to simple reaction time it is necessary to 
consider the processes underlying the latter in more 
detail, and we shall see later that the criterion 
explanation can account for many of the other findings 
relating the determinants to simple reaction time.
ii) The criterion model of simple reaction time
The first thing which must be stated is that, like 
the method of limits (to measure the sensory threshold), 
reaction time is affected by the criterion of the subject — 
i.e. his willingness to decide that a signal has occurred. 
This fact has been recognised by a number of workers and 
some of them have put forward theories of simple reaction 
time incorporating the criterion (McGill 1963,
John 1967'; Grice 1968). Perhaps the most influential 
 ^ »
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theory is the* counting model* first developed by McGill. 
This will now be considered.
According to McGill, reaction time consists 
essentially of two components - a sensory one and a motor 
one. The sensory component is the tirra taken by the 
subject to decide that a stimulus has occurred and should 
be responded to. The motor component is the time taken 
to execute the response:
Pc act ion time = Sensory decision time + motor
time.
Let us now consider sensory decision time. McGill 
proposes that the nervous system is capable of 
* counting * the frequency of nerve impulses in the relevant 
sensory pathways. When no stimulus is present there will 
be a certain amount of *noise* in the system and the 
frequency will have a certain value. When a stimulus is 
presented, this frequency will rise. If it reaches a 
certain critical value (the subject's criterion) the 
subject will decide that a stimulus has occurred and will 
respond to the stimulus. Furthermore, the reaction time/ 
intensity relation can be explained by the assumption 
that the frequency will rise faster for a high intensity 
stimulus than for a low intensity one.
This can be represented as follows:
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Sensory growth function 
for a high intensity 
stimulus
Sensory growth 
function for a 
low intensity 
stimulus
Frequency
^  -"criterion
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Stimulus
onset
Sensory 
decision time
^Sensory decision 
time for a low
for high inte- intensity stimulus 
nsity stimulus
Fig. 30. The counting'model of simple reaction time
As figure 3 0 shows, a 'sensory growth function* 
describes the way the neural frequency (as measured by the 
counter) changes with tire, following stimulus onset. The 
model, as it is usually presented, assumes that the 
sensory growth fur.ctions, up to the criterion point at - 
least, are straight lines (though a slight departure from 
this would net alter the overall effect).
There is a large body of evidence to support this 
model, but it will not be reviewed here. The reader is 
referred to Speiss (1973) and Grice (1968) for some 
examples.
There is an important difference between McGill and 
Grice in theoretical approach. McGill assumes that the 
sensory growth function for a given stirrailus intensity is 
varieVle (according to the level of other factors), where a:
the criterion is by and large fixed (for a given individual 
at least). Grice, on the other hand, assumes that for a 
given Individual the sensory growth function is fixed, 
whereas the criterion varies, even from trial to trial 
uTider certain circumstances. He has shown, in fact, that 
differences in the criterion alone can explain differences 
in reaction time, not only between conditions, but even 
across individuals (Grice 1968). This has important 
implications for our present concerns.
In the discussion of work on sensory threshold*, we 
mentioned the finding by Harkins and Geen (1975) that 
extro.verts adopt a lower response criterion than introverts 
In this study, subjects had to respond to a signal which 
occurred randomly on a proportion of trials only.
Also, although reaction tim.es were not actually 
m easured, subjects were required to respond to the stimulus 
as fast as possible. The similarities to the experimental 
set up in Erebner and Flavel*s study are obvious. If we 
were to assu.me that extrexperts adopted a lower criterion 
than introverts in the latter, would the findings be more 
e>rplicable? Certainly a lower criterion would predict a 
larger nurber of false alarms on blank trials and 
anticipatory false alarm.s on non-blank trials, since 
extraneous stimuli would be much more likely to trigger 
a response. The fact that extraneous stimuli c ^  do 
this in reaction time situations has been amply 
demonstrated (e.g. Bernstein et aj_ 1973).
Another possible source of false alarms is the random 
level of neural activity within the subject's own nervous 
system. This may at first seem surprising, in view of our 
description of the counting model, but McGill in fact 
postula^e^ the existence of two counters, one to count 
the frequency of background nerve impulses and the other 
to count the frequency of nerve impulses due to a possible 
incoming stimulus. When the difference between the two 
counters reaches a certain prescribed value (the criterion) 
the response is triggered. On this basis,the point at 
which the X axis cuts the Y axis in figure 3 0  does not 
in fact represent zero frequency, but the value of the 
frequency in noise. However, this is, of course, an average 
value. It is a cardinal tenet of signal detection theory 
that the level of background noise varies about this 
average level, so that it is quite possible that at a 
given moment in time^criterion might be exceeded even in 
the absence of a signal, and the lower the criterion the 
more likely this is.
Thus a criterion explanation for the difference in 
the overall number of false alarms between introverts and 
extroverts would seem to be tenable, and it should also 
be ap'parent that the setting of a relatively low criterion 
by extraverts would have a certain instrumental value for 
them in terms of hedo.nic tone, since the number O j. trials 
on which they actually mm de a response would then be 
greater than if they set a high criterion.
Can the explanation, however, accommodate the finding 
that the nurber of false alarms actually decr£^3s?i as
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signal frequency was reduced and that this effect was 
more marked in the extr-.verts? To explain these findings 
we must take into account the fact that as the proportion 
of blank trials increased, not only did the signal 
frequency decrease, but so also did signal probability.
ill) Implications of signal detection theory
Signal detection theory predicts that as the 
probability of a signal falls, so the response criterion 
rises. This would therefore explain why the number of 
false alarms decreases as the proportion of blank trials 
increases. This explanation illustrates the fact that 
the level of the criterion can be expected to depend on 
many factors. The need to respond in order to maintain a 
high level of excitation (and a high level of hedonic 
tone) may well be one of them, but this apparently is not 
enough to counteract the effect of signal probability.
The demands of hedonic tone would predict a lowering of 
the criterion as the proportion of blank trials increases, 
whereas signal detection theory would predict a rise. In 
this particular instance, signal detection theory seems 
to be paramount, though this may not always be the case.
Let us now consider the finding that with a decrease 
in signal frequency/probability the decrease in the false 
alarm rate is greater in extrc.verts than in introverts. 
Does this imply that the increase in criterion level is 
greater in extroverts than in introverts? Not 
necessarily. Consider figure 31 overleaf.
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TT°--TT-— f— —  detection model of Brehnnr 
1-IaveI's stuay '
Prcl: a
Noise
distribution
Signal
distribution
NL
Neural activity
m
This depicts a signal detect Ion ^ odel of what nay be 
happening in Brebner and Flavel's study. The noise and 
signal distributions would correspond to the blank and 
non-blank trials respectively, and the lines E and I 
represent hypothetical locations for the criteria of 
ext rouverts and introverts respectively. If on any given 
trial the level of neural activity was higher than that 
corresponding to the appropriate criterion, the subject 
responded. The proportions of the noise and signal 
distributions which lie to the right of the criterion 
represent the proportions of blank and non-blank trials, 
respectively, on which a response was riade. The whole of 
the signal distribution is shown as lying to the right of 
the criteria, since subjects never failed to respond to 
a signal if it was presented.
Consider now the effect of a shift in criterion 
along the axis to the right, such as we have hypothesised 
to' take place,as signal frequency/probability is reduced.
Since the criterion of the introvert is already further 
to the right than that of the extravert , the proportion 
of the noise distribution that the introvert criterion 
would traverse would be less than the proportion that the 
extr&^ert criterion would traverse, assuir.ing that both 
criteria n>wved by the sairie amount (as measured in terms 
of units of neural activity). Therefore, the reduction 
in the area o; the noise distribution which lies to the 
right of the criterion (which is itself proportional to 
the nur.ber of false alarms) will bé less in the introverts 
than in the extroverts. Therefore the reduction in the 
nuTiber of false alarms would be less in introverts than 
in extraverts, which is exactly what was found.
Ke have seen, therefore, that a criterion explanation 
is capable of accounting not only for the overall difference 
in false alarms between introverts.and extroverts, but also 
the differential effect on false alarm rate of a decrease 
in signal frequency/probability.
Let us now see if it is equally successful in 
explaining the reaction time data. Consider figure 
again. It should first be pointed out that the 'Y* axis 
in figure is equivalent to the 'X* axis in figure 
(p. 31 ) . This may seem confusing, but the use of
different axes to represent the same dimension stems from
the different conventions which have been adopted by the
theorists who have employed the concepts embodied in the
two diagrams. The diagram in figure 31 represents an 
essentially static model, whereas the diagram in figure 30 
represents a dynamic model. Both approaches are 
nJcessiry to explain the data from an experiment such as
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Brebner and F l a y e l ’s.
Let us see if we can combine the static and dynamic 
aspects in a single diagram (see figure 3% ) . we have 
chosen the Y axis to represent frequency of nerve 
impulses (which is equivalent to level of 'neural'activity 
in figure 31 ) . The point of intersection of this *Y'
axis with the 'X' axis represents the average frequency 
in 'noise* (i.e. in the absence of a signal), and 
corresponds to the point 'N' in figure 31 . The sensory
growth functions shown in fig'jre 30 are averages. As 
figure 31 indicates, the level of neural activity due to 
both 'noise* and*signal* (the latter term is being used 
synonymously with * signal plus noise*, which is the more 
usual tern in signal detection ^ theory) varies abolit this 
average. The points NL and NU, and SL and SU represent 
the lower and upper limits of this variation for noise 
and signal, respectively. The points N and S represent 
the means of the noise and signal distribution, respect­
ively. These 6 points have been shown on both figure 31 
and figure 3% and are rrieant to correspond to each other.
At time zero, the frequency of nerve impulses varies 
between KL and NU with a mean of N. When the signal is 
presented this frequency rises and the /‘maL level varies 
between SL and SU with a mean of S.' We have shown three 
separate sensory g r o w t h  functions to represent what would 
happen if the initial frequency in noise had levels of 
NL, N and NU.
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We will assume that the distance apart of S and N is 
proportional to the slope of the sensory growth functions. 
In other words, if the slopes had been steeper we would 
have drawn the points SL, S and SU correspondingly higher 
above the X axis (i.e. point N) , This connection between 
the slope of the sensory growth function and its final 
levelling off point is not a logically necessary one. It 
might be possible for two sensory growth functions to have 
different slopes and yet level off at the same point, for 
instance. However, it is a reasonable and parsimonious 
assumption to make because our inverted *U' model (which 
as it stands is essentially a static one) predicts that 
the greater the stimulus intensity, the greater the final 
level of excitation (when the levels of the determinants 
are relatively low at least), and as we have seen, the 
counting model predicts that the greater the stimulus 
intensity, the greater the slope of the sensory growth 
function.
The assumption also enables one to predict Brebner 
and Flav e l ’s reaction time data, since the separation of 
S and N is proportional to the signal detection index d .
- i.e. the index of discriminability. We have seen 
already that there are two studies which have looked at 
the relation between d^ and introversion, and both have 
shown that the relationship is a positive one. One of 
these studies we have already mentioned - i.e. Harxins 
and Geen (19 75) . However, in this experiment subjects 
were asked to detect the momentary straightening of an 
otherwise oscillating line on an oscilloscope. For
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this reason, their index d is a little difficult to
interpret in the present context, although the value of
the criterion is safely interpretable as an inverse 
of
measure the subject's 'tendency to respond'.
The other study (Stelmack and Campbell 1974), however, 
required the subject to discriminate between the presence 
of a signal and its absence (i.e. noise) , and as such the 
experimental set up is similar to that of Brebner and 
rlavel (though one difference is that the former was 
auditory, whereas the latter was visual) . If we assure 
that the introverts in the latter study had a higher value 
of than the extraverts (as in the Stelmack and Campbell 
study) , then this implies that the slopes of their 
sensory growth functions are also greater.
Consider now figure 30 again. This shows the 
sensory growth functions for a high and a low stimulus 
intensity, but if we were to substitute the words 
'introvert* and 'extrovert' for these two terms we would 
have a diagram depicting the hypothesised relationships in 
Brebner and Flavel's experiment, apart from the fact that 
we have suggested that introverts and extr&yerts also 
differ in their criterion levels. This is shown in figure
33 be low.
Introvert Extravert
F r e q u e n c y
Criterion
T i m e
F i g . 3 3 .  The c o u n t _ i mode 1 i n t roversqx)n_
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Khat would be the effect of raising the criterion by 
a fixed amount (in units of frequency) ? The slope of 
the sensory growth function is a measure of the change in 
frequency per unit time. This rather inverted relation­
ship is a consequence of the fact that we have drawn the 
frequency as the dependent variable and time as the 
independent variable. The change in position on the time 
axis per unit change in the frequency axis is inversely 
related to the slope of the sensory growth function.
In other words, a given change in the criterion, measured 
in units of frequency, will prpduce a greater change in 
reaction time if the sensory growth function is shallow 
rather than steep. If, as we have hypothesised, extraverts 
do have a shallower sensory growth function than introverts 
we would predict that if the criterion of both groups is 
raised by the sane amount, (due for instance to a decrease 
in signal frequency /probability) the extroverts would 
suffer a greater lengthening of their reaction time. This 
is exactly what was found.
The assumption that extraverts and introverts differ 
in the slopes of their sensory growth function is also 
necessary if we are to explain another feature of Brebner 
and Flavel's results. The interaction between personality 
and signal frequency/probability in the reaction time 
measure was due only in part to a greater increase in 
reaction tine in the extroverts as signal frequency/ 
probability decreased. It was also due to the fact that 
when the signal frequency/probabilité was high, e x t r v e r t s  
had faster reaction tines than introverts, whereas when
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the signal frequency/probability was low it was the 
introverts who were faster. The assumption of a higher 
criterion in introverts on its own cannot explain the 
latter finding. However, if we assume that the relative 
speed of the introverts and the extrcxverts is determined 
by the interplay of two opposing factors, then we can 
explain the results quite easily. At high signal 
frequency/probability, the lower criterion of the extrdverts 
outweighs their shallower sensory growth function and 
they respond more quickly than the introverts. However, 
as the criterion of both groups increases (we will assume 
by the same amount for the sake of parsimony) , the 
extraverts* reaction times are affected more (for reasons 
we have explained) and the sensory growth function factor 
becomes relatively more important, resulting in faster 
reactions in the introvert group.
iv) A possible difficulty
Before proceeding any further, we should point out 
that the model depicted in figure 30 may be an over­
simplification of what is happening in Brebner and 
Flavel's experiment. Grice et ^  (1976) have proposed a 
model to explain the processes'underlying disjunctive 
reaction tin.e performance. We have seen that in dis­
junctive reaction time tasks there are at least two kinds 
of stimulus and the subject is required to respond to 
certain of these ('imperative' stimuli). Grice et a^ 
suggest that bc^^ kinds of stimuli h^ve sensory growth 
functions and that the slope of this function, as in 
simple reaction tine, is positively related to stimulus
ise
intensity.
However, they also suggest that the imperative stimuli 
have an extra 'associative' growth function and the respon; 
is triggered when the sum of the sensory and associative 
growth function exceeds the criterion. Furthermore, they 
also argue that the data can be best explained by assuming 
that tht? slope of thio associative growth function is 
nvüA-tJ-Vely related to stimulus intensity.
The reasons for this assumption are not important, here, 
khat is iniportant is that there are certain obvious simila­
rities between Brebner and Flavel's study and a disjunctive 
reaction time task. In the former, there were no actual 
catch trial stimuli, but instead blank trials. However, 
since extraneous stimuli or the subject's own background 
neural noise may trigger a response on these blank trials, 
this difference may be more apparent than real. Grice's 
model does not prejudice what we have already said so long 
as we assu.mc that even if there is an associative growth 
function operating, its slope is unrelated to introversion- 
extraversion. We have seen that in the case of the slope 
of the sensory growth function, level of introversion and 
stimulus intensity can be thought of as acting in the same 
way (i.e. to increase the slope). If, as Grice et— ah suggest, 
stimulus intensity is negatively related to the slope of 
the associative growth function, are we to assume that the 
same is true of the level of introversion.'
Apart from the analogy between introversion and 
stimulus intensity, there seem to be very few data which 
bear on this point. F u r t h e r m o r e ,  Nissen (1977) has pointed
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o u t  t h a t  G r i c e  s m o d e l  i s  n o t  t h e  o n l y  o n e  w h i c h  c a n  
a c c o u n t  f o r  d i s j u n c t i v e  r e a c t i o n  t i m e  p e r f o r m a n c e ,  a n d  
t h o u g h  i t  w o u l d  s t i l l  b e  n e c e s s a r y  t o  a s s u m e  t h a t  c e r t a i n  
h i g h e r  l e v e l  p r o c e s s e s  a r e  i n v o l v e d  i n  s u c h  t a s k s ,  i t  i s  n o t  
n e c e s s a r y  t o  assun .e  t h a t  s t i m u l u s  i n t e n s i t y  a f f e c t s  t h e  
s p e e d  w i t h  w h i c h  t h e s e  p r o c e s s e s  a r e  c o m p l e t e d .  By a n a l o g y ,  
t h e n ,  i t  i s  p o s s i b l e  t h a t  t h e  l e v e l  o f  i n t r o v e r s i o n  may  
a l s o  n o t  b e  r e l e v a n t  t o  s u c h  p r o c e s s e s .  B e c a u s e  o f  t h e  u n ­
c e r t a i n t y  s u r r o u n d i n g  t h i s  a r e a  we  w i l l  n o t  t a k e  o u r  
s p e c u l a t i o n s  r e g a r d i n g  G r i c e ' s  m o d e l  a nd  i n t r o v e r s i o n  l e v e l  
a n y  f u r t h e r .
T o  s u m m a r i s e ,  t h e  a s s u m p t i o n  t h a t  i n t r o v e r t s  h a v e  b o t h  
a h i g h e r  c r i t e r i o n  l e v e l  a n d  a s t e e p e r  s e n s o r y  g r o w t h  f u n c ­
t i o n  e n a b l e s  u s  t o  p r o v i d e  a v e r y  a d e q u a t e  e x p l a n a t i o n  f o r  
B r e b n e r  a n d  F l a v e l ' s  d a t a .  We w i l l  now s e e  t h a t  e x p l a n a t i o n s  
i n v o l v i n g  c r i t e r i o n  f a c t o r s  can  a l s o  e n a b l e  us t o  a c c o u n t  
f o r  o t h e r  d i f f e r e n c e s  b e t w e e n  i n t r o v e r t s  a n d  e x t r a v e r t s  i n  
s i m p l e  r e a c t i o n  t i n . e  w h i c h  a r e  o f  e v e n  g r e a t e r  t h e o r e t i c a l  
i m p o r t a n c e .
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2 • THE SLOPE OF T HE REACTION TIME/INTENSITY CURVE
i) A n ew theory
It Is the present author's contention that the re­
latively large slope of the reaction time/intensity 
curve found in introverts (e.g. Mangan and Fanr.er 1967) 
can be explained by assurr.ing that introverts adopt a 
higher criterion than extraverts. Figure 3^ depicts 
this hypothesised relationship.
High intensity Low intensity
stimulus stimulus
Frequency
— * Criterion for introverts
'— 'Criterion for extraverts
j . . Time 61ope of decision
-V-Slope
of decision 
time for 
extraverts
time for introverts
F i g ._34. A criterion interpretation of Mangan and
Farmer's study.
For the present we will assume that the slopes of the 
ser.sory growth functions for both high and low stimulus 
intensities are the same for introverts and extroverts, 
and also that the two groups do not differ in motor time 
(which we saw earlier is also a copponent of simple re­
action time). The figure shows that since the sensory
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growth function, for a low and high intensity stimulus 
diverge, the higher the criterion the greater the dif­
ference in reaction time to the two stimuli and there­
fore the greater the slope of the reaction time/intensity 
c u r v e .
If the author's theory is correct, then it could 
have extremely important Implications since the finding 
that Introverts have a steeper reaction time/intensity 
slope has been regarded as one of the most damaging 
pieces of evidence against the dual hypotheses that
a) level of introversion is one of the determinants - 
i.e. that an increase in the level of introversion 
moves one to the right along the 'x' axis of the 
inverted 'U ' cUrve.
and
b) introverts have relatively 'weak' nervous systems. 
Let us consider (a) first. Our model would pre­
dict that if one is operating on portion B of the 
curve - i.e. the left hand part of the curve which is 
convex upwards - any group of subjects who were opera­
ting further to the right, in relative terms, would have 
a shallower slope of the curve relating stimulus inten­
sity to performance measures (such as simple reaction 
t i m e ) . There is sound evidence to suggest that in 
studies which have been quoted as showing that intro­
verts have steeper slopes, both groups were operating
on portion B of the curve. Firstly, the overall shape 
of the reaction time/intensity curve supports this inter­
pretation. As stimulus intensity increased, so speed
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of reaction increased. But the rate of increase was 
less at the high stimulus intensities than at the low 
stimulus intensities. Furthermore, the group which 
showed the steeper slope (the introverts) also showed a 
slower overall reaction time, though the difference on 
this measure was not significant.
At first glance, therefore, the results do strongly 
suggest that it is the extroverts who are operating 
further to the right along the *x* axis. However, the 
author's theory is able simultaneously to explain both 
the fact that the introverts had a steeper slope and the 
fact that their overall reaction time was slower than 
that of extraverts, since figure 30 predicts that cu 
higher criterion is associated with a slower mean reac­
tion time. It can also explain the fact that the dif­
ference in the mean reaction time of extraverts and in­
troverts was greatest at the low stimulus intensities 
(compare lengths 'S* and *W* in figure 3^).
The alternative explanation, which is implicit in 
the statements of those authors who have interpreted the 
data as refuting the hypothesis that introverts are 
further to the right on the inverted 'U ' than extraverts,
is depicted in figure 3^ •
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E=Ext rouvert 
I=Introvert
H=High intensity stimulus 
L=Low intensity stimulus
E,H I,H
Frequency
s W
t — •%
Joint criterion for 
introverts and extroverts
Time
Slope ofZy
decision time^---- v----'
for extroverts j
Slope of decision time 
for introverts
Fig. 35 ,A sensory interpretation of Mangan and 
Fdr::.er's studv
This can explain the findings, but it is less parsimon­
ious than the author's explanation in two respects. The
first and most obvious one is that it is at odds with the
view that level of introversion is a determinant, and to
the author's knowledge no satisfactory account integrat­
ing it with the other findings in this general area has 
been presented so far. It might be consistent with the 
view expressed by White that introverts
are relatively 'strong' in the motor analyzer, but this 
is an unparsimonious explanation of the findings, espec­
ially since we have seen that the other sets of data 
which might be explained by it (such as the tapping task 
results) have an alternative interpretation which is 
consonant with the general model in its original form
(see pp. 3 1 2 - 7  )•
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The other sense in which the author's explanation 
is more parsimonious than that embodied in figure 35* 
is that both the fact that the reaction time/intensity 
slope is greater in introverts and the fact that their 
me^n réaction txme is slower^ are predictable from a 
single assumption - namely^that they adopt a higher 
criterion than extroverts. In the alternative explana­
tion, on the other hand, one has to assume not only that 
for a given stimulus intensity the slope of the sensory 
growth function is steeper for extroverts than for intro­
verts, but also that the difference between the slopes 
of the sensory growth functions for a high and a low 
intensity stimulus is less in extr&verts than in intro­
verts, In fact this latter relationship could be pre­
dicted if we assum.ed, contrary to hypothesis, that extro­
verts were indeed operating further to the right along 
the *x* axis of the inverted 'U' then the introverts.
The two respects in which the explanation embodied in
figure 3T  is unparsimonious are therefore not entirely 
distinct.
However, parsimony is not the only ground for 
choosing the author's explanation. Our discussion of 
Brebner and Flavel's study has not only provided strong 
evidence In favour of the view that extroverts adopt a 
lower criterion than Introverts, but also evidence 
_anai_nst the view that they have steeper sensory growth 
functions than introverts. This has^ implications, since 
the findings in this area are very conflicting. Be­
fore we discuss this, though, there are one or two ot .e
points which need to be cleared up.
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It will be remembered that the reliability of the 
difference in the slope of the reaction time/intensity 
curve between extr'^verts and introverts was only statis­
tically established at the 5% level in one study* that 
of Mancan and Farmer, 1967. The correlation between 
the slope and introversion in this study was, neverthe­
less^ a large one (0.55) and would have been significant 
on a two-tailed test. The authors actually used a one­
tailed test due to the fact that they predicted that 
introverts would have the steeper slope. The basis for 
their prediction was the apparent similarity which 
exists between the introvert and the 'strong* nervous 
system when we consider *strength' with respect to ^ inhibl , 
tj.on. However, as we have argued at length elsewhere 
(see pp. (51-7 ), there are problems with this view
which arise from the rather undefined nature of the con­
cept of 'strength of inhibition'. Moreover, even if 
we were to accept that introverts do have relatively 
'strong' nervous systems with respect to 'inhibition', 
there, is no reason to suppose that it is 'strength of 
inhibition* that is relevant in this context. On the 
contrary, N'ebylitsyn (1960) has shown that the slope of 
the reaction time/intensity curve is closely related to 
'strength of excitation', as measured by the classical 
index of extinction with reinforcement of the photo­
chemical reflex (EWR of the PCR) .
However, though we have reservations about Mangan
and Farmer's predictions, their M n d ^ gs are quite 
closely in line with what we would predict from our own
criterion model.
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11) T he role of response sets
The question arises though, why do extraverts 
adopt a lower criterion than introverts? One possible 
explanation (though as we will see not the only one) 
would be based on the concept of hedonic tone. It will 
be re*-.crwi.jered that we used this to account for the hypo­
thesised low criterion level of extroverts in Brebner 
and Flavel's study (see pp. 419-1 ). However, a
hedonic tone explanation for a difference in the cri­
terion of introverts and extroverts is perhaps less 
clear in simple reaction time than in disjunctive reac­
tion tire, since a lower criterion in the latter actually 
increases the number of trials cn which the subject res­
ponds, whereas in simple reaction time it simply increases 
the speed with which he responds. We would, therefore, 
have to assume that the excitation resulting from a fast 
response is greater than that due to a slow one. This 
might seem intuitively plausible, but there are certain 
problems.
Consider figure 3 ^ (p. 425) again. It will be 
noted that what is actually being considered here is not 
reaction time but only one component of the latter — 
i.e. decision time, since we assumied that motor time was 
constant before embarking on our criterion analysis.
The reduction in reaction time consequent upon a reduc­
tion in the level of the criterion is not, therefore, 
dependent on the motor aspect of the response but on the 
sensory-perceptual aspect. In other words, a subject 
who sets a relatively low criterion would respond faster
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simply because he took a shorter time to decide that a 
stimulus had occurred, not necessarily because he res­
ponded with greater force or vigour.
However, there is evidence that the motor and the 
sensory —^ercepvual as^e^ts of simple reaction time are 
not as distinct as might seem at first glance. For 
instance, studies have shown that the effect of adopting • 
a motor response 'set* is to increase the speed of 
response, but also that this effect is not due to the 
direct action of the muscular tension associated with 
the response set but due to its feedback effect on the 
central nervous system (Freeman 1937), Gray (1954) has 
suggested that this feedback may exert its effect on an 
'arousal* mechanism. If so then a faster speed of 
response due to a response set would be associated with 
a high level of excitatory feedback. But let us also 
consider the possibility that the increase in 'arousal' 
due to the response set exerts its effect on response 
speed partly at least by resulting in a lowering of the 
criterion. This may seem speculative; to test it, one 
would need to measure the subject's criterion and electro- 
myographs at the same time. Nevertheless, we will con­
sider at length below evidence which suggests that there 
may indeed be a link between the levels of the proposed 
determinants of 'arousal' and the level of the criterion.
For the present, however, we will simply look at 
what such a link might imply for the hedonic tone hypo­
thesis. If the response set does lead to a lowering 
of the criterion, then such a lowering would indeed be
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associatif! with a faster speed of response and a high 
degree of excitatory feedback, though it would be the 
cause of the former and an effect of the latter. There 
is in fact evidence that extroverts do have a higher 
preparatory set than introverts (Narayanan and Natarajan 
1975). So if we are correct in believing that an in- 
crease in arousal leads to a lowering of the criterion, 
the various pieces in this jigsaw may start to fit into 
place. The adoption of a relatively low criterion 
would explain the reaction time data itself, and if 
associated with a higher preparatory set, it would also 
be consonant with a hedonic tone interpretation.
We have suggested the possibility that one factor 
from the motor side (i.e. muscular tension) and one fac­
tor from the non-motor side (the criterion) may be rela­
ted to each other. Of course, if the muscle tension 
affects the 'arousal* mechanism it may also affect the 
other non-nctor factor - i.e. the slope of the sensory 
growth function. Again, we could only test this by 
using electromyocraphs. But if such an effect occurs, 
and if extroverts do adopt a higher preparatory set than 
introverts, this could have important effects.
It will be remembered that we would predict a 
steeper slope of the sensory growth function in intro­
verts both from our general model and from our analysis 
of Brekner and Flavel's study (see p. 434). However, 
if the higher preparatory set of extr^vefts influences 
the 'arousal' mechanism,it could mitigate the steeper 
sansory slopes in introverts or even reverse the rela­
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tive positions of the two groups under certain clrcum- 
s t ances.
We therefore have another possible explanation of 
the findings relating introversion to the gradient of 
the reaction time/intensity curve - i.e. that the situa­
tion depicted in figure 35 (see p. 44 2 ) accurate but 
that this is because the extroverts manage to increase 
their level of excitation beyond that of introverts by 
adopting a greater preparatory set. Such an explana­
tion is unlikely since the hedonic tone argument (which 
we have used to explain such differences in preparatory 
set) would not predict that extroverts would try to 
raise their level of excitation to the point at which 
it surpassed that of introverts. Furthermore, the 
findings of Calcote (1977) (see p . 4 fO ) do suggest that 
in simple reaction time it is the introvert who is 
further to the right along the *x' axis of the inverted 
*U*. Finally, we have seen that the data of Brebner 
and Flavel suggest that the slopes of the sensory growth 
functions are steeper in introverts rather than extro­
verts. The explanation, therefore, would seem to be an 
improbable one. If it were tenable, though, it would 
rescue the idea that level of introversion is a deter­
minant just as effectively as the criterion hypothesis, 
though for different reasons. As we have stated al­
ready, comparisons between introverts and extroverts are 
valid only when both groups are subjected to the same 
level of stimulation. If on the other hand extroverts 
manage to covertly i n c r e a s e  the stimulation to which
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they are subjected by tensing their muscles (whether 
consciously or not), then the basis for comparison is 
u n dermined.
In this respect, therefore, simple reaction time 
is not as dissimilar to the free operant situation as 
might be imagined, since although the rate of responding 
is not normally under the subject's control, the excita­
tory fee»-tbacK from each response (and also of course 
between responses if the preparatory set is maintained) 
may well be. It is, therefore, of great advantage if 
electromyographs can be used since one :.may not be able 
to prevent differences in response set from arising, but 
one may at least be able to measure them and possibly 
allow for them.
If such differences in response set do act in op­
position to the hypothesised greater slope of the sensory 
growth functions in introverts, they could explain the 
conflicting findings relating introversion to the slope 
of the reaction time curve. Whenever a given relation­
ship depends on the interplay of two opposing factors 
whose levels may depend on the circumstances of the in­
dividual study, w*e should not be surprised if different 
studies yield different results. However, let us look 
at an alternative explanation, though again one involving 
two factors acting in opposition to each other,
iii) T h ^ j o lnt effects of criterial and sensory factors
Let us make, for the present, the assumption that 
differences in response set between introverts and extri- 
verts do not exist. This makes our original contention
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that 'the slopes of the sensory growth functions are 
steeper in introverts than in extroverts,' more tenable. 
But if this is true it would work against the higher 
criterion also presum.ed to exist in the introverts.
A high criterion would lead to a slow overall response 
speed and a steep slope. Steeper sensory growth 
functions would result in a faster overall response 
speed. Iff furthermore, they were steeper because the 
introverts were operating further to the right along 
the *x* axis, then we would expect the difference in the 
slopes for a low and a high intensity stimulus to be 
less in introverts than in extraverts.
This basically assurées that the slope of the sensory 
growth function is a determinate, and that we are opera­
ting on the left hand portion of the inverted *U* which 
is convex upwards (portion B) . We have seen that there 
is evidence to support the latter assumption. Further­
more, the idea that the slopes of the sensory growth 
function is a determinate is consistent with our view 
that the levelling off point of a sensory growth function 
(which is equivalent to the level of excitation due to 
a stimulus in our inverted *U'-model) is positively
related to its slope (see p. 433 ) •
Thus the smaller difference between the slopes of 
the sensory growth functions for stimuli of differing 
intensity in introverts would counteract the effect of 
their higher criterion on the slope of the reaction 
time/intensity curve. It is important to distinguish 
the slO[v of the reaction tine/intensity curve from the
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slope of an individual sensory growth function for a 
particular stimulus intensity. From now onwards, to 
avoid confusion* we will refer to the slope of the re­
action time/intensity curve as a 'gradient*.
If our analysis is correct, it is not surprising 
that different studies have produced different results, 
since again we have the interplay of two opposing 
factors. We explained the changeover in the relative 
speeds of the introverts and extroverts in Brebner and 
Flavel's study in terms of the interplay of criterion 
levels and sensory growth function slopes as signal fre­
quency/probability was altered. This was a within-r 
study comparison. Mere we are employing a similar 
argument to explain disparate findings across studies.
It is not, in fact, necessary to ass’ume that both the 
criterion levels and the sensory slopes differ from 
study to study. Alterations in the level of one would 
be enough , due to its masking and unmasking effect on 
the influence of the other factor. If Grice (1958) is 
correct, then the criterion is perhaps the more likely 
to vary but if we are correct in our view that the 
slope of the sensory growth function is a determinate^ 
then both factors may be involved. Later we will ad­
vance the hypothesis that the reciprocal of the criterion 
(which we will call the subject's 'tendency to respona') 
may be a determinate also* so we have quite a complex
situation.
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iv) Implications for the hypothesis that Introverts 
have 'weak* nervous systems
Before we do this, however^ let us briefly consider 
the second of the two hypotheses (see p. ) that were 
apparently threatened by the finding in some studies 
that the gradient of the reaction time/intensity curve 
is greater in introverts than in extroverts.
This is the hypothesis that introverts have 'weak' 
nervous systems relative to extroverts. The gradient 
of the reaction time/intensity curve is known to be a 
measure of 'strength', but if our analysis is correct^ 
then it is determined by two factors, the slope of the 
sensory growth function and the criterion. In addition 
one or both of these may be affected by response sets.
Do the findings of studies such as those of Mangan and 
Farmer (1967) still indicate, therefore, that it is the 
extravert who has the 'weak' nervous system? The 
answer to this question depends on whether one is wil­
ling simply to take the gradient of the reaction time/ 
intensity curve as an operational definition of the term 
'strength* without regard to the underlying mechanism.
If so, then one is compelled to give the answer 'yes .
It will be remembered that at the outset of the 
present thesis the author deliberately chose to separ­
ate the two hypotheses that identified introversion as 
a 'determinant* on the one hand, and as a variable which 
is negatively related to 'strength' on the other (see 
p. /30 ). The reason for this was to avoid the ambi­
guity and ccnfusion that result from the fact that
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'strength' can be defined either in terms of the theory 
of 'strength' or in termes of certain classical indices 
such as extinction with reinforcement on the photochemical 
reflex (EWR or the PCR) . The two are related but they 
are not identical, and the author chose to lock at the 
first aspect - i.e. the definition of 'strength' - by 
investigating the interaction of various proposed deter­
minants of the Excitatory process' (including intro­
version) . Ke chose to look at the second aspect by 
measuring the gradient of the reaction time/intensity 
curve and assuming that it measures the kind of 'strength' 
that is involved in indices such as the EWR of the PCR. 
This assumption is validated by the high degree of cor­
relation found between the two measures (e.g. Nebylitsyn 
1960^ o p. c i t .). But it has the implication that having 
decided to make the separation between the two defini­
tions of 'strength' we must now accept the conclusion - 
and the apparent contradiction — that introversion level 
may be a determinant but that introverts have 'strong' 
nervous systems. However this contradiction is not a 
serious one ^ given what is meant by a 'strong' nervous 
system in this particular context,'
The reason the author is unperturbed by the appar­
ent necessity to conclude that introverts have strong 
nervous systems is^in his opinion the first hypothesis 
is the more important one - i.e. to prove that level of 
introversion is a determinant and that as it is increased 
one moves to the right along the 'x* axis and that pre­
dictable interactions with the other proposed dettrmi 
na; ts occur as a result. To prove that introverts ha._
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'weak' nervous systèms as defined by a classical index 
such as the EWR of the PCR (via the intervening link of 
the gradient of the reaction time/intensity curve) is a 
worthwhile airn since it provides a possible means of 
linking the research carried out in the West and the 
East (see pp. (‘^ 7— 144), However^ such a bridging pro­
cess through the use of the reaction time/intensity 
curve, though valuable, could not be more than sugges­
tive and indirect.
V ) I m p lications for Soviet work on 'strength* and
for e xperir.ental design
If our analysis is correct, then we could of course 
advance the hypothesis that the individuals defined as 
'strong' in the Soviet Union by'using the reaction time 
measure may differ from their 'weak' counterparts in 
that they adopt a higher criterion. Within the con­
text of standard signal detection tasks^ the response 
criterion is sometimes regarded as an inverse measure 
of the 'risk-taking' propensities of a subject^ since 
the setting of a lower criterion would lead to more 
false alarms, all other things being equal. There is 
some indirect evidence that 'strong* subjects, in fact,
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take my're risks than 'weak* subjects (e.g. Kulyutkin^^ 
1972 ; Kozlcwski, 1977). However, the relationship of 
such tendencies to the criterion in a simple reaction 
time task is unclear’ so we do not regard the results 
of these studies as proof that the hypothesis that 
'strong* subjects have a relatively high criterion 
incorrect.
Furthermore, we have seen that the gradient of the 
reaction time/intensity curve depends on the interplay 
of the criterial and sensory slope factors which may act 
in opposite directions. This calls into serious ques­
tion the validity of using the gradient to define 
•strong* and 'weak' groups of subjects, since one cannot 
assume that this distinction has the sam.e meaning in 
different studies. In other words the 'strong* and 
the 'weak* group may differ in one respect in one study 
but in another respect in a different study. It is not 
safe to ass’ume that 'strength* defined in this way has 
the same meaning in different contexts.
It could be argued that the same strictures apply 
to the author's own use of the gradient of the reaction/ 
time curve. However, if will be remembered that the 
plan is to use the seme group of subjects throughout, 
and to derive from each one a single value for the gra­
dient of the reaction time/intensity curve under con­
ditions which are the same for all subjects. This 
means that the results obtained using the gradient
as an independent variable will at least have a 
consistent interpretation since the same^will be used 
throughout. It should be noted that this would not 
apply if we had used separate groups of subjects for 
each experiment and employed the gradient index in each 
separately to divide the subjects into strong and 
'weak' groups.
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3. T H E CRITERION AS A POSSIBLE DETERMINATE
We have seen that a criterion explanation can 
account for most of the findings in the study of dis­
junctive reaction time by Brebner and Flavel (1978) and 
in the studies of the relation between introversion and 
the gradient of the reaction time/intensity curve. We 
have also suggested that in many cases explanations in 
terms of the slopes of the sensory growth functions or 
in terms of the criterion are either complementary or 
alternatives.
In the course of developing one of these explana­
tions we argued that the slope of the sensory growth 
function may be a candidate for inclusion in our list 
of determinates - i.e. that it may show an inverted 'U' 
relationship to the levels of the proposed determinants. 
We will now develop the hypothesis that an inverted 'U' 
relationship exists between the reciprocal of the 
criterion - i.e. the degree of 'riskiness* of the subject 
or his tendency to respond' - and the determinants. To 
introduce this possibility we will first consider the 
findings of Cheng (1968) in more detail.
i) Cheng's study
In this experiment, reaction time was faster in 
introverts than extraverts in normal subjects, but 
the reverse was true in schizophrenic subjects. Cheng^ 
like other workers, assumes that schizophrenic subjects 
are nore 'aroused' than normal subjects.^- If one a so 
assured that introverts are more 'aroused' than extiA-
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verts (i.e. that the level of introversion is a deter­
minant), Cheng's result might on the face of it be ex­
plained by transmarginal inhibition in the sensory 
growth function - i.e. by assuming that in schizophrenics 
the slo^e of t.*e sensory growth function was steeper in 
extr&verts than in introverts. However, this cannot be 
the case since stimulus intensity is also a determinant, 
and if the threshold of transmarginal inhibition had 
been passed in schizophrenics the reaction times to the 
low intensity stimuli would have been faster than the 
reaction times to the high intensity ones. This was 
not the case.
Thus the relationship between stimulus intensity 
and the determinate m.ay remain positive and monotonie, 
even though the relation between other determinants 
(e.g. introversion) and the determinate becomes negative 
and monotonie. Thus the assumption that stimulus inten­
sity can be represented on the same 'x' axis as the 
other determinants may break down. We have seen evi­
dence for this already (e.g. pp. 3 2^-7 ) '
It is also the present author's view that if, on the 
above basis we assume that Cheng's data can be explained
f
by transmarginal inhibition (T.I.) due to the manipula­
tion of individual differences, this could be due to T.I. 
either in the slopes of the sensory growth functions 
(i.e. steeper slopes for introverts in normal subjects, 
but for extroverts in schizophrenics) or due to T.I. in 
the degree of 'riskiness' or 'tendency to respond of
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the subjects (It will be remembered that the 'tendency 
to respond' is defined as the reciprocal of the criter­
ion). This latter hypothesis is depicted in figure 34
Tendency to
respond
Normal
introverts
Normal
ExtrC-verts -* Schizophrenic
extraverts
S chi z ophxen i c 
 ^ Introverts
Levels of the determinants (except stimulus
intensity)
Fig.36 .Cheng's study,the inverted'U* and the,tendency 
to rtsrond.
The relative positions of the four groups would explain 
the relative values of the reaction times^ since an in­
crease in the 'tendency to respond' - i.e. a fall in the 
criterion - lowers reaction time,
ii) T he criterion model and the determinants
We can also use this hypothesised relationship be­
tween the tendency to respond and the determinants to 
explain many other findings. For instance it can ac­
count for the results of those studies which have looxed 
at the joint effect of_introversion and one or more of 
the other determinants and found evidence of an inver­
ted 'U ' relationship between the levels of these deter- 
rr.ir.cnts and the. speed of response (e.g. Calcote, 1977.
See p. VIO). But what of the other determinants con­
sidered alone? Let us consider them in turn.
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a) Stimulus intensity
It should be readily apparent that the increase in 
speed of response as stimulus intensity increases can­
not be explained by differences in criterion level for 
the different intensities,if the latter are presented 
to the subject in a random order, since the subject will 
not know which intensity he is going to receive on a 
given trial. Even if, however, the subject does know
(for instance if the intensities are presented in
blocks), differences in criterion cannot explain the 
effect. If anything, the evidence is that in such a 
situation the subject tries to compensate for the rise
in stimulus intensity by raising his criterion. In
fact one of the principal lines of evidence that led to 
the development of the counting model of reaction time 
was the finding that the slope of the reaction time/ 
intensity curve is less (presumably due to such compensa­
tion) if the intensities are presented in blocks than if
they are randomised (see Grice 1968),
Thus it is still necessary to assume - as the 
graphs shown earlier do - that the sensory growth funo- 
tion (which we will call 'm' for convenience) is steeper 
for a high intensity stimulus than for a low intensity 
one.
Furthermore, it is also necessary to assume that
the relationship between *m' and stimulus intensity is
curvilinear, since the reaction time/intensity curve is 
curvilinear (see earlier - e.g. Teichner 1954). As in­
tensity increarcs, the increase in reaction speed becomes
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progressively less and less, and we xnust therefore 
assume that as intensity increases the Increase in 'm' 
becomes less and less;
Slope of the 
sensory growth 
function(m)
Stimulus intensity
Flc. 37« Stimulus intensity and the slope of the sensory 
 growth function.
It is clear that this corresponds to portion 'B' of 
the inverted *U*.
Stimulus intensity, it would seem, may again be 
different from the other determinants, since its effect 
on simple reaction tim,e can only adequately be explained 
by referring to the sensory growth function, whereas the 
effects cf the other determinants can also be explained 
with reference to the criterion (this will become 
clearer below, but we will anticipate the result here).
This supports the suggestion we made earlier that 
it m.ay not be possible to predict the joint effect of the 
determinants by assuming that they all can be repres" 
ented on the *x* axis or a single inverted *U' curve^ 
though in subsequent experimental work we will retain 
this assumption as a working hypothesis.
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It lE also at this point worth considering another 
set cf results which support the view that under certain 
circonstances, at least, stimulus intensity may tecon.e 
dissociated from the other determinants. It could be
argued that the finding (e.g. Shigehisa and Symons, 1973a) that 
strong accessory stimulation raises sensory thresholds 
in introverts hut levers them in extroverts could be 
explained by the inverted 'U' in its original fern,. Eut 
thfs is net so. It will be renenbered that Shigehisa
used the method cf limits in which a rise in the thresh­
old is revealed by the fact that a higher intensity 
stimulus is necessary befcre the s-bject will report its 
prefer re. Krvever, s.oh a higher intensity stimulus 
v:_ld r:ve the E_b%ect even fwither to the right alone 
the 'x' a>:s cf the inverted 'U ' so that if a subject 
had already passed the T.T.I., this would result in an 
even greater redwCticn in the level of the ’excitatory 
process'. W e , therefore, cannot explain the rise in 
threshold in introverts -nder•strong accessory stimu­
lation by transnarginal inhibition in the contexit of 
the original inverted 'U ’ model.
ÀJt alternative explanation would be that stimulus 
intensity is dissociated from the other déterminants, aS 
we have already suggested, and that an inverted U 
relationship exists between the other determinants and 
either perceptual sensitivity or the subject's 'tendency 
(since the method of lim.its is a criterion-
dependent m easure).
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b) D rugs
The increase in the speed of responding and decrease 
in the slope of the reaction time/intensity curve due to 
stimulants Such as caffeine (Nebylitsyn 1950) can be 
explained if we assume that the latter lowers the sub­
ject's criterion.
c) A ccessory stimulation
Where this factor affects reaction time it is 
usually in the form of an increase in reaction speed at 
low levels of accessory stimulation and a decrease in 
reaction speed at high levels (e.g. KalLman and Isaac 
1977). This can also be explained by the inverted 'U' 
relating tendency to respond to the determinants of 
'arousal' and the 'excitatory process'.
d) Drive
We have seen already that the interaction between 
drive, introversion and neuroticism in Calcote's study 
(1977) could be explained in terms of the criterion 
rather than purely sensory factors, 
e ) 1 1 g u e
The decrease in response speed due to sleep depri­
vation (e.g. Daftva» and Sinha 1972) could be due to a 
rise in the subject's criterion.
f)
We will argue in the section on vigilance that the 
effects of practice could be due to changes in the level 
of the criterion whether these were due to learning per 
se or to shift? along the 'x' axis of the inveitcd U
Î .S j
g) Russian measures
The positive relationship found between the reaction 
time gradient and the absolute sensory threshold (e.g. 
Nebylitsyn 1960, Sales^l972) can be explained by the 
fact that the latter was measured by the method of 
limits which, like reaction time, is a criterion-depen­
dent measure. . Also, the relationship of the reaction 
time gradient to other measures of 'strength'
(Nebylitsyn 19 60) could be explained if we assumed that 
under certain conditions at least, 'strong' subjects 
adopt a 'higher' criterion than 'weak' ones, though as 
yet there is no direct evidence that bears on this point. 
We will attempt to make good this omission.
Ill) A resume
Let us S'or-T.arise the argurr.ent so far. The counting 
model predicts that both the gradient of the reaction 
time intensity curve and the mean reaction time are posi­
tively related to the criterion of the subject. It 
also predicts that the gradient of the reaction time/ 
intensity curve is positively related to the difference 
in the slopes of the sensory functions for a weak and a 
strong stimulus. Finally the mean reaction tiirie is 
positively related to the absolute values of these 
slopes.
Frequency High intensity stimulus
lOw intensity stimulus
High criterion
Low criterion
Time
Slone for 
low criterion
Fig.38. The counting model 
of simole reaction time
Slope for high criterion 
It has also been argued that whether the inten­
sities are randomised or presented in blocks, the fact 
that reaction time decreases as stimulus intensity rises 
must be due to a steeper slope (*m') of the sensory 
growth function for a strong stimulus than for a veak 
stimulus. The fact that the reaction tjime/intcnsity 
curve is non-linear also implies that the relation be-
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tween *m* and intensity is non-linear. But there i. 
little evidence as yet in normal subjects that this 
relationship ever becomes negative, i.e. that ‘m ’ gets 
less as stimulus intensity increases, and there is little 
evice..ce as yet that a rise in stimulus intensity in 
normal subjects causes a fall in reaction speed.
There is, however, evidence that a rise in the 
level of certain other determinants of 'arousal' and the 
'excitatory process* such as accessory stimulation, 
introversion and neuroticism can sometimes lead to a 
rise in reaction speed at low levels but a fall in re­
action speed at high levels. It is therefore sugges­
ted that there may be an inverted 'U' relation between 
*m* and these other determinants, but not stimulus 
intensity.
Also, when the intensities are randomised, the 
criterion is of necessity unrelated to the intensity, 
but when the intensities are blocked, subjects raise 
their criterion at the higher intensities to compensate. 
This results in a lower slope of the reaction time/ 
intensity curve. But the compensation is apparently 
not sufficient to outweigh the effect of the rise in 
stimulus intensity on the sensory growth function, so 
that even when the intensities are blocked, reaction 
speed never falls as intensity rises.
However,it is suggested that the inverted Ü 
relation between reaction speed and the determinants 
Othvr thvn stir.ulus intensity could be explained by an
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inverted 'U' relation between these factors and the 
tendency to respond (i.e. the reciprocal of the cri­
terion) rather than 'm' (the slope of the sensory growth 
function). Incidentally, support for the criterion 
hypothesis cor,es fro.-n the finding by Davies and Hockey 
(1966) that an increase in the level of accessory 
stimulation produces an increase in the tendency to 
respond in extraverts, but a decrease in introverts.
This result was based on a re-analysis of the data
IR10,
from a vigilance task (see Davies and Tune, p. 149).
\
iV) A reassessment of the criterion model as applied to
Mungan and Farmer's study
Eut what has happened to our original hypothesis 
that extroverts adopt a lower criterion than introverts 
in simple reaction time tasks? Clearly, if there is 
an inverted 'U ' relationship between the levels of the 
determinants and the reciprocal of the criterion, extra- 
verts will have a lower criterion than introverts only 
when the levels of the determinants are relatively high. 
If we assume that extr&verts do have a lower criterion. 
We can very successfully explain the interaction be­
tween introversion and stimulus intensity found in a 
number of studies, particularly that of Kangan and 
Farii/Cr (19 67) - see pp. Can we assume that the
levels of the determinants are relatively high in this 
study? It is difficult to test such an assumption 
unless the levels of as many of the determinants as 
possible are actually manipulated within tht. same ex
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périment. In Kangan and Farmer’s study, only two of 
the determinants were manipulated: introversion and
stimulus intensity. Nevertheless the interaction be­
tween them ought to give us some clue as to which half 
of the inverted 'U* we are operating on. it will be 
remembered that in this study there was an increase 
in the speed of response as stimulus intensity was in­
creased, and although the rate of increase also decreased 
there was no evidence of transmarginal inhibition - i.e. 
a fall in response speed - as stimulus intensity in­
creased. We seem, therefore, to be operating firmly 
on the left hand side of the inverted 'U', not on the 
right hand side, as our assumption of a lower criterion 
in extraverts would require. However, we have already 
come across two studies in the reaction time literature 
alone in which there are strong indications that if a 
threshold of transmarginal inhibition exists at all for 
stimulus intensity, it may be higher than for the 
other factors (Keuss and Orlebeke 1977; Cheng 1968).
There are possible modality effects to take into ac­
count here, since both of these studies were auditory, 
whereas the Kangan and Farmer study w'as visual. How­
ever | for the present we will countenance the possibility 
that despite the lack of transmarginal inhibition due 
to stimulus intensity in the latter study, we may still 
be operating on the right hand side of an inverted 'U* 
relating the other determinants to the tendency to res­
pond .
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v) The criterion model, hedonic tone and r.pn-
misation of performance
There is another question to be considered thouah.
It was argued earlier that the individual may attempt to 
maximise his l e /el cf heconic tone by altering his level 
of responding. However, in our account of Brebner and 
Flavel*s experiment we mentioned that the apparent in­
crease in the subject’s criterion, as signal frequency/ 
probability increased, indicated that hedonic tone was 
not the only factor to be considered. The subject is 
presumably motivated also to perform well at the task. 
Signal detection theory predicts that in a task invol­
ving blank trials, for example, there are certain values 
associated with responding to a stimulus (’h i t ’) but not 
responding in a blank trial ('correct rejection’). Also 
there are certain costs associated with responding on a 
blank trial (’false alarm') and not responding to a 
stimulus (’m i s s ’). The 'ideal observer’ is thought to 
try to rr.axlr.ise the values and minimise the costs, but 
the theory also predicts that factors such as signal 
probability affect this balancing process, and that as 
the signal probability falls the criterion will tend 
to rise. The fall in signal probability in Brebner and 
Flavel's study was confounded with a fall in signal 
frecyucncy', and we argued that the hedonic tone argument 
would predict a fall in the criterion. In this case 
the prediction of signal detection theory^, was borne out 
so that the desire of subjects to optimise their per-
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formance appeared to override their desire to optimise 
their level of hedonic tone.
An experiment by Nettlebeck (1973) suggests that 
subjects may adopt a higher criterion at both the extreme 
CHuS of the arc —sal continj’um because under these con­
ditions discrimir.ability is low (i.e. d' is low as our 
model would predict), and the subject is more cautious 
in order to compensate. This is completely in line with 
our suggestion that there is an inverted 'U' relation­
ship between the determinants and the tendency to res­
pond (the reciprocal of the criterion). So our hypo­
thesis is not only capable of explaining many of the 
findings in reaction time studies but it is also con­
sistent with the view that the observer is attempting 
to maximise his level of performance.
We see, then, that if we consider the subject's 
need to maximise his level of hedonic tone and his need 
to optimise his performance we m.ay generate quite dif­
ferent predictions about the relationship between the 
criterion and the determinants.
Vi) Wei ford ' s theory and a reinterpretation of the
cri^ r ion m o del
There is another theory which predicts a third re­
lationship between the determinants and the criterion 
level. This is proposed by Welford (1972). Consider
figure 31 below.
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criterion
Frequency |
I Signal
d i s t r i b u t i o n - ^  distribution
Neural activity 
F l_g_39. Tho p o p tulates of signal detection theory
This depicts the basic postulates of signal detec­
tion theory and is a diagram which we have frequently 
had recourse to. Consider the effect of moving both 
the signal and the noise distributions to the right 
along the *x* axis whilst keeping the criterion at the 
sane point. As Welford points out, the number of false 
alarms and hits would both increase, and the criterion 
would appear to have decreased - i.e. shifted to the 
left despite the fact that in terms of level of neural 
activity It is^exactly the sam,e point. This rather 
surprising result stems from the fact that the criterion 
is defined operationally as the ratio of the heights of 
the signal and noise d istributions. This means that it 
provides an inverse measure of the subject’s tendency to 
respond. But this measured criterion is only positively 
and monotonically related to the position, of the 
criterion on a dimension of neural activity (such as the 
*x* axis in figure 3 ^ ) if we assume a oo A  _ -
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for the signal and the noise distributions. a  simi­
lar point has been made by Kackworth (1969). she argues 
that if the signal and noise distribution move in the 
opposite direction — i.e. to the left along the *x* 
axis (due, ..or in^tanve, to habituation of the evoked 
potential) — ti*e criterion will appear to have been 
raised.
Let us again consider the situation described by 
Welford. It implies that as the level of arousal in­
creases, the subject's tendency to respond also increases
t I
But if the level of arousal is itself increased by in­
creased responsiveness due to excitatory feedback then 
we would appear to have a positive feedback situation 
in which the level of 'arousal' would simply continue to 
rise unabated. Positive feedback systems, unbridled 
by some form, of compensatory mechanism, are rare in 
living organisms, since by their very nature they would 
lead to the destruction of the organism. They are there­
fore usually only found in disease states. Furthermore, 
such a positive feedback mechanism is completely at odds 
with the concept of g bf feedback control of hedonic 
tone.
Our hypothesis of an inverted 'U ' relationship be 
tween the determinants end the tendency to respond also 
conflicts with the hedonic tone model, but only when 
the levels of the determinants are relatively low.
Unccr these ccr Jitior.s the hedonic tone model would pre­
dict that a a the levels of tlie determinants are in­
creased the tendency to rcspcnd would decrease, since
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Fig. 41. Th»,* Western model _Flg. 42. The Russian model
These show In Idealised form the presumed relationship 
between the levels of the determinants on the one hand 
and the constructs of * arousal* and 'excitatory pro­
cess* on the other, presented by Western and Soviet 
workers respectively. It was argued earlier that the 
difference between them was under most circumstances 
merely of academic importance. In this context, how­
ever, the difference is an important one since both 
constructs are measures of neural activity and the *x 
axis in figure 3  ^ is also a dimension of neural acti­
vity .
Consider the effect cf an increase in the levels 
of the determinants. If the Western view is correct, 
the level cf arousal would rise, the signal and noise 
d 1 st r it it i c r.% would both move to the right (in figure
), and the tendency to respond would increase (i.e. 
th-j Cl'iter ion would fall). Ihis is thf? situation e.i~
Vi -S a g s J by Wo j f c rd ,
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If the Russian view is correct, however, as the 
■ determinants are Increased, the level of the excitatory
I
process would first increase but then later decrease.
In other words, the signal and noise distributions would 
at first mcve to the right and then to the left, and 
the tendency to respond would first increase and then 
decrease. So our hypothesis that there is an inverted 
'U' relationship between the tendency to respond and 
the levels of the determinants would be confirmed.
What of the remaining prediction - i.e. the one 
based on the concept of hedonic tone? Consider again 
figure m  . Let us assume that there is an inverted 
‘U* relationship between the level of the 'excitatory'' 
process* and the level of hedonic tone. If so, then 
the Russian model would predict that the fall in the
( I
level of the excitatory process at very high levels 
of the determinants would automatically produce an in­
crease in the level of hedonic tone, so long as we assume 
that the level of the excitatory process which maximises 
hedonic tone is lower than the peak value shown in 
figure 4 %  . Our discussion of the results of the
taste experirr.cnt suggests that this assum.ption may be 
valid. It will be remembered that the apparent T.T.I. 
for hedonic tone was reached even though salivation and 
magnitude estimates (which we could regard as indices 
of the 'excitatory process') continued to increase as 
stlriulus intensity was raised (see pp. 34P 3) .
We see then that the Russian model itself incoi- 
poiatco a r.echanis;n wliich would at least pcirt ally m. et
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the need to maximise the level of hedonic tone. This 
is not surprising, since the concept of homeostasis has 
always been implicit in the Russian theory. An alter­
native name for 'transmarginal inhibition' is 'protec­
tive ir..iibiticn — in other vcrcs, the decrease in the 
level of the excitatory process (or, more precisely, 
its replacement by protective inhibition) is thought to 
be a device to protect the nervous system from damage 
at high levels of the determinants.
This does not mean that alterations in the tendency 
to re spend cannot also under certain circumstances be 
involved in hedonic homeostasis. The above analysis, 
however, d:es show that the relationship between our 
pi edict ion and that of the pure hedonic tone model is 
closer than we night at first imagine.
To s u m  arise, then. The Russian model (which as 
we have seen derives support from a number of physio­
logical studies) not only provides support for our hypo­
thesis cf an inverted 'U ' relationship between the 
tendency to resp'ond and the levels of the determinants, 
but it also provides grounds for a rapprochemient between the, 
latter an 1 the hedonic tone hypothesis. Furthermore it 
in cor % urates Wolford's suggestion that alterations in 
the level of neural activity may produce apparent changes 
in the position of the criterion without suggesting that 
this would leal to a counterintuitive positive feedback
proccb'-. <
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slopes of the sensory grcwth function, tut also on the
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intercepts of the latter. This possibility was not 
mentioned earlier as it would have complicated an al­
ready intricate argument. However, even if this view 
is correct it does not alter the nub of our criterion 
hypothesis, since vertical shifts in the positions of 
the sensory growth functions are operationally equi­
valent to alterations in the level of the criterion and 
lead to the same predictions regarding reaction time. 
Furlhcrr.iOre ^  since such shifts would also affect the 
final levelling off points of the sensory growth func­
tions, they would also be reflected in actual experi­
mental r e a s u r ^ - of the criterion.
Fur the rr e r e , we can retain our hypothesis that 
when the levels of the determinants are relatively high, 
the criterion of introverts will be higher than that 
of extraverts. This view would have been threatened, 
though, if we had accepted Welford's hypothesis in its 
original form - i.e. if we had supposed that an increase 
r. the levels of the determinants would always produce a 
shift to the right along the *x' axis in figure (and
consequent reductions in the level cf the criterion).
If this wore so, then an increase in the level of int^- 
version would always result in a lowering of the criter­
ion since such an increase, ^  , would result
in movement to the right along the 'x* axis of the in­
verted and therefore would always result in a raove-
rrent to the right along the *x' axis of figure 31 if 
Welford was correct. However, we have seen that a more 
coherent and parsimonious theory is obtained if v,e adopt
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the FuEsian model, and on this basis an Increase In the 
level of Introversion would produce a shift tofleft (and 
an increase in the criterion) when the levels of the 
determinants were relatively high, which is exactly what 
our thecry predicts.
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4. A FROFOSED EXPERIMENTAL TKST
i) Su-~-,ary>_o.f analysis of simple rearMn»
Ke have two hypotheses*
a) There is an inverted 'U' relationship between the 
levels of the determinants and the tendency to respond 
(i.e. the reciprocal of the criterion).
b) There is an inverted *U’ relationship between the 
déterminants and the slope of the sensory growth function, 
We have described the effects of the various proposed 
determ inant s on reaction tine and we have seen that each 
of the above hypotheses by itself can account for nearly 
all of these effects. As such, the two hypotheses could 
be considered to be alternative explanations of the re­
action time data that we have discussed.
In seme situations, though, (e.g. the study by 
Erebner and Flavel) we seem to need an explanation in 
terms of both criterial and sensory factors. On other 
occaslens, as in the case of stimrulus intensity, only 
one of the two theories seem.s tenable.
ii) A problem
Ideally, therefore, we would like to be able to con­
duct an actual experiment to measure the criterion and 
the slope of the sensory growth function separately in a 
sir\jle reaction time situation. It may be thought 
signal detection methods would automatically answer this 
need, since we have seen that they provide separate in­
dices of the criterion and the index of discriminability 
(d-) . However,the techniques involve the use of catch
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trials in which the subject is required to withhold 
his response. From the proportion of catch trials on 
which he fails to do this, and from the proportion of 
ordinary trials on which he correctly responds, the value 
of the criterion and d' are calculated.
It should be clear that if we introduce catch 
trials i.ito a si.,.1 e reaction time task, we no loncrer 
have a sirple reaction time task but a disjunctive reac­
tion t i; e t a s , such a5 the one ernployed by Brenner and 
Flavel. We have also seen that some theorists consider- 
that the processes which determine the latency of response 
in a disjunctive reaction time task are different from 
those which determine the latency of response in a simple 
reaction time task, though they di^ not agree on what these 
processes are (Grice et al. , 1976 ; Nissen, 1977),
So we are faced with the problem that the latency 
measures which we are mcst interested in derive from 
simple reaction tim.e tasks, but the signal detection 
measures we are interested in derive from disjunctive 
reaction time tasks,
iii) A possible solution
Is there a way out cf this dilemma? The answer is 
'yes’, if we are willing to make an assumption - namely, 
that although the latency of response in a disjunctive 
reaction time task m.ay depend on different processes to 
these which obtain in a sim.ple reaction time task, 
signal detection indices which are derived from 
junctive task can nevertheless be used as reli
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guides to the rr,echanis:r,s involved in the simple reaction 
time task.
This ray not seer a particularly tenable assumption 
at first glance. However, it will be remembiered that 
when we ajipliea the results of signal detection tasks 
such as thvse e..ployed by Stelmack and Campbell (1974) 
and Harkins and Geen (1975) to simple reaction time tasks 
we were abj.e to provice an adeguate explanation of the 
findings. TurthermiOre, although reaction times were
not actually measured in these signal detection tasks, 
this was simply an omission on the part of the authors, 
the actual experimental paradigm was basically very simi­
lar to that of disjunctive reaction time. Furthermore, 
jn the case of Erebner and Flavel's study (in which^ 
this tine the authors measured reaction time but failed 
to calculate signal detection indices), we were even 
able to give an adequate explanation of the latency 
measures (i.e. disjunctive reaction time) in terms of 
simple criterion and sensitivity arguments. So the 
processes underlying simple and disjunctive reaction 
time mi a y net be that different after all.
It would seem^ then, that it would be a worthwhile 
to approach the prO'blem of sj^.ple reaction time 
indirectly via disjunctive reaction time. It would have 
been preferable if we could have found a way to partition 
reaction time directly into its criterial and sensory 
co-ponents (ignoring its notor component for the present), 
but there would seem to be no suitable technique avail­
able to do this at present, as the principal signal de-
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tectlon theorists have themselves admitted (Green and 
Swats 1974).
iV) O u 11ino of a joint study
Tlic essential proposal, therefore, is U) conduct an
eXt eri...v..t in w*.ich simple and disjunctive reaction time 
tasKS arc used in sequence and in which the experimental 
conditions are kept as nearly the same as possible for 
the two tasks. This should minimise the possibility 
that differences in such conditions could undermine the 
validity of cur assur.pticn that the signal detection 
indices derived from the disjunctive task can be used to 
help explain the findings from the simple reaction time 
task. If the assumption is validait should be possible 
to eliminate by statistical means (the analysis of co- 
variance) the influence of the criterion, and thus reveal 
the effect on simple reaction time of the sensory growth
function factor alone.
In view of what has already been said, it would also 
be desirable to measure the electromyograph of the subjects 
so that any r.asking influence of response sets could also 
be allowed for statistically. However, for practical 
reasons this was not possible.
V ) The choice of factory
For our experiment to be a valid test of our hypo­
theses it will also be necessary to investigate the levels 
of several of the determinants. The choice must, there­
fore, be made as to which ones to use.
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Stimulus intensity is an obvious candidate. It 
has theoretical importance because of the findings re­
lating personality to the gradient of the reaction time / 
intensity curve (e.g. Mangan and Farmer, 1967). Further­
more  ^ this gradient is used as an index of 'strength' of 
the nervous system in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. 
If we employed it we would be able to carry out one of 
our professed aims _ namely to try to elucidate the dif­
ference between subjects described as 'strong' and 'weak' 
using this index, since these could be compared on 
measures of criterion and discriminability derived from 
the disjunctive reaction time task. It would also enable 
us to look at the relationship between 'strength', de­
fined in terms of the reaction time/intensity curve and 
the taste indices derived from the first group of experi­
ments  ^and the vigilance indices which are to be derived 
from the last group of experiments.
We have also seen that there are certain peculiari­
ties associated with this factor which could have impor­
tant implications for our general model. We have al­
ready suggested that there may be a dissociation between 
stimulus intensity and the other factors, and that this 
is reflected in the fact that transmarginal inhibition 
due to the influence of these other factors may seem to 
have occurred despite the fact that response speed is 
still increasing as a function of stimulus intensity (e.g. 
Cheng, 1958). We could hypothesise^ therefore^ that 
the T.T.I. is higher for stimulus intensity than for 
other factors.
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Transmarginal inhibition due to an increase in 
stimulus intensity has been demonstrated in schizophrenics 
(e.g. Venables and Tizard  ^ 1956) but to provide a rig­
orous test of such a hypothesis we would need to demon­
strate T.I. due to an increase in stimulus intensity in 
an experiment in which several of the other determinants 
were manipulated as well. This will, therefore^ be a 
further aim of our experiment^ and in addition we will 
test the hypothesis that such T.I, is more likely to 
occur when the levels of the determinants are relatively 
high^ as the theory of 'strength' would predict.
We have already stated that the use of drugs in 
the present project was not possible for practical 
reasons.
D r i v e 'is a variable which has been found to inter­
act in predictable ways with factors such as introversion 
and neuroticism (e.g. Calcote^ 1977), but for reasons 
which were stated earlier it was decided not to use it 
in the present experiment.
Sleep deprivation .was also ruled out for practical 
reasons and because of certain theoretical problems out^ 
lined elsewhere.
Novelty can be investigated by looking at within or 
between session changes, and^as will.be seen an opportu­
nity to do both was afforded by the particular design 
employed.
Introversion and neuroticism ,are of obvious interest 
within this study, and one aim of it was to make good the 
relative neglect of neuroticism in reaction time studies.
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Russian measures of 'strength* were to be investi­
gated both by means of the reaction time/intensity index 
and the Questionnaire measure of strength which the 
author had recently received permission to use from 
Professor Strelau in Poland.
Time of day is a factor which is of great theoretical 
interest, so it was decided to include it also. The 
practical objections to it which prevented its use in 
the tasitexperiment were considered not to apply to the 
same extent in simple reaction time ^ and therefore did 
not outweigh its theoretical value.
We have left accessory stimulation until the end 
since it raises certain issues which must be discussed at 
greater length. . One of these is the choice of sensory 
modality for the reaction time task. Accessory stimu­
lation by its very nature should come from a different 
modality to that of the response stimulus. If it did 
not,one could argue that any decrement in response due to 
such stimulation could be due to direct interference^ for 
instance if both the accessory and response stimuli are 
auditory. This being so, the factors governing the —  - 
choice of modality for the two kinds of stimuli should 
be discussed side by side. Let us first consider the 
factors relating to the choice of the, modality of the
response stimulus.
The gustatory and olfactory modalities would raise 
too many practical problems and can therefore be ruled 
out. Tactile stimuli have been used successfully by 
Kallman and Isaac (1977, op. cit.)  ^ but stimulus intensity
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would be difficult to manipulate in this modality. We 
are left, therefore, with the visual and auditory syster.s.
The visual modality has certain advantages. Firstly, 
the study which showed the clearest evidence of an 
introvert/extravert difference in the reaction time/intensity
gradient was a visual one (Mangan and Farmer 1967).
Also*Venables and Tizard (1956) found that even in schizo- 
pnrenics  ^ transmarginal inhibition due to a rise in 
stimulus intensity was only found in the visual modality.
However  ^ these facts could be construed in the op­
posite way. If a genuine modality difference does exist 
it would pose problems for our general theory so that 
if the same effects could be demonstrated fc-r audition it 
would preclude the possibility of having to introduce a 
major revision of the theory over this point alone. We 
seem, therefore, to have no clear indication of which 
modality to use for the response stimulus. Let us now 
consider factors relating to the choice of the modality 
of the accessory stimulus.
Two studies (Isaacq 1960 and KalLm.an and Isaac, 1977 ) 
have used combined auditory and visual accessory stimu­
lation and have produced results which are in line with 
the inverted 'U' hypothesis. However,it is difficult
to disentangle the effect of the visual and auditory 
stimulation combined. Most studies which have used only 
one kind of accessory stimulus have emiployed white noise, 
and these have produced conflicting results (see p. tof).
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We see then that the studies which have used acces­
sory stimulation do not really tell us which of the two 
available modalities would be most profitably employed. 
Part of the problem is that ^ as we have seen ^ very few 
studies have employed visual .accessory stimulation on its 
own and looked at its effect on auditory simple reaction 
time.
It was considered worthwhile^ therefore, to conduct 
a preliminary experiment to look at just such an experi­
mental set up before finally deciding which sensory 
modality to use for the combined simple and disjunctive 
reaction time task which was^ of course, the main interest
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CHAPTER NINE. A PRELIMINARY STUDY; SIMPLE AUDITORY 
REACTION TIME.
1. INTRODUCTION
The factors we intend to employ in the present study 
are by and large the same ones that we intend to 
manipulate later in our joint reaction time/signal 
detection task: stimulus intensity, introversion,
neuroticism, time of day and accessory stimulation.
Due to limitations of time, subjects participated in 
one session only, so the effect of novelty could not be 
investigated by comparing session 1 with session 2 .
Since the effects of visual accessory stimulation upon 
simple auditory reaction time have been relatively rarely 
studied ,and since this was one of the main reasons for 
conducting the preliminary study, it was considered worth­
while to investigate the effects of two kinds of accessory 
stimulus: constant and variable. A variable stimulus
might be expected to be potentially more 'arousing' than 
a constant stimulus, since the reduction in novelty due to 
habituation is more likely if the stimulus is unchanging.
However, Poulton (1977) has pointed out that a 
variable accessory stimulus is more likely to be dis­
tracting than a constant one. Gray (1964) has reviewed 
evidence which suggests that the relative importance of 
'arousal' and distracting effects may depend on the
4
'strength' of the subject's nervous system, defined in 
terms of a classical index. During the first few minutes
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of variable accessory stimulation (e.g. due to a flashing 
light)f performance in 'strong' subjects is depressed 
relative to the control condition (no accessory 
stimulation), presumably due to a distraction effect, where­
as performance in 'weak* subjects is improved, presumably 
due to an 'arousal' effect.
Also, it has been shown by Easterbrook,1959, for 
example, that an increase in the level of 'arousal* results 
in a narrowing of attention - i.e. an increase in the 
ability to resist distraction (although Gray, personal 
communication , has suggested that in certain contexts - 
e.g. the study of the influence of.the behavioural inhibition 
system in animals - this may not be true).
Introversion and neuroticism figure in our list of 
proposed determinants of 'arousal' and also have been 
hypothesised to be related negatively to 'strength' of the 
nervous system, defined in terms of a classical index.
The above results, therefore, suggest that when the levels 
of introversion and neuroticism are relatively high, the 
ability to resist distraction will be relatively high. 
Furthermore, since time of day is also a candidate for 
inclusion in our list of determinants we could hypothesise 
that the ability to resist distraction will be maximal 
when the levels of all three factors are relatively high.
It is worth, at this point, recalling Siddle and 
Mangan's (1971) suggestion that 'overarousal' or trans­
marginal inhibition effects,due to the action of an 
accessory stimulus , could be viewed as ^n example of 
*(3P5 r0 0 j_on ' . However, such effects would be most likely 
to occur when the levels of the determinants are relatively
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high, so that whether we decide to call them 'distraction' 
effects or not, we certainly cannot regard them as 
equivalent to the distraction effects described above, 
since we have suggested that these would be least likely 
to occur when the levels of the determinants are relatively 
high. Planned comparisons between a control condition, 
on the one hand, and a variable and a constant accessory 
condition, on the other, would enable us to investigate 
the conditions under which one set of effects or the other 
are likely to predominate since they lead to opposite 
predictions. It was also decided to present the various 
intensities of the response stimulus in blocks rather than 
in a completely random fashion. Cheng (1968) showed that 
in non-psychiatric subjects introverts show faster over­
all speed of response than extroverts, whereas Mangan and 
Farmer (1967) showed that the reverse was true, though in 
this case the difference was not significant. In Cheng's 
study the various intensities were presented in blocks, 
whereas in Mangan and Farmer's study they were presented 
randomly.
Gale (1969) has shown that extroverts demand greater 
changes in stimulation than introverts rather than higher 
absolute levels. It is possible, therefore, that the 
presentation of the intensities in blocks in Cheng's 
study placed the extroverts at a disadvantage relative to 
the introverts. A rigorous test of this would have 
required the experimenter to manipulate mode of present­
ation as a factor in itself. Limitations of time made 
this impracticable, but it was decided to use blocked 
intensities in any case to see if Cheng's finding was
replicated. 4 9  0
2. METHOD
i) Design
All subjects performed under all conditions. Two 
intensities of the response (auditory) stimulus and three 
accessory stimulation conditions were employed (dark, 
constant, variable). Each stimulus intensity was present­
ed ten times consecutively under each of the variable 
accessory stimulation conditions. The order of stimulus 
intensities and accessory stimulus conditions was deter­
mined randomly. The stimuli were pure tones of 1000 c.p.s 
of either 90 db.(high intensity)or 10 db. (low intensity) 
(ref. level ; 0.0002 dynes/sq.cm.). Under the 'dark* 
condition, ambient illumination was 2 lux. In the case 
of the 'constant' condition it was 1250 lux. The 
'variable' condition was produced by a light flashing at 
1 0 c.p.s. producing an ambient illumination of 10 lux.
ii) Subjects
Not all of the subjects who took part in the taste 
experiment were available at the time the present study 
was undertaken, so it was decided to employ a fresh 
group. Since the experiment was only a preliminary one 
it was considered that this was an acceptable departure 
from our general policy of employing the same group of 
subjects throughout.
Subjects were 64 male students who reported no 
previous history of epilepsy and migraine, since these 
conditions can sometimes be affected by\ flashing light 
stimuli. They were administered Form A of the Eysenck 
Personality Inventory following the experiment. Forty-
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two of the Subjects h.=:d 'lie' scale scores of less then  ^
c.:.ô cnly tnese ere included in the enalysis. Three 
hir. cd-,Tl splits on t^ .e hcsis of extreveision (E) score, 
neurol 1 c: s.Ti (?0 score end tdn.e of testing resulted in 
eipnt croups. The two levels of the tine of day factor 
V3 11 he referred to as 'early' end 'late'. Details of 
the apes and :nt reversion and r. eui oti ci sm scores of the 
E„-i^pocls in the eight c]oup:s are given in Appendix B.
i i i ) y ^ ! e rj 3 1 s
Strod-rd rC'Tse hey and digit in.or ecuipn.ent vas used 
to nuaeeie rca-1.:cn tines. The anhient i 1 1 uj’ination in 
the 'dark' ecu. nit ion vas provided hy a snail ano'L_nt of 
I i vht en. t o rn. c f r on under a w indow bl : nd next to the •
' s c: n i r v^ich allowed h : o to recn::: the
CO nil i':n vas pro vj dec by a 150 watt room licht plus two 
1 ''1 wait ] a: p s , t ^ e light frcr. which was directed crbo a 
white semen. T: e ' ua ri able ' condition we s produced by a 
s t j ■_ 1 a .s r : pe whose lig’.t was also projected onto the screen. 
.All t.he lux. values 'p.: :t e d earlier we re measured at the 
s n: I :n . The s circles tones we re produced hy a standard 
: o.nc ccr-rratcr and pi aye d to the f object ever earphones.
iv) t p-'f - re
Subjects sat at a table (on which the rorse hey was 
placed, and with their back to the experimenter's table 
(on which the other equipment was placed) . loey were c_vc,n 
the fell owing instructions: . ,
i r; >;
'Please put these earphones on. During the test I 
will be presenting you with several series of tones.
There will be ten tones in each series and within each 
series the tones will be of equal intensity. However, 
sometimes all the tones in a series will be loud and 
sometimes they will all be soft \
The subjects were then given one presentation each 
of the high and low intensity tone, in an order that was 
determined randomly.
They were then told ;
'Before each tone I will say "ready" and about three 
seconds later I will present you with the tone. As.goon 
as you hear the tone I want you to press this key down as 
fast as you can using the forefinger of whichever hand you 
prefer. Don't press the key before you hear the tone.
I'm going to give you three practice trials using a tone 
whose intensity lies in between the intensities of the 
loud and soft tones which you will get during the main 
test *.
The experimenter then gave the subject three practice 
trials using a tone whose intensity was 50 dB - i.e. 
intermediate between the intensities to be employed in the 
actual test (90 dB and 10 d B ) . The interval between the 
'ready' signal and the presentation of tones was measured 
by means- of a stop clock placed on the experimenter's 
table.
Reaction times for the practice trials are not 
included in the analysis.
Subjects were then told : ,
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'I will at times change the lighting conditions in 
the room. Your task is the same at all times though , — 
i.e. to respond as soon as you hear the tone. Keep your 
eyes open throughout.*
The experimenter then presented the subject with the 
tones under the various accessory conditions employing 
the design described above. If the subject responded 
before a tone was presented (an "anticipatory false alarm*) 
the experimenter made a note of this and presented the tone 
a gain.
After the completion of the experiment,subjects 
completed form A of the Eysenck Personality Inventory 
with the experimenter present (though he did not look over 
the subject's shoulder).
As the experiment was of relatively short duration 
(approximately fifteen minutes on average) subjects were 
not paid for participation.
Before leaving, subjects were given the Eysenck 
Personality Questionnaire, Spielberger's inventory of 
trait anxiety and Cattell's 16 P.P. to complete in their 
own time. They were informed that the results of these, 
like those of the Eysenck Personality Inventory (E.P.I.), 
were absolutely confidential and they were asked to return 
them to the experimenter in sealed envelopes, which were 
provided, as soon as possible. However, very few of the 
subjects complied and so the results that are to be 
presented relate to the E.P.I. scores alone.
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v) Results for simple auditory reaction time task
simple auditor;/ reaction time CLSCORE)•
The following results are based on am analysis of variance 
involving introversion (2 levels), neuroticism (2 levels), 
5ine of day (2 levels), accessory stimulation - 'condition*
(3 levels), stimulus intensity (2 levels).
The reaction times were skewed and so a logarithmic 
(base 10) transformation was initially carried out. The 
results were analysed using a standard Genstat computer 
package which incorporates an adjustment for unequal 
numbers in the cells. This adjustment gives relatively 
greater weight to those cells containing a relatively large 
number of subjects. For tliis reason any of the following 
tables of means which involve more than one between subject 
factor (introversion, neuroticism and time of day) will 
contain the adjusted values.
a) The interaction of introversion and neuroticism is 
significant at the level (one tail). Amongst introverts,
low IT subjects display a faster speed of response than high 
IT subjects, whereas the reverse is true amongst extraverts. 
Als: amongst low IT subjects, introverts show a faster speed 
of response than extroverts, whereas the reverse is true 
ao.onrst high IT subjects.
Low N High IT
Introverts 2.2537 ; 2 .3174
Extroverts 2.2702 2.2203
Table Xf Showing interaction of introversion and neuroticism
(isocat).
z )  r.'.e interaction of introversion arc tine of day is 
significant at the C.3^ level (one tail). Amongst inrO' 
•erts, speei cf resprnse was faster 'early* in the day 
than 'later* in the day, whereas the reverse was true 
a: *n~s^ e>:7 ra.-er'^  s .
'Early* •Late*
T 3 U 7 '■VA _ ^,sr.s a .  a  f ' - ro a . w
Ihxtr OLv erts 2 . 2 7 " 0 2. 2 2 3 9
4 -r -i- ^  -
-a^  (LS:C?n).
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c) Tue nain effect for introversion is significant at 
tne 0.5/^ level (2 tail). Overall extr&verts show a 
faster speed of response than, introverts.
Introverts Extraverts
2.2896 2.2493
X!
Table ^ showing main effect for introversion (LSCORE).
d) The nain effect for stimulus intensity is significant 
at tne 0.1% level (2 tail). Overall speed of response is 
faster at the high intensity -than at the low intensity.
Lev; .High ■
Intensity . Intensity
.2.3038 2.2332
Table^shov;ing nain effect for stimulus intensity (LSCORE).
Results for anticipatory false alarms
The following results are based cn an analysis of 
variance involving introversion (2 levels), neuroticism 
(2 levels) and time of day (2 levels). The number of false 
alarms was too low to make the inclusion of the 'condition* 
factor meaningful so the results are based on the total 
number of false alarms for the experimental session. The 
values thus obtained were skewed and so a square root trans­
formation was carried out. An element of skewedness remained 
despite the transformation, but there were in any case no 
significant main effects or interactions..
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Vi) Discussion
The most important finding that emerges from the 
present study is the interaction between introversion and 
neuroticism for the speed of response measure. This is 
significant at the 0 .1 % level and is due to the fact that 
amongst introverts, low N subjects display a faster speed 
of response than high N subjects, whereas the reverse is 
true amongst extraverts. Also amongst low N subjects, 
introverts show a faster speed of response than extraverts, 
whereas the reverse is true amongst high N subjects.
This result provides very strong support for the view 
that introversion and neuroticism are determinants - i.e. 
that they move subjects in the same direction along th^
*X' axis of the inverted 'Ü* curve. Furthermore, the fact 
that the main effect for introversion is also significant, 
with extroverts having a faster overall speed of response, 
provides further clarification of the study by Buckalew 
(1973). It will be remembered that in his study, extroverts 
were found, as in the present experiment, to have a 
faster overall speed of response compared to introverts.
Buckalew argued that his result constituted evidence
against the hypothesis that the level of introversion is
a determinant - or, as he put it, that introverts are more
•aroused* than extroverts. However, he did not manipulate
any of the other proposed determinants, so his study,in our
view, was inherently incapable of testing the inverted *U *
hypothesis. Furthermore, our present result indicates
%
that if he had also investigated the N scores of the 
subjects he might have found an Interaction between the two
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personality dimensions and, therefore, arrived at a very 
different conclusion.
The fact that in the present study extroverts are 
faster overall than introverts also provides indirect 
evidence that the opposite finding in Cheng's study was 
not due to the presentation of the stimulus intensities in 
blocks rather than in a completely randomised fashion 
(see p. 4 1 C ). There must, therefore, be an alternative 
explanation though the author has ^cne. to offer. However, 
as already stated such main effects are not particularly 
important by themselves.
The interaction between introversion and time of day 
is also highly significant (0.5% level) and is cue to the 
fact that arrncst introverts, speed of response was 
faster 'early' in the day than 'late* in the day, whereas 
the reverse was true amongst.extrcverts. This strongly 
supports the view that introversion a_nd time of day are 
ce t e m i n  ants.
All of these interactions can be explained in termes 
of an inverted 'U' hypothesis : i.e. by assuming that,at 
least in the condition corresponding to the highest 
combination of the factors involved, subjects had passed 
their T.T.I. However, there is a very important dis-
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crepancy. Not only is the main effect for stimulus 
intensity highly significant, showing that overall subjects 
responded more quickly to the high than to the low 
intensity stimulus, but also there is no indication in any 
of the conditions in which T.I. appear;to have taken 
place, that the reverse is true - i.e. that subjects 
respond less quickly to the high intensity stimulus than 
to the low intensity stimulus.
Such a reversal is what we would predict on the basis 
of our inverted *U* model in its most general form, so the 
present results provide perhaps the clearest indication 
so far that stimulus intensity may be special and may not 
interact with the other proposed determinants as predicted.
We must also consider the relative paucity of effects 
Involving accessory stimulation. We do have one result 
for the planned comparison between the 'dark* and the 
'constant* condition, but this was only marginally signifi­
cant. It is possible that the illumination was not 
sufficiently bright, though to have increased its intensity 
further might have been painful to the subjects.
A similar problem arises when we consider the variable 
accessory stimulus. For practical reasons it was not 
possible to make this as bright as the constant stimulus, 
and this means that comparison of the two accessory 
conditions would have been complicated by the confounding 
of the factors of variability and absolute intensity of 
stimulation. In any case, only two independent comparisons 
are possible amongst three conditions agd it was the 
comparisons between the 'dark* or control condition, on the 
one hand, and the two accessory conditions, on the other,
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that we were most interested in.
The low absolute intensity of the variable stimulus 
probably made it less likely that the corresponding 
comparisons would be significant. It is also likely that 
because the stimulus was variable, but still regular, its 
'arousing* effect was less than it would have been if the 
light had flashed at irregular intervals. Another possi­
bility is that its 'arousing* and distracting effects may 
have cancelled each other out, since we saw that decrements 
due to 'overarousal* and decrements due to 'distraction* 
were most likely to occur under opposite conditions : when 
the levels of the determinants are high in the first case 
and low in the second. All in all, though, whatever the 
explanation the scarcity of effects involving visual 
accessory stimulation indicates that the use of visual 
modality for the response stimulus and the auditory modality 
for the accessory stimulus may be a better combination.
We should also note the failure to find any signifi­
cant interactions between stimulus intensity and the other 
proposed determinants - e.g. personality. This is in line 
with similar failures to find such interactions at ' 
conventional levels of statistical reliability in other 
studies conducted in the auditory modality (e.g. Zhorov 
and Yermolayeva-Tomina 1972). If we now conducted our 
joint reaction time/signal detection task using the visual 
modality for our response stimuli, we might be more 
likely to find such interactions (as did Mangan and 
Farmer 1967)  ^and we might be able to determine whether it 
was due to sensory and/or criterial factors (the results 
of the present study can, of course, be interpreted in
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terms of either) , Furthermore, if we did find such an 
interaction it would provide indirect support for the view 
that modality differences may need to be taken into account 
when constructing theories in this area (a suggestion 
made by Mangan 1978, for example).
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CHAPTER TEN ; REACTION TIME AND SIGNAL DETECTION THEORY : 
THE DESIGN AND EXECUTION OF A JOINT STUDY.
We have seen that our proposed joint simple reaction 
time and signal detection task would probably be most 
profitably conducted with the response stimulus presented 
in the visual modality. We must now consider its overall 
design and the detailed predictions for the measures we 
hope to derive from it.
1. OVERALL DESIŒ:
We have already considered the choice of experimental 
factors to be employed in our joint task, and we will 
simply list them here;
Stimulus intensity, accessory stimulation, novelty, 
introversion, neuroticism, time of day.
All of these factors can be included directly in our 
experimental design for the simple reaction time experiment 
and in our subsequent analysis of variance of the results.
The situation is slightly different for the dis­
junctive or signal detection task. This is intended to 
provide measures of the criterion and of the slopes of the 
sensory growth functions. However, it will be remembered 
that the index derived from signal detection theory to 
measure sensory rather than response factors is the 
discrimination index ( d 5 . Under normal circumstances this 
provides a measure of the ability of the subject to 
discriminate between the presence of a stimulus ('signal') 
and its absence ('noise'). We argued in the introduction
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to the taste experiment that is a measure of the 
gradient of the inverted *U* curve rather than its 
absolute height (see pp. ÎIÇ-30), in the situation des­
cribed above, we would be measuring the average gradient 
of the inverted 'U* between the points corresponding to 
'stimulus present' and 'stimulus absent*. Grice (1968) 
has shown, however, that signal detection theory is - 
equally applicable to situations where the subject is 
required to discriminate between two suprathreshold 
stimuli. The value of d^ would then correspond to the 
average gradient of the inverted *U ' between the points 
corresponding to these two stimuli.
We must decide whether to employ 'stimulus present*- 
V 'stimulus absent* in our signal detection task, or, 
alternatively, to use two suprathreshold stimuli. The 
choice is governed by the fact that we wish the results of 
the task to be applicable to the results of the simple 
reaction time task. We have seen that of all the reaction 
time studies, perhaps the one which has proved most 
damaging to our hypotheses is that of Mangan and Farmer 
(1967) , which showed that the gradient of the reaction
time/  intensity curve was greater in introverts than in 
extroverts.
We have advanced a detailed model to account for this 
and other findings, and it would seem to be judicious to 
try to test this model by replicating to a reasonable 
extent the general experimental set up employed by Mangan 
and Farmer. In their study a range of suprathreshold 
stimuli of differing intensities was employed. It would
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seem sensible to employ a similar range for our simple 
reaction time experiment, and to use two suprathreshold 
stimuli located in the middle of this range for our 
signal detection task.
It should be noted that the d^ measure derived from 
such a task would be an index not of the absolute slopes 
of the sensory growth functions for these two stimuli, but 
of the difference in the final levelling-off points of 
these functions. However, we argued elsewhere (see pp. )
that it was reasonable to assume that the slope of a sensory 
growth function and its final levelling-off point are 
positively related to one another. Furthermore, the fact 
that the d^ measure will reflect the difference between 
the characteristics of the two functions is in line with 
the fact that in Mangan and Farmer's study it was not the 
absolute reaction times that differentiated introverts 
from extroverts, but the difference between the reaction 
times to stimuli of varying intensity.
This brings us to the point that our two supra­
threshold stimuli in the signal detection task will
differ only in intensity, the subject being asked to
respond to the brighter stimulus, but not the dimmer one.
This means that although we are not actually employing 
stimulus intensity as a separate experimental factor in 
the signal detection task (unlike the simple reaction time 
task) , the stimulus intensity factor will be there, 
nevertheless, 'concealed' within the discrimination index 
(d^). So although stimulus intensity will not figure 
directly in our analysis of variance of the results of the 
signal detection task, the effect of the other factors on
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the discrimination index will tell us about the relation­
ship between these determinants and stimulus intensity. 
This will become clearer when we consider our detailed 
predictions for the joint task below.
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2. PREDICTIONS
i) Simple reaction time task
Our predictions for the simple reaction time task 
are relatively straightforward and stem directly from 
our general model and from the preceding account of the 
processes deemed to underlie this particular measure,
a) General predictions
We would predict firstly an inverted *U* relation­
ship between the speed of response and the levels of the 
determinants employed (i.e. stimulus intensity, accessory 
stimulation, novelty (as revealed by the session factor ), 
introversion, neuroticism and time of day). Such an 
inverted *U* would be expected to manifest itself in 
the interactions between these determinants. The sort 
of interactions that the general model would predict have 
been dealt with already in detail elsewhere (see p. ) 
and they will not be repeated here.
b) Transmarcinal inhibition
In order to determine whether or not transmarginal 
inhibition[iue to a rise in stimulus intensity occurs, and 
to see if it conforms to the prediction of the general 
model, we will also include a planned comparison between 
the highest and the second highest stimulus intensities. 
The prediction would be that if the subjects overall 
show evidence of T.I. due to stimulus intensity, the 
planned comparison associated with this factor would be 
significant and in the direction of a slower speed of
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r^spo.iSe for the highest thôji for the second-highest 
Intensity. If on the other hend (as is more likely in 
view of previous fa.lurts to find such an effect in 
nonr.al - i.e. non-psychiatric - subjects), T.I. only ap­
pears in certain subgroups ar^d/or under certain experi­
mental conditions, the general model would predict that 
the planned comparison would not be significant for 
the stimulus intensity main effect, but it would be for 
the interaction between stimulus intensity and the other 
factor(s) involved. .
If so, then the model would predict that a fall
in speed of response between the second-highest and
highest stimulus intensity would either only occur in 
the combination which corresponded to the highest levels 
of the determinantE which were involved, or, if it o c ­
curred for more than one combination, that the fall 
would be greatest in this 'highest* combination. This 
latter prediction depends on the assumption that the 
croups in question were operating on portion ‘C  of the 
inverted 'U ' (i.e. the right hand portion which is con­
vex upwards) and not portion 'D* (i.e. the right hand
portion which is concave upwards) - see p S 3 •
This assumption would seem to be justified in view
of previous findings which have failed to find T.I. at
all. But even if it were not, it would be clear from 
the overall results which part of the curve the groups 
were operating on. To state the prediction more 
generally, one would expect that the combination with 
the highest levels of the de-term.inants (e.g. the ■
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'neurotic introverts' under 'noise' for the interaction 
between noise, neuroticism and introversion) would show 
the greatest fall if it were portion *C* that was ap­
plicable, or the least fall if it were portion 'D ' that 
was applicable.
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11) signal detection task
a) General background
We come now to the predictions for the disjunctive 
reaction time task which for convenience we will hence­
forth refer to as the 'signal detection t a s k ’ to avoid 
confusion with the simple reaction time task. The 
situation is a little more complicated here because we 
have five different measures;
1) The criterion
2) The index of discriminability
3) The probability of a hit - i.e. the probability 
of responding to the 'signal* (the brighter of 
the two stimuli and the one to which the subject 
is instructed to make a response)
4) The probability of a false alarm - i.e. the 
probability of responding to a 'non-signal'
(the stimulus to which the subject is asked 
to make no response)
5) The speed of.response.
From the point of view of interpretation of the
simple reaction time data,the signal detection measures
(nos (1) and (2)) are the most important. This was one
of the main reasons which motivated the author to employ
the signal detection task. ‘ However, to the extent that
the general model is capable of generating predictions
for the other measures (which it can), these are of
value in their own right. We shall see,, also, that
«
they have a bearing on a number of specific but impor­
tant theoretical issues.
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The following predictions will be based jointly on 
the Russian interpretation of the hypothesised inver­
ted *U* and the postulates of signal detection theory. 
The reasons for this choice have already been discussed 
in detail, so we will not repeat them here. Suffice 
it to say that they provide the most parsimonious, con­
sistent and intuitively plausible explanation of the 
data in this area. They are summarised in figure 4 J 
and figure 44 below.
Excitatory
process
N2SI
S2Ni
Levels of the determinants 
A B C D
Fig. 43 The inverted 'U ' hypothesis
Probability Criterion point 
Signal distributionNon-signal 
distribu­
tion
- f—   ^ , . . Neural activity
postulates of signal detection
theoiy^.
Figure ^ 3  shows the hypothesised *U* shaped re­
lationship (adapted to our general model) between the 
levels of the determinants and the level of the 'excita- 
tory process', suggested by the Soviet*workers (the 
meaning of the other s^^mibols will be explained below) .
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The other graph normally presented with it^showing 
an essentially positive and monotonie relationship 
between the level of the excitatory process and per­
formance/has been replaced by the signal dattction dia­
gram in figure because it is a fundamental con­
tention of the present author that the term 'perform­
ance* has been used too vaguely, and that a more detailed 
analysis is required such as the one that is to be 
presented here. This does not mean that the present 
analysis is necessarily correct, but simply that if it 
is not, the aspects of it which are deficient will be 
clearly apparent and the necessary changes will be 
facilitated (a similar point has been made by Gray (1972) 
in his comparison of Western and Russian approaches to 
factor analysis).
To return to our diagram in figure y , 'N' and 
'S' represent the means of the 'noise' and the 'signal' 
distributions. In fact, as we have seen, in the task 
that we will employ, the subject will be asked to dis­
criminate between two suprathreshold stimuli rather than 
between 'no-stimulus' ('noise') and 'stimulus' ('signal 
plus noise'y. In the present context it means that 
'N* refers to the mean of the 'non-signal' distribution 
(i.e. the distribution corresponding to the stimulus to
which the subject is instructed to make no response),
0/the
whilst 'S' refers to the mean signal' distribution 
(i.e. the distribution corresponding to the stimulus to
i
which the subject asked to respond).
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The non-signal and signal differ only in intensity, 
with the signal being slightly more intense in objective 
terms than the non-signal. For this reason it is 
valid to represent the 'x* axis in figure 4 4 as a 
dimension of neural activity, and we will regard it in 
the present context as functionally equivalent to the 
*y* axis in figure 4 3  (i.e. the excitatory process).
The fact that different axes have been used to repre­
sent the same dimension in the two diagrams again stems 
from conventions that have been employed to date. To 
have flouted the conventions might have been confusing 
in itself since we have already employed both diagrams 
separately in their original form .and since they are 
also widespread in the literature. The reader is also 
cautioned not to confuse the inverted *U* in figure 43  
with the non-signal and signal distributions in figure 
4 4  . Their similarity is coincidental and they refer
to separate things.
Nevertheless we will try to show how the two dia­
grams are connected. To do this, consider the points 
N^ and in figure 4 3 . These correspond to the
points N and S, respectively, in figure 44 - i.e.
the means of the non-signal and signal distributions can 
be considered as corresponding to two points on the in-
t I
verted *U' relating the excitatory process to the levels 
of the determinants. The fact that the signal distri­
bution in figure 4 4  is further to the riqht along
«
the *x* axis than the non-signal distribution, is re­
flected in the fact that the point is higher than the
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point in figure 4 3 . This correspondence stems
from the fact that the intensity of the signal is in 
objective terms greater than that of the non-signal, and 
from the assumption that stimulus intensity iS one of 
the determinants and interacts with the other deter­
minants as predicted by the general model (of which 
figure 4 3 is an aspect).
This assumption is very important. It is one which 
we have seen has been challenged by certain results from 
other workers but also, more directly, by the results of 
the simple auditory reaction time experiment carried out 
by the present author (see p. 500). However, such con­
tradictory evidence is not abundant so far . For this 
reason,and also because of the possibility that the re­
sults of the simple auditory reaction time task may 
have been specific to the auditory modality, we will re­
tain the assumption for the present as part of our over­
all working hypothesis.
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b) Detailed predictions
The exact positioning of the criterion is arbi- 
tary in figure 4 4  . It could have been placed to the
left of the point of intersection of the two distribu­
tions rather than to the right. Our hypothesis, in 
fact, is more concerned with the positioning of the 
signal and non-signal distributions themselves. Con­
sider the effect of an increase in the levels of one 
or more of the determinants. This would result in a 
movement to the right along the * x *  axis of figure 4  3 
and hence an increase in the heights of the points 
and , as predicted by the inverted *U' curve - i.e. 
an effective movement upwards along the *y* axis~df Laxs 
curve. But we have argued already that the *y* axis 
of this curve (the excitatory process') corresponds to 
the * x *  axis in figure 4 4  ('neural activity'). ‘Thus 
an Increase in the levels of one or more of the deter­
minants would result in a movement to the right along 
the 'X ' axis of the signal detection diagram in figure 
4 4  .
It will be remembered that the probability of a 
'hit' corresponds to the proportion of the signal dis­
tribution which lies to the right of the criterion. If 
the criterion position remained unchanged on the 'x' 
axis, the result of an increase in the levels of the 
determinants would be (initially at least) an increase 
in the proportion of the signal distribution which lies 
to the right of the criterion and hence an increase in 
the probability of a 'hit'. Analogously the probability
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^ f^lse alarm is related to the proportion of the 
non-signal distribution which lies to the right of the 
criterion. An increase in the level of the determin­
ants, therefore, would also be expected to result ini-?
tially in an increase in the probability of a false 
a
^larm.
1) T he criterion
The effect on the measured criterion is also easily 
predictable. The operational definition of the criter­
ion is the ratio of the heights of the signal and the 
noise distribution. Let us imagine that the criterion 
in figure 4 4  was in fact placed initially at point A. 
At this position the height of the signal distribution 
is zero, so that the criterion would be infinitely low. 
Such a situation in which there are no 'misses' - i.e. 
no occasions on which the subject fails to respond to 
a 'signal' - poses problems for signal detection theory, 
though we will see that we can get round it if we make 
certain assumptions. If the criterion now moves to 
the right, the ratio of the heights of the signal and 
noise distribution will tend to increase, so the 
measured criterion will also increase. At point B, the 
height of the non-signal distribution is zero, so the 
criterion would be infinitely high. In such a situa­
tion, where the number of false alarms is zero, we can 
again perform certain adjustments to enable the cri­
terion to be measured, and also to enablq d', the dis­
crimination index, to be measured, since this too
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depends on having non-zero values for both the pro­
bability of a 'miss' and the probability of a false 
alarm.
The important point to consider, however, is that & s 
the 'true' or actual criterion moves to the right, so 
its measured value increases. In this situation, 
therefore, we have a positive,monotonie relationship 
between the actual criterion as measured in units of 
neural activity and the criterion as measured in opera­
tional terms. However, we argued earlier (following 
Welford, 1972) that a movement to the left of the signal 
and noise distributions is in terms of the operational 
measure equivalent to a shift in the actual criterion 
to the right. Such shifts are also equivalent in 
terms of the 'tendency to respond' which is negatively 
and monotonically related to the measured criterion. 
Equally, a shift in the criterion to the left is equi­
valent operationally to a shift in the distributions to 
the right. This is just what we have suggested would 
happen if the levels of the determinants were increased. 
The distributions would shift to the right, and there 
would be an increase in the tendency to respond (as 
by an increase in the probability of both a 
hit and a false alarm) and a fall in the measured value
of the criterion.
It should be pointed out that we are assuming, ef­
fectively, that the criterion remains somewhere between 
the limits defined by the points A and B. It could
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theoretically lie outside these limits, but if so the 
subject would be making a great many omissive errors 
('misses') or commissive errors ('false alarms') both 
of which he would be instructed to avoid. Thus if we 
assume that the 'payoff structure' is roughly symme­
trical (i.e. that avoidance of neither type of error is 
particularly heavily emphasised), an 'ideal observer' 
would set his criterion between A and B. Furthermore, 
to be consistent we must assume that the subject does 
behave like an 'ideal observer' since the postulates of 
signal detection theory are based on this concept.
So we see that although changes in^signal and the 
non-signal distributions would be the primary factor, if 
these movements were large, one might expect movements 
in the same direction by the criterion to follow in their 
wake to keep the criterion between A and B. If the 
subject is in fact determined not only to keep the 
criterion between A and B, but also to keep it in exactly 
the saiTie position relative to the two distributions, 
one would expect no change in the measured value of 
this criterion. We have.seen already that this measured 
value is inversely related to the ’tendency to respond.
We will see when we come to consider vigilance later that 
there is evidence for a mechanism which is indeed de­
signed to maintain the subject's level of responding.
However, there are several reasons why this fact 
does not negate our present hypothesis that the measured 
criterion will change as the levels of the determinants
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change. Firstly and most importantly, the mechanism 
is designed to maintain a steady level of responding 
within subjects over the course of time (as in a vigi­
lance task) - i.e. within a single session. The de­
terminants that we will be mostly interested in consist 
either of between subject factors (such as introversion, 
neuroticism and time of day) or within subject factors 
(such as accessory stimulation), the different levels 
of which the subject receives in different sessions.
It is difficult to see how the mechanism could operate 
across subjects, and the finding (e.g. Harkins and Geen, 
1975) that different groups of subjects have different 
tendencies to respond argues against such a view.
Furthermore, even if it were possible for it to 
operate across sessions for the same subject, there are 
other reasons why its effect can largely be discounted. 
The mechanism proposed is a compensatory one. It oper­
ates on the principle of negative feedback or homeostasis 
Negative feedback systems only attempt to compensate for 
a given change in some external factor (such as the level 
of accessory stimulation) because this factor produces 
a discrepancy between the desired and actual level of 
the control parameter (in this case the tendency to 
respond). In technical terms, the compensation that 
they effect is dependent on the existence of an "error 
signal" so they can only counteract such changes; they 
cannot obliterate them (unless they overcompensate and 
overshoot).
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We will assume therefore that, in the present con- 
hext at least, an increase in the levels of the deter­
minants will initially produce a decrease in the measured 
value of the criterion. However, if the levels of the 
determinants continued to increase, the point of T.I. in 
figure 4 3  would be reached and the level of the 
'excitatory process' would begin to fall. This would
have two effects. Firstly, the signal and the non- 
signal distributions in figure 4 4 would stop moving 
to the right and start moving to the left. Thus the
measured criterion would first fall and then rise as 
the levels of the determinants are increased. It is at 
this point that we part company from Welford, who sug-—  
gests that the distributions will continue to move to 
the right, and that the measured criterion will continue 
to fall. We thus have described in detail a mechanism 
for our proposed inverted 'U ' relationship between the 
tendency to respond (the reciprocal of the criterion) and 
the levels of the determinants, which we saw was capable 
of explaining so much of the simple reaction time data.
2) The discrimination index
The other main effect of passing the T.I."would be 
a reversal of the relative positions of the non-signal 
and signal distributions on the 'y' axis'of figure 4 3  
(represented in the extreme case by and S^) and on 
the 'x' axis of figure 44 . This is a necessary
conseauence of the assumption that stimulus intensity 
is one of the determinants.and can be represented as
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moving one to the right along the *x* axis of the inverted 
*U' in a manner analogous to the determinants. If this 
assumption is warranted, transmarginal inhibition in the 
tendency to respond would be accompanied by a greater 
nuTiber of responses to the non-signals than to the signals 
and a negative value of the discrimination index (if 
the parametric measure of the latter were used since for 
this measure a complete inability to discriminate is 
represented by the value zero).
However, if the assumption is not valid, and if 
such a reversal of the sign of d ' does not occur, this 
does not detract in any way from our hypothesis of an 
inverted *U' relationship between the tendency to*res­
pond and the levels of the determinants, since it is not 
dependent on this assumption. All we would have to 
do is to remove stimulus intensity from the list of de­
terminants that could cause movement to the right along 
the 'x' axis of figure 43 . The other determinants
could still have this effect and produce the corresp­
onding changes in the absolute positions of the distribu­
tions in figure 4  4 *
We have already made some predictions, above, re­
garding the index of discrimination. , For convenience 
we will refer to this as d', though as we shall see 
there are grounds for considering a non-parametric measure 
also. The predictions, though, are the same in both 
cases.
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If we assume that stimulus intensity is a deter­
minant and therefore interacts with the other deter­
minants in a manner predicted by the inverted 'U', it 
follows that d* will be proportional to the g radient 
of the inverted 'U’ curve, so long as the two stimuli 
to be discriminated differ in terms of intensity. In 
figure 4 4  the value of d' is positively related to 
the separation of the non-signal and signal distribu­
tions. This horizontal separation, measured in units 
of neural activity, is the distance between N and S, and 
is equivalent to the vertical distance between the cor­
responding points on the inverted *U’ - and S^.
This is because the vertical or *y* axis of figure 4»3 
Cexcitatory process') is regarded as being functionally 
equivalent to the horizontal, or *x* axis of figure 4k 
('neural activity*). The average gradient of the in­
verted 'U ' between two points such as and is de­
fined as the vertical separation of these points divi­
ded by their horizontal separation. Their horizontal 
separation is proportional to the objective difference 
in intensity between them, since on our assumption, 
stimulus intensity can be represented along the 'x* 
axis of the inverted 'U' in figure 4 3  . If this
difference in objective intensity is constant (which it 
is in the present experiment), the average gradient of 
the inverted 'U* between the points corresponding to the 
means of the non-signal and signal distributions will 
depend only on which part of the inverted 'U' these 
points lie on, since its curvature changes. This in
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turn will depend on the levels of the other determi­
nants . (ex hypothesi) ,
This is a complex argument, so we will summarise 
it briefly. The value of d* is proportional to the 
distance between N and S in figure . This itself
is proportional to the vertical separation of the points 
and in figure 4 3  . If the objective difference
between the intensities of the signal and non-signal re­
mains constant, the vertical separation of and 
depends only on the average gradient of the inverted 
'U* between these points. The average gradient of the 
inverted 'U* depends on the levels of the other deter­
minants. We thus reach the final conclusion that the 
value of d' depends on the levels of the other deter­
minants. But the relationship is a complex one, since 
the gradient of the inverted 'U* alters in a complex 
fashion as we move to the right on the 'x* axis of 
figure 4 3  . The expected change in d* is depicted in
figure 4^" - below.
Excitatory * 
process
I
<— — The inverted *U' 
curve
Gradient of \  
the inverted 'U* »\
.Levels of the 
/ determinants
curve
/
Figj^45. Predictions for the discrimination index
2 3
The broken line function represents the value of 
the gradient the .excitatory process'curve and d' is 
proportional to the height of this function. In the 
initial position, when and S l i e  on portion A of the 
inverted 'U',a movement to the right results in an in­
crease in d* since the gradient of the inverted *U' is 
increasing in this portion (i.e. the curve is concave^
upwards). The gradient reaches a maximum at the border­
line between A and B after which both it and the value 
of d* begin to fall, reaching a value of zero at the 
T.T.I, Up to this point, however, the absolute value 
of the gradient and of d* is still positive - i.e.
is still trhan in figure 4 3 , and the
subject, therefore, makes more responses to the signal 
than to the non-signal - i.e. more 'hits' than 'false 
alarms', since the signal distribution in figure 
would lie further to the right along the *x* axis.
However, once the T.T.I. had been passed, the gra­
dient of the inverted 'U' would become negative, 
would lie vertically below and d ' would become 
negative. This is because the non-signal distri­
bution would now lie further to the right along the 'x' 
axis of figure 4 4 As we moved further to the
right, the value of d ' would continue to fall as pre­
dicted by figure 4 T  , and would reach its most nega­
tive value at the borderline between portions C and D. 
After this point (i.e. when and have become and
in figure 43 ), the value of d ' would still be 
negative, but it would start to rise and would reach a
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value of zero if and when the inverted *U* touched the 
*x* axis. It should be pointed out that at both extr­
emes of the 'x* axis the Knight of the inverted *U* 
might not be zero, since the nervous system might still 
be expected to have some level of activity. However, 
it is difficult to envisage such situations, so it is 
preferable simply to consider the extremes as being in­
determinate.
It is interesting to note that the fall in the 
value of d* after the border between portions A and B 
had been passed could be construed as T.I. if the latter 
is defined as a fall in performance following an ini­
tial rise as the levels of the determinants are in­
creased. This is really only a question of semantics. 
By itself the presence of this apparent T.T.I. (at the 
border between portions B and C) poses no serious prob­
lems for the theory of 'strength'. This is because the 
measures used to define the two thresholds are quite 
different. D ' is a measure of the gradient of the in­
verted 'U', whereas the measures which are usually used 
to define the 'true' T.T.I. depend on its absolute 
height. The above theory does not, therefore, indi­
cate that there is more than one T.T.I. and that a con­
ception of the latter in terms of a generalised lowering 
of responsiveness (such as is predicted by Gray's 
theory - 1964 op. cit.) is consequently incorrect. We 
will see that there are Cert^ r/i objections to such a con-
i
ception, but this is not one of them.
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The important thing is that the proposed mechanism 
underlying d' in this context should be clearly explained 
and that fairly unambiguous predictions regarding it 
should be made from the inverted 'U' hypothesis. In one 
sense the above analysis suggests that d' is a particu­
larly good measure to use to test such a hypothesis, 
since it is highly sensitive to changes in the gradient 
of the curve. As we have seen, the direction of change 
in d* actually reverses even before we have passed the 
'true* T.T.I. It would, for this reason, seem to be 
useful in an area (such as reaction time) in which 
'true' T.I. effects are relatively rare.
However, there are certain problems associated wi-feh 
the discrimination index. Astonishing as it may seem, 
the picture presented in figure 45“ and the accompany­
ing analysis is in some ways an oversimplification.
This is because the value of d ' depends not only on the 
horizontal separation of the points N and S in figure 
4 4  (i.e. the means of the signal and the non-signal
distributions), but also on the variances of these dis­
tributions. Both an increase in the separation of the 
distributions and a decrease in their variances will 
reduce their degree of overlap and hence increase the
value of d '.
Mackworth (1970) has tentatively suggested that 
the variances of the distributions will decrease as the 
level of 'arousal' increases. If this were so, and if
f
we consider 'arousal' as she uses the term to be equi­
valent to the 'excitatory process' as we have used it,
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then the relationship between d* and the levels of the 
determinants might appear to be more complicated than 
we have so far suggested. This is because the change 
in the overall level of the excitatory process and the 
change in its gradient are related in a complicated way. 
We can see this simply by comparing the unbroken with 
the broken line in figure 45* , since the former shows
the way the height changes and the latter shows the way 
the gradient changes (i.e. the way the separation of the 
distributions changes). If the variances of the distri­
butions are negatively related to the height of the in­
verted *U' curve (i.e. to the level of the 'excitatory 
process') then d ' will depend on the combined effect of 
both curves and not just on the broken curve (i.e. on 
the gradient).
What effect would this have on our predictions?
In fact it would not alter them markedly. If Mackworth 
is right, the two factors (the separation of the dis­
tributions and the variances) will act in concert over 
portions A and C, since in both cases the two curves 
are changing in the same direction - both increasing in 
portion A and both decreasing in portion C. On the 
other hand, they will act in opposition over portions 
B and D, since here the curves are changing in opposite 
directions. The effect that this would have would be 
tojleave the overall shape of the curve describing the 
relationship between d' and the levels of^-the deter­
minants unaltered. Up to now we have assumed that the 
broken line represented this curve. The new curve
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would have the sarie shape but it would have higher peaks 
and ceeper troughs since, for instance, the additional 
effect of the unbroken curve would be to enhance its 
rise ever portion A and then delay and retard its fall 
until at the point of T.T.I. both curves would be fal­
ling so that it would accelerate this fall from a higher 
level. AlsOythese peaks and troughs would not lie in 
the sare place as those on the broken line but would be
shifted -towards the right.
Conversely, if Mackworth is wrong and the variance 
of the distributions is positively related to the level
• I
of the excitatory process, the peaks would be less high 
and the troughs would be less deep, and they would be 
shifted towards the left.
Ac have not alterpted to craw such curves on figure 45
since their exact shapes and positions would depend on
the exact shapes of the unbroken and broken curves which 
are hypothetical.
The irportant point is that so long as there is a 
linear relationship between the variances c-f the dis­
tributions and the level of the excitatory process,, 
(whether pcsitive or negative), the curve for d ' will 
have roughly the san.e shape as the curve for the gra­
dient (the broken line). It is, of course, possible 
that the relationship is not a linear one, but instead 
something more complicated. However, we will make this
simplifying assumption. When we come to discuss the
results for d ’ we will also employ the assumption that 
the actual positions of the peaks and troughs
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of the curve for d' coincide with those of the broken 
line in figure h S  But we make the »* / iCft-t/o/i
here that this would only apply if alterations in the 
variances of the distributions have no appreciable 
effect on the value of d '. Since it is in fact the 
overall shape of the curve for d ' which is the most 
important, violation of these assumptions would not be 
serious.
3) An adjustment to allow for transmarginal inhibition
effects
In our above analysis, we suggested that if the 
'true* T.T.I. were passed, the value of d ' would become 
negative - in other words the non-signal distribution 
would lie further to the right along the 'x ' axis of 
figure 4 4 than the signal distribution. This has 
certain complications for our theory regarding the 
criterion.
It will be remembered (see pp.FU-IO) that the cri­
terion is defined as the ratio of the heights of the 
signal and the non-signal distributions and that this 
provided an inverse measure of the tendency to respond. 
The basis for this relationship is that if the actual 
criterion moves to the right from A to B in figure 4 4 
(or if the distributions move to the left by an equi­
valent distance), both the tendency to respond decreases 
and the ratio of the heights of the signal and noise 
distribution increases (i.e. the measured criterion 
increases). However, this relationship holds only if 
the signal distribution lies further to the right along
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the *x* axis than the non-signal distribution. If 
their relative positions are reversed, the opposite re­
lationship will hold - i.e. the tendency to respond will 
be positively related to the ratios of the heights of the 
signal and the non-signal distributions (i.e. the measured 
criterion).
This poses a problem. We have argued that if the 
Russian interpretation of the inverted 'U ' is correct, 
the distributions will first move to the right and then 
to the left in figure 4 4  , as the levels of the de­
terminants are increased. This is because on the 
Russian interpretation the level of the excitatory pro-
I
cess first increases and then decreases. But how do we 
know that such alterations in the absolute positions of 
the distributions, and in the tendency to respond, have 
taken place? Answer: from the measured value of the
criterion. However this only provides a valid measure 
of the absolute positions of the distributions and the 
tendency to respond, if the relationships between these 
two factors, on the one hand, and the measured value of 
the criterion, on the other, are invariant. We see 
that if the relative positions of the signal and non­
signal distributions reverses, so does this relation­
ship. We therefore must make an adjustment if we want 
the measured criterion to be a consistent index of the 
absolute positions of the distributions relative to the 
actual position of the criterion measured in terms of 
neural activity (which is itself related in an invariant 
fashion to the tendency to respond).
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When we obtain the results of the experiment we 
will have two probabilities - the probability of a 'hit*, 
and the probability of a 'false alarm'. Interpretations 
of signal detection theory invariably assume that the 
former is larger than the latter (i.e. that the signal 
distribution is further to the right in figure than
the non-signal distribution), and the formula for the 
criterion is therefore defined in terms of the proba­
bility of a 'hit' and the probability of a 'false alarm'. 
This will provide a consistent measure of the positions 
of the distributions relative to the actual criterion, 
only if the probability of a 'hit' is indeed greater 
than the probability of a false alarm. This is true 
under most circumstances. However, in our present 
project we are deliberately including as many of the 
determinants as possible in the hope that in certain 
combinations of these the threshold of T.I. will be 
surpassed. If this happened, though, in our present
I •
experiment the probability of a false alarm would 
exceed the probability of a 'hit*, so we must take 
this possibility into account.
The way to do this is to substitute the terms 'the 
higher probability* and 'the lower probability* for the 
terms 'the probability of a hit* and 'probability of a 
false alarm', respectively, in the formula for the 
criterion.' If this substitution is made, the latter 
does provide a consistent inverse measure of the tendency 
to respond (and the positions of the distributions re­
lative to the true criterion). To put it more simply,
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where the probability of a false alarm exceeds that of 
a hit, we will, when calculating the value of the 
criterion, treat the probability of a false alarm as if 
it were the probability of a hit and vice versa.
4) Surmary of predictions for signal detection indices
--------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- j—
To summarise the argument so far: we predict an
inverted 'U ' relationship between the levels of the de­
terminants and the tendency to respond, or alternatively, 
a *U* shaped relationship between the levels of the de­
terminants and the criterion, since the tendency to re­
spond is defined as the reciprocal of the criterion.
We predict a more complex relationship between the 
discrimination index and the levels of the determinants, 
of the form depicted by the broken line in figure 4- 5
Furthermore, if stimulus intensity interacts with 
the other determinants as predicted by the general 
model, the point at which transmarginal inhibition ap­
pears in the tendency to respond should coincide with 
the point at which the discrimination index becomes 
negative (assuming that the parametric measure is used) - 
i.e. the point at which the subject begins to make more 
false alarms than hits.
If these two points did not coincide (as would be 
implied if one effect appeared but the other did n o t ) , 
this would indicate that we could not include stimulus 
intensity with the determinants along the *x* axis of 
the same inverted 'U ' curve.
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5) The probability of a hit and the probability of a
false alarm
The predictions for the probability of a hit and 
the probability of a false alarm are easily derivable 
from the above analysis and do not depend on the assump­
tion that stimulus intensity is a determinant,since 
stimulus intensity itself was held constant in the signal 
detection task and only the levels of certain of the 
other determinants were altered. We would predict an 
inverted 'U' relationship for both measures since as the 
levels of the determinants were increased, both the non­
signal and signal distributions in figure 4*4 would 
move first to the right (thus increasing the proportions 
of each lying to the right of the criterion), and then 
to the left (thus decreasing the proportions of each lying 
to the right of the criterion). These movements are 
predictable from the inverted *U' curve in figure 43
It should be noted that the expected relationship 
for the false alarm rate is contrary to what the earliest 
formulations of the inverted 'U* hypothesis in terms of 
'performance* might predict. This is because a false 
alarm is an error, and an error could be regarded as an 
inverse measure of performance. On this basis we might 
have predicted a 'U ' shaped relationship between the 
false alarm rate and the levels of the determinants. 
However, it is a cardinal tenet of signal detection 
theory that all types of error are not equivalent to 
each other and should not therefore be bracketed to­
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gether or simply added to each other. Specifically, an 
"emissive error" (i.e. a "miss") and a tommissive error* 
(i.e. a "false alarm") will be inversely related to each 
other since if d* is constant, the number of omissive 
errors will decrease as the tendency to respond increases, 
whilst the number of commissive errors will increase.
Since the probability of an omissive error is inversely 
related to the probability of a hit, we are predicting 
an inverted "U* relationship between the levels of the 
determinants and the level of "performance" if we define 
performance in terms of the number of omissive errors 
(i.e. misses). However, we are predicting a "U" shaped 
relationship between the levels of the determinants and 
the level of performance if we define performance in " 
terms of the number of commissive errors (i.e. false 
alarms). Our results will show whether the signal de­
tection theory analysis, as we have presented it, is 
applicable or not.
6) Disjunctive reaction time
We come now to the final measure derived from the 
signal detection task: the disjunctive reaction time.
We suggested earlier that simple reaction time depended 
on the slopes of the sensory growth functions and the 
level of the criterion. We also suggested that with 
the exception of stimulus intensity (for which only the 
sensory growth functions provide an adequate explana­
tion) , an inverted "U" relationship between response 
speed and the levels of the determinants could be ex­
plained by an inverted "U" between the latter, on the
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one hand, and the slopes of the sensory growth functions 
or the tendency to respond, on the other. We also 
showed that there was a fair body of evidence to suggest 
that such an inverted 'U* did exist for simple reaction 
t i m e .
Grice et a l . (1976) have suggested that the mecha­
nisms underlying disjunctive reaction time tasks (which 
is essentially what our signal detection task is) are 
more complex than those underlying simple reaction time 
tasks. However, in our discussion of this point we 
maintained that this was an area of relative uncertainty. 
Also Brebner and Flavel's (1978, o p . c i t .) disju^tive 
reaction time task did suggest that there was an inver-^ 
ted *U* relationship between the level of introversion 
and the signal frequency/probability on the one hand, and
A
the disjunctive speed of response on the other (we will 
argue in the section on vigilance that there are good 
grounds for considering signal frequency/probability to 
be one of the list of determinants). We also showed 
that we could explain these results quite adequately if 
we assumed that the processes underlying disjunctive 
reaction time were similar to those underlying simple 
reaction time. So whilst accepting.the possibility 
that the former may indeed be more complex than the 
latter, we will adopt the working hypothesis that there 
will be an inverted ' U ' relationship between disjunct- 
tive response speed and the determinants employed in 
our present experiment.
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ill) The relationship between the simple reaction time
and signal detection tasks
So far we have considered the predictions for the 
simple reaction time task and for the disjunctive reac­
tion time task (signal detection task) separately. How­
ever, the rationale for combining them into a single 
experiment was to see if the signal detection indices 
derived from the latter - particularly the criterion - 
could help us explain the results from the former.
We argued at length that most differences in simple 
reaction tfme performance could be explained by differ­
ences in criterion levels as well as or instead of dif­
ferences in the slopes of the sensory growth function.
It should, incidentally, be pointed out that when re­
ferring to differences in criterion level we are really 
referring to differences in the vertical distance separ­
ating the criterion and the intercepts of the sensory 
growth functions - see figure 30 , p. • Changes
in this distance could be due either to changes in the 
criterion level and/or alterations in the intercepts.
Our preceding account is based mainly on the latter 
possibility but operationally the 'two are equivalent.
Interpretations of simple reaction time data in 
terms of the slopes of the sensory growth function are 
valid only if the criterion either cannot be influencing 
the results (e.g. when stimulus intensity is being con­
sidered and where the stimulus intensities are presen­
ted in a random order), or where steps have been taken
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to "correct* statistically the data for the possible in­
fluence of the criterion. Workers in this area are be ­
coming increasingly aware of the role of the criterion 
in measurements of the absolute sensory threshold (e.g. 
Edman et al., 1979), though many researchers ignore it. 
However, awareness of its role in simple reaction time 
is even more rare, so the assumption that it is the 
slopes of the sensory growth function that count is, 
therefore, implicit (though not explicit) in the ap­
proaches of ^qny workers to reaction time data. Unfor­
tunately, attempts to validate such an assumption in the 
manner described above are hardly ever found.
We will attempt to make good this omission by 
using an analysis of covariance technique to analyse 
the simple reaction time data which we will derive from 
the first half of our combined experiment. The cri­
terion of the subject derived from the second half of 
the experiment will be the covariate. The basic as­
sumption that we are making here is that whatever dif­
ferences may exist between the simple reaction time task 
and the signal detection task, there is nevertheless a 
high degree of correlation between' the criterion adop­
ted by the subject in the simple reaction time task 
(which we cannot measure directly) and the criterion 
adopted by him in the immediately ensuing signal detect 
tion/disjunctive reaction time task (which we can measure 
directly). As will be seen, we will attempt to im­
prove the chances of this assumption being valid by 
making the conditions under which the two tasks are con-
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ducted as similar as possible.
If the assumption is valid , and if our theory about 
the nature of simple reaction time is correct , then the 
introduction of the criterion as a covariate should 
statistically eliminate its influence,'and the altered 
'F ' ratios thus obtained should give a much more accurate 
representation of the influence of the slopes of the 
sensory growth functions. What the nature of this in­
fluence will be is predictable from our hypothesis of 
aa inverted 'U' relationship between the slopes of the 
sensory growth functions and the levels of the deter­
minants - i.e. an inverted 'U' relationship between these 
determinants and response speed.
Our alternative hypothesis of such an inverted 'U ' 
between the tendency to respond and the determinants 
would predict the same a n i we have stated already 
that these two hypotheses may not be mutually exclu­
sive. rjevtrt^£(f s'i , if they are both true the two in­
verted ’U" curves involved will not necessarily be 
identical. Our previous account of the predictions for 
the signal detection task indices on their own would 
suggest that they j r £  identical since the point at which 
the tendency to respond would be expected to start to 
fall is identical to that at which the value of d ' would 
be expected to become negative. However^ we pointed 
out that this account was based on the assumption that
stimulus intensity and the other determinants could all
«
be r e p r e s e n t e d  o n  the same 'x ' axis of the same inver­
t e d  'U ' f u n c t i o n .  If this is n o t  a valid a s s u m p t i o n .
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it is still possible that there is an inverted 'U' 
relationship between the levels of the determinants and 
the slopes of the sensory growth functions, but its 
T.T.I, would be different from that describing the re­
lationship between the determinants and other measures 
which are not dependent on stimulus intensity (e.g. the 
tendency to respond).
If so, then the effects of the levels of the deter­
minants on simple reaction time would depend on the in­
terplay between the criterion factor and the sensory 
growth function factor. Furthermore, we have suggested 
that under certain conditions, the tendency to respond 
may be under the influence of other factors such as the 
need to maximise the level of hedonic tone. For these 
reasons it is highly advisable to try to separate out 
the influences of the criterion and the slopes of the 
sensory growth function on simple reaction time. These 
influences might or might not coincide.
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3. METHOD.
i) Subjects
Of the original 36 subjects who completed the taste 
experiment , thirty-five were available to take part in 
the joint reaction time/signal detection task. The remain­
ing subject was a'stable introvert*who left the University 
shortly before this task was due to begin and who was 
unable to participate in it, therefore.
ii) Design
Each subject completed two sessions separated by 
exactly one week. The simple visual reaction time task was 
conducted during the first part of each session. Six 
stimulus intensities (2000, 200, 20, 2, 0,2 and 0.02 lu^T. ) 
were each presented twice within each of three blocks 
of trials. The intensity values chosen are the same as 
those employed by Mangan and Farmer (1967). The order of 
the stimuli in each block was completely random, and the 
blocks were separated by two minute intervals.
The simple visual reaction time task was immediately 
followed by the signal detection task in which the subject 
was required to discriminate between two visual stimuli 
whose characteristics , other than intensity, were 
exactly the same as those employed in the reaction time 
task and which differed from each other only slightly in 
intensity. They were labelled "bright* and "dim" and 
were located almost exactly in the middle of the range of 
intensities employed in the reaction time task, as 
measured on a logarithmic scale. Thus, if the six 
intensities employed in the latter (2000, 200, 20, 2, 0.2, 
0.02 lux.) are denoted as 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1, respectively.
the two intensities employed in the signal detection 
task can be denoted as 3.6 and 3.5'. The absolute values 
were approximately 8 and 6 lux, respectively. The 
separation in the intensities of the two stimuli was 
chosen on the basis of pilot experiments which showed that 
they yielded measurable values of the signal detection 
indices and a reasonable spread across subjects.
The two stimuli were presented thirty-six times each, 
resulting in a total of seventy-two trials presented in 
sequence. An equal number (12) of 'bright' and 'dim* 
stimuli were presented in each of the trial groups 1-2 4, 
25-48 and 49-72, but otherwise the order of the stimuli 
was completely random. Subjects were not informed of this 
restriction on randomness.
In both the reaction time and signal detection tasks 
the trial periods were delimited by the onset and offset 
of a tactile stimulus to the subject's non-preferred hand 
(see below). The duration of each trial was six seconds 
and the intertrial interval was fifteen seconds. The 
length of the trial and the position of the stimulus 
within it (see below) ar&the same as in the study by Mangan 
and Farmer (1957). The intertrial interval, however, was 
half that employed in the latter study. This was to 
increase the overall number of trials that could be 
presented in the limited time available. It was not 
decreased further, since the experimenter had to manually 
perform a number of operations in the intertrial period
(see below). ’
One of the two sessions was carried out under 'quiet* 
conditions (55 dB white noise to mask extraneous sounds)
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and the other under 'noise* conditions (90 dB white 
noise) . The order of the noise conditions was counter­
balanced within each of the four personality groups.
The value of 55dB was the lowest that would still provide 
a masking effect, when average ambient noise conditions 
were taken into account. The value of 90dB was the high­
est that was safely permissible. This value is in absolute 
terms much greater than the corresponding *noise* 
condition in the taste experiment. It will be remembered 
that a relatively low level was chosen in the latter to 
help obviate the possibility that apparent transmarginal 
inhibition effects might appear in the salivation index 
due to a direct effect on the autonomic nervous system 
(see p. 3%% ). No such precautions were necessary in the 
present task.
Also, unlike the taste experiment, only one of the 
two noise conditions was presented in each session, since 
it was desirable both that the conditions under which the 
reaction time and signal detection tasks were conducted 
should be as similar as possible (including the level of 
accessory stimulation) and also that the number of trials 
presented in each condition should be large enough to 
yield meaningful and reliable values. Taking these 
considerations into account and the fact that,for practical 
reasons, the duration of each session had to be kept to 
about one hour, it was decided that it would be better 
that the two accessory conditions should be presented in 
separate sessions rather than in the s^'me session.
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Half of the subjects in each of the four personality 
groups were tested in the morning (one quarter began at 
10.00 a.m. and one quarter at 12.00 noon), the other half 
in the afternoon (one quarter began at 2.00 p.m. and one 
quarter at 4.00 p.m.). There were, therefore, four 
subjects in each of the eight cells created by the cross­
ing of the three factors introversion (2 levels), 
neuroticism (2 levels) and time of day (2 levels). Half 
of the subjects in each cell performed under 'quiet* in 
the first session (Group 1) and half under 'noise' in the 
first session (Group 2).
Subjects were assigned to the time of day condition 
and the group condition at random, unless a particular 
combination was already full. This meant that in all of 
the four quadrants, except the 'stable introverts' for whom 
only eight subjects were available in any case, there was 
one subject left over at ‘the end once the combinations 
were all complete. These subjects were assigned at random 
to the time of day and group conditions. They were 
tested, since their scores for the gradient of the reaction 
time/intensity curve were required to analyse the results 
of the earlier taste experiment and the vigilance task 
which was to follow. The data for these subjects are not, 
however, included in the analysis of the results of the 
present study.
iii) Materials
The light stimuli were produced by directing the light 
from a projector in a control room through a 4" x 4" expos­
ure panel into an adjacent experimental room. The two 
rooms were connected by an intercom system which-en ojjled
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the experimenter to hear what the subject said at all
times. Subjects, however, could not hear any sounds that
were made in the control room unless the experimenter pressed
e-< f  f
a switch. The subject was seated in the ^  room (at a 
distance of 2 m. from the panel) at a table (on which a 
morse key was placed) and facing the panel. The position 
of the projector (whose aperture was 1.5" in diameter) was 
adjusted so that in the absence of filters, the level of 
illumination on the panel in the experimental room was 
2000 lux (as measured by a photometer). The other stimulus 
intensities were produced by the insertion of Kodak 
filters of densities 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 in the projector.
The only thing that was visible to the subject was the 
aperture of the projector. Great care was taken to ensure 
that the subject could gain no visual or auditory cues 
as to any changes in the filters between trials.
These conditions were essentially similar to those 
employed by Mangan and Farmer (19 67). The latter used an 
auditory warning stimulus. Since the auditory modality 
was being employed in the present study to administer 
accessory white noise stimulation , a tactile warning —  
stimulus, consisting of a lever which gently touched the 
top of the subject's non-preferred hand, was used.
Each trial was initiated by the contact of the lever 
with the subject's hand. This was followed 2 secs, later 
by the onset of the light stimulus due to the activation 
of the shutter of the projector. The light stimulus' 
duration was 2 secs, and its offset wab followed 2 secs, 
later by the cessation of contact between the warning 
lever and the subject's hand. This signalled the end of
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the trial. The intertrial interval was 15 secs. The 
sequence of stimuli was controlled electronically and 
reaction times were measured by standard apparatus.
The white noise stimulation was produced by playing 
a standard broad band white noise tape to the subject 
binaurally over earphones.
An attempt was also made to measure the subjects 
body temperature at the beginning and at the end of each 
experimental session. The deep core body temperature 
thermometer was not available so a clinical thermometer 
was used. Unfortunately, the results for body temperature 
were lost so elucidation of this point was not in fact 
possible.
iv) Procedure
When the subject arrived he was seated in the experi­
mental room facing the exposure panel. If he was wearing 
a watch this was removed. He was then told;
'Please put on these earphones and keep them on 
throughout the experiment. Can you hear me clearly? 
(Subjects all stated that they could)
Later on I'm going to be playing you some noise which will 
sound like this.* The experimenter then entered the 
control room and switched on the white noise (set at the 
appropriate level for that session) for five seconds. He 
then returned to the experimental room and said;
'I will let you know before I turn on the noise 
during the actual test and if at any time when I do so 
you can't hear it let me know.
Are you right or left-handed?'.
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Depending on the subject's reply the morse key and 
the device which was to deliver the tactile warning 
stimulus were arranged on the table in front of the 
subject so that the key was opposite the subject's 
preferred hand and the warning stimulus was opposite his 
non-preferred hand,
'Please put your left/right hand (the subject's non­
preferred hand) under this lever like this.' The 
experimenter then demonstrated by placing his hand under­
neath the lever which was to administer the tactile 
stimulus until it touched the base of the stand on which 
the lever was mounted.
The subject then did the same and the experimenter 
adjusted the height of the lever so that when it was in the 
'down' position (i.e. when the tactile stimulus was 
activated) it just touched the top of the subject's hand, 
but did not do so when it was in the 'up' position (i.e. 
when the tactile stimulus was not activated).
'Please keep your hand in that position throughout.
In the first part of the experiment what is going to 
happen is that every now and then that lever will come 
down and gently touch the top of your hand. That is a 
signal to pay attention because shortly afterwards a light 
will come on in that window (the exposure panel) opposite. 
As soon as it comes on I want you to press that key 
down as.fast as you can, but don't press it before the 
light comes on.
Please press it down once so that*I know you under­
stand . '
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The experimenter then checked that the subject 
performed correctly.
'Shortly afterwards the light will go out and the 
lever will come back up. That whole sequence of events is 
called a trial : the lever coming down signals the 
beginning of the trial, the lever coming back up signals 
the end of the trial. There will then be an interval be­
fore the next trial. There will be a whole series of trials
like that and in each trial there will be a light which I
want you to respond to as fast as possible.
Please describe to me what is going to happen and 
what you are required to do so that I know you understand. '
The experimenter corrected any misunderstandings,
though these were very rare.
'The lights will be of differing intensities, jumbled 
up in a totally random order. Every now and then there 
will be a somewhat longer period separating successive 
trials. Just rest during these periods. Please keep your 
forefinger lightly touching the top of the key throughout 
in readiness to respond.
Please do not alter the position of your chair-and 
please do not lean forwards.
If you need to speak to me you just have to talk, the 
intercom picks it up and I hear you next door. Any 
questions?
Before we start I'd just like to take your body 
temperature.'
The experimenter then placed a clirtical thermometer 
under the subject's tongue for two minutes and noted the 
temperature at the end of that period.
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'Before we begin the actual test I'm going to leave
you in here doing nothing for a short while to get your
eyes accustomed to the darkness.*
The experimenter then switched off the light in the
experimental room , left it, entered the control room and
closed a pair of shutters over the exposure panel. Light
was also prevented from entering the experimental room
by a black drape over the door and by a blind over the
window. The latter was slightly open to allow some
ventilation to enter between the blind and the window frame 
e
^  the side furthest from the subject. A small amount of 
light did also enter through this opening, but it was 
minimal and its extent was kept constant by fastening the 
blind appropriately.
The subject was dark adapted for ten minutes. At the 
end of this period the experimenter switched off the 
light in the control room and drew back the shutters from 
the exposure panel. The only light that entered the 
control room was from the window (which was partially 
covered with a blind) and this was just enough to enable 
the experimenter to carry out the various procedures 
described below.
Other than the light stimulus itself, virtually no 
light from the control room could enter the experimental 
room, in any case, due to the strategic positioning of 
heavy black cloth around the neck of the projector and 
over the periphery of the exposure panel.
The experimenter then pressed the,' intercom switch 
and said :
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*In a moment we're going to begin. Remember the 
lever will come down and shortly afterwards the light will 
come on. As soon as it comes on I want you to press the 
key down as fast as you can. I'm now going to switch on 
the noise and then we'll start.*
The experimenter then switched on the white noise and 
ten seconds later activated the electronic digitimer which 
was to control the time sequence. Once the trial had ended 
the experimenter recorded the subject's reaction time, and 
pressed a switch that changed the filter in the projector 
to that corresponding to the next stimulus.
If an anticipatory false alarm occurred, the same 
stimulus was repeated. However, this was extremely rare 
and the number of such alarms was certainly too small to 
make any meaningful analysis possible, unlike the simple 
auditory reaction time task. This is in line with a 
modality difference of this kind found by other workers 
(see Nissen 1977).
At the end of each block of trials the experimenter 
switched off the digitimer, thus suspending the electronic 
time sequence, closed the shutters and switched on the 
light in the experimental room. He then removed the 
filters from the projector and replaced them with a new 
set in the correct (but random) sequence for the next 
block of trials. Two sets of filters were employed in an 
alternate fashion, instead of just one set, in case some 
fading occurred due to continued use. They were checked 
regularly with a photometer and no appreciable deviation 
from the prescribed values was found with time.
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The changing of the filters took less than two 
minutes, but in order to standardise the time the experi­
menter waited till a full two minutes had elapsed before 
resuming. These two minute intervals between blocks 
were the 'somewhat longer periods * separating successive 
trials which were referred to in the initial instructions 
to the subjects.
At the end of the two minutes the experimenter 
switched off the light in the control room, opened the 
shutters and reactivated the electronic time sequence.
At the end of the third block of trials he switched 
off the white noise and said :
'Okay, that is the end of the first part of the 
experiment. There will be a short rest period before the 
second part begins.'
During this period the experimenter removed the 
original filters from the projector and replaced them 
with the two filters which were to be used in the signal 
detection task. These were placed adjacent to each other 
on the slide carriage of the projector so that they could 
be interchanged easily.
He then said :
'In the second part of the experiment there will be 
trials as before, but this time you will be getting one 
of two lights, and one of these lights - the 'bright' 
light - will be slightly brighter than the other one - 
the 'dim' light.
On each trial you will get either t*he bright light 
or the dim light. On any one trial the chance that it 
will be a bright or a dim light will be exactly the same, 
but I'm going to mix up the bright and the dim lights in
a totally random, jumbled up order so that you will not 
be able to predict beforehand whether the light is going 
to be bright or dim. Do you understand? *
'What I want you to do is this. If it is the bright
light that comes on, I want you to press the key down as
fast as you can as soon as it comes on, exactly like you 
did in the first part of the experiment. But if it is
the dim light that comes on I don't want you to press the
key. Do you understand?'
'Remember, I have taken every possible precaution to 
ensure that you will not be able to predict beforehand 
whether it is going to be bright or dim. You will, there­
fore, do best if you do not try to guess, but instead rely 
entirely on what the lights look like. Also do not fajl 
into the trap of thinking that if there has been a run of 
several bright or several dim lights in a row that there 
is likely to be a change soon (this admonition regarding 
the 'gambler's fallacy' is recommended by Green and 
S w e t s  1974 for signal detection tasks) . In a random 
sequence, such as the one you will be getting , anything 
is possible so just rely on what the lights look.
Could you repeat the instructions please to make 
sure you understand.*
Any misunderstandings were corrected, though this 
was rarely necessary.
'Now I'm going to show you the bright and the dim 
light four times each alternately, just to show you what 
they are like. Each time I will tell you beforehand which 
light you are going to get. During this period just 
watch, don't press the key.'
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The experimenter then activated the timing sequence 
and presented the two lights alternately by changing 
the filter in the projector between trials by means of 
appropriate manipulation of the buttons on the projector's 
control device.
He informed the subject beforehand which light he
was about to receive. Which of the two lights was
presented first was determined randomly.
He then said :
*I emphasise that the alternating pattern that you 
have just had was simply to show you the difference 
between the two types of light. In the actual test the 
sequence will be totally random. Remember, press, th'^ key 
as soon as possible if it is the bright light that comes
on, but don't press it if it is the dim light that comes on.
I'm going to turn on the noise and shortly afterwards
we'll begin.'
The experimenter then checked that the filter 
corresponding to the first stimulus in the pre-determined 
random sequence was in the projector. He then switched 
on the white noise and ten seconds later activated the 
time sequence.
He noted the trials on which the subject responded 
and the response time. Between trials he altered the 
filter in the projector appropriately where two adjacent 
stimuli in the sequence were different (i.e. where one 
was 'bright* and the other was dim).
At the end of the seventy-two trials, he suspended 
the time sequence, switched off the noise and entered the 
experimental room. Having switched on the light he
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measurec the subject's body temperature again. If the sub­
ject had had a watch it was returned to him.
If it was the subject's first session, he was reminded 
of the second session and given a copy of the E.P.Q. to take 
away, complete in his own time and bring back on the' occasion 
of the second testing. Nearly all of the subjects did this 
and the re~air.cer returned the completed E.F.Q. to the expe­
rimenter within a few days of the completion of the second 
session. As a result introversion, neuroticism and-psychoti- 
cism scores obtained at approximately the same time as the 
experiment was conducted, were available for all subjects.
# At the end of the second session, the subject was given 
the E.P.I., Srielberger's trait anxiety inventory and 
S'fL.'v's questionnaire to take away, complete in his own 
time and return to the experimenter.
These questionnaires were not given to the subject at the 
same time as the E.F.Q. because the latter was particularly 
i-pnrtant fsee later) and previous experience suggested that 
subjects often did not return questionnaires if many were 
given at one time, especially if som.e were long (as the 
Strelau Questionnaire, for instance, was). Not unexpectedly, 
therefore, whilst all subjects returned the E.F.Q., not all 
of the subjects returned the other questionnaires, so the 
results for these will not be presented.
At the end of the second session subjects were paid 
at the rate of 60p per hour.
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1. E.P.I. ANALYSES
i) The signal detection task
a) Results
One results for the sig-ral detection task vill be 
presented first since they will help to clarify the res’ults 
of the sinple visual reaction tine task. They are base: cn 
"he su:jeer's ZFI scenes neasured prior to the tasre ezperi- 
nent (see p. gfo).
An analysis of variance of introversion (2 levels), 
neuroticisn (2 levels), accessory stirulation - 'noise'
(2 levels), tine of cay (2 levels), an: session (2 levels) 
wes carried cut on each cf the following indices (calculated 
separately for each noise condition):
The n:n-terane-ric measure cf the critericn
-he va.ues for this can vary fron -1 to 4-1. A
relatively r_i[h value indicates a relatively l:v tendency
to respond. Its ferrule is as follows (Grier, 1971):
Eh = Y (1 - Y) - % (1 - I)
; I (1 _ 1)
where i = the prohaoility of a hit
and Ï = the probability of a false alarn (see below).
?or reasons which have already been stated (see pp. SZH-lt) 
where the probability of a false alarn exceeded the prob­
ability of a hit the value of I was set equal to the fcrner
and the value of J was set equal to the latter (i.e. the
reverse of the relationships shown above). This only 
happened in three cases (out of a total of sixty-four: 
thirty-two subjects with two noise conditions each): for
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The actuel values ottaiuec were slewed, so a  trejcs- 
fcruatcon vas carried out based on a suggestion by J*
V a l e r i  i r e  ( j e :  s e r a i  c c r r u n i  c a t i o n )  and l l c Z r i c o l  (1 9 7 '3 ) *
Tre actual value of the criterion is called ‘T £ ’. Tre 
cransforne: value is called *T2£'.
7£E = 2 >: Arcsin ( f  )
Tre analysis of variance vas carried cut on tre transferred
Tre xananetric neasune of tre criterion, which is the 
r;:e r:rnal neas'ure, vas net used since the signal detection 
task has certain sinilarities to a visual vigilance t a s k - 
end it has been icirted cut that (e.g. 11aclrvorth, 19?0) ir 
such erperinents the assunption#underlying paranetric signal 
detection indices nay not be valid (for instance the ass'unp- 
tion that the signal and noise distributions in Jig.^H , 
p.Su , have equal variances ).
The ncn-paranetric c i scrinination index
This will be referred to as 'TY' and its fornula is 
as follows (Grier,
DY = 0.5 + (T - X)(1 + Y -- %)
4 Y (1 - X)
where Y -= the probability of E hit
and X c the probability of E false
Vihen J = Y (i.e. vhen the subject'stability to dis­
criminate successfully between the signals and the non- 
signals is zero), DY has a value of 0.5* If X > T (i.e. 
if the probability of a false alarm is greater than the 
probability of a hit) the correct value of DY can be 
obtained by subtracting the value obtained using the 
above fornula from 1 (Kchicol, 1973)  ^ having first , 
reversed the values of X and Y.
The nor-raranetric discrimination index vas used, 
again, because of the possibility that the ass'unpticns 
underlying the paranetric measure nay have been ^delated. 
H:v.£ver, hchhccl (1973) has pointed out that the non-
true value when the subject -is biased either in favour of 
nadoing responses or in favour of net mailing responses (a 
subject who had no such bias would have a criterion located 
at the point of intersection of the signal arn non-signal 
distributions in ?ig.4S, p. Tu . Eis non-paranetric criterion 
ne coure wiuld have a value of zero). As an additional check, 
.therefore, the paranetric discrimination index was also 
calculated using a fornula based 'on the *standarcised nornal 
'z ' scores' for the probability of a hit and the probability 
of a false alarn (hcKicol, 1973- See Appendix B). Vhen the 
probability of a false alarm exceeds the probability of a hit 
the par-aretrie discrimination index has a negative value.
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Since the values obtained were skewed it was necessary 
to transform the results. This was not possible for the 
three negative results as they stood and so a constant of 
0 .25 was first added to all of the sixty-four values 
rendering then all positive. A square root transformation 
was then carried out (the resulting values will be referred 
to as SPH). The whole procedure was based on a recommenda­
tion by J. Valentine (personal communication).
c. The probability of a hit
This will be referred to as 'PH*. Its formula is:
PH = Total number of responses made to signals
56
where a 'signal* is a 'bright* light (see p.SOf).
The value of the denominator is 36 because, as stated 
earlier, the values were calculated separately for each 
noise condition and there were 36 signals in each noise 
condition.
The probability of a false alarm
This will be referred to as PP. Its formula is as 
follows:
P? = Total number of responses made to non-signals
36
where a 'non-signal* is a 'dim* light. There were 36 
non-signals in each noise condition.
The results for the disjunctive reaction time will be
*
presented separately.
All of the results were analysed using a standard 
GFd.'SIAI computer package. 5 5 (S
Results for the non-param^etric criterion (signal detection
task)
The main effect for neuroticism is significant at the 
1% level (2 tail). Overall, high N subjects responded more 
rea-ilj than lev; h subjects.
High II Low II
1.401 1.525
Table 51. The main effect for neuroticism (T3E).
Results for the non-naranetric discrimination index 
(signal detection task)
a) The interaction of neuroticism and time of- day i^ s 
significant at the 5% level (one tail). In the morning, 
high K subjects discriminated better than low II subjects, 
whereas the reverse was true in the afternoon. Also, low 
II subjects discriminated better in the afternoon than in 
the morning, whereas the reverse was true for high N subjects
Morning Afternoon
High
II 0 .715 0.644
Lov;
II 0.669 0.691
Tacle 52. The inoeracticn of neuroticism and time of day (DY)
b) Tne interaction of session and time of day is significant 
at tne 2 . level (one tail). In the morning subjects dis- 
bettei in session 1 than in Session 2, whereas 
t->e -€.-frse was true in the afternoon. Also, in session 1, 
SJv^e^.s discriminated better in the morning than in the
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afternoon, whereas the reverse was true in session 2.
Morning Afternoon
Session
1 0.696 0.625
Session
c. 0.666 0.709
The inter action of session and tine of cay (D:).
c) .he irceracticn cf riise, session an: introversion is 
the ih- l€"el (2 tail). See discussion.
Session 1 Sess ion 2
Int: everts E:oraverts Introverts Extraverts
Ko 
loi se 0 .705 0.646 0.660 0 .710
Koise 0.555 0 .70s 0 .713 0 .705
Table 34. The interaction of noise, session and introversion ( H )
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é.) The interaction of introversion, neuroticisn and tine 
of day' is significant at the 5^ level (2 tail). The reader 
is referred to the discussion for further consideration of 
this result.
results f:r the parametric Zizcrinineticn index (sirnal 
detection tesk)
The results for this neas'ure are identical to these 
for the ncn-paranetric measure (DY) so they will not be 
presented here.
R e s u l t s  f o r  t h e  p r o b a b i l i t y  o f  a h i t  ( s i g n a l  d e t e c t i o n  t a s k )
The in*.enaction of noise, session and tine of da;: is
.ficanc at the 59: le vel (2 tai l). See discussion.
Sess ion 1 Session 2
Morning Afternoon Morning Afternoon
Ko Koise 0.674 0.694 0.740 0.687
Koise 0.736 0.618 0.674 0.757
Table B5. The interaction of noise, session and time of day (P5)
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Results for the probability of a false alarm (signal
detection task)
a) The main effect for neuroticism is significant at the 
2.5% level (two tail). Overall, high N subjects recorded
more false alarms than low N subjects.
■ High N Low N
0.5052 0 .4392
Table B 6 . The main effect for neuroticism (PF).
b) The interaction of noise and introversion is signifi­
cant at the 2-5/^ level (2 tail). Under 'no noise* extroverts
J
are more likely to record false alarms than introverts, 
whereas the reverse wa-s true under 'noise*. Also, intro­
verts are more likely to record false alarms under 'noise* 
than under 'no noise', whereas the reverse was true for 
extroverts.
Introverts Extraverts
No Noise 0.4514 0.4933
Noise 0.4963 0.4410
Table 37. The interaction of noise and introveri
c) The interaction of noise, session and time of day 
significant at the 5%^  level (2 tail).
Session 1 Session 2
■
Morning Afternoon Morning Afternoon
No Noise 0.3958 0 .5347 0 .5035 0.4653
Noise 0 .5000 0.4896 0 .4375 0
Table 3 2) . The interaction of noise, session and time of day (PR)
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d) The interaction of noise, session and neuroticism is 
significant at the 2.5% level (2 tail).
e) The interaction of noise, session, introversion and 
neuroticism is significant at the '\% level (2 tail).
Further consideration of (d) end (e) will be post­
poned until the discussion.
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b ) D iscussion of.results of the signal detection task
The ,criterion
The most Striking finding that emerges from the 
signal detection task is the highly significant effect of 
neuroticism on the response criterion. High N subjects 
have a greater tendency to respond than low N subjects. 
Such a finding is difficult to explain in terms of a 
hedonic tone model alone , since this would predict a 
negative relationship between the determinants (of which 
neuroticism is presumed to be one) and the tendency to 
respond. It is also out of line with studies on the 
relationship between the degree of stimulation sought by 
individuals in motor tasks (e.g. Eliasz 1973)  ^w^ich sug­
gest that high N subjects seek j.ess stimulation than low 
N subjects in such situations. However, we argued 
earlier that the need to maximise the level of hedonic 
tone was not the only factor which is relevant here.
The present finding is also out of line with the 
suggestion made by Edman et,al. (1979) that high N 
subjects adopt higher criteria than low N subjects. 
However, shocks were used in their study and although the 
level of stimulation was lowy it is quite likely that 
some degree of 'threat* was involved. Gray (19 70) has 
argued that under such conditions t h e •'behavioural inhi­
bition system* (B.I.S.) is activated and furthermore that 
the ease with which it is activated could be greater in 
subjects who were high on introversion and/or neuroticism, 
especially the latter. If we assume that under condi­
tions of threat the behavioural inhibition system re_
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suits in a raising of the response criterion  ^Edman 
et al.'s finding becomes more explicable.
It could be argued that the higher criterion level 
amongst introverts (compared to extroverts) in the study 
by Harkins and G^en (1975 op. cit.) could also be explained 
in terms of the action of the B.I.S. on the response 
criterion. However, the criterion is lower in high N 
subjects than in low N subjects in the present study, 
despite the fact that the activity at the B.I.S. is 
thought to be more closely related to neuroticism than to 
introversion. A more consistent overall explanation of 
the results from all the above studies therefore is to 
suggest that the B.I.S. only"exerts a significant influ­
ence on the response criterion when a measure of 'threat' 
is involved.
.It is interesting to note that this argumient bears 
certain similarities to the suggestion made by
that the dimension of 'strength' or 
'arousability' influences the speed of conditioning only 
when the levels of stimulation are e \tremie. At all
other times speed of conditioning m.ay depend largely 
upon other factors such as 'dynamism' or 'susceptibility 
to reward and punishment'. Here we have the other 
side of the coin; susceptibility to punishment^ as 
determined by the B.I.S.^ seems to influence the response 
criterion only when the level of punishment involved is 
relatively high. At all other times the response cri­
terion depends on the 'strength/arousability' dimension.
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It should be noted that in the present experiment ^ 
and in the study by Harkins and Geen the element of 
reward and punishment was minimal. The present author 
did pay the subjects^ but this was only for agreeing to 
participate. Although he did exhort subjects to do their 
best  ^ performance-contingent reward and punishment were 
totally absent and no feedback was given to the subjects 
about their performance ^ so this too could not have been 
construed as being either rewarding or punishing^ though 
subjects may themselves^ of course, have come to conclu­
sions about their own performance.
It is still necessary ^  though  ^to explain why a 
significant difference between introverts and extroverts 
on the criterion measure was found by Harkins and Geen 
(1975) but not in the present study. One possible reason 
is that Harkins and Geen employed a signal frequency 
which was somewhat lower than that in the present experi­
ment. It is possible that under these conditions extro­
verts are placed at a relative disadvantage in terms of 
hedonic tone and adopt a relatively low criterion to 
compensate.
Let us return to the finding that high N subjects 
in the present study adopted a lower criterion than low 
N subjects. This result is consistent with the sug­
gestion made by Welford that at high levels of 'arousal' 
the response criterion would be relatively low ^ and with 
a similar suggestion made by Duffy (1962) that subjects 
with 'labile' autonomic nervous systems«would display a 
relatively large number of commissive errors in reaction 
time tasks. 5 6 6
Lacey a^d Lacey (1958) had indeed found that this was 
so (although Kok, 1975 later failed to confirm this) _ and 
Eysenck (1967) has argued that high N subjects have 
relatively labile autonomic nervous systems. Furthermore 
Kok (op. c j t .) did find a positive correlation between 
neuroticism and the number of commissive errors in a 
choice reaction time task. As we will see, a similar 
result was obtained in the present task, and it is likely 
that this is related to the difference in the criterion 
between the low and high N subjects.
However this difference by itself does not support 
the view that there is an inverted *U* relationship 
between the determinants and the tendency to respond , and 
in the present set of results, atzleast^ there is no 
other evidence in favour of this hypothesis . It is 
possible that the levels of the determinants were not 
sufficiently high to reveal transmarginal inhibition for 
the criterion ^  which we suggested earlier would be less 
sensitive to such effects than other indices such as the 
discrimination index (see p . ). It is to this mea­
sure that we will now turn,
b ) T he discrimination index
The results are identical for the non-parametric and 
the parametric measure so we will refer to the index as 
d' .
The. most noticeable finding is that the interaction 
between neuroticism and time of day is significant at the 
5% level (one tail). This is due to the fact that in 
the morning^ high N subjects discriminated better than
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low N subjects , whereas the reverse is true in the after­
noon, Also, low N subjects discriminated better in the 
afternoon than in the morning, whereas the reverse was 
true for high N subjects.
This is in line with the inverted 'U ' hypothesis, 
but as has been seen there was no corresponding inter­
action for the tendency to respond. This is not, in 
fact, surprising since we have shown that d' is a measure 
of the slope of the inverted 'U ' (assuming that stimulus 
intensity does interact as predicted with the other deter­
minants)  ^ and that apparent transmarginal inhibition ef­
fects can, therefore, occur using this index even though 
the peak of the curve (the true T.T.I.) has not been 
passed.
The interaction of session and time of day is 'sig­
nificant* at the 2.5% level (one tail). In the morning^ 
subjects discriminated better in session 1 than in session 
2 ^ whereas th^ reverse was true in the afternoon. Also^ 
in session 1, subjects discriminated better in the morning 
than in the afternoon, whereas the reverse is true in 
session 2. These results are exactly what we would pre^ 
diet assuming that novelty (which would be greater in 
session 1 than in session 2) and time of day are both 
determinants. But again there is no evidence in any of 
the groups that subjects overall responded more fre­
quently to the non-signals than to the signals - i.e. that 
the true T.T.I. had been passed.
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Two remaining interactions for d ’ must be reported 
here. Both are high order interactions involving three 
factors and both are significant at the 5% level.
The first interaction is between noise, session and 
introversion and is depicted in graph B(l), In many 
ways the results are in line with the prediction that 
up to the T.T.I., at least, there is an inverted 'U' 
relationship between d* and the determinants (see p . 513 )•
In session 1, where the level of novelty of the task 
is relatively high, we might expeot the introverts^ at 
least^ to have reached portion 'B' of the curve (i.e. 
the part which is convex upwards) and hence to show a 
greater value of d' in the 'no noise' than in the 
'noise' condition (since d ' depends on the gradient of 
the inverted 'U'), whilst the extroverts might be expec­
ted to show the reverse. The results fit in with these 
suggestions.
However, the results for session 2 are not so amen-» 
able to interpretation in terms of an inverted 'U'. Al­
though introverts might be expected to show an increase 
in d ' due to 'noise* when the level of novelty is rela-
5 6 9
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tively low^ the fact that the extraverts show a higher 
overall level of d ' than the introverts is not in line 
with prediction and the author has no adequate explana­
tion for i t .'
Another aspect of the results which seems discrepant 
is the fact that the overall levels of discriminability 
are higher in session 2 than in session 1. This can be 
explained, however, by a learning effect - i.e. it is 
possible that performance in session 2 is superior to 
that in session 1 because subjects have to some extent 
learnt how to discriminate between the signals and the 
non-signals, though the exact mechanism is unclear since 
they received no feedback from the experimenter as to the 
-correctness or otherwise of their responses.
The last interaction to be considered in this section 
is between introversion , neuroticism and time of day and 
is depicted in graph B(2).
Many features of this interaction are quite con­
trary to prediction, for instance the fact that amongst 
low N subjects, introverts show a sharp increase in dis­
criminability from morning to afternoon, whereas the re­
verse is true for extroverts. The author has no 
explanation for this interaction, so it will not be con­
sidered further.
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en en
We will now consider the findings from the signal 
detection task which relate to the probability of a 'hit* 
and the probability of a 'false alami'. These refer, 
respectively , to the probability of making a response to 
a signal (i.e. in this case the brighter of the two 
stir.-jli) and the probability of making a response to a 
ncn_signal (in this case the dimmer of the two stimuli).
3. The probability of a hit
The interaction of noise., session an^d time cf day 
is significant at the 5% level (2 tail). This is depic­
ted in graph 3(5). At first glance the results might 
see- explicable. The relationships in session 1 and 
+ he richer level of performance in the afternoon than in
the -icrning in the 'noise' condition in session 2, are 
not cut of line with the theory. However^ the fact 
that performance is much worse in the afternoon than in 
the morning in the 'no noise' condition of session 2 is 
unexpected when taken in conjunction with the other re- 
laticnships depicted in the graph.
It will be remembered, though^ that in the present 
study a repeated measures design w’as used in which half 
the subjects carried out the *no noise' condition in
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session 1 and the 'noise' condition in session 2 (Group 1) 
whereas the other half (Group 2) performed the two noise 
conditions in the reverse order. Thus the factors of 
group, session and noise condition are unavoidably con­
founded with each other (reasons why a repeated measures 
design was necessary for the present project have already 
been stated; see p . IZ% ).
It was decided to include the factors of noise and 
session in the present analysis since they were of theo­
retical interest whilst the factor of group was not. 
However, the group factor is concealed within interactions 
involving both noise and session  ^ and the table below 
shows the results of the present interaction re-arranged 
to show its influence.
The interac tion of noise, session and time of day im the
probability of a hit (signal detection task) , rearranged
to show the effect of order of testing (Group);
Session 1 Session 2
Group 1 No Noise Noise
Morning 0.674 0.674
Afternoon 0.694 0.757
Group 2 Noise No Noise
Morning 0.736 0.740
Afternoon 0.618 0.687
Graph B(4)a depicts the results of the interaction u/fth 
the group factor included and the session factor exclu­
ded. and graph B(4)b depicts the results with the noise 
factor excluded. We see now that the.interaction could 
be interpreted in terms of the differential effect of time 
of day, session and noise on the two different groups of
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This could be construed in two ways. Either in 
terms of chance differences between the two groups des­
pite the fact that subjects were randomly assigned to 
them  ^or to the different sequence of noise conditions 
to which they were subjected, Poulton and Edwards (1979) 
have argued that 'asymmetric transfer' effects occur in 
experiments which employ several 'stressors' in a re- 
peated-measures design ^ but their arguments apply mainly 
to main effects which we have seen are not particularly 
relevant in studies of the inverted *U' . Furthermore it 
is difficult to see how such transfer effects could 
explain the present interaction.
The most likely explanation of the present findings 
would seem to be in terms of chance differences between 
the groups. Such differences are not impossible in a 
relatively small sample (the necessity for which has 
also been explained elsewhere - see p. 11(*. )  ^ despite the 
random allocation of the subjects. It is unlikely, 
though ^ that they have had any major distorting effect on 
the results. Firstly they have not affected the overall 
level of performance^ since the interaction of noise and 
session^ which is equivalent to the main effect for group^ 
is not significant. Secondly^ in most other cases where 
a significant interaction involving noise and session is 
involved, we can account for the result without refer­
ence to possible differences between Group 1 and Group 2.
This applies to an interaction between noise session
«
and stimulus intensity in the speed of response in the 
simple reaction time task ^ as we will see when we come to
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consider the results from the latter. We will anti­
cipate^ however^ these results in stating that there is 
also an interaction between noise^ session and time of 
day for the speed of response (depicted in graph 6 |% 
p. CIS ) which is in some ways quite similar to the present 
one. This indicates two things. Firstly^ that some of 
the factors which influenced speed of response in the 
simple reaction time task may also have influenced the 
probability of a 'hit' in the signal detection task. 
Secondlyp almost as a corollary^ since they are both 
reasonably similar and yet derive from separate tasks, 
they may represent a real effect and not one due simply 
to the fact that there are a large number -of 'F ' values 
involved.
This could, however, explain some of the other ap­
parently inexplicable interactions arising out of the 
fairly large analyses of variance which we have employed 
in the present project. One example of this is the 
interaction between noise , session and introversion for 
the discrimination index. This too could be due to 
chance differences between Group 1 and Group 2 , but since 
there is no such interaction for any other measure the 
result may be a 'false positive'.
If we accept^ though, that for the interaction be­
tween noise^ session and time of day, at least the re­
sult may be.due to differences between Group 1 and Group 2
we are still left with the task of explaining what these
«
differences are and how their effects are mediated. Cer­
tainly differences on dimensions such as introversion and
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neuroticism acting within the framework of the original 
inverted 'U ' are unlikely to be responsible.
One possibility is suggested, though^ by work pub­
lished very recently by Revelle et a l . (1980) . They 
found that the dimensions of 'sociability' and 'impul_ 
sivity' may interact with other factors such as time of 
day^ drug dose and day of testing leading to reversals 
of the effects of a given factor (e.g. drugs) at different 
levels of another factor (e.g. time of d a y ) . Furthermore 
they argue that such reversals are not explicable on the 
basis of a simple inverted 'U* model^ but require us to 
assume, for instance^ that the positions of low and high 
impulsives on the *x* axis of the inverted 'U' reverse 
between morning and evening testing.
To investigate the possibility that the interaction
between noise^ session and time of day may have been due
to similar effects, the impulsivity and sociability items
of the E.P.I.'s extraversion scale (Eysenck and Eysenck
19 69) were extracted and the mean scores for Group 1 and
Group 2 calculated. These were found to be 5.5 and 5.7
respectively for the impulsivity dimension and 6,5 and
6.4 respectively for the sociability dimension. These
differences between Group 1 and Group 2 are only slight
and are not significant^ so it is unlikely that they are
responsible for the present interaction. Furthermore^
Revelle et a l . 's subjects were tested in the evening
(from 19.00 hrs. onwards) whereas the subjects in the
«
second of the two time of day conditions in the present 
study were tested in the afternoon (i.e. between 14.00
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and 17.00 hrs.). We will see when we come to consider 
Revelle et a l . 's work in more detail that this difference 
may be an important one.
To conclude^ then ^ differences in im.pulsivity and 
sociability may be relevant to interactions based on 
chance differences between Group 1 and Group 2 but this 
is very unlikely. The author has^ however^ no satis­
factory alternative explanation to offer.
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The probability of a false alarm
The main effect for neuroticism is significant at 
the 2,5% level (two tail). Overall high N subjects 
recorded more false alarms than low N subjects. In 
view of the findings in relation to the criterion^ which 
showed that high N subjects adopted a lower criterion than 
low N subjects^ which we have already discussed (p,^(4 )  ^
this result comes as no surprise.
The interaction of noise and introversion is sig­
nificant at the 2,5% level (two tail). Under 'no noise' 
extroverts recorded more false alarms than introverts »
whereas the reverse was true under 'noise'. Also^ intro­
verts recorded more false alarms under 'noi&e' than under 
'no noise' whereas the reverse was true for extr&verts.
This result suggests a 'U ' shaped relationship 
between introversion and noise^ on the one hand, and the 
false alarm rate, on the other. It may therefore seem 
surprising in view of the earlier finding of an inter­
action between noise and introversion (though only mar­
ginally significant) which indicated an inverted 'U ' 
relationship between these factors and the discrimination 
index. The two findings are•discrepant but not for the 
obvious reason. This is because the introverts under 
noise still responded more often to signals than to non- 
signals^ indicating that they had not passed their true 
T.T.I".
The interaction was interpreted as being due to the
«
fact that d ' is an index of the slope of the inverted 'U ' 
and due to the fact that the left-hand portion of the latter
ir o p
V fU
is initially concave upwards and later convex upwards.
If the subjects were operating on the left-hand side of 
the curve then one would not expect to find evidence of 
an inverted 'U ' relationship between the determinants and 
the false alarm rate. One would, however^ expect to 
find a positive monotonie one, since the determinants 
would produce a shift to the right of the non-signal dis­
tribution in figure 44 (see p.5*l| ). The apparent "U'
shaped relationship is quite unexpected on this basis.
a
However this an^^Lysis was based on the assumption that 
stimulus intensity interacts with the determinants as 
predicted by the general model. We argued earlier (see 
p. 5 33 ) that if this was true then one would predict an 
inverted 'U ' relationship between the determinants and 
the false alarm rate _ despite the fact that a false 
alarm is an error and consequently could be regarded as 
an inverse measure of 'performance*. Since early for­
mulations of the inverted 'U ' hypothesis^ such as the 
Yerkes-Dodson Law^ were couched in terms of 'performance' 
it could be argued that the false alarm rate would be 
expected to have a 'U ' shaped relationship with the deter­
minants^ which is what the present result would suggest.
The interaction between noise and introversion here 
is therefore supportive of the earlier descriptions of 
the inverted 'U ' hypothesis in terms of 'performance' con_ 
ceived of in a very broad sense, and is not in line with 
the general model as we have presented it ^ based on the 
assumption that stimulus intensity is a determinant like 
the others. However^ we have already seen evidence that
5 8  j
stimulus intensity may be special. One example of this 
was the failure to find a T.I. effect due to stimulus 
intensity in the 'neurotic introvert' group in the simple 
auditory reaction time experiment (see p . 5 0 0 ).
It should also be mentioned that though the inter­
action of noise and introversion for d ' is consistent 
with the general model^ that does not mean that it is 
the only model capable of explaining it. The general 
model and the earlier formulations of the inverted 'U ' 
do^ of course, coincide when considering indices such as 
d ' since both predict that they have an inverted 'U ' re­
lationship with the determinants. In the former case 
this is because of the proposed interaction between 
stimulus intensity (which differentiates the non— signal 
and the signal in the present experiment) and the other 
determinants (see p . ). In the case of the latter^ 
it is because d' is a measure of the ability to discrim­
inate and is palpably a measure of 'performance*.
The discrepancy between the two formulations only 
reveals itself when we consider an index such as the false 
alarm rate^ which would be predicted to have an inverted 
'U ' relationship with the determinants by the general 
model, but a 'U ' shaped relationship by the original for­
mulation.
Let us consider^ however,'what implications the pro­
posed dissociation or discordance between stimulus intensity
and the other determinants would have' (it is of course this
«
dissociation which underlies the opposite predictions re­
lating to the false alarm rate). We can still explain the
5 8 '
inverted 'U ' relationship between the other determinants 
and measures such as response speed in terms of a revised 
general model which excludes the factor of stimulus in­
tensity. An example of this would be the interaction 
between introversion and neuroticism in the simple audi­
tory reaction time experiment , which we could explain on 
the basis of our criterion hypothesis.
However ^ in order to explain the effects of these and 
other determinants on measures such as d ' which clearly 
contain the factor of stimulus intensity hidden within 
them^ we would still have to propose some sort of mechanism 
by which the effect of these determinants on such measures 
could be mediated, and it would still have to be couched 
in-terms of an inverted 'U' hypothesis^ though it would 
have to be different from tlie general model since as we 
see this leads to contradictions.
What such a mechanism might be is not entirely clear. 
Eysenck (1967, pp. 42-43) reviews a number of mechanisms 
that have been suggested to explain Yerkes-Dodson^type 
effects (e.g. the differential effect of drive on res­
ponses associated with different degrees of 'habit strength') 
We will not discuss them all in detail. In any case^
Eysenck points out that they are not necessarily mutually 
exclusive.
Perhaps the one which seems most relevant here is 
that .put forward by Jones (1960). He suggests that in 
discrimination tasks the effect of increased 'drive' 
which in this context could be considered as analogous to 
the increase in the levels of the determinants has two
5S5
opposite effects. One is to improve performance due 
to its 'energising effect'. The other is to worsen 
performance by virtue of the fact that the two stimuli 
which must be discriminated are contributed to by inci­
dental experimental stimuli including the drive stimulus.
The greater the level of drive, the more difficult the 
discrimination^ since it will then account for a greater 
proportion of the total stimulus complex for each stimulus 
and since the drive element is common to both stimuli thef
difference between the two stimuli will be proportionately 
less. These two opposing influences are presumed to 
interact to produce an inverted 'U' , relationship with 
performance. . -
This explanation is not totally dissimilar to our 
previous one in terms of the conjoint action of the deter­
minants. whether it is capable of accounting for the 
present results is difficult to say^ especially since^ as 
Eysenck shows, it is only partially successful in explaining 
many of the other sets of results to which it has been 
applied. The main point we wish to make is that results 
such as the present ones will make-it necessary for some 
such alternative explanation to be found. The general 
model as it stands cannot adequately accommodate them.
One final point that should be made is that though 
the general model seems to be inadequate^ whereas the 
earlier formulations in terms of 'performance' can embrace 
the present data, this does not alter the author's view 
that the general model was superior in one respect, namely
581)
that it was more explicit. The above analysis is an 
example of the virtue of a detailed theory. If it fails^ 
as it has^ it is possible to see exactly where it has 
failed (in this case it has foundered on the apparent dis­
sociation between stimulus intensity and the other factors) 
and the search for an alternative can begin.
We must now consider the remaining significant effects 
for the probability of a false alarm. The first is an 
interaction between noise^ session and time of day. This 
is depicted in graph 65" , it does resemble the cor­
responding interaction for the probability of a hit measure 
but there are notable differences. For example the func­
tions for the two noise conditions in session 2 do not 
cross for the false alarm measure whereas they do for the 
hit measure. Furthermore we have argued above that thef
relationship between the determinants and the false alarm 
measure may be quite different from the relationship be­
tween the determinants and the hit measure. For these 
reasons, though it is possible that, as for the latter^ 
the interaction could be due to chance differences between 
subjects who completed the noise conditions in different 
orders (i.e. between a Group 1 and a Group 2) it may 
alternatively simply be a 'false positive'. The author 
certainly has no satisfactory explanation for it.
The same applies to the remaining interactions for
the false alarm measure; noise x session x neuroticism
and noise x session x introversion x neuroticism. Since
«
they contain the factors noise and session, they too 
could be rearranged to include the factor 'group' but
587
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again they may be due to purely chance factors unrelated 
to differences between Group 1 and Group 2, especially 
since the corresponding interactions do not appear for 
any of the other measures.
5 8 j
ii) The simple visual reaction time task 
a) Results
Tie fcllcwinr results ejre bases on tie E.P.T. scores
of Tie Subjects, zees’OJ-ed prior to tie taste experizert.
iiidices lave leez usee:
 ^) T'-'-c reseller Tire t: eacl c: tie six irTersiiies
calculate: as tie rear of two values ir eacl block. As
4
reacTior Tire cistributiors are ofTer skewed, ar^irspecTio 
of tie results indicate: tlat tlere were sore 11gl values, 
a logaritlric trarsfcrration (base 10) vas carried out on 
tlese rear reaction tires. ' Tie result - vlicl ve will 
label ‘LSdCi--Z' - vas tier subjected tc ar analysis of 
variance involving introversion (2 levels), neuroticisr 
(2 levels), accessory stir'ulation cr 'ncise' (2 levels), 
Tine of cay- (2 levels), stirul^us intensity (6 levels), 
session (2 l.evels) and block ('BLK' - 3 levels).
The results for block will be deferred until the 
section on vigilance.
Tie above analysis of variance was also repeated, witl 
tzencs for stirulus intensity excluded, but a planned con- 
pariscn between tie liglest and tie second-liglest intensity 
included.
2) Tie It/r rin.reasure of tie reaction tire/intensity
curve's gradient. Tils is defined as tie sur of tie ratios
of tie reaction tire for each individual intensity to tie
reaction tine for tie highest intensity. It will be referred
tc as 'signa'. Eigna was calculated separately for each
t 0 I»
of the three blocks ( ’BIZ*) in the reaction tire task, 
ano the results were subjected to an analysis of vaxiance 
involving introversion (2 levels), neuroticisr (2 levels), 
accessory stirulation or 'noise' (2 levels), tire of day 
(2 levels), session (2 levels) and BLE (3 levels). The 
effects involving BLZ will not be reported here but 
deferred till the section on vigilance.
Hesults for sirtle visuel reaction tire (LSOOPJ:)
a) Toe rein effect for stir'ulus intensity is significant 
at The 0.^:v level (2 tail). Speed of reaction increased 
as s"nnu_us intensity increased. The linear end quadratic 
coefficients were also significant at the 0."% and C.3% 
levels (2 tail) respectively. The latter effect was due 
tc the fact that the rate of increase of speed cf reaction 
de:reased as stirulus intensity was increased - i.e. the 
:ur\e tended to flatten off.
intensity^Uux) • ^ 000 200 20 2 0.2 0 . 0 2
LSCORE 2.3828 2.388*9 2.4100 2.4293 2.4453 2.4845
Table B i  . The bajo. effect for stiBVtlus intensity ( IB lC rZ ).
b) The planned comparison associated with the interaction 
between neuroticism and stimulus intensity is significant at 
the 2.5% level (one tail). This is due to the fact that between 
the two highest intensities, low N subjects show an increase 
in speed, whilst high N subjects show a decrease.
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St in ulus 
Intensity h'e'jroticisn High N Lew K
2 X C 2.3/16 2.3940
200 2.3626 2.4151
20 2.3933 2.4246
2 2.4037 2.4330
0.2 2.4233 2.4671
0.02 2.4/07 2.4953
Tarie 5 10. Tie interaction between st inulus intensity 
an: ne*ur:ticisn (L51C515).
c) The quadratic crnponent associated with the interaction 
between stinulus intensity and session is significant at 
the 3^ : level (2 tail). In session 2 a fairly linear rise
*1 c •
was f:"und , whereas in session 1 the ourve is narkedly convex
1 2
2000 2.3977 2.3650
200 2.4015 2.3739
20 2..096 2.4104
2 2.4297 2.4259
0.2 2.4495 2.4405
0.02 2 .4 9 .4 2.4747
Table 511. The interaction of stin'ulus intensity and 
session (LSC05JE).
cr o oo \J ^
d) The quadratic component"associated with the interaction 
between stin'-ilus intensity, session and neuroticisz is 
significant at the level (2 tail). See discussion.
I on I Sesj /od 2
St nn'Uuus High i; 1 Lew 17 2 L:w If
20CO 2.3327 2.4127 2.3506 2.3733
200 2.3810 2.4227 2.3443 2.4073
20 2.3987 2.4226 2 .39-2 2.4 266
2 2.4132 2.4442 2.3951 2.4618
0.2 2.4272 2.4724 2.4195 2.4613
0.02 2.47-3 2.3139 2.4667 2.4326
tie 3(2. The inters c~'—'^•vl**C .tensity, session
icisn (15:033).
e) and tine of day
is 3?^  level (2 tail). See dis:
h i; Tj_r:w If
y - CT jk *■ -. ^  - -r- —
» . _ z c 2.3892 2.^-03 2.-3-3 2.4260
' 0' : i s e ' 2 .3oOC 2 . -r1 01 2.^190 2.-687
—,hie 3/3. The inters c t i r '* c f cticisn
i^L5TC.-_E).
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V - ^  c '' —  -'
.eretvion
_ c
vel (2 ta
^n c3— * j.n ..l'v V
il). See cis
c. s^on 1 s
1 2
£t
Ir.
Extraver Zxtr avert
2COO 2.3:88 2.4388 2.3-32 2.398
200 2.363G 2.4^06 2.3339 2.397
20 2.3766 2.4427 2.3990 2 . 42''
2 2.3988 2 .-827 2.-031 2.432
0.2 2.-c^o 2.w778 2.-067
0.02 2 .4455 2.3-01 2.^377 2. 49I:
-i'.'ls -1‘t.
3)
sessi
cuss:::!,
at the t*/; level (2 tail), 
firent at the 1% level.
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Boise *Bo Noise * 'Noise *
Session 1 2 1 2
Stimulus
Intensity
2000 2.3863 2.3381 2.4090 2.3479
200 2.4010 2.3990 2.4027 2.3329
20 2.4139 2.4205 2 .4054 2.4003
2 2.4276 2.4375 2.4318 2.4204
0.2 2.4467 2.4601 2 .4529 2.4215
0.02 2.4917 2.4579 2 .4970 2 .4915
Table 315. The interaction between noise, stimulus 
intensity and session (LSCOSE).
4) The interaction of noise, session and time of day is 
significant at the 2.5% level (2 tail). See discussion.
Session 1 2
Time Horning Afternoon Horning Afternoon
Noise
'No Noise 2.4641 2.3917 2.3793 2 .474.8
* Noise * 2.3783 2.4879 2.4206 2.3909
Table Blé The interaction of noise, session and time of
day (LSCORE).
/) The interaction of noise, session, introversion, 
neuroticism and time of day is significant at the 5% 
level (2 tail). This result will be considered in the 
discussion.
5 9 5
the
Results for Nebylitsyn's index of gradient of the reaction
/\
time/stimulus intensity curve (SIGM4)
The Cain effect for neuroticism is significant at the 
5% level (one tail). High K subjects have 'weaker* nervous 
Sj s :ems than lew 1; subjects - i.e. they have relatively 
low values for Kehylitsyn's index.
High If Low N
6.617 6.868
Table 517, The main effect for neuroticism (SIGMA).
5 Ü U
t» ) Discussion of results of simple visual reaction
time task . .
Before beginning our discussion it should be noted 
that the graphs depicted'in this section are based on the 
values of 'L SCORE* - I.e. the logarithm of the mean 
reaction times. Since reaction time is reciprocally 
related to response speed which is a measure of perform­
ance, the 'Y ' axes of the graphs have been reversed.
The *X * axes are not reversed, but where they 
represent stimulus intensity they are drawn on a logarithmic 
scale.
The role of neuroticism
The most important group of findings that arises cut 
of the results of the simple visual reaction tine task 
relate to the interaction between' stimulus intensity and 
neuroticism. We find,firstly,that the planned comparison 
(between the highest and second highest stimulus intensi­
ties') associated with this interaction is highly signifi­
cant (at the 2.5% level, one tail) and is entirely in the 
predicted direction . In the low N group speed of response 
continues to rise between the second highest and the 
highest intensity, whereas it falls in the high N group. 
These relationships fit the model.
Furthermore,
as graph B(C) shows, the other features of the curves are 
in line with this interpretation. The overall shape of 
the curve for the high N subjects (i.e. convex upwards - 
by and large) suggests that they are operating on portion
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B of the inverted 'U* curve. On the other hand, the 
curve for the low N subjects is more nearly linear, 
suggesting that they may be operating closer to the border­
line between portions A and B. Also the overall height of 
the curve is greater, for the high N subjects than for the 
low N subjects.
Taken together, then, these facts Support 
the view that the high K S'ubjects are operating further to 
the right along the X axis on the inverted 'Ü' than the 
low K subjects, and therefore also support the view that 
neuroticisr. and stirulus intensity are both determinants.
However, it should be pointed out that neither the 
quadratio component associated with the interaction, nor 
a post hoc comparison of the means for the tw^ c highest 
intensities in the high N group are significant.
A related finding is the significantly higher value 
for the ^ t/t r i n . index in the low N subjects compared 
to the high K subjects. Nebylitsyn (1960, op. c i t .) 
developed this index to measure the gradient of the re­
action time/stimulus intensity curve, and this it does 
quite efficiently since a higher value for the latter will 
lead to a higher value for the index.
A study published whilst the present experiment was 
in progress (Grice et a l , 1979) suggests that the sensory 
growth functions for two stimuli differing in
5 n  A go
intensity may be more nearly parallel in the visual than 
in the auditory modalities, and that the difference in 
the reaction times to a low and a high intensity stimulus 
may be due, primarily, to a difference in the point at 
which the corresponding sensory growth functions cut the 
X axis - see Figure a .
If this is so, then our earlier explanation of the 
difference in the gradients of the reaction time/intensity 
curve between the extraverts and introverts in Mangen and 
Farmer's study,in terms of differences in criterion , 
may encounter some difficulties. This is because the 
effect of the criterion level on the gradient of the curve 
was based on the assumption that the sensory growth 
functions for a low and a high intensity stimulus diverge 
(see Figure 5 ), as the counting model predicts. The
more nearly parallel these functions are, however, the 
greater the difference in criterion level that will be 
necessary to produce a given difference in the gradient of 
the reaction time/intensity curve. However, the fact, 
that Harkins and Geen (1975) found a significantly lower 
criterion in extraverts than introverts may make our 
theory tenable after all.
There are certain other features of Grice et a l 's 
work which should be discussed. Consider again their 
suggestion that the effect of stimulus intensity on 
reaction time, in the visual modality at least, is due to 
differences in the point at which the sensory growth 
functions for a low and a high intensity stimulus inter­
sect the X axis (see Figure B ). They also argue that 
the computed difference between these points of inter-
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Frequency
High intensity Low intensity
Criterion
Time
  ;— :------ TV--------
Decision time for high intensity stimulus 
Decision time for low intensity stimulus 
Fig. A.Grice et al's formulation for vision
High intensity ^Low intensity
Frequency
Criterion
TV"
Decision time for high intensity stimulus
Decision time for low intensity stimulus 
Fig. B. Original formulation of the counting model
section per logarithmic unit in stimulus intensity is 
11 msec, which is roughly the sarnie as the 10 msec.value 
quoted by Kissen (1977) for the delay in the initial 
firing of retinal ganglion cells and optic nerve fibres.
In other words, they suggest that, in vision at least, 
the effect of stimulus intensity on simple reaction time 
may be based on a peripheral retinal effect rather than a 
central one. It is not impossible that,though the effect 
of stimulus intensity itself may be due to peripheral 
factors, the interaction between stimulus intensity and 
other variables such as neuroticism m.ay be due to central 
ones. However, we are faced with the possibility that a 
major personality dimension, such as neuroticisim,, which is 
thought tc be based on central structures, may be e>;eroing 
its effects via a peripheral mechanism.
This is not as serious as mdght at first so'und, since 
there is ample evidence that central structures do exert 
a moderating influence on peripheral ones through efferent 
fibres (Moruzzi, 1960). Also Irvine and his coworkers 
(1970) have suggested that peripheral structures acting on 
their C/.'n m.ay play less of a part in modifying the 
information that reaches higher structures than had 
originally been thought.
Their study was an auditory one, but there is other 
evidence, this time in the visual modality, that Grice’s 
suggestion of a peripheral mechanism, may not be able to 
explain all the facts. Galifret (1962) looked at 
recordings from^single neurone of the pigeon’s lateral 
geniculate nucleus. His results showed that though there 
was a negative logarithmic relationship -between the stimulus
Ar,3
intensity and the delay in the firing of the neurone, there 
was aji inverted 'U' relationship between the frequency of 
the neural discharge and the logarithm of the stimulus 
intensity. Assuming that the results from his study are 
applicable to humans, it indicates that stimulus intensity 
does affect the slopes of the sensory growth functions in 
the visual modality and not just the intercepts of these 
sensory growth functions with the 'X' axis.
It also supports one of our two hypotheses, namely 
the hypothesis that there is an inverted ’U' relationship 
between the slope cf the sensory growth function and the 
determinants. However, the determinant concerned was 
stimulus intensity, and we have already stated that this 
variable may be special. Furthermore, we did not attempt 
to explain the effect of stimulus intensity per se by 
our alternative criterion hypothesis, since we pointed out 
that if stimulus intensities were randomised (as they were 
in the present study), alterations in criterion levels 
cannot account for its effects. So our criterion 
hypothesis is certainly not harmed by Galifret's work.
In fact, it is helped since it rescues the notion 
that interactions between stimulus intensity and other 
variables’(such as introversion and neuroticism) can be 
explained by criterion effects, since it shows that 
stimulus intensity affects the slope,of the sensory 
growth functions.’
(;oi+
What are we then to conclude about Grice et al * s 
study and its implications for our present hypotheses?
We have seen that though its findings seem to dovetail with 
those of certain physiological studies, this is more than ■ 
counterbalanced by other physiological data which it 
cannot accolant for. Theoretically, also, its postulates 
are difficult to assess. This is because throughout the 
whole , impressive, body of work produced by Grice and his 
co-workers, it is assumed that apart from stimulus 
intensity itself, the effects of all other variables can 
be explained by criterial factors.
This prem.ise does enable Çrice and his co-workers to 
provide a coherent explanation for their data, but so too 
does the model advanced by the rival school (fourided by 
McGill) which is based on the opposite premise - namely, 
that differences in simple reaction time are due to 
sensory rather than criterial factors. The whole point of 
the present exercise (i.e. the use of the joint simple 
and disjunctive reaction time task) was to make it un­
necessary to adjudicate between these opposing views on 
the basis of intuition or speculation alone, though we 
too have to make an assumption: namely, that the signal
 '__:__________ 6JL5_____
detection indices derived from the disjunctive task are 
valid indications of the underlying relationships in the 
simple reaction time task.
Furthermore, even if Grice et ^  are correct, this 
would not affect our contention that an inverted *U* 
relationship between the determinants and the tendency to 
respond (i.e. the reciprocal of the criterion) can explain 
the results of simple reaction time tasks which do not 
involve stimulus intensity at all. This is because even 
if the sensory growth functions are parallel for stimuli 
differing in intensity, alterations in the level of the 
criterion will still affect the overall reaction time.
Let us now return to the finding that low N subjects 
have a significantly higher value of Nebylitsyn*s index 
than high N subjects. It will be remembered that this 
index was validated against the method of EWR of the PCR, 
and for this reason we decided to use it as an index of 
'strength* in the present project. The finding, therefore, 
provides support for the view that the level of neuroticism^ 
positively related to 'weakness* of the nervous 
system.
6 0  Ü
THZ INFLCEXCZ OF LEZRXlxg
V.’e w i l l  n o v  c o n s i d e r  an u n r e l a t e d  r e s u l t /  b e c a u s e  i t  
r.ay h e l p  us t o  c l a r i f y  sor.e o f  t h e  o t h e r  i n t e r a c t i o n s  
i n v c l v l n c  n e c r c t i c i s o . The  q u a c r a t i c  c c ~ c o n e n t  a s s o c i a t e d  
w i t h  t'c e i n  t - : aCt  i on  b e t w e e n  s e s s i o n  and s t  I n c l u s  i n t e n s i t y  
i s  s i q - j f i c a o t  ( 5 1 /  2 t a i l ) .  T h i s  i s  c e c i c t e c  i n  Graph  
B (V) . The s h a r e s  o f  t h e  c u r v e s  a r e  p r e d i c t a b l e  i f  we 
a s s u r e  t r . a t  n o v e l t y  i s  a d e t e r n i n a n t ,  b u t  t h e i r  r e l a t i v e  
h e i g h t s  a r e  n o i  i n  l i n e  w i t h  e x p e c t a t i o n ,  A l e a r n i n g
.on r a y  be p o s s i b l e  h e r e /  h o w e v e r .  I f  we l o o kinoerore:
t t h e  g : t h a t  s p e e f  o f  r e a c t i o n  i s  by
l a r v a  s l o w e r  i n  s e s s i o n  1 t h a n  i n  s e s s i o n  2 , a t  t n i s
e 1 S'
1  s - -f- V _S 1
.nc v;j ; citterer-t at ciiier^nt intensities.
t  hv 0 r y  wo  ^1 o' p r e d i c t  t h a t  i n  s e s s i o n  2 t h e  c u r v e  w o u l d  be 
s t e e p e r / 0 "d p o s s i b l y  f - I r l y  l i n e a r  , w h i l s t  t h a t  f o r  
s e s s i o n  1 w o u l d  show a r . o r e  q u a d r a t i c  r e l a t i o n s h i p .  I f
s i n p l y  s h i f t i n g  t h e  w h o l e  c u r v e  f o r  s e s s i o n  2 u p w a r d s  
r e l a t i v e  t o  t h a t  o f  s e s s i o n  1 ,  t h e  p i c t u r e  b e c o r e s  n o r e  
c l e a r l y  e x p l i c a b l e .  Such an e f f e c t  w o u l d  n o t  be i r p o s s i b l e  
s i n c e  i t  h a s  b e en  shown t h a t  i n  s i m p l e  r e a c t i o n  t  iicie 
s u b j e c t s  d e v e l o p  e x p e c t a n c i e s  a b o u t  when t h e  ma in  s t i m u l u s  
i s  due t o  a r r i v e  f o l l o w i n g  t h e  w a r n i n g  s i g c i a l /  and  a l t e r  
t h e i r  d e g r e e  o f  p r e p a r e d n e s s  a c c o r d i n g l y .
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Since the interval between warning signal and 
response stimulus was constant in the present experiment, 
it is quite possible that subjects would l e a m  when to 
expect the main stimulus, and that their performance would 
accordingly improve. The effect of within-session 
changes (as reflected in the 'block' factor) supports 
this interpretation, as we will see later in the section 
on vigilance,at which time we will consider the role of 
learning in more detail.
It is possible that such learning might occur across 
sessions as well, though it would be expected to be 
weaker due to the fact that the interval between sessions 
was much longer than the interval between blocks within 
a given session. This view is in line with the finding 
that,though the main effect for block is highly significant 
(see later), the main effect for session is not significant. 
It is, however, in the direction that we would predict 
on this basis (i.e. faster speed of response in session 
2 than in session 1 ).
Let us look now at some of the other findings. The 
quadratic component associated with the interaction between 
stimulus intensity, session and neuroticism is significant. 
This is depicted in Graph B(9). In many ways this.is in 
line with what one might predict. The subjects who would 
be expected to be operating furthest to the right along 
the *X' axis of the inverted 'U ' are the 'high N, session 
1 ' group , since the level of neuroticism and novelty 
are highest in this condition. Thesè subjects have a 
curve which is clearly convex upwards , which would be 
consistent with the view that they are operating on
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portion B of the inverted 'U',
On the other .hand, the group who would be expected to 
be operating furthest to the left (i.e. the low N group 
in session 2 ) show some evidence of concavity upwards.
This would be consistent with the view that they were 
operating, partly at least, on portion A of the curve.
One would indeed expect that with the addition of extra 
factors (in this case neuroticism , if one compares this 
to the interaction between stimulus intensity and session), 
the separation of the two extreme groups on the X axis 
would increase. This was one reason why multifactorial 
experiments were recommended.
The significant quadratic component is probably due 
to the fact that the low N group in session 2 seem to be 
operating on a different part of the inverted *U* to the 
other groups , since the remaining curves are convex 
upwards. There are some features of the curves which do 
not fit this picture, for instance the fall in speed 
of response at the highest stimulus intensity in the high 
N group in session 2. The associated planned comparison 
is not significant, and it does not seem to have 
affected the quadratic component, since the latter takes 
into account all the points on the curve and not just 
one of t h i n  . However, there are other features of the 
interaction which do not fit directly into the inverted 
*U* model. For instance, the heights of the curves again 
show discrepancies with their slopes, though these are 
possibly explicable in terms of learning effects. The 
overall height of the session 2 curve is greater than 
that for the session 1 curve in high N subjects, as this
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learning interpretation might predict. There is less 
difference between the two curves for the low N subjects, 
büt learning could certainly explain why the low N , 
session 1 curve shows greater convexity upwards, but is 
not also higher than the low N session,2 curve.
One other effect involving neuroticism , but not 
introversion is significant. This is the interaction 
between noise, neuroticism and time of day, depicted in 
Graph B (<?) .
At first glance it might seem very much in line 
with our predictions. Speed of response is faster in the 
afternoon than in the morning in the group who would be 
expected to have the lowest level of * arousal* - i.e. the 
low N subjects under *no noise* conditions. On the other 
hand, all the other groups show the reverse effect of 
time of day.
However, if we are to interpret this as due to 
transmarginal inhibition we must also explain why the 
absolute heights of the high N subjects are higher than 
those of the low N subjects under 'noise*, and also why 
amongst the high N subjects the *noise* condition is 
higher than the * no noise* condition. Neither our 
criterion nor our sensory growth function hypothesis 
on its own , would predict this. Furthermore, in this 
case we do not have any other factor,such as learning, 
to explain the discrepancies, since the factor of session 
is not involved.
Could we explain the results i'f we assumed that one 
of the two variables (i.e. the criterion or the sensory 
growth function) affected the overall height of the curve
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only, but was not responsible for the effect of time of 
day? In view of what we said earlier regarding Grice 
et al * s work, the criterion might seem an obvious 
candidate for this role. However, we are not here 
considering stimulus intensity, and it was only in relation 
to this factor that there was any external evidence that 
factors which influenced the criterion. a U n e  would fail to 
show predictable interactions with factors which influenced 
the sensory growth functions alone.
Nevertheless, let us consider the possibility that 
an analogous effect might be operating here, and see if 
we can , after all, find some external evidence to support 
it. One possible source is, of course, our signal 
detection task which we employed for this very purpose.
We do see that in this the high N subjects seem to adopt 
a much lower criterion than low N subjects , and this could 
explain why the overall heights of the high N groups are 
greater than those of the low N groups. We pointed out 
earlier that the relationship between the discriminability 
index and the overall speed of response is less clear than 
for the criterion, and in any case there is no evidence 
for a significant difference between high and low N subjects 
on this measure using either the parametric index or the 
non-parametric one.
However, there is also no evidence of a significant 
difference in tb criterion between the /no noise* and 
the *noise* conditions, nor any evidence for an interaction 
between noise and neuroticism. For«this reason, the 
results of the signal detection task do not help us to 
explain the higher level of performance in the *noise*
0 1 ‘i
condition relative to the 'no noise* condition amongst 
the high N subjects in the reaction time task.
S t
The Role of Introversion
The first thing that we must consider with respect 
to the dimension of introversion is the failure to find 
a significant effect of this factor on Kebylitsyn's 
index. It will be remembered that the present study did 
attempt to replicate to a reasonable extent the conditions 
of Mangan and Farmer’s (1967) study which did find such 
an effect. We suggested that the higher value for the 
index found in the latter study amongst introverts was 
cue to the adoption of a relatively high criterion by 
these subjects. Furthermore, we explained the failure to 
find such a difference in our signal detection task,in 
terms of the relatively high opportunity to respond, com­
pared to the study by Harkins and Geen (1975) which did 
find such a difference on the criterion measure.
It is possible that a similar argument may apply to 
our simple visual reaction time task. The intertrial 
interval was longer in Kangan and Farmer’s study than in 
the present one (reasons for the difference were given 
earlier) and so it is possible that under these conditions 
the extraverts adopted a relatively low criterion to 
compensate.
Let us now consider some of the effects for intro­
version which were significant.
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The cubic component associated with the interaction 
between stimulus intensity, session and introversion is 
significant. This is depicted in Graph The effect is
clearly due to the fact that all of the curves are convex 
upwards except for that of the extraverts in session 2 , 
which shows a more complicated relationship. This latter 
curve would fit in perhaps with the left hand portion of 
the inverted 'U' curve, but the sharp increase in speed of 
response between the two lowest intensities in this group 
of-subjects is at variance with such an interpretation.
In other respects, the shapes of the curves seem to 
conform fairly well to prediction. But the absolute heights 
do not, and despite the fact that the session factor is 
involved, learning cannot explain the whole story. It could 
account for the fact that performance overall is not higher 
in session 1 than in session 2 (in fact the reverse is true 
in introverts), but it cannot explain why extraverts are 
overall superior to introverts. Nor is an explanation in 
terms of a differential effect of learning on the extraverts 
and introverts tenable, since the difference occurs in both 
sessions.
We could, however, explain the results if we assumed 
that extraverts adopt a lower criterion than introverts.
This would be in line with our explanation of Mangan and 
Farmer's study and the findings of Harkins and Geen (1975), 
though not with our own signal detection task.
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It should also be pointed out that although the crite­
rion nay be affecting the overall heights c/ the curves, it 
rray also be affecting their shape, so that this result does 
not necessarily support Grice et a l 's suggestion that the 
sensory growth functions for vision are parallel. Discussion 
of that suggestion arose in the context of the interaction 
between stir ulus intensity and session. In that case the 
difference in the shapes of the two curves was sufficien.oly 
clear to suggest that so~e factor (either learning or the 
criterion) was affecting the overall heights of the curves, 
but not t^eir overall shape's. In the present instance, 
however, no such clarity exists, and it. Is quite possible thau 
an effect of the criterion on 'the s'apes ex i s.t s but cannct be 
easily discerned, cue to the rancor variations in the data 
and the -ashi-g effect of the stirulus intensity factor 
acting via the sensory grc^th functions.'
c) Discussion c-f re~aining significant effects.
The interaction between noise, stirul'->s intensity and 
session is significant as is the associated linear co.-pcnent. 
This is depicted in Graph G// . The overall shapes of the
curves confer- fairly well to what one right expect. For 
instance, the group who would be expected to be operating 
furthest to the left on the 'X ' axis c f the inverted 'U '
(i.e. session 2 , 'no noise') shows some concavity upwards at 
the lower intensities, whereas the group who would be 
expected to be operating furthest to the right (session 1 , 
noise) show the clearest evidence of convexity upwards.
Again the overall heights of the curve do not conform
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to expectation, but this time an explanation in terms .of 
learning seems more plausible. Under 'noise'. Session 2 
performance is clearly superior to that of Session 1. There 
is very little difference between the two sessions under 
'no noise' though. This could be due to noise, enhancing 
the effect of learning, due to its 'arousing' properties.
An explanation in terms of the criterion hypothesis might 
also be possible. We could suggest that the lower level of 
performance is Session 1 under noise compared to Session 2 
was due to T.I. in the tendency to respond. However, in 
the absence of a difference between the two sessions under 
'no noise' and the corresponding interaction in the signal 
detection task, this is very speculative.
The interaction between noise, session and time of 
day is significant at the 2.5% level (two tail), and is de­
picted in Graph 612 .
The Session 1 curves would be consistent with the pre­
sent hypotheses, since the level of novelty is highest in 
Session 1. Also, the fact that Session 2 performance level 
is higher than might be expected could be explained by a 
learning interpretation. However, the very steep fall in 
performance between 'morning' ahd 'afternoon' testing under 
'no noise' in Session 2 is quite unexpected. The results 
could, however, be explained in terms of chance difference 
between Group 1 and Group 2, i.e. between the groups of sub­
jects who performed the noise conditions in different orders. 
We have considered this point in connection with the corres- 
ponding interaction for the probability of a 'hit' in the 
signal detection experiment (see pp. 5^3*91 ), and we will not
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repeat the discussion here.
Finally, the interaction of noise, session, intro­
version, neuroticism and time was significant at the 5 % 
level (two t a il). Inspection of the means shows that the 
interaction does not conform to prediction and the author 
has no explanation for it, so it will not be considered fur­
ther.
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c) Results for latency measures derived from signal 
detection task
Speed of response to signals 
No significant effects
Speed of response to non-signals 
No significant effects
d) Discussion of latency, measures derived from signal 
detection task
We have postponed discussion of these results till this 
point to facilitate comparison with the results of the simple 
visual reaction time task.
We see that' there are no significant main effects or 
interactions for the measure of speed of response to the sig­
nals in the signal detection task. Clearly, then, this 
measure does not provide any evidence either in favour of or 
directly against the model. Furthermore the fact that none 
of the effects which appeared in the simple visual reaction 
time task are significant for the signal detection task latency 
measures does indicate indirectly that the processes under­
lying simple and disjunctive reaction time may be rather 
different. However, it should be remembered that in the simple 
visual reaction time task, most of the significant effects 
involved stimulus intensity which was not a relevant factor 
for the reaction time measures from the signal detection task, 
so on this basis the difference between the results for the 
two tasks is not so great after all.
C X I
There are, however, no significant effects for the speed 
of response to non-signals measure either.
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The relationship between the signal detection and the
simple visual reaction time tasks
So far we h a v e ■considered the signal detection and 
reaction time tasks separately and looked at the extent to 
which the general model receives confirmation from each 
individually. We have at times made comparisons between the 
two, but these have been,by their ver^ nature, indirect. It 
will be remembered that one of the reasons for conducting 
the joint reaction time/signal detection task was to investi­
gate the possibility that the measure of the criterion derived 
from the latter could be used to directly correct the measure 
of response speed derived from the former, thus revealing 
the influence of the of the sensory growth functions alone.
For this reason, the analysis of variance on the simple 
visual reaction time measure was repeated, but this time with 
the non-parametric criterion as a covariate. However, the 
inclusion of the covariate did not have a statistically sig­
nificant influence on the results of the reaction time task.
There are several possible reasons for this. Firstly, 
the differences between the various conditions on the crite­
rion index may not have been sufficiently great to produce 
a significant effect in the analysis of covariance. In line 
with this view is the failure to find any significant effects 
in the analysis of variance on the criterion measure itself, 
except for the main effect for neuroticism.
Secondly, it is possible that the criterion values 
derived from the signal detection (disjunctive reaction time) 
task were not an accurate guide to the criteria adopted by 
the subjects in the corresponding conditions of the simple
G2li
reaction time task. We argued earlier that such concordance 
was one of the assumptions that underlay the use of the 
joint task and we adduced evidence to support its validity.
It is possible, nevertheless, that the assumption is sus­
pect, but if so it is not likely to have been due to any 
deficiencies in the experimental design since we have seen 
that the two tasks were conducted under as similar conditions 
as possible. The differences that did exist between them 
were inherent in the nature of the tasks themselves and 
were, therefore, unavoidable. For instance the signal dete­
ction task was more complex than the simple reaction time 
task and if task complexity is a determinant it is possible 
that subjects were not operating on the same portion of the 
inverted 'U ' in the two tasks.
Such differences may be responsible for the apparent 
failure to measure the criteria adopted in the simple reaction 
time task via the signal detection task. However, the author 
is at a loss to suggest a better way to tackle the problem, 
and as we have seen he is not alone in this (Green and Swets 
1974) .
A third possibility is that the counting model, as ori­
ginally presented, may not have been a completely accurate 
reflection of the process^ underlying, the simple reaction 
time task. It will be remembered that the main focus of 
interest in discussing this model was the predictions it 
made for the relationship between the gradient of the reaction
time/intensity curve and the c r i t e r i a l a n d  sensory growth
1
function factors.
To investigate this relationship further the value of
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Nebylitsyn's index was calculated separately for the two 
noise conditions and was correlated with the corresponding 
measures of the criterion and the discrimination index 
derived from the signal detection task. The only significant 
correlations were between Nebylitsyn's index and the non- 
parametric and parametric discrimination indices under 
'noise'. These were 0.41(1% one tail) and 0.39 (2.5% one 
tail) respectively. These values are not only highly 
significant but they are also in the expected direction since 
we predicted a positive relationship between the gradient 
of the reaction time/intensity curve and the difference in 
the slopes of the sensory growth functions for stimuli of 
differing intensity. Furthermore, we argued that this diffe­
rence would be reflected in differences in the levelling off 
points of the sensory growth functions and this in turn 
would be reflected in the value of the discrimination index 
for two stimuli differing in intensity.
The fact that the correlations are not significant under 
'no noise' is puzzling, though. It is possible that in this 
condition subjects were operating on the border between 
portions A and B of the inverted 'U' where in absolute terms 
the gradient of the curve is large but where slight move­
ments to the left or the right (due for instance to the in­
dividual differences factors) would produce little change 
in its gradient thus reducing the spread of values and 
masking any correlation that might exist. This is specula­
tive, however.
The failure to find any correlation between the criterion 
and Nebylitsyn's index under either accessory stimulation
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condition is possibly explicable in terms of Grice et a l 's 
suggestion that in the visual modality the degree of diver­
gence of the sensory growth functions for stimuli differing 
in intensity is relatively slight, since it is this diver­
gence which led us to predict a positive relationship between 
the criterion and Nebylitsyn's index. It would be interest­
ing to see what the correlations would be in the auditory 
modality.
It is also interesting to note that there were large, 
highly significant (1 % two tail) negative correlations, under 
both accessory stimulation conditions, between the non- 
parametric criterion, on the one hand, and the non-parametric 
and parametric discrimination indices, on the other. The 
correlations range from -0.52 to -0.52 and support Nettle- 
beck's (1973) suggestion that when subjects find a discrimi­
nation difficult they adopt a relatively high criterion to 
compensate.
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2. E.P.Q. ANALYSES
The Western individual differences parameters which 
are of nest interest in the present project are introversion 
and neuroticism as operationally defined by the Questionnaires 
developed by Eysenck and his co-workers. The latter recard 
the scores derived from these Questionnaires as indices of 
.underlying predispositions to respond in a particular way 
and since these predispositions are seen as being genetically 
based they would regard introversion and neuroticism as 
being fairly stable dimensions of personality.
This I S  supported by the fairly high test-retest 
reliabilities that have been fo^nd by Eartholo-ew end Tirley 
I 1955), for instance, in patients undergoing treatment and 
also by Knowles (1960) in both patients and normals. In 
both studies, furthermore, there was little change in the 
near I. or N. s c o r e s  of the subjects despite the fact that 
the successive tests were separated by 1 - 2  years.
However, other studies of patients undergoing treat­
ment have shown larger changes in mean scores, particularly 
in psychotic croups (e.g. Copper, and Hetcalfe 1965) and 
Ingham (1566) has found that such changes are closely 
correlated with the degree of clinical improvement, conclu­
ding that variations in scores are related to the illness 
itself and that they are unlikely to reflect stable persona­
lity differences related to predisposition to neurosis.
Furthermore, Lunghi and Ryle (1969) have found compa­
ratively low test/retest reliabilities for the E.P.I. when
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measured over a two year period in normals (0.54 to 0.61 
for neuroticism; 0.66 to 0.67 for introversion). They argue 
that this is due either to the instability of the trait 
itself or to the inability of the E.P.I. to measure the 
trait.
Eysenck and Eysenck (1969) certainly do acknowledge 
that the personality scales only provide indirect indices of 
the underlying genetic predisposition since they are of 
necessity phenotypic in nature. Furthermore, it has been 
shown that neuroticism scores, for example, are affected by 
life events such as those experienced by students subsequent 
to their entry to university (Kelvin et al 1965), though 
there is evidence that those with initially low N scores 
showed a decrease in measured neuroticism level whilst those 
with initially high levels showed an increase. One would 
expect, therefore, that their relative positions would not 
change markedly.
Nevertheless, in view of what has been said above, 
it was considered worthwhile to measure the subjects' per­
sonality scores on the occasion of each experiment and not 
just at the time of their initial recruitment. It could 
be argued that the same should have been done for the opera­
tional measure of 'strength' of the nervous system - i.e. 
Nebylitsyn's index of the slope of the reaction time/stimulus 
intensity curve. However, we have stated already the reasons 
why this was not practicable. We have seen already the 
difficulty encountered in obtaining questionnaire scores 
from subjects when a large number of lengthy questionnaires 
were given and subjects asked to complete them in their own
v u  i
time. For this reason it was decided to obtain scores on 
the introversion and neuroticism dimensions (which were the 
main interest in the present project) using a questionnaire 
(the Eysenck Personality Questionnaire) which was given to 
the subjects separately from the other inventories, some 
of which were very long and of relatively peripheral inte­
rest, e.g. Strelaa's temperament questionnaire.
This procedure was found to be successful as all of 
the subjects returned the E.P.Q. The latter was chosen in
preference to the E.P.I. since it includes a measure of
psychoticism, which though not of primary interest in the 
present project has been developed recently and shows some 
promise for future investigations in this area (see p. 160). 
The E.P.Q. was not used initially in isolating a pool of 
subjects to take part in the project since it is much longer 
than the E.P.I. and the - experimenter found great difficulty 
in getting potential recruits to complete it.
It could be argued that the failure to use the E.P.I.
throughout makes it more difficult to assess whether or not
changes in the relative scores of subjects are taking place 
over time. The experimenter was aware of this problem end 
it was for this reason that the E.P.I. was also given to 
the subjects to complete along with the other questionnaires 
such as the Strelau temperament inventory. However, as we 
have seen, not all of the subjects returned these. This 
does not constitute a serious problem though, since complete 
E.P.Q. scores were obtained from the subjects at the time 
of the vigilance task as we shall see, and since the latter 
and the joint simple reaction time/signal detection task
were widely separated in time, we do have an opportunity 
to look at the stability of the relevant personality dimen­
sions.
Furthermore, Eysenck and Eysenck (1975) have argued 
that the relationships between personality and other measures 
should be essentially the same whether the E.P.I. or the 
E.P.Q. is used to define the former. It is true that for 
the introversion scale, at least, there are certain diffe­
rences since this dimension is a composite of sociability 
and impulsivity (Eysenck and Eysenck 1969) and the ratio of 
the number of sociability items to impulsivity items is 
higher in the E.P.Q. than in the E.P.I. It is conceivable, 
therefore, that for this dimension.some differences might 
emerge especially since Claridge (1967) and Revelle et al 
(1980), amongst others, have pointed to certain differences 
between impulsivity and sociability.
In fact, however, in the present project it is unlikely 
that this factor would be responsible for differences between 
the results of the joint simple reaction time/signal detec­
tion task when analysed using the initial E.P.I. scores, 
on the one hand, and the E.P.Q. scores obtained at the time 
of the experiment, on the other. The reason for this is 
that the correlation between the impulsivity scores from the 
E.P.I. and the E.P.Q. extraversion scores is^anything 
slightly higher than the corresponding correlation for the 
sociability scores from the E.P.I. and the E.P.Q. extraver­
sion scores. The values are 0.4029 aid 0.391, respectively, 
calculated for the 23 subjects who took part in the whole 
series of experiments that constituted the present project,
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and both are significant at the 5% level (one tail) . The 
correlation between the E.P.I. and E.P.Q. extroversion 
scores is 0.448 (2.5% one tail). The correlation between 
the E.P.I. and E.P.Q. neuroticism scores is 0.818 (a full 
matrix of correlations is given in Appendix B) which is 
significant beyond the 0 .1 % level (one tail).
These results support the view that these personality 
dimensions represent some fairly stable aspect of the sub­
ject's psychology, though the evidence is much clearer for 
the neuroticism scale. The lower value for the extroversion 
scale (which, for convenience, has been considered here in 
preference to the introversion scale, to which it is nega­
tively related, of course) is unlikely to be due, further--, 
more, to the different sociability/impulsivity item contents 
of the E.P.I. and E.P.Q. since it is nevertheless higher, 
than both of the correlations for the E.P.I. sociability 
and impulsivity score;cited above. It is likely, therefore, 
that it is due either to greater instability of the extra- 
vcrs lon/introversion dimension or to failure of the quest­
ionnaires to provide an adequate test of it.
Let us now consider the relationship between the 
E.P.Q. scores and the measures derived from our joint simple 
reaction time/signal detection task.
The first question it was necessary to consider was 
whether or not to correct the scores for dissimulation.
It was found that there was no significant correlation be- 
tween the lie scale score, on the one fiand, and the neuroti- 
ciSi.. or psychoticism scores, on the other, but there was a
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negative correlation between the lie and extroversion 
scales of -0.4204 which is significant at the 2.5% level 
(two tail). Michaelis and Eysenck (1971) have shown that 
under conditions which provide a high motivation to dis­
simulate (e.g. where a job application is involved) there 
is a high, significant, negative correlation between the 
lie and neuroticism scales, whereas this correlation becomes 
very small or disappears under conditions which provide no 
motivation to dissimulate. Eysenck and Eysenck (1975) have, 
therefore, argued that the L/N correlation can be used as 
a marker for dissimulation and that where such a correlation 
is absent no correction for dissimulation should be made. 
This applies to the present situation since the L/N.corre­
lation is negligible (-0.08) and totally non-significant 
so it was decided not to correct the extroversion scores 
despite the significant L/C correlation. It was considered 
very unlikely that this correlation was due to 'faking' 
since one might expect such a tendency to be most marked 
for neuroticism and psychoticism neither of which correlate 
significantly with the lie scale score. Furthermore, there 
was no intuitive reason why subjects - particularly univer­
sity students - should pretend to be introverted nor any 
reason why they should fake at all since they were informed 
that the results would be totally confidential and since 
nothing of any consequence (e.g. selection for a job) de­
pended on their responses. Finally, it should be remembered 
that all of the subjects had previously scored less than 
four on the E.P.I. lie scale and there was no reason to
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suppose that their motivation to dissimulate would increase 
since that time.
The large, negative L/E correlation is puzzling 
nevertheless. Eysenck and Eysenck (1975) have cited evidence 
suggesting that the lie scale may measure some stable per­
sonality dimension such as social naivety and it is not 
inconceivable that in the present sample, at least, intro­
verts may show greater evidence of such characteristics than 
extraverts.
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î) The signal detection task 
a) Results
Two biriocal splits cr. the extraversion and neuroticism 
scores derived from the E.P.I* resulted in an introversion/ 
extraversion and neuroticism stability factor with two levels 
each.
The results derived frrm the signal detection task 
were then subjected to an a - s l y s i s  of variance consisting 
of introversion (two levels) neuroticism (two levels), 
accessory stimulation - 'ncise' (two levels), time of day 
(two levels) and session (tw: levels).
This analysis of variance was, therefore, identical 
in every way to the previous cne except that the E.P.Q. 
scores cbtainec at the time of the experiment were used t o ' 
define the introversion and n^-roticisn factors instead of 
the initial E.P.I. scores. All the various initial adjust­
ments and transformations of the data values were the sam^ e 
as those described before (see pp. 55T-S ).
Only significant effects involving introversion and/or 
neuroticism will be recorded.
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Results for the r.or.-para~etric criterion (signsi
detection task) based on the E.P.Q. scores.
The interaction of neuroticism, and time of day is sig­
nificant at the 2.5% level (one tail). In the morning, high 
N subjects showed a greater tendency to respond than low K 
subjects, whereas the reverse was true in the afternoon.
Also, amongst low N subjects, tendency to respond was greater 
in the afternoon than in the morning, whereas the reverse
was true anoncst hich K subjects.
Corning Afternoon
low N 1.516 1.453
Hich :: 1.3 34 1.515
The interaction of neuroticism
of day i:2E).
6 4 1
The interaction of session, neuroticism and time of 
day is Significant at the 5% level (two t a i l ) . See discussion
LOW N HIGH N
Morning Afternoon Mornin g Afternoon
Session 1 0.6 363 0.6541 :.762 1 0.5929
Session 2 0.6805 0.7117 0.6914 0.7071
Table 6 11 The interaction of session, neuroticism (IRQ) 
and time of day (DY). •
Results for the parametric discrimination index (sig­
nal detection task) based on the E.P.Q. scores:
Results are identical to those of the ncn-parametric 
measure.
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Results for the probability of a hit (signal detection
task) based on the E.P.Q. scores:
No significant effects.
Results for the probability of a false alarm (signal 
detection task) based on the E.P.Q. scores:
No significant effects.
(  4  3  / I T
0 Discussion (slcr.el detection task: EPQ scores)
The first measure that we must consider is the non- 
param.etric criterion. We find that whereas the E.P.I. 
analysis yielded a significant, main effect for neuroticism, 
with high K subjects having a higher tendency to respond 
than Icw' N subjects, the E.P.Q. analysis instead displays 
an ir.teract-cn hei-aen neuroticism and time of day. The 
clc\e relationship holds good in the morning, but in the 
afternoon it is the low p subjects who have the higher 
tendency to resprnd. Also, amongst low P subjects, the 
tendency to respond is greater in the afternoon than in the 
mcrring, whereas the reverse is true amongst high P subjects 
7^:s interaction supports the h-'tot'esis that there is an
tendency to respond.
There are two effects which are significant for 
the E.P.I. analysis but not for the E.P.Q. analysis. These 
are the interactions between noise, session and introversion 
and between introversion, neuroticism and time of day. The 
former was only partially supportive of the general model 
and the latter was completely at variance with it so their 
demise does not represent any great loss from the point of 
view of the theory.
It should be noted, though, that both interactions 
involve introversion and this is in line with the much lower 
correlation between the E.P.I.'and E.P.Q. scores for this 
dimension as compared to neuroticism.
Finally there is one result which is significant
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for the E.P.Q. analysis but not for that based on the E.P.I. 
results. This is the interaction between session, neuroticism 
and time of day, depicted in Graph B I S • We see that the 
results are very much in line with prediction: in particular 
the sharp decline in discrimination ability between morning 
and afternnon in the high N subjects in Session 1 who are 
the group one would expect to be operating furthest to the 
right along the 'X' axis of the inverted 'U '. The values 
for Session 2 are higher than.one would expect on this basis, 
but we could explain this in terms of a learning effect.
In the results for the probability of a hit there are 
no significant effects involving personality and this is in 
line with the E.P.I. analysis.
When we look at the results for the probability of 
a false alarm, we find that the main effect for neuroticism 
has disappeared as it did for the criterion measure. Perhaps 
a more significant loss is the interaction between noise and. 
introversion which indicated that there was a 'U ' shaped 
relationship between the determinants and false alarm rate 
and thus supported the earlier interpretation of the inverted 
'U ' model in terms of 'performance' (see pp. 5 82-7 ).
On the other hand the fact that the interactions 
between noise, session and neuroticism and between noise, 
session, introversion and neuroticism are significant for 
the E.P.I.f but not the E.P.Q. analysis is not of any great 
importance since neither was supportive of the model or 
adequately explicable.
f i )  The  s i m p l e  v i s u a l  r e a c t i o n  t i m e  .
These results are based on an analysis of variance 
involving introversion (2 levels), neuroticism (2 levels), 
accessory stimulation or 'noise' (2 levels), time of day 
(2 levels), stimulus intensity (6 levels), session (2 levels), 
and block (3 levels).
As such it is identical to the earlier analysis except 
that again the introversion and neuroticism factors are 
defined in terms of the subjects' E.P.Q. scores obtained 
at the time of the experiment rather than their initial 
E.P.I. scores.
Again, only results involving introversion and/or 
neuroticism will be reported.
Also, as before, results involving the 'block' factor 
will be deferred until the section on vigilance.
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Results for simple visual reaction time (LSCORE) based 
on E.P.Q. scores':
a) The planned comparison associated with the interaction 
between stimulus intensity and neuroticism is significant at 
the 5% level (one tail). This is due to the fact that 
whilst the low N subjects showed an increase in speed of 
response between the two highest intensities the high N 
subjects showed a decrease in speed.
stimulus 
intensity (b./ ) High N Low R
2D CO 2.3621 2.4035
200 2.3546 2.4232
20 2.3873 2.4328
2 2.3980 2.4605
0.2 2.4110 2.4796
0.02 2.4536 2.5154
Table G QO . The interaction between neuroticism (EPQ) and 
stimulus intensity (LSCORE).
b) The quadratic component associated with the inter­
action of session, stimulus intensity and neuroticism is 
significant at the 2.5% level (two tail). See discussion.
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Session 1 Session 2
stimulus 
intensity (Lu&) High N Low N • High N Low N
2000 2.3613 2.4340 2.3630 2.3729
200 2.3634 2.4403 2.3458 2.4060
20 2.3861 2.4331 2.3884 2.4325
2 2.3982 2.4612 2.3978 2.4601
0.2 2.4074 2.4912 2.4146 2.4670
0.02 2.4519 2.5369 2.4554 2.4939
Table &2.1 . The interaction of• stimulus intensity, session 
and neuroticism (EPQ) - (LSCORE).
c) The interaction of noise, neuroticism and time of day 
is significant at the 2.5% level (two tail). See discussion.
d) The main effect for introversion is significant at the 
5% level (two tail). Extroverts are faster than introverts 
overall.
Extroverts Introverts
2.3922 2.4548
T»U*&PThe main effect for introversion (EPQ) - (LSCORE).
e) The interaction of session, introversion and time of 
day is significant at the 5% level (two tail). See discuss­
ion .
As with the analysis based on the E.P.I. scores, the 
inclusion of the non-parametric criterion as a covariate did 
not significantly affect the results.
6 5 1
Results for Nebylitsyn's index of the gradient of 
the reaction time/stimulus intensity curve based on the 
subjects' E.P.Q. scores.
The main effect for neuroticism is significant at the 
2.5% level (one tail) . Overall, high N subjects have a lower
value for Nebylitsyn's index than low N subjects.
Low N High N
6.901 6.584
Table The main effect for neuroticism (EPQ)
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b) Discussion of results of simule visual reaction time
task be sed or. E.P.Q. scores :
The micSt importent feature of the present results is 
the persistence of the relationship between neuroticism and 
stimulus intensity which we saw in our discussion of the 
results of the E.P.I. analysis was of considerable theoretical 
irportance for cur conception of personality and for our 
ICS as cn the nature of simple reaction time. As before the 
pianned comparison is significant due to the reduction in 
response speed between the second-highest and the highest 
sri-ulus intensity in the h:gh h croup (see Graph. G 1 4 ).
Again this is consistent with the model though the post hoc 
ccmparison of means and quadratic component are not signi- 
f : r a 1 .
F„r I'.er-ire , the analysis of hebyliisyn's index of the 
gradient of the reaction tine/stimulus intensity curve again 
shows a highly significant ma 1n effect for neuroricism, cue 
to the fact that high h subjects have a lower value fern the 
index than low P subjects. This supports our previous con­
clusion that neuroticism. is negatively related to 'strength' 
of the ner\'ous system.
There are two results which are significant for the 
E.P.I. but not the E.P.Q. analysis: the cubic component 
associated with the interaction of stimulus intensity, session 
and introversion, and the interaction between noise, session, 
introversion, neuroticism and time of day. However,' neither
of these was invested with much significance.
Two results are more statistically reliable for the E.P.Q.
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the interaction of session, stimulus intensity and neuroti­
cism and the interaction between noise, neuroticism and time 
of day. As Graphs S/5 and Sié show these are very similar 
to the corresponding graphs for the E.P.I. scores (see pp. étO 
and é I 3 )
The results section also includes one other effect, 
the interaction of session, introversion and time of day, 
which is significant for the E.P.Q. analysis but not for the 
E.P.I. analysis, but since it does not conform to prediction 
end is not amenable to adequate explanation it will not be 
considered here.
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c )  R e s u l t s  f o r  l a t e n c y  m e a s u r e s  d e r i v e d  f r o m  t h e  s i g n a l  
d e t e c t i o n  t a s k  ( b a s e d  on t h e  s u b j e c t s '  E . P . Q .  s c o r e s ) 
R e s u l t s  f o r  t h e  s p e e d  o f  r e s p o n s e  t o  s i g n a l s
a )  T h e  i n t e r a c t i o n  o f  n o i s e  a n d  n e u r o t i c i s m  i s  s i g n i t i -  
c a n t  a t  t h e  1% l e v e l  ( o n e  t a i l ) .  . A m o n g s t  l o w  N s u b j e c t s ,  
s p e e d  o f  r e s p o n s e  i s  g r e a t e r  u n d e r  ' n o i s e '  t h e n  u n d e r  ' n o  
n o i s e ' ,  w h e r e a s  t h e  r e v e r s e  i s  t r u e  a m o n g s t  h i g h  N s u b j e c t s .
Low N H i g h  N
No n o i s e 0 . 8 3 2 0 . 6 5 7
N o i s e 0 .  7 4 8 0 . 7 0 4
T a b l e  6 ^ ^  . T h e  i n t e r a c t i o n  o f  n o i s e  a n d  n e u r o t i c i s m  ( S I ^ ’
b)  T h e  i n t e r a c t i o n  o f  n o i s e ,  s e s s i o n ,  i n t r c v e r s i o n  a n d  
t i n e  o f  c a y  i s  s i g n i f i c a n t  a t  t h e  5% l e v e l  ( t w o  t a i l ) . See  
CI S  c u s s i  on .
R e s u l t s  f o r  t h e  s r e e d o f  r e s n o r . s e  t o  n o n . - s i c n e l s
T h e  i n t e r a c t i o n  o f  n o i s e ,  s e s s i o n ,  n e u r o t i c i s m  a n d  
t i m e  o f  c a y  i s  s i g n i f i c a n t  a t  t h e  2 . 5 %  l e v e l  ( t w o  t a i l )  . See  
d i s c u s s i o n .
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d) Discussion of results of latency measures from signal
detection task based on E.P.Q. scores:
As for the E.P.I. analyses,none of the effects which
are significant for the signal detection task latency measures
are significant for the simple reaction time task. So again
Jiere is little evidence to support the view that the processes
underlying simple and disjunctive reaction time are the same.
On the other hand we do have one highly significant effect
for the 'speed of response to signals' measure which supports
the inverted 'U ' model. This is the interaction between noise
and neuroticism. Amongst low N subjects, speed of response
is greater under 'noise' than under 'no noise', whereas the
reverse is true amongst high N subjects. The remaining inter-
mtnSof f
action for this^- i.e. between noise, session, introversion 
and time of day - is, however, not in line with prediction 
and the author has no explanation for it.
Surprisingly, whilst the interaction between noise and 
neuroticism for the speed of response to signals measure 
appears in the EPQ analysis but not the EPI analysis, the 
reverse is true for the speed of response to non-signals 
measure. There is one significant effect for the latter in 
the present set of results: namely, the interaction between 
noise, session, neuroticism and time of day, but it is not 
in line with prediction and no explanation for it comes to mind
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3. PSYCHOTICISM ANALYSES
i) The signal detection task
a) Results
These results are based on an analysis that is identi­
cal to the previous ones except that the subjects' E.P,Q.
P scores were subjected to a bimodal split resulting in a 
psychoticism factor which was substituted for the intrcversion 
and neuroticism factors.
^Results for the non-parametric criterion^
The interaction of noise, psychoticism and time of day 
is significant at the 5% level (one tail). See discussion.
Low P High P
Morning Afternoon Morning Afternoon
No noise 1.533 1.529 1.360 1 .465
Noise 1.356 1.537 1.444 1.443
Table 8'5 . The interaction of noise, psychoticism and time 
of day (TEE).
Results for the non-parametric _jjir-ey:
No significant effects.
Results for the parametric discrimination index:
No significant effects.
Results for the probability of a hit:
No significant effects.
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2"^ r_t he_ p r o b  ab 1 1 1 1 ^  p p  a false a l a rn:
No significant effects.
Results for the speed of res oonse to s ignals:
No significant effects.
Results for the speed of res conse to non-signals :
The interaction between nois e, psychoticism. and tin.'
of day is significant at the I % le vel (one tail). See
discussion.
Low p5 ychoticism High psychoticisn
Morning Afternoon Morning Afternoon
No noise 0.793 0.779 . 0.624 0.857
Noise 0.730 0.343 0.660 0.633
Table 62( . The interaction of noise, psychoticism. and time 
w
of day (^ SIG) .
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b) Discussion of results of signal detection task 
involving nsvchoticism
We find that there is a significant interaction between 
noise, psychoticism and time of day for two of the measures 
derived from the signal detection task, though it is verified 
at a different level of reliability in each.
In the case of the non-parametric criterion (5%, one tail) 
we find that amongst low P subjects, the tendency to respond 
is greater in the morning than in the afternoon under 'noise' 
whereas the reverse is true under 'no noise'. Also, in the 
morning, tendency to respond is greater under 'noise' than 
under 'no noise', whereas the reverse is true in the after­
noon. All of these relationships are reversed in the high 
P group.
In the case of the speed of response to non-signals 
measure (1%), we find that the relationships in the low P 
group are identical to those obtained for this group with 
the tendency to respond measure (see above). However, thé 
relative speeds of response under 'no noise' and 'noise' 
are reversed in the high P group: in the morning, speed of 
response is greater under 'no noise' than under 'noise', but 
in the afternoon it is greater under 'noise' than under 'no 
noise ' .
Clearly, all of these relationships support the hypothesis 
presented earlier that there is an inverted 'U ' relationship 
between the determinants and the determinates amongst low 
P subjects, but a 'U' shaped relationship amongst high P 
subjects.
^ ( 3 - 4
» >) Re sults for simple visual reaction time involving 
psychoticism:
The linear component associated with the interaction 
between stimulus intensity and psychoticism is significant 
at the 2.5% level (two tail). Overall, low P subjects show 
a less steep rise in response speed with rise in stimulus 
intensity than high P subjects.
Stimulus
Intensity
(:'X)
0.02 0.2 2 20 200 2000
Low P 2.4729 2.4419 2.4155 2.4039 2.3891 2.3862
High P 2.4961 2.4487 2.4431 2.4162 2.3886 2.3794
Table 6^7 . The interaction of stimulus intensity and psy­
choticism (LSCORE),
There were no significant effects involving psychoticism 
in the analysis of Nebylitsyn’s index of the gradient of the 
reaction time/stimulus intensity curve.
6 6 5
Discussion:-
The significant linear component associated with the 
interaction between stimulus intensity and psychoticism is 
due to the fact that overall, low P subjects show a less 
steep rise in response speed, due to a rise in stimulus 
intensity, than high P subjects. Though interesting, this 
result tells us little about the validity of the present 
hypotheses.
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4. Overall Summary
i ) Signal detection task
The most notable finding to emerge from the signal 
detection task is an interaction for the probability of a 
false alarm indicating a 'U' shaped relationship for this 
index. This result supports the earlier formulation of the 
inverted 'U' in terms of 'performance'., assuming that we 
regard the probability of a false alarm as an inverse measure 
of the latter.
The second point we should note is that there is evidence 
in favour of our hypothesis that there is an inverted 'U ' 
relationship between the determinants and the 'tendency to 
respond' - i.e. the reciprocal of the criterion (though there 
are also indications that this measure is also influenced 
by the opportunity to respond and also, under conditions of 
threat, by the 'behavioural inhibition system'). This evi­
dence comes in the shape of the interaction between neuroticism 
and time of day for the criterion measure which is based on 
the E.P.Q. analysis. It should be noted though that this 
interaction is not significant for the E.P.I. analysis.
The discrepancy between the two analyses is also apparent 
for the interaction between noise and introversion mentioned 
above, though in the case of the latter it is the E.P.I. 
analysis that yields the significant result. These facts 
support our earlier suggestion that though introversion and 
neuroticism do seem to show a measure of stability, the effect 
of time does appear to be playing a part in moderating their 
influence.
It should also be noted that the number of results which 
are explicable in terms of our model (either in its original 
or a revised form) that involve introversion is greater 
relative to similar results involving neuroticism than in 
the taste experiment. This supports our earlier suggestion 
that as subjects became more familiar with the experimenter, 
the pre-eminence of neuroticism might become diminished to 
some extent, though the fact that the stimuli were probably 
less noxious than in the taste experiment may also have 
played a part.
Finally it is noteworthy that there are two significant 
interactions for the psychoticism dimension which support the 
view that in high P subjects the normal inverted 'U' relation­
ship found in low P subjects is turned into a 'U ' relationship, 
and since the same factors were involved, but two different 
determinates, it is probable that this represents a real 
effect and not a false positive.
a z
Xii-g.3irnjr.ary of r_e,£uIts for_Iatencv measures derived from 
the simple visual reaction time task and the signal detection 
task. -
' Elucidation of the nature of the relationship between 
neuroticism and stimulus intensity is the most notable feature 
of the results of the simple reaction time task. Firstly, 
the comparison between the high and low N subjects in the 
effect of intensity on response speed is in line with 
our inverted 'U ' model and the fact that it must be due to 
sensory factors ties in with Galifret's (1962) finding that 
there is an inverted 'U ' relationship between stimulus in­
tensity and the frequency of neural discharge. These two 
findings together also support our hypothesis that there is 
an inverted 'U ' relationship between the determinants and 
the s 1 ope of the sensory growth functions in simple visual 
reaction time.
In addition they counter Grice et a l 's (1979) sugges­
tion that in vision, the effect of stimulus intensity cn 
this index is mediated via the intercept of the sensory 
growth functions with the 'X' axis representing time-since 
stim,ulus-onset, rather than via the slones of these functions 
Our hypothesis that the difference in these slopes for stimu­
li of differing intensity can account for differences in the 
gradient of the simple reaction time/stimulus intensity 
curve remains tenable, therefore. Furthermore, the fact that 
high N subjects adopt a lower, criterion in the signal detec­
tion task than low N subjects and also show a smaller value 
for this gradient provides further support for this hypo­
thesis. It should be noted, though, that the result for the
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signal detection task is only significant for the E.P.I. 
analysis, and the result from the simple reaction time task 
is not significant if one measures the gradient by the 
slope of the line of best fit.
This gradient can also be assessed, however, by Kebyli- 
tsyn's index and the fact that this is significantly lower 
in high N subjects then in low N subjects supports the hypo­
thesis that neuroticism is negatively, related to 'strength' 
of the nervous system.
The dimension of introversion displays none of these 
relationships to stimulus intensity, and the present results 
indicate that though the balance between introversion and 
neuroticism may have shifted.towards the former in the signal 
detection task, the same is not true of the simple visual 
reaction time task, possibly because the latter was completed 
by the subjects before they took part in the signal detection 
task. It is likely, therefore, that the role of the behavio­
ural inhibition system and anxiety was greater in the simple 
reaction time task.
It should also be noted that discrepancies between the 
E.P.I, and E.P.Q. analysis are more apparent for introversion 
than for neuroticism, thus supporting the view (based on 
the test/retest correlations) that the former has shown 
greater stability between the teste experiment and the present 
study, than the latter.
Finally we should note that there is little indication 
in the present set of results that the processes underlying 
the latency measures derived from simple and disjunctive 
reaction time tasks are the same.
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CHAPTER TWELVE - VIGILANCEt A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
1. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
i) Stimulus duration and frequency in a vigilance
context
Up to now we have been mainly concerned with measures 
of average performance. We have treated the inverted 'U' 
as essentially a 'static' model providing a framework for 
prediction of the level of determinates at a given moment 
in time. The exception to this^ of c o u r s e , is the reac­
tion time index since this is by its very nature based 
on temporal changes within the subject's nervous system. 
However, the time scale over which these changes take 
place is very limited - of the order of one or two 
seconds. We have not yet considered the effect of 
changes over a more extended time period.
In the introduction to this thesis we pointed out 
that stimulus duration was thought  ^within the Russian 
framework^ to be analogous to stimulus intensity. How­
ever, we also pointed out there was an ambiguity associa­
ted with the term 'stimulus duration'. Firstly, it 
could be interpreted as the duration of a single stimulus. 
Sanford (197%) has shown that in a simple reaction time 
task stimulus duration, defined-in this way^ does in­
deed produce very similar effects to stimulus intensity. 
Secondly , however, it could be interpreted as meaning 
'time on task' - i.e. the total time that has elapsed
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since the beginning of the experimental session.
A similar ambiguity applies to the term 'stimulus 
frequency'  ^ which is also thought to act in an analogous 
fashion to stimulus intensity within the Russian frame­
work. The term could be construed as referring to the 
frequency of a single stimulus^ for instance^ the pitch 
of an auditory tone, and we have already seen that this 
factor does interact in a predictable fashion with other 
proposed determinants (e.g. introversion; Stelmack and 
Campbell 1974, see p. However^ it can also refer
to the number of stimuli per unit time.
Where both stimulus duration and stimulus frequency 
are concerned, the ambiguity resides essentially in the 
time scale being considered. If one is considering a 
time scale of the order of a second or even less^ it is 
normal to think in terms of a single stimulus, although 
the energy conveyed by the latter does nevertheless have 
a discrete quality to it (for instance a light stimulus 
can be considered to be a stream of photons  ^ though 
physicists argue that light has a continuous or 'wave' 
aspect as well). The question is whether the same pre­
dictions apply when one is considering stimuli which last 
for much longer periods of time or where the stimuli im­
pinging on the subject are discrete* in the usual sense 
of the word.
ii) The nature of vigilance tasks ,
This brings us directly to the topic of 'vigilance' 
Mackworth defined the term as the 'state of readiness to
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detect and respond to certain specified small changes 
occurring at random time intervals in the environment* 
(1957, pp. 389-390). The experimental paradigm which 
is usually employed to investigate such a state involves 
the sort of extended time scale mentioned above. Some 
of the stimuli which impinge on the subject tend to be 
unchanging (e.g. background stimuli totally unrelated 
to the task) and so represent 'stimulus duration' in its 
second aspect. Other stimuli are repetitive (though 
not necessarily regular) , but the time interval between 
them is large (compared to the interval between light 
photons, for instance!) so that they are 'discrete' in 
the usual sense of the word, and represent 'stimulus 
frequency * in its second aspect. The 'small changes' 
mentioned in Mackworth's definition above, are known as 
'signals', and these may either occur by themselves^ or 
they may be embedded in a series of background, neutral 
stimuli to which the subject does not have to respond.
For instance, the subject may be presented with a series 
of regular light stimuli with specified characteristics 
(intensity^ duration etc.), and the signals may represent 
an occasional^ irregularly occurring change in one or 
more of these characteristics (e.g. intensity) which the 
subject has to detect and respond to in some way.
The most usual pattern of response in vigilance 
tasks of this kind is a decline in the 'performance' of 
the subject with 'time on task*. This 'vigilance decre­
m e n t ’ is usually measured in terms of a decline in the 
number of signals detected as time proceeds but we shall
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see that there are a nuirber of other indices which
. have been used. Also  ^attempts have been made to 
account not only for the vigilance decrement and for the 
experimental variables upon it , but also to account for 
the overall, or average level of performance during the 
experimental session since this may also vary as a func­
tion of other factors. However it is the vigilance 
decrement which has been the main concern of vigilance 
theories.
These theories have been extensively discussed by 
other writers (e.g. Davies and Tune 1970; Broadbent 1971; 
Stroh 1971; Loeb and Alluisi; ). W e  w/îtl 
only provide a brief account.
ill) Theories of vigilance
a) The inhibition theory
This particular theory has been couched in a number 
of different forms since its original conception.
Mackworth (1948, 1950) suggested that during the training 
period that usually precedes a vigilance session, the 
subject's response to the experimenter's command (e.g. 
'press' or 'now') is essentially unconditioned. Further­
more^ since this command usually occurs immediately 
following the presentation of a signal, the subject's 
response would become conditioned to the latter. How? 
ever, during the main test, unconditioned stimuli and 
reinforcement would no longer be provided by the experi­
menter and so the subject would enter ^ n  'extinction' 
phase: hence the vigilance decrement. We will not go
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into the details of the experimental support for this 
theory (see Stroh 1971, for example), since in its pre­
sent form it founders on the discovery that an increase 
in signal frequency often produces a reduction in the 
vigilance decrement , whereas it ought to do the reverse 
since the number of non-reinforced trials per unit time 
is relatively ■ high at high frequencies.
A number of variations of the inhibition theory 
have subsequently been presented. For instance, 
Broadbent (1958) has suggested that what actually extin­
guishes is the attentional responses to the background^ 
neutral stimuli and that this generalises to the signals 
themselves.
More recently J.F. Mackworth (1968) has argued that 
the vigilance decrement is due to inhibition (through 
habituation) of the 'arousal* or alpha-blocking response 
and of the evoked potential to the task stimuli. Gale 
et a l . (1977) have pointed out that the empirical evi­
dence in support of the theory since its original pre­
sentation has not been overwhelming, though they suggest 
a number of reasons why this might be so. For instance^ 
the wide variety of tasks which come under the general 
heading of 'vigilance'.
Loeb and Alluisi (1977) have pointed out that the
vigilance decrement could also be due to the inhibition
of 'observing' responses, the set of peripheral (Holland,
1958) or more covert responses (e.g. Jerison and Pickett,
«
1964) associated with the subject's monitoring of the 
stimulus display. However, they also point out that
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experiments designed to test the theory have been incon­
clusive, though Broadbent (1971) has suggested that this 
may be due to inadequacies in the techniques employed,
b) Reinforcement theory
This theory is also based, like the inhibition 
theory, on a comparison between vigilance and conditioning 
paradigms, but this time the vigilance decrement is seen - 
as an operant phenomenon rather than as an example of 
extinction in classical conditioning (Stroh, 1971). The 
theory assumes that the detection of a signal is intrin­
sically reinforcing and makes observing responses more 
likely. It explains the vigilance decrement in terms 
of the failure to provide adequate reinforcement due to “
the low signal frequencies normally employed. As such 
it is able to accommodate the finding that if signal 
frequency increases, the vigilance decrement often decreases- 
However, this would be most likely to apply when signals 
were easy to detect and the subject could be fairly sure 
that he was correct.
One problem with both the inhibition and reinforce­
ment theories is that they are concerned almost exclu­
sively with explaining the vigilance decrement. As 
Broadbent (1971) has pointed out, they cannot account for 
the overall level of performance in tasks in which no 
such decrement occurs. Davies and Tune (1970) have also 
criticised these theories on the grounds that they are too
restricted and only attempt to account for a limited num-
«
ber of findings.
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c) Expectancy theory
The basic tenet of this theory (Deese, 1955; Baker, 
1958) is that subjects develop expectations of when the 
signals in a vigilance task are likely to occur’ on the 
basis of preceding experience. An increase in signal 
frequency will result in superior performance because 
there will be more information on which to base the expec­
tancies, and also because it is easier to judge when the 
next signal is likely to occur if the intervals between 
stimuli are small. For the same reason, an increase in 
the regularity of signals will also tend to improve per­
formance. These factors, and others, will therefore 
tend to determine the overall level of performance. In 
addition, the probability of detecting a given signal is 
thought to be relatively large if the interval between 
this signal and the last one is relatively close to the 
mean intersignal interval up to that point in time.
Some support for “these predictions is present in 
the vigilance literature (e.g. Mowrer, 1940; McGrath,and 
Harabedian, 1963) but the evidence is very equivocal (see 
for example Frankman and Adams^ 1962; Davies and Tune, 
1970). Stroh (1971) has also criticised the theory for 
its assumption that as the size or range of intersignal 
intervals is altered, the length of time for which the 
subject remains in a state of 'expectancy* remains con­
stant. ' Instead he suggests that as these parameters
are altered, subjects alter their limits of expectancy
«
accordingly, so that if the signal frequency is reduced, 
for instance, the time interval during which the subject 
expects the signal is extended.
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So far we have considered only the way in which the 
theory attempts to account for the overall level of per­
formance. It explains the vigilance decrement by 
assuming that a failure to detect signals early on in the 
task results in inaccurate assessments of the signal 
'structure* in the task and hence makes further failures 
more likely. This leads to a vicious circle and hence 
a decrement in performance. Broadbent (1971) has pre­
sented an interpretation of such an effect couched in 
terms of signal detection theory. However, he points 
out that the fatal flaw in the theory is that it can only 
account for the findings in situations where the signals 
are less frequent than the background, neutral stinruli.
It cannot account for situations in which the reverse 
is true. The reader is referred to his account for a 
detailed explanation. Davies and Tune (1970) have also 
argued that the theory cannot explain the fact that the 
vigilance decrement sometimes occurs even though the sub­
ject initially detects all the signals and presumably^ 
therefore, develops accurate expectancies.
There is, however, a variation to expectancy theory 
based on an analysis of the effects of the pre-task train­
ing session on subsequent performance. We will discuss 
this question later (see pp. 7 ^ 3-18).
d) Attention theory
Broadbent (e.g. 1953) has suggested that the nervous 
system contains a 'filter* which selects certain sensory 
inputs and directs attention towards these on the basis 
of certain criteria. Novel, intense and 'biologically
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important* stimuli will tend to be selected preferentially. 
He explains the vigilance decrement by assuming that as 
the task stimuli become less novel, attention is more 
likely to shift towards other stimulus sources. Hence, 
the probability of detecting a signal will decrease.
This theory can also explain the common finding that the 
vigilance decrement is greater if the frequency of the 
background, neutral stimuli is relatively high since 
they will, as a result, lose their novelty faster.
In later formulations (Broadbent, 1958; 1971)
he proposes a combined filter/arousal theory, suggesting 
that deviations of attention alone cannot explain all of 
the vigilance data,but that they can explain the *rd%iuual* 
decrement that occurs even when the subject enters the 
experimental session with a "higher level of arousal 
than the situation will sustain*.
Stroh (1971) has also argued that the term 'bio­
logically important* stimuli is not sufficiently well 
defined, and Loeb and Alluisi (1977) have concluded that 
at present the filter model is essentially speculative,
e) Signal detection theory
We have already discussed in detail the possible
applications of signal detection theory to measures of
to
overall performance level and also^indices dependent on 
changes over a very short time scale (e.g. in simple 
reaction time). A number of workers, however, have 
attempted to apply the theory to vigilance tasks. Some 
have found that the vigilance decrement is associated 
with an increase in the criterion of the subject (e.g.
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Broadbent and Gregory, 1963; 1965; Colquhoun and
Baddeley, 1964). Others have found it to be associated 
with a decrease in the discrimination index (d*) - e.g. 
Mackworth and Taylor (1963).
The application of signal detection theory to 
vigilance has been criticised by some workers. For 
instance, Jerison (1967) has suggested that the values 
of the criterion usually obtained from vigilance tasks 
are much higher than those found in normal psychophysical 
signal detection tasks. However, this is not surprising 
since the signal probabilities normally employed in 
vigilance paradigms are much lower than in the latter, and 
the theory of signal detection predicts that as signal 
probability decreases, the criterion will increase.
Secondly he argues that calculation of the values 
of d* and the criterion depend on estimation of the sub­
ject's 'sampling interval' - i.e. the subjective time 
period which the subject treats as being equivalent to a 
trial in a normal signal detection task. However, this 
only applies to situations where signals are presented 
by themselves. Where they are superimposed on a back­
ground of neutral stimuli , it is reasonable to suppose 
that each of these corresponds to a 'trial'.
However, Jerison also contends that failures to de­
tect signals may arise not only as a result of a failure 
of the signal distribution on a given occasion to exceed 
the subject's response criterion, but also (or alterna- 
tively) as a result of the subject's decision not to 
observe the stimulus display. He also suggests that the
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vigilance decrement can' be explained by assuming that 
the 'cost' of making an observing response increases as 
the task proceeds. We have seen already that there 
have been problems associated with the attempt to test 
the observing response hypothesis (see p. f76 ). Broadbent
(1971) has also criticised Jerison on a number of grounds,; 
for example he argues that Jenison's theory would not be 
able to explain situations in which the criterion of the 
subject rose but d ' remained unaffected (though he accepts 
that it may be relevant in those studies in which d ' does 
show a decrement).
Also, even if Jerison is right, it is still possible 
to separate purely sensory factors (reflected in the d ' 
index) from response or decision factors, whether these 
relate to the decision to observe or to the placement of 
the criterion.
Other workers (e.g. Taylor, 1967 ; Craig, 1977) have 
suggested that the assumptions underlying conventional 
signal detection indices may not be upheld in vigilance 
tasks (e.g. the assumption that the 'signal' and the 
'noise' distributions have equal variance). . However^ we 
have seen already that non-parametric indices are avail­
able which do not rest upon such assumptions.
We see then that signal detection theory is a poten­
tially useful tool in vigilance research. However, it 
provides essentially an alternative description of the
performance of the subject. One is still left with the
*
need to explain the changes in the signal detection indices 
that take place during the vigilance session. We saw
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in the section on 'reaction time and signal detection 
theory', how a combination of the signal detection and 
inverted 'U' models could be used to generate predictions 
regarding the behaviour of the subject in simple reaction 
time and conventional signal detection tasks. This 
brings us to the last theory of vigilance performance 
that we will consider,
f) Th^ arousal theory
Like the other theories we have considered so far,
I I
the arousal theory has been mainly concerned to explain 
the vigilance decrement. It suggests that in a vigilance 
task the level of 'arousal' steadily decreases and as a 
result the subject misses a greater and greater propor-
t
tion of the signal^. The reason for this reduction in 
arousal'and the conditions which influence it, however^ 
have been a matter of some dispute. Jerison and Pickett 
(1964) have argued that a low frequency of background, 
neutral stimuli should produce a lower level of 'arousal' 
than a relatively high frequency. However^ Stroh (1971) 
has argued the reverse - namely, that a high frequency 
will result in greater habituation due to a greater reduc­
tion in the novelty of the stimuli and hence a greater
I *
decrease in arousal level. We shall see that this con­
flict in the literature is an important one since both 
stimulus frequency and novelty figure in our list of 
determinants.
'Arousal' itself is, of course the intervening
'
construct employed by Western theorists in their inverted 
'U' model. Let us now consider the various determinants
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in turn and their effect on vigilance performance. Again 
we would like to point out that with the exception of the 
work on personality we will only attempt to summarise 
briefly the findings. For a more detailed account the 
reader is referred to one or more of the extensive re­
views of this area (Mackworth, 1969, 1970; Davies and 
Tune, 1970;; Broadbent, 1971; Stroh, 1971; Loeb and 
Alluisi, 1977; Rodriguez, 1977).
2. THE DETERMINANTS AND VIGILANCE
i) Stimulus intensity
As already stated, some vigilance tasks employ only 
one kind of stimulus - i.e. the signal itself, which is 
presented at irregular intervals. In such tasks an 
increase in the intensity of the signal results in an 
increase in the total number of signals detected^e.g. 
Davenport (1968). The same study also found a similar 
effect of an increase in the duration of the signals, 
though there is evidence that above a critical level 
(about two to four seconds), the duration of the signal 
does not affect vigilance performance.
It should be noted that Webb and Wherry (1960) have 
shown that where the signal is less intense than the 
background stimuli, performance is superior if the inten­
sity of the signal is decreased Sdmce it is already 
fafnt&r than that of the background stimulus. Thus it 
appears that it is the degree of signal differentiation 
that seems to be the important factor.
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So far we have considered the effect on overall 
performance. The effects of signal intensity and d u r a - ' 
tion on the vigilance decrement are far less clear-cut. 
Davies and Tune (1970) have concluded that the decrement 
has been found more often when low intensities have been 
used but in many cases the results were not statistically 
significant. Similarly an increase in signal duration 
does seem to reduce the likelihood of a decrement, but
V
only under particular conditions (e.g. if the task does 
not involve a search requirement).
A more recent study by Lisper et a l . (1972) does
suggest, though, that there is a greater decrease in the 
speed of response to low intensity signals than to high 
intensity signals, with time on task.
We have already stated that within the Russian model, 
stimulus frequency is thought (like stimulus duration) to 
act in an analagous fashion to stimulus intensity. How­
ever there is a complication in the area of vigilance 
when we come to consider this factor. We have already 
seen that in vigilance tasks, subjects are often presen­
ted with a series of regular background stimuli or 
'events', and that the signals in such a situation repre­
sent a change in these events along some parameter (e.g. 
intensity). We, therefore, have two stimulus frequencies
to consider; the frequency of the background events and 
the frequency of the signals. Furthermore, the ratio of 
the latter to the former could be considered to be a 
factor in its own right - i.e. signal probability *
Signal probability = Signal frequency
Background-stiraulus frequency
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Since these three factors are linked by the above 
equation, it is not possible to change any one of them 
without altering at least one of the others. It is not 
possible to alter one and keep both the other two constant, 
so in any single study the most one can do is to keep 
one factor constant and allow the other two to vary.
They will, of course, be completely confounded with each 
other and so we cannot interpret the results solely in 
terms of one or the other. The fact that the three 
variables are not totally independent of each other does 
not mean that they should not be studied, but workers 
have often failed to point out that they were altering 
two of the variables and not one. We will consider some 
of their findings but the above strictures should be 
borne in mind.
In their review, Loeb and Alluisi (1977) report that
an increase in signal frequency /probability is generally
associated with an increase in the total number of 'hits*
(e.g. Jenkins, 1958) and an increase in response speed
(e.g. Smith et a l . 1966), though they point out that some
studies have failed to show an effect of this factor
(Buckner et al.  ^ 196 0). They also report that it may
interact with the background event frequency (e.g. Johnston
et a l ., 1966). H o w e v e r , s i n c e  these two factors are
in any case both related to the third factor of signal
probability, interpretation of such interactions is
difficult. The same applies to the conflict in the
%
literature regarding the relative importance of signal 
frequency and signal probability. Some workers have
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argued that it is the latter that is the primary deter­
minant of performance (e.g. Baddeley and Colquhoun, 1969), 
whereas other researchers have disagreed (e.g. Loeb and 
Binford, 1968). Kishimoto (1979) has suggested that it 
is the b ackground-stimulus frequency that is the main 
factor, and it is certainly true that many studies have 
found that changes in the level of this variable are 
associated with changes in performance. For instance, 
Parasuraman and Davies (1977) have found that an increase 
in the frequency of the background events is associated 
with a lower overall value of the discrimination index d* 
and a greater decrement with time in both this measure 
and the hit rate index. A high background-stimulus fre­
quency was also related to a higher overall value of the 
criterion.
However, in this study, the signal frequency was 
constant and so the event or 'stimulus' frequency was 
confounded with signal probability. Kishimoto (op. cit.) 
has suggested that when signal probability is very high, 
it is the main determinant of performance.
ii) Drugs
A number of studies have shown that stimulant drugs 
help to prevent the normal vigilance,decrement (i.e. the 
decline in the proportion of signals detected). This 
had been found for d-airphetamine (Mackworth, 1950), and 
for benzedrine and caffeine (Payne and Kauty, 1954) amongst 
others. Depressant drugs on the othe^ hand tend to 
accentuate the vigilance decrement (see Mackworth, 1970).
Furthermore, Hink et a l . (1978), have shown that the 
effects of drugs on the vigilance decrement are due to 
changes in some form of 'general state' (such as 'arousal') 
rather than to changes in some other process (e.g. selec­
tive attention).
However, Mackworth (1970) has pointed out that the 
effects of drugs on the 'hit rate' (i.e. the proportion 
of signals detected) are different from their effect on 
the 'false alarm rate' (i.e. the proportion of background 
stimuli to which the subject responds), Under normal 
conditions, both of these measures tend to decline with 
time on task. Stimulant drugs such as amphetamine tend 
to maintain the hit rate, whilst leaving the decline in 
the false alarm rate unaffected, so that by the end of 
the session, the value of the discrimination index (d') 
may be higher in the drug than in the placebo condition. 
Depressants seem to increase the false alarm rate, or at 
least maintain it, while increasing the decline in the 
hit rate.
Mackworth, therefore, suggests that the normal
changes in the hit rate and false alarm rate may not
necessarily be mediated by the same mechanism. She
argues that the stimulant drugs decrease the rate of
habituation of the 'arousal response' (or 'alpha blocking'
response) whilst depressant drugs increase it. This
explains the effect on the hit rate. The increase in
the false alarm rate found under the.administration of
«
depressants may be due, she suggests^ to a reduction in 
in the rate of habituation of the evoked potential.
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ill) Accessory sensory stimulation
The form of accessory stimulation which is most 
frequently employed in vigilance tasks is acoustic noise. 
As Loeb and Alluisi (1977) have pointed out, the effects 
of the latter may be to improve, worsen or leave untouched 
measures of performance, depending on the level of the 
noise or on its interaction with other factors. Teichner 
et a l . (1963)found that response speed was increased by 
noise up to a certain level (81 dB), beyond which the 
noise impaired performance, which is what our theory would 
predict.
Davies and Tune (1970) have also summarised the 
effects of noise by stating that it tends to iiQpiove the 
performance unless the signal or non-signal (i.e. back­
ground or neutral stimulus) frequency is high, in which 
case the reverse is true. This too fits our model, 
particularly in the case of signal frequency. We will 
see later that the non-signal frequency factor carries 
with it a greater degree of ambiguity.
They also suggest that noise tends to impair perfor­
mance if the duration of the signal is brief. This is 
not predictable from our model, but we have seen already 
that stimulus intensity may be special so that it is 
possible that stimulus duration (which is thought to act 
fA an analogous way by Russian workers) may also be 
speciall
It should be mentioned here that Poulton (e.g. 1977) 
has consistently argued that the impairment due to noise 
which has been found in some studies is due to the masking
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of auditory feedback from the equipment or due to the 
masking of inner speech which the subject uses to assist 
his short term memory. This contention has been the 
subject of a dispute between Poulton and Broadbent (e.g. 
1976» 1978). We do not propose to enter this dispute
since it relates essentially to the main effect for the 
noise factor. We have argued repeatedly that the overall 
effect of factors (including noise) do not tell us very 
much where the possibility of an inverted 'Ü* relation­
ship exists. It is their interactions with other pro­
posed determinants that is the important thing.
So far we have mainly considered the effect of 
noise upon measures of overall performance in vigilance *= 
tasks, Ifhen we come to consider the effect of noise on 
the vigilance decrement, the situation is more complica­
ted. As Davies and Tune (1970) have pointed out in 
their summary^ noise sometimes increases the vigilance 
decrement and sometimes helps to prevent it. Further­
more, the effects of noise tend to be greater at the end 
of the experimental session, whether these effects are 
positive or negative - i.e. the difference between the 
'noise' and the 'quiet' conditions is greatest at the end 
of the task.
Broadbent (1971) has argued that 'time on task' and 
'noise' may act on different mechanisms. He suggests 
that time on task may result in a general increase in the 
subject's measured criterion of the kind that might be 
produced by shifts to the left along the 'x' axis of 
figure 4 'i (p. S'il ). On the other hand, instead of
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producing a shift along the *x* axis in one direction 
or the other, an increase in noise may produce a general 
•expansion* of the *x* scale so that the absolute dis­
tance apart of the noise and signal distributions will 
increase, along with their variability. His account is 
based mainly on one study which employed signal detection 
measures (Broadbent and Gregory, 1963). However, he 
also suggests an alternative explanation of the findings, 
namely that increasing time on task produces an increase 
in the subject's criterion, but that this is greater in 
'noise' than in 'quiet*^ and he points out that which 
explanation one favours is a matter of choice.
He does argue, though, that noise and time on task 
may not simply move the subject in opposite directions 
along the 'x ' axis of a function such as the inverted 
*U'. He suggests that time on task may exert its 
effect on performance by altering the subjective 'value' 
associated with scoring a hit (see p. 449).
Broadbent's analysis is an interesting one because 
it illustrates the fact that where time on task is con­
cerned, we may have a more complex situation than the 
original inverted 'U ' model predicts. However, he 
points out that as yet no definitive explanation of the 
effects of time on task has been presented.
We will conclude this section by considering briefly 
a study'which looked at the effects of noise on a vigi­
lance task in which physiological measures were also
1
used. Gulian (1970) found that if subjects were divided 
into 'hyporeactive' and 'hyperreactive' in terms of their
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E.E.G. response patterns, an increase in noise level 
produced an increase in physiological arousal in the 
•hyporeactive’ subjects but a decrease in the 'hyper­
reactive' subjects. This would fit in with the Russian 
model which predicts an inverted 'U' relationship be­
tween the level of the excitatory process' (which may be 
reflected in physiological measures such as E.E.G.) and 
the levels of the determinants. Furtheniiore, the hit 
rate measure changed very little in the hyporeactives as 
a result of noise, but showed an inverted *U' relationship 
as a function of noise intensity and intermittency in
the hyperactive subjects,
iv) Drive
This variable has been manipulated in vigilance 
tasks by a number of different means.
Bergum and Lehr (1964) have found that if a group 
is rewarded in one session but not in a subsequent one, 
while a second group is not rewarded at all, the first 
group shows superior perform.ance in the first session 
but inferior performance in the second. This may be 
analogous to the 'Crespi depression' effect found in 
other reinforcement paradigms (Crespi, 1947).
Instructions which stress the need to perform well 
are found to impair the overall level of performance (in 
terms of hit rate), but do not affect the vigilance 
decrement (Ware et ,al. 1964),
Knowledge of results has been found to improve vigi^ 
lance performance in terms of the overall hit rate (e.g. 
Huntermark and Witte, 1978), but it has been found to
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retard or prevent the vigilance decrement in some studies 
only (e.g. Weidenfeller et al. . 1962), The fact that 
false knowledge of results also improves performance sug­
gests that it may be having a motivational effect, though 
the long term effects of feedback are only evident where 
true knowledge of the results is used (see Stroh, 1971). 
Knowledge of results has also been investigated within a 
signal detection paradigm. Wilkinson (1964) found that 
the value of the discrimination index (d') was increased, 
and the value of the criterion decreased, when feedback 
was provided.
v) Fatigue
Sleep deprivation has been found to decrease the hit 
rate and to increase the false alarm rate in vigilance 
tasks (e.g. Williams et a l ., 1959), and it is also known 
to|accelerate the vigilance decrement (e.g. Lubin, 1967).
Furthermore, Wilkinson (1963) has shown that acoustic 
noise and sleep deprivation cancel each other out when 
presented together, though they impair performance when 
presented separately. One could interpret this as 
meaning that noise moves subjects to the right along the 
'x' axis of the inverted 'U', whilst sleep deprivation 
moves subjects to the left. However, Loeb and Alluisi 
(1977) have pointed out that the situation is not so 
simple, since manipulations which are normally thought to 
result in a lowering of 'arousal' reduce both the hit 
rate and the false alarm rate, whilst» sleep deprivation 
reduces the former and increases the latter (see above).
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Kjellberg (1977) has also presented a major theore­
tical reappraisal of the effects of sleep deprivation^ 
particularly in the context of vigilance. We will not 
present his account in detail here; suffice it to say 
that he suggests that sleep deprivation does not by 
itself produce a reduction in 'arousal', but rather that 
the level of 'arousal' is an effect of the interaction 
between sleep deprivation and situational factors. He 
argues that sleep deprivation potentiates the effects of 
'dearousing' features of the situation, and that this is 
mediated in part, at least, by the habituation of the 
orienting response. The reader is referred to his 
paper for a fuller account.
vi) Novelty
The vigilance decrement represents a within-session 
change as time on task proceeds, so it is, of course^ 
associated with a decrease in novelty. However, there 
are some studies which have also looked at the effect 
of the decrease in novelty that results from repeated 
testing - i.e. across several experimental sessions.
Binford and Loeb (1966) have found that the number
of hits tends to be fairly stablè or increase slightly
over sessions, whilst d ' increases and the criterion of
the subject decreases. Similar results have been ob-
V
tained by Hatfield and Soderqist (1969), except that 
they found that the criterion of the subject tended to 
increase due to a reduction in the number of false alarms, 
though performance tended to stabilise on all measures by
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about the fourth session. Wiener (1967) has also re­
ported that false alarms decrease across sessions.
Loeb and Alluisi (1977) have suggested that the 
effect of repeated sessions may interact with other 
factors such as the conspicuity of signals^ and it is 
possible that this may help to explain some of the dis­
crepancies mentioned above. However, from our point of 
view interpretation of the results is difficult since it 
is relatively rare for studies to investigate the inter­
action between repeated testing and other proposed deter­
minants. For this reason it is not easy to disentangle 
the effects of a reduction in novelty from the effects 
of learning.
These two factors "are, of course, confounded in 
considerations of within-session changes. This is a 
point to which we will return later.
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vil) Individual differences • 
a) Western measures
A great many studies have been carried out to in­
vestigate the relationship between the dimension of intro­
version/extraversion and vigilance performance. They 
are characterised by a great diversity in the experimental 
factors which have been manipulated, the response measures 
which have been studied and in the results obtained. Some 
workers (e.g. Bakan er ,al., 1963) have shown a superiority 
in introverts in terms of the rate at which performance 
declined with time. In the aforementioned study^ there 
was a significant interaction between introversion and 
time on task due to the fact that performance in extro­
verts and ambiverts declined, whereas in introverts it 
did not (there was no report of a significant main effect 
for introversion). Other studies, however^ have failed 
to show such an interaction (e.g. Gale et a l ., 1972)
On the other hand, in some cases it has been found 
that although there was no interaction between intro­
version and time on task the main effect for introversion—' ------------ f
was significant. For examiple, we have already seen that 
in the Harkins and Geen study (1975), introverts overall 
scored more hits than extroverts,- and also showed greater 
discrimination ability. -Again, though, many studies 
have failed to show such an overall superiority on the 
part of .introverts (e.g. Gale et a l ., op. c i t .).
The niumber of studies which have shown superior 
vigilance performance in extroverts is very small.
Hastrup (1979) did find that the introverts' hit rate
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tended to decline more with time than that of the extra- 
verts in one experimental condition (high task difficulty), 
but the interaction of introversion and time on task was 
not significant. Measures of overall performance are 
more encouraging. For instance, Kishimoto (1978) found 
that the overall hit rate of extroverts was higher than 
that of introverts, but this was only the case if the 
signal frequency was relatively high. We shall consider 
the results of this study in more detail below.
As the reviews of vigilance by Davies and Tune 
(1970) and others have shown, the number of variables which 
affect performance in such tasks is enormous. Further­
more ^ within the context of the proposed curvilinear re­
lationship between the determinants and the determinates, 
we have already seen that the effect of any single deter­
minant on a given determinate can be expected to depend 
on the level of the other determinants. Since the plethora 
of variables relevant to vigilance research has been to 
a large extent uncontrolled between studies of the relation 
between vigilance and personality^ direct comparisons 
amongst such studies are difficult. For this reason^ 
we will be mainly concerned with those studies which have 
individually attempted to manipulate one or more of the 
determinants in addition to introversion/extroversion to 
see if they provide any clues as to the source of the d i s - r  
crepancies within the literature on the subject.
We will take each of the determinants in turn- 
Stimulus intensity *
In vigilance research ^stimulus intensity changes 
can refer to changes in the absolute intensity of the
non-signal stimuli (or the background level of sensory 
stimulation if discrete non-signal stimuli are not employed) 
or the ratio of the intensities of the signal and non-signal 
stimuli.
Corcoran et al (1977) studied the effect of increasing 
the intensity of both the non-signal and signal stimuli by 
the same amount (20 d B ) . The stimuli consisted of auditory 
tones, and the signals were differentiated by the fact that 
they were of a slightly shorter duration than the non-signal 
stimuli. The fact that signals were defined by duration not 
amplitude, was taken by the authors to be a guarantee that 
the signal/noise ratio (where non-signal stimuli represent 
'noise' in signal detection terms) would be unaltered by 
changing the absolute intensities of the two sets of stimuli 
by the same amount. In other words they assume that stimulus 
intensity and stimulus duration do not infract with each 
other. This is clearly not in line with the postulates of 
our present model, which assumes that both factors can be 
included amongst the lists of determinants and therefore may 
interact with each other.
The findings were, that if the intensity of the stimulus
was raised halfway through the vigilance task from 70 dB to
90dB, the hit rate, false alarm rate and the value of d '
were higher in the second half of the test than in the first
half (though the effect was not significant for the false
alarm rate). But the reverse was true if the intensity was
decreased halfway through, or if it was maintained at a
«
steady level of 70 dB or 90 dB. It was also found that there 
were no differences between introverts and extraverts in the
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constant 70 dB group, but in the constant 90 dB group, 
extroverts' performance deteriorated more rapidly than that 
of introverts, both in terms of hits and d'. This was also 
true for the d' measure alone in the group in which the 
stimulus intensity was decreased halfway through. Finally, 
the increase in hits and d ' in the group in which stimulus 
intensity was increased, was greater in extraverts than intro­
verts. The interaction of group, introversion and time on 
task was, therefore, significant.
The last finding is possibly explicable in terms of our 
hypothesised inverted 'U' curve, or perhaps in the light of 
Hill'.s (1975) finding that extroverts seek changes in stimu­
lation more than introverts, although it would not be succe­
ssful in explaining the results in the group in which the 
stimulus intensity was reduced. However, comparison of the 
two groups whose stimulus intensity was unchanged shows that 
the performance of extroverts relative to introverts was 
adversely affected by a relatively high level of stimulus 
intensity. Why this should be so, and why between-subject 
and within-subject comparisons should produce such different 
results is unclear. The authors themselves do not discuss 
the personality findings. They simply state that they are 
in line with previous work.
One possible explanation for the between-subject findings
is that performance overall in the steady 70 dB group was lower
than in the other groups, and this could have restricted the
range of individual differences due to a floor effect, though
«
this explanation is speculative since this group did never­
theless show a significant deterioration in performance with
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time.
Nevertheless, the authors argue that the fact that an 
increase in stimulus intensity increased d' at all is suppo­
rtive of the 'arousal' hypothesis. This follows from their 
argument that stimulus duration and stimulus intensity do not 
interact with each other. If this is so, then the theory of 
signal detection would not by itself predict an increase in 
the signal/noise ratio (and consequently an increase in d ') 
as a result of an identical increase in the intensity of the 
signal and non-signal stimuli. Corcoran et at therefore, 
surmise that since d ' does alter, some other mechanism must 
be at work such as an effect of stimulus intensity on 
'arousal' level which increases sensitivity and therefore 
increases the value of d '. They do not realise that this 
necessarily implies that the increase in 'arousal' has a 
differential effect on the signal and non-signal stimuli, and, 
since the two differ only in duration, this also necessarily 
implies that level of 'arousal' and stimulus duration inter­
act with each other. Furthermore, since the increase in 
level of arousal is, ex hvpothesi, due to a rise in stimulus 
intensity this also necessarily implies that stimulus inten­
sity and stimulus duration interact with each other. So 
their assertion that "the arousal theory, in predicting a 
'performance' improvement, overrides the signal detection 
prediction that proportionately increased signal and noise 
can n o t •affect d ' ", is misleading. The change in d ' shows
that 'arousal' theory and signal detection theory are comple-
«
mentary, not that the former overrides the latter. Signal 
detection theory simply predicts that if the signal/noise
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ratio increases, d ' will increase. It is not specific about 
the conditions under which such changes in signal/noise 
ratio will arise: that is where the 'arousal' theory comes 
i n .
Hastrup (1979) also conducted a study in which the in­
tensity of the signal stimuli was manipulated, although in 
this case the intensity of the non-signal stimuli was kept 
constant so that the signal/noise ratio also varied in acco­
rdance with signal intensity. Thus, task difficulty, which 
is inversely related to signal/noise ratio,.was also automa­
tically a relevant variable. We will for convenience use 
'task difficulty' to refer to the factor which was manipulated, 
with the proviso that it is in this context inseparable from 
the effects of signal/noise ratio and signal intensity - all 
three are completely confounded in this study.
A significant interaction between introversion, time on 
task and task difficulty was found in^non-parametric measure 
of discriminability based on signal detection theory (though 
not in the more conventional measure of hit rate). This was 
due to the fact^in the difficult task introverts tended to 
decline more with time than extroverts, but in the case of 
the easy task the reverse was true.
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However, in neither task (considered separately) was the 
interaction of introversion and time on task significant.
Also, the greater decline of introverts in the difficult task 
could have been due to the operation of the law of initial 
values, since the extroverts had a very low level of perform­
ance which changed very little with time, possibly due to 
a 'floor' effect. On the other hand, such an explanation 
cannot be applied in reverse to explain away the results of 
the easy task, since although the extraverts did have a 
higher level of performance than the introverts at the beg­
inning of the task, their greater rate of decline resulted 
in actual crossover. By the end of the task, the introverts 
had superior performance, though as we have seen the inter­
action was not significant. The law of initial values cannot
by itself explain crossovers of this kind.
The study illustrates the fact that variables which 
affect the overall level of performance in one way may alter 
the rate of change of performance with time in a different 
way and vice versa. A high level of task difficulty produced 
a lower level of overall performance in the extraverts, 
which was significant at the beginning of the task, whereas 
the overall performance of extraverts and introverts did not 
differ significantly in the easier task. On the other
hand, the relative speed of decline was greater in the intro­
verts in the easy task, but the reverse was true in the diffi­
cult task.
Stimulus Frequency/Signal Probability »
Blakeslee (1979) conducted a study in which there were 
two tasks both of which employed the same signal frequency,
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but which differed in stimulus frequency and signal proba­
bility. Although the number of correct detections was higher 
for the task with the lower level of stimulus frequency and 
the higher level of signal probability, there was no diffe­
rence in the number of false alarms. Furthermore, there were 
also no significant main effects or interactions involving 
introversion. One problem with this study, however, is that 
the two tasks also differed in terms of the characteristics 
used to define a signal, so this factor is confounded with 
the other two variables.
Finally, a study was carried out by Stroh (1970) which 
again found no interaction between the joint factor of stimu­
lus frequency/signal probability and personality.
Stimulus Freauencv/Sicnal Frequency
The study by Stroh (o p . cit.) also looked at this joint 
factor but found no evidence of an interaction with persona­
lity .
Signal Frequency/Signal Probability
Bakan (1959) investigated this factor in a two-part 
study. In the first part, subjects had to detect only one 
kind of signal, and in this case the performance of intro­
verts was superior to that of extraverts at the beginning of 
the task in terms of the hit rate. In the second experiment, 
subjects had to detect the same signal as in the first task, 
but also a second type of signal, so that the overall signal 
frequency and signal probability was higher than in the first 
task.
It was found that if the initial periods of the two
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e x p e r i m e n t s  w e r e  c o m p a r e d ,  t h e  p e r f o r m a n c e  o f  e x t r a v e r t s  
( b u t  n o t  i n t r o v e r t s )  w as  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  h i g h e r  i n  t h e  s e c o n d  
e x p e r i m e n t  t h a n  i n  t h e  f i r s t  e x p e r i m e n t .  I n  o t h e r  w o r d s ,  
t h e  a d d i t i o n a l  s i g n a l  h a d  i m p r o v e d  t h e i r  a b s o l u t e  l e v e l  o f  
p e r f o r m a n c e .  I t  a l s o  i m p r o v e d  t h e i r  p e r f o r m a n c e  r e l a t i v e  
t o  t h a t  o f  t h e  i n t r o v e r t s ,  s i n c e  i n  t h e  s e c o n d  e x p e r i m e n t  
t h e r e  w a s  n o  s i g n i f i c a n t  d i f f e r e n c e  b e t w e e n  t h e  i n t r o v e r t s  
a n d  t h e  e x t r a v e r t s  a t  t h e  b e g i n n i n g  o f  t h e  t a s k .  T h e  a d d i ­
t i o n a l  s i g n a l  s eem s  t o  h a v e  h a d  l i t t l e  e f f e c t  on t h e  i n t r o ­
v e r t s  a t  t h e  b e g i n n i n g  o f  t h e  t a s k ,  b u t  i t  d i d  p r o d u c e  a  
s i g n i f i c a n t  w o r s e n i n g  o f  t h e i r  p e r f o r m a n c e  a t  t h e  e n d  o f  t h e  
t a s k .  A t  t h i s  p o i n t  i n  t i m e  t h e  p e r f o r m a n c e  o f  i n t r o v e r t s  
w as a l s o  i n f e r i o r  t o  t h a t  o f  e x t r o v e r t s ,  t h o u g h  t h é  a u t h o r  
d o e s  n o t  r e p o r t  w h e t h e r  o r  n o t  i t  w a s ^ s i g n i f i c a n t .
F o r  t h i s  r e a s o n ,  a n d  s i n c e  a n  a n a l y s i s  o f  v a r i a n c e  was  
n o t  c a r r i e d  o u t ,  t h e  a p p a r e n t  i n t e r a c t i o n  b e t w e e n  i n t r o v e r ­
s i o n ,  s i g n a l  f r e q u e n c y / p r o b a b i l i t y  a n d  t i m e  on t a s k  m u s t  b e  
b a s e d  on  i n f e r e n c e .  I f  s u c h  an  i n t e r a c t i o n  d o e s  e x i s t ,  
h o w e v e r ,  i t  i s  d i f f i c u l t  t o  e x p l a i n  i t  o n  t h e  b a s i s  o f  t h e  
i n v e r t e d  ' U ' .  I f  we  w e r e  t o  a s s u m e  t h a t  s i g n a l  f r e q u e n c y /  
p r o b a b i l i t y  i s  a  d e t e r m i n a n t ,  t h e n  t h e  w o r s e n i n g  i n  i n t r o ­
v e r t s  i m p l i e s  t h a t  t h e y  w e r e  o p e r a t i n g  b e y o n d  t h e  T . T . I .  a t  
t h e  e n d  o f  t h e  t a s k .  T h e  i m p r o v e m e n t  i n  e x t r o v e r t s  i m p l i e s  
t h a t  t h e y  a r e  o p e r a t i n g  o n  t h e  l e f t  h a n d  s i d e  o f  t h e  c u r v e  a t  
t h e  b e g i n n i n g  o f  t h e  t a s k  ( i . e .  t h e y  h a d  n o t  p a s s e d  t h e  
T . T . I . ) - .  T h e  f a c t  t h a t  b o t h  g r o u p s  s h o w  a g e n e r a l  d e t e r i o r a ­
t i o n  i n  p e r f o r m a n c e  w i t h  t i m e  m i g h t  s u g g e s t  t h a t  t h e  i n t r o -
%
v e r t s  w e r e  m o v i n g  t o  t h e  r i g h t  a l o n g  t h e  ' X '  a x i s ,  a n d  t h e  
e x t r o v e r t s  t o  t h e  l e f t .
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H o w e v e r ,  t h e  c h a n g e s  w i t h  t i m e  i n  B a k a n ' s  d a t a  a r e  i n  
some c a s e s  m o r e  e r r a t i c  t h a n  t h i s  s i m p l e  p i c t u r e  w o u l d  
i m p l y ,  a n d  f u r t h e r m o r e ,  i t  w o u l d  n o t  e x p l a i n  why t h e  a d d i ­
t i o n a l  s i g n a l  d i d  n o t  p r o d u c e  a c h a n g e  i n  t h e  e x t r o v e r t s '  
p e r f o r m a n c e  a t  t h e  e n d  o f  t h e  t a s k ,  u n l e s s ,  we a s s u m e  t h a t  
i t  w as  d u e  t o  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  t h e  g r a d i e n t  o f  t h e  i n v e r t e d  ' U ' 
i s  r e l a t i v e l y  f l a t  a t  t h e  e x t r e m e  l e f t  h a n d  end o f  t h e  c u r v e .  
A s i m i l a r  e x p l a n a t i o n  i n  t e r m s  o f  t h e  g r a d i e n t  o f  t h e  c u r v e  
i n  t h e  i n t e r m e d i a t e  p o r t i o n  o f  t h e  c u r v e  m i g h t  h e l p  t o  e x p ­
l a i n  w hy t h e  a d d i t i o n a l  s i g n a l  d i d  n o t  a l t e r  t h e  p e r f o r m a n c e  
o f  t h e  i n t r o v e r t s  a t  t h e  b e g i n n i n g  o f  t h e  t a s k .
H o w e v e r ,  t h e  d a t a  f i t  u n e a s i l y  i n t o  t h i s  c o n c e p t u a l  
m o d e l  a n d  i t  r u s t  b e  a d ' ^ i t e d  t h a t  when t i m . e  on t a s k  i s  c o n ­
s i d e r e d ,  an e n t i r e l y  s a t i s f a c t o r y  e x p l a n a t i o n  o f  t h e  cao a  
d o e s  n o t  r e a d i l y  come t o  h a n d .  I n  te rm.s  o f  t h e  o v e r a l l  p e r ­
f o r m a n c e  o f  t h e  t w o  g r o u p s ,  t h e  d a t a  a r e  s o m e w h a t  m o r e  
e n c o u r a g i n g ,  b u t  t h e  s t a t i s t i c a l  a n a l y s e s  a r e  n o t  b a s e d  on 
t h i s  m e a s u r e .  H o w e v e r ,  we s h a l l  s e e  l a t e r  t h a t  o t h e r  s t u d i e s  
h a v e  p r o v i d e d  c l e a r e r  s u p p o r t  f o r  t h e  o p e r a t i o n  o f  t h e  
i n v e r t e d  ' U ' i n  d e t e r m i n i n g  o v e r a l l  l e v e l  o f  p e r f o r m a n c e  i n  
v i g i l a n c e  t a s k s .  B e f o r e  l e a v i n g  t h i s  s t u d y  i t  s h o u l d  be 
n o t e d  t h a t  a l t h o u g h  t h e  c u r v e s  w e r e  n o t  e n t i r e l y  i n  l i n e  
w i t h  t h e  i n v e r t e d  ' U ' m o d e l ,  t h e r e  a r e  some i n t e r e s t i n g  r e ­
l a t i o n s h i p s  b e t w e e n  t h e m .  I n  t e r m s  o f  o v e r a l l  s h a p e ,  t h e  
c u r v e  f o r  e x t r o v e r t s  a t  h i g h  s i g n a l  f r e q u e n c y / p r o b a b i l i t y
r e s e m b l e s  t h a t  o f  t h e  i n t r o v e r t s  a t  l o w  f r e q u e n c y / p r o b a b i ­
l i t y .  T h i s  i s  a p o i n t  w h i c h  h a s  b e e n  n o t e d  b y  C o r c o r a n
( 1 9 7 2 )  , By i t s e l f  i t  m i g h t  b e  c o n s i s t e n t  w i t h  t h e  v i e w  t h a t  
s i g n a l  f r e q u e n c y / p r o a b i l i t y  m o v e s  s u b j e c t s  i n  t h e  sam e
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d i r e c t i o n  a s  i n t r o v e r s i o n  on some c o n c e p t u a l  d i m e n s i o n .  
H o w e v e r ,  C o r c o r a n  f a i l s  t o  p o i n t  o u t  t h a t  t h e  s h a p e  o f  t h e  
c u r v e  f o r  t h e  i n t r o v e r t s  u n d e r  h i g h  s i g n a l  f r e q u e n c y / p r o b a ­
b i l i t y  i s  a l s o  s i m i l a r  t o  t h a t  o f  t h e  e x t r o v e r t s  a t  l o w  
f r e q u e n c y / p r o b a b i l i t y .  T h i s  w o u l d  s u g g e s t  t h e  e x a c t  r e v e r s e .
T h e  s e c o n d  s t u d y  we w i l l  c o n s i d e r  i n  t h i s  s e c t i o n  
( K e n n e d y ,  1 9 7 2 )  a l s o  e m p l o y e d  t w o  s e p a r a t e  t a s k s ,  a n d  a g a i n  
i n  t h e  f i r s t ,  t h e  s u b j e c t  o n l y  h a d  t o  d e t e c t  one  k i n d  o f  
s i g n a l  a n d  i n  t h e  s e c o n d  h e  h a d  t o  d e t e c t  t h i s  s i g n a l  p l u s  
t w o  a d d i t i o n a l  s i g n a l s .  When t h e  t w o  t a s k s  a r e  c o n s i d e r e d  
s e p a r a t e l y ,  t h e r e  i s  n o  s i g n i f i c a n t  c o r r e l a t i o n  i n  e i t h e r  
b e t w e e n  p e r f o r m a n c e  i n  t e r m s  o f  h i t  r a t e  a n d  i n t r o v e r s i o n .  
H o w e v e r ,  t h e  t w o  c o r r e l a t i o n s  d i f f e r e d  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  f r o m  
e a c h  o t h e r ,  a n d  t h e  r e s u l t s  i n d i c a t e d  t h a t  t h e  p e r f o r m a n c e  
o f  t h e  e x t r o v e r t s  r e l a t i v e  t o  t h e  i n t r o v e r t s  was i m p r o v e d  
b y  t h e  i n t r o d u c t i o n  o f  t h e  a d d i t i o n a l  s i g n a l s .
The signals were all auditory but differed in terms of 
their pitch, and Kennedy regards the two tasks as diffe­
ring in the number of sensory 'channels' which the subject 
was required to monitor at any one time. He also suggests 
that one can differentiate tw^ o different kinds of ability: 
the ability to monitor a single channel over an extended 
period of time, and the ability to monitor several channels 
at any one moment in time. Kennedy used a number of diffe­
rent measures of overall performance and changes in perfor­
mance with time, and he suggests that introverts may show a 
predominance of the first kind of ability whereas the reverse 
may be true for èxtraverts. This is an interesting possibi­
lity, but of course the results may also be explained in
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teriT-.s o f  t h e  o v e r a l l  s i g n a l  f r e q u e n c y / p r o b a b i l i t y ,  s i n c e  
t h i s  was h i g h e r  i n  t h e  m u l t i c h a n n e l  t a s k  t h a n  i n  t h e  s i g n a l  
t a s k .  V.'e c o u l d  a l t e r n a t i v e l y  s u g g e s t ,  t h e r e f o r e ,  t h a t  an  
i n c r e a s e  i n  s i g n a l  f r e q u e n c y / p r o b a b i l i t y  p r o d u c e s  an i m p r o ­
v e m e nt  i n  t h e  p e r  f e r n  a n c e  o f  e x t r o v e r t s  r e l a t i v e  t o  
i n t r o v e r t s .
I t  s h o u l d  be r o n t i c n e d  a t  t h i s  p o i n t  t h a t  C l a r i d g e  
( 196C)  a l s o  c o n d u c t e d  a s t u d y  i n  w h i c h  a p r i m a r y  and s e c o n ­
d a r y  t a s k  ( c o n s i s t i n g  o f  t w o  t y p e s  o f  s i g n a l )  w a r e  e m p l c y e d .  
I n  t h i s  s t u d y , ,  h o w e v e r ,  t h e  e f f e c t  o f  t h e  i n t e r a c t i o n  -was
1 \T ^  1 ^
rf. -wo. "  ^  ^  -L ^  U. u. ; c
t o  i r.t r c \  w r s i on .
A l l  o f  t h e  p r e v i o u s  s t u d i e s  i n .  t h i s  s e c t i o n  h a v e  l -ooVed
r o t  s i g n i f i c a n t  o v e r a l l ,  n o r  wves i t  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  r e ^ c ^ c o
o f  i n c r e a s i n g  t h e  f r e q u e n c y / p r o b a b i l i t y  o f  a s i n g l e  k i n d  o f  
s i g n a l .  F o r  t h i s  r  e a s o n , t h e  r e s u l t  c o u l d  he  i n t e r p r e t e d  i n
e r r s  c-f c c o p . l a x i t y ,  wh i  ch we have  s e e n  i s  a
c a n d i d a t e  f o r  i n c l u s i o n  a m o n g s t  o u r  l i s t  o f  d e t e r m i n a n t s .
We w i l l '  new c o n s i d e r  t'--o s t u d i e s  i n  w h i c h  t a s k  c o m p l e x i t y  
and s i g n a l  f r e q u e n c y / p i c b a b i 1 i t y  w e r e  n e t  c o n f o u n d e d  w i t h  
eac h  e t h e r .  The r e s u l t s  o f  cne c f  t h e s e  ( b e v i e s  and H o c k e y ,  
196 6,  cp.___cijt . ) w i l l  b e  c o n s i d e r e d  i n  d e t a i l  l a t e r  u n d e r  
t h e  s e c t i o n  cn ' a c c e s s o r y  s t i m u l a t i o n ' .  S u f f i c e  i t  t o  say  
t h a t  i n  t e r m s  c f  o v e r a l l  p e r f o r m a n c e  t h e  a u t h o r s  c o n c l u d e  
t h a t  t h e  j o i n t  e f f e c t s  o f  s i g n a l  f r e q u e n c y / p r o b a b i l i t y ,  
a c c e s s o r y  s t i m u l a t i o n  and  i n t r o v e r s i o n  on h i t  r a t e  c o u ld  be 
e x p l a i n e d  by  a s s u m i n g  t h a t  a l l  t h r e e  a r e  d e t e r m i n a n t s ,  and  
t h a t  an i n v e r t e d  ' ü ' r e l a t  i o n s h i p  e x i s t s  b e t w e e n  them, and  
p e r f o r m a n c e .  H o w e v e r ,  t h e y  a l s o  c o n c l u d e  t h a t  w h e r e  a l l
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t h r e e  f a c t o r s  a r e  c o n s i d e r e d  t o g e t h e r ,  s u c h  a r e l a t i o n s h i p  
d o e s  n o t  s e e m  t o  h o l d  f o r  t h e  f a l s e  a l a r m  r a t e .
T h e  f i n a l  s t u d y  w e w i l l  c o n s i d e r  i s  t h a t  o f  K i s h i m o t o  
( 1 9 7 8 ) .  T h i s  s t u d y  p r o v i d e s  p e r h a p s  t h e  c l e a r e s t  i n d i c a t i o n  
t h a t  s i g n a l  f r e q u e n c y / p r o b a b i l i t y  i n t e r a c t s  i n  a p r e d i c t a b l e  
w a y  w i t h  i n t r o v e r s i o n .  I n  t e r m s  o f  t h e  o v e r a l l  p e r f o r m a n c e  
l e v e l  ( a s s e s s e d  b y  t h e  h i t  r a t e )  t h e r e  was  an  i n t e r a c t i o n  
b e t w e e n  i n t r o v e r s i o n  a n d  s i g n a l  f r e q u e n c y / p r o b a b i l i t y  w h i c h  
w a s  s i g n i f i c a n t  a t  t h e  2 . 5 %  l e v e l  d u e  t o  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  a t  
l o w  s i g n a l  f r e q u e n c y / p r o b a b i l i t y  t h e  p e r f o r m a n c e  o f  i n t r o ­
v e r t s  was  s u p e r i o r  t o  t h a t  cqf e x t r a v e r t s ,  w h e r e a s  a t  h i g h  
s i g n a l  f r e q u e n c y / p r o b a b i l i t y  t h e  r e v e r s e  w a s  t r u e .  A l s o  t h e  
p e r f o r m a n c e  o f  i n t r o v e r t s  w a s  ' h i g h e r  a t  l o w  f r e q u e n c y / p r o b a ­
b i l i t y  t h a n  a t  h i g h  f r e q u e n c y / p r o b a b i l i t y ,  w h e r e a s  t h e  
r e v e r s e  w as  t r u e  f o r  e x t r o v e r t s .  T h e r e  w a s  a l s o  a  s i g n i f i ­
c a n t  i n t e r a c t i o n  b e t w e e n  s i g n a l  f r e q u e n c y / p r o b a b i l i t y  a n d  
t i m e  o n  t a s k .  A t  h i g h  f r e q u e n c y / p r o b a b i l i t y  n e i t h e r  i n t r o ­
v e r t s  n o r  e x t r o v e r t s  d e c l i n e d  i n  p e r f o r m a n c e  w i t h  t i m e ,  
w h e r e a s  b o t h  g r o u p s  d e c l i n e d  ( a n d  i n  r o u g h l y  t h e  sam e f a s h i o n )  
a t  t h e  l o w  f r e q u e n c y / p r o b a b i l i t y .  M e a s u r e s  o f  s k i n  c o n d u c t ­
a n c e  w e r e  t a k e n ,  b u t  t h e s e  w e r e  f o u n d  t o  v a r y  i n d e p e n d e n t l y  
o f  p e r f o r m a n c e .
Drugs
A n u m b e r  o f  s t u d i e s  h a v e  m a n i p u l a t e d  d r u g  v a r i a b l e s  a s  
^‘e l l  a s  i n t r o v e r s i o n - e x t r O v e r s i o n .
C o l q u h o u n  ( 1 9 6 2 a )  l o o k e d  a t  t h e  e f f e c t  o f  t h e  d r u g s  
h ) o s c i n e  a n d  m e c l o z i n e  on  v i g i l a n c e  p e r f o r m a n c e  i n  i n t r o v e r t s  
a n d  e x t r o v e r t s .  H o w e v e r ,  t h e r e  w e r e  n o  s i g n i f i c a n t  e f f e c t s
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f o r  i n t r o v e r s i o n  n o r  a n y  e v i d e n c e  f o r  a n  i n t e r a c t i o n  b e t w e e n  
i n t r o v e r s i o n  a n d  a n y  d r u g  e f f e c t s .  I n  a  s e c o n d  s t u d y  
( C o l q u h o u n  1 9 6 2  b ) , i t  was  f o u n d  t h a t  a l c o h o l  p r o d u c e d  a 
s i g n i f i c a n t  r e d u c t i o n  i n  h i t  r a t e ,  b u t  a g a i n  t h e r e  w a s  n o  
r e p o r t  o f  a n y  i n t e r a c t i o n  b e t w e e n  a l c o h o l  a n d  i n t r o v e r s i o n .  
T h e  l a t t e r  d i d ,  h o w e v e r ,  i n t e r a c t  w i t h  o t h e r  v a r i a b l e s  a n d  
t h i s  w i l l  b e  d i s c u s s e d  l a t e r .
K e i s t e r  a n d  M c L a u g h l i n  ( 1 9 7 2 )  l o o k e d  a t  t h e  e f f e c t  o f  
c a f f e i n e  a n d  i n t r o v e r s i o n  o n  v i g i l a n c e  p e r f o r m a n c e .  T h e y  
f o u n d  t h a t  a l t h o u g h  t h e r e  w e r e  n o  s i g n i f i c a n t  e f f e c t s  on  
o v e r a l l  p e r f o r m a n c e  l e v e l s ,  e x t r o v e r t s  u n d e r  t h e  p l a c e b o  
c o n d i t i o n  d i d  d e c l i n e  m o r e  i n  h i t  r a t e  t h a n  t h e  o t h e r  g r o u p s .  
T h e  a u t h o r s  e x p l a i n  t h i s  b y  s u g g e s t i n g  t h a t  t h e  c a f f e ^ v e  
h e i g h t e n s  t h e  r e i n f o r c e m e n t  e f f e c t  d u e  t o  t h e  d e t e c t i o n  o f  
s i g n a l s  ( H o l l a n d ,  1 9 6 3 ) ,  w h i c h  i s  s u p p o s e d  t o  be l e s s  i n  
e x t r o v e r t s  t h a n  i n  i n t r o v e r t s  u n d e r  p l a c e b o ,  a s  e v i d e n c e d  b y  
t h e  p o o r  c o n d i t i o n a b i l i t y  a n d  f a s t e r  e x t i n c t i o n  r a t e s  o f  
e x t r o v e r t s  ( E y s e n c k ,  1 9 6 7 ) .  A l t e r n a t i v e l y ,  t h e y  s u g g e s t  
t h a t  c a f f e i n e  c o u n t e r a c t s  t h e  a c c u m u l a t e d  c o r t i c a l  i n h i b i ­
t i o n ,  d u e  t o  t h e  r e p e t i t i v e  a n d  m o n o t o n o u s  t a s k ,  w h i c h  i s  
a g a i n  p r e s u m e d  t o  b e  g r e a t e r  i n  e x t r o v e r t s  ( E y s e n c k ,  1 9 6 7 ) .
Two s t u d i e s  h a v e  i n v e s t i g a t e d  t h e  e f f e c t  o f  s m o k i n g
a l o n g  w i t h  t h e  e f f e c t  o f  i n t r o v e r s i o n .  T a r r i e r e  a n d
H a r t m a n n  ( 1 9 6 4 )  f o u n d  t h a t  w h e r e a s  t h e  h i t  r a t e  o f  s m o k e r s
who w e r e  d e p r i v e d  o f  c i g a r e t t e s  d u r i n g  t h e  t a s k  a n d  o f  n o n -
s m o k e r s  b o t h  d e c l i n e d  w i t h  t i m e  on  t a s k  ( a n d  w e r e  n o t
s i g n i f i c a n t l y  d i f f e r e n t  f r o m  e a c h  o t h e r ) , t h e  p e r f o r m a n c e
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o f  s m o k e r s  who  w e r e  a l l o w e d  t o  s m o k e  r e m a i n e d  f a i r l y  s t a b l e .  
T h e y  a l s o  f o u n d  o u t  t h a t  i n  t e r m s  o f  t h e  o v e r a l l  n u m b e r  o f
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h i t s ,  i n t r o v e r t s  p e r f o r m e d  a t  a  h i g h e r  l e v e l  t h a n  extra- 
v e r t s .  T h e r e  w as  n o  i n t e r a c t i o n  b e t w e e n  i n t r o v e r s i o n  a n d  
e i t h e r  b e i n g  a s m o k e r  v e r s u s  a n o n - s m o k e r ,  o r  o f  b e i n g  a l l o ­
wed t o  sm oke  d u r i n g  t h e  t a s k  v e r s u s  b e i n g  d e p r i v e d .  I n  f a c t  
t h e  a u t h o r s  c o n c l u d e  t h a t  t h e  e f f e c t s  o f  h i g h  l e v e l s  o f  i n ­
t r o v e r s i o n  a n d  s m o k i n g  d u r i n g  t h e  t a s k  a r e  a d d i t i v e .  I t  
s h o u l d  a l s o  b e  n o t e d  t h a t  t h e r e  w a s  no s i g n i f i c a n t  r e l a t i o n ­
s h i p  b e t w e e n  s m o k i n g  h a b i t s  a n d  i n t r o v e r s i o n  l e v e l .
T o n g  e t  a l  ( 1 9 7 7 )  a l s o  l o o k e d  a t  s m o k i n g  and i n t r o ­
v e r s i o n .  T h e y  f o u n d  t h a t  n o n - s m o k e r s  (NS) d i s p l a y e d  a  
h i g h e r  l e v e l  o f  o v e r a l l  p e r f o r m a n c e ,  b u t  d e c l i n e d  m o r e  t h a n  
s m o k e r s  who w e r e  a l l o w e d  t o  smoke (SS)  a n d  s m o k e r s  w h o  w e r e  
d e p r i v e d  ( S N S ) . T h e  SS g r o u p  i m p r o v e d  w i t h  t i m e ,  w h i l s t  t h e  
£NS g r o u p  r e m a i n e d  f a i r l y  s t a b l e .  I n  t h e  NS g r o u p ,  e x t r a -  
v e r t s  h a d  a h i g h e r  h i t  r a t e  t h a n  i n t r o v e r t s  i n  t h e  l a s t  t i m e  
b l o c k ,  w h e r e a s  i n  t h e  SS g r o u p ,  i n t r o v e r t s  h a d  a h i g h e r  h i t  
r a t e  t h a n  e x t r o v e r t s  i n  t h e  f i r s t  t i m e  b l o c k .  T h e r e  w e r e  n o  
d i f f e r e n c e s  b e t w e e n  i n t r o v e r t s  a n d  e x t r o v e r t s  i n  t h e  SNS 
g r o u p  n o r  w as  t h e r e  a n y  r e l a t i o n  b e t w e e n  s m o k i n g  h a b i t s  and  
i n t r o v e r s i o n  ( o r  n e u r o t i c i s m ) . A l l  t h e s e  p e r s o n a l i t y  r e s u l t s  
w e r e  b a s e d  on t e s t s  o f  s i m p l e  e f f e c t s .  T h e r e  w a a n o  r e p o r t  
o f  i n t e r a c t i o n  b e t w e e n  p e r s o n a l i t y  a n d  g r o u p .
A c c e s s o r y  S t i m u l a t i o n  o f  a N o n - r e l e v a n t  S e n s o r y  M o d a l i t y :
T h e  f i r s t  s t u d y  we w i l l  c o n s i d e r  i n  t h i s  s e c t i o n  i s  t h a t  b y  
D a v i e s  a n d  H o c k e y  ( 1 9 6 6 )  . T h e  a u t h o r s  l o o k e d  a t  t h e  e f f e c t  
o f  t w o  l e v e l s  o f  w h i t e  n o i s e  ( 7 0  dB  ' q u i e t ' )  a n d  9 5  dB  
( ' l o u d ' )  on  a v i s u a l  v i g i l a n c e  t a s k .  T h e y  a l s o  l o o k e d  a t  
t h e  e f f e c t  o f  i n t r o v e r s i o n  a n d  t h e  e f f e c t  o f  d o u b l i n g  t h e  
s i g n a l  f r e q u e n c y ,  a n d  h e n c e  a l s o  t h e  s i g n a l  p r o b a b i l i t y ,  s i n c e
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the non-signal rate remained unchanged.
T h e y  f o u n d  t h a t  s i g n i f i c a n t  e f f e c t s  o n l y  a p p e a r e d  
w h e r e  t i m e  on t a s k  w a s  i n v o l v e d  ( i . e .  t h e r e  w e r e  n o  s i g n i -  -  
f i c a n t  e f f e c t s  on  o v e r a l l  p e r f o r m a n c e  l e v e l s ) , a n d  t h a t  
t h e r e  w as  a g e n e r a l  d e c l i n e  i n  h i t  r a t e  w i t h  t i m e .  H o w e v e r ,  
t h i s  d e c l i n e  w as  g r e a t e r  f o r  e x t r a v e r t s  t h a n  f o r  i n t r o v e r t s ,  
as  e v i d e n c e d  b y  a s i g n i f i c a n t  i n t r o v e r s i o n  x  t i m e  o n  t a s k  
i n t e r a c t i o n .  T h e  n o i s e  x  t i m e  o n  t a s k  i n t e r a c t i o n  w a s  a l s o  
s i g n i f i c a n t  d u e  t o  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  h i t  r a t e  d e c l i n e d  l e s s  i n  
' n o i s e '  t h a n  i n  ' q u i e t ' .  T h e r e  w a s  a l s o  e v i d e n c e  t h a t  
a l t h o u g h  n o i s e  h a d  l i t t l e  e f f e c t  o n  t h e  r a t e  o f  d e c l i n e  
f o r  i n t r o v e r t s ,  h i g h  l e v e l s  o f  n o i s e  h e l p e d  t o  p r e v e n t  t h e  
d e c l i n e  i n  e x t r o v e r t s  ( t h e  n o i s e  x  i n t r o v e r s i o n  x t i m e  on  
t a s k  i n t e r a c t i o n  was  s i g n i f i c a n t ) .
S i g n a l  f r e q u e n c y  d i d  n o t  i n t e r a c t  w i t h  i n t r o v e r s i o n  
f o r  t h e  h i t  r a t e  m e a s u r e  b u t  i t  d i d  i n t e r a c t  w i t h  t i m e  on  
t a s k .  T h i s  w a s  d u e  t o  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  i n  t h e  f i r s t ,  t h i r d  a n d  
f o u r t h  t i m e  b l o c k s ,  p e r f o r m a n c e  i n  t h e  h i g h  s i g n a l  f r e q u e n c y  
g r o u p  w as  h i g h e r  t h a n  i n  t h e  l o w  s i g n a l  f r e q u e n c y  g r o u p ,  
w h e r e a s  t h e  r e v e r s e  w a s  t r u e  i n  t h e  s e c o n d  t i m e  b l o c k .
A n a l y s e s  w e r e  a l s o  c a r r i e d  o u t  on  t h e  f a l s e  a l a r m  r a t e .  
T h e r e  w as  a s i g n i f i c a n t  i n t e r a c t i o n  b e t w e e n  i n t r o v e r s i o n  a n d  
n o i s e  d u e  t o  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  i n t r o v e r t s  r e c o r d e d  m o r e  f a l s e  
a l a r m s  i n  ' q u i e t '  t h a n  i n  ' n o i s e '  w h e r e a s  t h e  r e v e r s e  was  
t r u e  f o r  e x t r o v e r t s .  T h e r e  was  a l s o  a  s i g n i f i c a n t  i n t e r ­
a c t i o n  b e t w e e n  i n t r o v e r s i o n ,  n o i s e  a n d  s i g n a l  f r e q u e n c y .
T h i s  was  b e c a u s e  a t  l o w  f r e q u e n c y ,  e x t r o v e r t s  r e c o r d e d  t h e  
same n u m b e r  o f  f a l s e  a l a r m s  i n  ' n o i s e '  a s  i n  ' q u i e t ' ,  w h i l e  
i n t r o v e r t s  r e c o r d e d  t w i c e  a s  m a n y  i n  ' q u i e t '  a s  i n  ' n o i s e ' .
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A t  h i g h  f r e q u e n c y ,  on  t h e  o t h e r  h a n d ,  i n t r o v e r t s  r e c o r d e d  
t h e  s am e  n u m b e r  o f  f a l s e  a l a r m s  i n  ' q u i e t '  a s  i n  ' n o i s e ' ,  
w h e r e a s  e x t r a v e r t s  r e c o r d e d  m o r e  i n  ' n o i s e '  t h a n  i n  ' q u i e t ' .
S i g n i f i c a n t  i n t e r a c t i o n s  a l s o  a p p e a r e d  i n v o l v i n g  t i m e  
on t a s k ,  w h i c h  b y  i t s e l f  p r o d u c e d  a n  i n c r e a s e  i n  f a l s e  
a l a r m s  f r o m  t h e  f i r s t  t o  t h e  s e c o n d  t i m e  b l o c k ,  f o l l o w e d  
b y  a d e c r e a s e  t i l l  t h e  e n d  o f  t h e  t a s k .  T h e  i n t e r a c t i o n  o f  
i n t r o v e r s i o n ,  f r e q u e n c y  a n d  t i m e  o n  t a s k  w a s  s i g n i f i c a n t ,  
b u t  t h e  a u t h o r s  d o  n o t  p r o v i d e  an  a d e q u a t e  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  
t h i s .  T h e  i n t e r a c t i o n  o f  i n t r o v e r s i o n ,  f r e q u e n c y ,  n o i s e  a n d  
t i m e  on  t a s k  w as  a l s o  s i g n i f i c a n t .  A t  l o w  f r e q u e n c y ,  i n t r o ­
v e r t s  r e c o r d  m o r e  f a l s e  a l a r m s  t h a n  e x t r a v e r t s  d u r i n g  t h e  
m i d d l e  p a r t  o f  t h e  t e s t  s e s s i o n  i n  ' q u i e t ' ,  b u t  u n d e r  t h e  
' n o i s e '  c o n d i t i o n  t h e r e  w as  d i f f e r e n c e  o n l y  i n  t h e  l a s t  
t i m e  b l o c k  a n d  i t  w as  i n  t h e  o p p o s i t e  d i r e c t i o n .  A t  h i g h  
f r e q u e n c y ,  e x t r o v e r t s  r e c o r d e d  m o r e  f a l s e  a l a r m s  t h a n  i n t r o ­
v e r t s  d u r i n g  t h e  m i d d l e  p a r t  o f  t h e  t e s t  s e s s i o n  i n  ' n o i s e ' ,  
b u t  u n d e r  t h e  ' q u i e t '  c o n d i t i o n  t h e r e  w as  a  d i f f e r e n c e  o n l y  
i n  t h e  f i r s t  t i m e  b l o c k  a n d  i t  w a s  i n  t h e  d i r e c t i o n  o f  m o r e  
f a l s e  a l a r m s  i n  i n t r o v e r t s .
F i n a l l y ,  t h e r e  w a s  a s i g n i f i c a n t  i n t e r a c t i o n  b e t w e e n  
n o i s e ,  f r e q u e n c y  a n d  t i m e  on t a s k .  U n d e r  ' q u i e t ' ,  m o r e  f a l s e  
a l a r m s  w e r e  r e c o r d e d  u n d e r  l o w  f r e q u e n c y  t h a n  u n d e r  h i g h  f r e ­
q u e n c y ,  b u t  t h i s  d i f f e r e n c e  g r a d u a l l y  d i m i n i s h e d  a s  t i m e  
w e n t  o n .  U n d e r  ' n o i s e ' ,  t h e r e  w a s  much l e s s  d i f f e r e n c e  b e ­
t w e e n  t h e  h i g h  a n d  t h e  l o w  f r e q u e n c y  c o n d i t i o n s  t h a n  u n d e r  
' q u i e t  ' .
T h e  a u t h o r s  e x p l a i n  t h e i r  f i n d i n g s  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  h i t  
r a t e  i n  t e r m s  o f  t h e  i n v e r t e d  ' U ' r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e t w e e n  t h e
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d e t e r m i n a n t s  a n d  t h e  d e t e r m i n a t e s  a n d  b y  a s s u m i n g  t h a t  
s i g n a l  f r e q u e n c y  i s  a  d e t e r m i n a n t  a s  w e l l  a s  i n t r o v e r s i o n  
a n d  a c c e s s o r y  s t i m u l a t i o n  ( i n  t h e  f o r m  o f  n o i s e )  . T h e y  a r g u e  
h o w e v e r ,  t h a t  t h e  sam e r e l a t i o n  d o e s  n o t  s e e m  t o  h o l d  f o r  
f a l s e  a l a r m s .
I n  a  l a t e r  s i g n a l  d e t e c t i o n  a n a l y s i s  o f  t h e  d a t a  ( c i t e d  
b y  M a c k w o r t h ,  1 9 6 9 ,  p . 1 1 7 )  i t  w as  f o u n d  t h a t  t h e  c r i t e r i o n  
r o s e  i n  a l l  s e s s i o n s ,  b u t  t h a t  t h e  c r i t e r i o n  o f  t h e  i n t r o ­
v e r t s  w a s  highe^^^'- a t  t h e  e n d  o f  t h e  n o i s e  s e s s i o n ,  w h i l s t  t h e  
c r i t e r i o n  o f  t h e  e x t r a v e r t s  w as  m o s t  s t r i c t  a t  t h e  e n d  o f  
t h e  q u i e t  s e s s i o n s .  T h i s  w o u l d  n o t  b e  i n c o n s i s t e n t  w i t h  t h e  
v i e w  t h a t  a  ' U ' s h a p e d  r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e t w e e n  t h e  c r i t e r i o n  
a n d  t h e  d e t e r m i n a n t s  e x i s t ,  i f  w e  a l s o  a s s i l iu e u  t h a t  d u r i n g  
t h e  c o u r s e  o f  t h e  t e s t  s e s s i o n  i n t r o v e r t s  m ove  t o  t h e  r i g h t  
a l o n g  t h e  ' X '  a x i s  u n d e r  ' n o i s e '  w h e r e a s  e x t r o v e r t s  m o ve  t o  
t h e  l e f t  i n  ' q u i e t ' .
I f  t h i s  w e r e  s o ,  a n d  i f  we a l s o  a c c e p t  t h e  a u t h o r s '  
c o n c l u s i o n  t h a t  an  i n v e r t e d  ' U ' r e l a t i o n  e x i s t s  ( i n  t e r m s  o f  
o v e r a l l  p e r f o r m a n c e )  b e t w e e n  i n t r o v e r s i o n ,  a c c e s s o r y  s t i m u ­
l a t i o n  a n d  s i g n a l  f r e q u e n c y / p r o b a b i l i t y ,  t h e n  t h e  f i n d i n g  
t h a t  t h e  i n t r o v e r t s  s h o w e d  an  i n c r e a s e  i n  d ' w i t h  t i m e ,  
e s p e c i a l l y  i n  n o i s e ,  m ay  s e e m  d i s c o r d a n t  a t  f i r s t  g l a n c e .
T h i s  i s  s i n c e  t h e  a b o v e  a n a l y s i s  w o u l d  s u g g e s t  t h a t  i n t r o ­
v e r t s  ( a t  l e a s t  u n d e r  ' n o i s e '  a n d  h i g h  s i g n a l  f r e q u e n c y / p r o ­
b a b i l i t y )  w e r e  o p e r a t i n g  b e y o n d  t h e  T . T . I .  I f  s o  t h e n  n o t  
o n l y  m i g h t  we  e x p e c t  t h a t  d ' w o u l d  d e c r e a s e  w i t h  t i m e  i f  
t h e y  m o v e d  t o  t h e  r i g h t ,  b u t  a l s o  t h a t ; t h e  v a l u e s  w o u l d  b e  
n e g a t i v e .  H o w e v e r ,  t h e  t a s k  u s e d  b y  D a v i e s  a n d  H o c k e y  r e ­
q u i r e d  s u b j e c t s  t o  d e t e c t  d i s c r e p a n c i e s  b e t w e e n  d i g i t s
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p r e s e n t e d  t o  t h e m  i n  t u r n  o n  a  r o t a t i n g  d r u m  a n d  a  s e q u e n c e  
o f  d i g i t s  o n  a  s c r i p t .  S i g n a l s  a n d  n o n - s i g n a l s  w e r e ,  t h e r e ­
f o r e ,  d i f f e r e n t i a t e d  b y  c o g n i t i v e  f e a t u r e s  r a t h e r  t h a n  
s e n s o r y - p e r c e p t u a l  o n e s  s u c h  a s  s t i m u l u s  i n t e n s i t y  o r  d u r a ­
t i o n .  I t  w i l l  b e  r e m e m b e r e d  t h a t  i n  t h e  d i a g r a m  d e p i c t i n g  
t h e  t h e o r e t i c a l  n o n - s i g n a l  a n d  s i g n a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  d e s c r i b e d  
b y  s i g n a l  d e t e c t i o n  t h e o r y ,  t h e  ' X '  a x i s  w a s  c o n c e i v e d  o f
a.
a s ^ d i m e n s i o n  o f  n e u r a l  a c t i v i t y .  T h o u g h  s t i m u l u s  i n t e n s i t y  
a n d  d u r a t i o n  m i g h t  b e  e x p e c t e d  t o  i n f l u e n c e  t h e  p o s i t i o n  o f  
t h e  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  o n  s u c h  a  d i m e n s i o n ,  t h e  same c a n n o t  b e  s a i d  
f o r  c o g n i t i v e  f e a t u r e s  a n d  t h e  a p p l i c a b i l i t y  o f  t h e  i n d e x  d ' 
t o  s t u d i e s  w h i c h  h a v e  u s e d  s u c h  f e a t u r e s  t o  d i s t i n g u i s h  t h e  
s i g n a l  a n d  t h e  n o n - s i g n a l  h a s  t h e r e f o r e  b e e n  s e r i o u s l y  q u e s ­
t i o n e d .  F u r t h e r m o r e ,  e v e n  i f  o n e  a c c e p t e d  t h e  u s e  o f  d ' b y  
D a v i e s  a n d  H o c k e y ,  o u r  p r e d i c t i o n s  f o r  t h i s  i n d e x  a r e  b a s e d  
on t h e  a s s u m p t i o n  t h a t  t h e  f a c t o r  w h i c h  i s  u s e d  t o  d i f f e r ­
e n t i a t e  s i g n a l s  f r o m  n o n - s i g n a l s  i s  a l s o  o n e  o f  t h e  d e t e r ­
m i n a n t s  ( e . g .  s t i m u l u s  i n t e n s i t y  o r  d u r a t i o n ) . F o r  t h i s  
r e a s o n ,  we  c a n n o t ,  r e g a r d  D a v i e s  a n d  H o c k e y ' s  f i n d i n g s  w i t h  
r e s p e c t  t o  d ' a s  a  s e r i o u s  p r o b l e m  f o r  t h e  i n v e r t e d  ' U ' h y p o ­
t h e s i s .  D a v i e s  e t  a l  ( 1 9 6 9 )  a l s o  l o o k e d  a t  t h e  e f f e c t  o f  
a c c e s s o r y  a u d i t o r y  s t i m u l a t i o n  o n  v i s u a l  v i g i l a n c e .  T h e y  
c o m p a r e d  t h e  e f f e c t  o f  v a r i e d  a u d i t o r y  s t i m u l a t i o n  ( ' V A S ' )  
i n  t h e  f o r m  o f  a  m i x t u r e  o f  m u s i c  a n d  s p e e c h  w i t h  t h e  e f f e c t  
o f  u n v a r i e d  a u d i t o r y  s t i m u l a t i o n  ( ' c o n t r o l ' )  d u e  t o  a n  e l e c ­
t r i c  w a l l  f a n  w h i c h  w as  u s e d  t o  m a s k  e x t e r n a l  n o i s e .  T h e
s o u n d  p r e s s u r e  l e v e l s  w e r e  80  dB a n d  ,5 0  dB r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  s o
«
t h a t  t h e  e f f e c t  o f  v a r i e t y  a n d  i n t e n s i t y  o f  t h e  a u d i t o r y  
s t i m u l a t i o n  w e r e  c o n f o u n d e d .  T h e  a u t h o r s  a r g u e  t h a t  t h e
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d i f f e r e n c e  i n  i n t e n s i t y  w a s  n o t  a  r e l e v a n t  f a c t o r  s i n c e  
a c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e m  i n t e n s i t i e s  b e l o w  9 0  dB r a r e l y ,  i f  e v e r ,  
s i g n i f i c a n t l y  a f f e c t  p e r f o r m a n c e .
I n  t e r m s  o f  o v e r a l l  p e r f o r m a n c e  a n d  c h a n g e  w i t h  t i m e  
o n  t h e  h i t  r a t e  m e a s u r e ,  t h e r e  w as  n o  s i g n i f i c a n t  d i f f e r ­
e n c e  b e t w e e n  t h e  ' V A S '  a n d  ' c o n t r o l '  c o n d i t i o n s  n o r  b e t w e e n  
i n t r o v e r t s  a n d  e x t r o v e r t s .  T h e r e  w a s  n o  r e p o r t  o f  a n  i n t e r ­
a c t i o n  b e t w e e n  t h e  a c c e s s o r y  s t i m u l a t i o n  a n d  i n t r o v e r s i o n  
f a c t o r s .
I n  t e r m s  o f  f a l s e  a l a r m s  h o w e v e r ,  t h e  ' c o n t r o l '  g r o u p  
r e c o r d e d  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  m o r e  t h a n  t h e  ' V A S '  g r o u p ,  o v e r a l l .  
S e p a r a t e  a n a l y s e s  s h o w e d  t h a t  t h i s  w as  t r u e  o n l y  f o r  t h e  
e x t r a v e r t  g r o u p ,  b u t  t h e r e  w a s  n o  r e p o r t  o f  an i n t e r a c t i o n  
b e t w e e n  i n t r o v e r s i o n  a n d  a c c e s s o r y  s t i m u l a t i o n .  O v e r a l l ,  
b o t h  h i t s  a n d  f a l s e  a l a r m s  d e c l i n e d  w i t h  t i m e  on t a s k .
T h e  a u t h o r s  a l s o  c a r r i e d  o u t  t w o  f u r t h e r  e x p e r i m e n t s .  
I n  t h e  f i r s t ,  t h e  s u b j e c t s  p e r f o r m e d  t h e  t a s k  u n d e r  c o n t r o l  
c o n d i t i o n s  u n l e s s  t h e y  a c t u a l l y  r e q u e s t e d  a  30 s e c o n d  b u r s t  
o f  VAS b y  p r e s s i n g  a b u t t o n .  S i g n i f i c a n t l y  m o r e  e x t r o v e r t s  
a s k e d  f o r  v a r i e d  a u d i t o r y  s t i m u l a t i o n  a t  l e a s t  o n c e  t h a n  
i n t r o v e r t s ,  b u t  t h e r e  w e r e  n o  s i g n i f i c a n t  d i f f e r e n c e s  i n  
h i t  o r  f a l s e  a l a r m  r a t e s  b e t w e e n  t h e  t w o  g r o u p s .  F a l s e  
a l a r m s  d e c l i n e d  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  w i t h  t i m e  o n  t a s k .
I n  t h e  t h i r d  e x p e r i m e n t ,  c o n d i t i o n s  w e r e  r e v e r s e d  s o
t h a t  s u b j e c t s  p e r f o r m e d  u n d e r  VAS u n l e s s  t h e y  r e q u e s t e d  a
30  s e c o n d  p e r i o d  o f  ' q u i e t ' .  S i g n i f i c a n t l y  m o r e  i n t r o v e r t s
t h a n  e x t r o v e r t s  r e q u e s t e d  ' q u i e t '  a t , l e a s t  o n c e ,  t h o u g h
%
a g a i n  t h e r e  w e r e  n o  s i g n i f i c a n t  d i f f e r e n c e s  b e t w e e n  t h e  
g r o u p s  on  h i t s  o r  f a l s e  a l a r m s .  A g a i n  f a l s e  a l a r m s  o v e r a l l  
d e c l i n e d  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  w i t h  t i m e .
__________________________  2_Lj _______________________
.A m o r e  r e c e n t  s t u d y  o n  a c c e s s o r y  s t i m u l a t i o n  o f  a v a r i e d  
k i n d  h a s  b e e n  c a r r i e d  o u t  b y  F a g e r s t r o m  a n d  L i s p e r  ( 1 9 7 7 ) .
I n  t h i s  e x p e r i m e n t  s u b j e c t s  h a d  t o  d r i v e  a  c a r  f o r  a n  e x ­
t e n d e d  p e r i o d  a n d  a l s o  h a d  t o  r e s p o n d  t o  t h e  i r r e g u l a r  o n s e t  
o f  a  t o n e  i n s i d e  t h e  c a r  b y  p r e s s i n g  a f o o t s w i t c h  d o w n  as  
f a s t  a s  p o s s i b l e .  T h e  t o n e  s t a y e d  on t i l l  t h e  s u b j e c t s  r e s ­
p o n d e d ,  s o  t h a t  t h e  e x p e r i m e n t  w a s  o f  t h e  ' u n l i m i t e d  h o l d '  
t y p e  d e s c r i b e d  b y  B r o a d b e n t  ( 1 9  5 8 )  , i n  w h i c h  t h e  r e l e v a n t  
p e r f o r m a n c e  m e a s u r e  i s  t h e  r e a c t i o n  t i m e  o f  t h e  s u b j e c t  
r a t h e r  t h a n  h i s  h i t  r a t e .
Subjects performed the task either in silence or whilst 
a tape consisting of speech or music (which had been pre­
selected by the subject) was played to them. "
A s i g n i f i c a n t  i n t e r a c t i o n  w a s  f o u n d  b e t w e e n  i n t r o v e r ­
s i o n ,  t i m e  o n  t a s k  a n d  s t i m u l a t i o n  c o n d i t i o n ,  d u e  t o  t h e  
f a c t  t h a t  a l t h o u g h  r e a c t i o n  t i m e  i n c r e a s e d  m o r e  w i t h  t i m e  
o n  t a s k  f o r  e x t r o v e r t s  t h a n  f o r  i n t r o v e r t s ,  t h e  r a t e  o f  
d e c l i n e  i n  e x t r o v e r t s  w a s  r e d u c e d  m o r e  t h a n  i n  i n t r o v e r t s  b y  
t h e  v a r i e d  a u d i t o r y  s t i m u l a t i o n ,  e i t h e r  i n  t h e  f o r m  o f  t a l k  
o r  m u s i c .
T h e  a u t h o r s  a l s o  r e p o r t e d  t h a t  t h e  h e a r t  r a t e  o f  t h e  
s u b j e c t s  d e c r e a s e d  w i t h  t i m e ,  b u t  t h e r e  i s  n o  e v i d e n c e  t h a t  
a c c e s s o r y  s t i m u l a t i o n ,  p e r s o n a l i t y  o r  t h e i r  i n t e r a c t i o n  
a f f e c t e d  t h i s  r e l a t i o n s h i p  o r  t h e  o v e r a l l  l e v e l  o f  h e a r t  
r a t e .
We w i l l  now  c o n s i d e r  t h r e e  s t u d i e s  f r o m  E a s t e r n  E u r o p e ,  
a l l  c a r r i e d  o u t  b y  t h e  sam e a u t h o r .
I n  t h e  f i r s t  s t u d y  ( G u l i a n ,  1 9 7 1 ) ,  s u b j e c t s  p e r f o r m e d  
an a u d i t o r y  v i g i l a n c e  t a s k  w i t h  t h e  s t i m u l i  p r e s e n t e d  t o  o n e
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e a r  a n d  a u d i t o r y  a c c e s s o r y  s t i m u l a t i o n ,  i n  t h e  f o r m  o f  
e i t h e r  l o u d  i n t e r m i t t e n t  n o i s e  o r  w e a k  c o n t i n u o u s  n o i s e ,  
p r e s e n t e d  t o  t h e  o t h e r  e a r .  G u l i a n  r e p o r t s  t h a t  t h e r e  was  
a t e n d e n c y  f o r  i n t r o v e r t s  t o  d e t e c t  a l l  s i g n a l s  ( e s p e c i a l l y  
i n  n o i s e ) , w h e r e a s  e x t r o v e r t s  a n d  a m b i v e r t s  h a d  a  l o w e r  h i t
in
r a t e ,  e s p e c i a l l y ^ l o u d  i n t e r m i t t e n t  n o i s e ,  w h e r e a s  w e a k  c o n -  
t i n o u s  n o i s e  t e n d e d  t o  h a v e  o p p o s i t e  e f f e c t s .  I n t r o v e r t s  
t e n d e d  t o  r e c o r d  m o r e  f a l s e  a l a r m s ,  e s p e c i a l l y  i n  ' q u i e t '
( t h e  r e v e r s e  i s  t r u e  f o r  e x t r o v e r t s )  e s p e c i a l l y  i n  r e s p o n s e  
t o  t h e  f i r s t  s t i m u l u s  o f  a  s e r i e s ,  w h i c h  G u l i a n  i n t e r p r e t s  
a s  d u e  t o  a s t r o n g e r  o r i e n t i n g  r e s p o n s e .  H o w e v e r ,  n o n e  
o f  t h e s e  d i f f e r e n c e s  a r e  s i g n i f i c a n t .  S h e  a l s o  m e a s u r e d  
s k i n  c o n d u c t a n c e  a n d  f o u n d  t h a t  l o u d ,  i n t e r m i t t e n t  n o i s e  
l o w e r e d  t h e  l e v e l  o f  t h i s  i n  b o t h  i n t r o v e r t s  a n d  e x t r o v e r t s ,  
w h e r e a s  w e a k ,  c o n t i n u o u s  n o i s e  h a d  t h i s '  e f f e c t  o n l y  i n  i n t r o ­
v e r t s .  I n  e x t r o v e r t s  i t  p r o d u c e d  a n  i n c r e a s e  i n  c o n d u c t a n c e  
I n  t h e  s e c o n d  s t u d y  ( G u l i a n ,  1 9 7 3 )  , s u b j e c t s  h a d  t o  
c a r r y  o u t  a  c o m b i n e d  a u d i t o r y  a n d  v i s u a l  v i g i l a n c e  t a s k  a n d  
a t  t h e  sam e t i m e  w e r e  s u b j e c t e d  t o  v a r i o u s  k i n d s  o f  a u d i t o r y  
a n d / o r  v i s u a l  a c c e s s o r y  s t i m u l a t i o n .  T h e  n u m b e r  o f  m i s s e s  
m ade w e r e  v e r y  s m a l l  s o  t h e  a u t h o r  c o m b i n e d  m i s s e s  a n d  f a l s e  
a l a r m s  t o  p r o d u c e  a  t o t a l  e r r o r  s c o r e .  T h i s  was s i g n i f i c a n ­
t l y  h i g h e r  i n  e x t r o v e r t s  t h a n  i n  i n t r o v e r t s .  C h a n g e s  i n  
t h e  a c c e s s o r y  s t i m u l a t i o n  d u r i n g  t h e  c o u r s e  o f  a  s e s s i o n  
p r o d u c e d  an  i n c r e a s e  i n  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  e r r o r s ,  e s p e c i a l l y  i n  
i n t r o v e r t s .  A l s o  e r r o r s  d e c r e a s e d  w i t h  t i m e  i n  i n t r o v e r t s  
b u t  i n c r e a s e d  i n  e x t r o v e r t s .  I n t r o v e r t s  a l s o  s h o w e d  a  l o w -  
e r i n g  o f  s k i n  c o n d u c t a n c e  w i t h  t i m e ,  b u t  i n  e x t r a v e r t s  t h i s  
t r e n d  w as  i n t e r r u p t e d  b y  a c h a n g e  i n  b a c k g r o u n d  a u d i t o r y
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s t i m u l a t i o n  w h i c h  p r o d u c e d  a  s h a r p  i n c r e a s e  i n  s k i n  c o n ­
d u c t a n c e  a n d  e r r o r s .
T h e  l a s t  s t u d y  w as  c a r r i e d  o u t  b y  G u l i a n  i n  1 9 7 4 ,  b u t  
t h e r e  w as  n o  d i f f e r e n c e  i n  p e r f o r m a n c e  b e t w e e n  i n t r o v e r t s  
a n d  e x t r o v e r t s  i n  t h i s  e x p e r i m e n t ,  n o r  a n y  r e p o r t  o f  an  
i n t e r a c t i o n  b e t w e e n  i n t r o v e r s i o n  a n d  ' n o i s e ' .
I t  s h o u l d  b e  m e n t i o n e d  t h a t  S i n g h  e t  a l  ( 1 9 7 9 ) ,  f a i l e d  
t o  f i n d  a n y  s i g n i f i c a n t  m a i n  e f f e c t  f o r  a n x i e t y  ( w h i c h  we  
h a v e  s e e n  i s  r e l a t e d  t o  b o t h  i n t r o v e r s i o n  a n d  n e u r o t i c i s m )  
n o r  d o  t h e y  r e p o r t  a n y  i n t e r a c t i o n  b e t w e e n  a n x i e t y  a n d  n o i s e
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Drive :
We h a v e  s e e n  t h a t  k n o w l e d g e  o f  r e s u l t s  p r o b a b l y  e x e r t s  
i t s  e f f e c t  o n  p e r f o r m a n c e ,  p a r t l y  a t  l e a s t ,  t h r o u g h  i t s  
e f f e c t s  on m o t i v a t i o n  ( s e e  p .  11^  ) . C a r r  ( 1 9 7 1 )  l o o k e d  a t  
t h e  e f f e c t s  o f  t h i s  v a r i a b l e  on v i g i l a n c e  p e r f o r m a n c e  b y  
i n c l u d i n g  a  p r e -  a n d  p o s t - t e s t  d u r i n g  w h i c h  f e e d b a c k  w as  
s u p p l i e d ,  a f t e r  b e i n g  w i t h h e l d  d u r i n g  t h e  m a i n  t e s t .  D u r i n g  
t h e  c o u r s e  o f  t h e  l a t t e r  t h e  h i t  r a t e  o f  t h e  i n t r o v e r t s  
i n c r e a s e d  s l i g h t l y ,  w h e r e a s  t h a t  o f  e x t r o v e r t s  d e c r e a s e d ,  
a n d  t h e r e  w a s  a  s i g n i f i c a n t  d i f f e r e n c e  b e t w e e n  t h e s e  t r e n d s .  
F a l s e  a l a r m s  d e c r e a s e d  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  d u r i n g  t h e  m a i n  t e s t  
i n  b o t h  g r o u p s .
Reaction times increased slightly during the main test 
and tended to be higher in extroverts than in introverts, 
but neither of these effects was significant.
To test the effect of the post-test, the latter was 
compared to the last ten minutes of the main test. Both the 
hit and the false alarm rate of the extroverts increased 
in the post-test (as compared to the end of the main test) 
and to a significantly greater extent than those of the 
introverts. However, the absolute performance of introverts 
was higher than that of extroverts in both pre- and post­
tests for hit rate.
S k i n  r e s i s t a n c e  w a s  a l s o  m e a s u r e d ,  a n d  r e l a t i v e  t o  t h e i r  
r e s p e c t i v e  b a s e l i n e s  t h e  e x t r o v e r t s '  s k i n  r e s i s t a n c e  w a s  
s i g n i f i c a n t l y  l o w e r  t h a n  t h a t  o f  i n t r o v e r t s  d u r i n g  t h e  m a i n  
t e s t .  F u r t h e r m o r e ,  i t  d e c r e a s e d  i n  t h #  e x t r o v e r t s  w i t h  t i m e ,  
w h e r e a s  i t  s t a y e d  f a i r l y  s t a b l e  i n  i n t r o v e r t s .  T h e s e  t r e n d s  
w e r e  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  d i f f e r e n t .  R e s i s t a n c e  w a s  s i g n i f i c a n t l y
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lower in the post-test than in the latter part of the main 
test for both groups.
Subjective reports from the subjects indicated that 
many of the extraverts felt quite anxious towards the end 
of the task, whereas the introverts rarely reported this.
Also, the physiological data indicates that extraverts were 
more highly 'aroused* than the introverts, but the author 
points out that their poor performance w'as probably not due 
to 'overarousal' since their skin resistance decreased signi­
ficantly from the last ten minutes of the test period to the 
post-test whilst their performance improved.
Thus, there would seem to be some discrepancy between 
the physiological data and the inverted 'U ' hypothesis, whilst 
the effect of knowledge of results is in line with it if we 
assume it had a motivating effect, and that either it produ­
ced a differential increase in motivation in the two groups 
or that the same increase in motivation produced the differ­
ential increase in performance due to different initial 
positions on the inverted 'U ' curve.
There is some evidence from Ca r r ’s study that the in­
trinsic level of motivation was higher for introverts than 
for extroverts, as assessed by a post-experimental question­
naire. It is possible, therefore, that the effect of know­
ledge of results (an extrinsic motivation) was to counteract 
this difference.
But the finding that introversion is related to moti­
vation level in a vigilance task conflicts with the results
«
-a study of Hogan (1966), which attempted to assess m.oti- 
vaticr. ijp.5_t_h_ogi rather than manipulate it experimentally
(the study by Carr did b o t h ) . In this experiment, the 
overall performance level of introverts was higher than of 
extroverts (in terms of the number of hits), but there was 
no interaction between introversion and time on task. More­
over, the effects of level of motivation were the exact 
opposite. High levels of intrinsic motivation were assoc­
iated with a slower decline in performance with- time but not 
with a significantly higher overall level of performance.
In addition it was found there was no relationship between 
introversion and intrinsic motivation. It is possible that 
the use of the word 'intrinsic' is a misnomer, since it is 
likely that different tasks produce different levels of 
motivation in different groups of subjects. Al'so different 
questionnaires were used to assess motivation in the two 
studies, and, as Hogan has pointed out, the attempt to assess 
such a nebulous concept at all is fraught with difficulties.
Fatigue :
of
The author knows^no studies which have factorially mani­
pulated sleep deprivation and introversion together in the 
context, of a vigilance task.
Novelty:
The author knows of no studies which have attempted to 
manipulate factorially novelty and introversion within the 
context of a vigilance task.
Time of d a y :
As we have seen already, time of'day is a factor which 
probably merits addition to thellist of determinants. It is 
also one which has been investigated along with introversion
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in a number of studies of vigilance performance.
Colquhoun (1960) found that introverts detected more 
signals than extraverts in the morning, but that the reverse 
was true in the afternoon. This is in line with the view 
that both introversion and time of day are determinants and 
that there is an inverted 'U ' relation between them and 
vigilance performance. Certain other variables - for exam­
ple signal probability - were also manipulated, but there 
is no report of any significant interaction between these 
and introversion. However, the finding with respect to 
introversion and time of day was replicated by Colquhoun 
(1962 b, O P .  c i t .) and by Colquhoun and Corcoran (1964). It 
should be mentioned that in the former study if che task was 
unpaced introverts detected fewer signals than extroverts 
in the morning as well as in the afternoon, though the corre­
lation between introversion and speed of work was positive 
in the morning. The latter study was also unpaced and showed 
similar results for the speed measure. There has been one 
negative finding. . Gale et al (1972, op. cit.) found no 
relation between introversion, time of day and vigilance per­
formance, nor any evidence for an interaction between them.
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RUSSIAN MEASURES
The role of individual differences in vigilance has 
also been studied in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, 
particularly in relation to the dimension of 'strength' 
of the nervous system. Here again, though, the findings 
are conflicting and contradictory. For example, Rozhdest­
venskaya and Yermolayeva-Tomina (1966) have shown that 
under conditions of monotony (which is one characteristic 
of vigilance tasks) subjects with 'strong' nervous systems 
display greater signs of physiological fatigue than sub­
jects with 'weak' nervous systems, and similar results have 
been found by Rozhdestvenskaya and Levochkina (1972). 
However, both Pushkin (1972) and Halmiova (1965) have shown 
that performance in vigilance tasks is inferior in 'weak' 
nervous systems. A clue to the possible source of these 
discrepancies comes from the finding that performance in 
monotonous tasks depends on the level of 'arousal'. Per­
formance is better in 'weak' subjects, but only if the 
initial level of 'arousal' is low, and that, furthermore, 
an inverted 'U ' relationship between performance and 
'arousal' is found in the 'weak',subjects (Rozhdestvenskaya
1973). In addition, Rozhdestvenskaya ,et a] (1972) have
shown that while performance on a simple monotonous task 
was superior in 'weak' nervous systems, performance on a 
more complex task was slightly superior in the 'strong' 
nervous systems (though the effect was not significant).
We have seen already that task ^ complexity may be a 
determinant (see p . XOS). It is, therefore, possible that
in the Rozhdestvenskaya et al (1972) study, performance ' 
was superior in the 'weak' subjects on the simple task 
because when the level of the determinants (such as task 
complexity) are relatively low, 'weak' subjects perform 
better than 'strong' subjects. On the other hand, when 
the levels of the determinants are increased, performance 
is eventually superior in the 'strong' subjects. Further­
more, both of the studies which showed superior vigilance 
performance in 'strong' individuals (Halmiova o p . c i t .; 
Pushkin o p . c i t . ) involved a virtually, continuous rate of 
responding on the part of the subjects. This would result 
in a high degree of excitation due both to the stimuli 
themselves, and the 'stimulus feedback' effects due to 
the responses of the subjects. Since stimulus frequency 
IS one of the factors which may result in movement to the 
right along the 'X* axis of the inverted 'U ' curve this 
too may help to explain the results.
It should be mentioned, though, that a study in the
f M 7 3 )
West - by Track ray et al which also employed continuous
responses found a significant in betw
Introverts were initially slower but their speed at response 
gradually increased whereas that of the extroverts d e ­
creased so that by the end of the task the introverts were 
faster. In Halmiova's study the 'weak' subjects became 
slower with time whilst the 'strong' subjects became faster. 
On the face of it this might support the identification 
of extraverts and 'weak' nervous systems and introverts with 
'strong' nervous systems. However, the interaction
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between 'strength* and time on task was not significant 
in Halmiova's study and though the two experimental situa­
tions were similar they were not identical, so this set 
of results does not constitute strong evidence against the 
hypotheses under consideration.
IIS'
3 . AN ALYSIS
i) Theories of vigilance and the determinants
In assessing the data that we have described rela­
ting the determinants to vigilance performance ^ we should 
first point out that the 'arousal' theory by itself may 
not be able to account for all of these findings (or, for 
that matter, all of the other data relating to vigilance 
that we have not considered). However the 'arousal' 
theory recast in the form of our inverted 'U ' model^ does 
seem to have certain advantages over the other theories.
Principal amongst these is the fact that it pro­
vides a better account of the overall level of perfor­
mance, and this is particularly so where some form of 
interaction is involved. For instance, none of the 
other theories by themselves can adequately explain the 
interaction between introversion and frequency/probability 
found by Kishimoto (1978) - i.e. the fact that intro­
verts showed better performance at the low signal fre­
quency/probability than at the high signal frequency/ 
probability, whereas the reverse was true for extrgyerts.
One reason why the other theories find difficulty in 
accounting for such interactions is that most of them 
were originally designed to explain the vigilance decre­
ment , and in this area these theories may fare better.
For example, nearly all of the theories (inhibition, rein­
forcement^ expectancy, attention) have been linked in 
some way to experimental findings or theoretical notions 
relating to differences between introverts and extroverts^
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and are, therefore, potentially capable of explaining the 
finding that extroverts show a greater vigilance decrement 
than introverts (e.g. Bakan et ,al. 1963) . Eysenck (1957) 
has argued that extroverts are more prone to develop 
inhibition than introverts. Bakan (1959) has also sug­
gested that under conditions of non-reinforcement, extra- 
verts will extinguish more rapidly than introverts^ and 
Eysenck (1967) has summarised some of the evidence in 
favour of this view. Also Vickers et al. (1977) have 
shown that extroverts adapt more quickly than introverts 
to a change in the expectation of a signal that follows 
the transition from a training session in which signal 
frequency is high to an experimental session in which 
signal frequency is low. This is a matter which we will 
discuss in detail later (see pp. 7*3-18 ).
Finally, it has been shown by a number of writers 
(e.g. Mohan et a l . 1974) that fluctuation of attention .
(or 'filter' deviations) occur more readily in extroverts 
than introverts.
However,we have seen that even when one is considering 
the vigilance decrement, these theories have often come 
unstuck in the face of one experimental finding or an­
other. The same applies to the two remainng theories, 
signal detection theory and the 'arousal' theory. We 
have seen that there is no agreement in the literature 
as to whether the vigilance decrement is associated with
a rise in the criterion of the subject or a fall in the
«
discrimination index, though Broadbent (1971) has argued
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that the latter only occurs when the frequency of back­
ground , neutral stimuli is very high. Also there is as 
yet ho clear evidence that either explanation can ade­
quately account for differences in the vigilance decre­
ment between introverts and extroverts^ since very few 
studies of vigilance and personality have employed signal 
detection indices.
ii) The problem of 'time on task*
We have also seen considerable conflict in the data 
relating the determinants to vigilance performance - 
particularly where changes in performance with t i m e , 
rather than the overall level of performanceywere concer­
ned. When discussing our list of determinants,^we 
pointed out that 'stimulus duration' could be construed 
in two ways; the duration of an individual, specific 
stimulus presented to the subject, or the time that had 
elapsed since the start of the task. Furthermore, if 
we consider the second interpretation of the term, 
it becomes problematic as a determinant since it is con­
founded with other factors.
The first of these is nov e l t y , since the stimuli 
employed in the task will become more familiar to the 
subject as the task proceeds, and this will work in op­
position to the supposedly greater excitation effect 
produced by a relatively prolonged stimulus (the total 
stimulus configuration employed in the task could be re­
garded as a 'stimulus' in this sense). ^
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In addition, both these opposing effects of time 
on task will depend on another of the determinants - i.e. 
stimulus frequency, in the sense of the number of stimuli 
per unit time. An increase in stimulus frequency will
c
enhance the excitatory effect of time on task since it 
will promote the summation of successive stimuli. But 
it will also enhance the reduction in the novelty of 
the stimuli. Furthermore, it is very difficult to pre­
dict in advance what the effect of a given stimulus fre­
quency (or a given change in stimulus frequency) will 
have on the relative importance of the two opposing 
factors described above.
Time on task may also be confounded with other pro ■ 
posed determinants. We suggested earlier that 'time of 
d a y ' , for instance, may be a determinant, and time on 
task is, of course, inextricably confounded with this 
factor. It is difficult to say how important this is in 
most tasks whose duration is relatively short in compa­
rison with the total length of the diurnal cycle, but 
Frazier et a l . (1968) have suggested that it may be 
relevant to vigilance performance.
We are, therefore, faced with a situation in which 
one of our proposed determinants - i.e. stimulus dura­
tion construed in the sense of 'time on task' - may move 
the individual either to the right or to the left along 
the 'x' axis of the inverted 'U'. We pointed out earlier
that there was an element of indeterminacy involved if we
«
tried to represent all the determinants along the 'x' axis 
of a single inverted 'U'. However, at least in that
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instance we were assuming that they all moved the indi­
vidual in the same direction. Now we have a case where 
one of the determinants may under certain circumstances 
tend to move the individual in the opposite direction to 
the other factors.
Furthermore, it is very difficult to predict before­
hand which effect the factor of time on task will have, 
since it depends on the interplay of several other factors. 
For this reason we would suggest that when time on task 
is involved the element of indeterminacy is much greater 
than otherwise. It is scarcely surprising, therefore, 
that studies on the relationship between a given deter­
minant (e.g. introversion) and the vigilance decrement 
have produced such conflicting results.
Although one cannot predict beforehand what the 
effect of time on task will be, this does not mean that 
the results of studies which employ time on task are 
not interpretable in terms of the inverted *U'. It 
simply means that such interpretation must be post hoc 
- i.e. one can only determine which direction time on 
task is moving the subject by looking at the results,.
We gave an example earlier of the kind of inter­
action that could be expected if two factors resulted in 
movements in opposite directions along the inverted *U'
(see p. ). So we can tell from the nature of the 
interaction between time on task and other factors, whether 
they have been moving the subject in the same or in op­
posite directions. Gray ( M<^7) has made a similar 
point when he suggests that the direction in which the
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level of 'arousal* changes during a task will determine 
the relative effects on subjects differing on an indi­
vidual differences dimension such as 'strength' or 
introversion.
However, it should be noted at this point that since 
we cannot predict the direction of the interaction in 
advance, all statistical tests in the present project 
which involve time on task will be two-tailed ones.
We should also note a certain similarity between time 
on task and sleep deprivation. We pointed out earlier 
that many workers regard the effects of sleep depriva­
tion as being dependent on the levels of other factors 
such as task complexity in a way that is not. predictable 
by simply assuming that they always move the subject in 
the opposite directions along the inverted *U' (Hebb,
1955; Kjellberg^ 1977). In this respect, then, sleep 
deprivation is subject to the same indeterminacy as time 
on task.
Another factor that should be considered is learning 
since this may be a relevant variable when time on task 
is being considered. We might expect that the effect 
of learning would be to affect the overall level of per­
formance rather than to move the individual along the 
'x' axis of the inverted 'U'. We saw some evidence for 
this when we considered changes occurring across sessions 
in our simple visual reaction time task (see p . f o y ). 
However, let us consider the situation a little more 
closely. ^
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We can illustrate the way in which learning may 
exert its effects by considering again the results of 
our simple visual reaction time task. It will be 
remembered (see p. Sh‘0 ) that in the latter, the 
stimuli were presented in three blocks separated by an 
interval. This provided the opportunity to study the 
effect of time on task on simple reaction time^ and our 
original analysis of variance included the factor of 
'block* in it. However, we have deferred our considera­
tion of the results involving this variable until now 
because it was necessary first to explain the various 
problems associated with 'time on task' effects.
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iii) -Results and discussion of simple visual reaction time 
• .gffects involving,time on. task. _ 
a) Results
a) The main effect for block is significant at the 0.5% 
level (two tail).
cF
Speeci reaction increased from block .1 to block 2
and from clock 2 to block 3.
Block 1 Block 2 Block 3
2.43 87 2.4 210 ■ 2 .4107
Table 628 s h ow inc main .ef fect for block (L5C0RE )
II- )  ^c 2. r t er act :cn o'f bloc k , Sti~ w j. u z 1 r. t. c nsity an c session
1E sicr.iii cant at the 2.5% le e 1 (two tail). £ee di sous s i on
£155 :0N 1 SE55I0K 2
£timulus 
Intensity Block
1
Block
2
El ock
3
Block
1
Block
2
Block
3
2000 2.4354 2.3960 2. 3605 2.3628 2.3619 2.3592
100 2.4 3 09 2.4014 2. 3931 2.3614 2.3626 2.3836
20 2.4256 2.4116 2 .3915 2.4356 2.4012 2.3945
2 2.4586 2.4216 2. 4089 2.4464 2.4351 2.4:33
0.2 2.4673 2.4428 2. 4392 2.4451 2.4338 2.4435
0.02 2.5194 2.4957 2. 4660 2.4533 2.4862 2.4826
Table 6^1 showing interaction of block, stimulus intensity 
and session (LSCORE).
c) The interaction of block, session, neuroticism and time
is significant at the 1% level (two.tail). See discussion.
■ n o  ■} _____________________
d) The interaction of noise, block, introversion, neuroti­
cism and time of day is significant at the 5% level (two 
tail). See discussion.
e) The interaction of block, stimulus intensity, introver­
sion and time of day is significant at the 5% level (two 
tail). See discussion.
f) The quadratic component associated with the interaction 
of noise, block, stimulus intensity, session and time of day 
is significant at the 5% level (two tail). See discussion.
g) The quadratic component associated with the interaction 
of noise, block, stimulus intensity, session, neuroticism 
and time of day is significant at the 1% level (two tail). 
See discussion.
h) The cubic component associated with the interaction 
between noise, block, stimulus intensity, session, intro­
version, neuroticism and time of day is significant at the • 
2.5% level (two tail). See discussion.
Vi 4
planned comparisons between the two highest intensities 
which involve the 'block' factor (simple visual reaction 
time.}.j _
a) The planned comparison associated with the interaction 
between block and stimulus intensity is significant at the 
5% level (two tail). See discussion.
Stimulus
Intensity
mx
2000 200 20 2 0.2 0.02
Block 1 2.4096 2.3962 2.4307 2.4535 2.4562 2.4863
Block 2 2.3790 2.3821 2.4064 2.4283 2.4J83 2.4919
Block 3 2.3599 2.3883 2.3930 2.4061- 2.4414 2.4753
630
Table^showing the interaction of block and stimulus inten­
sity (LSCORE) .
The planned comparisons associated with the following 
comparisons were also sigificant (see discussion), in each 
case at the 5% level (two tail).
b) Noise x block x stimulus intensity
c) Noise X block x stimulus intensity x session x time of day
d) Noise x block x stimulus intensity x session x neuroticism
X time of day.
73o
Results for the slope of the reaction time/intensity curve
derived from the simple visual reaction time task.
a) The interaction of block, neuroticism and time of day 
is significant at the 5% level (two tail). See discussion
b) The interaction of noise, block, session and time of 
day (s signficant at the 1% level (two tail). See discus 
sion.
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b)DISCUSSION
The first effect we will consider is the main effect 
for block which shows that speed of reaction increases from 
block 1 to block 2 and from block 2 to block 3. The most 
likely explanation for this effect is one in terms of learn­
ing. We argued earlier (see pp. 407-I ) that where a stimulus 
is presented at a constant interval after a warning signal 
(as it was in the experiment in question), subjects may learn 
when to expect the stimulus. This could lead to an increase 
in response speed in a number of different ways. The most 
obvious is pure anticipation - i.e. subjects may actually 
have initiated their response before the stimulus was pre­
sented. We saw examples of this in the simple auditory 
reactions time task. However, compared to the latter the 
number of anticipatory false alarms in the visual task were 
negligible, and certainly too few to make any meaningful 
analysis possible. This is in line with similar differences 
between the visual and auditory modalities found by other 
workers (Nissen 1977).
An alternative explanation, therefore, is that either 
the criterion of the subject is 'lowered and/or the sensory 
growth functions are raised at the point of stimulus expec­
tancy. Finally, it is possible that the slopes of the sen­
sory growth functions may be increased at this point. We 
have argued already that both the criterion and the slopes 
of the sensory growth functions may be ^ 'influenced by the 
determinants. Here we have a situation in which these 
factors may be affected by the expectancy of the subject - 
i.e. the subjective probability of the occurrence of the
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response stimulus. We saw earlier that one of the theories 
of vigilance decrement was an expectancy theory, and though 
(like the other theories) the evidence in its favour was 
equivocal, we will see later that it is highly relevant to 
one particular aspect of vigilance performance: i.e. the 
influence of the preceding training period (see pp.763-1*).
If, however, subjective probability does affect the 
criterion and/or the sensory growth functions, does this 
mean that it is a determinant? To draw such a conclusion, 
one would have to show that subjective probability produced 
the kind of effects that are predictable on the basis of 
the inverted 'U '. A number of studies have investigated 
the' effect of the duration of the interval between the 
warning signal and the response stimulus. Some of these 
have employed tasks in which this duration was constant 
within a given condition, but varied between conditions.
In other words, subjects were presented with sets of reac­
tions time trials and within each set the duration (i.e. 
the 'foreperiod') was constant.
The influence of this duration was investigated by 
comparing the results from different sets of trials. Under 
these conditions, it is generally found that as the length 
of the foreperiod increases, response speed decreases.
The objective probability of a stimulus in all constant 
foreperiod tasks is equal to 1.0 at the time of stimulus 
occurrence and zero at all other times,- regardless of the 
absolute length of the foreperiod. T?ie decrease in response 
speed resulting from an increase in the latter b e j t s e t s  
of trials is likely to be due to the greater difficulty in
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estimating the exact point of stimulus occurrence when the 
foreperiod is relatively long. In other words, the area 
of uncertainty surrounding this point would be expected to 
be larger and the function relating subjective probability 
to time would coincide less exactly with the function re­
lating objective probability to time (see p . 743).
However, other experiments have looked at the effect 
of varying the length of the foreperiod on a random basis 
within a given set of trials. Under these conditions it is 
found that there is an inverted *U* relationship between 
the length of the foreperiod on a given trial and the speed 
of response. This is usually explained in the_,fo11 owing 
way. On any given trial, once the warning signal has been 
presented, the conditional probability of the response stimu­
lus steadily increases as the trial progresses. In other 
words, assuming that a stimulus is presented on every trial, 
the likelihood that it will occur at a given moment in 
time following the warning signal will gradually increase 
as the interval since the warning signal onset increases.
This is used to explain the fact that response speed 
tends to be relatively fast on trials on which the response 
stimulus is presented after a medium interval compared to 
trials on which it is presented after a relatively short 
interval. On the basis of what has been said, one would 
expect that at the time of stimulus occurrence the condi­
tional probability is higher in the case of the medium
%
interval trial than the short interval trial. Assuming that 
once the subject has been presented with a number of trials 
he realises that the foreperiod is random, subjective
probability should follow conditional probability fairly 
closely. Furthermore, theorists in this area argue that 
when subjective probability is relatively high the degree 
of motor 'set' or 'preparedness' of the subject is high - 
hence a faster response speed.
However,they still have to explain the fact that 
response speed is lower in trials with long foreperiod 
intervals than in trials with medium intervals, despite 
the fact that the conditional probability - and presumably, 
therefore, the subjective probability - is higher in the 
former than in the latter at the point of stimulus occur­
rence. Theorists usually meet this difficulty referring 
to the 'Cost of preparation': they assume that a prepara­
tory set can only be maintained for a limited period of 
time, and that at very long foreperiod durations the subject 
is unable to keep his level of preparation at a high level 
throughout - hence a decrease in response speed.
However, since the time periods that we are consider­
ing are of the order of a few seconds only, this argument 
would seem dubious. Furthermore, although we have seen 
evidence already that a motor op preparatory set can increase 
response speed (see p. 445’), the results of studies in this 
area are conflicting. For instance/ McGown (1976) has 
found that instructions which encourage a 'motor s e t ’ do 
not significantly influence simple reaction time. Also, 
Freeman (19 37, op. cit.) has shown that even where a motor 
set does increase response speed, it does so by means of 
the sensory feedback from the associated muscle tension 
rather than directly.
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Earlier we argued that this feedback could exert its 
effect on the sensory growth function and/or the criterion. 
The present author would like, therefore, to propose that 
the inverted 'U ' relationship between the duration of the 
foreperiod and speed of response in studies where this 
duration is varied randomly from trial to trial, is evidence 
that subjective probability may be a determinant. This is 
because, as we have already stated, in such studies the 
conditional probability (and, therefore, presumably the 
subjective probability) of the stimulus increases as the 
time since warning signal onset increases.
There is quite a lot of evidence to support, this view. 
Firstly, in our review of the studies of the relationship 
between personality and vigilance, we mentioned the study 
by Kishimoto (1978) which showed an interaction between 
signal frequency and introversion which was in line with 
the inverted 'U' hypothesis. Kishimoto interpreted his 
result purely in terms of signal frequency. In other words, 
he assumes that introverts show a relative decrement in the 
overall level of performance at the high frequency because 
of 'overarousal'. It is unlikely that such 'overarousal' 
would be due to the larger number of signals per se, since 
they differed from the neutral, background stimuli only in 
terms of stimulus duration. The signals lasted for 0.8 
seconds.whilst the non-signal stimuli lasted for 0.5 seconds 
The niarginally greater stimulation associated with the
4
longer duration signals is unlikely to have produced 'over­
arousal' by itself.
It is possible, though, that such an effect could
7^1
have been produced by the greater stimulus feedback re­
sulting from the greater opportunity to respond in the 
high signal frequency condition. We discussed such effects 
at length when we considered Breèner and Cooper's model of 
introversion-extraversion (see pp. ). Although the
introverts detected a lower percentage of signals in the 
high frequency condition than in the low frequency condition, 
the absolute number of correct responses was greater in the 
former than the latter. Kishimoto makes no mention of 
false alarms, so if we ignore this factor we can assume that 
the stimulus feedback from responding was greater in the 
high signal frequency condition than in the low signal 
frequency condition. This would have the effect of moving 
the subjects to the right along the 'X ' axis of the inverted 
'U ' and could result in a relative decrement in the intro­
vert group.
However, it will be remembered that signal frequency 
was completely confounded with signal probability in Kishi­
moto' s study since the frequency of background, neutral 
stimuli was constant. As signal frequency was increased, 
signal probability increased by proportionately the same 
amount. This means that the results of Kishimoto's study 
could be interpreted as support for our view that subjective 
probability is a determinant.
AC Li
It is possible, of course, that both signal and signal 
probability have an effect, and in a normal vigilance task
4
it is not possible to separate the two effects whilst 
keeping the frequency of background stimuli constant.
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However, our analysis of the effect of foreperiod duration 
on response speed suggests that it may bë signal probability 
thatjis the key factor since the frequency of the stimulus 
is not a relevant variable during the foreperiod of a simple 
reaction time task. Furthermore, there is other evidence in 
support of the view that signal probability is a determi­
nant F xrv).
Let us now return to a consideration of the effect 
of the 'block' factor on our simple visual reaction time 
task. We found that speed of response increased from one 
block to the next, and we suggested that this m.ay have been 
cue to the subjects learning when to expect the response 
itirulus. It will be rererberec that the fcrerericc in
this tash. was cens tant in lencth. This hat the
effect of increasing time blocks is analogous to the effect 
the
of decreasing foreperiod interval: in each case the subiect"A
is better able to judge when the stimulus will occur, and
so we wculc expect the subjective probability to coincide
more exactly with objective probability as in Fig C below. 
Probability
1.0
\
Objective probability of 
stimulus occurence
Subjective probability 
(early time block or 
long foreperiod 
interval)
~ Timef_ stimulus
, ..... onset 
Subjective probability
(late time block or short
foreperiod interval)
Fig. C Simule, reaction time, subjective and rrc
7 4.-3 _ ■ __________
This shows that the height of the subjective probability 
curve at the point of actual stimulus occurrence will be 
greater if the subject is better able to estimate this 
point. One could, therefore, suggest that an inverted 'U ' 
relationship might be found between response speed and the 
level of any factor which raised the height of the sub­
jective probability curve at the point of stimulus occur­
rence. We have seen that the duration of the foreperiod 
may be one such factor, though to the author's knowledge 
there are no studies which have found a decrease in response 
speed at very short foreperiod durations, where the latter
is constant within a given set of trials and comparisons 
sets cf
are made across^trials.
In our simple visual reaction time task, it is the 
block factors which might be expected to affect the height 
of the subjective probability curve at the point of stimulus 
occurrence, due to the effect of learning. Is there any 
evidence for interactions between this factor and the other 
proposed determinants which would be consistent with the 
inverted 'U ' hypothesis?
Let us consider the remaining results involving block.
The quadratic component associated with the inter­
action of block, stimulus intensity and session is signi­
ficant at the 2.5% level (2 tail). This is depicted in 
graph Biy .
I f  we c o n s i d e r  o n l y  t h e  s h a p e s  o f  t h e  c u r v e s ,  we s e e
«
that the interaction would be fairly consistent with the 
view that both session and block move the subjects to the 
left of the inverted 'U ', whilst stimulus intensity moves
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subjects to the right. In session 1 , there is a r.arked 
fall in response speed between the second highest and the 
highest stimulus intensity in block 1/ which is consistent 
with the inverted 'U ' model.
Such an effect is absent in blocks 2 and 3, however, 
and the shapes of the curves indicate that subjects are 
operating further to the left along the axis of the inverted 
"O' in block 3 than in block 2, since the curve for the 
latter shows greater convexity upwards than the former.
Sir.ilar relationships are found in session 2, though 
if we corpare the results for session 1 for corresponding 
c_rves, we find that they suggest that subjects are opera­
ting further to the " along the X ' axis of the inverted 
■ U in session 1 than in session 2. For instance, the fall 
in response speed between the second highest and highest 
intensities in block 1 is r -ch less in session 2 than in 
session 1 .
Cur arg^nent regarding the effect of learning on the 
subjective probability at the time of stimulus occurrence 
applies equally well to the session factor as to the block 
factor (we mentioned its possible role with respect to the 
former in connection with other simple reaction time results 
see pp. 6 0 7 - 1 ). So in both cases we might have predicted 
that if subjective probability were a determinant, the block 
and session factors would have moved the subject to the 
right along the ' X ' axis of the inverted ' I) ' (i.e. in the
same direction as stimulus intensity), whereas the reverse 
seams to be true.
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There are several possible explanations for this.
The first is that our analysis of the changes in subjective 
probability during the foreperiod of a reaction time task 
is incorrect. It is possible that subjective probability 
at the point of stimulus occurrence does not increase from 
block 1 to 3. But if this were so, we would have to find 
some other mechanism to explain the clear learning effect 
that is apparent in the data. Despite the fact that the 
shapes of the curves conform to the inverted 'U ' predictions, 
their absolute heights do not. One would have expected 
the overall mean response speed to decrease from block 1 
to block 3, and from session 1 to session 2, if both factors 
move subjects to the left of the 'X' axis of the inverted 
'U'. In fact, the reverse seems to be true so learning 
must be taking place although in session 2 its effect 
appears to be reaching an asymptote, since the curve for 
block 3 is not clearly above the curves for blocks 1 and 2.
What the mechanism for such a learning effect might 
be is not entirely clear. It is possible though that it is. 
mediated via an increase in subjective probability, but 
that the latter is not a determinant and simply has the 
effect of raising the overall level of performance without 
affecting the shapes of the curves. As stated earlier, the 
author knows of no evidence that in studies employing a 
constant foreperiod (as in the present project), a very 
short duration foreperiod is associated with a fall in 
response speed. *
This contrasts, however, with the results of the studies
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employing variable foreperiods, which show clear evidence 
of an inverted 'U' relationship between foreperiod duration 
and response speed. It would be interesting to investigate 
the effects of the determinants in such a task.
It is difficult to decide from the present set of 
results whether or not subjective probability is a determin­
ant since we have no direct measure of it. Also, what the 
results do indicate very clearly is that even if it is a 
determinant, its effect is unlikely to be demonstrated in 
a study which manipulates it by means of the time on task 
factor. This brings us back to our original point regarding 
the latter: there are a great many variables which will 
jointly determine the effect of time on task, and it is
W i l l  move the subjects along the X' axis of the inverted 
U'.. These are summarised below;
Factors which m.av move 
subjects to the ri oht ai 
time proceeds.
Stimulus deration 
Sti'ulus frequency 
(via summation of excita­
tions)
Learning (via subjective 
probability)
D i u r n a l  rhvth.m.
Factors which may move 
sub~ects to the left as 
time proceeds.
Reduction in novelty cue
to :
(1) a he- unchanging aspect
of the stimulus situation 
(stimulus duration)
(ii) Repetition of stimuli 
( stimulus frequency)
In the present experiment summ.ation of excitation is unlikely 
to have occurred since-a fairly long interval (15 seconds)
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s e p a r a t e d  t h e  t r i a l s ,  end an eve n  l o n g e r  i n t e r v a l  s e p a r a t e d  
t h e  b l o c k s  (2 m i n u t e s ) .
Th e  d i u r n a l  r h y t h m  i s  a l s o  u n l i k e l y  t o  ha ve  h a d  a 
m a j o r  e f f e c t  s i n c e  t h e  t a s k  was a r e l a t i v e l y  s h o r t  o n e .
Cn the other hand the long intervals between trials 
and blocks would have reduced the rate of decrease in novelty 
due to the repetition of the stimuli. These were also of 
differing intensities presented in a random order, which 
would be expected to keep the rate of habituation down.
Nevertheless, overall the novelty factor seems to have 
been more powerful, sinoe the graphs indioate that both block 
and session move subjects to the left along the inverted 'U '
X a x i s .  T h i s  does n o t  o e a n ,  h o w e v e r ,  t h a t  i n  d i f f e r e n t  
s i t u a t i o n s  t h e  r e v e r s e  r i g h t  n o t  be t r u e .
What  we a r e  t r y i n g  t o  d e m o n s t r a t e  i s  t h a t  t h e  e f f e c t s  
of  t i m e  on t a s k  a r e  u n p r e d i c t a b l e , and f o r  t h i s  r e a s o n  t h e  
s i m p l e  r e a c t i o n  t i m e  t a s k s  i n  w h i c h  t h e  f o r e p e r i o d  i s  c o n ­
s t a n t  may n o t  be t h e  b e s t  way t o  t e s t  t h e  h y p o t h e s i s  t h a t  
s u b j e c t i v e  p r o b a b i l i t y  i s  a d e t e r m i n a n t .  F o r t u n a t e l y ,  t h e r e  
may be o t h e r  ways  t o  do t h i s .  B e f o r e  we d i s c u s s  t he m,  hc w-  
e v e r ,  we m^st  b r i e f l y  c c n s i d e r  t h e  r e m a i n i n g  r e s u l t s  f r o m  
t h e  s i m p l e  v i s u a l  r e a c t i o n  t i m e  t a s k  i n v o l v i n g  b l o c k .
The planned comparison associated with the interaction 
between block and stimulus intensity is significant at the 
5 level and is depicted in Graph tl i ? . In block 1, response 
speed is faster at the second highest intensity than at the 
highest intensity, whereas the reverse is true in block 3.
In block 2 there is very little difference between the two 
intensities. This is not i'ncons,-s treat with the view that the
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block factor moves subjects to the left along the 'X ' axis 
of the inverted 'U ' in the present study and the overall 
heights of the curves are consonant with the assumption 
that learning produces a general increase in response speed 
from block 1 to block 3.
There are a number of other significant effects in­
volving the block factors both in terms of the main analysis 
of variable, the planned comparison and the analysis of 
Nelylitsyn's measure of the gradient of the reaction time/ 
intensity curve. However, in none of these cases does the 
author have an adequate explanation of the result so they 
will not be discussed any further.
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Results for the simple visuel roacticucxj cn L:me xesx invoivmr
t h e  l u o c k  f a c t o r  end l e s e d on t h e  s u b j e c t s '  h . F . Q .  s c o r e s .
a )  The q u a d r a t i c  c o s p o u o t t  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  t h e  i n t e r a c t i o n  
b e t w e e n  b l o c k  , i i j t r c v e r s i o n , t i m e  o f  day and s t i m u l u s  i n t e n s i t y  
is si r n i  f i  car- ' t  at t h e  R. b i l e v e l  ( t w o  t a i l ) .
b )  The c u b i c  c 0 ' . q ' : r j - n t  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  t h e  interaction 
between n o i s e , b l o c k , i n t r o v e r s i o n  and s t i m u l u s  i n t e n s i t y  
i s  s i g n i f i c a n t  a t  t lve i / l e v e l  ( t o  t a i l ) .
c) The l i n g e r  cr  apch - nt associated i t h  the interaction.
s t i  ruuus i n t e n s i T v
i s  s i ;_ni  f :  c a n t  a t  i h e  : f ' l e v F . l ( t  . 0  t a i l ) ,  
d )Tbe j c t  i  cn  bi. ta  Ccn n o i s e  , b l  c c k , i  n t r o v  ar  s i  c n ,
nn. :nc '  i c : s n  " "id b t  i . -ulus i n t . .  n s i t y  h as  a c u b i c  c o m p o n e n t  
w' boj j  i s  s : p n : : h c - n t  c t  ^he 2 .  b R l e v e l  ( t w o  t a i l ) ,
e )  T h e  i :.t.(_r - 0 1  : -an I  r t - .e sn n c i  s c , b l o c k ,  s e s s i o n ,  i n t r o v e r s i o n  
n r u r  oo i c i  <: T , i : a.e o f  day  and s t i m u l u s  i i :  t o  n s i t y  i s  s i g n i f i e s  
- a n t  a t  t h e  p R l o v - 1  , as i s  th.-a a s s o c i a t e d  c u b i c  c c n p o -  
c n a n - ( t w o  t u i l ) .
To n e  o f  t h e  p l a n n e d  c:o p a r i s o n s ( b e t w e e n  
t h e  s e c o n d  ini g h o s t  i n t e n s i t i e s )  i n v o l v i n g  
were s i p r i f i c a r t .  
f h e r o  w-o'o a l s o  no s i  pn:  f  i oe n t  e f f e c t s  i n v c l v e n g  one  
' b l o c k '  f a c t o r  f o r  t h e  a n a l y s i s  o f  h e b y l i t s y n ' s  i n d e x  
t h e  g r a d i e n t  o f  t h e  r e a c t i o n  t i m e /  s t i m u l u s  i n t e n s i t y  
c u r v e ,
-  '' 7
1 S C U 5 S T e n .
None of the above results conform to prediction, nor has 
the author any ecequate explanation for then. Furtherrori 
in only ore case do they overlap with the results based 
cn the subjects’ r-.F.I. sccrcs, rarely in the c a s e  of (e)
, and here too the two results have a different level 
of statistical rr i i abei lity.
Results for simple visual reaction time involving 
'block' and psychoticism:
This analysis was identical to the previous ones except 
that a bimodal split on the E.P.Q. P scores was used to 
define a psychoticism factor which replaced the introversion 
and neuroticism factors.
a) The interaction of noise, block and psychoticism is 
significant at the 0.5% level (two tail). See discussion.
b) The cubic component associated with the interaction 
between block, stimulus intensity and psychoticism is signi­
ficant at the 1% level (two tail) . See discussion.
c) The interaction of noise, block, session and psycho­
ticism is significant at the 5% level (two tail)^ See 
discussion.
d) The cubic component associated with the interaction 
between block, session, stimulus intensity and psychoticism 
is significant at the 5% level (two tail). See discussion.
Discussion:
None of the above interactions involving block and 
psychoticism are in line with prediction so they will not be 
considered further.
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4. OUTLINE OF A VIGILANCE STUDY
i) The Choice of factors
We must now consider how to test the inverted 'U' model 
in the context of vigilance. We have already argued that 
measures of overall performance level seem to provide the 
clearest support for the theory. Furthermore, if we look 
back to our review of the relationship of the determinants 
to vigilance, we see that signal frequency/probability, 
accessory stimulation in the form of noise, introversion 
and time of day seem the most promising of the factors which
are practicable, though again there is considerable conflict
within the literature and very few studies have manipulated 
even two factors jointly.
In addition to these, neuroticism is of great theoretical 
interest and is a variable which we have seen has emerged 
very strongly earlier in the present project, although it 
has been neglected by many other workers. As before we 
can investigate the effect of novelty without any extra 
manipulation simply by looking at the 'session* factor 
(though we will see that in the present instance there are 
certain limitations on such an endeavour). We will also 
argue shortly that it is possible to investigate the 
influence of stimulus duration in the sense of the duration 
of a single stimulus, by using this factor to differentiate, 
the signals and the non-signals in our vigilance task.
Finally, although we have seen that stimulus duration
I
interpreted as 'time on task' bas yieldeÿ highly equivocal 
results, we have presented an explanation of this. Furthermore, 
we have suggested that though it is not really possible to
p r e d i c t  t h e  e f f e c t  o f  t h i s  v a r i a b l e  i n  a d v a n c e ,  we c a n  s t i l l
explain its interactions with other factors on a post hoc 
basis in terms of our inverted 'U ' model. For this reason 
and since time on task has been the main interest of workers 
in the field of vigilance, we will include it.
ii) A partial solution of the problem of time on task
We emphasise again though that a shift to the left
or a shift to the right along the *X* axis of the inverted
'U* are both predictable for the time on task factor. Neither
would be inconsistent with the model since either could occur 
depending on the circumstances of the particular study and 
the relative importance of the opposing factors which moderate 
its effect (see page 7v8) .
• In the past the general consensus has been that the
effect of time on task is to move subjects to the left along
the *X' axis of the inverted 'U' due to a "reduction in
novelty and associated habituation effects Gray (1967) has
pointed out that it is likely to be.difficult to produce
movement in the opposite direction because of such effects,
though he cites a suggestion by Rachman that this could be
achieved by administering a gradually increasing dose of a
stimulant drug. For practical reasons we are unable to
take up this idea^but we intend tç> approach the problem
from a slightly different angle.
Although it is generally assumed that time on task
moves subjects to the left along the 'X' axis of the inverted
'U', most, studies have tended to employ one or two other
factors and were, therefore, largely concerned with overall
*
effects of time on task on their group of subjects treated 
as a whole. We have consistently argued that this is not 
the way to test the inverted 'U' hypothesis since such main
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effects for factors tell us very little about its validity 
or otherwise. We have been concerned with interactions 
between two or more factors and as a result we have 
deliberately designed multifactorial experiments. If we 
look at our final list of proposed factors for the vigilance 
task, we see that we have no less than eight:
Introversion
Neuroticism
Signal frequency/probability
Stimulus duration
Accessory Sensory Stimulation
Time of day
Novelty
Time on task
If we assume that the probability of moving to the
left versus the right along the axis of the inverted
'U ' as time on task increases depends partly on a subject's
initial position, then we see that this multitude of variables
is indeed highly desirable. We suggested earlier that one
of the factors which would tend to produce movement to the
right was summation of excitations from successive stimuli.
This assumes that a given stimulus produces an excitation
which rises to some maximum point and then gradually decreases,
and Killeen et al (1978) have presented a theoretical model
to support this interpretation. Summation will occur if the
excitation is at a non-zero value when the excitation due
to the next stimulus starts to rise. This itself will depend
«
on a number of factors.
The first of these is thd" maximum value reached by the 
excitation to the first stimulus. This maximum value can be
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considered to be equivalent to the value of the excitatory 
process at the corresponding point on the inverted 'U'.
This will depend on factors such as the intensity and the 
duration of the stimulus, but also on the levels of the 
other determinants.
Secondly, the likelihood of summation will depend on 
the rate at which the excitation from the first stimulus 
'decays' with time. This may be a function partly of the 
maximum level reached, due for instance to the law of 
initial values, but it may also be an independent function 
of the levels of some or all of the determinants. It has 
been shown (Christie, personal communication) that subjects 
who are low and high on the dimension of 'ego strength' do 
not differ in the amplitude (i.e the maximal level) of their 
physiological response to stimuli but in their rate of recovery- 
subjects who are relatively low on the dimension recover more 
slowly. Furthermore 'ego strength' has been shown to be 
negatively related to both introversion and neuroticismywhich 
are included in our list of proposed determinants and which we 
are intending to employ in our vigilance task. Eysenck (1967) 
has also reviewed studies which suggest that the rate of 
recovery of physiological measures may be lower in subjects 
who are high on these dimensions. It is not, therefore, 
unreasonable to suggest that summation of excitation is more 
likely to occur in these subjects.
It should also be noted that a low rate of recovery 
following stimulation has been shown to lead to summation in 
studies on blood pressure. Chronic hypertension has been 
explained by some workers in terms of a failure of the 
cardiovascular system to return to normal resting levels
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following a stressful event leading to a gradual increase 
in the blood pressure as a result of the continued action 
of successive 'stressors' (Christie, personal commenication).
The third factor which would be expected to determine 
whether or not summation will occur is the interval between 
the stimuli. An increase in stimulus frequency must 
necessarily reduce the interval between stimuli and will 
therefore promote summation. Furthermore, signal frequency 
(/probability) is one of the factors we intend to employ in 
our vigilance task. Other things, being equal, an increase 
in signal frequency would be expected to decrease the interval 
between successive responses made by the subject, and therefore 
make it more likely that the excitations associated with these 
responses will summate.
Finally, the rate at which the excitation due to the 
second of two successive stimuli rises will help to determine 
whether or not summation occurs. In the section on reaction 
time and signal detection theory we suggested that, at initially 
low levels, at least, an increase in the levels of the 
determinants resulted in an increase in the slope of the 
sensory growth functions (see p . ) - i.e the rate at 
which the level of neural activity'due to a stimulus rises 
following stimulus onset. We showed, for instance, that the 
assumption that introverts have steeper sensory growth function 
than extroverts could be used to explain the findings of a 
number of studies (e.g Brenner and Flavel, 1978 - see page 4 :^8 ) 
and that it received empirical support from studies of the 
signal detection indtx 'd ' (e.g Stelmack and Campbell, 1974).
We see therefore, that there is considerable evidence to 
support the view that summation of excitation is more likely
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to occur if the levels of the determinants are relatively 
high than if they are relatively lowjparticularly where 
factors such as introversion are concerned. Shigehisa 
et al (1973) have shown that the effect of a preceding 
visual stimulus is more likely to persist and influence 
the response to a subsequent auditory stimulus in introverts 
than in extroverts. This result is in line with the above 
analysis.
We would, therefore, like to suggest that when the levels 
of the determinants are relatively high, the probability that 
time on task will result in a movement to the right along the 
*X* axis of the inverted 'U' will be relatively high. We 
can therefore predict that if any subjects dp show movement 
in this direction they are more likely to do so in conditions 
corresponding to a combination of high levels of the determinant* 
than in conditions corresponding to a low combination of the 
determinants.
This itself could lead to interactions between time on 
task and the other determinants due to movement in different 
directions under different combinations. The nature of the 
interactions involving time on task that emerge from our 
vigilance experiment will, therefore, tell us whether the 
above analysis is correct. Furthermore, we see now the 
advantage of employing a large number of factors since the 
probability that in the highest combination group, at least, 
subjects will move to the right will be greater the larger 
the number of factors included.
%
However, since we are still talking in terms of probabilities 
our interpretation of the time on task factor will necessarily 
still be post h o c . We can predict that if movement to the 
riaht occurs it is more likely to occur when the levels of tue
determinants are relatively high, but we cannot be sure that 
such movement will occur. Moreover, if instead, movement 
to the left occurs, we may still get interactions, but they 
will be of the opposite kind (see page 81). So we still 
are forced to the conclusion that, where time on task is 
concerned the invtrC2& *U' model is better able to explain 
than to predict. We can, however, generate fairly unambiguous 
predictions for the overall level of performance (i.e excluding 
the time on task factor) and we will address ourselves to 
this shortly.
iii)Signal frequency and Signal probability
Before we do so a brief word should be said about another 
of the factors we are proposing to employ in our vigilance 
task: signal frequency/probability. We discovered that 
attempts to test the hypothesis that subjective probability 
is a determinant using the 'block' factor of our simple visual 
reaction time task were unsuccessful (see pages7?7-51) . We 
suggested that this was because the block factor is equivalent 
to time on task, and as we have seen there are several variables 
comfounded in this particular determinant, of which signal 
probability was only one in the experiment in question.
We also argued that a better test of the hypotheses might 
involve manipulating the duration of the foreperiod of a simple 
reaction time experiment in conjunction with some of the 
other determinants (e.g personality). Such a study would 
have the advantage that subjective probability would be 
unconfounded with other factors such as novelty. As we have 
seen, in vigilance tasks signal probability (and therefore, 
presumably, subjective probability - see later) is inevitably 
confounded with either the frequency of the signals or the
/ O JL
frequency of the background, neutral stimuli ('stimulus 
frequency').
It could be objected, therefore, that it would have 
been better to conduct a study on foreperiod duration in 
simple reaction time rather than a study on vigilance. There 
are a number of reasons why this procedure was not adopted. 
Firstly, the relationship between foreperiod duration and 
subjective probability has been very little studied, and the 
associated hypotheses which are presented were somewhat 
tentative. Secondly, subjective probability is only one of 
a number of determinants that we wish to study, and the review 
of the work on vigilance suggests that an experiment on the 
latter employing several of these would be very worthwhile. 
Thirdly, the study of vigilance has greater practical 
significance than the study of the foreperiod of a simple 
reaction time task. For these reasons it was decided to 
conduct a study on vigilance even though signal probability 
would be confounded with one other factor,
iv) Signal frequency and Stimulus frequency
The decision to keep stimulus frequency constant and to 
vary signal frequency and signal probability together as a 
joint factor was made on the basis of previous work. Our 
review of the determinants and vigilance showed that the 
evidence that signal frequency is a determinant was far 
clearer than the evidence that stimulus frequency is a 
determinant. This is particularly apparent in the case of 
studies on personality, table V  summarises the studies which 
have looked at the joint effect of introversion, on the one 
hand, and two or more of the three stimulus variables; stimulus
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frequency, signal frequency and signal probability, on the 
other. It will be remembered that it is not possible to 
manipulate one of these variables by itself, so each study 
is entered in at least two columns. Studies which provided 
evidence in favour of the inverted are underlined.
Part of the reason why the evidence for stimulus frequency 
and introversion as joint determinants is less clear than 
for the other stimulus variables, is that stimulus frequency 
has been less often studie However, the proportion of 
studies favouring the inverted 'U ' is clearly greater for 
signal frequency (and signal probability) than for stimulus 
frequency
It is not difficult to see why this should be so. We 
argued earlier that an increase in the frequency of. any kind 
of stimuli (whether signals or non-signals) would be likely 
to increase the rate of habituation r i.e the rate of reduction 
in novelty and hence tend to oppose any movement to the 
right along the ^X' axis of the inverted ' due to an increase 
in the frequency, per s e . Habituation is thought to occur when 
the characteristics of a stimulus match the internal 'model* 
derived from previous stimuli which the organism has encounterei 
(e.g Sokolov, 1963)^and amongst these characteristics we would 
include the spatial features of the stimulus r- e.g its size, 
intensity, duration, position etc.
However, if the internal model also includes information 
about the temporal features of the stimulus, then we would 
expect habituation to occur more rapidly to a stimulus which 
occurs regularly than to a stimulus which occurs irregularly.
It will remembered that the background, neutral stimuli in 
a vigilance task are presented at regular intervals whilst
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the signals are presented at irregular intervals. Furthermore 
even where signal frequency has been manipulated, it is rare 
for it to equal the frequency of the background, neutral 
stimuli. Thus the signals will be less frequent and more 
irregular than the background stimuli and we would expect 
both factors to retard the rate of habituation of the former 
relative to the latter. Finally, the subject is required to 
respond to the signals but not to the background stimuli, 
and it is a cardinal principle of most theories of habituatior 
of the orienting response that habituation will occur more 
slowly to 'significant' than to irrelevant stimuli.
For all these reasons we would expect habituation to be 
more relevant to the stimulus frequency factor than to the 
signal frequency factor - i.e an increase in signal frequency 
is more lively to produce a movement to the right along the 
'X ' axis of the'inverted 'U' despite any tendency for the 
rate of habituation to increase at the same . This is
especially so since the excitation associated with signals 
will include not only excitation due to the signal itself but 
also the stimulus feedback from the response the subject makes 
to it.
It is not surprising, therefore, that the effects of signs 
frequency have been more clearly in line with the inverted
<ifc»se tf'
'U ' hypothesis than^the stimulus frequency. It is for this 
reason that it was chosen to vary the former along with signa] 
probability rather than the latter.
It might be thought that this argument is inconsistent 
with our professed aim to test the inverted 'U' model at its 
weakest points. However, this applies only in cases where
the apparent failure of the model to explain the results
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in question waSî due to an inadequate analysis of the processes 
involved. This applies, for example, to the findings relating 
personality to the gradient of the reaction time/intensity 
curve.
We believe that there has been a similarly inadequate 
account■of the processes mediating 'time on task' effects and
0.1
we have tried to make good this omission. However, the equivoc^
findings with respect to this factor are probably a direct
consequency of the ambiguity inherent in the factor itself:
namely/that its effect depends on the interplay of several
opposing factors. This ambiguity cannot b e ’eradicated, it can
t*
only be minimised, for instance by choosing^manipulate signal 
frequency rather than stimulus frequency. Such a choice is 
completely consistent with the general policy which we have 
adopted throughout the present project - i.e to employ 
determinants whose influence on the subject's position on the 
'X* axis on the inverted 'U' is fairly clear so that they 
would provide a relatively unequivocal test of the general 
model. Conversely, we have deliberately excluded factors such 
as drive where we felt that they could not provide such a
clear-cut test (see page |U ). “
We have included time on task, nevertheless, because 
although it is a problematic determinant,our previous analysis 
suggests that its net effect is likely to be related in a 
systematic way to the levels of the determinants - i.e it is
most likely to produce movement to the right when the levels
of these are high.
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v) Predictions for the overall level of performance
We have argued already that signal detection measures 
can be used to analyse the results of vigilance tasks, so 
that in this respect our proposed vigilance experiment is 
equivalent to the signal detection task we employed 
earlier, since that also was concerned with the overall 
level of performance. By combining the inverted 'U' 
hypothesis and the signal detection model we generated a 
number of predictions for the probability of a hit ^  the 
probability of a false alarm ^ the discrimination index , 
the criterion and the disjunctive reaction time (see pp.
).
When considering the results of the signal detec­
tion taskj one of our main contentions was that stimulus 
intensity did not seem to be interacting with the other 
proposed determinants as the inverted 'U ' model in its 
original, most general form would predict. Stimulus 
intensity was not itself included as a factor in the 
analysis of variances  ^but we were able to make inferences 
about its effects because the signal and non-signal stimuli 
in the signal detection task differed only in intensity.
In our proposed vigilance task^ we will be attemp­
ting to replicate to a reasonable extent the general ex­
perimental set-up employed by Kishiraoto (1978). We are 
fortunate in that the latter used stimulus duration to 
define the difference between the signals in his task 
and the background  ^non-signal stimuli ^  since this pro­
vides us with the opportunity to test whether stimulus 
duration is a determinant or whether ^  like stimulus in-^
tensity, it is special in some way. We have already 
pointed out that stimulus duration is thought to act in 
an analogous fashion to stimulus intensity within the 
Russian model  ^ and workers in the West have shown 
experimentally ^ that it often acts in a similar way (e.g 
Sanford^ 197%). There is^ therefore^ a very real pos­
sibility that stimulus duration^ interpreted as measur­
ing the duration of a single stimulus rather than 'time 
on task'  ^ may also fail to interact with the other da^ 
terminants in predictable ways. We intend to put this 
to the test.
Consider figures 4 6 4 7  below.
Excitatory process
SI*
•N1
A
Levels of the determinants 
C D
Fig. 4 6  .The inverted 'U ' hypothesis 
Probability ______
Non-signal 
distribu­
tion
Criterion point 
Signal
distribution
B
Neural activity 
Fig.4 7  . The postulates of signal detection theory
7 6 8
These duplicate the diagrams which we used to generate 
our predictions for the signal detection task (see p. )
The diagram in figure 4  ( is our hypothesised inverted 
'U ' relationship between the levels of the determinants 
and the level of the 'excitatory process'. The diagram 
in figure 4*7 depicts the essential postulates of signal 
detection theory showing the probability distributions 
of 'signal' and 'noise'. As in the signal detection 
taskm we can regard the 'noise' distribution as equi­
valent to the distribution for the non-signal stimulus.
In the case of our proposed vigilance task this will be 
a background ^ neutral stimulus which differs from the 
signal in that it will be of shorter duration (in the 
signal c^etection task ^ it differed from the signal in 
that it was of lower intensity than the latter). Again 
the reader is reminded that the 'y ' axis in figure 4 (  
('excitatory process') is functionally equivalent to the 
' X ' axis of figure 4  ^  ('netrat activity').
If we assume that stimulus duration is a determi­
nant ^ points NI and SI in figure 4( can be treated as 
representing the non_signal and signal stimuli respecti­
vely when the levels of the determinants are relativelyr
low ^ and these correspond to the means of the non-signal 
and signal distributions in figure hi . Again the 
reader is cautioned that these distributions bear only a 
chance resemblance to the inverted 'U' function depicted 
in figure 46
We can generate identical predictions for the overall 
level of performance in the vigilance task as for the
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A few words of qualification must be added, however.
Firstly to our list of proposed determinants we must add 
signal frequency/probability. For convenience we will 
refer to this henceforth as signal frequency, but this 
variable is completely confounded with signal probability 
and it is possible that either one or both may be a de­
terminant.
Secondly^ as in the signal detection task, our pre­
dictions refer to the probabilities of hits and false 
alarms. In the signal detection task^ such probabilities 
are an accurate guide to the absolute numbers of hits and 
false alarms^ since the total number of signals was 
equal to the total number of non-signals. In our n r o -  
posed vigilance task, however, the total number of signals 
will be much less than the total number of non-signals.
Furthermore the ratio of the two will be different in 
*
the two signal frequency conditions.
The distributions shown in figure are probability
distributions. Furthermore^ the signal distribution has 
been shown as having the same size as the non-signal dis­
tribution^ since this representation enables us to pre­
dict what will happen to the measured criterion if the 
levels of the determinants alter. • The reason for this 
is that the formula for the measured criterion does not 
take into account differences in the a priori probabilities 
of the signals and non-signals. It is defined as the
ratio of the ^ signal and noise distributions^ and essen-
*
tially assumes that these have the same overall shape 
and size as shown in figure 4 1  .
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The measured criterion ^ therefore , provides an in­
verse index of the absolute tendency to respond only if 
the signal and non-signal probabilities are equal^ as in 
the signal detection task. Our diagram in figure 4 7 
will notp however p tell us about the absolute nuiriber of 
hits or false alarms, since in the proposed vigilance 
task the probability of a signal and of a non-signal will 
be different and will also vary from one frequency con­
dition to another. Consider^ though, figure 49below.
Fig.49 .Signal frequency and the postulates 
of signal detection theory
Non-signal • I* — Criterion
distribution i tt- u ^ High frequency
J signal distribution
Low frequency 
signal distribution
Neural activity
In this diagram the size of the non-signal distribution 
is shown as being larger than the two signal distribu­
tions representing the high and the low frequency con­
ditions. Such a diagram would enable us to make pre­
dictions regarding the absolute number of hits and false
alarms should we wish to do so. If we consider each one 
separately we would still predict an inverted 'U' 
relationship with the levels of all the determinants 
except signal frequency. The reason for this is that 
although we are proposing that signal frequency is a 
determinant , and will therefore move the signal distri-
butions along the 'x' axis of figure 41 in accordance 
with the inverted 'U* function in figure 4 ( we have 
two separate distributions for the two signal frequency 
conditions.
Let. us consider the. case in which the levels of the 
determinants were relatively low and we were therefore
r  '  »
operating on the left hand side of the inverted 'U'. An 
increase in signal frequency would raise the level of the 
'excitatory process' and therefore move the signal dis­
tributions to the right along the 'x' axis of figure 4 1 
But it would also cause a jump from the low signal fre­
quency to the high signal frequency distribution. The 
absolute number of hits would, therefore, increase for 
both these reasons.
If however the levels of the determinants were * •
relatively high, and we were operating on the right hand 
side of the inverted 'U'^ an increase in signal fre­
quency would result in a fall in the level of the 'exci­
tatory process' and, therefore, a shift to the left of 
the distributions in figure 49 . This by itself would
tend to reduce the absolute number of hits. However^ 
again we would also have to change from considering the 
low signal frequency distribution to the high signal fre­
quency distribution. Since the latter is larger than 
the former this would tend to increase the absolute num­
ber of hits and would work in opposition to the shift in 
the positions of the distributions.
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It is for this reason very difficult to predict 
»
what the effect of an increase in signal frequency upon 
the absolute number of hits will be. .-
The greater the difference between the signal fre­
quency conditions^ the greater the difference between 
the sizes of the two signal distributions. However^ 
all other things being equal, the size of the shift in 
the positions of the distributions will also be greater.
Of course, all other things may not be equal, and the 
size of this shift will also depend on which part of the 
inverted *U* one is operating upon. We have argued many 
times that there is an inevitable element of indeterminacy 
involved in the inverted 'U' function, and though we may 
often be able to predict differences in the direction of 
changes^ and sometimes differences in the size of changes^ 
exact quantitative predictions are not really possible.
For this reason^ we cannot predict with certainty what 
the effect of a change in signal frequency will have upon 
the absolute number of hits.
However, if we look back to Kishimoto's study^ we 
find that although the introverts detected a lower per­
centage of signals in the high signal frequency condi­
tion than in the low signal frequency condition, the 
absolute number of detections was greater in the former 
than in the latter. So in this case the effect of the 
size of the distributions seems to have outweighed the 
effect of their positions relative to the criterion.
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I f , therefore^ we wish to explain the fall in the 
percentage of correct detections in the introverts at 
high frequency in terms of an inverted 'U' relationship 
between the tendency to respond and the deterrriinarits it 
is the measured criterion which would be the relevant 
parameter - i.e. one would have expected a *U' shaped 
relationship between the determinants and the measured 
criterion. The absolute tendency to respond only shows 
a 'partial' interaction effect (see p.4 1 ). To make
this clearer consider figures TO a below.
E=Extr averts 
I=Intreverts
L=Low frequency 
H=High frequency
Fercenuage 
of signals 
detected
5 0
Levels of the date nants
1
r
Levels of the determinants
Tbe inverted 'U' and Kishimoto’s study : percentage of_____
sip:nals detectedÇFig;. yO) and total number detected(Fig;.)
We see that in the case of the percentage detection mea­
sure, the interaction works both ways. In other words^ 
the effect of an increase in either introversion or sig­
nal frequency is opposite at the two levels of the other 
determinant. On the other hand^ if we consider the abso­
lute or total n'urb-er of signals detected, we see that the
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interaction only works one way. The effect of an in- 
»
crease in level of introversion is opposite at the two 
signal frequencies, but the effect of an increase in 
signal frequency is to increase the total number of sig­
nals detected in both the introvert and the extravert 
groups.
In both cases the introvert group under high fre­
quency is shown as having passed the T.T.I. - i.e. the 
peak of the curve^ but clearly the degree to which it 
has surpassed this point is greater in figure S'O than 
in figure S I ,
This reflects the fact that in the case of the 
absolute measure any tendency for the signal distri­
bution in figure to move to the left along the 'x'
axis under conditions of high signal frequency will be 
mitigated by the fact that the distribution for this 
frequency level is relatively large, so the area to the 
right of the criterion point, which represents the total 
number of hits, will also be relatively large^ all other 
things being equal.
This means that the effective threshold of trans^ 
marginal inhibition will be lower for the percentage de­
tection measure than for the absolute (total) measure.
As for the discrimination index (see this by
itself does not contradict the view that transmarginal 
inhibition is a general phenomenon, since the two measures 
are qualitatively different, but it does illustrate the 
fact that the apparent or empirical threshold of trans­
marginal inhibition will depend on the index employed.
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It also shows that the indices couched in terms of pro­
babilities of detection such as the measured criterion 
are likely to be more sensitive and less ambiguous than 
indices couched in terms of the absolute number of hits 
or absolute tendency to respond.
There is a further complication^ though. When we 
considered the predictions for the signal detection task, 
we pointed out that with the exception of the discrimina­
tion index, they could be generated either by assuming 
that the position of the actual criterion on a dimension 
of neural activity (i.e. the 'x' axis in figure 44) 
altered, or that the absolute positions of the distribu­
tions on this dimension altered. We chose to adopt the 
latter view because we were able to explain such altera­
tions solely in terms of changes in the level of the 
^excitatory process', without the need to introduce any 
extra postulates regarding the effect of the determinants 
on the actual criterion. We also pointed out that this 
choice did not matter in operational terms^ because the 
effects on the measured criterion would be the same 
whether it was the actual criterion or the distributions 
that moved.
However, we are now considering the hypothesis that 
signal frequency is a determinant, and it is at this 
point that the inability to disentangle signal frequency 
from signal probability effects becomes important. The 
reason for this is that signal detection theory predicts 
that as signal probability increases^ the value of the 
measured criterion will decrease, and this has been cor-
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roborated experimentally (see Green and Swets 1974).
» '
Whether this is due to a shift to the right of signal and 
noise distributions, or to a shift to the left of the 
actual criterion in figure is a matter for specu­
lation^ since.the distributions and the criterion are 
hypothe fc îCa I.
But if it is due to a shift to the left of the actual 
criterion, then this effect would be superimposed upon 
any changes in the positions of the distributions due 
to the effect of signal frequency/probability on the 
'excitatory process'.
What we are suggesting here is that, unlike the 
signal detection task , alterations in the position of the 
actual criterion and the distributions are no longer 
entirely equivalent interpretations. It is possible 
that both may occur when we are considering signal 
frequency/probability.
This might have been the case even in the signal 
detection task , but we had no reason to suppose so, since 
signal detection theory has nothing to say about the 
relationship between the proposed determinants and the 
criterion. It is^ however^ quite explicit about the 
effect of signal probability. We will not go into the 
details of the prediction here (see Green and Swets^ o p . 
cit.), but we can summarise the matter by saying that 
signal detection theory argues that the subject behaves 
like an 'ideal observer' - i.e. one who tries to maximise 
certain 'values' associated with responding correctly^ 
and to minimise certain tests' associated with responding
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incorrectly. On this basis it can be shown that if an 
»
increase in signal probability occurs, an ideal observer 
will lower his criterion.
Furthermore , the author knows of no studies in the 
signal detection literature which show that at very 
high signal probabilities a r i s e ,in the criterion occurs. 
However, if we assume that signal probability is a deter­
minant, this is what we might predict. Kishimoto's
<K
results could be explained by just such,^'U* shaped rela­
tionship between the criterion and the determinants^ but 
it will be remembered that he manipulated the joint ef­
fect of introversion and signal frequency/probability. 
This illustrates the fact that curvilinear relationships 
of the kind we are considering here are more likely to be 
revealed by two factors acting together rather than by 
considering SGveral levels of a single factor.
It is possible, therefore, that the lowering of the 
actual criterion at the high signal frequency/probability 
in Kishimoto's study is outweighed by the effect of the 
movement to the left of the signal distribution in 
figure . This movement would be explicable if we
assumed that signal frequency and/or signal probability 
is a determinant. If signal probability is a determin­
ant, the above analysis illustrates the fact that the 
effect of a given determinant operating within the frame­
work of the inverted 'U*^ may be modified by its effect 
on some other factor. We saw an example of this in the 
taste experiment, when we suggested that the effect of 
neuroticisra on salivation in its capacity as a determin-
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ant, might be moderated by the influence of the neuro- 
ticism on. salivation via the autonomic nervous system 
(see pp. 3f(-8 ). In the present instance, the effect
of signal probability on the measured criterion (and the 
percentage of correct detections), in its capacity as a 
determinant, may be moderated by its effect on the actual 
criterion, in accordance with signal detection theory 
postulates.
Even if it is signal frequency and not signal pro­
bability that is the determinant, one would expect the 
latter to influence the effect of the former because in 
Kishimoto's study (and in our proposed vigilance task) the 
two are completely confounded. Since an interaction is 
nevertheless, obtained in Kishimoto's experiment, it is 
possible that the effect of signal probability on the 
actual criterion has not been sufficiently great to out­
weigh the operation of the inverted 'U*. However^ 
Kishimoto did not employ any signal detection measures, 
so it is difficult to clarify any of these ideas^ a state 
of affairs we hope to remedy.
Furthermore, we must take into account the possible 
effect of signal probability on the actual criterion when 
making our predictions for our proposed task.
Fortunately this is not difficult to do. In the 
case of all of the measures except the discrimination 
index, the effect of a decrease in the actual criterion 
at the high signal frequency/probability would be simply 
to delay the appearance of transmarginal inhibition 
effects. For instance if the signal distribution be-
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gan to move to the left in Fig,If*|at the high frequency, this 
might be expected to reduce the probability of a hit. However, 
if the lowering of the actual criterion( i.e. a shift to the 
left) was sufficiently great, such an effect might not appear, 
and one might still get an increase in the probability of ahit 
It should be no^ ed , though, that this would only apply 
to the signal frequ ncy/ probability factor- i.e. to compar­
isons made bstaeen the t’v'o frequency/probability conditions. I' 
is possible thatthe other determinants may affect th- position 
of the actual criterion as well as the positions of the 
distributions, but ..e have no reason to suppose that this is 
so at present, and we wnd 1 , t].er-iore, make the simplifying 
--SU oy, ;.t thi = Is ^ t - e  css-.
In rh^ ca-e of -.h-c discrimination index, the satu.ation 
is -ven simpler, since signal detection theory , by itself, 
dc-s not predict any change in this measure as signal 
probability is altered.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN- VIGILANCE : THE DESIGN
AND EXECUTION OF A STUDY
7 8 2
(. ISSUES IN THE DESIGN OF THE STUDY
We must now consider certain methodological issues 
associated with the design of our vigilance task.
;) PRETASK TRAINING'
The first.of these relates to the nature of the pre­
task training which the subject receives. We have already 
pointed out that in a number of studies the decline in 
the probability of detection of a signal with time on task 
was associated not with a decline in 'd' (i.e. the degree
of discriminability of the signals) but with an increase 
in the subject's criterion. As Williges (1969) has pointed 
out,'the increase in the criterion may represent a move 
towards a level of responding which maximises 'expected 
value'. We have seen that signal detection theory predicts 
that the criterion depends to a large extent on the subject's 
assessment of the relative probability of signals and non­
signals. If the relative probability of a signal is high 
then it 'pays' the subject to adopt a relatively low 
criterion, whereas if it is low it pays the subject to adopt 
a relatively high criterion. If the subject is acting as 
an 'ideal observer' - i.e. in accordance with the predic­
tions of signal detection theory - then he should adjust 
his criterion should it seem to him that the relative pro­
bability of a signal and a non-signal has altered.
Vickers et al (1977) have reviewed a number of studies 
which have shown that the criterion increased during a 
vigilance session which followed a training or practice
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period in which the probability of a signal (relative to 
that or a non-signal) was greater than the probability of 
the signal during the test session itself. Conversely, 
when the probability of a signal was lower in the practice 
period than in the following test session, the criterion 
fell during the course of the latter (e.g. Colquhoun and 
Baddeley, 1967). This indicates that changes in the cri­
terion during the test session may have occurred as a 
result of a discrepancy between the probability of a signal 
in the practice and test periods.
Further support for this idea has come from the 
finding that where the relative probability of a signal 
is fairly high, no significant decline in the number of 
hits occurs during the session so long as there is no 
discrepancy oetween the probability of a signal in the 
practice and test sessions (Baddeley and Colquhoun, 1969). 
These findings all suggest that the vigilance decrement 
in the number of hits could be due to the fact that in most 
vigilance tasks the probability of a signal is greater in 
the practice than in the test periods. It therefore 'pays' 
the subject to raise his criterion during the test session 
to adjust to the altered signal probability.
There are, however, problems with this v i e w , a s  
Vickers et al have pointed out. Firstly, Baddeley and 
Colquhoun (1969) found that at relatively low signal pro­
babilities a vigilance decrement, in terms of the number 
of hits, occurred even if there was no discrepancy between 
the signal probability in the practice and test periods.
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Clearly,*therefore, factors other than adjustment of the • 
subject's criterion to the current signal,probability may 
be affecting performance. Lilliges (op. cit.) has shown 
that if subjects are given misleading instructions which 
lead them to expect a signal probability of 0.5 in the 
test session, they do not in fact adjust their criterion 
during the course of the session so as to bring it in line 
with the actual signal probability. Instead, they adopt 
a criterion which produces a hit rate which is implied 
by the signal probability they had been led to e x p e c t  
(i.e. 0.5).
In an attempt to elucidate the source of this dis­
crepancy, Vickers et al (1977) conducted an experiment in 
which the signal probability, relative to that of a non­
signal, was gradually reduced during the course of the 
session according to a predetermined schedule, which was 
not known to the subjects. They found that although the 
number of hits, and false alarms did decline during the test, 
the course of the decline did not follow the course of the 
decline in the actual signal probability at any one time, 
but the cumulative signal probability. In other words, 
subjects were carrying out a continual averaging process 
in which they were calculating a measure of the mean signal 
probability up to that moment in time.
The authors have developed a complex theoretical 
model to try to incorporate their findings and those of 
previous workers into a single framework. We will not 
descrioe it in detail here, but simply summarise their 
main conclusion which is that the underlying general
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process Which is involved in tasks of this kind is not 
an attempt by the subject to adjust his level of responding 
to the actual or cumulative signal probability, but rather 
to minimise the discrepancy between his actual level of 
responding at any one moment in time and his cumulative 
level of responding, whether in the form of a hit or a 
false alarm. The actual and cumulative levels of signal 
probability are important in as much as they help to deter­
mine the actual and cumulative levels of responding.
We can illustrate this by reference to the situation 
in which the probability of a signal is greater in the 
practice period than in the test period, resulting in a 
rise in the subject's criterion during the course of the 
latter. Vickers et al's explanation of this phenomenon is 
that the transition from the practice period results in an 
initial very sharp discrepancy between the subject's actual 
level of responding, which is low due to the relatively low 
signal probability in the test period, and his cumulative 
level of responding, which is high due to the relatively 
high signal probability in the practice period. The sub­
ject attempts to minimise this discrepancy by lowering his 
criterion very sharply at the beginning of the test session 
in order to raise the level of responding back towards the 
cumulative level of responding. The subsequent rise in 
the criterion during the course of the remainder of the 
session is interpreted as a gradual process of recovery as 
the situation appears to stabilise.
According to Vickers et al. the initial fall in the 
criterion is too rapid to be detected in an ordinary
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vigilanc^ task and can only be revealed if the fall in 
signal probability occurs gradually, as in their experi­
ment, rather than abruptly, as in the transition from 
the practice to test period of a traditional vigilance 
task. If the theory is correct, we have a highly complex 
cognitive mechanism which comes into operation in situa­
tions where changes in signal probability induce discrep­
ancies between the subject's actual and cumulative level 
of responding.
In addition to being able to account for a number 
of disparate findings (see Vickers et al for a detailed 
account) this theory is intuitively reasonable. The pre­
vious explanation for the adjustment of the subject's 
criterion in accordance with his subjective assessment of 
changes in the signal probability ignored the obvious fact 
that where no feedback is given to the subject during the 
test session, as is normally the case, his assessment of 
signal probability is based on his own level of responding.
In other words, since he does not know whether he is right 
or wrong it is not unlikely that he assumes that every 
response he makes is made to a signal, and it is not sur­
prising, therefore, that his own level of responding is 
the primary factor.
It is reasonable to propose on the basis of the pre­
ceding account that the discrepancy between a subject's 
actual and cumulative level of responding may produce changes 
in his criterion level which can account for the vigilance 
decrement in experiments where a change in the signal
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probability occurs. What is crucial from the point of 
view of the present thesis is that though such a change 
in the signal probability may set in motion a train of 
events which lead to a change in the criterion and hence 
a change in the hit rate, it is not the only relevant 
factor.
Vickers _et al also showed that the rate at which 
the subject's response rate gradually adjusted as the 
signal probability decreased varied widely from subject 
to subject. Furthermore, the rate of adjustment was sig­
nificantly and positively correlated with the level of 
extraversion of the subjects (no mention of neuroticism 
is made). In other words, extroverts adjusted to the 
change in signal probability faster than introverts. The 
authors suggest a number of possible reasons for this.
For example, introverts may tolerate a larger discrepancy 
between actual and cumulative measures. Alternatively, 
they may make smaller corrective adjustments, or perhaps 
base their estimates of the probability at a given moment 
in time ('total probability') on a larger number of trials, 
so that they are confronted with a smaller discrepancy 
between this value and the cumulative probability.
Whatever the reason, the finding itself has important 
implications for the present considerations since, as the 
authors themselves point out, it could explain the fact 
that the vigilance decrement in hit rate has been shown 
in a number of studies to be greater in extroverts than 
in introverts (e.g. Bakan .et al_1963) .
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Th^ finding that extr&verts adapt to a change in 
signal probability more quickly than introverts is an 
interesting and important one. It is, however, difficult 
to incorporate directly into the other theoretical frame­
work that we have been considering - for example, the 
hypothesis of an inverted 'U ' relationship between the 
determinants and performance. Any attemipt, therefore, to 
test such a hypothesis in the context of vigilance and 
personality should attempt to preclude the possibility 
that for any given subject the probability of a signal 
occurring would change during the experimental period.
It has been seen already that using the same signal 
probability in training and test periods prevents a signi­
ficant vigilance decrement from occurring, at least at 
high signal probabilities (Baddeley andColquhoun 1969). 
Vickers et al have also pointed out that the fact that a 
vigilance decrement was found in the same studies where 
the signal probability was low, despite the fact that it 
was the same in both the practice and test periods, can 
be explained by the use of an initial pre-practice period 
during which the signal probability was higher than during 
the later test period. Since Vickers et al.showed that 
it was cumulative and not actual probability that is the 
relevant factor, changes in the subject's criterion during 
the test period as a result of their having undergone the 
pre-practice period could still be expected. Furthermore, 
the authors show that their model can predict the fact 
that this affects the low probability condition more than
$
the high probability condition.
The need to consider cumulative rather than actual 
probability can also explain why a more recent attempt to 
eliminate the vigilance decrement by training subjects on 
the same probability as they would encounter in the test 
period, was only partially successful (Craig, 1973). The 
aim of this study was to test the idea that vigilance 
decrement is due to a discrepancy between the initial 
level of responding of the subjects and the actual signal 
probability. Half of the subjects were informed of the 
signal probability in the test period prior to the corrunen- 
cement of the latter, the other half were not.
As predicted, the degree to which subjects responded 
more frequently (in terms of the total number of responses -
i.e. hits plus false alarms) at the beginning of the task 
than the actual signal probability would warrant, was lower 
in the informed than in the uninformed group. Further­
more, the informed subjects showed much less of a vigilance 
decrement than the non-informed subjects.
The fact that the informed subjects tended to over­
respond at all at the start of the test is explicable 
since at the beginning of the experimental period both 
groups underwent an introductory task in which the subject 
was required to respond and in which the probability of 
a signal was higher than in the later test period.
Despite the fact that the introductory task was follo­
wed by a practice period in which the signal probability was 
the same as in the test period, and despite the fact that 
the informed subjects were told this, Vickers et al's
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theory wotld predict that the initial rate of responding 
would be higher than the actual signal probability. This 
is because the introductory task would have influenced the 
subject's cumulative level of responding, and the informa­
tion provided to the informed subjects was able to mitigate 
but not completely eradicate the effects of this.
The general conclusion that can be drawn from the 
preceding analysis is that the procedures which the subject 
undergoes prior to the actual test period are crucial to 
the subject's performance in the latter and must be care­
fully controlled.
This is, therefore, one of the main tasks facing the 
present author in designing a study to clarify the relation­
ship between vigilance performance and the various deter­
minants. In other words, we must try to minimise the 
possibility that the results could be due to within-subject 
changes in situational variables - for example, signal 
probability interacting with other variables such as per­
sonality to produce within-subject changes in performance 
due to the kind of cognitive adaptive process outlined by 
Vickers ,et a l .
We say 'minimised' because if Vickers et al are
tht
correct in their contention that it is^discrepancy between 
the actual and cumulative levels of responding that brings 
the adaptive mechanism into operation, then one cannot hope 
to eradicate the possible influence of such a mechanism in 
an ordinary vigilance task. This is because even if one 
controlled within-subject changes in signal probability, 
changes in the subject's level of responding could easily
koccur for other reasons. In fact it is precisely such 
changes and their relationship to the determinants that 
would be the subject of investigation.
Thus we are faced with the problem that the very 
alterations in subject performance which could help to 
elucidate the relationships under consideration could also 
bring into operation a mechanism the action of which would 
be such as to counteract these changes. This is inevita­
ble since the model that Vickers et al are proposing is a 
negative-feedback system: the subject is hypothesised to 
be trying to maintain a steady level of responding.
We can hope to control the effect of extraneous 
irrelevant variables (e.g. within subject changes in sig­
nal probability) on this level of responding, but the effects 
of relevant variables on the latter will immediately ini­
tiate a series of adaptive mechanisms to compensate for 
the change, since this is the fundamental process in nega­
tive feedback. This would be damaging since it would 
reduce the chance of showing the effects of relevant vari­
ables on levels of responding (though it would not eliminate 
the effect of the variables completely, since a change in 
the output of the adaptive negative feedback system would 
not occur or persist unless there were a discrepancy between 
the cumulative and actual level of responding).
A reduction in the sensitivity of the experiment 
would not be the only problem. If the gain of the adaptive 
system - i.e. the degree to which adaptation occurs as a 
result of a given discrepancy - is itself related to one 
of the relevant variables, as has been shown to be the case
 :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ = 1 È Z _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
for introversion/extraversion, then this would have the ' 
effect of either enhancing or diminishing the effect of the 
relevant variable, depending on the direction of its influ­
ence on the level of responding. For example, i f  even in 
the absence of a within-subject change in signal probabi­
lity, extroverts had a greater tendency to show a decline 
in hit rate than introverts, this difference between the 
two groups would be partially mitigated by the fact that 
.txtrcLverts show greater adaptation than introverts.
This may seem paradoxical in view of the earlier 
argument that the greater decline in hit rate found amongst 
extroverts in some studies was also due to their more 
sensitive adaptive mechanism. But it will be remembered 
that Vickers et a l 's explanation for such a decline in 
hit rate was that it was not the direct result of the adap­
tation itself, but a rebound effect due to gradual recovery 
of the criterion following an initial sharp fall at the start 
of the test period. In this situation the adaptation 
precedes the decline in hit rate and the extent of decline 
(i.e. the extent of rebound) is positively related to the 
degree of adaptation. In the situation which we are en­
visaging, in which the adaptation mechanism would mask the 
difference between introverts and extroverts, the adaptation 
would be an effect rather than a cause of the decline in 
hit rate, and it would act in opposition to it, especially 
in the case of the extroverts.
The only way round this problem would be to ensure 
that the subject's level of responding did not change.
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There aré vigilance experiments in which the level of a 
given factor - e.g. the degree of discriminability of the 
signal from the non-signal - is made contingent on the 
subject's responses. If the subject's performance falls,
the signal is made easier to detect, for example, and con­
versely, if the subject's performance improves. The aim of 
this is to keep the subject's level of responding reasonably
steady, and changes in the subject's sensitivity are indexed
tJie
by the changes in^level of the signal discriminability that 
are necessary to compensate for these changes.
Results using such methods (e.g. Wiener 1973) have 
been shown to produce similar findings to those of more 
conventional vigilance tasks. However, the technique requires 
the ability to automatically control factors such as stimu­
lus discriminability on a moment to moment basis as deter­
mined by the subject's response, and the necessary equip­
ment and technical expertise were not available to the present 
author. It is suggested that this would be a promising 
avenue of research for other workers.
We are, therefore, left with the less than ideal 
alternative of ensuring that changes in level of responding 
do not occur as a result of extraneous variables such as 
within-subject changes in signal probability. The situation 
is not as bad as it sounds since the effect of the adaptive 
mechanism on the interaction between time on task and a 
variable such as introversion would be simply to enhance 
or reduce an effect which already existed. Furthermore, 
it will be remembered that the important thing as far as 
the adaptive mechanism is concerned is the total level of
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responding (i.e. hits plus false alarms) as reflected in 
the criterion measure. Changes in the discrimination ' 
ability of the subject influence the ratios of hits to 
false alarms and could take place in the absence of changes 
in the criterion and the subject's overall level of res­
ponding. This point illustrates the importance of using 
signal detection indices in vigilance tasks, since although 
the discrimination measure and the criterion are independ­
ent of each other, the hit rate (which is the usual measure 
employed) is a function of both.
There is another reason why it is desirable to have
a pretask period in which the signal probability is the same
as in the subsequent test session. We suggested earlier
It
that 'subjective probability' may be exterminant (see p. 738) 
We showed how the foreperiod of a simple reaction time task 
might be used to manipulate this factor since the objective 
probability of a signal alters during the course of the 
latter. If we wish our vigilance task to investigate the 
effect of subjective probability by altering the objective 
probability, we must ensure that the former accurately 
reflects the latter. In other words we must ensure that 
subjects develop accurate expectancies of the probability 
of a signal before the test session begins. Our proposed 
pre-test period clearly would be one way to meet this 
requirement.
There is one problem, however, which remains. If 
the pre-test session trains the subjects on the signal 
probability which they are due to experience in the subse­
quent test, subjects in the different frequency/probability
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conditioni will have encountered a different number of 
signals prior to the start of the latter. Furthermore, 
since it is intended to inform the subjects as to which 
of the pre-test stimuli are signals and which are not, this 
might induce differential learning effects in the two condi­
tions prior to the test and this might even interact with 
some of the.other variables employed - e.g. personality.
Previous workers have attempted to get round this 
problem by 'compromising' between the need to generate accu­
rate expectancies in the different signal probability 
conditions, and the need to ensure that the total number 
of signals presented prior to the test session is the same 
in these conditions to prevent differential learning of 
signal characteristics. Kishimoto (1978), for example, 
trained all his subjects at a signal frequency/probability 
which was midway between those corresponding to those 
presented during the main test in the two frequency/proba­
bility conditions. However, such a compromise was not 
really very satisfactory since it meant that subjects in 
the high frequency/probability condition were trained at a 
level below that which they encountered in the test period, 
whereas the reverse was true for subjects in the low 
frequency/probability condition. The results for this 
study which relate to changes with time on task are, there­
fore, suspect and the same applies to most other work in 
this area.
One way round this problem is suggested by a study 
by McFarland and Halcomb (1970). This showed that if
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subjects were asked to sit and listen to auditory stimuli 
whose frequency was the same as that of visual signals in 
a subsequent vigilance task, the auditory stimuli could 
influence behaviour on this task in a manner that was con­
sistent with the view that they helped to shape the sub­
jects's expectancies of the frequency of the visual signals.
Furthermore, this was true even though the subjects were 
not told that the frequency of the auditory stimuli had any 
relationship to the frequency of these signals.
It is not, therefore, unreasonable to suggest that 
we could generate accurate expectancies in our vigilance 
task (which like that of Kishimoto will be a visual one) 
by simply presenting subjects in the pre-test period with 
auditory stimuli at the same frequency as the visual signals 
in the subsequent vigilance task. If in addition subjects 
were actually informed of this congruence, we would expect 
them to have developed fairly accurate assessments of 
objective signal probability by the start of the vigilance 
test.
This procedure has a number of advantages. Firstly, 
since the auditory stimuli would bear no reSemiC.a«.tfe t© 
the visual signals, other than in terms of temporal frequency, 
the pre-task period could not induce differential learning 
of signal characteristics between the two frequency condi­
tions. Secondly, if the subjects were not actually asked 
to respond to any of these stimuli the pre-task period 
would not induce any differential values of cumulative res­
ponding between these conditions, either. The same cannot 
be said of other studies in this area, such as that of
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Kishimoto, in which the subjects were actually asked to 
respond to the pre-test signals in the same way as they 
would in the subsequent test period.
It is true that all subjects would have undergone the 
signal detection task before the vigilance task so the dis­
crepancy between the total cumulative responses made prior 
to the latter and the level of responding during the vigi­
lance task itself would be different at the two frequency 
conditions. However, the two tasks would be separated by 
several months, and would be of different kinds. It is 
possible that despite this fact, despite instructions to 
the subjects to treat the two tasks as being entirely dis­
tinct, and despite the pre-test period some degree of gene­
ralisation might occur. If so, however, the problem could 
not be entirely circumvented by using completely fresh sub- . 
jects since they too might be influenced by their activities 
during the preceding months (or even years if we wish to 
employ a reductio ad absurdum argument), which might include, 
for example, psychological experiments carried out for other 
researches in the author's university. In any case, we have 
enumerated elsewhere other reasons why the use of fresh 
subjects for each set of experiments is undesirable in the 
present project.
7P«
THg CHOICE OF SIGNAL FREQUENCIES
One other methodological issue that we must consider 
is which values of signal frequency to employ in our study.
It will be remembered that the study which has shown the 
clearest evidence for a predictable interaction between 
personality and'signal frequency/probability is that of 
Kishimoto (1978), and for this reason we have decided to 
try to replicate to a reasonable extent the general experi­
mental set up employed by the latter. However, in Kishi­
moto' s study, although the interaction of signal frequency 
and introversion was significant there were no differences 
between introverts and extroverts in the effect of time on 
task at either frequency and no sigr^ficant interaction between 
introversion, frequency and time on task. There was also 
no significant difference between introverts and extroverts 
at the low frequency, or between the two frequencies amongst 
introverts. It is possible that such effects might appear 
with a more judicious choice of signal frequencies.
We have already argued, though, that where an inverted 
'U ' is thought to be relevant and where the subject's posi­
tion on the 'X ' axis is dependant on the conjoint action of 
a large number of factors, it is very difficult to decide 
what particular operational values of a given factor are 
likely to produce a given effect. In this situation it was 
decided that the best approach would be to look at those 
studies which have shown clear evidence of a difference in 
the level of performance between introverts and extroverts
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(eiti.erin -terms of the overall level of performance or in 
terms of resistance to a decline with time on task) and to 
use these as a guide to the signal frequencies to employ.
Not all of these studies provided the necessary details, 
but from those which did (or on the basis of personal 
communications from the authors) an average value of signal 
frequency was calculated and this was used as a rough guide 
to the frequency level to be employed in one of the two 
planned conditions.
When we look for studies which have shown clear evi­
dence of a superiority of extroverts over introverts in 
vigilance we have a problem since there is only one: 
Kishimoto (1978) at high frequency. However, it will be 
remembered that two studies have shown clear evidence of 
superiority of extroverts over introverts in simple reaction 
time tasks: Buckalew (1973) and our own simple auditory 
reaction time task (see pp. . There are of course
many differences between simple reaction time tasks and 
vigilance tasks, but one possible reason why the proportion 
of studies which have shown evidence for extroyert superio­
rity is greater in the former than the latter type of task, 
is that simple reaction time tasks generally employ higher 
signal frequencies than vigilance tasks and also the signal 
probability (i.e. 1.0) is much higher. Furthermore, Lisper 
et al (1977) have argued that it ought to be possible to 
develop a joint theory to explain performance in simple 
reaction time and vigilance tasks.
For these reasons the two reaction time studies men­
tioned above plus the high signal frequency condition in
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Kishimoto»'s study were used to calculate an average signal 
frequency at which we hoped the chances of producing a 
significant superiority in the extroverts might be maximised. 
This average value was then used as a guide to the nuirber 
of signals per unit time to employ in our second signal 
frequency condition.
It could be objected that this procedure is inconsis­
tent with our earlier contention that comparisons across 
studies are less satisfactory than comparisons within studies 
However, we are not here using cross-study comparisons to 
help us to decide which factors to employ; that choice has 
already been made. We are simply using them to help us to 
decide which particular frequencies to employ in the absence 
of acceptable values from individual studies such as that 
of Kishimoto. Furthermore, our objections to cross-study 
comparisons were based on the fact that the number of extra­
neous variables which differ from one study to another is 
very large. However, we might expect the effect of such 
variables to cancel each other out in the averaging process 
described above. This is less likely to be true at the 
high frequency since only three studies were involved, but 
to have chosen our signal frequencies completely without 
regard to the findings of other workers would have been very 
arbitrary.
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2. METHOD
------- k
i) Subjects
Of the original 36 subjects who had taken part in the 
taste experiment ^  31 were still available to take part in 
the vigilance task. We have seen that one 'stable intro­
vert' had left the university prior to the start of the 
reaction time/signal detection task. A second one left 
prior to the start of the vigilance experiment, leaving 
a total of seven subjects in this quadrant. During the 
course of the vigilance task one of these seven failed 
to turn up for the second session so he was eliminated 
leaving six 'original' subjects for whom results were 
available.
All of the original nine 'neurotic introverts' took 
part in the vigilance task but one was eliminated be­
cause of equipment failure during the experimental session 
and another asked for the experiment to be terminated in 
the middle of the first session.
This left seven 'original subjects' for whom results 
were available.
Of the original nine 'stable extroverts'  ^ eight par­
ticipated (one had left college). Of these, one failed 
to show up for the second session and was^ therefore, eli­
minated, leaving a total of seven 'original' subjects for 
whom data were available.
Of the original nine 'neurotic extroverts'^ seven 
participated in the vigilance task (two left the college 
prior to the start of the latter) .
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We will see that a balanced design required eight
;
subjects in each personality quadrant. The experimenter 
had foreseen the possibility that some subjects might 
drop out prior to the start of the vigilance task and that 
the extra subject per quadrant in the taste experiment 
might not be enough to make up for this. As a precau­
tion therefore he had recruited some extra subjects to 
take part in the simple visual reaction time/signal detec­
tion task at the same time as the original subjects were 
tested on the latter.
Nearly all of these extra subjects had provided 
E.P.I. scores at the time of the taste experiment but 
had not been tested on the latter for one reason or 
another. Which of them took part in the reaction time/ 
signal detection task depended partly on their availa­
bility and partly on the need to choose a few subjects 
from each quadrant.
To meet this latter need it was also necessary to 
include two subjects (one 'stable introvert' and one 
'neurotic extrovert') who had not provided E.P.I. scores 
at the time of the taste experiment but who became avail­
able on the occasion of the reaction time/signal detection 
task (at which time their E.P.I. scores were obtained).
All of these extra subjects were informed that they might 
be asked to take part in a further experiment (i.e. the 
vigilance task) at a later date.
Of those extra subjects who were available at the 
time of the vigilance experiment^ two 'stable introverts'
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and one subject from each of the other three personality 
quadrants were chosen at random to make up the shortfall 
and to bring the total number of subjects in each quadrant 
up to the required eight.
All of the extra subjects were recruited on the basis 
of the same criteria as the original subjects had been 
(i.e. all were male^ none were on drugs etc.; see pp. 
24S-(0). Furthermore^ all took part in the reaction 
time/signal detection task as well as the vigilance task 
so that not only were values of the gradient of the 
reaction time/intensity curve available for them all but 
their experimental experience prior to the vigilance 
task was more comparable to that of the original subjects 
than it would have been had they only completed the vigi­
lance experiment.
It is true that they did not take part in the taste 
experiment and their familiarity with the experimenter 
within an experimental situation^ per se was less than 
that of the original subjects at the time they partici­
pated in the other two tasks (also in two cases the E.P.I. 
scores were obtained at a somewhat later date than for 
the original subjects). However^ as already stated^ 
most of them were originally contacted at the time of 
the taste experiment and the experimenter maintained his 
acquaintance with them from this period onwards^ so they 
knew him reasonably well by the time of the reaction time/ 
signal detection task.
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Also^ of the three experiments the last two bear 
the greatest similarity to each other so that if any 
direct generalisation or 'carry over' regarding the task 
itself occurred^ it is likely that it would have taken 
place between these two to a much greater extent than 
between the taste experiment, on the one hand, and the 
last two experiments^ on the other. Such carry over in 
any case^ is likely to have been considerably reduced by 
the fairly lengthy period separating the various sets of 
experiments.
Furthermore^ the number of extra subjects that it 
was necessary to include in the vigilance task was fairly 
small compared to the total sample size. Moreover it 
affected all of the personality quadrants and not just 
one or two (though the 'stable introvert' quadrant had 
two extra subjects whereas the others only had one)^ and 
it is of course, comparisons between the various quad­
rants that are the important thing.
It is probable, therefore, that the inclusion of 
these extra subjects did not exert any major distorting 
effect on the results. It was considered that any 
slight bias that did persist was preferable to the much 
greater bias that would have resulted from an unbalanced 
design.
ii) D esign
The design was in some ways very similar to that of 
the reaction time/signal detection task except that the 
extra factor of signal frequency was included.
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Each subject completed two sessions separated by 
 ^ » >
exactly oné week. Each session was divided into a 
pre-task period and a task period. During the first • 
part of the pre-task period subjects were presented with 
auditory stimuli at random intervals, but at an average 
frequency which was the same as the average frequency of 
the signals they were to receive in the task period.
During the second (and much shorter) part of the pre­
task period subjects were given alternate presentations 
of the signal and the non-signal stimuli which they were 
to receive during the task period, with prior knowledge 
of which of the two categories each stimulus belonged to.
The task period - i.e. the vigilance task itself - 
lasted for forty minutes. It was divided into four 
ten-minute blocks and JLn each block 200 stimuli were pre­
sented. In the low frequency condition seven of these 
stimuli were signals» in the high frequency condition 
twenty-nine of them were signals. These values, therefore, 
determined what the average .intersignal interval was to 
be for each frequency condition within each time block.
The actual intersignal intervals were chosen randomly 
except that they were arranged symmetrically about the 
average value. The order of the intervals within each 
time block was determined randomly and was different for 
the two experimental sessions to preclude the possibility 
that subjects might be helped in the second session by 
memory of the pattern of the signals in the first session.
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The only exception to this was the position of the 
»
first signal in the first time block which was the same 
for each session, since Baddeley and Colquhoun (1964) 
have argued that the position of the first signal in a 
vigilance task can sometimes be important in determining 
later vigilance performance, presumably due to the de­
velopment of some-form of expectancy. The objection 
that this concordance between sessions might have helped 
some subjects more than others due to differential for­
getting between the two sessions does not apply since 
pilot experiments showed that subjects almost invariably 
detected the first signal in each session.
Davies and Tune (1970) have reviewed evidence that 
the temporal structure of the presentation of signals may 
be an important determinant of vigilance performance ^ so 
the pattern of intersignal intervals was the same for all 
subjects within each frequency condition. These patterns 
are given in^ppendix C.
Subjects were not told that the test period was 
divided into time blocks.
Between the pre-task period and the beginning of 
the task itself subjects were administered the Spielberger 
inventory of trait anxiety (which was also used in the 
taste experiment, see p. ) and a modified version of 
Thayer's adjective checklist developed recently by Mackay 
et al. (1978) - see below.
The subject's deep core body temperature was- also 
measured.
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The two inventories were again administered after 
the end of the vigilance task^ at which time the subject's 
body temperature was remeasured.
One of the two experimental sessions was carried 
out under 'quiet* conditions (55dB white noise to mask
r
extaneous sounds) 'and the other under 'noise' conditions 
(90dB white noise).
The factors introversion, neuroticism, time of day 
and frequency each had two levels and were crossed to 
produce sixteen cells with two subjects in each cell.
One subject in each cell performed under 'quiet' in the 
first session (Group 1) and the other under 'noise' in 
the first session (Group 2). Within each personality 
quadrant^ separately^ subjects were assigned at random 
to the frequency and the group conditions unless a parti­
cular combination was already full.
The assignment of subjects to the time of day con­
dition was not random. This is because it has been 
shown in a number of studies (including some within the 
present project) that the effects of some of the deter­
minants may be different at different times of the day.
For this reason^ as far as possible^ subjects were tested 
at exactly the same time of day as they were tested during 
the reaction time/signal detection task. This was to 
maximise the likelihood that the index of the gradient of 
the reaction time/intensity curve derived from the latter 
would show the predicted relationships with the measures 
derived from the vigilance task.
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iii) Materials
The same control and experimental rooms that were 
employed in the reaction time/signal detection task were 
used (see p. 5*43). The shutters were, however, closed 
over the exposure panel between the two rooms, and the 
stimuli were produced by a small neon bulb mounted on the 
wall opposite the subject's chair at eye level.
As before,the subject sat at a table in the'experi-
?
mental room on which a morse key was placed^ but there 
was no tactile warning signal this time. Again^the two 
rooms were connected by intercom.
The neon bulb flashed on and off at regular inter­
vals with an overall cycle time of three seconds (the 
same as that employed by Kishimoto (1978)). The signals 
consisted of flashes of 0.75 seconds duration^ whilst the 
non-signals were of 0.5 seconds duration. The latter 
value was the same as in Kishimoto's study but the value 
of 0.75 for the signal is slightly shorter than the 0.8 
seconds duration employed by Kishimoto. This is because 
pilot experiments showed that the 0.75 second duration 
produced a better spread of performance across individuals 
and also an average level of detectibility that was more 
comparable to that in Kishimoto's study.
The latter study was not carried out in darkness^ 
and for this reason^and also because it was intended to 
administer paper and pencil tests^ the present study was 
also carried out with the,light in the experimental room 
kept on. This provided an ambient illumination of 4^0 
lux which was checked regularly.
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The experimenter himself presented the signals (i.e. 
increased the duration of the neon bulb flash) by pressing 
a switch on a relay in the control room. This was done 
at predetermined times measured by a digital clock on the 
experimenter's table. The overall time sequence was 
howeverp controlled electronically^ and reaction times to 
signals were measured by standard apparatus. For techni­
cal reasons it was not possible to measure reaction times 
to non-signals (i.e. reaction time associated with false 
alarms) .
White noise was produced by playing a standard broad 
band white noise tape to the subject binaurally over ear­
phones.
Measures of subjective state were the Spielberger 
inventory of state anxiety and a modified version of 
Thayer's activation checklist (Mackay et a l . 1978).
This differs from the original checklist in that it subu 
stitutes British equivalents for certain American words 
which the authors considered are too American in operation 
(e.g. 'clutched up') and which may be unfamiliar to 
subjects in this country. It yields tw'o scales', subjecu- 
tive 'stress' and subjective 'arousal'. For convenience 
we will refer to it as the Thayer checklist.
Body temperature w'as measured using a standard deep 
core body temperature thermometer placed on a bench be­
side the subject.
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iv) Procedure
ft
When the subject arrived he was seated in the experi­
mental room. If he was wearing a watch this was removed. 
He was them told:
’Please lift up your shirt on the right hand side.'
The deep core body temperature pad (which had been 
warmed up prior to the subject's arrival by placing the 
thermometer on 'standby') was attached using special 
tape to the subject's trunk on the right hand side. The 
thermometer was then switched to 'Read' and left to 
equilibrate with the subject's body.
'Are you right-or left-handed?'
Depending on the subject's reply,the morse key was 
placed so that it was adjacent to his preferred hand,
'Please put these earphones on. Can you hear me? 
Forget all previous experiments. Treat this one as 
something completely new and follow the instructions 
which I'm going to give you now,
'A light is going to flash on and off at regular 
intervals inside that bulb. Every now and then the 
light will stay on for slightly longer than usual. Such 
a light is called a signal. As soon as you think that a 
signal has come on, I want you to press this key down as 
fast as you can. Please do it once to show me that you 
understand.
'Use the forefinger of your right/left hand [the 
subject's preferred hand] and keep it lightly touching the 
top of the key throughout in readiness. You must press 
the key before the next light comes on.
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'I assure you that I have taken every possible pre­
caution to make sure that you cannot predict whether a 
light is going to be a signal or not before it comes on.
In other words/the signals will be occurring at completely 
random^ irregular intervals^ so just rely on what the 
lights look like and don't try to guess beforehand whether 
it's going to be à signal or not. Also, remember that 
once a signal has occurred, the next Signal could come at 
any time. Don't think that once a signal has occurred 
the next one isn't likely for some time. I repeat ^ don't 
use guesswork, just rely on what the lights look like.
'So remember, press the key as fast as possible as 
soon as you think that the light is a signal * in other 
words as soon as you think it has stayed on for longer 
than normal.
'Throughout the experiment there will be some noise 
in your ears which will sound like this.'
The experimenter then entered the control room and 
played the white noise for five seconds. He then re­
entered the experimental room.
'I'll tell you before I'm going to switch it on.
If at any time you can't hear it, tell me.
'If you do need to speak to me^ for any reason^ you 
just have to talk, the intercom picks it up and I hear 
you next door. But please, once we start the actual 
testp don't talk unless it's an emergency.
'Please sit back in your chair throughout, don't 
lean forwards.
'Before we start the actual test we're going to do 
two things#
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'Firstly^ for a short period of time I want you just 
to sit in. this room and not press anything. Every now 
and then you will hear a buzzer. The purpose of this 
period is to give you a rough idea of how often the 
signals will occur during the actual test^ later. In 
other words, how often the buzzer occurs will give you a 
rough idea of how often the slightly longer-duration lights 
will occur during the actual test. But please note 
that it is a guide to the fypguency ,of the signals - i.e. 
the number of signals per unit time. It is also only a 
guide to the average number of signals in the test. Both 
the buzzes and the light signals will be occurring at 
completely irregular^ random intervals.
'Also there will be no buzzes during the actual test. 
Don't confuse the buzzer with the light signals which are 
the actual ones you'll have to respond to in the main test. 
Apart from the fact that their average frequency will be 
the same, they have got nothing to do with each other.
For instance, the duration of the buzzer has got nothing 
to do with the duration of the light signals. Do you 
understand?'
Any misunderstandings were corrected. These were
rare.
'Once this buzzer period is over^ I'm going to show 
you the signal lights (i.e. the slightly longer lights) 
and the non-signal lights (i.e. the slightly shorter 
lights) twenty times each alternately^ just to show you 
the difference between them. Each time I will say either 
'signal next' or 'non-signal next' before the light is 
actually presented.
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'I emphasise that this is just to show you the dif- 
»
ference between the two types of light. The alternating 
pattern and the fact that half the lights will be signals 
and half non-signals is not meant to be a guide to the 
pattern or the frequency of the signals in the actual 
test. During this period also just sit, don't press the 
key. Do you understand?*
The experimenter then left the experimental room 
and entered the control room. He pressed the intercom 
switch and said;
'Now just sit and listen. Every now and then a 
buzzer will occur and the average frequency of the buzzer 
is meant to be a rough guide to how often the light signals 
will occur in the actual test later. Both the buzzes 
and the light signals will occur at completely random^ 
irregular intervals and the pattern of these intervals 
is not related to each other.'
The experimenter then started the digital clock and 
pressed a buzzer switch for one second at predetermined 
intervals for a ten minute period (i.e. the duration of 
one block in the actual test). The average frequency of 
the buzzes was the same as the average frequency of the 
light signals which the subject was to be presented with 
later. The intersignal intervals were also the same^ 
though the actual pattern of these intervals was deter­
mined randomly except for the fact that the temporal posi­
tion of the first 'buzz' was the same as the temporal 
position of the first light signal in the actual test^ 
for reasons which were stated earlier (see p. 8 0 7  ),
Apart from this^the pattern of the intervals was dif-
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ferent for the two sessions, but it was the same for all 
subjects wfthin a particular frequency condition (see
Appendix C) . At the end of the ten minute period, the.
experimenter said:
'That is the end of the buzzer period. Now I'm
going to show you the signal and the non-signal lights
twenty times each alternately^ just to show you the dif­
ference between them. Before each light I will tell you 
which one it is going to b e . '
The experimenter then activated the automatic time 
sequence and presented the signals and non-signals al­
ternately twenty times each, informing the subject each 
time beforehand which category the stimulus belonged to. 
Which one was presented first was determined randomly.
'That is the end of that period. Remember that the 
alternating pattern and the fact that half of the lights 
were signals is not meant to be any guide to the pattern 
or the frequency of the signals in the actual test.
'Remember^ during the latter, press as fast as you 
can as soon as you think that a signal has come on, in 
other words a slightly longer— duration light. Also re 
member that the signals will be occurring at completely 
irregular intervals and that the overall frequency is 
roughly the same as the overall frequency of the buzzes 
which you had earlier on.
'I'd also like to remind you that this experiment 
has got nothing whatsoever to do with any of the other 
experiments you have done for me.
'Please could you describe briefly what is going to
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happen and what you are required to do so that I can be
I
sure you understand.'
Any misunderstandings were then corrected.
The experimenter then entered the experimental room 
and placed a copy of the Spielberger inventory and the 
Thayer checklist on the table in front of the subject 
along with a pencil.
'Before we start, please could you fill in thefe 
questionnaires. They are meant to test how you are 
feeling right now. I'm going to play you some, noise at 
the same time. Don't start until I've switched it on.
Tell me when you have finished.'
The experimenter then left the experimental room and 
entered the control room where he switched on the whitef
noise tape set at the same level that the subject was to 
receive during the actual test. When the subject stated 
that he had finished, the experimenter' re-entered the 
experimental room. He removed the completed questionnaires 
and placed a new^ uncompleted set face down on the table.
He also placed an instruction sheet (see below) face 
upwards on the table in front of the subject. He then 
noted the subject's body temperature^ left the experi-. 
mental room and entered the control room. Pressing the 
intercom switch, he said;
'We're going to start the actual test now. When
the test is over the lights will stop flashing. As soon
as that happens, I want you to turn over the questionnaires 
on your table and fill them in to tell me how you are
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feeling at that moment in time. Remember to tell me
k
once y o u 've-completed the questionnaires.
'As you can see, I've put these instructions on the 
sheet in front of you as a reminder,'
(The instruction sheet said,
"When the lights stop flashing, turn over the 
questionnaires and fill them in to tell me how you are 
feeling at that particular moment in time. Remember to 
tell me when you have finished.")
The experimenter then said,
'I'm going to turn on the noise and then we'll 
begin.'
He then switched on the white noise tape and ten 
seconds later activated the time sequence and the digital 
clock at the same time.
At predetermined intervals he pressed the switch 
on the relay to present a signal and recorded whether or 
not the subject responded before the next light came on 
and, if so the response time. Any responses which did 
not occur between the presentation of a signal and the 
presentation of the next light were recorded as false 
alarms.
At the end of the forty minutes (i.e. at the end of 
the fourth block) the experimenter switched off the digi, 
timer thus suspending the time sequence^ but he did not 
switch off the white noise until the subject stated that 
he had completed the questionnaires. He then re-entered 
the experimental room and gave back the subject's watch. 
He also recorded the subject's body temperature.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN:
VIGILANCE
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1 . E . P . I .  ANALYSES
i )  S t a t e  and  p h y s i o l o g i c a l  m e a s u re s
Ve will discuss the results of the state and ph^/sio-' 
logical Lieas'ures before the behavioural reasures because, 
in The present instance, the fcrner nay help us to elucidate 
the latter. Also, the order in which ohe various results 
are presented and discussed will again he governed by 
considerations of overall clarity.
g ] R e s u l t s  f o r  s t a t e  and p h y s i o l o g i c a l  n e a s u r e s
.The following results ar-e based on an analysis of 
variance enploying introversion (2 levels), neuroticisn 
(2 levels), tine of day (2 levels), frecuency (2 levels),
ocessory stinulatior - noise (2 levels), an: position
(2 levels).
' c ‘ y :ZT ^  C Z ^ Q T A  r  - - ^  A "  Q
^  ^  ^  V *  ^  ^  ^  ~ n -  o  ^  '*^ 1 Æ
routhly eouivalent to 'tine on tash'. The intrcversi;n 
and neuroticisn factors are base: on the subjects' E.P.I. 
scares obtained prior to the taste experiment (see p.%SO).
In these results, and in subsequent results for the 
vigilance task, the session factor has been excluded because 
of insufficient degrees of freedom.
The following indices were involved:
i) Thayer's subjective 'arousal' scale.
The values for this were skewed and so a square root 
transformation was carried out initially. The resulting 
measure will be referred to as 'TAROUSAL'.
^ 1 1
ii) Thayer's subjective 'stress’ scale.
I
The results for this were also skewed and é similar 
square root transformation was carried out. The resulting 
measure will be referred to as 'TSTRESS'.
iii) Spielberger ' s state anxiety scale ('AITX').
iv) Deep core body temperature
All results were analysed using a standard Genstat 
computer package.
Because the direction in which 'time on task' moves 
the subjects along the 'x ' axis of the inverted 'U' cannot 
be predicted in advance, all of the effects involving 
'position' will be two tailed ones.
Results for subjective 'arousal' (vigilance task):
Effects involving 'position' factor
a) The main effect for position is significant at the O.^/o 
Ipvel (two tail). Overall, subjects reported a higher 
degree of 'arousal' before the task than after it.
Before After
1.617 1.260
Table C1. The main effect for position (TAROUSAL)-.
b) The interaction of position and frequency is significani 
at the 5^ level (two tail). Before the task, subjects 
reported a higher degree of 'arousal' at high frequency 
than at low frequency, whereas the reverse was true after 
the end of the task. Also, although under both frequency
8 2 ^
conditions, the reported level of 'arousal' vas higher 
before the,*task than after it, the difference is much 
greater in the high frequency condition than in the low 
frecuency condition.
Xow
Frequency Frecuency
Before- 1.469 1.746
After 1.387 1 .133
Table C2. The interaction of position and frequency 
(TAR OU SAX).
c) The interaction of noise, position and introversion is 
significant at the 2.5% level (two tail). See discussion.
Before Aft er .
Introverts Extraverts Introverts Extraverts
ho Noise , 1 .303 1-763 1.120 1.393
Noise 1.704 1.496 0.992 1.332
Table 0$. The interaction of noise, position and introversion 
(TAROUSAX).
Effects not involving position factor
a) The interaction of neuroticisn and frequency is signifi­
cant at the 2 .5%  level (2 tail). At low frequency, low L 
subjects report a higher level of 'arousal' than high N 
subjects, whereas the reverse is true at high frequency.
Also, amongst low N subjects, a higher degree of 'arousal* 
is reported at low frequency than at high frequency, whereas 
the reverse is true for high N subjects.
'  § 2 3
1 Low High
Frequency Fr-e cuency
High W 0.863 1.312
Low N 2.011 1.367
^able 04. The interaction of neurcticisn and frequency 
(TAROUSAL).
b) The interaction of introversion ana frecuency is 
significant at the 3% level (2 tail). At low frequency, 
extroverts reptrt a higher degree of 'arousal* than 
introverts, whereas the reverse is true at high frequency. 
Also, amongst introverts, a higher degree of 'arousal' is 
reported at high frequency than at low frequency, whereas 
the reverse is true for extroverts.
'V'
Low High
Frequency Frequency
Introverts 1.080 I.38I
Extroverts 1.756 1.253
The interaction of in,troversion and
(TAROUSAL).
c) The interaction of noise and neur-oticism is significani 
at the 2.3% level (one tail). Amongst low N subjects, a 
higher degree of 'arousal' was reported under 'noise* than 
under 'no noise', whereas the reverse was true for high N 
subjects. Also, although low N subjects reported a higher 
level of arousal than high K subjects under bctn noise 
conditions, the difference was much greater in the noise 
condition.
8 2 4
k Eigh K Low N
No Noise 1.413 1.480
Noise 0.964 1.698
The interaction of noise ;
d) The interaction of introversion, neuroticisiQ, time of 
day and frequency is significant at the 0.1% level (2 tail). 
See discussion.
Morning Afternoon
Low
Frequency lb
High
:*equency
Low
Frequency
High
Frequency
Intro­
verts
Eigh N 0.217 2.231 0.643 1.497
Low N 1 .912 0.123 1.347 2.430
Extror- High N 1.339 0.677 1.039 1.624
verts Low N 1.214 2.084 3.371 0.809
Table 07- The interaction of introversion, neuroticism, 
time of day and frequency (TAROUSAL).
e) The main effect for neuroticism is significant at the 
5% level (2 tail). Overall low N subjects report a higher 
degree of 'arousal' than high N subjects.
High N Le w N
.1.188 1.689
Table 08. The main effect for neuroticism (TAROUSAL).
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Results for subjective 'stress' (vi]
»
Effects involving 'position' factor
a) The main effect of position is
level (2 tail). Overall, subjects :
of 'stress' after the end of the ta
Before After
1.647 2.047
Table C9- The main effect for position.
b) The interaction of noise, position and frequency is 
significant at the 1% level (2 tail). See discussion.
c) The interaction of noise, position and time of day is 
significant at the 3% level (2 tail). See discussion.
Effects not involving: 'position* factor
a) The interaction of neuroticism and frequency is signifi­
cant at the 1% level (1 tail). At low frecuency, high If 
subjects report a higher level of 'stress' than low N 
subjects, whereas the reverse is true at high frequency.
Also, amongst low If subjects, a greater degree of 'stress' 
was reported at the high frequency than at the low frequency, 
whereas the reverse was true for high If subjects.
Low High
Frequency Frequency
Eigh If 2.324 1.749
Low If 1.180 2.134
Table CIO. The interaction of neuroticism and frequency 
(TSIKESS). - 82o
j) Tne interaction of noise and introversion is signifi­
cant at the 1% level (one tail). In introverts, a higher 
degree of 'stress' was reported under 'no noise' than * 
under 'noise', whereas the reverse was true for extroverts. 
Also, under 'no noise', introverts reported a higher degree 
of 'stress' than extroverts, whereas the reverse was true 
under 'noise'.
Introverts Extroverts
No Noise 2.093 . 1.30s
Noise 1.873 1.912
Table Oil. The interaction of noise and introversion (TSTRESS).
c) The interaction of noise and neuroticism is significant 
at the 1% level (one tail). Amongst low N subjects, a 
higher degree of 'stress' was reported under 'noise' then 
under 'no noise', whereas the reverse was true for high If 
subjects.
High If Low If
No Noise 2.149 1.434
Noise 1.924 1.661
Table C12. The interaction of noise and neuroticism (TSTKhSS).
d) The interaction of introversion and neuroticism is 
significant at the 2.3% level (one tail). Amongst intro­
verts, low If subjects reported a higher degree of 'stress' 
than high If subjects, whereas the reverse was true amongst
i
extroverts. Also, amongst low If subjects, a higher degree 
of stress was reported by introverts than by extroverts, 
whereas the reverse was true of high N subjects.
Eigb N Low N
’Introverts 1.875 2.091
Extraverts 2.197 1.223
Table C13. The interaction of introversion and neur-oticisn
e) interacti:n of noise, introversion and frecuency
is sirnificanr ar rhe 5% level (one tail). See discussion.
Inti•overt s Ext raver vs
Low
Frequency
 ^rr
Frequency
Lev;
Frequency-
High
Frequency
No Noise 1.533 2.333 1.491 1.323
Noise 1.944 1.501 1.719 2.106
'able C14. The interaction of noise, introversion and 
frequency (TSIP-ESS).
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f) The interaction of noise and time of day is 
significant at the 5% level (two tail).
In the morning, subjects report a higher degree 
of 'stress' under 'no noise' than under 'noise', whereas 
the reverse is true in the afternoon. Also, under 'no noise
in t
s true -unoer
oise '.
^G - - er degree ci 'stress' 
■ 0  T-- —  0 0"^  , whereas the reverse i
lirning / j* j- » ^
>' _ -• se 1.993 1.6C2
Noise 1.527 1.957
Tools CIS. T'.e interaction of noise and ^ine of fa: (_2TRmSS).
3 ) The in'traction of noise, neuroticisn, tine of d a y  and 
frequency is significant at the 5% level (2 tail). See 
discussion.
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Results for Spielber^^er ' s state anxiety measure (vigilance task)
Effects involving the 'position' factor
The main effect for position is significant at the 
0 .3% level (2 tail). Overall, subjects reported a higher 
level of 'anxiety' after the end of the task than before 
the task.
Before After
3/.69 40 .93
Table C U >  The main effect for position (AIvX).
Effects not involving 'position' factor
The interaction of neuroticism and frequency is 
significant at the 2.3% level (one tail). At low frequency, 
high K subjects reported a higher level of 'anxiety' than 
low N subjects, whereas the reverse was true at high 
frecuency. Also, amongst high N subjects, a higher level 
of anxiety*was reported under low frecuency than under 
high frequency , whereas the reverse was true amongst low 
N subjects.
Low High
Frequency Frequency
HiGh K 41.83 39.34
Low N 34.44 41.63
The interaction of neurotici,
830
Results for deep core body temperature (vigilance task)
Effects involving 'position* factor
The main effect for position is significant at the 
0.1% level (2 tail). Overall, body temperature was higher
the enc of the task t_iajT. oefc:
■ Before After
35.945 35.366
Table CIS; The main effect f0:
E f f e c t s  n o t  i n v o  1 v i  n p: * n o  s 1 1 i o n  * f a c t o r
■ ^  X, m a  « V  w  w C # 3% level (2 tail). See discuss:
Intro verts Extraverts
Morning Afternoon Morning Afternoon
No Noise 33‘60S 33.431 36.369 36.161
Noise 36.106 36.005 36.163 36.351
Table Oil. The■ interaction of noise, introversion and time 
of day (t e m p ).
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c) The interaction of noise, introversion, tine of m y  
and frequency is significant at the 3% level (2 tail). 
See discussion.
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b) DISCUSSION OF STATE AND PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASURES
Subjective 'arousal*
The first thing to note is that the main effect for
position is highly significant : a higher degree.of
'arousal* is reported before the task than after.it.
This is in line with the general consensus of opinion that
when subjects are considered as a whole, at least, the
level of 'arousal' decreases during the course of a
vigilance task. Wh.at is less expected, is the nature of
the interaction between position and signal frecuency.
Cl
As Graph/=hcws, before the start of the task, subjective
'arousal* was greater at high frecuency than at low
frecuency. This could be explained by the larger n'urber
of auditory stimuli (buzzes) per se that the s'ubject had
received curing the pre-task period ar.d by the greater
level of expectancy generated by this period in s'ubjects
in the high frequency/probability condition.
However, by the end of the task, subjective 'arousal'
is higher at the low frequency than at the high
frequency, indicating that the decline in 'arousal* is
greater in the latter than in the former. Furthermore,
Cl
since the two lines in Graph^actually cross, one cannot 
e>plain the greater decline at the high frequency .simply 
in terms of the 'law of initial values' - i.e_. by the 
fact that 'arousal' is higher than at the low frequency 
before the start of the task. Let us see if we can 
explain this somewhat surprising result.
In the introduction to the present experiment we 
argued that an increase in the frequency of a stimulus would
833
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have unpredictable effects on the relationship between 
response indices and 'time on task'. The reason for this 
is that such an increase would be expected to both promote 
the summation of the excitations due to successive 
stimuli and, at the same time, increase the rate at which 
the novelty of the stimuli decreased (see pp. ) .
These two factors would tend to work in opposition to each 
other. We also suggested that the reduction in novelty 
aspect was likely to be less important where an increase 
in signal frequency was concerned than where an increase 
in stimulus frequency was involved.
There were several reasons for this: firstly the
signals in a vigilance task are presented at irregular 
intervals, whereas the background, neutral stimuli 
(non-signals) are presented at regular intervals.
Secondly, the signals are less frequent than the non­
signals, Thirdly, the subject is required to respond to 
the signals, but not to the non-signals. All these 
factors would tend to result in a slower habituation 
rate for signals than for non-signals. However, the 
crucial comparison is between the effect of habituation 
and the effect of summation of excitation (assuming that 
the latter occurs). If the effect of the former is greater 
than the effect of the latter, then time on task will 
move the subject to the left along the 'X' axis of the 
inverted 'U', whereas if the latter is greater than the 
former the reverse will be true.
Because habituation effects are overall likely to 
be lower in magnitude for signals than for non—signals 
we suggested that an increase in signal frequency is
' 835
more 1 ike ly to lead to movement to the right than an
increase in non-signal or stimulus frequency, and it was
for this reason that we chose to manipulate the former 
rather than the latter. We were supported in this choice 
by the results of a number of studies which indicated that 
signal frequency interacted more often with other 
proposed determinants in a manner that was predictable 
from the inverted 'U' than did stimulus frequency.
Principal amongst these was the study by Kishimoto (1978).
However, in our present study the absolute signal 
frequencies and the ratios of signal frequency to stimulus
frequency are somewhat higher than in Kishimoto*s study.
Also the subjects in the present study were old hands.
This was their third experiment and they may have become 
somewhat blase, especially since no performance contingent 
reward or punishment was administered. It is possible, 
therefore, that the 'significance' of signals may not have 
been particularly great for them.
All of these factors may have conspired together to 
make habituation to signals more important than in other 
studies such as that of Kishimoto. If so, it is possible 
that the effect of an increase in signal frequency on 
habituation rate may have been greater than its effect on 
the degree of summation of excitation. Consequently, the 
net effect of this increase may have been to produce a 
movement to the left along the 'X' axis of the inverted 
'U' as time on task increased.
There is an alternative explanation of the findings, 
however. This would be to assume, firstly, that with time 
on task subjects are moved to the right along the 'X ' axis
836
of the inverted 'U' rather than to the left, (as ve implied 
when we discussed the main effect for ’position' : see 
earlier) . We would also have to assume that subjective 
'arousal', as measured by Thayer's checklist, vas a direct 
index of the 'excitatory process' , and that the Russian 
model was the correct one. If we make these two 
assumptions we can accommodate the finding as follows;
Subjective arousal
L=Low frequency 
K=High frequency
B=Before task
A=After task
L,B
H.,A
Signal frequency 
Time on task
F iq.52 .An alternative explanation for the 
interaction between frequency and position in the 
subjective 'arousal' measure
However, in the absence of independent evidence to 
support these assumptions, the explanation embodied in 
Figure 5 2 above, must remain highly speculative. 
Furthermore, we will see later that the alternative 
assumption that habituation rate is greater at the high 
signal frequency will help us to explain other apparently 
discrepant findings. The above analysis does, however, 
illustrate the difficulty of explaining,umambiguously, - 
effects involving time on task even where 'state* measures
are employed.  ^ 837
There is one other significant effect for subjective 
'arousal' involving time on task which must be considered. 
This is the interaction between noise, position and 
introversion, depicted in Graph C % . The graph for the
introverts bears some resemblance to the interaction between 
position and frequency described above (see Graph Cl 
if we substitute the factor of noise for the factor of 
frequency. However, there is no reason to suppose that 
a reduction in novelty (due for instance to habituation) 
should be greater under 'noise! than under 'no noise'.
The relationship for the introverts is somewhat 
reminiscent of Broadbent's <1971) suggestion that the trend 
during the course of a vigilance task might be different 
under 'noise' than under 'no noise', and might correspond 
to a higher value initially under 'noise', but a lower 
value at the end (compared to 'no noise'). However, the 
measure which he was referring to at that time was not 
subjective 'arousal', but the subjects 'tendency to respond' 
- i.e. the reciprocal of the criterion (although we have 
suggested that this may be related to 'arousal').
Furthermore, this would not explain the relationship 
found in the extroverts. We might be able to explain the 
findings for introverts by a relationship such as that 
shown in Figure 5% (again substituting noise for 
frequency) and the findings for extroverts by assuming 
that time on task moves these subjects to the right along 
the 'X' axis under 'noise', but to the left under 'no 
noise'. This would be consistent with our analysis of 
time on task effects, but it is again very speculative.
- 838
Tarousal
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02 The interaction of noise, position and 
introversion in subjective ’arousal'
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Let us now consider the significant effects for 
subjective farousal' which do not involve position (i.e. 
time on task) . We have two interactions involving signal 
frequency, both of which are exactly opposite to prediction. 
The first is between neuroticism and signal frequency.
At low frequency, low N subjects report a higher level of 
'arousal' than high N subjects, whereas the reverse is true 
at high frequency. Also, amongst low N subjects, a 
higher degree of 'arousal* is reported at low frequency 
than at high frequency, whereas the reverse is true amongst 
high N subjects.
The second interaction is of an analagous kind between 
introversion and signal frequency. At low frequency, 
extroverts report a higher degree of 'arousal' than 
introverts, whereas the reverse is true at high frequency. 
Also, amongst introverts, a higher degree of 'arousal' is 
reported at high frequency than at low frequency, whereas 
the reverse is true for extroverts.
Both of these interactions are quite opposite to what 
we would expect if the Russian model were correct and if 
subjective 'arousal* provided an index of the 'excitatory 
process'. However, an explanation may become apparent if 
we consider again what was said about signal frequency 
earlier. We suggested that we could explain the interaction 
between signal frequency and position by assuming that the 
reduction in novelty (due to habituation) with time on 
task was greater at the high signal frequency than at the 
low signal frequency, and that both an increase in 
frequency and time on task move subjects to the left along 
the 'X ' axis of the inverted 'U ', in our particular
' 840
experiment, at least: 
»
Subjective arousal
L,B
H,A
Signal frequency 
•Time on task
5 3 «Hypothesised relationship between 
sj.cnal frequency and time on task for subjective 'arousal*
If this is true and if introversion and neuroticism 
move subjects to the right, as we would expect, it would 
explain why the interactions between neuroticism and 
frequency, and introversion and frequency are in the 
opposite directions to prediction.
On the other hand, the interaction between noise and 
neuroticism is in the predicted direction. Amongst low 
N subjects, a higher degree of 'arousal' was reported 
under 'noise' than under 'no noise*, whereas the reverse 
was true for high N subjects. Also, although low N. 
subjects reported a higher level of 'arousal' than high 
N subjects under both noise conditions, the difference is 
greater in the 'noise' condition. This is in line with 
our view that neuroticism and noise both move the subjects 
to the right along the 'X' axis of the inverted *U*.
The last interaction which we must mention is for 
introversion, neuroticism, time of day and frequency.
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However, this does not con form either to the view that 
»
signal frequency moves subjects to the left or to the 
view that it moves subjects to the right. , The author has 
no explanation for this result and we will, therefore, not 
discuss it any further.
It should also be noted that the main effect for 
neuroticism is significant; low N subjects report a 
higher level of 'arousal' overall than high N subjects.
It will be remembered that Carr (1971) found that extroverts 
have a higher level of 'arousal' (as measured by skin 
conductance) than introverts in a vigilance task. Since 
our hypothesis predicts that introversion and neuroticism 
act in an analogous fashion to each other, the two sets of 
results could be regarded as similar, since in each case 
the subjects who are low on the personality dimension in 
question show a higher level of 'arousal' than those high 
on the dimension. The fact that in the present study the 
effect appears for neuroticism rather than introversion 
is in line with the general pre-eminence of the former 
in the present project, though, as we have stated before, 
main effects are of less value to us than interactions.
One final point should be made and that is that 
despite the transformation (see p. Sll ), the values for 
the subjective 'arousal' measure which were used were 
still slightly SfccvvecL . However, Meddis (1973) has 
pointed out that under these circumstances one can get 
round the problem by adopting the next most stringent 
significance level (i.e. 2.5% in this case). If we did 
this, very few effects we have reported would become 
suspect. Those that might includg^^e interaction between
introversion and frequency and the interaction between 
position anb frequency. However, the theoretical 
interpretation of these two results is supported by a 
nuirber of the other interactions which are significant at 
the 2.5% level or beyond (e.g. the interaction between 
neuroticism and frequency). Furthermore, we will see that 
this interpretation is in line with the results for the
y
behavioral measures. It is, therefore, not unreasonable 
to suggest that the two interactions represent genuine 
effects rather than spurious false positives.
The only other effect which is only significant at 
the 5% level is the main effect for neuroticism.
However, as we have argued already, main effects are not 
very important in the context of the present project.
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Subjective stress 
»
We must now discuss the significant effects involving 
the second of the two scales derived from Thayer's checklist: 
subjective 'stress'. If we consider firstly interactions 
involving two. factors we find that there are four such 
interactions which are in line with prediction - i.e. 
which indicate that the two factors involved move subjects 
in the same direction along the 'X' axis of an inverted 
'U' curve. The interactions are between:
i) Neuroticism and frequency
ii) Noise and introversion
iii) Noise and neuroticism
and iv) Introversion and neuroticism
We will not describe them all here, since this has 
been done already in the results section (see pp. %26-S)
But we must note certain points of interest. We have 
stated that the interactions are in line with prediction.
By this we mean that they would be expected if we assume 
that the Russian model is correct, and that subjective 
'stress' as measured by Thayer's checklist is an index of 
the 'excitatory process'. However, on this basis the 
interaction between neuroticism and frequency is out of 
line with our earlier suggestion that signal frequency 
moves subjects to the left along the 'X' axis in our present 
experiment, whilst neuroticism moves subjects to the right. 
There is a way out of this difficulty, though. Consider 
Figures SS overleaf:
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Subjective»arousal
Fig.5 4
. frecuency and 
subject ive 
_ ' arou!^a1 '
Neuroticism— :— » 
< ■Frequency
Subject i 
stress
Neuroticism, 
frequency and 
subjective 
* stress ^
neuroticism— 
4— ‘Frequency
Figure 5 4  shows our hypothesised relationship
.Jbetween neuroticism arjd frequency for subjective 'arousal',
Figure 5 5 ^ shows what would happen if we assumed that a
an
'U ' function were operating rather than ^ nverted 'U' for 
the * stress * • measure: we could retain our suggestion
that neuroticism and frequency move subjects in opposite 
directions along a single 'X ' axis. Furthermore, the 
'U' function depicted in Figure 5 5 is predictable if we 
assumed that 'stress' is a direct index not of the 
'excitatory process', but an inverse measure of the level 
of hedonic ton e . It will be remembered that we have ' 
suggested that an inverted 'U' relationship exists between 
the levels of the deterrr.inants and the level of hedonic 
tone. If so, and if 'stress' is an inverse measure of 
the latter, we would predict a 'U' shaped relationship 
between the determinants and 'stress'• Furthermore, if
signal frequency is acting like a determinant in reverse 
»
in the present experiment, the relationships depicted in 
Figure S5* are in line with the above suggestions.
There are, however, certain problems with this view. 
The first is that it is put of line with the hypothesis 
implicit in the theories of workers such as Gray (e.g.
197é) that the level of 'arousal' and the level of 
'anxiety' are related in a positive fashion to each other. 
We will see later that the interaction between neuroticism 
and frequency for Spielberger's state 'anxiety' measure is 
similar to that for subjective 'stress'. Furthermore, 
the correlations between the two measures calculated 
separately for each noise condition and for each position 
(i.e. 'before' and after'the task) are all positive, high 
and significant at the 0.5% level (they range from 0.60 
Lu 0.72). On the other hand, the correlations between 
subjective 'arousal', on the one hand, and subjective 
'stress' and state 'anxiety' , on the other, are either 
non-significant or negative (in some cases significantly 
so. See Appendix C  ).
Since Gray's 'behavioural inhibition system' contains 
an 'arousal' mechanism and is also thought to control 
anxiety level, one might have expected the latter set of 
correlations to be positive also. This, of course, 
assumes that the 'state' measures employed do in fact 
correspond to the physiological mechanism discussed by 
Gray. We have been led simply by the names given to the 
scales by their creators, and this illustrates the problem 
with the use of such indices.
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There is, however, a second problem with the hypothesis 
depicted in Figure 55. The remaining three interactions 
for subjective 'stress' are also in line with the view that 
this scale indexes the 'excitatory process'. Furthermore, 
since the determinants involved do not include signal fre­
quency, but rather factors which are all thought t o ‘move the 
subject to the right along the 'X ' axis, if we assumed that 
subjective 'stress' was an inverse measure of hedonic tone, 
we would have to abandon this view and assume that they moved 
subjects in opposite directions.
The same applies to one of the higher order interactions 
which is in many ways in line with the hypothesis that there 
is an inverted 'U ' relationship between the determinants 
and subjective 'stress' - namely that between noise, intro­
version and frequency (see Graph C3 ). In this interaction 
we have an effect which could be interpreted as due to trans­
marginal inhibition: i.e. the effect of noise on the 
'introvert high frequency group'.
However, it should be noted that since the frequency 
factor is involved it might be possible to accommodate the 
finding within a 'U ' shaped■function in which frequency 
moved subjects in the opposite direction to the other two 
proposed determinants (noise and introversion),
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There is one other effect which we have not mentioned 
which would support the view that subjective 'stress' may 
be an inverse measure of hedonic tone. The interaction 
between noise and time of day (see p. g ) apparently 
contradicts the view that these two factors move subjects 
in the same direction along the 'X' axis of an inverted 
'U'. Vv'e could rescue this hypothesis, though, if we 
supposed that a ' U ' function such as that show- in Figure 
5 S’ is operating.
There is one other significant interaction for s'object- 
ive 'stress' ( of those not involving 'position', which we 
will consider below) - i.e. between noise, neuroticism, 
time of day and frequency. It does not, however, conform 
to any of the hypotheses suggested above and the author 
has no explanation for it.
Let us now look at the effect of time on task on 
the subjective 'stress' measure. The main effect of 
position is highly significant and indicates that s'ubjects 
report a higher level of 'stress' after the task than 
before it. This is again the opposite of the result for 
the subjective 'arousal' measure, supporting the view 
that the two scales may be negatively related to each 
other.
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There are two other significant interactions: 
between noise, position and frequency and between noise, 
position and time of day. However, the author has no 
explanation for these and they will, therefore, not be 
discussed.
As for the 'arousal* measure, the 'stress' values 
were still slightly skewed despite the transformation. 
However, the only results which are significant at the 
5% level are the interaction between noise and time of 
day and the interaction between noise, neuroticism, 
time of day and frequency. Neither of these are in the 
predicted direction so even if we assumed that they were 
false positives this would not alter any of the preceding 
arguments.
8 5 2
State anxiety
I
Let us now consider the results for Spielberger's 
’state anxiety' measure.
The interaction between neuroticism and frequency is 
significant and in the predicted direction, if we assume 
that 'anxiety' is an index of the 'excitatory process'.
At low frequency, high N subjects reported a higher level 
of'anxiety'than low N subjects, whereas the reverse was 
true at high frequency. Also, amongst high N subjects, a 
higher level of anxiety"was reported under low frequency 
than under high frequency, whereas the reverse was true 
amongst low N subjects.
We have already pointed out the similarity between this 
interaction and the corresponding interaction for subjective 
'stress' (see p . 6 ). Furthermore, we have suggested that 
this could alternatively be explained by assuming that 
'anxiety' and 'stress' are inverse measures of hedonic tone. 
We pointed out that in the case of 'stress' there were 
several other interactions which posed problems for this 
view, but this does not apply to 'anxiety*, so the idea would 
seem to be more tenable for this measure.
There is, in fact, only one other significant effect 
involving 'anxiety': the main effect for position which
indicates that subjects are more anxious after the end of 
the task than before it. This is in line with a similar 
finding for the 'stress' measure.
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Deep core body temperature
We must finally discuss the results for the only physio­
logical measure employed in the present task: body temperature
There are two interactions which are significant 
but in neither case does the author have an explanation 
for them. However, because of the theoretical interest 
surrounding body temperature measures (especially after 
Blake's (1971) work - see p. 34 9 ) and because one of 
these interactions is highly significant (0.5%), we have 
depicted it in Graph C4- . The interaction is between
noise, introversion and time of day and the graph shows 
that amongst introverts, body temperature increases between 
the morning and afternoon under 'no noise', but decreases 
under 'noise'. This by itself might be predictable if we 
assumed that body temperature was an index of the 
'excitatory process'. However, the exact opposite 
relationship is found amongst extroverts, and the author . 
has no explanation for this.
The same applies to the interaction between noise, 
introversion, time of day and frequency. This is signifi-
tAe
cant at^5% level, but is not in line with prediction and 
we will make no attempt to describe or discuss it.
Tempé .C.
56.3
36.1
36.0
Extrcverts 
r.cise
Extrcveris 
Introverts 
Introvert £,noise
no
Morning Afternoon
CE The interaction of noise ,introversion am 
time of day (TEIŒ)
o r e
T h e  f a i l u r e  t o  c o n f i r m  B l a k e ' s  f i n d i n g s ,  s p e c i f i c a l l y ,  
and t h e  i n v e r t e d  ' U ' m o d e l ,  m o r e  g e n e r a l l y ,  u s i n g  
d e e p  c o r e  t e m p e r a t u r e  i s ,  h o w e v e r ,  i n  l i n e  w i t h  a s i m i l a r  
f a i l u r e  i n  t h e  t a s t e  e x p e r i m e n t  ( s e e  p p . 3 f S - 3 7 i ) .
One last result should be mentioned, and that is the 
highly significant effect for position. Overall, body 
temperature is higher after the end of the task than 
before it. This is at variance with the finding that 
subjective 'arousal' is lower after the task than before 
it, but it is •onsonamt with the previous findings that 
due to the diurnal rhythm, body temperature rises during 
the course of the day. If this interpretation is correct 
it would support the view that the diurnal rhythm may be 
relevant to cha.nges associated with time on task (see 
p. ) even when the time scale being considered is a
fairly short one (in this case forty minutes).
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(2 levels), ti=,e of caj (2 levels), frecuencv (2 levels), 
accessory stimulation - noise (2 levels), block c V c 1 S )
 C J.L. 5.00 ne-di'oticiso factors are based
evper
subjects' scores octaired prior to the asoe
V.l:er. ciscussirp tbe precicticrs f:
'^ as ev.ual 1 , tbe value of tbe criterior would bi
- ■ r  _  —
c^aru was zero tre va.ue ci tee critenor wcuic ce z: 
high (se 2 p.fu). H o w e v e r ,  we mentioresi the f a c t  t h ot  it
assumât ion.
:ec evacti;
bilityFro
Neural activityA
Fig, 44. The postulates of signal detection theory
If lu e loca „ea ac A, the subject would be izakirvr 
aa extremely lar^e aunter of false elaras, whereas if it 
were st 3, tue subject would be uakiug en .extrerelp large 
liuuber of onissicns. Both of these (false alarrs ard 
crissicr) are forrs of error ard rhe subject was instructed 
to avoid both kinds. If the subject was acting as an 
'ideal* observer - i.e. one who tries to cptirise his 
performance - then one would not expect bin to place his 
criterion at such extreme points. Purtherr-ore, the concept 
of an ideal observer is central to signal detection tAeorj, 
which is one of rhe two nain pillars on which the present 
Ig'potheses are based, the other being the inverted *U'.
If this is true, though, the following question arises: 
whj' does the probability of a hit ever equal 1, and why does 
the probability of a false alarm ever, equal zero? The 
answer is that since the distributions in Fig. 49 are 
probability distributions one can only hope to obtain an 
approximate idea of their positions relative to each other 
and to the actual criterion by experimental means. Further­
more, Grice (1968) has pointed out that the criterion itself 
nay fluctuate ar-ound a mean value - i.e. nay have an 
associated probability distribution. Under these conditions,*f 
the criterion lies close to, but not actually coincident 
with, points A or 5, one may obtain a value of unity for the 
probability of a hit or a value of zero for the probability 
of a false alarm simply due to chance. This is particularly 
plausible where the number of trials employed is relatively 
limited (as they inevitably were in the present task).
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Valentine (personal communLication) has suggested 
that one can correct for this on the basis of the 
following argument which is originally derived from a - 
theoretical paper by Cohen (1967):
1- -‘U . '.-/O L-i'ials produce e\ ei:u jir, m e  beso
estimate of the probability of E is that it falls in the 
interval (K - 1/2)A  to (K + 1/2)A ,  the mean of which is 
equal to K/l\, When K = 0 the best estimate is that E 
falls between O A  and (0 + 1/2)A  the mean of which is 
equal to 1/4 N.
Valentine therefore suggests that where the probability 
of a false alarm enprically is found to be zero, the true 
probability (based on the above assumptions) is equal to -i,,
where IÎ is the number of non-signal trials. By a similar 
ar-gument, he suggests that where the probability of a hit 
empirically is found to be equal to 1 , the true probability 
is equal to: 1 - -7-,,
where K is equal to the number of signal trials.
This correction procedure has been used by other workers, 
e.g. Wilding (personal communication), end was adopted by 
the present author on the basis of a joint recommendation 
from Wilding and Valentine.
V,hi3t it means operationally is that where the prob­
ability of a hit was equal to one, in any^  one block of the 
vigilance task, a value of was subtracted from 1, where 
If is equal to the number of signals presented in that block 
(7 at low frequency and 29 at high frequency).
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if the probability of a false alarm was equal to zero 
in any one block, a value of -, was substituted, where If 
is equal to the number of n:n-sirmals presented in that 
clock (195 5t lew frequency, 1/1 at high frequency).
Otherwise rhe probability of ol hit and the prchabiliry
of a false alarm were calculate: in the normal way
(separately for each block within each noise condition):
probability of a hit = Total number of responses mace to signals
Total n-jnber of signals per block
probability of a ^ Total rrnooer of responses made to non-si-nt 
fa.se a.arm To^al number of nzn-signals per bl:ok
These probabilities were then used to calculate the 
signal detection inoioes as cesoribed previously (see pp. S55-8). 
As before, where the probability of a false alarm exceeded 
the p r o b a b i l i t y  o f  a. hit, t h e s e  probabilities were ’swapped' 
before substitution in •he formula for the criterion (see p.555 ) 
and the non-parainetric discrimination index.
It shruld also be pointed out that where a suspect 
failed t: respond to any of the signals in a given block, 
the entry for that "blocK in the c imputer program for the 
reaction time to signals was recorded as a 'missing value' 
The Icnsoat program incorporates a facility which estimate 
what the missing value would have been had the subject 
resp:nded,on the basis of the blocks for which data are 
available.
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hjl 01 the resulLdrr indices w 
bllowing transformations were carr
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g) R esnlls__fp rnJbeh ^  iourE_l ^  e a s ir e s relati to overall
rerform&nca (i^e. excluding the 'block' factor), 
results for the mom-parametric criterion (vigilance task)
The reader is reminded that the criterion is an 
inverse neasur-e of the tendency to respond,
a) The interaction of neuroticism and frequency is 
significant at the 3/^  level (2 tail). At low frequency, 
low H subjects respond more readily tlian high F subjects, 
whereas the reverse was true at high frequency. Also, 
low K subjects respond none readily at low than at high 
frequency, whereas the reverse is true for high I\ subjects
Low High
Frequency Fr-equency
High F - 2.617 2.341
Low F 2.572 2.742
Table C20. The interaction of neuroticism and frequency (TnE).
b) Tne interaction of ne*uroticisn and tine of day is 
significant at the 2.p>j level (one tail). In the morning, 
high 1\ subjects responded more readily than low F subjects, 
whereas the reverse was true in the afternoon. Also, low 
h subjects responded more readily in the afternoon than in 
the morning, whereas the reverse was true for high F subjects.
Horning Afternoon
High F 2.492 2.666
Low h 2.695 2.421
Table C2l. The interaction of neuroticism 5ldq time of cay (Tin).
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c) 7„e imteracvicm cf introversion, neurcticia: enc frecuenc; 
is signiiican: et ir.e O.p# level (2 tail). See discussion.
High F Low K
Low
Frequency Precuency
Low • Eign 
Frequency Frequenc^
Introverts Z.&73 2. 292 2.141 2.666
It'; tr averts 2.562 2.790 2.605 2.758
Zable C23. The interaction of introversion, ne-jrcticisn , 
frequency (ZBZ).
Tbe interaction of introversion, tine of day and 
frequency is significant at the 2,^%' level (2 tail). See 
discussion. _
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Pes'ültE for the ncn-n&T&netric discrimination Index
(vipilance task);
a) The interaction of neuToticisn and frequency is 
significant at the y/c level (2 tail). At low frequency, 
l:w :: Subjects discriminate: center than ingh IC subjects, 
whereas the reverse was true at high frequency. Also, 
lew IC subjects discriminated better at low frequency 
than at high frequency, whereas the reverse was true for 
high IC subjects.
Lew High
Frequency Frequency
High IC 2.3237 2 .3033
I/O w h 2.3595 ' 2.3OGS
‘a:le 0 21* The interaction of ne-nroticisn an: frequency (iLY)
k ) The nain effect for ne'ur:ticisn is significant at the
lev el (2 tail). Overall low N subjects discriminated
better than high IT subjects.
Hi gh IC Lew IC
2. 4143 2.3201
C 34-. Tne n ain effect for ne uroiicisn (2:1).
c) Th e interacticn cf neuTuticis i_, t m  e cf day an: fiecuen
is significann at vhfc 0 .3^ level (2 tail). See discussion.
dl) -k .. e inveractio n of ini ^cversi neurc ticisn and tine
of G ay is signifie ant at the 2.3% level (2 tail). See
dis eus sion.
Be suit s for the p&jrane trie discrimination index:
(vi pi lance 'task).
a) m e  interaction of introversion ana frequency is 
significant at the 4 .3% level (one tail). Introverts 
discriminated better at low frequency than at high 
frequency, whereas the reverse was true for extraverts. 
Also, at low frequency, introverts discriminated better 
than extroverts, whereas the reverse was true at high 
frequency.
Low High
Frequency Frequency
Introverts 1.7475 1.7178
Extroverts 1.6427 1.6741
Table G2S• The interaction between introversion and 
frequency (SPk).,
b) The interaction of introversion and neuroticism is 
significant at the 3% level (2 tail). Amongst introverts, 
high 1\ subjects discriminated better than low 1\ subjects, 
whereas the reverse was true amongst extroverts. Also, 
amongst low 1\ subjects, extroverts discriminated better 
than introverts, whereas the reverse was true amongst 
j'lic'h K subjects.
High K Low ÎT
Introverts 1.7500 1.7153
Extroverts 1.6389 1.8779
Table 016. The interaction of int 
(EPR).
reversion and neuroricism
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c) The interaction of neuroticisa, tine of day and
»
frequency is significant at the 0.i% level (2 tail). 
See discussion.
d) The interaction of introversion, neuroticisn and 
tine of caj is significant at the level (2 tail). 
See discussion.
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Eesults for _the probability of a hit (vjcjl&nce t&sk)
I
a) The interaction of neuroticism and frequency is 
significant at the 2.5# level (2 tail). Under low 
frequency, low 1\ subjects were more likely to detect 
signals than'high K subjects, whereas the reverse was 
true under high frequency. Also, high U subjects 
detected a larger proportion of signals under high 
frequency than under low frequency, whereas the reverse 
was true for low N subjects.
Low High
Frequency Frequency
High N 1.539 1.875
Low U 2.054 1.785
Table C17. The interaction of neuroticisn and frequency (TPH).
b) The main effect for noise is significant at the 0.5%
level (2 tail). Ov erall, subjects (
under 'noise' than und er 'no noise'
Ko Koise Koise ,
1. 665 1.950
Table C-s. The main effect for noise (TPH).
c) The interaction of introversion, neuroticism and time 
of day is significant at the 1# level (2 tail). See 
discussion.
q ) The interaction of neuroticism, time of day and frequency 
is significant at the 2.5% level (2 tail). See discussion.
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FesultE for the probability of a false alorm (vigilance task)
e) The interaction of neuroticism and tire of cay is 
significant at the 2.5% level (one tail). In the morning, 
high K subjects recorded more false alarms than low K 
sutjects, but the reverse was true in the afternoon. Also, 
iâgh K subjects recorded more false alarms in the morning 
than in the afternoon, whereas the reverse was true for 
low K subjects.
• Morning Afternoon
High K 0.5415 0.2125
Low IÎ 0.1764 0.5550
Table C : .  The interaction of neuroticisn enc time of
(ZP?).
Sé 1
h ) The interaction of introversion, neuroticisn and 
frequency is significant at the 1# level (2 tail). See 
discussion.
High N Low I?
Low
Frequency
High Low 
Frequency Frequency
High
Frequency
Introverts • 0.1165 0.5850 0.4650 0.1905
Extraverts 0.4550 0.1577 0.2282 0.1519
Table 050. The interaction of introversion, neuroticism 
and frequency (TFF).
c ) "The interaction of introversion, time of day and 
frequency is significant at the 5% level (2 tail).
See discussion.
£( ) The interaction of neur-oticism, tine of day and 
frequency is significant at the 5% level (2 tail).
See discussion.
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Bjsju 1 tq_^qr_sjqe e d of response to sionaJ_s_ (y i oil ance. 
task) relating to overall performance level:
a) The interaction of neuroticism and time of day is 
significant at the 2.5% level (one tail). In the morning 
high N subjects were faster than low N subjects whereas the 
reverse w’as true in the afternoon. Also, amongst high N 
subjects, speed of response was faster in the morning than 
in the afternoon whereas the reverse was true amongst low 
N subjects.
Morning Afternoon
High N 0.0638 0.0659
Low N 0.0701 • -0.0182
Table C3f . The interaction of neuroticism and time of day 
(LSIC, ) .
b) The interaction of noise and introversion is signifi­
cant at the 2.5% level (one tail).
Amongst extr&verts, speed of réponse is greater under 
'noise' than under 'no noise' whereas the reverse is true 
amongst introverts.
Introverts Extroverts
No Noise 0.0581 0.0417
Noise 0.0629 0.0189
Table C3%. The interaction of noise and introversion (LS^O» )
c) The main effect for frequency is significant at the 
2.5% level (two tail). Overall speed of response is faster 
at high frequency than at low frequency.
- 871
low high
frequency frequency
0.0714 0.0193 ■
Table C 33 . The main effect for frequency (LSX&, ).
d) The main effect for time of day is significant at the 
5% level (two tail). Overall speed of response is faster in 
the afternoon than in the morning.
Morning Afternoon
0.0669 0.0239
Table C 3 4 . The main effect for time of day (LS'XCi ) .
e) The interaction of noise, neuroticism and frequency is 
significant at the 1% level (two tail). See discussion.
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^Discussion of Behavioural Measures (overall performance)
In this section we propose , initially at least, to 
depart from our general policy of discussing each index 
separately since in this particular case v;e will see that 
a more coherent account can be provided by considering them 
together. •
The most striking group of results relate to the 
factor of signal frequency and its interactions with the 
other proposed determinants, particularly neuroticism.
If we look at the behavioural measures we find three cases 
in which the interaction of neuroticism and signal frequency 
is opposite to that predicted. The first of these 
corresponds to the non-parametric discrimination index 
(TDY). At low frequency, low N. subjects discriminate 
better than high N subjects, whereas the reverse is true 
at high frequency. Also, low N subjects discriminate 
better at low frequency than at high frequency, whereas 
the reverse is true for high N subjects. If we look at the 
parametric index of discrimination ability (SPR), however, 
we find that there is no such interaction between 
neuroticism and frequency. It will be remembered that the 
non-parametric index may sometimes fail to give an accurate 
representation of the difference in discriminability 
between two or more conditions if these also differ markedly 
on the criterion measure (McNicol 1973). Since there is 
also an interaction between neuroticism and frequency for 
this measure, it is possible that the corresponding
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interaction for the non-parametric measure of sensitivity 
may hav^ been an artefact.
The interaction between neuroticism and frequency 
for the criterion is, however, not subject to such 
strictures and is again opposite to that predicted. At 
low frequency, low N subjects respond more readily than 
high N subjects, whereas the reverse is true at high 
frequency. Also, low N subjects respond more readily at 
low than at high frequency, whereas the reverse is true 
for high N subjects. The corresponding interaction for 
the 'probability of a hit' measure is also significant and 
in the same direction. At low frequency, low N subjects 
were more likely to detect signals than high N subjects, 
whereas the reverse is true at high frequency. Also, high 
N subjects detected a larger proportion of signals under 
high frequency than under low frequency, whereas the 
reverse is true for low N subjects.
In the absence of an unequivocal interaction between 
neuroticism and frequency for the discrimination index, it 
is likely that the above interaction.is related to the 
conjoint effect of neuroticism and frequency on the 
measured criterion which was described earlier, so we will 
consider the implications of this joint effect in terms of 
the criterion measure.
It should be clear that the interaction of neuroticism 
and frequency for the criterion measure is in line with 
the suggestion we made when discussing the state measures, 
that in the present study signal frequency moves subjects 
to the left along the 'X' axis of the inverted 'U*.
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If we look at the other interactions involving signal 
frequency amongst the behavioural measures, we get a 
somewhat different picture. There are two such inter­
actions, and both refer to the same measure - the discrim­
ination index. The interaction between introversion and 
frequency for the parametric measure of the latter is
significant at the 2.5% level. At low frequency, introverts 
discriminated better than extroverts, whereas the reverse 
is true at high frequency. Also, introverts discriminated 
better at low than at high frequency, whereas the reverse 
is true for extr&verts. This would suggest that both, 
introversion and signal frequency are moving subjects in 
the same direction (which we will call to the 'right' for 
convenience) .
We saw that the interactions between neuroticism and 
frequency for the criterion and subjective 'arousal' 
measures corresponded very closely. However, we now have 
the situation that the interactions between introversion 
and frequency for the discrimination and subjective 'arousal' 
measures are contradictory. The father suggests that the two 
factors (introversion and frequency) move subjects in the 
opposite direction, whilst the latter suggests that the 
two factors move subjects in the same direction.
One possible reason for the discrepancy is that in 
the case of the introversion dimension, it is the 
discrimination index that is involved. We have argued
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already that the stimulus duration factor is 'concealed' 
within this measure, since the signals and the non-signals 
differed only in terms of duration. In discussing the 
results of the signal'detection task in which the signals 
and non-signals were distinguished by their intensity, 
we came to the conclusion that stimulus intensity was 
special and that the assumption that it could be included 
with the other determinants along the 'X' axis of the same 
inverted *U' curve was invalid. It is possible that 
stimulus duration is also special, and this is supported 
by the fact that it is thought to act in analogous fashion 
to stimulus intensity within the Russian model, and we have 
already mentioned the fact that this has been confirmed 
experimentally in the West (e.g. Sanford, 197%). It is not., 
therefore, surprising that a measure which is based upon 
stimulus duration (such as the discrimination index in the 
present experiment) should yield different results to other 
measures.
The idea that stimulus duration may be special 
receives support from the fact that although transmarginal 
inhibition is evident in the criterion and probability of 
a hit measures, as evidenced by the interaction between 
neuroticism and frequency, the group which appears to have 
passed its T.T.I. (the high N group at low frequency) shows 
no sign that they were more likely to respond to non-signals 
than to signals. In other words, their average discrimination 
index indicated that they still perceived the signals as 
being longer than the non-signals..If stimulus duration 
could be represented along the same 'X* axis as the other 
determinants (such as neuroticism and frequency) , one would
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have predicted that beyond the T.T.I. the level of the
t
'excitatory process would be lower for a long duration 
stimulus. It will be remembered that a similar argument 
led to the conclusion that stimulus intensity was special 
in our discussion of the signal detection task.
Another piece of evidence in support of this view is 
the fact that there is a significant interaction for the 
parametric discrimination index between introversion and . 
neuroticism which is also out of line with prediction. 
Amongst introverts, high N subjects discriminated better 
than low N subjects, whereas the reverse is true amongst 
extroverts. Also, amongst low N subjects, extroverts 
discriminated better than introverts, whereas the reverse 
is true amongst high N subjects. This would suggest that 
introversion and neuroticism move subjects in opposite 
directions along the 'X* axis of the inverted 'U ' . Such 
a relationship is not only in conflict with the theories 
of personality presented by Gray, Eysenck and others, but 
it is also in direct contrast to the interaction between 
introversion and neuroticism obtained in our simple auditory 
reaction time task. It will be remembered that this 
provided powerful evidence in favour of the view that 
introversion and neuroticism move subjects in the same 
direction (see p. i+l 8 ) • In view of this fact, the 
present finding for the discrimination index provides 
indirect support for the view that the interaction in the 
reaction time task was due to criterial rather than to 
sensory factors.
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L e t  u s  now c o n s i d e r  t h e  r e s u l t s  f o r  t h e  p r o b a b i l i t y  o f
à f a l s e  a la r m .
There is an interaction between 
neuroticism and time of day for the false alarm measure.
In the miOrning, high N subjects record more false alarms 
than lew X s'objects, but the reverse is true in the 
afternoon. Also, high N subjects record more false alarm.s 
in the m'Orning than in the afternoon, whereas the reverse 
is true for low N subjects-. This interaction is sign.ificant 
at the 2.5% level and indicates that neuroticism, and time 
of day mcve sub jects in the sam,e direction- along the 'X' 
axis of an inverted 'U '.
It might seem then that cur suggestion in the 
d i sc js si on of the signal detection tasK that there is a
t^ e determinants is invalid. X:reever,- in that discussion 
we argued that such a 'u ' relationship indicated that 
stimulus intensity was special. 2y analogy, if we had 
found such a 'U ' relationship in the present task it would 
have supported oi^ r suggestion that stimulus durât ion is 
special (see pp. 875-?). It m.ight seem., therefore, that the 
ab sen ce of such a relationship runs cc'unter to this suggestio: 
However, there is one crucial difference between the 
present set of results and those of the signa1 detection 
task. In the latter, the 'U' relationship for the false 
alarm rate was consistent with the view that stimulus 
intensity was special because the corresponding interaction 
(between noise and introversion) for the discrim.ination 
index indicated that the true T.T.I. had not been passed, 
so" no interaction between noise and introversion for the
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false alarm measure was expected. The fact that one 
did exist produced a contradiction within our general 
model, and the fact that it was of a *U' form suggested 
that the false alarm rate was an inverse measure of 
'performance • There was, moreover, no corresponding 
interaction for the criterion measure.
In the present study, however, there is no inter­
action between neuroticism and time of day for the dis­
crimination index. Furthermore, the interaction for 
the false alarm measure has a corresponding interaction 
for the criterion measure. The interaction between
neuroticism and time of day is related to the fact that 
in the morning high N subjects respond more readily than 
low N subjects, whereas the reverse is true in the.after­
noon. Also> Low N subjects respond more readily in the 
afternoon than in the mioming, whereas the reverse is 
true for high N subjects. This interaction, like the 
corresponding interaction for the false alarm measure, is 
significant at the 2.5% level.
We see that the joint effect of these two factors 
for the false, alarm measure is completely explicable in 
terrris of the subject's criterion. Since the latter, unlike ti 
discrimination index, does not contain the factor of 
stimulus duration concealed within it, this interaction 
has no bearing on the question of whether or not stimulus
duration is special. It, therefore, in no way contradicts 
the otheî: evidence from this study which supports this 
view (see p . 8 7b ).
We must also consider the fact that the interaction 
suggests that an inverted 'U' relationship exists between 
the determinants and the false alarm rate. It would 
appear that evidence for such a relationship emerges when 
it is the criterion that is involved. In contrast, in the 
signal detection task the interaction between introversion 
and neuroticism did indicate that there was a 'U* shaped 
relationship between the determinants and the false alarm 
rate, but this was related to a corresponding interaction 
for the discrimination index.
The fact that the false alarm rate (like the hit 
rate measure) is dependent jointly on criterial and 
sensory factors, is a cardinal tenet of signal detection 
theory, and it is the main reason why studies which do not 
employ signal detection indices are inadequate. Further­
more, the fact that the false alarm rate may be more 
closely tied to sensory factors in one study, but to 
criterial factors in another, should also come as no 
surprise, since vigilance tasks and signal detection tasks 
do differ in many ways. Morever, the factors that were 
involved were quite different (neuroticism and time of 
day in one case, and noise and introversion in the other).
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We will now address ourselves to the remaining 
significant results relating to overall measures of 
performance. For this we will revert to our previous 
policy of discussing each index separately.
Let us consider first the results for the criterion 
measure.
The interaction between introversion, neuroticism 
and frequency is highly significant (0.5% level), and is 
depected in Graph C 7 . If we look at -the. results for the 
two signal frequencies separately, we see that the inter­
action is very much in line with what we would expect on 
the basis of what has already been said. At high 
frequency, introverts have a higher tendency to respond 
than extroverts amongst both low and high N subjects. On 
the other h a n d , at low frequency we would expect subjects 
to be operating further to the right along the 'X ' axis 
if an Increase In signal frequency moves subjects to the 
left. In line with this,vc find that although introverts 
have a higher tendency to respond than extroverts amongst 
low N subjects, the re\-rrsc is true amongst high N subjects 
and we could attribute this latter effect to transmarginal 
inhibition.
It might seem that there are other features of the 
results which the inverted 'U' is less successful in 
explaining: for example , the fact that 'stable' and 
'neurotic' extraverts have almost identical tendencies to 
respond at high frequency, but the difference between 
these and the corresponding introvert groups at high 
frequency is far greater amongst high N subjects than 
amongst low N subjects. However, this would be explicable
C5 The interaction of introversion, neuroticism 
and frequency in the non-parametric criterion.
TBE
2.20
Low N,low freq, 
low N, high ”
High N, low ” - 
High N, high
2.40
2.50
2.60
2.70
2.80
2.90
Introverts
NB, Because the criterion is an inverse measure of the 
tendency to respond the ’Y ’ axis has been reversed,
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if we ass-jjTÆd that the ext rouvert groups were both operating 
on the extreiT>e left-hand portion of the inverted VU* (portion 
A. See p. S3 )# which is relatively flat arid which, 
therefore, irdght yield little difference between two groups 
placed on different parts of it .
The interaction of introversion, time of day and : -, 
frequency is significant at the 2.5% level (2 tail). This 
is not in line with prediction, nor has the author any 
explanation for it, so it will not be discussed further.
The rain effect for neurcticisr. is significant at 
the 5% level. Overall low N subjects ci s crir.in ate better 
than high N subjects.
There are also two interactions involving three 
factors each, which are significant fcr both the pararetri c 
and the non-parametric index. The first is between 
neuroticism, time of day and frequency, and the second is 
between introversion, neuroticism arid time of day. In 
neither case, are the results in line with prediction ,nor
has the author any explanation for them. They will, 
therefore, not be discussed any further.
vrhien v.'^e come to the probability of a hit measure, we 
find that the rain effect for noise is sicnificant at the 
0.5% level. Overall, subjects detected more signals 
under ’noise' than'under ’no noise’. From a theoretical 
point of view this does not tell, us a great deal, since 
rain effects are not very informative. However, it is 
possible that it ray have practical implications, since 
it shows that under certain conditions at least, performance 
may be improved rather than worsened by high levels of 
ambient noi s e .
There are two other significant effects and in both 
cases these are inexplicable and ccrresocnd to the equally 
baffling interact icns for the c i s.cr ir i n at i c n measures: 
introversion >; neurcticisr >; tim.e of day and neuroticism 
>: time of cay x frequency.
We must also consider the probability of a false 
alarm. The interaction of introversion, neuroticism, 
and fi’oquency is significant at the 5% level. It is 
vi]^j=i]y identical to the corre spending interaction for 
the ' t e n den Cj- to icst^r.d' (see the discussion of the 
criterion measure). It is likely, therefore, that the 
two interactions have the same uJjderlying basis, and we 
suggested that this conformed fairly closely to the 
inverted ’ U ’ on the assumption that an increase in signal 
frequency moves subjects to the left along the 'X' axis.
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There is also an interaction between introversion, 
time of <3ay and frequency, and this is also very similar 
to the corresponding interaction for the tendency to respond 
though in this case the author has no explanation for 
either result.
Finally, there is an interaction between neuroticism, 
time of day and frequency. Here again the underlying 
mechanisms are unclear and we will, therefore, not discuss 
it further.
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Let us now consider the results relating to overall 
level of'performance in the speed of response to signals.
The interaction of neuroticism and time of day is 
significant at the 2.5% level. In the morning, high N 
subjects were faster than low N subjects, whereas the 
reverse was true in the afternoon. Also, amongst high 
N subjects speed of response was faster in the morning 
than in the afternoon, whereas the reverse was true 
amongst low N subjects. This is both in line with prediction 
and consonant with corresponding interactions for the 
'tendency to respond' and 'probability of a false alarm' 
measures.
The interaction of noise and introversion is signifi­
cant at the 2.5% level, also. Amongst extroverts, speed 
of response is greater under 'noise' than under 'no noise', 
whereas the reverse is true amongst introverts. This 
too is in line with prediction, though in this case there 
is no corresponding interaction for any of the other 
behavioural measures.
There are two main effects which are significant: 
overall speed of response is faster at high frequency than 
at low frequency. Also speed of response is faster in the 
afternoon than in the morning.
Finally, the interaction between noise, neuroticism 
and frequency is significant. However, this is not in 
line with the view that frequency moves subjects to the 
left, or with the view that it moves subjects to the right, 
and the author has no explanation for this particular 
result.
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f) Results fq ^ b e h ^ q u r a l _ m e a s u r e s  from vigilance ta.qV
involving 'time on task;
The non-parametric criterion.
a) The main effect for block is significant at the 0.1% 
level (two tail) and the associated linear and quadratic 
components are significant at the 0.1% and 1% levels (two 
tail) , respectively. See discussion.
Block 1 2 3 4
TBE 2.378 2.601 2.617 2.676
Table C35. The main effect for block (TBE).
b) The linear component associated with the interaction 
between noise and block is significant at the 5% level (two 
tail) . See discussion.
Block 1 2 3 4
No Noise 2.493 2.648 2.655 2.680
Noise 2.263 2.555 2.580 2.672
Table C3é. The interaction between noise and block (TBE).
c) The interaction between block, introversion, neuroti 
cism and time of day and its linear component are both 
significant at the 0.5% level (two tail). See discussion.
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1 High N Low N
Block Morning Afternoon Morning Afternoon
1 2.218 2.485 2.624 1.761
2 2.556 2.698 2.633 2.317
1ntroverus
3 2.493 2.743 2.717 2.269
4 2.680 2.784 2.609 2.379
1 2.409 2.368 2.582 2.576
Extraverts 2 2.479 2.714 2.711 2.702
3 2.472 2.735 2.787 2.721
4 2.625 2.805 2.879 2.645
Table C3/. The interaction between block, introversion.
neuroticism and time of day (TBE).
d) The interaction between block , introversion, neuro-
ticism and frequency is significant at the 5% level (two
tail) and the linear component is significant at the 1%
level (two tail). See discussion.
High N Low N
Block
low
fre­
quency
high
fre­
quency
low
fre­
quency
■ high 
fre­
quency
1 2.810 1.893 1.871 2.513
Introverts
2 2.879 2.375 2.229 2.720
3 2.890 2.345 2.246 2.741
4 2.911 2.559 2.220 2.768
1 2.155 2.622 2.496 2.662
Extroverts
2 2.325 2.869 2.626 2.786
3 2.382 2.825 2.679 2.829
4 2.585 2.846 2.608 2.916
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Table The interaction between block, introvers ion,
neuroticism and frequency (TBE).
The_n qnrpa r amet r ic_ d is criini^ ion index,
a) The main effect for block is significant at the 0.1% 
level (two tail) and the linear and quadratic components 
are significant at the 0.1% and 5% levels (two tail), res­
pectively. See discussion.
Block 1 2 3 4
TDY 2.5991 2.4512 2.4272 2.3915
Table C34. The main effect for block (TDY).
b) The linear component associated with the interaction 
between noise and block is significant at the 2.5% level 
(two tail). See discussion.
Block 1 2 3 4
No Noise 2.5711 2.3953 2.3819 2.3123
Noi se 2.6271 2.5072 2.4725 2.4708
Table C40. The interaction of noise and block (TDY).
c) The interaction between noise, block and neuroticism 
is significant at the 2.5% level (two tail) and the linear 
component is significant at the 0.5% level (two tail) . See 
discussion.
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Block 1 2 3 4
No noise 2.5202 2.3184 2.3441 2.3253
High N
Noise 2.5974 2.4370 2.3781 2.3953
No noise 2.6220 2.4721 2.4196 2.2994
Low N
Noise 2.6568 2.5774 2.5670 2.5462
Table C4-/ . The interaction between noise, block and neuro­
ticism (TDY).
d) The interaction between noise, block, introversion 
and neuroticism is significant at the 5% level (two tail) 
and the linear component is significant at the 2.5% level 
(two tail). See discussion.
e) The interaction of noise, block, introversion and 
time of day is significant at the 0.1% level (two tail) and 
the linear and quadratic components are significant at the 
1% and 0.5% levels (two tail), respectively. Sec dacosston.
f) The interaction of noise, block, neuroticism and 
time of day is significant at the 2.5% level (two tail) and 
the quadratic component is significant at the 1% level (two
tail). See discussion.
g) The interaction between noise, block, neuroticism 
and frequency is significant at the 2.5% level (two tail) 
and the linear component is significant at the 0.5% level
(two t ail). See discussion.
h) The interaction between noise, block, introversion, 
time of day and frequency and its quadratic component are 
significant at the 0.1% level (two tail). See discussion.
i) The interaction between noise, block, introversion, 
neuroticism, time of day and frequency and its linear
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component are significant at the 2.5% and 0.5% levels (two 
»
tail), respectively.
The parametric discrimination index.
a) The main effect for block and its linear component 
are significant at the 0.5% and 0.1% levels (two tail), 
respectively.
b) The interaction of noise and block and its linear 
component are significant at the 1% and 0.1% levels (two 
tail), respectively.
c) The interaction between noise, block and neuroticism 
and its linear component are significant at the 5% and 0.5% 
levels (two tail), respectively.
d) The interaction between noise, block, introversion 
and neuroticism and its linear component are significant 
at the 2.5% and 1% levels (two tail), respectively.
e) The interaction between noise, block, introversion 
and time of day and its linear and quadratic components are 
significant at the 0.1%, 0.5% and 0.5% levels (two tail), 
respectively.
f) The interaction between noise, block, neuroticism 
and time of day and its quadratic component are significant 
at the 5% and 2.5% levels (two tail), respectively.
g) The interaction between noise, block, neuroticism 
and frequency and its linear component are significant at 
the 0.5% and 0.1% levels (two tail), respectively.
h) The interaction between noise, block, introversion, 
time of day and frequency and its quadratic component are 
significant at the 0.1% level (two tail).
i) The linear component associated with the interaction
- 892
between n&ise, block, introversion, neuroticism, time of 
day and frequency is significant at the 5% level (two tail) 
See discussion for consideration of these results.
The probability of a hit.
a) The main effect for block and its linear and quadra­
tic components are significant at the 0.1%, 0.1% and 2.5% 
levels (two. tail), respectively.
Block 1 2 3 4
TPH 2.166 1.790 1.700 1.573
Table C4%. The main effect for block (TPH).
b) The interaction between noise and block and its 
linear component are significant at the 5% and 2.5% levels 
(two tail), respectively.
Block 1 2 3 4
No noise 2.068 1.669 1.579 1.343
Noise 2.264 1.911 1.821 1.803
Table CU3. The interaction between noise and block (TPH) .
c) The linear component associated with the interaction 
between noise, block and neuroticism is significant at the 
2.5% level (two tail).
d) The interaction between noise, block, introversion 
and time of day and its quadratic component are significant 
at the 5% and 2.5% levels (two tail), respectively.
e ) The linear component associated with the interaction 
between noise, block,neuroticism and frequency is significant
- 893
a t  t h e  2 .5% l e v e l  ( t w o  t a i l ) .
f) The cubic component associated with the interaction 
between noise, block, time of day and frequency is signifi— 
cant at the 5% level (two tail).
g) The linear component associated with the interaction 
between noise, block, introversion, neuroticism and frequency 
is significant at the 2.5% level (two tail).
h) The interaction between noise, block, introversion, 
time of day and frequency and its quadratic component are 
significant at the 0.1% level (two tail).
i) The linear component associated with the interaction 
between noise, block, introversion, neuroticism, time of 
day and frequency is significant at the 2.5% level (two 
tail) .
See discussion for consideration of these results.
-The probability of a false alarm
a) The main effect for block and its linear component 
are significant at the 0.1% level (two tail).
Block 1 2 3 4
TPF 0.3290 0.2723 0.2450 0.2166
Table C44. The main effect for block (TPF).
b) The linear component associated with the interaction 
between block, introversion and frequency is significant 
at the 2.5% level (two tail).
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» Introverts Extroverts
Block
low
frequency
high
frequency
low
frequency
high
frequency
1 0.3220 0.3833 0.4254 0.1854
2 . 0.3198 0.2879 0.3541 0.1275
3 0.2813 0.2517 0.3029 0.1442
4 0.2456 0.2186 0.2801 0.1220
Table C4$. The interaction of block, introversion and 
frequency (TPF).
c) The quadratic component associated with the inter­
action between noise, block and introversion is significant 
at the 5% level (two tail) .
Jntroverts Extroverts
Block No noise Noise No noise Noise
1 0.3395 0.3657 0.2393 0.3714
2 0.3676 0.2401 0.1676 0.3140
3 0.3052 0.2279 0.1734 0.2737
4 0.2482 0.2160 0.1626 0.2395
Table The interaction of noise, block and introversion
(TPF).
d) The linear component associated with the interaction 
between block, introversion, neuroticism and time of day is 
significant at the 2.5% level (two tail).
e) The linear component associated with the interaction 
between block, introversion, neuroticism and frequency is 
significant at the 5% level (two tail).
See discussion for consideration of these results.
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f e s u H t s _ i n y q l y i t i m e _ p _ n _ t _ a s k  f o r  t h e  s pepd o f
t p _ s i q n a l s  ( v i g i l a n c e t a s k ) :
a) The main effect for block and the associated linear 
component are significant at the 0.5% and 0.1% levels (two 
tail), respectively.
Block 1 2 3 4
0.0279 0.0482 0.0506 0.0549
Table chl . The main effect for block (LS^q ) .
The following effects were also significant:
b) The cubic component associated with the interaction 
between block and introversion (1%, two tail).
c) The interaction of block, introversion and neuroticism 
(1%, two tail) and the associated cubic component (1%, two 
tail).
d) The quadratic component associated with the interaction 
between block, neuroticism and time of day (5%, two tail).
e) The interaction between block, introversion and fre­
quency (5%, two tail) and the associated cubic component
(1%, two tail).
f) The linear component associated with the interaction 
between block, introversion, neuroticism and time of day
(5%, two tail).
g) The interaction between block, introversion, neuroti— 
cism and frequency and the associated linear and cubic com­
ponents (all at the 5% level, two tail).
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h) The interaction between noise, block and introversion 
(0.1%, two tail) and the associated quadratic (0.5%, two 
tail) and cubic (1%, two tail) components.
i) The interaction between noise, block, introversion 
and frequency and the associated quadratic and cubic compo­
nents (all at the 0.1% level, two tail).
j) The cubic component associated with the interaction 
between noise, block, introversion, time of day and frequency 
(2.5%, two tail).
k) The interaction between noise, block, introversion, 
neuroticism, time of day and frequency (0.1%, two tail) and 
the associated linear component (2.5%, two tail).
Further consideration of (b) to (k) will be postponed 
until the discussion.
The reader is reminded that in graphs presented in 
the discussion, any that have time on task represented on 
the 'X' axis have had this axis reversed in the interests 
of clarity.
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s iqni^Tçant effects involving time on 
task for bèhavioural measures :_____
The first index that we will consider is the non- 
parametric criterion (TBE) . Thie main effect for block and 
the associated linear and quadratic components are all sig­
nificant, due to the fact that with time on task, the tendency 
to respond steadily decreased (see Graph C 6 ). There is 
some indication that the initial concavity upwards of the 
graph is followed by a slight convexity upwards. But since 
the cubic component is not significant, it is reasonable to 
assume that the overall trend is for the rate of decrease 
to decrease with time on task. This would be consistent 
either with the view that time on task moves subjects to the 
left along the 'X' axis of the inverted 'U ' and that we are 
operating on portion 'A', or that it moves subjects to the 
right and that we are operating on portion 'D'. We have 
argued already that there is no way of resolving this issue 
unequivocally where simple main effects are concerned. The 
main effect for "position" in the subjective "arousal" 
measure would support the view that time on task overall moves 
subjects to the left along the 'X ' axis of the inverted "U", 
whilst the main effect for position.for the subjective 
"stress' and state "anxiety' measures would suggest the re­
verse. However, all this assumes that there is a linear, 
monotonie relationship between the determinants and the 
intervening construct - i.e. that the Western model is the 
correct one. We have seen already that there is evidence 
for the Russian model in the present study, and if this is 
so, main effects for state measures are as ambiguous as main
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effects for behcviourel rrieesures.
'TY^icre ere, bo^cver, ore or tvo ctber points to be re^e 
about the main effect for block. It can be shown from 
Inspection of the total number of responses made by the sub­
jects that the value for block 1 overall is 19.*46.
The value ve would have expected if subjects had responded 
to all the sicr.els but not to any of the non-signals is 18, 
since this is the average of the nun.ber of signals per 
block for the high and lew frec-ency conditions (29 and 1, 
respectively). Since these two values are very close to each 
ether a-.d since the total r.u~.ber of responses quickly falls 
below the exracted value, one cannot exrlain the fall in the 
I ardency to resyond with time on task oy any adjustment of 
subjective signal probability to actual signal probability.
Cur pre-task 'buzzer period' seems to have been quite 
successful in establishing a fairly accurate overall suojec- 
tive probability at the start of the task. Overall, subjects 
seem to have developed fairly accurate expectancies about 
signal probability, so the decline in the tencency to res­
pond m.ust be cue to other factors, tin a t these factors are 
may become clearer when we consider interactions between 
time on task and other factors. At present the important
point is that we can safely assume that overall changes 
with time are not due to any perceived
discrepancy between the pre-uest and the test periods, a.-’C 
that the adaptive mechanism proposed.by Vickers et ..aj,
(see pp. 783-qS) to maintain the subject's level of responding
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has not been powerful enough to prevent the influence of other' 
factors from becoming apparent. If we look at the total 
number of responses in block 1 for the two freouency condi­
tions separately, the values are 13.8 and 26.1, respectively, 
for the low and the high condition. The value for the low 
frequency,in particular^departs considerably from the expected 
value (7) , indicating that the initial setting of the cri­
terion may not depend entirely on subjective probability.
But this is, of course, exactly what we would predict. We 
have argued all along that the dictates of signal detection 
theory by itself may conflict with the dictates of the 
hedonic tone model, for example. In the case of Brebner 
and Flavel's study on reaction time (see pp. 422-3 S ), signal 
detection theory seemed to be paramount.* However, in this 
instance it is possible that when the opportunities to 
respond provided by the experimenter were very slight, as 
in the low signal frequency condition, the need to maximise 
hedonic tone may have overriden the need to optimise per­
formance, with the result that subjects-responded more 
frequently than the objective signal probability would require. 
Equally, it is possible that at the high frequency, respond­
ing at the expected level of 29 times per ten minute period 
might have provided too much stimulation so subjects respon­
ded at a slightly lower level.
There is, therefore, no need to believe that the pre­
task period did not establish accurate expectancies. Initial 
discrepancies between expected and actual levels of respond­
ing could be explained by hedonic tone considerations. The 
subsequent changes with time are a different matter. The 
fact that the level of responding decreases markedly with
' SOI
time on task could be cue t o chances in the c3i sere nancy 
between actual and desired levels of hedonic tone. But it 
is more likely that they are a reflection of other factors 
such as habituation, sujTjriation of excitation, etc. which we 
will consider below. It is worth/though mentioning one in­
teresting point. In the low frequency condition, the total 
number of responses mace by the subjects decreased from a 
value of 13.8 in block 1 to a value of 7.17 in block 4. This 
latter value is close to the actual signal frequency in the 
'low' condition - i.e. 7. It is possible, therefore, that 
in this condition the subjects may still have been learning 
about the signal probability during the course of the test 
session. vrhy this should be so is not clear, though it 
may be that at low frequency a pre-test period does not give 
the subject a sufficient number of stimuli to develop accu­
rate expectancies. If so, this poses a problem for the 
design of experiments in the vigilance area, since it may 
mean that very lengthy training sessions are necessary before 
subjective probability becomes matched to actual probability. 
But if such training sessions were employed it might mask 
many interesting phenomena in vigilance which could be ex­
pected to show up when the novelty of the task was higher.
However, it is possible that the correspondence between 
the actual and expected level of responding in block 4 in 
the low frequency group is simply coincidental. Furthermore, 
the fact that the level of responding in the high frequency 
condition falls from 26.1 in block 1 to 15.8 in block 4, 
which is well below the expected value, indicates that in this 
group at least factors other than matching of subjective to
- 9 0 2
objective probability must be at work. The much larger 
fall at hiçh frequency could be interpreted as support for 
our earlier suggestion that in the present study the rate 
of habituation may be greater at high than at low signal 
frequency. However, the difference may simply be a reflec­
tion of the 1 oW of initial values, and in any case the inter­
action between block and frequency is not significant for 
any of the behavioural measures.
The same does not apply to the interaction between 
noise and block. This is significant for the criterion measure 
as is the associated linear component. Graph C7 shows 
that with time on task the tendency to respond falls under 
both noise conditions, but does so more markedly under 
'noise' than under 'no noise'. This may be due to the law 
of initial values, especially since the curves do not actually 
cross. It may be possible, therefore, to explain this inter­
action simply by assuming that the subjects are operating on 
portion 'A' of the inverted 'U', but further to the right 
in the 'noise' condition than in the 'no noise' condition.
If so, then movement to the left with time on task would 
produce the kind of relationship depicted in Graph C7.
The interaction between block, introversion, neuroticism 
and time of day and its linear component are significant, and 
the relevant means are plotted in Graph CÇ . If we look 
at the curves for the high N subjects, we see that the rela­
tionships may be explicable on the basis of our model. The 
fact that the functions for the morning condition are by and 
large lii^Ker than the corresponding functions for the after­
noon condition might be explicable if we assumed that time on
'  903
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task moved high N subjects to the right along the 'X' axis
b
of the inverted 'U ' in the afternoon. The reasoning behind- 
this statement is as follows: The overall heights of the
curves can only be explained by assuming that the 'afternoon 
groups' were operating beyond the T.T.I. If so, then the 
negative, monotonie relationship between the tendency to 
respond and block in these groups can only be explained if 
we assume that time on task moved them further past the T.T.I. 
If it did not, then one would have expected, at least, an ifn'tTcil 
increase in the tendency to respond as time on task moved 
subjects to the left and hence back towards the T.T.I. It 
could be argued that such an initial increase might have been 
masked by the fact that the measures are averaged over a ten 
minute time period. However, to have split up the block 
factor to provide a finer degree of resolution would^have 
been difficult, especially at the low frequency, since it 
would have meant that the number of signals per time period 
would have been extremely low. Furthermore, it is an un­
likely explanation of the results in the present case, since 
the gap between the morning and afternoon groups does not 
narrow with time on task as one would expect it to, if this 
factor increased the tendency to respond of the afternoon 
groups initially. If anything the gap increases, at least
for the extrovert group.
If we, therefore, assumed that time on task moves the 
high N afternoon groups to the right, we are still left with 
the question of its effect on the high N morning groups, he 
could assume that it moved both groups to the left, but this 
would not explain why the 'introvert morning' group has a
9 0 6
lower tendency to respond than the 'extrovert morning'
b
group in blocks 2, 3 and 4. One might be able to explain 
tht relationship between these two groups, though, if we 
assumed that they moved to the right and to the left, respe­
ctively, w’^ith time on task. However, this would not explain 
why the 'introvert morning' group has a higher tendency to 
respond in Block 1 and yet shows a steeper fall than the 
'extravert morning' group. The latter group would seem to 
be operating on portion B of the curve, but if this is so, 
then one must assume that the Introvert morning' group in 
block 1 must also be operating on portion B or portion C, 
but at a higher level - i.e. closer to the T.T.I. If so, one 
would expect a given movement along the ' X ' axis to produce 
less of a change in this group, since both portions B and C
A
are negatively accelerated - i.e. co^ex upwards. Of course, 
since the net movement along the 'X' axis as a result of 
time on task depends on the direction and size of the combined 
vector of several opposing factors (see p. 7 9-S ), it may
not be valid to assume that a given change in time on task 
(as represented, for instance, by movement from block 1 to 
block 2) produces the same size of change in position on the 
'X' axis in different groups, let alone the same direction of 
change. It is possible, therefore, that the results for the 
high N subjects m,ay be consonant with the inverted ' U ' model
as we have presented it.
However, when we come to consider the results for the 
low N subjects in this interaction, this concordance breaks 
down. We see that the curves for the 'extrovert afternoon 
group and the 'introvert morning' group are fairly flat
' 907
compared to the other groups. The inverted tu ' has three : - - 
such flattened areas: the two extreme ends and the region 
around the T.T.I, The overall heights of the curves suogest 
that these two groups are not operating near the T.T.I. How­
ever, if they are operating on one of the flattened extreme' 
ends of the curve it is difficult to explain why the 'extra- 
vert morning' group, which would be expected to be operating - 
further to the left than the 'extrovert afternoon' group, 
shows à steady decline in tendency to respond with time on 
task. It is, of course, possible that if the various opposing 
factors which govern the effect of time on task were fairly 
equally balanced it might result in little change in the 
position of subjects on the inverted 'U ' and a relatively 
flat curve might result. This would, perhaps, be most likely 
in intermediate croups who were high on the levels of some 
but not all of the factors involved. The two groups in 
question would fall into this category. However, such an 
explanation is highly speculative, and in any case their 
overall height relative to the other groups would suggest that 
they were operating near one of the extreme ends of the 
inverted 'U ', so the problem of explaining their relation­
ship to the 'extrovert morning' group for instance, still 
remains. For these reasons, we cannot state unequivocally 
that the interaction between block, introversion, neuroticism 
and time of day is consistent with the inverted 'U' hypo­
thesis , especially since complex interactions are difficult 
to interpret^b^' must consider f o r  the criterion
measure is that between block, introversion, neuroticism ond 
frequency. This is ‘significant at the 5% level and the 
associated line&r component is significant at the_l%_level,
; 908
Graph CI shows that our earlier suggestion that the reduc­
tion in novelty at high frequency may he greater than at low 
frcqucrnc]^ hcs> so...e foundation. If we look at the curves for 
the low N subjects we see that in both introverts and extra- 
verts the curves for the high frequency condition are lower 
overall than the corresponding curves for the lew frequency 
condition. The fact that this relationship holds good in 
block 1 and not just in the later blocks is explicable if we 
remember that- prior to the start of the task subjects under­
went an initial period during which they were subjected to 
auditory sti-uli at the same frequency as the signals in the 
subsequent test period. It is, therefore, not out of line 
with expectation that the rate of decline of the tendency to* 
respond- during the test p-eriod itself is less at the high 
frequency than at the lew frequency in introverts. une can 
explain this by postulating a 'floor, effect', in the former 
case. But if this is the case, it is surprising that a 
similar floor effect is not apparent in the 'extrovert high 
frequency*group despite their lower overall level. The 
author also has no explanation for the sharp rise .in the ten­
dency to respond between blocks 3 and 4 in the 'introvert 
high frequency' group.
If we new lock at the curves for the high N subjects ivt s«e 
that the 'extravert, low frequency' group is higher than the 
'extrovert high frequency' groupées before, but the relative 
positions of the two frequency conditions is reversed amongst 
introverts. However, this is explicable on the basis of our 
analysis of the effect of time on task. V»e suggested that 
the effect of an increase in frequency would both enhance the
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reduction in novelty associated with increasina time on
of
task, but cuso prorriote sunmation^the excitations of. succe­
ssive sti.T.uli. We also argued that the latter effect would 
be relatively more pronounced when the levels of the deter­
minants relatively high than when they wo-t relatively
lew. It is possible, therefore, that in the high IC introverts^ 
the effect of an increase in signal frequency is opposite 
to tnat in the other croups. If this effect operates during 
the pre-task period it could explain why the tendency to 
respond in block 1 is greater at high frequency than at low 
frequency in this group. The fact that the tendency to res­
pond nevertheless declines more at high frequency than at low 
frequency could be explained by the law of initial values: 
i.e. by the fact that the overall tendency to respond in the 
'introvert, low frequency' group is very low.
This latter phenomenon does, however, pose a problem 
for our hyp-othesis. Up till now we have considered the 
relative positions of the corresponding curves for the law 
and high frequency conditions. If we now corpare the re_ative 
positions of the corresponding curves for introverts anc 
extroverts, we find that in nearly all cases the introvert 
curve is higher than the extrovert curve as we woulc expect.
The relative rates of decline of the curves for the intrcvert 
and extrovert groups wculd also by end large be expliccb^e 
on the basis of the assumption that the rate of decline vill 
be greater in the extroverts (due to a greater predominance 
of the reduction in novelty factor over the summation of 
excitations factor), though in some cases this effect seems 
to be moderated by the lew of initial values. H o w e v e r ,  the
'  . 911
one thing that such an assumption cannot explain is the fact 
»
that the curve for the high N introverts' at low frequency 
is much lower than the corresponding curve for the 'high N 
extroverts'. The author has no satisfactory explanation for 
this relationship and so this interaction again provides 
only p a rtial■support for our hypotheses.
We have considered the results for the criterion 
measure at some length in order to illustrate the kind of 
reasoning that is necessary when the time on task factor is 
involved. In discussing the remaining results we will not 
devote as much attention to interactions which provide, at 
best, equivocal support for the hypothesis.
912
Let us now consider the results for the discrimination '
»
index. The non-parametric and parametric measures of the 
latter yield essentially similar results differing^hy and 
large^only on the significance level at which a given effect 
is found to be reliable, or occasionally in the fact that 
one particular component of a given interaction is signifi­
cant for one measure but not for another. There are no 
instances, however, where a given interaction yields one or 
more significant components for one index but no significant 
components for the other. For this reason in our treatment 
of the results we will confine our account to the non-para- 
metric measure, since the latter is based on fewer assumptions 
than the parametric measure.
The main effect for block is significant as are its 
linear and quadratic components. Graph Ci= shows that with 
time on task the discrimination ability of the subject de­
creases but the rate of decrease also decreases. This certainly 
cannot be due to any adjustment of subjective to objective 
probability and must be due to the influence of other factors, 
though because we are considering a main effect it is not 
easy to discern what these factors are. If we now look at the 
interaction between noise and block we find that the linear 
component is significant. Graph Cii shows that in both 
noise conditions discrimination ability falls with time on 
task, but it falls more steeply under 'no noise' than under 
'noise'. This could be explained by assuming that time on 
task moves subjects to the left under both noise conditions 
and that the differential fall off is due to the fact that 
both groups are operating on portion B. The slight concavity
913
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upwards in both croups is not consistent with this view, so 
it is possible that the differences between the two condi­
tions are not explicable in terms of differences in the ini­
tial positions on:the inverted 'U' curve alone, but also in 
terms of the differential importance of the reduction in 
novelty and the summation of excitations factors. It is possi­
ble that the summtation of excitations factor is more important 
in the 'noise' condition than in the 'no noise' condition and 
hence retards the rate of decline in the former relative to 
the latter.
Let us now consider the interaction between noise, 
block and neuroticism which is significant at the 2.5% level 
and which is depicted in Graph ci% . The interaction is due 
to the fact that whereas under'noise conditions, the low N 
subjects show greater discrimination ability than the high N 
subjects throughout the task, especially towards the end, the 
difference is greatest i n the second b t o c K  under 'no 
noise' and, in fact, in block 4 the relative positions of the 
two groups are reversed. Also, the linear component is sig­
nificant due to the fact that under 'no noise', low N subjects 
show a greater decline than high N subjects, whereas the 
reverse is true under 'noise'.
The curves for the 1 ow N subjects could be explaineo if 
we assumied that time on task moved subjects to the left under 
both noise conditions, but that under 'noise' subjects were 
operating further to the right overall, on portion B, than 
under 'no noise'. However, the curves for the high N subjects 
do not conform to the model, whether we consider the possi­
bility of movement to the left or to the right.
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There are a number of other interactions for the
I
discrimination index, but none of these are in line with the 
hypothesis so they will not be considered; The reader is 
referred to the results section for a list of them (seefpJIH)
918
Let us now consider the findings for the probability 
»
of a hit. This is the most widely used measure in the field 
of vigilance and in line with previous findings the main 
effect for block is significant , as are its linear and quad­
ratic components, due to the fact that the probability of 
detecting a signal decreases with time on task, with the rate 
of decrease also -decreasing (see Graph 0 3 )  . The fact that 
there is no interaction between introversion and time on 
task provides indirect support for the view that high fre­
quency pre-task training sessions may have been responsible 
for such an interaction in other studies (e.g. Bak^n, Belton 
and Totk ,1963) .
On the other hand, the interaction of noise and block 
is significant at the 5% level, as is its linear component 
(2.5% level). Graph C/V shows^that the probability of detec­
ting a signal decreases with time on task but moreso under
iVit c ('«.c f - or t C i ' i t e r i c / t  -anH t/'-3
'no noise' than under 'noise'. The corresponding^discrimina­
tion index are also significant, but the form of the latter 
corresponds more closely to the present one. Since it is 
likely, therefore, that the interaction between noise and 
block for the probability of a hit is related to the same 
interaction for the discrimination .index, we will not discuss 
it further. A glance at the results shows that a similar 
correspondence exists for the most of the remaining inter­
actions. The only exceptions are the interaction between 
noise, block, introversion, neuroticism and frequency, for 
which the linear component is significant and the interaction 
between noise, block, time of day and frequency for which the 
cubic component is significant. In neither case is there a
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corresponding interaction for the discrimination index.
However, like the other interactions, in neither case is th, 
result in line with the model so will not consider them any 
further.
If we now look at the results for the probability of a 
false alarm we find that the main effect for block and its 
linear component ore significant, due to a decrease with time 
(see Graph CiS ). This is in line with the results for both 
the criterion and the discrimination index. This^too,is con­
sonant with previous findings though in the present case it 
is unlikely to be due to the gradual adjustment of subjective 
to actual probability.
The linear component associated with the interaction 
between block, introversion and frequency is also significant 
and is depicted in Graph . We see that amongst extroverts
a greater decline is found at low frequency than at high fre­
quency. This could be due to a floor effect combined with 
greater habituation at the high frequency during the pre-task 
period. Amongst introverts, on the other hand, the probabi­
lity of a false alarm declines more steeply at high frequency 
possibly due to greater habituation - this time unbridled by 
proximity to some imaginary baseline. However, it is difficult 
to explain why both introvert groups have curves which are 
lower overall than that of the extrovert, low frequency group.
We must also consider the interaction between noise, 
block and introversion for which the quadratic component is 
significant. Graph C |7 shows that this is cue mainly to the 
fact that the introverts under 'no noise' show an initial 
increase and then a decrease, whereas in the other conditions
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there is a monotonie decrease with time on task. The results 
»
might seem'explicable if we assumed that time on task moves 
the introvert groups to the right, but the extrovert groups 
to the left. However, this would necessitate the assumption 
that under 'noise' the introverts are operating on portion D 
of the inverted ' U ' and the corresponding curve is higher 
than would be expected on this basis.
There are two other interactions which should be men­
tioned, both of which have significant linear components: 
block X introversion x neuroticism x time of day and block x 
introversion x neuroticism x frequency. These are associated 
with corresponding interactions for the criterion measure 
which we have already discussed.
9 2 6
Let us now consider the results for the final measure, 
namely the'' speed of response to signals.
The main effect for block and the associated linear 
component are highly significant, and as Graph Ci8 shows 
this is due to the fact that speed of response decreases with 
time on task. This is in line with Buck's (1966) conclusion 
that this index usually parallels the decline in performance 
with time found using more conventional measures such as the 
probability of a hit.
However, the author has no adequate explanation for 
any of the remaining significant effects (listed in the re­
sults section) so these will not be discussed.
9 2 7
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2.  E . P . Q .  ANALYSES
As for the joint simple visual reaction tive/signal 
cetection task ve .-ust consider the subjects' scores- on the 
extr»-vers 1 on and neuroticism cimensicns cased on the E.P.Q.s 
G i v e n  at the tire of the experiment as well as the scores 
cased on the f^.P.I.s given at initial recruitment. We 
find that the correlations between the two sets of scores 
{for the 23 subjects who participated throughout) are 0.7266 
and 0.747 2 for extroversion and neuroticism, respectively. 
T’-.ese are both significant beyond the 0.5% level 'one tail). 
The correlation for neuroticism is so-ewhat smaller than
. . C C
first E.P.Q. (gi\en at the tome of the joint task) - see 
p. 637. This could be cue to the greater length of time that 
labsef b-t surprisingl} the correlation for the exora- 
^.sicn dinension is -uch higher than the corresponding 
E .P.I./firsu E.P.Q. correlation. It is possible that sc~e 
form of long term cyclical process is involved out its exact 
natbre is very difficult to discern, no-r is rt clear why 
the two di-ensions should show such a different pattern of 
results.
This difference is further reflected in the correla­
tion between the scores for the first and secona aoministra- 
tion of the E.P.Q. (i.e. at the time of the joint task and 
the vigilance task respectively) . The correlation for extra- 
version is 0.4793 (2.5%, one tail) which is lower than the
• - 9 2 9
corresponding E .P.I./second E.P.Q. correlation despite the 
fact that the relevant time interval was shorter and the 
same questionnaire was employed (again militating against 
the view that Qifferences in the sociabi1ity/impulsivity 
item contents of the E.P.I. and E.P.Q. are playing an impo­
rtant a part here). This lends support to the view that 
some cyclical process may be governing the extroversion 
dimension, and this congruence is not of course surprising 
since correlations between three variables are not entirely 
independent of each other (full matrices are given in 
Appendix C ) .
When we look at the neuroticism factor we see that 
the first E . P .Q./second E.P.Q. correlation is 0.749 (0.5% 
one tail) which is higher than the corresponding E.P.I./ 
second E.P.Q. correlation. This underlines the previously 
noted disparity between the two personality dimensions.
Let us now consider the relationship between the 
E.P.Q. scores and the measures derived from the vigilance 
task. As before there was a significant negative correlation 
between the lie scale score and the extroversion score 
(-0.3629: 5% two tail), but no significant correlation 
between the lie score and either neuroticism or psychotism.
It was decided for reasons stated earlier (see pp. 637-^ )
not to correct the extroversion scores for dissimulation.
Results (vigilance task: E.P.Q. scores).
Two bimodal splits on the E and N scores resulted 
in an introversion/extroversion and a neuroticism/stability 
factor. All analysis procedures were identical to these
9 3 0
Icarried out before except that the introversion and neuro­
ticism factors were defined in terms of the E.P.Q. scores 
and not the original E.P.I. scores.
9 3 1
i) state and physiological measures - : -_ _ „ ; •
-hete results ere heseo on encloses which are identical 
to the previous ores except that the subjects EPQ scores were 
subjected to a bi-ocal split to define the introversion and • - 
neuroticism factors. Unfortunately, the nature of the re- 
s u i t i n g  r cn-crtrc r c r a l  analyses of variance w a s  such t h a t  it 
vas not possible to investigate interactions involving more ' 
than two factors (XcXanus, personal communication ).
9 3 2
ts for subjective 'arousal' fE.P.o.):
;
The interaction of introversion and frequency is signi­
ficant at the 5% level (two tail) . At low frequency, extra- 
verts report a higher level of 'arousal' than introverts, 
whereas the reverse is true at high frequency. Also, amongst 
extroverts a higher level of 'arousal' is reported at low 
frequency than at high frequency, whereas the reverse is true 
amongst introverts.
low high
frequency frequency
Introverts 1.136 1.725
Extroverts 1.745 0.979
Table C4S . The interaction of introversion (EPQ) and fre­
quency (TAROUSAL).
Results for subjective stress— (EPQ.) :
The main effect for neuroticism is significant at the 
5% level (two tail). Overall, high N subjects report a
Table 1 . The mai
ess than low N subjects
Low N High N
1.526 2.168
lin effect for neurotici
hate anxiety (EPQ):
The interaction of noise and introversion is significant 
at the 2.5% level (two tail). Amongst introverts, a higher 
level of anxiety'is reported under 'noise' than under no
- 9 3 3  ,
noise', vherecs the reverse is true amongst extroverts. Also 
under no noise , extroverts report a higher level of anxiety 
than introverts, whereas the reverse is true under 'noise'
Introverts Extroverts
No noise 38.75 39.41
Noi se 42.78 36.34
Table CSO . The interaction of noise and introversion (EPQ) - 
(ANX).
Results for deep core body temperature (EPQ) ;
a) The interaction of neuroticism and frequency is signi­
ficant at the 5% level (one tail). At low frequency, high N 
subjects have a higher temperature than low N subjects, whereas 
the reverse-is true at high frequency. Also, amongst low N 
subjects, body temperature is higher at high frequency than 
at low frequency, whereas the reverse is true amongst high N 
subjects.
low high
frequency frequency
Low N 35.894 36.173
High N 36.414 36.063
Table C5l . The interaction of neuroticism (EPQ) and fre­
quency (TEMP).
b) The main effect for introversion is significant at the 
2.5% level (two tail). Overall, extroverts have a higher body 
temperature than introverts.
S34
I n t r o v e r t s E x t r o v e r t s
3 5 . 9 2 8 3 6 . 3 8 3
Table Cf 1 . The main effect for introversion (EPQ) - (iEtiP)
l ) _ ^ E ^ u s Si o n _ ^ ( j _ i ô t e _ 5 n d j h y ' ^ g 3 p o i c a i  m e a s u r e s  f r r , m  
V  i  g i  lance- t a sk E.P.Q . scores) ;
If we look at the results for the subjective 'arousal' 
measure we find that only one of the effects involving two 
factors or less (since higher order interactions could not 
be investigated - see p . 433) which was significant for the' 
E.P.I. analysis is also significant for the E.P.Q. analysis. 
Tills is the interaction between introversion and frequency 
which is due to the fact that at low frequency, extroverts 
report a higher level of 'arousal' than introverts, whereas 
the reverse is true at high frequency. Also amongst extra- 
verts a higher level of 'arousal' is reported at low frequency 
than at high frequency, whereas the reverse is true amongst 
introverts. This corresponds to the interaction derived from 
the E.P.I. analysis and thus supports our earlier contention 
that in the present study, an increase in signal frequency 
results in movement to the left along the 'X ' axis of the 
inverted 'U '.
The only result that is significant for the subjective
'stress' measure is the main effect for neuroticism due to the
fact that overall high N subjects report a higher level of
'stress' than low N subjects. In view of the high correlation
between the 'stress' and anxiety scores in the present study,
» ,  •
and the positive relationship between neuroticism and anxiety 
found by Spence and Spence (1966) , this result is intuitively 
reasonable. However, there is no corresponding main effect 
for the state anxiety'measure in the present set of results.
There is, however, an interaction between noise and 
introversion that supports our earlier contention that this
- 9 3 8
index may be an inverse measure of hedonic tone. Amongst 
introverts, a higher level of anxiety is reported under 'noise' 
than under 'no noise', whereas the reversé is true amongst 
extraverts. Also, under 'no noise', extroverts report a 
higher level of anxiety than introverts, whereas the reverse 
is true under 'noise'. This is contrary to prediction if we 
assume that state anxiety is an index of the 'excitatory 
process' since it indicates that there is a 'U ' shaped rela­
tionship between anxiety and the determinants (in this case 
introversion and noise). However, if anxiety is an inverse 
measure of hedonic tone, the result supports the idea that 
there is an inverted 'U ' relationship between the latter and 
the determinants.
The final measure we must consider is deep core body 
temperature. We have, firstly, an interaction between neuro­
ticism and frequency which is in line with our original 
prediction but which does not support our later suggestion 
that in the present context, signal frequency moves subjects 
to the left along the inverted 'U'. At low frequency, high 
N subjects have a higher body temperature than low N subjects, 
whereas the reverse is true at high frequency. Also, amongst 
low N subjects, body temperature is higher at high frequency 
than at low frequency, whereas the reverse is true amongst 
high N subjects. There is also a main effect for introversion 
due to the fact that overall, extroverts have a higher body 
temperature than introverts. This is somewhat surprising in 
view of Blake's (1971) finding that over the time of day 
range that was covered by the present study, body temperature 
tends to be somewhat higher in introverts than in extroverts,
9 3 7
but it telTs us little about the applicability or otherwise 
of the inverted 'U' model to the body temperature measure.
9 3 8
ii) BEHAVIOURAL MEASURE8
3) Results relating to overall performance 
Results for the non-parametrlc criterion (EPQ)
No significant effects.
Results for the non-narametric d iscriminat i nr. i r d e x  
■( E . P . O . ) :
a) The main effect for neuroticism. is significant at 
the 5% level (two tail). Overall, low N subjects discrimi 
nate better than high N subjects.
Low N High N
2.5413 2.3932
Table C2h , The main effect for neuroticism (EPQ) - (TDY)
b) The interaction of neuroticism, time of day and
939
frequency is significant at the 5% level (two tail). See 
discussion,
Results— for _the_pamame_tric discrimination indpy fppgu 
The interaction of neuroticism, time of day and fre­
quency is significant at the 5% level (two tail). See 
discussion.
Results for the probability of a hit (EPQ):
No significant effects.
Results for the probability of a false alarm (EPQ):
No significant effects.
Results for the speed of response to signals (EPQ): 
The interaction of neuroticism and time of day is 
significant at the 2.5% level (one tail). In the morning, 
high N subjects are faster than low N subjects, whereas the 
reverse is true in the afternoon. Also, amongst low N 
subjects speed of response is greater In the afternoon than 
in the morning, whereas the reverse is true amongst high N 
subjects.
Morning Afternoon
Low N 0.0653 -0.0195
Hioh N 0.0464 0.0580
Table C54. The in teracti on of neuroti ci sm (EPQ) and tinie 
of day (ISiS ).
9 h )
I) Discussion (behavioural measures frnm vinila.nr^ f =
relating _tp. overall performance: FPn = )
When we look at the results for the behavioural measures 
which relate to the overall level of performance, we find 
that none of the effects which appeared in the E.P.I, ana-, 
lysis of the non-parametric criterion appear in the E.P.Q. 
analysis. In the former analysis there were significant 
interactions between neuroticism and frequency, between 
neuroticism and time of day, and between introversion, neuro­
ticism and frequency, for example. However, there are no 
significant effects for the non-parametric criterion in the 
E.P.Q. analysis.
There is a similar dearth of significant results for 
the discrimination index. The interaction of neuroticismj 
time of day and frequency is significant for both the para­
metric and non-parametric measures and is very similar in 
form to the corresponding interaction for the E.P.I. analy­
sis so we will not discuss it here. The main effect for 
neuroticism is significant for the non-parametric measure 
with low N subjects showing better discrimination ability 
overall than high K subjects, but, as for the E.P.I. analy­
sis, the parametric measure does not show this effect at 
3 statistically reliable level.
There are no significant effects for the probability- 
of-a—hit and probability —of— a—false—alarmi measures, but there 
is one significant result for the speed-of-response-to- 
signals index. This is the highly significant interaction 
between neuroticism and,* time of oay. In the morning, high
'21
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N subjects are faster than low N subjects, whereas the 
reverse is true in the afternoon. Also, amongst low N sub­
jects, speed of response is greater in the afternoon than 
in the morning, whereas the reverse is true amongst high N 
subjects. This is completely in line with prediction and 
is also corroborated by a similar result for the E.P.I. 
analysis.
843
ç] Resujits— for— behavioural measures fvigiüanrp tpcV)
involving time on task and based on E.P.o. .gmrpc^r
(Results_for the_npn-parametric criterion fEPQl:
a) The interaction of block, introversion and time of 
day, is significant at the 5% level (two tail). As is the 
associated linear component. See discussion.
Introverts Extraverts
Block Morning Afternoon Morning Afternoon
1 2.414 2.126 2.501 2.471
2 2.450 2.589 2.721 2.635
3 2.468 2.585 2.758 2.657
4 2.607 2.648 2.785 2.661
Table c s s  . The interaction of block, introversion (EPQ) 
and time of day (TEE).
b) The quadratic component associated with the inter­
action of noise, block and neuroticism is significant at 
the 2.5% level (two tail). See discussion.
c) The linear component associated with the interaction 
of block, introversion, neuroticism and time of day is signi 
ficant at the 2.5% level (two tail). See discussion.
d) The linear component associated with the interaction 
between noise, block, introversion, time of day and frequency 
'is significant at the 5% level (two tail) . See discussion.
for the non-parametric discrimination ipoex_
94
a) The quadratic component associated with the inter-
action between block 
2.5% level (two tail)
and neuroticism is significant at the 
See discussion.
Block Low N High N
1 2.6527 2.5455
2 2.5536 2.3489
3 2.5259 2.3285
4 2.4331 2.3499
Table C S ' C . The interaction of block and neuroticism (EPQ) -
(TDY) .
b) The
assoc
linear component^with the interaction between
noise, block and neuroticism is significant at the 2.5% level
(two tail) . See discussion.
No noise Noise
B1 ock Low N High N Low N High N
1 2.6623 2.4799 2.6432 2.6110
2 2.5034 2.2871 2.6038 2.4107
3 2.4640 2.2997 2.5878 2.3572
4 2.3223 2.3023 2.5440 2.3975
Table CS7 . The interaction of noise, block and neuroticism 
(EPQ) - (t d Y ) .
c) The quadratic component associated with the inter­
action between block, introversion and neuroticism is signi­
ficant at the 5% level (two tail) . See discussion.
d) The cubic component associated with the interaction 
between block, introversion and time of day is significant
at the 5% level (two tail). See discussion.
e) The quadratic component associated with the inter­
action between block, neuroticism and frequency is significant 
at the 5% level (two tail). See discussion.
Results for the parametric discrimination index (EPQ):
a) The quadratic component associated with the inter­
action between block and neuroticism is significant at the
2.5% level (two tail). See discussion.
b) The linear component associated with the interaction 
between noise, block and neuroticism is significant at the 
5% level (two tail). See discussion.
c) The quadratic component associated with the inter­
action of block, introversion and neuroticism is significant 
at the 5% level (two tail) . See discussion.
d) The quadratic component associated with the inter­
action between block, neuroticism and frequency is significant 
at the 5% level (two tail) . See discussion.
e) The quadratic component associated with the inter­
action between noise, block, neuroticism and time of day is 
significant at the 5% level (two tail). See discussion.
f) The quadratic component associated with the inter­
action between noise, block, introversion, time of day and 
frequency is significant at the 5% level (two tail) . See 
discussion.
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Results for the probability of a hit fFPni .
a) The quadratic component associated with the inter­
action between block and introversion is significant at the 
5% level (two tail) .
clock Introverts Extro-verts
1 2.168 2.164
2 1.888 1.691
3 1.774 1.626
4 1.567 1.579
Table C5S . The interaction of block and introversion 
(EPQ) - (TPH) .
b) The quadratic component associated with the inter­
action between block and neurotiosm is significant at the
2.5% level (two tail). See discussion.
c) The quadratic component associated with the inter­
action between block, introversion and neuroticism is signi­
ficant at the 5% level (two tail).
d) The cubic component associated with the interaction 
between block, introversion and time of day is significant 
at the 5% level (two tail).
e) The quadratic component associated with the inter­
action between block, neuroticism and frequency is significant 
at the 2.5% level (two tail).
f ) The quadratic component associated with the inter­
action between noise, block, neuroticism and frequency is 
significant at the 5% l^veT itwo tail) .
= y 4 /
g) The lîneair component associated with the interaction 
between noise, block and neuroticism is significant 
at the 5% level (two tail).
Results for the probability of a false alarm (EPQ);
The linear component associated with the interaction 
between noise, block, introversion and frequency is signi­
ficant at the 5% level (two tail) . See discussion.
Results for the speed of response to signals (EPQ);
a) The quadratic component associated with the inter­
action between block, neuroticism and time of day is signi­
ficant at the 2.5% level (two tail). See discussion.
b) The interaction between noise, block, neuroticism 
and time of day is significant at the 5% level (two tail) 
and the associated quadratic component is significant at 
the 1% level (two tail). See discussion.
c) The interaction between noise, block, introversion 
. and frequency is significant at the 5% level (two tail) .
See discussion.
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Discuss!on— (behcvloural measures from vlqilcnce ta^k
involving tim.e on t ask : E. P.Q. scores) :
Let us first consider the results for the non-pera- 
iretric criterion. We have one effect in common with the 
E.P.I. analysis namely the interaction between block, intro­
version, neuroticism and time of day and the associated linear 
component (though the significance levels differ between the 
analyses). • Furthermore the form of the
result is very similar in the two analyses though in both 
cases It IS out cf line with expectation and not amenable 
to explanation.
A somewhat"rcre promising effect is perhaps the inter­
action between cZook, introversion and time of cay (and its 
linear component) depicted in Graph CI^ . We see that 
'amongst extraverts, the afternoon curve is higher than the 
rorninc curve and declines less steeply, whereas am.ongst 
introverts the afternoon curve is higher in block 1 but 
icwer in blocks 2, 3 and 4 than the morning curve, and 
eve rail shews a steeper decline. The result is possibly 
explicable if we assumed that the 'introverts, afternoon' 
croup r.oved to the right along the inverted 'U' v.j.th t^ -.e 
and the other groups to the left, with the 'introvert, 
morning' group operating on portion E and the extrovert 
croups on portion A. This would be in line with the hypo­
theses developed earlier. There are certain recalcitrant 
features of the results though. For instance, the very 
steep fall between blocks 1 and 2 for the introvert, after­
noon group and the very shallow portion of the curve for
c Tn
'c l ' . : -  c :
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the 'extrovert, afternoon' group are both somewhat surpris­
ing. The same applies to the height of the 'introvert, 
afternoon' curve: if one assumed that these subjects were
operating on portion D of the inverted 'U' one would have 
expected the curve to be lower. Of the remaining signifi­
cant effects, none are in line with the model or explicable 
so they will not be considered any further.
If we now consider the results for the discrimination 
index, we find that there are four results which are comirion 
to both the parametric and non-parametric measures, (Ln both 
cases they are verified at a more stringent level for the 
latter) . The first of these is the quadratic component 
associated with the interaction between block and neuroticism, 
depicted in Graph ^ 3 . We see that whilst the low N
subjects show a fairly linear decrease with time, the high 
N subjects show a very sharp fall between blocks 1 and 2 
and a much flatter function subsequently. It might be
possible to accommodate the present result if we assumed
that the high N subjects moved to the right of the inverted 
'U' with time and this would be consistent with our hypo­
thesis, if true, but it is of course difficult to substan­
tiate such a claim.
Another effect which appears for both the parametric 
and non-parametric measures is the Li ne a. r component asso­
ciated with the interaction between noise, block and
neuroticism. Since the corresponding effect for the E.P.I. 
analysis was also significant and since the two sets of 
results are also very similar in form we will not discuss
'  951
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t h e  p r e s e n t  f i n d i n g  i n  d e t a i l .
Cf the rerr.aining results vhich are significant for 
both neasures, none have exact counterparts in the E.P.i. 
c n d y s i s  nor ere they explicable in terms of our present 
hypotheses and the same applies to the results which are 
significant for only one measure.
• •e ..Ca cc .,e to tne results relating to the probability 
of a hit.. Of the se, none have their exact counterpart in 
the E.P.I. analysis, but nearly all of them are associated 
with corresponding effects for the criterion and for the 
discrimination index which we have already discussed.
There are two exceptions to this, though. The first is the 
quadratic component associated with the interaction between 
block'and introversion and depicted in Graph C 2l . This 
shows that whereas the introverts show a fairly linear 
decrease with time, the extroverts shew an initial sharp 
decrease followed by a much shallower function. We could 
suppose that the extroverts were operating on portion A of , 
the inverted ' ü ' curve, but the fact that the slope of the' 
introvert curve is both less than that of the extrovert 
curve between blocks 1 and 2 and also at approximately the 
same level is inexplicable. The second result which is not 
associated with a corresponding result for a signal detection 
index is the interaction between noise/ block/ neuroticism 
and frequency/ but the author has no explanation for 
this.
There is only one significant effect for the probabi­
lity of a false alarm measure and that is the linear compo­
nent associated with the interaction between noise/ buock.
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introversion and frequency. This did not appear in the 
E.P.I. analysis nor does the author have any adequate 
explanation for it.
The final measure that we must consider is the speed 
of response to signals. There is only one effect - the 
quadratic component associated with the interaction between 
block, neuroticism and time of day - which is common to 
both the E.P.Q* and the E.P.I. analysis, and even here 
the forms of the two results are different. Furthermore, 
neither this nor any of the other results are in line with 
the theory or amenable to explanation so we will not consider, 
them further.
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PSYCHOTICISM
jhese results ere tesed on enelyses vhich ere i d e n t i c a l
to the îrevicus cr.es except that the subjects' E.P.Q. p scores
.ere subjected tc a bi.nocal split resulting in a psychotic!sn.
factor Which vas substituted for the introversion and r.euro- 
tici5r. factors.
iy;\vF:o::o:c5l arc c-^te = - —  r€^uft:
::c s : c.-.i f : c ar.t e f f e c t s .
rehcv: CO re 1 measures: _ _
Z£.folt£ relating to*yprAli
Eesülts. ir.vo2Yir.g ti-e nr...ta,Fk ;
trip _r
-y-
7-e ir.t er a rt : cr. cf block, psychcticism arc freqoercy 
i£ :.çr:r_cart at the : t level : t v c tail;, arc t'e assccierec 
lir.ear ccrpcr.ert is s i cr.i f i cart at the 0.5% level (two tail), 
fee CISC0=51 or.
7; e rcr-r a ra~ ejt r l c. p-srr:-:-ef-r-  ^- h e y 
7he Iirear ccrccrert associated with the irteracticr 
between block arc psychctici s.m is significant at the 2.5% 
level (two tell). Overall, low F subjects show e steeper 
decline in. discrimination ability between blocks 1 and 4 than 
l-ich F sub'ects.
Block Low P High P
1 2.5952 2.6030
2 2.4484 2.4540
3 2.4014 2.4530
4 2.3129 2.4702
2 33
Table C5*1 . The interaction of block and psychoticism (TDY) . 
The parametric disrriminetinn
a) The linear component associated with the interaction 
between block and psychoticism is significant at the 5% level 
tail) . Overall, low P subjects show a steeper fall in(two
subjects.
I ability between block 1 and
Block Low P High P
1 1.835 1.844
2 1.755 1.717
3 1.698 1.735
4 1.613 1.766
Table CCO , The interaction between block and psychoticism 
(SPR) .
b) The quadratic component associated with the inter­
action between block, psychoticism and frequency is signifi­
cant at the 2.5% level (two tail). See discussion.
Jhe probability of p. hiti 
No significant effects.
The probability of a false al armu— .
a) The linear component associated with the interaction 
between block and psychoticism is significant at the 5% level 
(two tail) . Overall, P subjects show a steeper decline
between blocks 1 and 4 than high P subjects.
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Block Low P High P
1 0.3057 0.3523
2 0.2466 0.2980
3 0.2403 0.2498
4 0.2208 0.2124
Table CCI . The interaction cf block and psychoticism (TPF) .
b) The interaction between block, psychoticism and fre­
quency is significant at the 0.5% level (two tail) and the 
associated linear component is significant at the 0.5% level 
(two tail). See discussion.
The speed of response to signals.
a) The interaction between block and psychoticism is 
significant at the 5% level (two tail) and the associated 
quadratic component is significant at the 1% level (two tail) 
In both low and high P groups, speed of response falls be­
tween block land block 4, but the fall is steepest between 
blocks 1 and 2 for low P subjects, and between blocks 3 and 
4 for high P subjects.
Block Low P High P
1 0.0362 0.0111 '
2 0.0622 0.0198
3 0.0665 0.0273
4 0.0615 0.0421
Table C G % , The interaction between block and psychoticism 
.(LSIC, ).
b) The linear component associated with the interaction 
between noise, block, psychoticism and frequency is signifi
cant at the 2.5% level (two tail). See discussion.
I i / )  D i s c u s s i  on :
The only significant effects involving psychoticism 
that emerge from the vigilance tasT( relate to the time on task 
recSure. ihere ere significant interactions between block, 
psychct 1 ci£,u cnio frequency for the non-parametric criterion 
end the prcbcbilj.t> of a false alarm, and in both cases t^e 
linear components are also significant. The two interactions 
Cl e ^cir^j i_..j..iar, but in neither case are they in line with 
precictic.. or a. lenaole to aceouate explanation. The same 
applies to the significant quadratic component associated 
•••-t.. t.. e ^n^ei action between b.i oc ,*c, p s y c r. ot icism. a n c freouen c v 
for the parametric discrimination index, and the significant 
linear component associated with the interaction between 
noise, block, psychoticism. and frequency for the speed of 
r e f f ;n 5 e t c signals -easure.
For both the parametric and non-parametric discrimina­
tion indices and also fc-r the probability of a false alarmi 
there is a significant linear component associated with the 
interaction between block and psychoticism. For d', low P 
subjects show a steeper decline than high P subjects. The
reverse is true for the false alarm measure. It might be possible to 
accommocate^within cur present framework, but ir.tercctj.cns
involving only two factors are of relatively little value 
when time on task is involved and this is doubly so when 
psychoticism is also involved^ since to show a reversal of 
the inverted ' U ' relationship am,ongst high P subjects one 
really requires a minimum of three factors. For the Scme 
reason, the significant quadratic component associated with 
the interaction between block and psychoticism for the 
speed of response to signals measure is also not very info...,a
  _______
4 - SUMT4ARIES
_S um ina rY_£ f_ . resu l ts  r e l a t i n g  t n  o v e r a l l
Ke will now briefly s'urr,arise the main conclusions 
arising out of a consideration of overall measures of 
performance in the vigilance task. Firstly, we have 
support for our suggestion (based on the results of 
state measures) that in the present study, signal freouency 
moves subjects to the left along the 'X' axis of the 
inverted 'U', whilst the other determinants (e.g. 
neuroticism) C'Cve subjects to the right. We find that the 
results for the discrimination index are not in line with 
this view, and that they also contradict certain other 
findings, for instance the results of the simple auditory 
reaction time experiment showing that introversion arid 
neuroticism move subjects in the same direction. However, 
we suggested that these discrepant results could be cue 
to a dissociaticn between stimulus c-ration and the ether 
determinants, and we adduced further evidence to support 
this view.
We also discovered that in the present task the false 
alarm, measure seemied to have an inverted 'U ' relation­
ship with scme of the determinants. We suggested thct 
this was cue to its association with the criterion measure, 
and that in situations where it was associated with t.,e 
discrimination measure, a 'U‘ shaped relationship cou.d 
expected.
One finding which might have some practical 
significance was the discovery that high level cjibient 
noise resulted in an increase in the overall probability 
of detection of a signal.
SyyTLT.^y_of r e s y q l t s ^ n v o l v i n g  t i m *  nn
It should be clear that there is some degree of support 
for our analysis of the effect of time on task and for our 
suggestion that movement to the right along the 'X' axis of 
the inverted 'U' due to summation of excitations is more 
likely to occur when the levels of the other determinants 
sre relatively high. By its very nature, though, this sugge­
stion is most amenable to test when we are considering the 
conjoint action of several factors (see p,TS'C) , and it must 
be admitted that in such situations the degree of support 
for our analysis has been rather equivocal. This is in fact 
in line with the relative dearth of higher order interactions 
which are explicable in terms of the inverted 'U ' model in 
the project as a whole.
Conversely, results involving two factors have frequen­
tly been consistent with our analysis of time on task. In 
other areas of the project most of the conclusions we have 
deduced have been based on such interactions, but where 
time on task is involved they provide relatively little hard 
information because we have argued that this factor can move 
subjects either to the left or to the right of the inverted 
'U '. As a result, where only two factors are involved the 
general model is capable of accommodating all possible out­
comes and is, therefore, unfalsifiable. It is only through 
the higher order interactions that we have a chance to really 
test the theory with respect to time on task, and as we have 
seen the results have provided it with only partial support.
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It should be noted that there are relatively few sig­
nificant results for the E.P.Q, analysis, though those that 
do exist are by and large in line with the E.P.i. analysis 
and with the above conclusions. One possible reason for this 
is the fact that because of changes in the subject's neuro­
ticism. and extraversion scores, we no longer have exactly 
eight subjects in each quadrant. As a result some of the 
interactions which include these variables contain non-ortho- 
gonal factors. The Genstat analysis of variance computer 
package incorporates a correction for such non-orthogonality, 
but Valentine (personal communication) has pointed out that 
the chances of obtaining significant results are somewhat 
smaller with non-orthogonal analyses as compared to orthogo­
nal ones.
Finally, although neuroticism still seems to be the
L /I C ro 04
major dimension, the proportion of results/which are consis­
tent with an inverted 'U' interpretation is much higher in 
the vigilance task than in the earlier experiments, particu­
larly the taste study. This supports our earlier contention 
that noxious stimuli and novelty will tend to 'favour' 
neuroticism, possibly through their action on Gray's proposed 
'behavioural inhibition system’.
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rwAPTER FIFTEEN: _THE. OPERATIONAL DEFINITION OF 'STRENGTH'
We new consider the relationship between our
results c..u. the operational measure of 'strength' 0 ~:Dlcved 
in the present project; namely Xebylitsyn's index i Z  t/t 
mirj of the gradient cf the reaction time/intensity curve 
(see p. 134). Since the analysis of variance described 
earlier (see p. 514 ) failed to show any significant effect 
of accessory stimulation on Nebylitsyn's index it was consi 
dered valid to combine the measures obtained from the two 
ncise ccrditicns. The two values obtained for the index 
under 'no noise' and 'noise' were, therefore, averaged.
A t.'mocal split was then carried cut on the resulting valu 
yielding t^ .o groups: a 'strong' croup (high values) and a
.lak' uro.p (low values). We thus have defined a factor 
of 'strength' and for each set cf results the same analyses 
of variance ere carried cut substituting this ^cctcr  ^
the varieties C" introversion ana neuroticism.
9 6 3
1. t h e t as te e x p e r i m e n t
i) Main indices 
ft) ? e 5 u 11 s
.ell the subjects who took part in the teste experi- 
rer.t cj.sO to-x ^ = rt in the later joint simple reaction time/ 
signal detection task (and, therefore, yielded values for 
Pebylitsyn ' s index) except cne stable introvert who left, 
college between the two sets of experiments. For this 
reason, in the analysis of the taste experiment measures, 
this subject's results were excluded and instead the results 
for the stable introvert who had been excluded from, the 
analysis based on the subject's introversion and neuroticism 
scores were substituted. .Otherwise the data for the two 
-f e^elvses are identical.
Q =2 o n i f i c a n t  main  e r r e c t s  or  i n t e r a c t i o n  a in'vOxv_, .g
R e s u l t s  f o r  m a g n i t u d e  e s t i m e t i m n
S e s s io n  1
The linear ccrjcner.t associated with the ir.teractio: 
between rcise, stimulus intensity and 'strength' is signi­
ficant at the 0.5% level (two tail). See discussion,.
 ^t S — ''1
c: 5 e
ci s e
us intensi ty 1 2 3 4 5
Weak 2 .1517 2.1149 2.5358 2.-4 16 2 .63-5
£ T 1 c r c 2 . : 8 " 9  ^. 7 z r . 2 .5-39 2 .6-37
*'■ e a .< 2 . X ^ e 2 2.4-61 2.6125 2.6144 2 .8-47
Strong ].9720 2.2 654 2.5240 2.7458 2.8519
7,ne intera c t : on cf noise, sti^u]us intensity and
neuroticism.
E±ssicr. 2
= ) T(-e linear cc/pcnent associated with the interact: 
tetweer. stimulus intensity and 'strength' is significant 
=t the 2.5% level (two tail). See discussion.
Stir ,u lus 
Intensity
Weak 1.0255 1.1610 1.3535 1.5887 1.7249
Strong 0.9543 -1.1380 1.3796 1.619D 1./933
Table 02 . The interaction of stimulus intensity and 
'strength' (LME2) .
b) The linear component associated with the interaction 
between noise, stimulus intensity and 'strength' is signi­
ficant at the 2.5% level (two tail). See discussion.
Results for hedonic tone 
Session 1
The linear component associated with the interaction 
between stimulus intensity and 'strength' is significant 
at the 2.5% level (two tail). See discussion.
1 2 3 4 5
Weak 12.64 11.00 10.19 8.64 7.58
Strong 13.32 12.36 10.07 7.29 6.82
Table D 3 . The interaction between stimulus intensity and
'strength' (HEDI) .
Session 2
The linear component associated with the interaction 
between stimulus intensity and 'strength' is significant 
at the 5% level (two tail) . See discussion.
1 2 3 4 5
Weak 13.14 12.63 12.06 10.03 8.25
Strong 13.46 12.55 11.88 9.59 6.54
» 9 6 6
Table D 4 . The interaction between stimulus intensity and 
'strength' {HED 2).
Results for the sensory threshold 
No significant effects involving ’strength'.
Discussi_on_o;^_'_s_trenqth' results: main indires ftaRtn 
experiment)
Since there are no significant results for salivation 
we will consider only magnitude estimation and hedonic tone 
The first effect for magnitude estimation which we must 
discuss is the interaction between noise, stimulus inten­
sity and 'strength' for which the linear component is 
significant. This is depicted in Graph Dl.
r.cise 1 = higher overall than the other curves, and since 
t r e r e  i s  no evidence cf trans~.arçinal inhibition this is 
•■'‘■.at ve - : u 1 d einect since the inverted ' U ' r.ccel predicts 
I'rat before the T.T.I. is reached subjects operating re­
latively to the right will have higher values of the ceter- 
.-irate t^an subjects operating relatively to the left. On 
the as sorption t^at 'weak' subjects are operating further 
to the right than 'strong' subjects, one would expect the 
'weak' subjects under r.cise to show the highest ragnitucc 
Estimates at relatively low levels of the determinants. 
However, it is the linear component of the interaction which 
is significant and here we find less support for the hlF^^~ 
thesis. Under 'noise' the curve for the 'strong' subjects 
is steeper overall than that of the 'weak' subjects, w,jereç:-.
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LME 1
2.7
strong', no noise 
strong', noise
weak', no noise 
weak', noise
Stimulus intensity(log
scale)
U 51 2 3
Dl Trie interaction of noise, stimulus intensity and 'strength'
-• (LME 1 )
there is much less of a difference in the slopes of the 
curves for the two groups under 'no noise'. Also, amongst 
'strong' subjects, the curve under 'noise' is steeper than 
that under 'no noise' whereas there is much less of a 
difference amongst 'weak' subjects. These relationships 
are not as predicted and the author has no explanation for 
them. The corresponding interaction for Session 2 is also 
significant though it is not in line with prediction, nor 
is it of the same form as the interaction for Session 1.
In Session 2, the linear component associated with 
the interaction between stimulus intensity and 'strength' 
is also significant, and this is depicted in Graph .
We see that the curve for the 'weak' subjects is shallower 
than that for the 'strong' subjects, and this would be 
explicable if we assumed that both groups were operating 
on portion B of the inverted 'U'. However, the fact that 
the curves cross despite the absence of transmarginal inhi­
bition effects is not in line with this view, though it 
is possible that some form of response bias is operating 
resulting in a shift upwards in the curve for the strong 
subjects relative to the 'weak' ones. We have seen that 
'strong' subjects show a greater tencency to tcxe risks 
than weak subjects (e.g. Koslowski 1977) and that it is 
possible that there m.ay be a relationship between this 
tendency and the tendency to display a positive response 
bias.
On the other hand the results for hedonic tone suggest 
rather the opposite, namely that 'weak' subjects may display 
greater positive response bias than 'strong subjects and
- 97Ü
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u2 The i i i t r r & c t ’ on o f  s t i m u l u s  j n t e n s i t y  and ' s t r e n g t h  ' (LME 2 )
17/
we saw that this could explain the relationship between 
■strength’ and the gradient of the reaction time/intensity 
curve (see p.4f4). Graph D3 shows that in Session 1, the 
function relating hedonic tone to stimulus intensity is 
shallower for the 'weak' subjects than for the 'strong' ones, 
hence the significant linear component associated with the 
interaction between stimulus intensity and 'strength'. We 
might be able to incorporate this into the inverted 'U' 
model if we assumed that the 'weak' subject's curve was 
shifted upwards relative to that of the 'strong' subjects 
due to some form of positive response bias. We will see 
evidence for such a difference in bias between 'strong' and 
'weak' subjects when we come to consider the relationship" 
of 'strength' to vigilance performance, but this evidence 
is not statistically reliable and in any case the hedonic 
tone results for Session 2 do not conform to this picture.
As Graph ùv shows, although the linear component is again 
significant there is quite marked evidence of convexity 
upwards in the curve for 'weak' subjects. So it is unlikely 
that we could legitimately claim that they were operating 
further to the right along the 'X' axis of the inverted U 
than the 'strong' subjects.
9 7 3
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ii) STATE AND PHYSIOLOGICAL MEASURES 
cO^ esjlts .
rpgults for heart rate 
Session 1
No significant effects involving 'strength' 
Ses SI on 2
:Co S i g n i f i c a n t  effects i nv o l v i n g  'strength' 
Results for ceeo core body teroeratvre:
No significant effects involving 'strength' 
Results for rucil cianeter;
N : sic-.fina’-t effects invclving sirength 
-esults fir clc :c cress ire ;
No SIC- 1 1 1 cant effects involving strength'
. <07 j
K e s u l t s  f o r  t h e  N o w l i s  r o o d  a d i e c t i v e  c h e c k l i s t .
a) ihe interaction of noise and strength is significant 
at tr.e o% level (one tail) for the activation scale. An.on- 
gst 'strong' subjects a higher level of activation is re­
ported under 'noise' than under 'no noise', whereas the 
reverse is true an.ongst 'weak' subjects. Also under 'no 
noise' a higher level of activation is reported by 'weak' 
subjects than by 'strong' subjects, whereas the reverse is 
true under 'noise'.
Weak Strong
No noise 0.699 0.683
Noise 0.624 0.906
Table 05. The interaction of noise and 'strength' (Acti­
vation) .
b) The interaction of session and 'strength' is. signi- 
fic'^rf 2 1 the 5% level (two tail) for the startle aca^e. 
A_nongst ‘strong' subjects a higher cegree of startle i:= 
reported in Session 1 than in Session 2.wnerecs the re\cr^c 
is true ar.ongst 'weak' subjects. Also, in session 1 c 
higher degree of startle is reported by 'strong' subjects 
than by 'weak' subjects, whereas the reverse is true in 
Session 2.
3TÔ
Weak Strong
Session 1 0.134 0.306
Session 2 0.174 0.071
Table 0^ - The interaction of Session and 'strength' (star­
tle) .
Results for Soielberaer's state anxiety measure:
No significant effects involving 'strength'.
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t) D i s c . u s physiol r ,r .i r . i  
state TT.casures (taste experimerrh) .
There are no significant effects for the physiological 
measures or j.or the Spielbercer state anxiety inventory.
There are, however, two significant effects involving 'stren- 
gth for the scales ct-rived from the Nowlis Mood Adjective 
checklist. The first of these is the interaction between 
noise and 'strength' for the activation scale. This is due 
to the fact that a higher level of activation is reported 
by 'weak' subjects than by 'strong' subjects under .'no noise', 
but the positions of the two groups are reversed under 
'noise'. Furthermore, 'strong' subjects report a higher 
level of activation under 'noise' than under 'no noise', 
whereas" the reverse is true for 'weak' subjects. This is 
completely in line with prediction and supports the Russian 
model and the assumption that the activation scale provides 
a measure of the 'excitatory process'.
The remaining interaction is between session and 
'strength' for the 'startle' scale. In Session 1 'strong'
r •
subjects report a higher degree of startle than 'weak' 
subjects, but the positions are reversed in Session 2. 
Moreover, 'strong' subjects report a higher level of startle 
in Session 1 than in Session 2, whereas the reverse is true 
for 'weak' subjects. The relationship of the 'startle 
scale to a hypothetical construct such as 'arousal' or the 
'excitatory process' is perhaps less clear than for the 
activation scale (for which reason a two tailed test was 
employed) , but if it can be considered to be analogous to
' 978
the lôttc>r the interaction also provides support for the 
Russian mudel.
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9. THE SIGNAL DETECTION TASK 
0 Results
.here significant effects involving 'strencth'
on the ncn-p'crc. etric criterion, the discrimination index 
(parametric or non-parametric) , the probabilities of a hit 
or a .a_se a.a.. , or on tr.e reaction 11m.e to ncn-sicnais
r.-«sever, there *sas a significant interaction between 
'strength' and accessory stimulation (5%, ore tail) in the 
reaction tir.e to signals.
Aningst strong' subjects speed of response is faster 
under 'noise' than under 'no noise’, whereas the reverse is 
true a-:-gst ' eak ' s-b'ects.
Strcnc
No ncise 0.6 67 0.621
0.6 55 0.757
Table 07 The interaction of ncise and 'strength' ( £ I G ) .
i 0 T iscussicn of results involving 'strencth': signal
detection task
We see that the results for the reaction time to sig­
nals support the view that 'strength' of the nervous system:, 
as defined by Nebylitsyn's index is a determinant. ihe 
interaction between 'strength' and noise is significant c..d 
is^the predicted direction: amongst 'strong -ubjects
nospeed of Response is faster under 'noise' than under ' 
noise', whereas the reverse is true amongst 'weak ' subjects. 
The fact that no such effects were found using the reaction 
time to ncri-signals is in line with previous findings that 
the reaction times associated with errors may show different 
relationships from reaction times associated with correct 
responses (see Vickers et al 1972) . Also the failure to 
find any significant effects for the other measures derived 
from the signal detection task is in line with the suggest­
ion made by a number of other authors that reaction time 
is often a more sensitive index than signal detection vari­
ables, the probability of a hit etc. (e.g. Buck 1966; Loeb 
and Alluisi 1977) . •
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3. THE VIGILANCE TASK
We must new consider the relationship between 'stren­
gth', g S defined by the slope of the reaction time/intensity, 
cur*e a..'-I t..e . ecu'-res cerived from the vigilance task. It 
will be re.-re-bered that all of the subjects who had taken 
part in tne latter, had also previously taken part in the 
joint simple visual reaction time/signal detection task, 
ar.d,_ therefore, had yielded measures of the slope of the 
reaction time/intensity curve.
As before, the average value cf this ir.cex (as defined 
by Nebyl'itsyn) for the '.no noise' and 'noise' conditions 
was calculated and a bimodal split used to form a ' strong ' 
(high slope) and a 'weak' (lew slope) croup.
.An a-alysis cf variance involving ' s treng ch ' (2 levels)
frequency (2 levels), time of day (2 levels), accessory 
stimulation - noise (2 levels), time on task (2 levels in 
the case cf t^e state and physiological measures - i.e. 
'position' - and 4 levels in the case of the benavioural 
-'easures - i.e. 'block') and.session (2 levels) was-, tr.ere- 
fcre, carried out. The inclusion of the 'session' factor 
was possible because only one inoivicual differences fc^t^r - 
I.e. 'strength' - was involved so that an acequct«= m-.-'-j. 
of degrees' of freedom were available. nowcV^r, anotiit,. 
problem, was encountered. The analysis of vcri=-:«_e as c-s 
cribed above was unbalanced in that there were some ceils 
which contained no subjects, since the experiment hao seen 
designed so as to be balanced with respect to tiiC intrcver 
Sion and neuroticism factors (as defined by the original
3 8 t
E.P.I. scr.res) and not the 'strength' factor (as defined 
by Kebyiitsyn's index).
For this reason, it was decided to run two separate 
analyses of variance with one between subjects factor ex­
cluded from each. In the first analysis the 'time of day' 
factor was excluded and in the second the latter was inclu­
ded but the 'frequency' factor was excluded. This made it 
possible to investigate all possible interactions involving 
'strength' except those involving 'strength', 'time of day' 
and 'frequency'.
In -each case we will initially report any results from 
the first analysis of variance which involve the 'strength' 
factor, and then any results from the second analysis of 
variance which involve 'strength ' and 'time of day'.
1. STATE AND PHYSIOLOGICAL MEA S U R E R
a) Results
KesuJts involving 'str^rcth' for .rv:
.t-r c - ç_ë_l— L_f_çfj=^ ç_s— from the vicijE-ce task: c%■ e ^ a 1
level (t-~.e on task excluded)
5-b'ectlve Arcusel
Pesults cf er.clysis of verier.ce ('time of cey' ex- 
cÀ-ôcô) involving 'strength'.
c) The interaction of noise, 'strength' and frequency 
is significant at the 5% level (two tail). See discussion.
'V.’eak' . ' Strong '
frec-ency frequency
n 1 c r.
:o noise 1.732 1.579 1.163 0.567
: : £ e 1.558 1.6 35 0.610 1.344
Table OS, The interaction cf ncise, 'strength' and frequency 
(TAPTTSAl).
b) T'-e rain effect for 'strength' is significant at 
the 2.5S level (two tcil). Overall, 'veak' subjects rerort 
a hicher level of 'arousal' than 'strong' subjects.
7:6 ak Strong
1.646 1.031
Table 01 . The T.ain effect f o r '  ' strength ' (t a scuîfU.
' 9 8 4
Res * 1 1 s_of_a n a Ij. s Ls_og_y a rjance^Ufreauencv ■ exr 1 n ^ )
inVoW-_rig__Lstreji'jthJ, and time of day,
No significant effects.
Sublective stress :
No significant effects involving 'strength' for either 
analysis variance.
St ate anxiety :
No significant effects involving 'strength' for either 
analysis of variance.
Deep core body terriperature:
Results of analysis of variance ('time of day' excluded) 
involving 'strencth* :
No significant effects.
Results of analysis of variance ( ' frequency ' excluded) in­
volving 'strength' and time of day :
The interaction of ' strength ' and time of day is signi­
ficant at the 5% level (one tail). In the morning, 'w-eak' 
subjects have a higher body temperature than ' strong ' sub­
jects whereas the reverse is true in the afternoon. Also, 
amongst 'weak' subjects body temperature is higher in the 
morning than in the afternoon, whereas the reverse is true
for 'strong' subjects.
Morning Afternoon
Weak 36.227 36.107
Strong 35.950 36.506
Table The interaction of 'strength' and time of day
(TEMP) .
■Jli-- üie__2f f erf -Of.
logi_cal_ m e ^ u r e s  from the yigjl^r^^task:
time on ta s k ._____
Subjective 'arousal':
Results of analysis of variance ('time of day' excluded) 
involving 'strength':
No significant effects.
Results of analysis of variance ('frequency' excluded) 
involving ' strength ' and time of day:
The interaction of position, ' strength ' and time of 
day is significant at the 2.5% level (two tail). See dis­
cussion .
Weak Strong
Position Morning Afternoon Morning Afternoon
Before 2.191 1.853 0.943 1.776
After 1.728 1.776 0.695 9.873
Table Pn , The interaction of position, ' strength ' and time 
r
of day (AROUSAL).
Subjective "stress
ance.
Gnce.
No significant effects for either analysis of vari 
State anxiety:..
No significant effects for either analysis of vari-
Deeb core body tc-niperature:
No significant effects for either analysis of varian
ce,
•\îî
h) P . i ' s f  U H  l'p/'
Pi f c y s s 1 on_of d_ph log j ^ ^ measures with
rosEegjUtO-the oyerall level of 'performance' :
The only significant effects not involving time on 
task for the state indices relate to the subjective 'arousal' 
measure. The interaction between noise, 'strength' and 
frequency is reliable at the 5% level and is depicted in 
Graph D5 . Ke see that amongst 'weak' subjects a higher 
level of 'arousal' is reported under 'noise' than under 'no 
noise' at low frequency, but the reverse is true at high 
frequency. This by itself would be in line with the origi­
nal predictions we made, but it is out of line with the 
suggestion made earlier that signal frequency moves subjects 
to the left along the ' X ' axis of the inverted 'U ' . It will
be remembered that this viewpoint was based on the subjec-
en
tive 'arousal' measure, but also^a number of other measures 
and that this fact countered the possible objection that 
the reliability of the results for the 'arousal' measure 
were suspect due to the residual skewedness of the data 
values. In this instance, however, it is possible that this 
may account for the surprising nature of the present inter­
action, especially if we consider the ' strong' and weak 
subjects together. This is because the relationships in 
the 'strong' group are exactly opposite to those in the 
'weak' group (hence the interaction) and this is not expli 
cable on the basis of our model whether we assume that 
signal frequency moves subjects to the left or to the ri _
The main effect for 'strength' is also significant 
but this time at the 2.5% level, so that it is likely that
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it represents a genuine result and not a false positive.
It is due to the fact that, overall, 'weak' subjects .report 
a higher level of 'arousal' than 'strong' subjects. This 
by itself would provide strong support for the Western 
model, which argues that there is a linear positive rela- 
tionship between the determinants and 'arousal', and for 
the view that we ah subjects are operating further along 
the ' X ' axis of the function depicting this relationship 
than 'strong' subjects. However, the results for the 
'arousal' measure based on the introversion and neuroticism 
scores of the subjects did suggest that it was the Russian 
model which was applicable. Therefore, though, it is true 
that there are no interactions relating to overall perfor­
mance involving * strength' which support this interpretation, 
the exact meaning of the main effect for ' strength ' must 
remain somewhat doubtful.
There is one significant effect for the deep core 
body temperature measure. This is the interaction between 
'strength' and time of day. In the morning, 'weak' subjects 
have a higher body temperature than 'strong' subjects where­
as the reverse is true in the afternoon. Also, airiongst 
'weak' subjects body temperature is higher in the morning 
than in the afternoon, whereas the reverse is true for 
'strong' subjects. This is completely in line with pre­
diction and supports the Russian model and the view that 
body tem.perature may be an index of the 'excitatory process'.
991
.nd_fj:^siologieal m e . . n r . , .
effect of tijTie on task.
The only significant effect involving time on task 
and strength is the interaction between position, 'stren­
gth' and time of day for the subjective 'arousal' measure. 
Graph ft shows that in 'strong' subjects, 'arousal' falls 
more steeply between the beginning and the end of the task 
in the afternoon than in the iriorning, whereas the reverse 
is true amongst 'weak ' subjects. We could accommodate these 
findings very nicely if we assumed that time on task moved 
all subjects to the left and that the 'weak' subjects in 
the afternoon are operating on portion ' B' whilst the 
'strong ' subjects in the morning are operating on portion 
'A'. The other two groups could be considered to lie some­
where on the steep portion of the inverted 'U ' curve which 
encompasses the boundary between portions 'A' and 'B'. The 
problem with this view is that the 'weak' subjects show a 
lower level of 'arousal' initially in the afternoon than 
in the morning. We could meet this difficulty, however, 
if we assumed that the 'weak' subjects were operating beyond 
the T.T.I. in the afternoon and that time on task moved them 
to the right - i.e. further beyond this threshold. If true 
then this would be very much in line with the hypotheses 
we developed earlier since it is this group in which suirma- 
tion of excitation is most likely to occur.
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ii) BEHAVIOURAL MEASURES (OVERALL PERFORMANCE)
ft) Results involving 'strength' for the behavimir^i 
measures from the vigilance task: the nvprali lev^i gf 
performance (time on task excluded).
The r.on-parametric criterion;
Results of analysis of variance ('time of day' exclu­
ded) involving 'strength':
No significant effects.
Results of analysis of variance ('frequency' excluded) 
involving 'strength' and 'time of day':
No significant effects.
The non-parametric discrimination index:
Results of analysis of variance ('time of day' exclu­
ded) involving 'strength':
No significant effects.
Results of analysis of variance ('frequency' excluded) 
involving 'strength' and time of day.
No significant effects.
The parametric discrimination index.
results of analysis of vsriance {'time cf cay' exclu­
ded) involving 'strength':
The interaction of session and 'strength' is signifi­
cant at the 5% level {one tail). In Session 1, 'strong' 
subjects display a higher discrimination ability than 'weak' 
subjects, whereas the reverse is true in Session 2.
Keak Strong
Session 1 1.589 1.701
Session 2 1.881 1.811
Table 0/2. The interaction of session end 'strength' (SPR).
Results of analysis of variance ('frequency' excluded) 
involving 'strength' 'and time of day:
No significant effects.
Probability of a hit;
Results of analysis of variance ('time of day' excluded) 
involving 'strength'.
The interaction of 'strength' and frequency is signi­
ficant at the 2.5% level (two tail). At low frequency, 
'strong' subjects were more likely to detect signals than 
'weak' subjects, whereas the reverse was true at high fre­
quency. Also, 'weak' subjects had a higher probability of 
detecting signals at high frequency than at low frequency, 
whereas the reverse was true for 'strong' subjects.
low high
frequency frequency
Keak 1.6 85 2.059
Strong 1.916 1.618
Table O 13 The interaction of 'strength' and frequency (TPH)
Results of analysis of variance ('frequency' ex­
cluded) involving 'strength' and time of day:
No significant effects.
The probability of a false alarm:
No significant effects for either analysis of 
variance.
s e_Lo_s i gn a_ls^
Results of analysis of variance ('time of day' exclu­
ded) involving 'strength':
The interaction of session, 'strength' and frequency 
is significant at the 2.5% level (two tail).
Ke ak Strong
low high low high
frequency frequency frequency frequency
Session 1 0.0737 -0.0031 0.0615 0.0310
Session 2 0.1016 -0.0005 0.0329 0.0407
Table r , The interaction of session, 'strength' and 
frequency (LSI% ).
Results of analysis of variance ('frequency' excluded) 
involving 'strength* and time of day;
No significant effects.
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b) Discussion of behavioural measures: the overall
level of performance
There are no significant effects involving 'strength' 
for the criterion measure which relate to the overall per­
formance level, but the interaction between session and 
'strength' is significant for the parametric discrimination 
index, (at the 5% level). This is due to the fact that in 
session 1, 'strong' subjects show greater discrimination 
ability than 'weak' subjects, whereas the reverse is true in 
session 2. This is very much in line with prediction.
If we now consider the results for the probability of 
a hit and of a false alarm we find that the only significant 
effects that can be found relate to the first of the two 
measures: namely the probability of a hit. The most striking 
finding in this connection is the highly significant inter­
action between 'strength' and frequency. 'Weak' subjects 
display a higher probability of detecting signals at high 
frequency than at low frequency, whereas the reverse is true 
for 'strong' subjects. Also, at low frequency, 'strong' 
subjects were more likely to detect signals than 'weak' 
subjects whereas the reverse is true at high frequency. This 
result is completely in line with the view that in the present 
experiment signal frequency moves subjects to the left along 
the 'X' axis of the inverted 'U', and that increasing 'weak­
ness' of the nervous system moves subjects to the right.
There are two other interactions which also support the 
latter conclusion. The first is between noise and 'strength' 
and is based on the sizes of differences between conditions- 
'Weak' subjects are more likely to detect signals than
'strong' subjects, but the difference is greater under 'no 
noise' than under 'noise'. Also, more signals were detected 
under 'noise* than under 'no noise' but the difference is 
greater for 'strong' subjects than for 'weak' subjects.
This result can be explained if we assume that all groups 
are operating on portion ' B ' of the inverted 'U'. and that 
differences between groups presumed to be operating further 
to the right will be smaller than differences between groups 
presumed to be operating further to the left.
The second interaction between session and 'strength' - 
on the other hand, is based on the direction of differences 
between conditions. 'Weak' subjects are more likely to 
detect signals in session 2 than in session 1, whereas the 
reverse is true for 'strong' subjects.
This too is in line with prediction.
There is only one significant effect for the speed of 
response to signals, relating to the overall level of per­
formance and that is the interaction between session,
'strength' and frequency, depicted in Graph D7 . Amongst 
'weak' subjects and amongst 'strong' subjects at high fre­
quency, speed of response is greater in session 1 than in 
session 2, whereas the reverse is true for 'strong' subjects 
at low frequency. Also, speed of response is greater at 
high frequency than at low frequency amongst 'weak' subjects 
and amongst 'strong' subjects in session 1, but the reverse
is true for 'strong' subjects in session 2.
These relationships are not in line with expectation and 
the author has no explanation for them.
/nnn - 100%
Lscore D7 The interaction of session,
'strength' and frequency in 
the ^peed of response to signals
Weak' subjects trong' subjects
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iii) BEHAVIOURAL MEASURES (TIME ON TASK)
6^Results involving 'strength' for behcvlourcl neesures: 
the e f f  e c t,. _c f t i r.e c r, task.
\ ■«- x - & r e t n c .cr i t e r i on.
Results of analysis of variance ('tin.e cf cay' exclu- 
cec) involving 'strength'.
a) The quadratic corgrcnent associated with the inter­
action between clock and ‘strength* is significant at the 
level (two tail)'. 'Strong* subjects show a fairly linear 
decrease in tendency to respond with tir.e on task whereas 
'weak* subjects shew a sharp fell frcr. block 1 to 2 and 
thereafter a r.uch snaller and ncre erratic fall.
'Stionc' 2.545 2.648 2.704 2.772
Taole D/r . 7r.-e irt enaction of block and 'strength' { . = - )
z) The linear c o o c n e n t  associated with the interaction 
between clock, 'strength' and freq.ency is significant at 
the 2u5% 2evel (two tail). See discussion.
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Weak' 'Strong
Block low
frequency
high
frequency
low
frequency
high
frequency
1 2.287 2.104 2.391 2.671
2 2.541 2.549 2.479 2.798
3 2.528 2.517 2.575 2.818
4 2.508 2.648 2.672 2.869
Table P/6 . The interaction of block, 'strength' and frequen­
cy (THE).
c) The interaction of block, session, 'strength' and 
frequency is significant at the 2.5% level (two tail) and 
the associated linear and quadratic coefficients are signi­
ficant at the 5% level (two tail). See discussion.
Results of analysis of variance ('frequency' excluded) 
involving 'strength' and time of day:
No significant effects.
The non-parametric discrimination index.
Results of analysis of variance (’time of day' exclu­
ded) involving 'strength';
The quadratic component associated with the inter­
action between block, 'strength' and frequency is significant 
at the 5% level (two tail). See discussion.
Results of analysis of variance ('frequency' excluded) 
involving 'strength' and time of day:
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Ko ,significant effects.
The parernetric d iscrimination indcjx— .
Results of analysis cf variance ('time of day' exclu­
ded) involving 'strength':
No significant effects.
Results of analysis of variance ('frequency' excluded) 
involving 'strength':
No significant effects.
looa
The probability of a hit
Results of analysis of variance ('time of day' exclut 
ded) involving 'strength';
The quadratic component associated with the interaction 
between block, 'strength' and frequency is significant at 
the 5% level (two tail). See discussion.
Block
•Weak' 'Strong'
low
frequency
high
frequency
low
frequency
high
frequency
1 2.166 2.387 2.203 1.966
2 1.529 2.116 2.018 1.619
3 1.534 2.049 1.828 1.496
4 1.510 1.847 1.617 1.389
Table The interaction between block, 'strength' end
frequency (TPH).
Results of analysis of variance ('frequency' excluded)
involving 'strength' and time of day.
A/o x r g «  I * / , ' t  e / / e c < - 5
Probability of a false alarm.
Results of analysis of variance ('time of day' exclu­
ded) involving 'strength'.
The linear component associated with the interaction - 
between block and 'strength' is significant at the 2.5% level 
(two tail). The probability of a false alarm, declines more 
steeply in 'weak' subjects than in 'strong' subjects..
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'W e a k ' 'Strong'
Block
1 .0.3976 0.2605
2 0.3107 0.2339
3 0.2783 0.2118
4 0.2405 0.1926
Table 0Î8. The interaction between block and 'strength' 
(TPF).
Results of analysis of variance ('frequency' excluded) 
involving 'strength' and time of day:
No sionificant effects.
lO'JS
s pee à__ of jiespon s e_ to si
Results of analysis of variance ('time of day' exclu­
ded) involving 'strength':
a) The interaction of block, session and 'strength' is 
significant at tkeO.1% level (two tail) and the associated 
linear, quadratic and cubic components are significant at 
the 2.5%, 1% and 2.5% levels, respectively (two tail). See 
discussion.
b) The linear corriponent associated with the interaction 
between noise, block, 'strength' and frequency is significant 
at the 2,5% level (two tail). See discussion.
c) The interaction between block, session, ' strength' 
and frequency is significant at the 0.1% level (two tail) 
and tlie quadratic and cubic components are significant at 
the 0.5% and 1% levels respectively (two tail).
Results of analysis of variance ('frequency' excluded) 
involving 'strength' and time of day:
a) The cubic component associated with the interaction 
between block, 'strength' and time of day is significant 
at the 5% level (two tail). See discussion.
b) The interaction between block, session, 'strength' 
and time of day is significant at the 2.5% level (two tail) 
and the associated linear component is significant at the 
5% level (two tail). See discussion.
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b) D iscussion of results involving 'strengt h ' for behev- .
ioural mea sures : the effect of time on task.
As before we will first consider the non-pararnetric 
criterion. The quadratic component associated with the 
interaction between block and 'strength' is significant and 
this is depicted in Graph D? . The 'weak' subjects show 
a sharp decline in tendency to respond between the first 
and the second blocks and thereafter a slight increase 
followed by a slight decrease. The 'strong' subjects on 
the other hand show a fairly linear decrease in tendency to 
respond with time. It might be possible to accommodate the 
finding within the general model if we considered the shapes 
of the curves alone. We could suggest that the 'weak' 
subjects move to the right with time on task, whereas the 
'strong' subjects move to the left, for instance. However, 
the relative heights of the two curves do not fit in with 
this view. They are, however, interesting from another point 
of view. The fact that the 'strong' curve overall is lower 
than the 'weak' curve fits in with the suggestion made else­
where that 'strong' subjects may adopt a higher criterion 
than 'weak' subjects (see p.kfV), and this is reflected in 
the main effect for 'strength', as well, which is in the 
predicted direction though it is not significant.
The linear comp>onent associated with the interaction 
between block, 'strength' and frequency is also significant 
and is depicted in Graph . We see that at high frequency
'weak' subjects show a greater decline with time than 'strong' 
subjects, though this could be due simply to the law of 
initial values. The same cannot be said though for the
' 1010
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result at*low frequency which is the reverse and which is 
in line with previous suggestions that 'strong' subjects 
show a greater rate of habituation than 'weak' subjects 
(e.g. see Gray 1964). We also find that ajnongst 'strong' 
subjects, the rate of decline is greater at low frequency 
than at high frequency. Again this could be due to the 
law of initial values, and the fact that the curve for the 
low frequency condition is higher than that for the high 
frequency condition right from the start, is perhaps, ex­
plicable in terms of greater habituation in the latter 
condition during the pre-task period. We have already sug­
gested that such a difference may be apparent in the present 
study between the two frequency conditions, and it could 
also explain why amongst 'weak' subjects, a greater decline 
is found at high frequency than at low frequency.
All in all then, the present result is in many ways 
in line with previous findings and the ideas we have developed 
earlier, though in terms of the general model there are some 
discrepancies - for instance, the very flat curve for the 
'weak' subjects at low frequency between blocks 2 and 4.
There is one other significant effect and that is the 
interaction between block, session, 'strength' and frequency 
and its associated linear and quadratic components. However, 
this result is not in line with our hypothesis and the author 
has no explanation for it so it will not be considered 
further.
When we come to the results for the discrimination 
index we find that there is only one signficant effect in­
volving both time on task and 'strength'. This is the
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quadratic Component associated with the interaction between 
block, 'strength' and frequency for the non-parametric.mea­
sure. The author has no explanation for this result and 
since the effect for the parametric measure is not signifi­
cant, but the corresponding interaction for the criterion 
j_s significant it is possible that the result is an artefact.
The only significant effect for the probability of a 
hit measure is the quadratic component associated with the 
interaction between block, 'strength' and frequency which 
is depicted in Graph . We see that amongst 'strong'
subjects there is a greater degree of upward concavity in 
the high frequency curve than in the low frequency curve, 
whereas the reverse is true amongst 'weak' subject^. Also, 
at low frequency the curve for 'weak' subjects shows much 
greater concavity than the corresponding curve for 'strong' 
subjects, whereas the reverse is true at high frequency, 
though in the latter case the difference is slight. It 
would be possible to accommodate the present findings if 
we assume that with time on task all subjects move to the 
left along the 'X ' axis o T  the inverted 'U ' except the 'weak' 
subjects at low frequency who begin beyond their T.T.I. and 
are moved further beyond it with time. The very flat por­
tion of their curve between blocks 2 and 4 would then corres­
pond to portion ' D ' oj^  the inverted 'U'.
This might seem very implausible but if we remember 
the earlier suggestion that in the present experiment habi­
tuation occurs to a lesser extent at low frequency than at 
high frequency then one might expect movement to the right 
to be most likely to occur in the 'weak', low frequency
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group. Furthermore, the relative positions of the other 
groups would also be explicable on this basis since the 
•strong', high frequency group would be expected to be 
operating furthest to the left along the 'X' axis of the 
inverted 'U ' whereas the other two groups would be expected 
to occupy intermediate positions.
There is only one significant effect for the probabi­
lity of a false alarm which involves 'strength' and time on 
task. This is the linear component associated with the 
interaction between block and 'strength' which is depicted 
in Graph 3 I . It is clear that 'weak' subjects show a 
greater decline than the 'strong' subjects but it is also 
clear that»this could be due to the law of initial values 
since overall the curve for the 'strong' subjects is lower 
than for the 'weak' ones. he could accommodate the findings 
quite easily if we assumed that both groups are operating 
on portion 'A' of the inverted ' U ' and that both groups move 
to the left with time on task.
There are a number of significant effects involving 
both 'strength' and time on task for the speed-of-response- 
to-signals measure, but they will not be considered here 
since none of them conform to expectation end the author has 
no explanation for them.
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The results that we have presented do provide some 
degree of support for the hypothesis that the gradient of 
the reaction time/stimulus intensity curve can be used to 
to define a factor of 'strength' and that this factor moves 
subjects to the left along the 'x ' axis of the inverted 'U ' 
resulting in predictable interactions with the other proposed 
determinants. However, it should also be clear that the 
number of results on which such a conclusion can be based 
is relatively small.
There are two fairly obvious reasons why this might 
be so. Firstly, the phenomenon of 'partial properties' (see. 
p. ) can explain why there are so few significant results 
involving 'strength' for the taste experiment since this was 
conducted in the gustatory modality, whereas the gradient 
of the reaction time/intensity curve was based on measurements 
in the visual modality. In line with this view is the fact 
that the interaction in the taste experiment results,which 
provides the clearest support for our hypotheses with respect 
to 'strength' relates to a measure of the general 'state' 
of the individual, and is not modality specific - i.e. the 
interaction between noise and 'strength' for the activation 
scale of the Nowlis Mood Adjective Checklist.
A second possible reason why so few results were ob­
tained from the taste experiment is that this was widely 
separated in time from the simple visual reaction time task 
from which the operational measure of 'strength' was derived. 
Although this measure was designed as an index of 'tempera­
ment', which is regarded as a fairly fixed and stable
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characteristic of the individual, it is recognised in the
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Soviet Union (e.g. Nebylitsyn 1972) that laboratory indices 
of temperament are subject to changes within the nervous 
system that take place over both a short time scale (e.g. 
seconds and minutes) and a long one (e.g. months end years).
If these two factors are relevant here, then one would 
expect that the vigilance task would yield more significant 
end explicable results involving 'strength' than the taste 
experiment, because although it too was widely separated in 
time from the simple visual reaction time task, it was at 
least conducted in the same sensory modality as the latter.
This is in fact exactly what we find. There are several 
interactions in the results of the vigilance task data which 
support our hypothesis with respect to 'strength' and, more­
over, these are not confined to non-modality-specific mea­
sures of the general 'state' of the organism.
However, if what we have said above is true we would 
expect the signal detection task to have shown the largest 
number of significant: and explicable effects involving
'strength' since it was conducted in the same modality as the 
simple visual reaction time task, at almost exactly the same 
time end under almost exactly the same conditions. In fact, 
there is only one significant interaction from the signal 
detection task which provides support for our hypothesis, and 
that is the interaction between noise and 'strength' in the 
speed of response to signals. We have already discussed 
elsewhere certain inevitable differences that did exist between 
the simple visual reaction time and signal detection tasks 
and it is in addition possible that short term changes of
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the kind referred to by Nebylitsyn may have obscured the 
relationship between the tw^ o tasks. Nevertheless, if so, 
it is not clear why these factors should have had such a 
marked effect.
One possible explanation for the dearth of significant 
results nvcraJJL is the fact that, /iKe /the E.P.Q. 
analysis, non-orthogonal analyses of variance had to be 
employed and we have seen that this somewhat reduces the 
chance of obtaining significant F ratios.
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A) 5U M M L A R Y
i) SumiTiarv of aims of the project
At the start of this thesis we presented a description 
and analysis of the inverted 'U ' model in its most general 
form as embodied in the theories of workers in the field of 
'arousal' in the West, and workers in the field of strength 
of the excitatory process' in Eastern Europe. We pointed out 
that a principle feature of this model was the assumption 
that a number of stimulus factors or 'determinants' inter­
acted with each other so .as to produce certain types of 
empirical outcome (see Fig. 27, pp. 233-4) when certain res­
ponse indices or 'determinates' were employed. We argued 
that this assumption implied that all of the determinants 
contributed to the level of some composite measure which in 
turn determined the level of a single intervening construct 
('arousal' in the West, the 'excitatory process’ in Eastern 
Europe), and that finally the level of the various determinates 
depended on the level of the intervening construct. The 
relevant relationships are summarised in figures 5  ^a - c 
in idealised form. Note that the inverted 'U ' diagrams in 
these figures differ from those usually presented in that 
they include two relatively flat portions at the extreme ends. 
Certain empirical end theoretical considerations argue in 
favour of this modification, and its validity was assessed 
in the results of the present investigation.
The determinants that have been employed by previous 
workers are stimulus intensity, stimulus duration, stimulus 
frequency, drugs, accessory stimulation of a uon-relevant 
sensory modality, drive., novelty, fatigue and individual ■ '
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differences. We argued, however, that stimulus’duration 
could be construed either as the duration of a single stimulus 
or as the length of time that had elapsed since the start of 
the task, and that stimulus frequency could be construed 
either as the frequency of a single stimulus or as the number 
of separate stimuli presented per unit time. Furthermore, 
we have suggested that there is evidence that time of day 
should be added to this list. Finally we pointed out that 
the factor of individual differences has been manipulated 
either by employing individuals who differed in their scores 
c^*' certain personality dimensions such as introversion and 
neuroticism (in the West) or who differed in their scores 
cn certain classical measures of 'strength of the excitatory 
process' or ir.cices calibrated against these classical 
riasLi^L (i:. iasierr. lurcpe;.
The list of determinates consisted of certain broad 
categories of measures, namely: magnitude of response, 
alertness, efficiency of learning and efficiency of perfor­
mance. However, within these categories we argued that there 
were a number of individual response indices that had posed 
problems for the inverted 'U* model in its most general form, 
because the \-aricus determinants had not interacted as 
predicted. -
Our principle aim in the present project w^as to take 
a number of these problematic response indices and to try 
to present explanations for the discrepant results and to 
try to devise experimental means of testing these ideas to 
see whether the assumption of the 'conjoint action of the 
determinants' which underlies the inverted 'U ' model could
be upheld after all. We argued that the best way to test 
this assumption was to employ as many of the proposed deter­
minants as possible in the same study, though we were 
ourselves forced to exclude some of them on practical and/or 
theoretical grounds.
We also discussed the fact that previous work had cast 
doubt on the assumption that the levels of various deter- 
minates could be predicted from the value of a single 
intervening construct and we stated that in some cases this 
might have been due to the moderating effect of variables 
such as sensory modality. Though we did not intend to pro­
vide a rigorous test of this aspect of the model we did hope 
to-cast some light upon it since we intended to employ 
fivsral different resrcr.se indices.
There were a number of other theoretical issues we also 
hcped to clarify including some associated with the relation­
ship between the Western and the Russian models . Figs. 59 b c
show that these differ in their theoretical postulates, and 
It has been suggested that physiological measures might be 
an index of the underlying intervening construct and that 
their use might, therefore, help to determine whether it 
was the Russian or the Western model that was applicable.
We also ventured the possibility that measures of subjective 
'state' might be additional or alternative candidates to 
fulfill this function.
It is also important to note that though the Russians 
and Western models differ in some respects, they are also 
very similar in others, and it has been suggested by other 
workers that Western personality dimensions such as
J0Î6
introversion and neuroticism are negatively related to the 
Russian dimension of 'strength of the excitatory process'.
This could be tested firstly by determining whether these - ; . 
personality dimensions interact with the other proposed . : "
determinants as the 'theory of strength' (embodied in Fig. 5 9 e) 
predicts, or by looking at their effect on an index such as 
the gradient of the function relating stimulus intensity to 
simple reaction time, which has been shown to be related to 
classical measures of 'strength'.
It has also been suggested, however, that in certain 
groups of psychiatric subjects, the inverted 'U ' relationship 
described by the theory of 'strength' becomes a 'U ' shaped 
relationship and that this is also reflected in the responses 
cf r.cr.-re ycr.i a tri c subjects scoring highly cn the dimension 
c: psychcticism..
It was intended to explore all these possibilities.
Finally, we presented both theoretical and practical - 
reasons why it was desirable to use the same group of subjects 
throughout and this choice also afforded us the opportunity 
to test the idea that personality measures reflect a fairly 
stable and basic characteristic of an individual.
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ii) Summary of experimental procedures and findings
1) Overview of the project
The project consisted essentially of three groups of 
experiments; a gustatory study, an investigation,of simple 
reaction time and signal detection theory, and a vigilance 
task. 36 subjects took part in the first group and all 
yielded scores on the E.P.I. resulting in 9 subjects in each 
of the four personality quadrants produced by the crossing 
of introversion and neuroticism (2 levels each). For pur­
poses of the analysis one subject was eliminated in each 
quadrant at random"to produce a balanced design with 8 sub­
jects in each quadrant.
A similar procedure was employed in the two later groups 
of analyses and unless otherwise stated the results that are 
described derive from these orthogonal analyses based cn the 
initial E.P.I. scores. However, results from non-orthogonal 
analyses based on E.P.Q. scores obtained at the time of the 
later experiments themselves will sometimes be presented for 
comparison.
In the second group only 35 subjects completed the 
experiment, and in the third croup only 27 of the original 
subjects took part, so that five additional subjects were 
included to achieve a balanced design. Although these 
subjects did not take part in the first group of experiments, 
they did take part in the second, so scores on the gradient 
of the simple reaction time/stimulus intensity function were 
available for at least 32 subjects in each of the three 
groups of experiments and the results relating to 'strength'
fois .
of the nervous system as a determinant were based on analyses 
using these scores.
In addition to these three mein croups of experiments, 
an experiment on simple auditory reaction time was carried 
out prior to the second group. In contrast to the main 
experiments it was not possible to exclude subjects w’ho 
scored highly on the 'L* scale of the E.P.I. before behavioural 
testing. But the analysis only included the results for the 
42 subjects whose lie scores fell below the conventional 
cut-off point.
These subjects did not tsdre port in the main proups 
of experiments and were recruited separately.
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2) Discussion of the individual groups of experiments 
a) The gustatory study
This consisted of two sessions which were essentially . 
similar except that one of the four main indices - the 
unconditional salivary response to an acidic stimulus - was 
only.measured in the first session. The relevant determinants 
for this measure and two of the other main indices: subjec­
tive estimate of the intensity ('magnitude estimate') of the 
acidic stimulus and degree of pleasantness or unpleasantness 
associated with the stimulus ('hedonic tone'), were the same, 
however. These were stimulus intensity, accessory stimu­
lation (in the form of 'white noise'), introversion and 
neuroticism.
The rest ir.r-crtant finding that en.ergec frc~ this sen 
cf measures was an interaction between introversion and 
noise for the magnitude estimation measure in session 1 
suggesting an inverted 'U ' relationship between these deter­
minants and subjective stimulus intensity. However, it was 
also pointed out that the result could reflect the operation 
of response biases as well as or instead of sensory-perceptual 
mechanisms and that if the former were true it would be 
consistent with the hypothesis that there is an inverted 'U' 
relationship between the levels of the determinants and the 
degree of positive response bias. In certain contexts the 
latter can be considered to be positively related to the 
'tendency to respond' and this will be of relevance when.we 
come to consider reaction time and signal detection:theory.
Secondly, the result apparently suggests that stimulus 
intensity does not interact with introversion and accessory -
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stimulation as predicted by the general model since even in 
those subjects who appeared to have surpassed the threshold 
of transmarginal inhibition (T.T.I.), subjective intensity 
was a positive, monotonie function of objective intensity.
This also applied to the results overall for magnitude 
estimation and as such it was similar to the results for 
salivation, but contrasted with the results for hedonic tone, 
for which the corresponding relationship was a negative, 
monotonie one. This suggested that the relationship between 
determinant and determinate may depend on the particular 
determinate involved, which is not what the general model 
would predict.
The second interaction which should be mentioned is that 
: tc-e r. ne^rcticis- and st in.ul us intensity. Thcuch it was 
the cubic component and not the interaction itself which 
was significant it is noteworthy that whereas high N subjects 
salivated more than low N subjects at low intensities, the 
reverse was true at high intensities, despite the fact that 
there was no evidence for transmarginal inhibition due to a 
rise in stimulus intensity. It was suggested that at high 
intensities the sympathetic nervous system is relatively mere 
active than at low intensities resulting in inhibition cf 
salivation, and that this effect is more marked in high N 
subjects.
The last main index that was employed was the forced choice 
gustatory threshold for acidic stimuli for which the factors 
introversion, neuroticism and novelty (in the form of a 
comparison between the results for the two sessions) were 
included in the analysis. The only significant finding was
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that high N subjects had lower thresholds than low N subjects. 
The failure to find a corresponding result for introversion 
was in line with some negative findings for forced choice 
thresholds obtained by other workers, and the main effect 
for neuroticism did not tell us much about the validity of 
the inverted 'U ' hypothesis.
This hypothesis also failed to derive support from the 
higher order interactions for the other main indices which 
were significant, since none of these conformed unequivocably 
to the model.
In addition to the main indices described above, tv:c 
state measures (the Nowlis Mood Adjective Checklist end the 
Spielberger measure of State .Anxiety) , and four other physio-
Icj-cal measures (heart rate, hicod pressure, pupil cia~erer 
and deep core body temperature) were employed. Owing tc the ■ 
experimental design, the relevant determinants were not the 
sam.e for all these measures, but we will summarise the main 
findings.
There was an interaction between noise and neuroticism. 
for the Spielberger State Anxiety measure which supported the 
Russian m.cdel of the inverted 'U ' and main effects for session 
for both the 'anxiety' and 'deactivation' scales of the Nowlis 
checklist which would have by themselves been consistent 
with either the Russian or the Western model. However, the 
main effect for neuroticism for the 'deactivation' scale 
contradicted the Western theory, whilst, interactions between 
session and neuroticism and noise and neuroticism for 'anxiety' 
and 'pleasantness', respectively, contradicted the Russian 
model.
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Introverts also scored more highly on the 'concentration' 
scale of the Nowlis checklist than extraverts which is in 
line with results for behavioural measures. But the diffi­
culty of interpreting the labels given to subjective scales 
■was illustrated by the fact that the results for the 'acti­
vation' and 'deactivation' scales of the Nowlis checklist 
were not the obverse of one another.
It was hoped that the results for the physiological 
measures might also help as to compare the Western and Russian 
models as well as to clarify some other specific issues.
The results for the heart rate measure provided no support 
for the Russian model, and the Western model was upheld by 
main effects for noise in session 2 (heart rate being higher 
under 'r.cise’ than under 'no ncise ) and icr sum.ulus inten­
sity in session 1 (heart rate tending tc increase as stimulus 
intensity increased). The discrepancies between the sessions 
were , though habituation effects m.ay have played
a part. Habituation cf orienting, defense or startle 
reflexes may also help explain why heart rate initially 
accelerated following stimulus onset in session 1 (the 
stimulus 'duration* factor) before decelerating, whilst it 
showed a monotonie fall with time in session 2. However, 
stimulus duration did not interact with stimulus intensity 
nor with any of the other factors in a predictable fashion, 
though it was suggested that where between subject factors 
were involved, physical fitness may have complicated the 
picture.
The heart rate measure certainly provided no support for 
the view that personality is related to differences in the
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degree of 'balance' between the sympathetic and parasympa-- 
thetic nervous systems and the same applied to the results 
for the other physiological measures. There were no signi­
ficant effects for blood pressure, but there was an 
interaction between session and introversion for pupil 
diameter, however, which supported the Russian model of the 
inverted 'U'. The picture was more mixed for the temperature 
measure, though. The main effect for session, with body 
temperature being higher in session 2 than in session 1, 
contradicted the Western model, but the increase in body 
temperature with time of day was consistent with it and the 
interaction between time of day and introversion w^as at 
variance with the rival Russian model. It was also out of 
line with the results of Blake (1971) and Home and Ostberg 
(I9T7;. though it was suggested that this may have.been due 
to the use of deep core rather than oral temperature.
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b) The simple auditory reaction time task
The factors employed in this study were stimulus inten­
sity , introversion, neuroticism, time of day and accessory 
stimulation (no accessory stimulation - 'dark' -,constant 
accessory stimulation and variable accessory stimulation).
The most important finding that emerged from this experi­
ment was an interaction between introversion and neuroticism 
which was significant beyond the 0.1% level (one tail). This 
was due to the fact that firstly, amongst extraverts, high 
K subjects responded more quickly that low N subjects, whereas 
the reverse was true amongst introverts. Secondly, amongst 
low N subjects, introverts responded more quickly than extra- 
verts, whereas the reverse was true amongst high K subjects.
supported the view that there is an inverted 'U 
relationship between response speed and the position one 
occupies on an 'X ' axis in which 'neurotic introverts' and 
'stable extraverts' occupy extreme positions and 'stable 
introverts' and 'neurotic extraverts' an intermediate pcsioion 
This is exactly whet the inverted ' U ' m;odel would predict, 
and the latter was also supported by a highly significant 
interaction between introversion and time of day.
However, in the present study introversion did not inter­
act significantly with stimulus intensity, and furthermore 
there was no evidence for a fall in response speed due to 
a rise in stimulus intensity in any of the groups of subjects 
who seemed to be operating beyond the T.T.I. Again this 
appeared to suggest that .stimulus intensity does not inter­
act with the other determinants as predicted by the general 
model alone.
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c) Simple reaction time and signal detection theory _
Our analysis of simple reaction time is based on the 
'counting model' ^summarised on pp. 464-6) which essentially 
assumes that following the onset of a stimulus the frequency 
of impulses in the relevant neural pathway rises (as des­
cribed by a 'sensory growth function') until a certain critical 
value (the 'criterion') is reached at which point the response 
is triggered. It also assumes that the rate at which the - -
frequency rises (i.e. the slope of the sensory growth function) 
is positively related to the intensity of the stimulus and 
that, therefore, the sensory growth functions for stimuli 
differing in intensity diverge with time-since-stimulus-onset.
We argued that if one assumes that there is an inverted 
I relationship between the determinants and the slope :: 
the sensory growth function one can explain most cf the data 
relating the determinants to simple reaction time. However, 
we also suggested that an alternative explanation is that 
there is 'U ' relationship between the determinants- (except 
stimulus intensity) and the subject's criterion.
Furthermore, although the criterion cannot explain the 
effect cf stimulus intensity per se when the various inoen- 
sities are randomised, the fact that the corresponding sensory 
growth function* diverge leads to the prediction that a higher 
criterion level will result in a higher value for the gradient 
of the function relating simple reaction time to stimulus 
intensity. In particular the finding that introverts adopt 
higher criteria than extraverts in signal detection tasks 
(Harkins and Geen 1975) can explain why they also show a 
larger value for this gradient in simple reaction time tasks'
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in the visual modality (Mangan and Farmer 1967), if we’ 
assume that the relative criteria of the two groups are the 
same in the two kinds of task. : -
Since the study by Mangan and Farmer has been taken as 
evidence against the view that introversion and stimulus - ’ ’
intensity are determinants and the view that introversion 
is negatively related to 'strength of the excitatory process', 
it was decided to employ a visual simple reaction time task 
end a visual signal detection task side by side and t o ‘intro­
duce the criterion values derived from the signal detection - 
task as a covariate in the analysis of the simple reaction 
time results. It was hoped that this would reveal the influence 
cf the sensory growth functions alone, although differences 
in 'r.ctcr time' might still affect the results.
The factors which were employed in the analysis-of nhe 
simple reaction time results were introversion, neuroticism, 
accessory stimulation ('white noise'), time cf day, stimulus 
intensity and novelty. Novelty was assessed both by between 
session and by within session comparisons, but discussion 
of the latter will be postponed until the section on vigilance.
The factors employed in the analysis of the signal 
detection task were the same as for the simple reaction time 
task except that within session changes were not assessed -  ^
and the stimulus intensity factor was not included, although 
the two stimuli to be differentiated differed only in ' --
intensity.
In the results of the signal detection task we - found - -- 
an interaction between neuroticism and time of day for the • —
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criterion which supports the criterion hypothesis (see p. f03&) 
However, this was only found in the case of the E.P.Q. 
analysis (see p. fOZS); the E.P.I. analysis simply showed 
that high N subjects responded more readily than the low N 
subjects.
Conversely, there were interactions between neuroticism 
and time of day and between session and time of day for d^, 
which although not directly supportive of the sensory growth 
function hypothesis (see p. (034) nevertheless suggested that 
there was an inverted 'U' relationship between these deter­
minants and discrimination ability. However, there were no
corresponding interactions for the E.P.Q. analysis and there
1
was also no evidence for negative values of d even in the 
Cl curs v;hc appeared tc have passed the T.T.I. Since d* 
weald be expected tc be related to the gradient of the 
inverted 'U', this again seemed to suggest .that the general 
model alone could not explain the effect of stimulus inten­
sity.
Another discrepancy was the apparent 'U'-shaped relation­
ship suggested by the noise x introversion interaction for 
the false alarm measure. However, since a false alarm is an 
error, this supported the view that there was an inverted 
'U ' between the determinants and 'performance', though again 
it was not corroborated by the E.P.Q. analysis.
There were no significant results in the E.P.I. analysis 
of the latency measures from the signal detection task, but 
there was a significant interaction in the E.P.Q. analysis 
between noise and neuroticism for the speed of response to 
signals which supported the inverted 'U ' hypothesis'.
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There were a number of other significant effects for 
measures derived from the signal detection task, but they 
were either uninformative main effects or higher order inter­
actions which were not amenable to explanation.
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Let us now consider the results of the simple reaction 
time task. There was no evidence for transmarginal inhibition 
due to stimulus intensity where the main effect for ^ his 
factor was concerned, but there was a significant planned 
comparison (between the two highest intensities) associated 
with the interaction between stimulus intensity and neuroti­
cism. This was due to the fact that response speed increased 
for the low N subjects but decreased for the high N subjects 
between the two highest intensities. This was consistent 
overall with the model end the result for the high N subjects 
was consistent with a transmarginal inhibition interpretation. 
However, post hoc comparisons cf the relevant means did not 
yield a significant result.
Nevertheless, there was ether evider.ce tc support the view 
that r.eurcticism. is negatively related tc 'strength of the 
excitatory process ' as measured by the gradient of the simple 
reaction time/stimulus intensity curve. Nebylitsyn's 
index of this gradient had a significantly lower value amongst 
high N subjects than amongst low N subjects.
All of the above results were derived from both the E.P.Q. 
and the E.P.I. analysis. There were, hcwever, a number of 
other interactions (mostly involving three factors or miore) 
which were either significant for only one analysis or which 
were not explicable on the basis of the inverted 'U ' model 
(or both).
Furthermore, inclusion of the criterion as a covariate 
in the analysis of the simple reaction time results did not 
produce a significant result. The correlations between the 
criterion and Nebylitsyn's index of the gradient of-the’
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reaction time/intensity curve were also non-significant.
All in all there was little direct evidence for the influence 
of the criterion on simple reaction time per s e .- . : •
There was, however, some evidence for the influence of
the sensory growth functions since there was a significant
1positive correlation between Nebylitsyn's index and d , 
though this was only found under 'noise'.
In contrast, under both noise conditions there were signi- 
ficant negative correlations between the criterion and d 
indicating that when subjects found a discrimination difficult 
they may have adopted a higher criterion to compensate.
We have noted above a number of differences between the 
E.P.I. and E.P.Q. analysis and these discrepancies in general 
were r.cre apparent for results involving introversion than 
for those involving neuroticism. This was also reflected in 
the fact that the intercorrelations between the two sets o f ' 
questionnaire scores (for the 23 subjects whose results were 
included in all the three main groups of analyses in the 
project) were 0.448 and 0.818 for introversion and neuroticism, 
respectively. This may indicate that neuroticism is a more 
stable dimension than introversion or simply be a reflection 
of the relative success with which the questionnaires measure 
these two aspects of personality.
The use of the E.P.Q. also allowed psychoticism to be 
investigated, and interactions emerged between noise, psycho­
ticism and time of day for the criterion and speed-of- 
response-to-non-signals measures which indicated' that amongst'- 
high P subjects the inverted 'U ' relationship found in low P 
subjects was reversed to form a 'U ' shaped relationship.-
■
d) Vigilance task . ..
Let us now consider the third cf the main studies in 
the present project: the vigilance task.
The following factors were employed: signal frequency/ 
probability,^neuroticism, time of day and time bn task. The - - 
factor of signal probability was included despite the fact 
that no evidence for its role as a determinant had been found 
in the results for the simple visual reaction time task, since 
this failure may have been due to the moderating effect of 
within session changes. For convenience the joint factor 
of signal frequency/probability will be referred to simply 
as 'signal frequency*.
The signals and non-signals (both visual) were differen­
tiated in terms of their duration and ref ore the task itself, 
subjects were presented with auditory stimuli at an average 
frequency which was the same as those of the visual signals 
they were to later encounter. This was to establish accurate 
expectancies. Also Spielberger's state anxiety scale and a 
modified version of Thayer's checklist (yielding scales of 
'arousal' and 'stress') were administered before and after 
the task, and measurements of deep core body temperature 
were also taken at these times. The behavioural measures 
employed were the tendency to respond (the reciprocal of the 
criterion), the discrimination index, the probabilities of - 
a hit and false alarm and the speed of response to signals, 
for all of which an inverted 'U ' relationship with the 
determinants was predicted. • :
We will first consider the results for the state and
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physiological measures. The 'arousal' scale of the Thayer 
checklist yielded an interaction between time on task and 
signal frequency -due to the fact that ' a r o u s a l w a s  initially 
greater under high than under low frequency but fell more 
steeply to an eventually lower level. This suggested that 
in the present study, contrary to prediction, an increase 
in signal frequency seemed to be moving subjects to the left 
along the 'X' axis of the inverted 'U', and this was supported 
by interactions between introversion and frequency, and 
between neuroticism and frequency which were also opposite 
to prediction.
The interaction involving neuroticism (unlike the one 
involving introversion) was not corroborated by the E.P'.Q. 
anoIysi5, but there were ccrrespcr.dir.c interactions for the 
'stress' scale of Thayer's checklist arc Spielberger's 
anxiety scale which also supported the above interpretation 
of signal frequency effects, if we assume that these two 
measures ere inversely related to 'hedonic tone' (see p.(Olo) 
since the latter is presumed to have an inverted 'U ' relation­
ship with the determinants.
There were interactions between noise and time of day, 
end between noise, introversion end frequency for the stress 
measure (E.P.I. analysis) and between noise and introversion - 
for the anxiety measure (E.P.Q. analysis) which were also 
in line with such an assumption.
However, there were three interactions for the-stress 
index (noise x introversion, noise x neuroticism and intro­
version X  neuroticism) derived from the E.P.I. analysis, and - 
one interaction (neuroticism x frequency) 'for the' body -
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temperature measure, derived from the E.P.Q. analysis, which - 
were inimical to these views.
For all four measures there were a number of higher order 
interactions and main effects which were significant but 
either uninformative and/or inexplicable. There was, however, 
an interaction between noise and neuroticism for the 'arousal' 
scale (E.P.I. analysis) that was in line with prediction.
If we now look at the results for the behavioural measures 
which relate to the overall level of performance, we find 
that there were interactions between neuroticism and frequency 
for the criterion end 'probability-of-a-hit' measures, and 
between introversion, neuroticism and frequency for the 
criterion and 'probability-of-a-false-alarm' measures that 
z _ r n crtec cur above interpretation of signal f r e q u e n c y  effects
The same does not apply to the interaction between intro­
version and frequency for the parametric discrimination index, 
though it was argued that this was possibly because this 
measure is related to the stimulus duration factor. The view 
that this factor miay be special apparently also receivec 
support from an interaction between introversion end neuro­
ticism which was discrepant and from the fact that despite 
apparent transmarginal inhibition effects for other measures, 
in no condition were subjects more likely to respond to non- 
signals than to signals. -
In the remaining results there were interactions between- 
neuroticism and time of day for the criterion, 'probability- 
of-a-false-alarm' and 'speed-of-response-to-signals' measures, 
all of which supported the inverted 'U ' model,-as did an 
interaction between noise and introversion for the last of
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the three indices. It was suggested that the failure to - 
find any evidence for a 'U' relationship for the false alarm 
measure (unlike the signal detection task) may have been 
because in the vigilance experiment the corresponding inter- * 
action was for the criterion and not the discrimination index. 
Finally, there were a number of other higher order inter­
actions and main effects which were either uninformative 
and/or inexplicable, except for the fact that subjects over­
all were more likely to detect signals under 'noise' than 
under 'no noise' which may have some practical significance.
It should be noted that of the results for the behavioural 
measures which have been mentioned, the only one involving 
personality which was corroborated by the E.P.Q.-analysis
the interaction between neurcticiEr anc time cf day for 
the spc-ed-cf-respcnse-to-sicnals ' measure.
Let us now consider the results for the behavioural 
measures which relate to the effect of time on task. There 
was evidence that the pre-task training did establish fairly 
accurate expectancies in the high frequency condition at 
least, though the same m.ay not have been true of the low 
frequency condition.
For all the behavioural measures, the effect of time on 
task overall was to produce a monotonie decline which was 
consistent with the inverted 'U ' model, as were some of the 
lower interactions, for example between noise and block. 
However, the higher order interactions provided only equi- ' 
vocal support for the model. ...... - -
It should also be.pointed out that relatively few results 
overlapped between the E.P.I. and the E.P.Q. analyses'though' ’
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those that did were often similar in form. The correlations • 
between the personality scores for the two sets of question­
naires were 0.7268 and 0.7472 for extraversion and neuroticism 
respectively. The correlations between the vigilance task 
E.P.Q. scores and the joint simple reaction time/signal 
detection task E.P.Q. scores were 0.4793 and 0.749, respec­
tively. Overall the various correlations derived from the 
present project suggested that though the personality dimen­
sions showed some measure of stability, this was more marked 
for neuroticism than for extraversion, and that some form of 
cyclical process miay have been affecting the latter.
The only results for psychoticism which were significant 
in the vigilance task, were ones involving time on task for
t h e  t  •-he vic-jral measures arc r.cr.e cf these surrerted the v i e w  
■chat a ' U shaped relationship is operating in high P subjects
lOhe
e) The operational measure of 'strength' . .
The last set of results we must consider are those 
relating the operational measure of strength (Nebylitsyn's 
index of the gradient of the simple reaction time/stimulus 
intensity curve) to the various response indices which we 
have already considered.
The gustatory study yielded a number of interactions for 
the main indices but none of these were in line with predic­
tion. The only significant results for the state and 
physiological measures were interactions between noise end 
'strength' end session and 'strength' for the 'activation' 
and 'startle' scales of the Nowlis checklist, respectively. 
These could be regarded as supportive of the model but they 
crc ] c^sioly suspect cue tc seme residua: skewedness in the 
data.
The signal detection task yielded only one significant 
result - an interaction between 'strength' and noise for 
the speed of response to signals - but it was in line with 
prediction.
A number of results from the vigilance task are worth 
considering. There was an interaction between session and' 
'strength' for the discrimination index and interactions 
between 'strength' and frequency, noise and 'strength', and 
session and 'strength' for the 'probability-of-a-hit' measure, 
all of which supported the ideas we have already presented 
in our discussion of earlier results. The remainder of the 
results for the behavioural measures, however, provided no 
more than partial support for the model. The same applied 
to the results for the state and physiological measures,-
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though 'weak' subjects had a significantly higher level of 
'arousal' than 'strong' subjects, which by itself would have 
supported the Western model of the inverted 'U'. ' On the 
other hand, the interaction between 'strength' and time of 
day for body temperature, supported the Russian model.
Overall, greater evidence for our hypotheses was present 
in the vigilance study than in the gustatory study. This 
may have been due to the fact that the former (like the simple 
reaction time task from which Nebylitsyn's’ index was derived) 
was conducted in the visual modality. However, this would 
not explain why there were so few significant results for 
the signal detection task which was not only visual but also 
conducted at about the same time as. the simple reaction time
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B) CONCLUDING C O m E N T S
i) Theoretical implications 
a) Individual differences
The most notable finding that emerges from the results 
relating to the individual differences factors is the role 
of neuroticism as a prime variable, despite its previous- 
neglect by other workers. This, supports Gray's theory of 
the biological basis of personality (as its author himself 
has pointed out - personal communication) since, according 
to this theory, an increase in the activity of the 'behavioural 
inhibition system' leads to an increase in the activity of 
a non-specific 'arousal' mechanism. Furthermore, the B.I.S. 
is thought to be the physiological substrate of 'anxiety' 
which IS mere closely related to neuroticism than to intro­
version. (Spence and Spence 1965).
It should be mentioned that the interaction between 
introversion and neuroticism found by other workers was also 
demonstrated in the present project, most notably in the 
simple auditory reaction time task (though the corresponding 
interaction for the discrimination index in the vigilance 
task was of the opposite form). Such interactions also 
support Gray's theory since introversion is also thought to 
influence the B.I.S., though less so than neuroticism.
Eysenck's mechanism for the spill over of activity from the 
autonomic nervous system into the cortico-reticular system 
provides, perhaps, a less plausible explanation for these 
interactions since such effects are presumed to take place 
only under conditions of strong emotion.
We should also briefly mention the fact that though the
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operational measure of 'strength' - i.e. the gradient of - 
the reaction time/intensity curve - showed some predictable 
interactions with the other proposed determinants, the number 
of these was relatively limited. We earlier suggested some 
reasons why this might have been so, but we acknowledged 
that these were not entirely satisfactory.
Finally, there is some indication that Claridge's (1972) 
suggestion that the normal homeostatic mechanisms based on 
the inverted 'U ' are deranged in high P non-psychiatric 
subjects resulting in a 'U' relationship, may have been 
correct.
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b ) Time of day
One variable which merits particular attention is time 
of cay. This was not included in our original list of 
determinants, but the present project has added to the growing 
body of evidence that it should be accorded a place.
Its interactions with introversion and neuroticism are 
of particular significance since the theories presented by 
Gray, Eysenck and others all tend to assume that personality 
dimensions are related in a fairly direct way to behavioural 
traits such as susceptibility to conditioning, and that these 
in turn interact with environmental factors to determine the 
behaviour of the subject. If, however, the relationship 
between personality and susceptibility to conditioning were 
to reverse between the morning and the afternoon, such theories 
weuld encounter grave difficulties. This is a point that has 
been made by Gray (personal communication) and he goes on to 
suggest a taxono-ic classification of tasks into those which 
CO display such reversals and those which do net. Clearly, 
many of the determinates employed in the present project fall 
into the former category. Later we will consider some of the 
clinical implications of the results of the present body 
of work, but the qualification with respect to time of day 
should be taken into account when assessing these.
Throughout the present project we have treated time of 
cay as a determinant like the others, in other words we 
have tested the hypothesis that it m.oves subjects to the right 
along the 'X' axis of the inverted 'U '. However, recent work 
by Hevelle et al (1980) has shown that if we consider the 
impulsivity subscale of the introversion dimension, there is
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evidence that though low impulsives seem to be operating 
further to the right along this 'X' axis in the morning (as 
the above hypothesis would predict), the reverse is true in 
the evening. Revelle, et al (1980) suggest that this indi­
cates that low and high impulsives differ in the phase of 
their diurnal rhythms, the former being relatively advanced 
compared to the latter.
This in fact does not contradict the hypothesis stated 
above, but is complementary to it. Since the diurnal rhythm 
is a cyclical phenomenon we would expect both low and high 
impulsives to initially move to the right along the 'X' axis 
of the inverted 'U', but we might also expect that at some 
point the groups would start to move in the opposite direction 
to bring them back to their original position at the start 
of the next diurnal cycle. Clearly, the group which was 
advanced in phase (the low impulsives) would begin to move to 
the left first, and one might, therefore, expect that at 
some point the two groups would cross on the 'X' axis result­
ing in a reversal of their relative positions. This may 
seem a speculative account, but the fact that none of the 
afternoon sessions in the present project went beyond 17.00 
hours, whereas the study by Revelle et a 1 which showed such 
reversals was carried out at the later time of 19.DO hours, 
provides support for it.
The fact that the above relationships seemed to hold
for impulsivity but not for sociability or for the composite
dimension of introversion in Revelle et e l 's study, might
lead one to the conclusion that introversion is a less useful
variable to employ than its component factors. Revelle et
a l 's findings are certainly to some extent in line with the--
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suggestions mece ty other euthors that impulsivity and 
sociability ray yield useful information when con s icered 
separately. For example, Claricge (1957) has presented a 
theory of personality in which both impulsivity and s o d a -  ' 
bility àre negatively related to the level of activity in an 
"arousal modulating system', but in which the former is 
related positively and the latter negatively to the level 
of activity of a 'tonic arousal system'.
However, it should also be noted that Craic et al 
(1919) O l d  r.ot find that the results for introversion, socia­
bility and impulsivity were markedly discrepant in a study 
on memory.
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ç) Stimulus associated factors
One of the conclusions which seems at first glance to 
arise from the present project is that stimulus intensity 
and duration (construed as the duration of a single stimulus, 
as opposed to 'time on task') do not interact with the other 
determinants as predicted by the inverted 'U' model at its 
most general. The discrepancy can be explained, however, 
if we remember Hebb's (1955) suggestion that stimuli have 
both a 'cue function' to guide behaviour and an arousal 
function. Furthermore, Sokolov's model (1963) is in line 
with this view as are physiological data that suggest that 
information about stimuli relating to intensity, duration 
etc. will reach the cortex directly before they affect it more 
indirectly /a an 'arousal* system such as the A.R.A.S. Such 
an arrangement would ensure that the 'cue' and 'arousal' 
functions of stimuli did not conflict and could explain many 
of our own data. For example, it could explain why sub­
jective stimulus intensity continued to faithfully and 
accurately reflect objective stimulus intensity even in 
groups who by other accounts appeared to have passed their 
threshold of transmarcinal inhibition.
A word should also be said about stimulus probability. 
Although in our vigilance task, signal probability was con­
founded with signal frequency and, therefore, affected by 
the ambiguity associated with the latter, there is evidence
that subjective probability (as determined by signal proba-
re
bility) may be a determinant. For example, both Wer^^ et al 
(1975) and Lolas and Andraca (1977) have indicated that there 
is an inverted 'U ' relationship between the amplitude
of the 'contingent negative variation' (CNV) and 'arousal'. ■ 
Here CNV is the electrical brain potential which occurs 
during the fore-period of a reaction'time task ès the level 
of expectancy (subjective probability) rises, and '’arousal' 
is either measured in terms of autonomic activity (heart 
rate) or manipulated by factors such as time on task or 
accessory stimulation. Furthermore CNV has been shown to 
be closely related to response speed which is itself related 
by an inverted 'U ' function to the objective, conditional 
probability of the response stimulus in a reaction time task 
in which the foreperiod duration varies randomly from trial 
to trial (see pp. 737-44).
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d) The inverted 'U ' model and the normal distribution curve.
What are we then to conclude about the generality of 
the inverted 'U ' model with respect to the conjoint action 
of the determinants which was one of the main, issues under 
consideration in the present project? We find that where 
only two factors are involved there is usually some evidence 
to support the inverted 'U' model for most combinations.
There are, however, exceptions such as the failure of intro­
version and stimulus intensity to show any such interactions. 
Furthermore, it is relatively rare for a particular combina­
tion to yield a significant and predictable interaction in 
all of the tasks in which it was investigated. Because of 
the danger of false positives in a project in which numerous 
large scale analyses of variance were employee, we have tried 
to base conclusions on sets of results of a similar kind 
rather than isolated findings. For this reason we cannot 
state for any one of the various combinations of factors that 
it provides unequivocal support for the model when the project 
IS considered as a whole. One possible explanation is that 
the operation of the model is moderated by the particular 
determinate in question, and we have already seen evidence 
to support this suggestion.
Another fact that we must consider is the relative 
dearth of higher order interactions which support the theory. 
We argued at the outset that these provided the most stringent 
test of the assumption that the various proposed determinants 
can be combined on the 'X' axis of a single inverted „'U' 
curve. Since most of our conclusions have been based on - 
interactions involving two factors, the inverted model ^
does not seem to have passed this test particularly well.
Nevertheless, let us for the moment assume that we- can 
combine some factors at least into a composite measure. It 
must have struck the reader already that the modified inver­
ted 'U ' curve (see p./0 2 3 ) that we have taken as the basis 
for the present project, bears a striking resemblance to the 
statistical normal distribution curve. It should be noted 
that we cannot be sure that the data after transformation 
for statistical.reasons are linearly related to the under­
lying variable in question, and empirical support for this 
modification is in any case not abundant within the present 
project, at least. However, let us consider what implications 
this modification, if true, might have.
If the determinants dc interact as predicted by the 
general modej then one might expect that the value of the 
composite measure of these determinants would have a normal 
distribution. This is because - with the exception of time 
cf day - one might expect the levels of the individual 
determinants (e.g. introversion, neuroticism, accessory 
stimulation) to be normally distributed so that a composite 
measure derived from them should have the same form. If sc - 
then it would make perfect teleological sense for the function 
relating the level of this composite measure to performance 
to be a normal distribution curve (such as our modified 
inverted ' U ' ) . -
The reason is that the peak of a normal distribution 
curve is the point of maximum probability, end the peak of - 
the inverted 'U ' is the point of optimal performance. These 
two peaks would, therefore, coincide so that the probability
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of the performance level of the organism being optimal would." 
be maximal. It should be noted that this would -apply 
whether we accept the modification or not. However, with the . 
modification included the two curves not only would have 
coincidental peaks but would also be identical in-form, the " 
level of functioning exactly following the probability of . 
obtaining a given value of the composite measure. Moreover, 
since some of the determinants which make up this measure 
are between subject factors this mechanism would operate acros; 
individuals as well as for a given individual.
Furthermore, we would be correct in concluding that the 
modified inverted 'U' is survival-oriented for a civen 
individual if we assume that- the level of activity within the 
nervous system corresponds tc the 'excitatory process' and 
that It has a normal distribution. This latter assumption 
is of course a cardinal tenet of signal detection theory.
To conclude, then. Though the inverted ' U ' model has not 
received overwhelming support from the project we see that 
It is still a useful conceptual tool and the view that it is .. 
a mechanism which promotes the survival of the organism m.ay 
be worth considering.
loss
2 . C L I N  1 t ' A L LICATICTLS ? H Y P N O T I C  SIjS^EP_TI_BILI T Y ,
PEK5CN.A1 ITY AND B £ H A VI PUR T H E RAPY .
The relationship between hypnotic susceptibility, 
introversion and neuroticism was first investigated by 
Furnccux and Ginson (1961), who found that susceptibility 
was highest in 'stable extraverts' and 'neurotic introverts', 
and lowest in 'neurotic extroverts', while 'stable intro­
verts' had a low-average susceptibility. Some studies have 
failed to replicate these findings, for instance Hilgard 
and Eentler (1963), but Gibson and Curran (1974) pointed 
out certain procedural differences between the two investi­
gations, and also produced findings which were essentially 
similar to those of the Furneaux and Gibson study. Moreover, 
the relationships that em.erged from the latter have since 
received further confirmation (Fellows 1973; Gibson and 
Corcoran 1975).
A variety of explanations for the findings have been 
advanced. One of these (Gibson and Curran, o p . c i t .) assum.es 
that neuroticism acts as a moderator variable of attitude, 
with high levels of neuroticism producing deferential 
behaviour in introverts, but tense, defensive behaviour in 
extraverts. This is in line with the discovery that 'fear­
ful' or 'oversoc 1 a 1i s e d ' behaviour is more likely to be 
found in 'neurotic introverts' whereas behaviour disorders 
and sympton.s of 'undersocialisation' are more common in 
'neurotic extroverts' (Eysenck 1967). Both Eysenck (op .cit.) 
and Gray (1971) have put forward theories to explain these 
patterns, based on the idea that 'neurotic introverts' form 
conditioned fear responses more readily than
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'neurotic extraverts'. It is possible that such concepts 
rr.ay indeed be relevant to the hypnotic setting in which a 
considerable degree of compliance is demanded of the subject. 
The moderate levels of hypnotic susceptibility of the 'stable 
introverts' in the Furieux and Gibson (op. c i t .) study and
'stable tKtrOuerts' in the Gibson and Corcoran study
( o p . cit.) are also explicable on this basis, since both 
these groups would appear to occupy an intermediate position 
on a dimension of socialisation. However, the latter study 
showed that 'stable introverts' had a level of susceptibility 
comparable to that of the 'neurotic extroverts' (i.e. very 
low), which suggests that degree of socialisation may not 
be the cr.ly relevant variable.
}v-rr.eeu>; (19-61) has invc>;ed the Ytrkes-Cocson law to 
provide an alternative explanation of these findings. The 
law assumes that there is an inverted 'U ' relationship be­
tween drive and perferrance, of the form depicted in figure ^7
Perfor­
mance
hypnotic 
susc•)
NeuroticStable Neurotic Drive
Introverts Introverts Extraverts
Stable
Extraverts
Fie. 57 Furneaux' theory of personality and hypnotic
susceptibiltiy
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Furneaux argues that high levels of drive are associated 
with high levels of neuroticism and also, in the interper­
sonal context of hypnosis, with low levels of intreversion.
On this basis, 'stable extroverts' and 'neurotic introverts' 
would occupy intermediate positions on the 'X' axis and 
would, therefore, have high levels of susceptibility (since 
Furneaux regards hypnotic susceptibility as a performance 
measure), whereas 'neurotic extroverts' and 'stable intro­
verts' would occupy the extreme right and left-hand ends of 
the axis, respectively, and would, therefore, have relatively 
low levels of susceptibility.
But there is a third way to explain the findings.
This explanation also uses curvilinear relationships, such 
as those embodied in the Y£rkes-Dodson law, as starting 
points, but it differs from the earlier explanations in a 
number of ways. Before presenting it in detail it is perti­
nent to consider the findings of a study carried out by 
Winter c-t a 1 (1976). The study showed that the E.E.G. alpha 
amplitude was greater in extroverts than in introverts amon­
gst subjects low on neuroticism, whereas the reverse was 
true amongst subjects high on neuroticism. This would 
suggest that E.E.G. alpha amplitude may be an inverse meas­
ure of the level of the 'excitatory process'. It is signi­
ficant that high E.E.G. alpha amplitude is associated with 
high hypnotic susceptibility (e.g. London, Hart and Leibo­
vitz, 1968). Also photic-driving of the E.E.G. alpha has 
been found to aid hypnotic induction &hor end Cobb 1968) , 
as has biofeedback training in E.E.G. alpha production
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(Engstrom jE_t__aJ, 1970). Moreover, in the latter study 
it was found that subjects experienced the 'alpha-on' 
periods and hypnotic induction in very similar ways, as 
judged by subjective reports.
The relationships between personality and hypnotic 
susceptibility, described earlier, could be explained by 
a 'U ' shaped function such as the one depicted in Fig.
Hypnotic
susceptib­
ility
and
E.E.G.
alpha I 
amplitude
Excitatory
process
Levels of the determinants
Stable Neurotic
Extraverts Extraverts
Neurotic
Introverts
Stable introvert s
Pip. 5>3 A new theory of the relation between personality and 
hypnotic susceptibility !
This predicts that 'stable extroverts' and 'neurotic 
introverts' will both have high hypnotic susceptibilities 
but for different reasons. The 'stable extroverts' because 
they are operating on the left of the 'X ' axis; the 'neuro­
tic introverts' because they are operating on the right of 
the ' X ' axis. In both cases this results in a low value 
of the 'excitatory process' within the nervous system and 
a high value of E.E.G. alpha amplitude.
This explanation clearly differs from Furneaux' formu­
lation, shown in Fig.S'7 and may be preferable since the
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general jnoJel supports the ordering of personality group-s
on the ‘X ’ axis of fig.r? rather than the ordering in Fig. 5^ 7 
It is possible that the relative positions of the various 
personality groups in the hinds of situations employed in 
the present project and in hypnotic settings are different, 
but a ii'Ore coherent t.hec^ry would be obtained if one assumed 
that the relative positions of the personality groups 
remain unchanged, whilst the shape of the function governing 
the relationship between personality, on the one hand, and 
the determinates and hypnotic susceptibility, on the other, 
are different. This is partly because the present theory 
is also in line with a 'U ' shaped relationship between 
hypnotic susceptibility and the difference between the stan­
dard scores for extroversion and neuroticism ('Ez-Nz'), 
found by Gibson and Curran (op. c i t .). An increase in 
the value of ('Ez-Nz') would be expected to move one to the 
left along the 'X' axis of Fig.S'S and would produce a 'U' 
Function. Our theory is also consonant with Gibson,
Corcoran and Curran's (1977) finding that tranquillisers 
increase hypnotic susceptibility in 'neurotic extroverts'. 
This too is predictable from Fig.5‘7 if we assuire that tran­
quillisers move subjects to the left along the 'X ' axis.
It would be interesting to see if manipulations other than 
the administration of drugs (e.g. the use of accessory 
stimulation) also produced predictable effects.
The present theory obviously bears directly on the 
question of hypnotic induction procedure. If the theory 
is correct, it follows that the techniques adopted to induce 
hypnosis n.ay need to be different for different individuals,
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since the*cffeet of a given manipulation will depend on 
which side of the 'u' one is operating. This is of consi­
derable clinical relevance since hypnosis is used widely in 
a nu.'t.ber of therapeutic procedures for psychiatric dis­
orders (Gibson 1979, Kihlstrom 1979), and its possible role 
in the treatment of psycl'icso:: at i c illnesses l,as also bten 
discussed (e.g. Kline and Linder 1967). Furthermore, it 
is likely that even where overtly hypnotic procedures are 
not deliberately and consciously employed by the therapist, 
the n.echanisnis underlying therapy may in some cases be 
similar to the mechanisms underlying hypnosis. This is 
supported by the finding, for instance, that the efficacy of 
both relaxation training and self-hypnosis training in 
reducing anxiety is dependent on the hypnotic susceptibi­
lity of the subject (Benson et a l 1978). The procedural
similarities between hypnosis and the relaxation techniques 
used in systematic dcsensitisation, for example, are obvious. 
At the other extreme, it is also significant that the chances 
that take place in the later stages of flooding therapy have 
been attributed to transmarginal inhibition (VColpe 1968; 
Astrup 1979). Furthermore, Horowitz (1970) has shown that 
the efficacy of 'fear arousal' - an integral component of 
flooding - in treating a snake ^bobia is positively corre­
lated with hypnotic susceptibility.
The relationships between personality and the inverted 
'U' would by themselves suggest that the effectiveness of a 
given therapeutic method might depend on the personality 
of the subject. It would not be unreasonable to suj.j'Ose
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that in bvth systematic dcsensitisation and flooding, for 
instance, success may depend partly on an eventual lowering 
of the level of the 'excitatory process' in the feared 
situation. Systematic desensitisation could be considered 
to r.iovo t he individual to the left of the ' X ' axis of the 
inverted ' U ' ar.d clearly the speed of reduction of the 
'excitatory process' to a given level by this method will 
be greater in a patient who is already operating relatively 
to the left such as a 'staole extrovert'. (It should be 
remeiubered that neurotic disorders such as monosymptomatic 
phobias, though more conunon in neurotic introverts, are 
found in individuals of varying personality profiles.) 
Conversely flooding could be considered to move the indivi­
dual to the righit and eventually past his threshold of trans 
marginal inhibition. This is in line with the finding 
(watson and Marks 1971) that the induction of anxiety irre­
levant to the phobia is therapeutic in flooding, and that 
the therapeutic effect is proportional to the degree of 
irrelevant anxiety induced. This does not apply to the 
decree of relevant anxiety induced, though, so clearly miore 
than one factor is involved in flooding. However, the pre­
ceding account does suggest that the production of a trans- 
marginal inhibition effect rr.ay be one of these, and if so 
one would expect this process to occur n,ore readily in 
subjects already operating relatively to the right such as 
'neurotic introverts'.
Vvhatever the actual iiiechanisms involved in systematic 
desensitisation and flooding, there is enpirical evidence 
to support the view that their relative effectiveness may
I 0 é S'
dcpc-nd on* the kind of subject factors outlined above. For - 
instance, variables which predict a good prognosis for 
patients treated by syste.n.atic desensitisation also p-redict 
i^opx p'rognosis for patients treated by flooding (Marks 
,a1 1971) . Systeratic desensitisation produced the best 
results in the 1past anxious subjects, i.e. these with the 
fewest phobias and the lowest level of physiological acti­
vity. This is in line with the theory presented by Rizley 
and Repucci (1974) according to which mild anxiety facili­
tates treatment by systeisatic desensitisation because the 
conditioned eniotional responses (C.E.R. s) elicited by 
stimuli presented to the patient extinguish as they are not 
sufficiently intense to elicit the covert stimuli (internal 
nocive responses) whicli n.ay reinforce the C.E.R. s under 
conditions of intense anxiety. Such anxiety, however, may 
be beneficial in flooding procedures since the study by
Marks x L  _ci_t. ) also showed that this m.ethod produced
the best results in patients suffering from severe phobias, 
i.e. those with the nest synptoms and with the highest level 
of physiologica1 'arousal'. (This has been confirmed by 
hatson and Marks (1971).) Furthermore, Sipprelle et al 
(1977) have found that in a clinical setting, subjects high 
on trait anxiety displayed higher levels of physiological 
'arousal' than subjects low on anxiety (which as stated 
earlier is positively related to both introversion and neur- 
ot i ci S3n) .
The relative efficacy of flooding and systematic ce- 
sensitisation in producing an Improvement in the patients'
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disorders* may not be the only factor to consider. Flooding 
procedures not only fail to work with some individuals 
but may actually worsen the complaint under certain condi­
tions, for instance if the flooding session is not suffic­
iently prolonged {e.g. Habavilas et al 1976). It is not 
unrcasonable to suggest that this n.ay have been partly 
because the subjects concerned were not taken past their 
threshold of transmarginal inhibition (since stimulus dura­
tion is one of the factors which is thought produces m.ove- 
rnent to the right along the 'X' axis of the inverted 'U ' ) 
and clearly, all other things being equal, this situation 
is miore likely to occur in a subject with a relatively high 
T.T.I.
Conversely, the theory presented by Rizley and Repucci 
(see above) would suggest that in very anxious subjects (who 
can be identified in the present context with subjects with 
'weak' nervous systems) systen.atic desensitisation may 
produce a worsening of the sym.ptoms (due to the reinforce­
ment of the C.E.R. s by internal 'nocive' responses) rather 
than an ar.-el i or at i on .
The above account suggests that different therapeutic 
procedures rr.ay be differentially beneficial in different 
individuals. It is also possible that such differential 
effects may be due in part to their differential effects on 
hypmotic susceptibility. On the basis of Fig. ^^ one might 
predict that, for instance, systematic desensitisation may 
increase the hypnotic susceptibility of a 'stable ex 
to a given level more quickly than that of a 'neurotic
/ 0 é 7
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introvert'. The rever se would be true for flooding.
7-.strup ( )  has p«ointed out that the choice 
of therapeutic p,rocedure is one of the main ones that 
clinicians have to face. It is possible that factors such 
as personality ai^ d h\ pnot i c susceptibility n.ay be relevant 
to such a choice^ and this possiblity is worth) of investi­
gation.
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A l l  EXDICES
1 1 0 2
APPENDIX A,
Details of material used to coll -at saliva.
No. 2 'Cotter V. aol rolls' (Wright's dental suppliers, 
50, New G--.vene;ish St. ,London)
5 cms.* 5 cms. dental swabs (Wright's dental suppliers, 
as above).
Details of gauze:
B.P.C. absorbent cotton viscose gauze.
Detail.- of pulse mstsr:
y . nufect'r-ei by 3 -r-%1 company,Japan.
Decails of white noise:
2CHz-20>:Hz. broad banc.
Details of the chloride ion concentraticns of the 
lemon juice have been temporarily lost, so the author 
ir unable to pr--s =nt them at this m.cm.nt in time.
//Olf
•-tails of }.oi;jOt"'-ni sat j en ci 1 smon juice:
emptied i]ito a
C. F- : — F r
The juice from the ] es, on s v. es extracted end pieced 
]lrht cpaque Toltle hich we s regularly 
ht cpepuo l.ott] e r> : ch w s  h >pû in
et-, d i.:i2 7 ergo Ici tlo v.e s i nv-i-rted severe 
e c  of i t s  c intents were decanted into 
- r.11 =.- c c-rtai r.orc • This process :r s repeated '.-.rtil a l  
' jriç z h* Q 1, • n tr- rmferrvd to the se contaecrs. Th 
the j'CCu ..as r.'Ce-n to -r^ 'w.re oh-t cn _ /grrr ion f cl
:n a soal
r
•n 0 /. L,r'
'a u r.! • n
1 c:
Is e.f ot.
n p w c e  e^ on 
;■ 1 e r i rto 
■ :• 1 -o
■•'r-
nto aare
(a.;;e * 1/2').
V: S.'cd j J.I O .''1' ctLc -nu 1-0 - 0
Twenty five -/Is. c.
era0 0 inio : or ('vvre * V O ' )
APPENDIX A (cont.)
Details of the preparation of the intermediate concentration:
Let us say that \/e wished to prepare a solution which 
was intermediate in concentration between solution A and 
solution B, where A was twice as con centrated as B, Nine 
mis. of A were pipetted into a clean jar and three mis. 
of distilled water were then passed into the jar from the 
burette. The contents were thoroughly mixed and this mixture 
was used as the intermediate concentration»
Detailed time sequence for taste exp-riment:procedure 
within each cycle.
Session 1. 
Time 0.0 
30 secs(0.30) 
0.50
1 minute(1.0) 
1.45 
1.50 
1.55 
2.0
2.15
2.30
4.00
Rinse
Rinse
Turn on noise if necessary 
Put in swabs 
dip gauze in solution 
Remove gauze from solution 
Take gauze over to subject 
Place gauze on subject's tongue 
and note heart rate.
Note heart rate
Note heart rate and remove gauze.
Remove swabs. Turn off noise if necessary. 
Start of mext cycle
(to é
- \ . . t « ^
T i 11.3 c ecu-'nee for 5 on 2 •
0 r'in, Kirse
0 . 2 5
0 . 4 5
0.50
0.55
1. : 0 
T.35 
r.30
Ti}In CCI noire if recessary 
Dip ^auce in etiruins solution 
?aVe ranze cut of-stimulus solution 
Dele excuse ever to subject
2ut eauz.e c-n subject's iur.^ue and r.cte heart rate 
bote heart rate 
hc.aj.-t rate.
C VC
7 ;. i n  o f f  r. c. l e e  I f  r, e c c s s a r y 
t : r 1 e
2 , t o  f t  - r t  o f  r . >:t  c v c l e .
C
J
I : I:ter cf
C : ii. i r "'::l
r S L\ C
. 4
—  —  C'cth
  a : -, Jc (i r. fi
t k
>
a ; C r ;, ,,
n
Iv tr / A/* I / k
-/rcss Sc
)/
tv £, r d
■ tion of subject's rcuih showing jcsiticns
of duct Oleninas and of the cotton wool rolls air
//by
t r f s m x  A (cc-t.).
Heionic Icne scale :. 
a As b.r.j-A cesaiit as it is 
. b 
c
d uaIre rely unp]ccs -nt 
• e 
f
r /: Ac;at ely rrlc-sant
:.t
r
s n .' L
II
V  I a '  
V.'
V ir .'cl
y As I'd eassnt is it is possible to b^
i<iu7C
Plan view of tongue showing position of gauze
j £ ' { ----
Strip
cy Cf m tr #u L 
f s hpw -A € « @4,
Diagram of pupil diameter card 
The use of the pupil diameter card;
The subject was asked to face the wall and to focus 
on a spot on the wall with one eye covered. He was then 
asked to hold the pupil card vertically so that the line 
of holes was opposite the pupil, and to tell the exper­
imenter in which set of holes the two holes seemed to be 
just touching. The pairs of holes were calibrated in 
millimetres of pupil diameter.
/ // 0
A (curt.)
The rcbsurcment of blood pressure:
The subject cat at the table with bis left arm resting 
on the latter and with the left sleeve rolled up. The blood 
pressure cuff wos placed on his left upper arm whilst a 
stether cope wcs placed cvcr the brachial artery in the 
left r-diun cubital fossa. The cjff was pumped up beyond 
sysloli c pro score, and the pressure than gradually released
until the ^r'^rial beats f 
be0a:' e :'.uf f "! '-d (d i ust ol i c ) .
appear:d(sy5tolic) and than
c X * #
.7?
. CO
Q • y   ^ — O « y
.C4 1 7 .CC
7.5
5.5
2.74
5.b7
i L w
.5
. 25
.06
2.50
5.-4 :6.52 
2. CC
ulr CUT.-us verts
Low N 20,9 30,6
AlTlhDlX 3
A l - u  i : ' i , c - r y  T  a v t i  c n  t i r e  t a s k
,n V ar: a roe t-.J. /.can S.D.
5.21
1T./7
A , CO
• -  3
OO
2.C9
:?./5 Â.75
;.,C 5.75
C- ♦ r U 1.79
2.54
2 :1.5
5 : . I
7.0
21.9
,ti
r:'.' .: roi ,:97;)
. J "I - - — * p -C* *1-. -|
r.-;'.a -t =  ^O': t- ti .1 j ty cl
then A (5) = stand -r î:r ea
5r.r to
c o
and 015) = et 
dhoc to i'F
c P n A- r ■r.r. 1 z
c n :c 0 (F)-z(Z)
''II
e u. . )
Cci're J at 3 ons be tanan scales ciriveJ fi’OS the isitial F.P.Î. 
questionnaires and the P.P. 0 . questi ornsirc s given at the 
ti re of the joint signal cetecti or./sin.ple visual reacticn 
tire task:
P*PeI. Ioa]e
he ei ahi1ity 
Ir^nl s iv ity
P.P.Q, scale 
E 
N 
L 
E
c orrelati c 
0.448 
0.8:8 
-0.C57 
0.591 
0.^05
s-i as rant of 
] a a e t i \ n 1 i a
1
% V V,
r . c/
1. rl
c n/ s : m e
.. . r r -
I ! I 7
j'T-e] at : eus be twee n scales c e rived f]cn initial P.P.l.s and t.F.h,
u- van at the td:: e of the vi ri 1 arce enT'ertnant.
F , P . I . à c a 1 e F.P.6. scale Ce rrelat ion
0 , 7 2 7
0,7:^7
L 0,599
anility
T 'yulsivity
0.67^
C .525
Jr
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AI'PnPDlX C
Pattern of signals in vigilance task :
Each session consisted of four ten minute blocks ,and 
each one was preceded by a ten minute buzzer period. Below 
are given the times within each ten minute period at which 
a signal was presented.
Buzz er period Block I Block2 Block 5 Block ^
Low signal 0.58(0 min- 0.58 0.54 1.22 0.58
frecuency utes, 55 sec
, s ession I onds)
1.52 1.04 2.06 1.28 2.06
5.04 1.58 4.50 2.26 4.50
4.12 5.10 5.58 5.00 4.56
5.54 4.52 6.56 4.06 6.52
5.40 5.40 7.55 6.52 6.04
7.56 7.56 8.04 5.26 6.58
low signal
f e quency, C.5S 0.58 0.5^ 0.58 1.22
s i cn 2 I.C4 1.52 2.06 2.06 1.26
1.58 5.04 4.50 4.50 2.26
■ 5.TO 4.12 5.58 4.56 5.00
4.52 5.54 6.56 6.52 4 .0s
5.40 5.^C 7. >4 8.04 6.52
7.56 7.56 6.04 8.56 8.28
t l l h
APPENpIX c ( c c i j L . ;
Buzzer period Block I Block 2 
High signal 
frequency 
,session I
0.26 0.26 0.14
0.52 0.53 0.22
0.44 1.25 0.59
0.47 1.56 1.34
0.56 2.07 2.10
1.04 2.45 2.42
1.57 3.12 3.II
2.09 ' 5.40 5.28
2.58 4.CI 5.^6
3.05 4. lo 3.50
5.16 4.15 4.13
3.25 4.25 4.47
3.30 4.26 5.06
3.47 4.59 5.09
-.lu 577 5,2:
5.52 5 c -8
5.00 6.29 6.14
57 4 6.7 6,7:
5.4? 7.15 e.zi
6.22 7.22 6.50
6.41 7.28 6.57
7,17 -I r T'• y 7.25
7.35 6.25 7.41
7.55 8.57 7.46
7.59 8.51 8.08
8.55 9.08 8.41
8.51 9.27 8.54
9.28 9.40 9.25
9.49 9.56 9.36
Block 5 
0.21 
0.26 
1.00
1 .13 
1.40 
1.57 
2.50 
2.49 
3.II
5.14 
3.21
5.27
3.56
4.28
5.04
5.59
5.57
6.24 
7.01 
7.13 
^ . 5 - 
7.47
8.15 
8.26 
8.42 
6.56
9.05 
9.36
Block 4 
0.67 
0.20 
0.48 
0.56
1.50 
2.02 
2.06 
2.25 
5.02 
3.29
3.50
4.01
4.18
4.24
4. 4 0
4.-5
5.07
p f ^  c
5.-5
6.12
6.55
".CÎ
7.13
7.44
7.58
8.22
8.57
9.15
9.24
III F
AIIENDIX C (cont.)
High signal 
frequency 
session 2
Buzzer period Block I Block 2 Block 3 Block 4
0.26 0.26 0.07 0.14 0.21
0.53 0.32 0.20 0.22 0.26
1.25 0.44 0.46 0.59 1.00
1.36 , 0.47 0.56 1.34 1.13
2.07 0.56 1.30 2.16 1.40
2.45 1.04 2.02 2.42 1.57
3.12 1.37 2.06 3.11 2.30
3.40 2.09 2.25 3.26 2.49
4.01 2.38 3.02 3.^6 3.II
4.16 3.05 3.29 3.50 3.1k
4.15 3.16 3.50 4.13 3.21
4.23 3.23 4.01 4.47 3.27
4.26 3.30 4.16 5.06 3.56
4.59 3.-7 4.2Z 5.09 4.26
5.17 ^.15 4.40 5.21 5.0-
5.52 4.32 4.^5 5.46 C 7-0 y  • y  >
6.53
7 . 1 5
7.27
7.28
V
« L. L.
.47 5 . 4 3
6.1,
6.35
6.41
6.5c
5 . 3 7
6.Cl
6.24
7. Cl
7 . 1 3
7.51 7.17 7.01 7.25 7.39
8 .25 7.33 7.13 7.41 7.47
8.37 7.55 7.44 7.46 8.15
8.51 7.59 7.58 8.08 8.26
9.08 8.33 8.22 8.41 8.42
9.27 8.51 8.57 8.54 8.56
9.40 9.28 9.15 9.25 9.05
9.56 9.49 9.24 9.36 9.36
tin
AlPEKDIX C(cont.)
Correlation matrix for state measures derived from vigilance task
I=Tstress
2=TARCUSAL
5=AKX
'Ko noise, befo r e '
1 1.00
2 -0.23 I.00
3 0.733 -0.34 I.06
l' 2 3
'Ho n o i s e , a f t e r '
1 1.66
2 -0.04 I.CO
3 c.ee -0.19 1.00
'noise,after'
1 1.00 
2 - 0 . 1 5  1.00
.61 - 0.22 1.00
'noise,before'
1 1.00
2 -C.33 1.0.
3 0.66 -0.35 1.00
